THE
TESTAMENT
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------This is not a proper ordinary translation. It has basically been prepared for those who may want
to use this translation as a tool for learning the original (Arabic) text, and thus also be able to
readily study on its very special “Mathematical Structure.” It has been prepared on the “word for
word” basis as much as possible. And the “same root words” have always been translated
with “one english equivalent,” as they appear in the original text, even if sometimes they may
not make so much sense in the context, and may not be in grammatically most correct forms.
So the reader sometimes will have to guess the simple actual meanings from the context, regardless
of the dictionary meanings. And some other invented words and forms have also been used in this
same sense and manner.
So by this translation, the reader will hopefully get quite a bit familiar with the pure
main construction and the basic teaching of the original (Arabic) text, and hence also be able to
get to it much more easily.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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CHAPTER 1
1- In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
2- The praise is for The Authority, Lord of the multitudes.
3- The Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
4- Ruler of the Religion Day (82/17-19).
5- You alone we serve, and You alone we seek-help.
6- (So please) guide us into the directly-standing path (24/46).
7- The path of those whom You blessed upon them; not of those who were felt-wrath upon them,
nor of the strayers (56/51).

CHAPTER 2
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- A, l, m.
2- This is the Written-Document (:similar words, in twoers, message 39/23), there is no doubt in it;
a guidance for the shelter-takers. (Please, see the Reading, Chapter 2)
3- The ones who believe in the Unseen, and they are standing the Support (2/238), and distributing
(2/215) from what we provided for them.
4- And the ones who believe what is sent-down to you (39/23) and what was sent-down before
you (3/3-4), and about the Later-Time (Hosea 6/2-3) (Gospel-Lk. 18/33 = Jn. 6/44-45) (Quran
43/61-62) they are attaining-certainty.
5- Those are (the ones who are) upon a Guidance (39/23) from their Lord, and those them are the
comfort-receivers.
6- Certainly, the ones who disbelieve (2/26), it shall be straight upon them; whether you warn
them, or not warn them, they will not believe.
7- The Authority sealed upon their hearts and their hearing, and upon their visions there are
(unseen) veils; and for them (there will come) a great retribution.
8- And from the people (there are the ones) who say: We believed in The Authority and the
Later Day, --our Lord’s one day should be equal to our one thousand years 22/47-- (Hosea 6/2-3)
(Gospel-Lk. 18/33 = Jn. 6/44-45) (Quran 43/61-62), but in fact they did not believe.
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9- They are cheating The Authority and the believers (2/25-26), but in fact they are not cheating
except their (own) souls, but they do not perceive.
10- In their hearts (there is) an illness, and The Authority augmented their illness. And for them
(there will come) a painful retribution because that they are lying.
11- When it is said to them: Do not commit-evil (2/27) on the earth, they said: We are only
righteous-deeding-ones.
12- Be-careful, certainly-they, they are the evil-committers (2/27), but they do not perceive.
13- When it is said to them: Believe like the (other) people believed (2/25-26), they said: Should
we believe like the stupids believed? Be-careful, certainly-they, they are the stupids, but they
do not know.
14- When they met the believers (2/26), they said: We believed. But when they passed-away to
their satans, they said: Certainly, we are with you; we are only lightly-taking-ones.
15- (In reality) The Authority is taking-lightly with them, and He is leading them on in their
transgressions (7/185-186), blundering.
16- Those are the ones who bought the strayance instead of the Guidance (39/23), and their trade
did not prosper, and they did not become guided-ones.
17- Their allegory is like (the) allegory of the one who fueled a fire, and when it made-shine what
is around it, The Authority made-go-away their light, and He abandoned them in darknesses,
(so) they do not see.
18- Deaf, dumb, and blind; and they do not come-back.
19- Or like an afflicter from the sky, in it (there are) darknesses and thunder and lightning.
They are making their fingers into their ears from the faint-makers, becoming-alarmed of the
death. And The Authority is a surrounding-one of the disbelievers (2/26).
20- The lightning almost snatches-away their vision. Every-when it shone for them, they walked
in it, but when it turned-dark upon them, they stood-still. If The Authority wanted, He could
have made-go-away their hearing and their vision. Certainly, The Authority is a measurer
upon every wanted-thing.
21- O the people, you shall serve your Lord (12/40), the One who created you and the ones
before you, so that perhaps you may take-shelter.
22- The One who made the earth a habitat for you, and the sky a structure. And He sent-down
water from the sky and brought-out with it from the fruits, as a provision for you. So do not
make any rivals for The Authority (28/70 X 21/29), and (now that) you know.
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23- And if you became in doubt from what we sent-down upon our servant (39/23), so bring-forth
one Chapter from same-of-it, and call-upon your own witnesses other than The Authority, if
you are proved-right-ones.
24- But if you cannot do -and you will never do- take-shelter against the Fire, the one its fuel
are the people and the rocks; it is countedly-prepared for the disbelievers (2/26).
25- So give-good-news to those who believe and work for the righteous-deeds. Certainly,
for them (there will be) Parks flowing under them the rivers:
Every-when they are provided from it (Chapter) from a “fruit” (:word) as a provision, they said:
This is the one we were provided before! And (thus) they are given with them (“provisions”) as
looking-similar (:as same root & same meaning words). --(please, also see here: 14/24-25)-And for them (there are) “purified couples” in it (Chapter), and they are in it eternal. (Please, see
the Reading, all the Chapters therein; those Tables which consist of similar words, in couples.)
26- Certainly, The Authority does not shy-away from striking any allegory, neither a mosquito
nor what is above it (:the allegory cited above). So the ones who believe (in this design) shall
know that certainly it is the truth from their Lord, but those who disbelieve shall say: What is it
that The Authority (really) intended by this allegory? He makes-stray with it (the) majority, and
He guides with it (the) majority. And He shall not make-stray with it except the betrayers.
27- The ones who violate The Authority’s Pledge after His Covenant (Torah-Dt. 18/18-19 =
32/1-6) (Gospel-Mtw. 4/4 & Jn. 6/27 = Lk. 6/22-23 & Mtw. 7/22-23) (Quran 3/81 & 33/7-8 =
27/93 & 14/24-29), and they are cutting-away what The Authority commanded it to be-joined, and
they are committing-evil (2/205) on the earth. Those them shall be the losers.
28- How can you disbelieve in The Authority, and you were dead, (but) He made-you-live?
Then He is making-you-die (again), then He is making-you-live; then to Him you are
sent-back (16/28-29 X 32).
29- He is the One who created for you whatever on the earth, altogether; then He went-straight
to the sky, and He made-them-straight as seven skies. And He is (the) knower of all wanted-things.
30- Once, your Lord said to the Ruling-Angels: I am making on the earth a successor. They said:
Are you making on it (the one) who will commit-evil on it, and shed the blood? And we
(always) glorify with Your praise, and we exalt for You. He said: Certainly, I know what
you do not know.
31- And He made-know Adam the names, every of them. Then He presented them upon the
Ruling-Angels, and said: Inform me with (the) names of these, if you are proved-right-ones.
32- They said: Be-You-glorified, not a knowledge for us, except what You made-us-know.
Certainly-You, You are the knower and the wise-decision-maker.
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33- He said: O Adam, inform them with their names. So when he informed them with their
names, He said: Did I not say to you that certainly I know-best (the) unseen of the skies and
the earth? And certainly, I know-best what you are revealing, and what you are concealing.
34- And once, we said to the Ruling-Angels: Prostrate for Adam. So they (all) prostrated, except
Iblees. He refused and behaved-big, and he became from the disbelievers.
35- And we said: O Adam, reside, you and your couple, in the Park, and eat from it generously
wherever you want, but do not get-close to this tree, lest you become from the unjust-ones.
36- But the satan made-them-slip on it. So he sent-them-out from what they were in it. And we
said: Go-down, some of you as hostile-ones for some. And for you (there will be) a settlement
and goods on the earth until awhile.
37- So Adam got-meet from his Lord (some) words, and He returned upon him. Certainly-He,
He is the best returner, the most merciful.
38- We said: Go-down from it, altogether. And if a Guidance comes to you from Me, whoever
follows My Guidance (39/23), (there will be) no fear upon them, and they will not grieve.
39- But the ones who disbelieved and lied our signs (6/4 & 26/5), those are (the) community of
the Fire, they will be in it eternal-ones.
40- O Sons of Israel, commemorate My blessing, the one I blessed upon you, and give-forth
My Pledge (Torah-Dt. 18/18-19 = 32/1-3), that I may give-forth your pledge (Torah-Dt.
26/17-19), and only-of-Me you must be-afraid.
41- And you shall believe what I sent-down (39/23) proving-right what is with you (Torah-Dt.
32/1-4). Do not be (the) first to disbelieve in it, and do not sell My Signs (6/4 & 26/5) for a
little amount, and only-against-Me you must take-shelter.
42- And do not confound the truth with the falsehood (35/31 X 2/78-79), and (do not) conceal
the truth, and (while) you know.
43- Stand the Support and give the Cleansing (Torah-Dt. 6/4-7 & 14/28-29), and bow-down with
the bowing-down-ones (48/29).
44- Are you commanding the people with (the) kind-action and forgetting your (own) souls, and
(though) you are reciting the Written-Document? So will you not comprehend (21/10)?
45- And seek-help with the steadfastness and the Support (33/56); and it is big, except upon
the reverent.
46- (These are) the ones who guess that certainly they will meet their Lord, and certainly they will
be to Him goers-back.
47- O Sons of Israel, commemorate My blessing, the one I blessed upon you, and certainly I
favored you upon the multitudes (Torah, Dt. 4/32-35).
48- Take-shelter against a day (in which) no soul will be able to reward any wanted-thing on any
(other) soul, and any intercession will not be accepted from it, and any ransom will not
be taken from it; and they will not be helped.
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49- And once, we saved you from Pharaoh’s group; they were inflicting you with the worst
retribution, they were slaughtering your sons, and leaving-alive your women. And in this
(there is) a test from your Lord, great.
50- And once, we parted the sea for you, and we saved you; and we drowned Pharaoh’s group,
and you were watching.
51- And once, we promised Moses for forty nights, then you took the calf after him, and you were
unjust-ones.
52- Then we pardoned on you after this, so that perhaps you may appreciate (it).
53- And once, we gave Moses the Written-Document and the Part-Maker, so that --now-- perhaps
you may become-guided (39/23 = 11/17). (And please, see “the Words of Moses” document.)
54- And once, Moses said to his nation: O my nation, certainly you behaved-unjust to your souls
by taking the calf, so (now) return to your Initiator, and kill your souls; this is better for you
in sight of your Initiator. So He returned to you. Certainly, He is the best returner, the
most merciful.
55- And once, you said: O Moses, we will not believe in you until we see The Authority,
evidently. So the faint-maker took you, and you were watching.
56- Then we awoke you after your death, so that perhaps you may appreciate (it).
57- And we shaded upon you the clouds, and we sent-down upon you the manna and the quails.
Eat from the clean-ones from what we provided-for-you. And they did not behave-unjust to
us, but in fact they were behaving-unjust to their (own) souls.
58- And once, we said: Enter into this city, and eat from it however you want, generously. And
enter the gate, prostrating, and say “Hettatun,” so that we may forgive your wrong-actions,
and we will augment for the nicely-acting-ones.
59- But the ones who behaved-unjust changed the saying -“Hettatun”- to a different-one than
(that was) said to them. So we sent-down upon the ones who behaved-unjust a filthiness from
the sky, because that they were betraying.
60- And once, Moses sought-sipping for his nation; so we said: Strike the rock with your staff.
And twelve springs gushed-out from it. Definitely, every people (thus) knew their
drinking-place. Eat and drink from the provisions of The Authority. And do not go-around
on the earth as evil-committers.
61- And once, you said: O Moses, we will not remain-steadfast upon a single meal. So call for us
your Lord, that He may send-out for us from what the earth produces: from beans and cucumbers
and garlic and lentils and onions. He said: Do you seek-to-change the one it is (the) nearest with
the one it is (the) best? Go-down to Egypt (then); certainly, (it is there) for you what you asked.
And humiliation and poverty were struck upon them, and they received a wrath from The Authority.
This is because they were disbelieving in the signs of The Authority, and they were killing the
informers with different than the truth (2/78-79). This is because they disobeyed and were
behaving-hostile.
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62- Certainly, the ones who believed, and the ones who Inclined (Jews) and the
Helpers (Christians) and the Converts (Arabs), whoever believes in The Authority and the
Later Day (Hosea 6/2-3) (Gospel-Lk. 18/33 = Jn. 6/44-45) (Quran 43/61-62) and work for a
righteous-deed (2/25), for them their payment is in sight of their Lord. And (there will be) no fear
upon them, and they will not grieve.
63- And once, we took your covenant and we raised the Mount above you: Take what we gave
to you with a power, and commemorate what is in it, so that perhaps you may take-shelter.
64- Then you turned-away after this. If The Authority’s favor were not upon you, and His mercy,
you would have become from the losers.
65- And definitely, you know the ones who behaved-hostile from you on the Sabbath (Torah-Dt.
5/12-15). So we said to them: Be you crouching apes!
66- And we made it a disaster for (the ones) what is between its hands and what is at its
back (4/47), and a preaching for the shelter-takers.
67- And once, Moses said to his nation: Certainly, The Authority commands you to slaughter a
heifer. They said: Are you taking us as a light-thing? He said: I seek-refuge in The Authority,
lest I become from the ignorant-ones.
68- They said: Call your Lord for us, that He may make-clear for us, what is it? He said:
Certainly, He says: It is a heifer neither too old, nor too young, an intermediate between these.
So do what you are commanded.
69- They said: Call your Lord for us, that He may make-clear for us, what is its color? He said:
Certainly, He says: It is a yellow heifer, its color is bright, pleasing the watchers.
70- They said: Call your Lord for us, that He may make-clear for us, what is it? Certainly,
the heifers look-similar upon us. And certainly we, if The Authority wants, will be the
guided-ones.
71- He said: Certainly, He says: It is a heifer never humiliated in scratching the earth, and not
sipping the crops, left-free, not a blemish on her. They said: Now you came with the truth,
and they slaughtered her; but they would almost not do it.
72- And once, you killed a soul, and you argued about it. And The Authority was a sender-out
of what you were concealing.
73- So we said: Strike him with some (part) of her. Like this, The Authority makes-live the dead.
And He is (thus) making-you-see His signs (11/120 = 16/101), so that perhaps you may
comprehend.
74- Then your hearts hardened after this, and they are like the rocks, or more severe in hardness.
And certainly from the rocks (there are the ones) what gushes-out from it the rivers, and
certainly from them (there are the ones) what splits and the water comes-out from it, and
certainly from them (there are the ones) what falls-down from frightening of The Authority.
And The Authority is not unaware of what you are working-for.
75- So are you expecting that they will believe in you? And definitely, a part from them were
listening the Word (14/24-25) of The Authority, and then they were distorting it (4/46), after
they comprehended it, and (while) they know (David 63/22-23 = 44/5 X 10).
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76- When they met the ones who believed (2/26), they said: We believed. But when some of them
passed-away to some (others), they said: Are you uttering to them what The Authority
opened-up for you (3/78) so that they may proofly-argue with you with it in sight of your Lord?
So will you not comprehend?
77- Do they not know that certainly The Authority knows what they are hiding, and what they are
making-public?
78- And from them (there are) uneducated-ones, they do not know the Written-Document (3/3-4),
except wishful-thinkings, and they are not except guessing.
79- So woe to the ones who write --other than these (3/3-4)-- the written-document with their (own)
hands and then say: This is from sight of The Authority, to sell it for a little amount. And woe to
them for what their hands wrote, and woe to them for what they are gaining.
80- And they said: The fire will not touch us, except for a counted days. Say: Did you take a
pledge in sight of The Authority -and The Authority never contradicts His pledge- or are you
saying upon The Authority what you do not know?
81- Yes-indeed, whoever gains a badness (2/26-27) and his wrong-action surrounds him, those
are (the) community of the Fire; they are in it eternal-ones.
82- And the ones who believe and work for the righteous-deeds (2/25-26), those are (the)
community of the Park; they are in it eternal-ones.
83- And once, we took (the) covenant of Sons of Israel: You will not serve except
The Authority (12/40 & Torah-Dt. 4/2), and to the parents a nice-action, and haver of the closeness,
and the orphans, and the poor, and say to the people nice-(words), and stand the Support and give
the Cleansing (Torah-Dt. 6/4-7 & 14/28-29). Then you turned-away, except a little from you, and
you were estrangers.
84- And once, we took your covenant: You will not shed your blood, and you will not send-out
your souls from your wandering-places. Then you placed it, and you were witnessing.
85- Then you are these-(people): You are killing your souls, and you are sending-out a part
of you from their wandering-places, and you are backing up upon them with guilt and hostility.
And if they come-forth to you as captives, you are demanding-ransom from them, and it was
forbidden upon you to send them out. Are you believing in some of the Written-Document
and disbelieving in some? The reward of (the one) who is doing this from you is not except a
disgrace in the nearest life, and on the Standing Day they will be sent-back to the most severe
retribution. And The Authority is not unaware of what you are working-on.
86- Those are the ones who bought the nearest life instead of the Later-time. So the retribution will
not be made-lighter on them, and they will not be helped.
87- And definitely, we gave Moses the Written-Document, and we dispatched the Sent-Ones after
him. And we gave Jesus, Son of Mary, the Clear-Proofs, and we strengthened him with the
exalted Spirit (Jesus 43/41). Every-when a Sent-One came to you with which your souls did not
desire, you behaved-big, then you lied part of them, and part of them you were killing.
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88- And they said: Our hearts are blocked! No, The Authority cursed them for their disbelief,
and so they will not believe, except a little (Isaiah 10/21-22).
89- When a Written-Document (39/23) came to them from The Authority, proving-right what is
with them (Dt. 32/1-4), and they were seeking-an-opening upon the ones who disbelieved (11/110)
before (it), but when it came to them, what they recognize (2/146), they disbelieved in it. So (the)
curse of The Authority (will be) upon the disbelievers.
90- Ugly-indeed is what they sold their souls for it, that they disbelieved in what The Authority
sent-down (39/23) because of going-beyond-bounds, because The Authority sent-down from His
favor upon whom He wants from His servants. And they received wrath upon wrath. And
for the disbelievers (2/26-27) (there will come) a making-ashamed retribution.
91- When it is said to them: Believe in what The Authority sent-down (39/23), they said: We only
believe in what was sent-down upon us, and they disbelieve in what is behind of it, and it is
the truth, proving-right what is with them (Dt. 32/1-4). Say: For what (reason), were you killing the
informers of The Authority before (this), if you are believers?
92- And definitely, Moses came to you with clear-proofs, then you took the calf after him, and
you were unjust-ones.
93- And once, we took your covenant, and we raised the Mount above you: Take what we gave
to you with a power, and hear. They said: We heard and disobeyed! And they were
made-drunk into their hearts the calf, because of their disbelief. Say: Ugly-indeed is what your
belief is commanding you, if you are believers.
94- Say: If the wandering-place of the Later-time is specially for you in sight of The Authority,
other than (all) the people, then long-for the death, if you are proved-right-ones.
95- And they will not long-for it forever because of what their hands sent-forth (Isaiah 30/8-14 &
50/10-11). Certainly, The Authority is knower of the unjust-ones (39/23-24).
96- You will find them as most covetous people upon life, and (even more) than the ones who
made-partners (22/17). (Each) one of them likes (if only) he would be given-a-span for a
thousand years. But it will not be a preventer for him against the retribution, (even) if he were
given-that-span. And The Authority is a visioner of what they are working-for.
97- Say: Whoever becomes hostile to Gabriel, and certainly He sent-it-down (2/25-26) upon your
heart with the permission of The Authority, proving-right what is between its hands (Torah-Dt.
18/18-19 = 32/1-4) (Gospel-Jn. 6/27 = Lk. 8/11-15) (Quran 3/81 & 33/7-8 = 27/93 & 14/24-25),
and as a Guidance (39/23) and a Good-News for the believers.
98- Whoever becomes hostile to The Authority and His Ruling-Angels and His Sent-Ones, and
Gabriel and Michael, certainly The Authority is a hostile-one of the disbelievers.
99- And definitely, we sent-down upon you clear Signs (6/4 & 26/5); (none) disbelieves in it
except the betrayers (2/26).
100- Every-when they pledged a pledge, did not a part from them hurl-it-away? No, majority of
them will not believe.
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101- When a Sent-One came to them from sight of The Authority (2/23-26), proving-right what is
with them (Moses 18/18-19 = 32/1-3) (Jesus 43/13 = 21/21-27) (Muhammad 3/81-82 & 33/7-8 =
18/15 & 11/16-17), a part from the ones who were given the Written-Document hurled-away (the)
Written-Document (39/23) of The Authority behind their backs, as if they do not know.
102- And they followed what the satans were reciting (First Kings 11/1-10) upon (the)
ruling-dominion of Solomon. And Solomon did not disbelieve, but in fact the satans disbelieved.
They were making-know the people the cheating-art, and what was sent down upon two
Ruling-Angels in Baabel, Haroot and Maroot. They were not making-know anyone until they say:
We are only a persecution; so do not disbelieve. And they were taking-know from them what is
parting with it between a person and his couple. And they could not harm anyone with it
except with permission of The Authority. And they were taking-know what was harming
them, and not benefiting them. And definitely, they knew that whoever bought it, (there
would) not (be) any share for him in the Later-time. And ugly-indeed was what they sold for
it their souls, if they only knew.
103- And if they believed (2/25-26) and took-shelter, the wage from The Authority would be
better, if they only knew.
104- O the ones who believed, do not say: “Be-our-shepherd,” but say: “Watch-over-us,” and hear.
And for the disbelievers (2/26) (there will come) a painful retribution.
105- The disbelievers from family of the Written-Document (2/26-27) and the partner-makers
(22/17) do not like that a goodness be sent-down upon you from your Lord. And The Authority
privatizes His mercy for whomever He wants. And The Authority is haver of the great
Favor (10/57-58).
106- Whatever we abrogate from the signs (:similar words units 7/203), or make-it-forgotten,
we bring-forth a better-one than them, or a same-of-them. (Please, see the Reading, all the
similar words units of the Chapters therein --that are abrogated, or abandoned-- under the Tables;
and then all the similar words units, in couples, therein --that are brought forth as better-ones or
same-ones-- on the Tables.) (For a little bit more detailed & comprehensive information on this,
please, also see the Reading, Introduction part.) So did you not know that certainly The Authority is
a measurer upon every wanted-thing?
107- Did you not know that certainly The Authority, for Him is (the) ruling-dominion of the skies
and the earth? And (there is) not for you other than The Authority any Master (7/196 X
18/102), and not a helper.
108- Or are you intending to ask-about your Sent-One, like Moses was asked-about before (this)
(Torah-Ex. 17/1-7)? And whoever changes the disbelief with the belief (25/48-50), definitely
he strayed off the straight path.
109- The majority from family of the Written-Document liked that if only they could
bring-you-back after your belief, as disbelievers, due to jealousy from their souls, after the
Truth (11/120) became-clear to them. So pardon (them) and tolerate, until The Authority
brings-forth His command. Certainly, The Authority is a measurer upon every wanted-thing.
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110- And stand the Support (2/238) and give the Cleansing (8/41). Whatever you sent-forth
for your souls from the Goodness (16/30), you will find it in sight of The Authority. Certainly,
The Authority is a visioner of what you are working-on (2/25).
111- And they said: (None) will enter into the Park except whoever becomes Incliners (Jews)
or Helpers (Christians). This is their wishful-thinking. Say: Bring-forth your evidence, if you
are proved-right-ones (Isaiah 42/6-7).
112- Yes-indeed, whoever surrenders his face to The Authority, and (while) he is a
nicely-acting-one (39/23 & 34), for him his payment (will be) in sight of his Lord; not a fear
upon them, and they will not grieve.
113- And the Incliners said: The Helpers are not on any wanted-thing. And the Helpers said:
The Incliners are not on any wanted-thing. And they are reciting the Written-Document (GospelMtw. 9/16-17). The ones who do not know (Torah and Gospel) said like this, same as their sayings.
The Authority will make-decision between them on the Standing Day in what they are contradicting
in it (3/84-85 = 5/44 & 5/47 & 5/48 & 5/68).
114- Who is more unjust than (the one) who prohibits “prostration-places” (17/1) of The Authority,
so that His name may not be commemorated in them, and run-about for their destruction?
Those are (the ones), (it shall) not (be) for them to enter into them, except fearfully. For
them in the nearest-time (there will be) a disgrace, and for them in the Later-time (there
will come) a great retribution.
115- For The Authority are the (sun)rising-places and the (sun)setting-places; and wherever
you turn, there is (the) face of The Authority. Certainly, The Authority is
widely-encompassing-one, knower.
116- And they said: The Authority took a birth-given-one (19/34-36)! Be-He-glorified. No, for
Him is whatever in the skies and the earth; every-one-of-them is for Him subservient.
117- Starting-One of the skies and the earth; and when He (wants to) make-effective a command,
He just says to it “Be,” and it (in the manner He just made-effective and in the time period He
deemed-appropriate) is (77/20-23 & 78/14-16 & …).
118- And the ones who do not know (Torah-Dt. 18/16-18) said: If not The Authority should have
spoken-words to us, or a sign should have come-forth to us? The ones before them had said
like this, same as their sayings; their hearts looked-similar. Definitely, we made-clear the
signs (:of every Chapter; Tables which consist of similar words, in twoers, 6/4 & 26/5) for
a nation who would attain-certainty (39/23 & 34-35).
119- Certainly, we sent you with the Truth (35/31) as a good-news-giver and a warner. And you
will not be asked on (the actions of the) community of the Blazing-fire (5/99).
120- The Incliners and the Helpers will not become-satisfied with you until you follow their
practice (9/31). Say: Certainly, Guidance of The Authority, it is the Guidance (39/23).
If you follow their desires, after the one what came to you from the knowledge (4/166),
(there will) not (be) for you from The Authority from any Master (7/196), and not a helper.
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121- The ones we gave them the Written-Document (3/3-4), (who) are reciting it with a truthful
recitation, those are (the ones who are) believing (2/25-26) in it. And whoever disbelieves (2/26-27)
in it, those them are the losers.
122- O Sons of Israel, commemorate My blessing, the one I blessed upon you, and certainly I
favored you upon the multitudes (Torah-Dt. 26/18-19).
123- And take-shelter against a day (in which) any soul will not reward any (other) soul with any
wanted-thing, and any ransom will not be accepted from it, and any intercession will not
benefit it (2/254); and they will not be helped.
124- And once, his Lord tested Abraham with (some) words, and he completed them. He said:
Certainly, I will make you a minister for the people. He said: And from my descendants? He
said: My pledge does not reach the unjust-ones (31/13) ~ (39/24).
125- And once, we made the House a wage-seeking-place for the people, and a secure-place.
And take from the standing-place of Abraham a Supporting-place. And we pledged Abraham and
Ishmael: You shall purify My House for the walkers-around and fasteners-themselves, and
the bowing-ones, the prostrating-ones.
126- And once, Abraham said: My Lord, make this Town (:Mecca & Arabia) a secure-place, and
provide for its family from the fruits (2/25-26) whoever believed from them in The Authority and
the Later Day (Gospel-Lk. 18/33 = Jn. 6/44-45) == (Quran 3/55 = 43/61-62). He said: And whoever
disbelieves (2/26-27), I will give-goods to him (for) a little-(time), then I will drag-him-harmingly
to the retribution of the fire; and ugly-indeed is the rotating-place!
127- And once, Abraham was raising the sitting-parts of the House, and Ishmael: Our Lord accept
from us; certainly-You, You are the hearer and the knower.
128- Our Lord, make us surrenderers to You, and from our descendants a surrendering section
to You. And show us our sacrificing-styles (22/34), and return to us. Certainly-You, You are
the best returner, the most merciful.
129- Our Lord, and awake among them a Sent-One (:Muhammad), from them, reciting
to them Your signs, and making-them-know the Written-Document (:similar words, in twoers,
message 39/23) and the Wise-Decision, and cleansing them (Quran 3/81 = 33/7-8).
(And in this regard, please also especially see “the Words of Muhammad” document.)
Certainly-You, You are the high, the wise-decision-maker.
130- And who would seek-opposite-direction from Practice of Abraham (6/161 = 12/40), except
(the one) who makes-stupid his (own) soul. And definitely, we filteredly-chose him in the
Nearest-time, and certainly he is in the Later-time from the righteous-deeders.
131- Once, his Lord said to him: Surrender. He said: I surrendered to (the) Lord of the multitudes.
132- And Abraham recommended it to his sons, and Jacob: O my sons, certainly The Authority
filteredly-chose for you the Religion; so do not die, except you are surrenderers (3/84).
133- Or were you witnesses when the death prepared-itself to Jacob, when he said to his sons:
What will you serve after me? They said: We will serve your Authority and Authority of
your fathers, Abraham and Ishmael and Isaac, a Single Authority (28/70); we are to Him
surrenderers.
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134- This was a section that passed-away; for it is what it earned, and for you are what you earned.
And you will not be asked on what they were working-for.
135- And they said: Be Incliners or Helpers, that you may become-guided. Say: No, practice
of Abraham, monotheist (6/161); and he was not from the partner-makers (18/26 X 42/21).
136- Say: We believed in The Authority, and in what is sent-down upon us (5/48), and in what
was sent-down to Abraham and Ishmael and Isaac and Jacob and the Descendants, and in what was
given to Moses and Jesus, and what was given to the Informers (after Moses 5/44) from their
Lord. We will not part-aside between anyone of them. And we are to Him surrenderers.
137- And if they believe in (the) same as what you believed in it, (then) definitely they
became-guided. And if they turn-away, certainly they are in a split. And The Authority will suffice
you against them. And He is the hearer, the knower.
138- Flavor of The Authority; and who is nicer than The Authority in flavor? And we are to Him
serving-ones (12/40) ~ (53/62).
139- Say: Are you proofly-arguing with us in The Authority, and (though) He is our Lord and
your Lord? And for us are our works, and for you are your works. And we are to Him
devoting-ones (39/2-3) ~ (40/14).
140- Or are you saying that certainly Abraham and Ishmael and Isaac and Jacob and the
Descendants were Incliners or Helpers? Say: Do you know-better, or The Authority?
And who is more unjust than (the one) who concealed a witnessing (2/146) in sight of him from
The Authority? And The Authority is not unaware of what you are working-on.
141- This was a section that definitely passed-away; for it is what it earned, and for you are what
you earned. And you will not be asked on what they were working-for.
142- The stupid-ones from the people will say: What turned-them-away from their
Front-Direction that they were towards it? Say: To The Authority (belongs) the (sun)rising-places
and the (sun)setting-places, (and) He guides whomever He wants to a directly-standing
path (24/46).
143- Like this, we made you a middle section, that you may be witnesses upon the people,
and the Sent-One may be a witness upon you. And we did not make the Front-Direction
that you were towards it (the actual Front-Direction), so that we may know (the ones) who
will follow the Sent-One from (the ones) who will spin-back on his two-heels. And it was
big, except upon the ones whom The Authority guided (39/23). And The Authority will not
put-to-waste your belief (2/25-26). Certainly, The Authority is most compassionate and most
merciful to the people.
144- Definitely, we see that you are spinning-up your face to the sky. And we will surely turn you
(now) to the Front-Direction that you will become-satisfied with it. So turn your face (now)
towards the Forbidden Prostration-Place. And wherever you are, turn your faces towards it.
And the ones who were given the Written-Document will surely know that it is the truth from
their Lord (Psalms 55/7-9 & 138/1-5). And The Authority is not unaware of what they are
working-on.
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145- If you bring-forth to the ones who were given the Written-Document every sign (6/4), they
will not follow your Front-Direction. And so you will not be a follower of their Front-Direction.
And some of them do not follow (the) Front-Direction of some. If you follow their desires
after what came to you from the knowledge (4/166), certainly you, then, are from the unjust-ones.
146- The ones we gave them the Written-Document (3/3-4) recognize it (2/23-26), as they
recognize their (own) son (Isaiah 11/1-2 = Hosea 14/6-10) (Gospel-Jn. 6/27 = Lk. 8/11 &
Mtw. 13/31-32) (Quran 3/81 & 33/7-8 = 27/93 & 14/24-25). And certainly, a part from them are
concealing the truth, and (though) they know.
147- The truth (35/31) is from your Lord; so do not be from the suspicion-harboring-ones.
148- For every (section) (there is) a face-direction that it is to turn towards it (5/48). You shall race
for the goodnesses (16/30); wherever you may be, The Authority will bring-you-forth altogether.
Certainly, The Authority is a measurer upon every wanted-thing.
149- And from wherever you come-out, you shall turn your face towards the Forbidden
Prostration-Place, and it is the truth from your Lord. And The Authority is not unaware of
what you are working-on.
150- And from wherever you come-out, you shall turn your face towards the Forbidden
Prostration-Place; and wherever you are, you shall turn your faces towards it, so that there
may not be for the people upon you any proofy-argument, except the ones who behave-unjust
(39/24) from them. So do not be frightened of them, but be frightened of Me, that I may complete
My blessing (93/11) upon you, and so that perhaps you may become-guided (39/23).
151- As we sent among you a Sent-One, from you, reciting to you our Signs (6/4 & 26/5) and
cleansing you, and making-you-know the Written-Document (39/23) and the Wise-Decision (10/1),
and making-you-know what you never knew (11/49).
152- So commemorate Me, that I may commemorate you. And appreciate (it) for Me, and do not
disbelieve in Me.
153- O the ones who believed, seek-help through the steadfastness and the Support (33/56).
Certainly, The Authority is with the steadfastly-acting-ones.
154- And do not say for (the ones) who are killed in Way (9/111) of The Authority: (They are)
dead! No, (they are) living-ones, but you do not perceive.
155- We will surely test you with a wanted-thing from the fear and the hunger, and by
reducing from the properties, and the souls, and the fruits. And give-good-news to the
steadfastly-acting-ones.
156- The ones when an afflicter afflicted them, they said: Certainly, we are for The Authority;
and certainly, we are to Him goers-back.
157- Those are (the ones), upon them (there will come) a support from their Lord, and a mercy.
And those them are the guided-ones (39/23).
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158- Certainly, --on the left side-- the “Chosen,” and --on the right side-- the “Selected” are from
(the) rituals of The Authority. Whoever visits the House, or casually-go-around, not a sin upon him,
if he walks-around two-of-them. (Please, see the Reading; this may also be a reference to the two
guarding-structure into which all those seven pairs of Tables --planned under seven pairs of special
formulas-- that consist of similar words, in twoers, Documents shall be placed, as seven and seven,
left and right sidedly.) And whoever willingly-obeys for a goodness (16/30), certainly
The Authority is appreciative, knower.
159- Certainly, the ones who are concealing what we sent-down from the Clear-Proofs and the
Guidance (39/23), after we made-it-clear for the people in the Written-Document, those are
(the ones) The Authority will curse them, and (all) the cursing-ones will curse them.
160- Except the ones who returned and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25), and made-clear.
And those are (the ones) I return upon them; and I am the best returner, the most merciful.
161- Certainly, the ones who disbelieved (2/26) and died as they were disbelievers, those are
(the ones) upon them (there will come) the curse of The Authority, and the Ruling-Angels,
and the People altogether.
162- Eternal-ones in it. The retribution will not be made-lighter for them, and they will not be
watched (with mercy).
163- And your Authority is a Single Authority, not an Authority except He (28/70); the Most
Mercy- Feeler, the Most Merciful.
164- Certainly, in (the) creation of the skies and the earth, and contradiction of the night and the
daylight, and the ships flowing in the sea with what benefits the people, and what The Authority
sent-down from the sky from water and gave-life with it to the earth after its death (7/57), and
spread in it from every moving-creature, and turning-around the storms, and the put-under-service
clouds between the sky and the earth are signs for a nation who will comprehend.
165- And from the people (there are the ones) who take rivals other than The Authority (42/10 X
3/80 & 9/31), (and) they love them like (the) love of The Authority, but the ones who believed are
more severe in love of The Authority. If only the ones who behaved-unjust (39/24) could see,
when they see the retribution, that certainly the power (belongs) for The Authority altogether.
And The Authority is severe in retribution.
166- When the ones who were followed went-far-away from the ones who followed, and they saw
the retribution; and (all) the tracks are (now) cut between them.
167- And the ones who followed said: If only there were a repetition for us, we would have
gone-far-away from them, like they went-far-away from us. Like this, The Authority is
making-them-see their works as a sorrow for them (34/33), and they will not be goers-out
from the Fire.
168- O the people, eat from whatever on the earth, lawful and clean, and do not follow (the) steps
of the satan (6/121); certainly, he is for you a clear hostile-one.
169- Certainly, he commands you with the badnesses (17/31-38 & 9/37 & …) and the
excessiveness (4/22 & 7/80-81 & …), and that you may say upon The Authority what you
do not know.
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170- And when it is said to them: Follow what The Authority sent-down (39/23). They said:
No, we only follow what we encountered our fathers upon it. What if their fathers did not (in
those days yet) comprehend any wanted-thing, and did not become-guided (39/23)?
(Psalms 118/22-25)
171- And allegory of the ones who disbelieved (2/26) is like allegory (of the one) who parrots
what he does not hear, except --on the Table, for the left side-- calling, and --on the Table, for
the right side-- sounding (39/23 X 8/35 & 104/1). Deaf, dumb, blind; and they do not
comprehend.
172- O the ones who believed, eat from the clean-ones what we provided for you, and
appreciate (it) for The Authority, if you are to Him serving (12/40).
173- Certainly, He only forbade upon you the dead, and the blood, and meat of the pig, and what
is dedicated to other than The Authority. But whoever harmingly-needs, different than
going-beyond-bounds and hostility, not a guilt upon him. Certainly, The Authority is best
forgiver, most merciful.
174- Certainly, the ones who are concealing what The Authority sent-down from the
Written-Document (39/23), and selling it for a little amount, those are (the ones) who do not eat
into their bellies except the fire. And The Authority will not speak-words to them on the Standing
Day, and He will not cleanse them. And for them (there will come) a painful retribution.
175- Those are the ones who bought the strayance instead of the Guidance (39/23), and the
retribution instead of the forgiveness. What-a-lot they shall remain-steadfast upon the Fire!
176- This is because certainly The Authority sent-down the Written-Document (39/23) as the
truth; and certainly, the ones who contradicted in the Written-Document (39/23) are in a far split.
177- The kind-action is not turning your faces towards Front-Direction of the (sun)rising-places
and the (sun)setting-places. But in fact, the kind-action is whoever believed in The Authority
and the Later Day (9/18), and the Ruling-Angels and the Written-Document (39/23) and the
Informers (3/84), and gave the property upon love-of-it to haver of the closeness and the orphans
and the poor and son of the way and asking-ones and in the neck-bound-ones, and stood the
Support (2/238) and gave the Cleansing (8/41), and the givers-forth of their pledge when they
pledged, and the steadfast-remaining-ones in the pressing and the harm, and in the press. Those are
the ones who proved-right; and those them are the shelter-takers.
178- O the ones who believed, the retaliation is written for you in the killing-matter. The free-one
for the free-one, the servant for the servant, the female for the female. Whoever is pardoned
for him from his brother with any wanted-thing, following with the recognized-attitude, and
delivering to him with a nice-action. This is a making-light from your Lord, and a mercy. And
whoever behaves-hostile after this, for him (there is) a painful retribution.
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179- And for you in the retaliation (there is) life (:perhaps through the fact that every person
who might commit a murder, knowing that s/he personally will be held responsible for it,
regardless of her/his gender and status, in the end, may serve well as a sufficient deterrent, from
the beginning, in many cases), O possessor of the understanding, so that perhaps you may
take-shelter.
180- It is written upon you, when the death prepared-itself to one of you, if he left any
goodness, the recommendation for (the) two-birth-causers and the close-ones, with the
recognized-attitude, as a truth upon the shelter-takers (39/33).
181- Whoever changes it, after he heard it, certainly its guilt will be upon the ones who change it.
Certainly, The Authority is hearer, knower.
182- Whoever fears from (the) recommending-one a tendency or a guilt, and righteous-deeds
between them, not a guilt upon him. Certainly, The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
183- O the ones who believed, written upon you the fasting, like it was written upon the ones
before you (Torah-Dt. 16/3) (Gospel-Mtw. 9/15) (Quran 2/183), so that perhaps you may
take-shelter.
184- Counted days (:from 16th to 22nd; seven days in total). Whoever becomes ill from you, or
on a journey, counted-ones from later days. And upon the ones who hardly-does-it, a ransom with
a meal-giving to a poor-one. And whoever willingly-obeys for a goodness (16/30), it will be more
goodness for him; and your fasting is more goodness (than preferring the ransom only) for you,
if you know.
185- Month of Holiness (9th Month), the one that the Reading (36/69) was sent-down in it as a
Guidance (:similar words, in twoers, message 39/23) for the people, and (thus presenting)
clear-proofs from the Guidance and the Part-Maker. So whoever witnesses from you the Month,
he shall fast it (2/184). And whoever becomes ill, or on a journey, counted-ones from later days.
The Authority intends for you the easiness, and He does not intend for you the difficulty. And you
will perfectly-do the counted-ones, and respect-big The Authority for what He guided (39/23) you,
and that perhaps you may appreciate (it).
186- And when My servants ask you about Me, certainly I am close. I answer (the) call of the
calling-one, when he called Me. So they shall answer for Me (13/18-19), and believe in Me (3/84),
that perhaps they may correct-themselves.
187- Made-lawful for you in (the) night of the fasting the intercourse with your women; they are
a dress for you, and you are a dress for them. The Authority knew that certainly you were
acting-as-traitors against your souls, so He returned upon you, and pardoned on you. So now
get-beside-them, and require what The Authority wrote for you. And eat and drink until the
white thread becomes-clear for you from the black thread at the dawn. Then complete the
fasting to the night. And do not get-beside-them when you are fasteners in the
Prostration-Places (17/1). These are (the) borders of The Authority; so do not get-close to them.
Like this, The Authority is making-clear His signs (:similar words 16/101) for the people, so that
perhaps they may take-shelter.
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188- And do not eat your properties between yourselves with the falsehood, and (by)
hanging-it-down to the decision-makers in order to eat a part from the properties of the people
with the guilt, and (while) you know.
189- They are asking you about the phases, say: They are timing-devices for the people and the
Visitation (2/197). And the kind-action is not coming-forth to the houses from their backs; but
in fact, the kind-action is whoever takes-shelter (39/33). And go-forth to the houses from their
doors, and take-shelter against The Authority, so that perhaps you may receive-comfort.
190- And killingly-fight in Way (9/111) of The Authority against the ones who are
killingly-fighting you, but do not behave-hostile. Certainly, The Authority does not love the
hostile-behaving-ones.
191- And “kill” them wherever you caught them, and “send” them out from wherever they sent
you out. And the persecution (85/4-10) is more severe than the killing. And do not killingly-fight
them in sight of the Forbidden Prostration-Place (17/1), until they killingly-fight you in it.
And if they killingly-fight you, you may kill them. Like this, is (the) reward of the disbelievers.
(Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to all those
units therein, which --because they do not give any positive result under those number 19 based
special formulas-- would have to be destroyed and evicted, on both sides, and to all this related
striving herein to be made by the believers.) (And please, see 18/54 = 2/191)
192- And if they stop, certainly The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful (9/5).
193- And killingly-fight them until there is not any persecution, and the Religion (48/28) becomes
for The Authority (8/39). And if they stop, not a hostility, except upon the unjust-ones (60/9).
194- The Forbidden Month (2/185) is with the Forbidden Month (Dt. 16/1) (Lk. 5/35) (Qn. 2/185).
And the Forbidden-Things (shall be with) retaliation. Whoever behaves-hostile to you, you may
behave-hostile to him with the same as he behaved-hostile to you; and take-shelter against
The Authority. And know that certainly The Authority is with the shelter-takers (39/33).
195- And distribute in way (9/111) of The Authority, and do not throw your hands into the
vanishing. And act-nicely; certainly, The Authority loves the nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34).
196- And complete the Visitation and the casual-going-around for The Authority. And if you
are besieged, what came-easy from the guided-thing. And do not shave your heads until the
guided-thing arrives its lawful-place. And whoever becomes ill from you, or has a suffering
on his head, a ransom by fasting, or charity, or sacrifice. And when you became-secure,
whoever enjoy-goods with the casual-going-around until the Visitation, what came-easy
from the guided-thing. And whoever cannot find, fasting three days in the Visitation, and
seven when they go-back --this is perfect ten. This is for (the one) whose family is not
preparedly-beside the Forbidden Prostration-Place. And take-shelter against The Authority,
and know that certainly The Authority is severe in the consequence.
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197- The Visitation is in (the) known (:9th & 10th & 11th & 12th) months. Whoever obliges in it
the Visitation, not an intercourse, and not a betraying, and not a dispute in the Visitation. And
whatever you do from Goodness (16/30), The Authority knows it. And pile-up-food, and (the) best
piled-up-food is the shelter-taking (39/33).
198- Not a sin upon you in requiring a favor from your Lord. And when you file from (the)
Heights, commemorate The Authority in sight of the Forbidden Ritual-Place, and
commemorate Him for that He guided (39/23) you, and you were before it from the strayers.
199- Then file from (the direction) where the people are filing, and seek-forgiveness of
The Authority. Certainly, The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
200- And when you made-effective your sacrifice-styles, commemorate The Authority like your
commemoration of your fathers, or more severe in commemorating. And from the people,
who says: Our Lord, give us in the Nearest-time. And not a lot for him in the Later-time.
201- And from them, who says: Our Lord, give us in the Nearest-time a niceness, and in the
Later-time a niceness, and take-us-into-shelter against (the) retribution of the Fire.
202- Those are (the ones), for them (there will come) a share from what they earned. And
The Authority is fast (in) the calculation.
203- And commemorate The Authority in counted days; and whoever hastens in two days,
not a guilt for him, and whoever stays-for-later-time, not a guilt for him, for (the one) who
takes-shelter. And take-shelter against The Authority, and know that you are to Him
summoned (56/83-93).
204- And from the people who makes-you-wonder (with) his saying in the nearest life, and he
brings-as-a-witness The Authority to what is in his heart, and he is the most ardent enemy.
205- And when he turns-away, he runs-about on the earth to commit-evil (2/27) on it, and
he ruins the produce and the posterity. And The Authority does not love the evil-committing.
206- And when it is said to him: Take-shelter against The Authority, the highness took him with
the guilt (45/6-7). So Hell will be calculatedly-enough for him; and ugly-indeed is the cradle.
207- And from the people, who sells his soul requiring (the) satisfaction (48/29) of The Authority.
And The Authority is most compassionate to the servants.
208- O the ones who believed, enter into the peace (3/84) altogether, and do not follow (the) steps
of the satan (6/112 & 121); certainly, he is for you a clear hostile-one.
209- And if you slip-away after the Clear-Proofs (2/185) came to you, know that certainly
The Authority is high, wise-decision-maker.
210- Are they watching except that The Authority should come-forth to them in the shades of the
clouds, and the Ruling-Angels (with Him), and so the command could be made-effective (6/158)?
And to The Authority the commands are sent-back.
211- Ask (the) Sons of Israel, how-many from (the) clear Signs (2/146) we gave to them? And
whoever changes Blessing (93/11) of The Authority after it came to him (14/28), certainly
The Authority is severe in the consequence.
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212- Shown-pretty for the ones who disbelieved (2/26-27) the Nearest life, and they despise
the ones who believed (2/25-26); but the ones who took-shelter will be above them on
the Standing Day. And The Authority provides for whomever He wants with different than
any calculation.
213- The people were one section, and The Authority awoke the Informers (3/84) as
good-news-givers and warners. And He sent-down with them the Written-Document (3/3-4)
as the truth, so that they may make-decision between the people in what they are contradicting in it.
And none contradicted in it except the ones who were given it, after the clear-proofs (2/185) came
to them, because of going-beyond-bounds between themselves. And The Authority guided
the ones who believed (2/26) to the truth (2/176) with His permission in what they contradicted
in it. And The Authority guides whomever He wants to a directly-standing path (24/46).
214- Or did you calculate that you would enter into the Park, and (the) same-(fate) of the ones
who passed-away before you did not come-forth to you yet? The pressing and the harming had
touched them, and they were shaken, until the Sent-One and the ones who believed with him
said: Where is (the) help of The Authority? Be careful, certainly (the) help of The Authority
is close.
215- They are asking you what they should distribute. Say: Whatever you distribute from (the)
goodness, it shall be for the two-birth-causers, and the close-ones, and the orphans, and the
poor, and son of the way. And whatever you do from (the) Goodness (16/30), certainly
The Authority is knower of it.
216- Written upon you the “killingly-fight” (9/111), and it is a disgust for you. And maybe you will
disgust a thing, but it will be a goodness for you, and maybe you will love a thing, but it will
be a wickedness for you. And The Authority knows, but you do not know.
217- They are asking you about the Forbidden Month, killingly-fighting in it? Say:
Killingly-fighting in it is a great (sin), but repelling from Way (9/111) of The Authority, and
disbelieving in it, and the Forbidden Prostration-Place (17/1), and sending-out its family from there
are greater (sins) in sight of The Authority. And the persecution (85/4-10) is a greater (sin) than
the killing. They will not cease killingly-fighting you until they bring-you-back from your
Religion (48/28), if they can obeyingly-succeed. And whoever goes-back from you on his
Religion (48/28), and dies and (while) he is a disbeliever, those are (the ones) their works
became-nothing in the Nearest-time and the Later-time. And those are (the) community of the Fire,
they will be in it eternal-ones.
218- Certainly, the ones who believed (2/25-26), and the ones who immigrated (28/57) and strove
in Way (16/69) of The Authority, those are (the ones) who may wait for (the) mercy of
The Authority. And The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
219- They are asking you about the heavy-intoxicants and the gambling. Say: In two-of-them
(there is) a great guilt (5/91), and (some) benefits for the people. But their guilt are bigger than
their benefits. And they are asking you what they should distribute? Say: The excess.
Like this, The Authority makes-clear for you the signs (:similar words 16/101), so that perhaps
you may think (75/17-19).
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220- in the Nearest-time and the Later-time. And they are asking you about the orphans. Say:
Righteous-deeding for them is goodness. And if you mix-with-them, they are your brothers.
And The Authority knows the evil-committing-one from the righteous-deeding-one. If
The Authority wanted, He could have made-it-harsh for you. Certainly, The Authority is high,
wise-decision-maker.
221- And do not marry the female-partner-makers (42/21) until they believe (40/84). And a
believing maid is better than a female-partner-maker, even if they made-you-wonder. And do not
marry the male-partner-makers (42/21) until they believe (40/84). And a believing servant is
better than a male-partner-maker, even if they made-you-wonder. Those are calling to the Fire,
and The Authority is calling to the Park and the forgiveness with His permission. And He is
making-clear His signs (:similar words 16/101) for the people, so that perhaps they may
take-commemoration (39/23).
222- They are asking you about the menstruation. Say: It is a suffer-causer. So release the women
in the menstruation, and do not get-close to them until they purified-themselves. And when
they purified-themselves, go-forth to them from (the direction) where The Authority
commanded you. Certainly, The Authority loves the returners, and He loves the purified-ones.
223- Your women are a produce-seeking-place for you. So go-forth to your produce-seeking-places
however you want. And send-forth (59/18) for your souls, and take-shelter against The Authority,
and know that certainly you will meet Him. And give-good-news to the believers (74/31).
224- And do not make The Authority a blockage in your swearings so that you may not
act-kindly, and take-shelter (2/177), and righteous-deed between the people. And The Authority
is hearer, knower.
225- The Authority does not take you with the nonsense in your swearings; but in fact, He takes
you for what your hearts earned. And The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
226- For those who took-oath against their women, (it is necessary) keeping-observation for four
months. And if they revolve, certainly The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
227- And if they determine for the divorce, certainly The Authority is hearer, knower.
228- And the divorced-females shall keep-observation in their souls for three periods. And
it does not become-lawful for them to conceal what The Authority created in their wombs, if
they believed in The Authority and the Later Day (9/45). And their husbands are most-truthful in
turning-back to them in this (situation), if they intend for a righteous-deed. And for them
(there is) a same of the one which is against them with the recognized-attitude, but for the men
against them (there is) a degree (in responsibility). And The Authority is high, wise-decision-maker.
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229- The divorce is two-times; (after this) so holding with a recognized-attitude, or sending-away
with a nice-action. And it does not become-lawful for you to take-away any wanted-thing from
what you gave to them, except if (the) two-of-them fear that they cannot stand up borders of
The Authority. And if you fear that they cannot stand up borders of The Authority, not a sin
upon them in what she ransoms for it. These are (the) borders of The Authority; so do not
become-hostile to them. Whoever becomes-hostile to (the) borders (9/97) of The Authority,
those them are the unjust-ones.
230- And if he divorces her (again), she does not become-lawful for him after this, until she
marries a couple different than him. And if he divorces her, not a sin upon them in
coming-back-to-each-other, if they guess that they can stand up (the) borders of The Authority.
And these are (the) borders of The Authority; He is (thus) making-them-clear for a nation
who knows.
231- And when you divorce the women and they arrive their appointed-time, hold them
with a recognized-attitude, or send-them-away with a recognized-attitude. And do not hold
them harmingly, so that you may become-hostile. And whoever does this, definitely he
behaved-unjust to his soul. And do not take Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority as a light-thing.
And commemorate (the) blessing of The Authority upon you, and what He sent-down upon you
from the Written-Document (39/23) and the Wise-Decision (13/37), He is preaching you with it.
And take-shelter against The Authority. And know that certainly The Authority is knower of
every wanted-thing.
232- And when you divorce the women and they arrive their appointed-time, do not hinder them
from marrying their couples, when they become-satisfied between themselves with the
recognized-attitude. With this (narration) is being preached (11/120) whoever from you believes
in The Authority and the Later Day (9/44). This is more cleanse for you, and more purifying.
And The Authority knows, and you do not know.
233- And the birth-givers will nurse their birth-given-ones for two perfect years for whoever
intends to complete the nursing. And upon the birth-causer, for him is their provisions and
clothings with the recognized-attitude. Any soul is not burdened except with its width. Any
birth-giver will not be harmed for her birth-given-one, and not a birth-causer, that is for him
his birth-given-one. And upon the inheritor same as this. And if they intend to separate with a
satisfaction from themselves and a consultation, not a sin upon them. And if you intend to
hire-nurses for your birth-given-ones, not a sin upon you, when you deliver what you will
give with a recognized-attitude. And take-shelter against The Authority, and know that
certainly The Authority is a visioner of what you are working-for.
234- And the ones who are gotten-back from you and leave couples, they shall keep-observation
in their souls for four months and ten. And when they arrive their appointed-time, not a sin
upon you in what they may do for their (own) souls with the recognized-attitude. And
The Authority is a news-taker of what you are working-on.
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235- And not a sin upon you in what you presented with it from (the) addressing of the women, or
barricaded (it) in your souls; The Authority knew that you would commemorate them. But do
not promise-each-other hidingly, except to say a recognized-attitude saying. And do not
determine tying the marriage until the written-document arrives its appointed-time. And
know that certainly The Authority knows what is in your souls; so be-alarmed of Him. And
know that certainly The Authority is best forgiver, most clement.
236- Not a sin upon you, if you divorce the women what you did not touch, or obliged for them
any obligance. And give-goods to them, upon the wide-one according to his measure, and
upon the narrowed-one according to his measure; goods with the recognized-attitude, as a
truth upon the nicely-acting-ones (39/34).
237- And if you divorce them before you touched them, but you (already) obliged for them an
obligance, half of what you obliged. Except if they pardon, or the one in whose hand is (the)
tie of the marriage. But your pardoning is closer to the shelter-taking. And do not forget the
favor between yourselves. Certainly, The Authority is a visioner of what you are
working-on (2/25).
238- You shall protect the Supports (24/58), and the middle Support, and stand for The Authority
subserviently.
239- And if you feared, on-foot or on-ride. And when you became-secure, commemorate
The Authority as He made-you-know what you never knew (1/1-7 & 2/255 & 17/110-111 & …).
240- And the ones who were gotten-back from you and left couples: a recommendation for their
couples, as a goods to the (next) year, without being sent-out. And if they go-out, not a sin
upon you in what they may do for their (own) souls from (the) recognized-attitude. And
The Authority is high, wise-decision-maker.
241- And for the divorcees, goods with the recognized-attitude, as a truth upon the
shelter-takers (39/33).
242- Like this, The Authority is making-clear for you His signs (:similar words 16/101), so that
perhaps you may comprehend (75/17-19).
243- Did you not see to the ones who went-out from their wandering-places in (the) thousands,
being-alarmed of the death? And The Authority said to them: Die! then He gave-them-life.
Certainly, The Authority is haver of a favor upon the people, but majority of the people
do not appreciate.
244- And killingly-fight in Way of The Authority (9/111), and know that certainly The Authority
is hearer, knower.
245- Who is the one that would loan The Authority a nice loan (9/60), and He will multiply
it for him with a major multiplying. And The Authority limits and broadens; and to Him you
are being sent-back (56/83-93).
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246- Did you not see to the assembly from Sons of Israel after Moses? When they said to an
Informer for them: Awake for us a Ruler, so that we may killingly-fight in way of
The Authority. He said: Maybe-you, if the killingly-fight is written upon you, you will not
killingly-fight? They said: What is for us, that we should not killingly-fight in way of
The Authority, and definitely we are sent-out from our wandering-places and our sons?
But when the killingly-fight was written upon them, they turned-back, except a little from
them. And The Authority is knower of the unjust-ones.
247- And their Informer said to them: Certainly, The Authority definitely awoke Taloot for you
as a ruler. They said: How can the ruling be for him upon us, and (though) we are more
truthful than him for the ruling, and he is not given a width from the property? He said:
Certainly, The Authority filteredly-chose him upon you, and He augmented for him a
broadness in the knowledge and the body. And The Authority gives His ruling to whomever
He wants. And The Authority is widely-encompassing-one, knower.
248- And their Informer said to them: Certainly, (the) sign of his ruling is that the ark will
come-forth to you, in it (there is) a confidence from your Lord, and a lasting-relics from
what (the) group of Moses and (the) group of Aaron left; the Ruling-Angels will be
carrying it. Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a sign (:similar words, in twoers,
table 6/4 = 39/23) for you, if you are believers. (Please, see the Reading, Chapter 2)
249- When Taloot separated with the armies, he said: Certainly, The Authority will test you with
a river. Whoever drinks from it, he is not from me; and whoever does not meal it, certainly
he is from me, except whoever palm-tastes with his hand (just) a palm-taste. And they (all)
drank from it, except a little from them. When they crossed it, he and the ones who believed
with him, they said: (There is) no capability for us today against Jaloot and his army! The ones
who guessed that they would meet The Authority said: How-many from a little unit that
defeated a major unit with (the) permission of The Authority. And The Authority is with the
steadfastly-acting-ones.
250- And when they appeared to Jaloot and his army, they said: Our Lord, (please) pour upon us
a steadfastness, and make-stable our feet; and help us against the disbeliever nation.
251- And they routed them with permission of The Authority, and David killed Jaloot. And
The Authority gave him the Ruling and the Wise-Decision (13/37) = (David 44/4, 10 &
63/22-23 & …), and He made-him-know from whatever He wants. If not for (the) rebuffing
of The Authority the people, some of them with some, the earth would have gone-evil; but
The Authority is haver of a favor upon the multitudes.
252- These (:similar words 2/25-26) are signs of The Authority, we are (thus) reciting them upon
you as the truth (35/31). And certainly, you are from the Sent-Ones.
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253- These Sent-Ones, we favored some of them upon some. From them, whom The Authority
spoke-words, and He raised some of them in degrees. And we gave Jesus, son of Mary, the
Clear-Proofs, and we strengthened him with the Exalted Spirit (26/193). If The Authority wanted,
the ones after them would not have killingly-fought, after the Clear-Proofs came to them; but
in fact, they contradicted. And from them (there were the ones) who believed, and from them
(there were the ones) who disbelieved. If The Authority wanted, they would not have
killingly-fought; but in fact, The Authority does whatever He intends (11/118-119).
254- O the ones who believed, distribute from what we provided (2/3 & 25) for you, before a day
comes-forth to you, that (there will) not (be) any exchange in it, and not a friendship, and not an
intercession. And the disbelievers (2/26), they are the unjust-ones.
255- The Authority, not an Authority except He (28/70); the Living, the Standing. Slumber and
sleep cannot take Him. For Him is whatever in the skies, and whatever on the earth. Who is the one
that would intercede in sight of Him, except with His permission. He knows what is between
their hands, and what is at their backs. And they cannot surround any wanted-thing from His
knowledge, except whatever He wants. Widely-encompassed His dominion the skies and the
earth, and their protection cannot wear Him out. And He is the top, the great.
256- No disgusting-force in the Religion (50/45); definitely, the Correctness (72/1-2) thus
became-clear from the deviation. So whoever disbelieves in the transgressor (7/185-186) and
believes in The Authority (2/136), definitely he got-hold of the most-covenanty bond, not a
breaking for it. And The Authority is hearer, knower.
257- The Authority is (the) Master (7/196) of the ones who believed, He is bringing-them-out
from the darknesses into the light. And the ones who disbelieved, their master is the transgressor
(7/185-186), it is bringing-them-out from the light into the darknesses. Those are (the) community
of the Fire, they are in it eternal-ones.
258- Did you not see to the one who proofly-argued with Abraham about his Lord for that
The Authority gave him the ruling? When Abraham said: My Lord is the One who makes-live
and makes-die. He said: I (also) make-live and make-die. Abraham said: Certainly,
The Authority brings-forth the sun from the rising-place, so let you bring-it-forth from the
setting-place! So the one who disbelieved was stumped. And The Authority does not guide
the unjust-ones.
259- Or like the one who passed by a city, and it was demolished upon its roofs. He said: How
can The Authority give-life to this after its death? So The Authority made-him-dead for a
hundred years, then He awoke him. He said: How-long did you stay? He said: I stayed for a
day, or some (part) of a day. He said: No, you stayed for a hundred years. Watch your meal
and your drink, they did not spoil; and watch your donkey (11/120 = 2/25 & 25/49). We will make
you a sign for the people. And watch the bones, how we are lifting-them-up; then we are clothing
them (with) meat. When it became-clear to him, he said: (Now) I know that certainly
The Authority is a measurer upon every wanted-thing.
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260- And once, Abraham said: My Lord, (please) make-me-see how You make-live the dead?
He said: Did you not believe? He said: Yes, but that my heart may be reassured. He said: Take
four from the birds, and make-them-familiar to you. Then make upon every mountain from
them a piece. Then call them, they will come-forth to you, runningly (11/120 = 67/19 & 16/101).
And know that certainly The Authority is high, wise-decision-maker.
261- Allegory of the ones who distribute their properties in Way (9/60) of The Authority is like
(the) allegory of a grain: it produced seven spikes, in every spike a hundred grains. The Authority
multiplies for whomever He wants. And The Authority is widely-encompassing-one, knower.
262- The ones who distribute their properties in Way (9/60) of The Authority, then do not follow
what they distributed (with) any insulting and a suffer-causing, for them their payment is in
sight of their Lord; and not a fear upon them, and they will not grieve.
263- A recognized-attitude saying and a forgiveness is more goodness than a charity which
follows it a suffer-causing. And The Authority is rich, clement.
264- O the ones who believed, do not make-false your charities with any insulting and
suffer-causing, like the one who distributed his property to show off (in front of) the people, and
he does not believe in The Authority and the Later Day (9/29). His allegory is like allegory of a
stone, upon it a soil; and a shower afflicted it, and left it naked. They cannot measure upon
any wanted-thing from what they earned. And The Authority does not guide (39/23) the
disbeliever nation.
265- And allegory of the ones who distribute their properties, requiring (the) satisfaction of
The Authority and stabilizing their souls, is like allegory of a park at an altitude: a shower
afflicted it, so it gave its eating-things, multiplied. And if any shower does not afflict it,
(only) a drizzle. And The Authority is a visioner of what you are working-on (2/25).
266- Does any of you like that a park be for him from palm-trees and grapes, the rivers flowing
under them, for him (there is) in it from every fruits. But the big-age afflicted him, and for him
(there were) weak descendants. And a storm afflicted it, in it a fire, and it burned-out?
Like this, The Authority is making-clear for you His signs (:similar words 16/101), so that perhaps
you may think (75/17-19).
267- O the ones who believed, distribute from (the) clean-ones of what you earned, and from
what we brought-out for you from the earth. And do not lean on the dirty-ones to distribute
from it, and (though) you (yourselves) would never be a taker of it, except being-sour in it.
And know that certainly The Authority is rich, praiseworthy.
268- The satan is promising you the poverty, and he is commanding you with the
excessiveness (7/28). And The Authority is promising you a forgiveness from Him, and a
favor (10/58). And The Authority is widely-encompassing-one, knower.
269- He gives the Wise-Decision (13/37) to whomever He wants. And whoever is given
the Wise-Decision (13/37), he is definitely given a major goodness. And (none) will
commemorate (39/23) except (the) possessor of the understanding.
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270- And whatever you distributed from any distribution (2/215), or vowed from any
vow (22/29), certainly The Authority knows it. And (there will) not (be) any helpers for the
unjust-ones (39/23-24).
271- If you reveal the charities, what-blessy it is; but if you conceal it, and give it to the
poverty-ones, it will be more goodness for you. And He will disbelievedly-cover your badnesses.
And The Authority is a news-taker of what you are working-on (2/25).
272- Not upon you is their guidance, but in fact The Authority will guide (39/23) whomever He
wants. And whatever you distribute from a goodness, it shall be for your (own) souls. And you
do not distribute except requiring (the) face of The Authority. And whatever you distribute
from a goodness, it will be given-forth to you, and you will not be behaved-unjust.
273- For the poverty-ones who are besieged in Way (9/111) of The Authority. They cannot
obeyingly-succeed to strike on the earth (David 55/33-34). The ignorant-ones calculate them as
rich-ones, due to the dignity. You recognize them by their visual-marks; they do not ask
the people persistently. And whatever you distribute from a goodness, certainly The Authority is
knower of it.
274- The ones who distribute their properties night and day, hidingly and publicly, for them their
payment is in sight of their Lord; and not a fear upon them, and they will not grieve.
275- The ones who are eating the usury are not standing except like the one (who) is standing, that
the satan caught him with the touch. This is because they said: The trade is same as the usury.
And The Authority made-lawful the trade, but He forbade the usury. So whoever comes to
him a preaching from his Lord, and he stops, for him (will be) what was done-in-past, and its
command (will belong) to The Authority. And whoever turns-back, those are community of
the Fire, they are in it eternal-ones.
276- The Authority condemns the usury, but He increases the charities. And The Authority does
not love every disbeliever, guilty.
277- Certainly, the ones who believe and work for the righteous-deeds (2/25), and stand the
Support (2/238) and give the Cleansing (8/41), for them their payment is in sight of their Lord; and
not a fear upon them, and they will not grieve.
278- O the ones who believed, take-shelter against The Authority, and leave whatever remained
from the usury, if you are believers.
279- And if you do not do, announce a war (8/50) from The Authority and His
Sent-One (22/75 = 2/97). And if you return, for you (will be) the heads of your properties.
So you do not behave-unjust, and you do not be behaved-unjust.
280- And if he is a haver of a difficulty, watching to an easy-time. But giving-up-as-a-charity
is more goodness for you, if you know.
281- And take-shelter against a day in which you will be sent-back to The Authority. Then
every soul will be given-forth with what it earned, and they will not be behaved-unjust.
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282- O the ones who believed, when you loaned-each-other a loan to a named appointed-time,
make-it-written. And a writing-one between yourselves shall write it with equity. Writer
will not avoid writing it, like The Authority made-him-know, so he will write. And the one
that is upon him the truth will dictate. And he will take-shelter against The Authority, his
Lord, and he will not subtract from it any wanted-thing. And if the one that upon him is the
truth is a stupid-one or weak, or he cannot obeyingly-succeed to dictate, then his master will
dictate it with equity. And you shall make-witness (the) two-witnesses from your men, and
if there is not two men, then one man. And two female-persons with whom you are satisfied
from the witnesses (are in the same status as the two men, after this). So (then) if one of
them (souls) strays, one of them will make-commemorate the later-one. The witnesses will not
avoid when they are called. And do not feel-tired about writing it, little or big, to its appointed-time.
This is more fair in sight of The Authority, and more standing for the witnessing, and nearest for not
being doubtful. But except it is a prepared trade that you are circling it between yourselves; not a sin
upon you for not writing it. And make-it-witnessed when you exchange. And any writer will not be
harmed, and not a witness. And if you do, certainly it is a betrayance from you. And take-shelter
against The Authority. And The Authority is (thus) making-you-know (55/2). And The Authority is
knower of every wanted-thing.
283- And if you are on a journey, and you could not find a writer, (then) a bond shall be posted.
But if you felt-secure, some of you with some, the one who is felt-secure will deliver his
felt-secured-object, and he will take-shelter against The Authority, his Lord. And do not conceal
the witnessing. And whoever conceals it, certainly he is guilty in his heart. And The Authority
is knower of what you are working-on.
284- For The Authority is whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth. And if you reveal what
is in your souls, or keep-it-secret, The Authority will calculatedly-reckon you with it. And He
will forgive for whomever He wants, and He will retribute whomever He wants. And
The Authority is a measurer upon every wanted-thing.
285- The Sent-One believed in what was sent-down to him (39/23) from his Lord, and the
believers. Every-(of them) believed in The Authority, and His Ruling-Angels (2/98), and His
Written-Documents (3/3-4), and His Sent-Ones (6/83-87). We will not part-aside between any of
His Sent-Ones (2/136). And they said: We heard and obeyed, forgive for us, our Lord; to You is
the rotating-place.
286- The Authority does not burden any soul except with its width. For it (shall be) what it earned,
and upon it (shall be) what it made-earned. Our Lord, do not take us, if we forget or
act-wrong. Our Lord, do not make-carry upon us any crushing-matter, like You made-it-carry
upon the ones before us (7/157 & 22/78). Our Lord, do not make-us-carry what we do not have
any capability for it. And pardon on us, and forgive for us, and feel-mercy for us; You are our
Master. And help us against the disbeliever (2/26-27) nation.
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CHAPTER 3
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- A, l, m.
2- The Authority, not an Authority except He (28/70); the Living, the Standing.
3- He sent-down upon you the Written-Document (39/23) as the truth, proving-right what is
between its hands. And He sent-down the Torah and the Gospel-4- before (this), as a (source of) guidance (39/23) for the people, and He sent-down the
Part-Maker (:Quran). (In this regard, please see the Words of Moses & Jesus & Muhammad
documents.)
Certainly, the ones who disbelieved in Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority, for them (there will
come) a severe retribution. And The Authority is high, haver of revenge (2/26-27).
5- Certainly The Authority, any wanted-thing cannot go-secret upon Him on the earth, and
not in the sky.
6- He is the One who is shaping you in the wombs however He wants. Not an Authority except
He (28/70); the High, the Wise-Decision-Maker.
7- He is the One who sent-down upon you the Written-Document (39/23); from them (some are)
decided signs, they are (the) mother of the Written-Document. (Please, see the Reading; this may
refer to all those “similar words units” which are placed therein, on the Tables, as couples.)
And later-ones are looking-similar. (Please, see the Reading; this may refer to all those “similar
words units” which are placed therein, under the Tables, as singles.)
The ones in whose hearts (there is) a sliding will follow what looked-similar from them,
requiring the persecution (9/47), and requiring its interpretation. And (none) knows its interpretation
except The Authority and the Deep-Ones in the knowledge (4/166). They say: We believed in it.
Every-(of them) --decided, or looking-similar-- are from (the) sight of our Lord. And (none) will
take-commemoration (39/23) except possessor of the understanding.
8- Our Lord, do not slide our hearts after You guided (39/23) us. And (please) grant for us from
Your station a mercy; certainly-You, You are the best Grantor.
9- Our Lord, certainly You will gather the people for a Day that (there is) no doubt in it. Certainly,
The Authority will not contradict the promise.
10- Certainly the ones who disbelieved (2/26-27), their properties and birth-given-ones will not
make-rich on them against The Authority with any wanted-thing. And those them are (the) fuel
of the Fire.
11- Like constant-fate of (the) group of Pharaoh, and the ones who were before him. They lied
our signs, and The Authority took them for their wrong-doings. And The Authority is severe
in the consequence.
12- Say to the ones who disbelieved (2/26): You will be defeated, and summoned to Hell; and
ugly-indeed is the cradle.
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13- Definitely, there was a sign for you in “two-units” who met-each-other. One unit
was --on the Table-- killingly-fighting in Way of The Authority, and later-one was --under the
Table-- a disbeliever. They were seeing them as “two-times-same-of-them” with seeing of the eye.
And The Authority strengthens with His help whomever He wants. Certainly, in this (narration
style) there has been a lesson for possessor of the visions (18/54 = 3/13).
14- Shown-pretty for the people are the loving lust for the women, and the sons, and the weighted
weights of gold and silver, and the trained horses, and the livestock, and the produce. These
are goods of the nearest life. And The Authority, in His sight is the nice leaning-forward-place.
15- Say: Do I inform you with a better-one than these? For the ones who take-shelter (39/33), in
sight of their Lord (there will be) Parks flowing under them the rivers, as eternal-ones in them,
and purified couples, and a satisfaction from The Authority. And The Authority is a visioner of
the servants (53/62).
16- The ones who say: Our Lord, certainly we believed; so (please) forgive for us our
wrong-doings, and take-us-into-shelter against (the) retribution of the Fire.
17- (These are) the steadfastly-acting-ones, and the proved-right-ones, and the
subserviently-acting-ones, and the distributers (2/3), and the seekers-of-forgiveness at the dawns.
18- The Authority bore-witness: Certainly He, not an Authority except He (28/70 X 21/29 & 9/31),
and (so did) the Ruling-Angels and (the) possessor of the knowledge, standing with the justice:
Not an Authority except He, the high, the wise-decision-maker.
19- Certainly, the Religion in sight of The Authority is the Surrender (3/84-85). And the ones who
were given the Written-Document (3/3-4) did not contradict except after the Knowledge (4/166)
came to them, because of going-beyond-bounds between themselves. And whoever disbelieves
in Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority, certainly The Authority is fast in the calculation.
20- If they proofly-argue with you, say: I surrendered my face to The Authority, and whoever
followed me. And say to the ones who were given the Written-Document and the
uneducated-ones: Did you surrender? And if they surrender, definitely they are guided (39/22-23).
And if they turn-away, upon you is only the making-arrive. And The Authority is a visioner of the
servants (36/30).
21- Certainly, the ones who are disbelieving in Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority and killing
the informers with different than truth (45/6-7), and killing the ones who command with the
justice (3/18) from the people, give-good-news-to-them with a painful retribution.
22- Those are the ones, their works became-nothing in the Nearest-time and the Later-time, and
for them (there will be) no helpers.
23- Did you see to the ones who were given a share from the Written-Document (3/3-4), they are
being called to (the) Written-Document (39/23) of The Authority that He may make-decision
between them (4/105), then a part from them is turning-away and (while) they are estrangers.
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24- This is because they said: The fire will not touch us, except for a counted days. And (thus)
illusioned them in their religion what they are fabricating (2/80-81).
25- And how (will it be) when we gathered them for a day that (there is) no doubt in it? And every
soul will (then) be given-forth (with) what it earned, and they will not be behaved-unjust.
26- Say: My Authority, Ruler of the ruling-dominion, You give the ruling-dominion to
whomever You want, and You pull-back the ruling-dominion from whomever You want. And
You make-high whomever You want, and You humiliate whomever You want. In Your hand
is the goodness. Certainly, You are upon every wanted-thing a measurer.
27- You merge the night into the daylight, and You merge the daylight into the night. And You
bring-out the living from the dead, and You bring-out the dead from the living. And You
provide for whomever You want with different than any calculation.
28- The believers shall not take the disbelievers (2/26 & 60/9) as masters other than the believers.
And whoever does this, he is not on any wanted-thing from The Authority, except for taking-shelter
from them with a (complete) shelter-taking (25/63). And The Authority is making-you-alarmed with
His soul; and to The Authority is the rotating-place.
29- Say: If you keep-secret what is in your chests, or reveal it, The Authority knows it. And He
knows whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth. And The Authority is upon every
wanted-thing a measurer.
30- A day (when) every soul will find prepared what it worked (2/25-26) from a goodness. And
what it worked (2/26-27) from a badness, he will like that there could be a far distance between it
and between him. And The Authority is making-you-alarmed with His soul. And The Authority is
compassionate to the servants (53/62).
31- Say: If you love The Authority, you shall follow me (6/50 = 43/43-44), so that The Authority
may love you, and He may forgive for you your wrong-doings. And The Authority is best
forgiver, most merciful.
32- Say: Obey The Authority and the Sent-One (22/75 = 2/97). And if you turn-away, certainly
The Authority does not love the disbelievers (2/26-27).
33- Certainly, The Authority filteredly-chose Adam and Noah and group of Abraham and group
of Amram upon the multitudes.
34- Descendants, some of them from some. And The Authority is hearer, knower.
35- Once, female-person of Amram said: My Lord, I vowed for You what is in my belly as a
left-free-one; so (please) accept from me. Certainly, You are the hearer, the knower.
36- So when she put-her-down, she said: My Lord, I put-her-down as a female. And
The Authority knew-best what she put-down. And the male is not like the female. And certainly,
I named her Mary. And certainly, I made-her-refuged in You, and her descendant, from the
rejected satan.
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37- And her Lord accepted her with a nice acceptance, and He planted her as a nice plant. And He
made-responsible Zachariah for her. Every-when Zachariah entered upon her to the sanctuary,
he found in sight of her a provision. He said: O Mary, how is this (coming) to you? She said: It
is from (the) sight of The Authority. Certainly, The Authority provides for whomever He
wants with different than any calculation.
38- There, Zachariah called his Lord, he said: My Lord, (please) grant for me from Your station a
purified descendant. Certainly, You are (the) hearer of the call.
39- And the Ruling-Angels sounded to him, and he was standing, supporting in the sanctuary:
Certainly, The Authority is giving-good-news to you with John, a proving-right-one of a
Word (Jesus 1/1-8) from The Authority, and pious, and a besieging-one; and an informer from
the righteous-deeders.
40- He said: My Lord, how can a boy be (born) for me? And definitely, the big-age arrived me,
and my female-person is sterile? He said: Like this, The Authority does what He wants.
41- He said: My Lord, (please) make for me a sign. He said: Your sign is that you will not
speak-words to the people for three days, except by signals. And commemorate your Lord majorly,
and glorify in the evenings and at the early-times.
42- And once, the Ruling-Angels said: O Mary, certainly The Authority filteredly-chose you and
purified you, and He filteredly-chose you upon (the) women of the multitudes.
43- O Mary, (then) be-subservient to your Lord (66/12), and prostrate, and bow-down with the
bowing-down-ones.
44- These (:similar sayings 69/40-43) are from informations of the Unseen (81/24-27 = 39/23),
we are pointing-out them to you. And you were not with them when they were throwing their pens
(to choose) which of them will be responsible for Mary, and you were not with them when they
were feuding.
45- Once, the Ruling-Angels said: O Mary, certainly The Authority is giving-good-news to you
with a Word (4/171) from Him, his name is the Messiah, Jesus, Son of Mary. As a facely-one in the
Nearest-time and the Later-time, and from the made-close-ones.
46- And he will speak-words to the people from the cradle and as an adult; and (he is) from the
righteous-deeders.
47- She said: My Lord, how can a birth-given-one be (born) for me, and (though) any
human-being never touched me? He said: Like this, The Authority creates whatever He wants.
When He makes-effective a command, He only says to it “Be,” and it (in the manner He just
made-effective, and in the time period He deemed-appropriate) is.
48- And He will make-him-know the Written-Document and the Wise-Decision (13/37) = (Jesus
4/24-27 & 14/25-26 & …), and the Torah, and the Gospel.
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49- And a Sent-One to Sons of Israel: Certainly, I made-come to you a sign from your Lord:
Certainly, I can create for you from the clay like a shape of the bird, and blow into it, and it
becomes a bird with permission of The Authority (Jesus 21/38). And I can heal the retarded and
the leprous. And I can make-live the dead with permission of The Authority (Jesus 6/3-4).
And I can inform you with whatever you eat, and whatever you store in your houses (Jesus
43/8-10). Certainly, in this (narration style) there has been a sign for you, if you are believers.
50- And as a proving-right-one what is between my hands from the Torah, and that I may
make-lawful for you some of the ones that were forbidden upon you (Gospel-Mtw. 12/11-13 &
15/20 & …). And so I made-come to you a sign from your Lord; so take-shelter against
The Authority, and obey me.
51- Certainly, The Authority is my Lord and your Lord; so you shall serve Him (Gospel-Mtw.
4/10). This is a directly-standing path.
52- When Jesus felt from them the disbelief, he said: Who are my helpers to The Authority? The
disciples said: We are helpers of The Authority; we believed in The Authority. And you (too)
bear-witness that certainly we are surrenderers.
53- Our Lord, we believed in what You sent-down, and we followed the Sent-One; so (please)
write us among the witnesses.
54- And they schemed, and The Authority schemed, and The Authority is best of the schemers.
55- Once, The Authority said: O Jesus, certainly I will get-you-back (now), and raise you to Me,
and I will purify you from the ones who disbelieved. And I shall make the ones who followed
you (5/82-83) above the disbelievers (5/17) towards the Standing Day (Gospel-Jn. 6/40, 44-45 X
Mtw. 7/21-23). Then to Me is your coming-back-places, and I will make-decision between you in
what you are contradicting in it.
56- And the ones who disbelieved (2/26-27), I shall retribute them with a severe retribution in the
Nearest-time and the Later-time; and for them (there will be) no helpers.
57- But the ones who believe and work for the righteous-deeds (2/25-26), He will give-forth to
them their payments. And The Authority does not love the unjust-ones.
58- These, that we are reciting upon you, are from the Signs (6/4 & 26/5) and --all related with-the Commemoration (39/23), the wise-decision-maker.
59- Certainly, allegory-(image) of Jesus in sight of The Authority is like allegory-(image) of
Adam (19/17 & 19/21); He created him (:Adam) from dust (:perhaps, also a reference to all those
elements in the earth crust), then He said to him: “Be,” and he (in the manner He made-effective,
and in the time period He deemed-appropriate) was (76/1 & 2/30).
60- The truth is from your Lord; so do not be from the suspicion-harboring-ones.
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61- And whoever proofly-argue with you about it, after what came to you from the
knowledge (4/166), say: Let us call our sons and your sons, and our women and your women,
and our souls and your souls, then quarrel and make (the) curse of The Authority upon the liars.
62- Certainly, this is the Narration of the Truth (35/31), and not an Authority except
The Authority (28/70 X 21/29 & 5/116). And certainly The Authority, He is the high, the
wise-decision-maker.
63- And if they turn-away, The Authority is knower of the evil-committers (2/26-27).
64- Say: O Family of the Written-Document (3/3-4), let-us-come to a straight word between us
and between you: that we do not serve (anyone) except The Authority (12/40 X 9/31), and we
do not make-partners to Him any wanted-thing (18/26 X 42/21), and we do not take some of us
some as Lords (42/10 X 9/31) other than The Authority. And if they turn-away, say: Bear-witness
that certainly we are surrenderers (3/84-85).
65- O Family of the Written-Document (3/3), for-what you are proofly-arguing about Abraham,
and the Torah and the Gospel were not sent-down except after him? Do you not comprehend?
66- Here-you-are, here-these, you proofly-argued in what (there is) for you about it a knowledge,
but for-what you are proofly-arguing in what (there is not) for you about it any knowledge?
And The Authority knows, but you do not know.
67- Abraham was not an Incliner, and not a Helper; but in fact, he was a monotheist
surrenderer (6/161). And he was not a partner-maker (18/26 X 42/21).
68- Certainly, the most masterly people to Abraham are the ones who followed him (60/4),
and this informer, and the ones who believed (12/108). And The Authority is Master (7/196) of
the believers.
69- A goers-around from Family of the Written-Document liked that if only they could
make-you-stray; but they cannot make-stray except their (own) souls, and they do not perceive.
70- O Family of the Written-Document (3/3-4), for-what you are disbelieving in Signs (6/4 & 26/5)
of The Authority, and (though) you are bearing-witness?
71- O Family of the Written-Document (3/3-4), for-what you are confounding the truth with the
falsehood (35/31 X 2/78-79), and you are concealing the truth, and (though) you know (2/146)?
72- And a goers-around from Family of the Written-Document said: Believe in the one that was
sent-down (39/23) upon the ones who believed in (the) face of the daylight, and disbelieve in it at a
later-part-of-it, so that perhaps they may come-back.
73- And do not believe except (those) who followed your religion (9/31). Say: Certainly, (the)
Guidance of The Authority, it is the Guidance (39/23). Is it because that-one is given (the) same as
what you were given, or because they are proofly-arguing with you in sight of your Lord? Say:
Certainly, the Favor (10/58) is in (the) hand of The Authority, He gives it to whomever He wants.
And The Authority is width-maker, knower.
74- He privatizes His mercy (10/57-58) for whomever He wants. And The Authority is haver of the
great favor.
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75- And from Family of the Written-Document (there are the ones) who, if you felt-secure with a
much-weight, he delivers it to you. And from them who, if you felt-secure with a little-currency,
he does not deliver it to you, except that you continue upon him as a standing-one.
This is because they said: Not a way upon us about the uneducated-ones! And they are saying
upon The Authority the lie, and they know (Torah-Ex. 23/9).
76- Yes-indeed, whoever gives-forth his pledge and takes-shelter, certainly The Authority loves
the shelter-takers.
77- Certainly, the ones who are selling (the) pledge (2/27) of The Authority and their swearings for
a little amount, those are, (there will) not (be) any lot for them in the Later-time. And The Authority
will not speak-words to them, and He will not watch towards them on the Standing Day, and
He will not cleanse them. And for them (there will come) a painful retribution.
78- And certainly, from them (there is) a part who are twisting their tongues towards the
Written-Document, so that you may calculate it from the Written-Document, but it is not from
the Written-Document. And they say: It is from (the) sight of The Authority; and it is not from
(the) sight of The Authority. They are saying upon The Authority the lie, and they know.
79- Not for any human-being (that) The Authority gave him the Written-Document and the
Wise-Decision and the Informership, then he would say to the people: Be servants to me
other than The Authority (12/40)! But in fact, (he will say): Be teachers (5/44), for that you are
making-know the Written-Document, and for that you are studying (it).
80- And he will not command you to take the Ruling-Angels and the Informers as Lords (42/10).
Would he (thus) command you the disbelief after when you became surrenderers?
81- And once, The Authority took the covenant of the Informers (You, Noah, Abraham, Moses,
and Jesus. 33/7): When I gave you from (the) Written-Document and (the) Wise-Decision,
then a Sent-One will come to you, proving-right what is with you: You shall certainly believe
in him, and you shall certainly help him. He said: Did you place and take this crushing-matter?
They said: We placed. He said: So bear-witness, and I am with you from the witnesses.
82- And whoever turns-away after this, those them are the betrayers.
83- Do they require different than (the) Religion (48/28) of The Authority, and (though) for Him
surrendered whomever in the skies and (on) the earth, obeyingly or disgustedly. And to Him
they are being sent-back.
84- Say: We believed in The Authority, and in what is sent-down upon us (39/23), and in what was
sent-down upon Abraham and Ishmael and Isaac and Jacob and the Descendants, and in what
was given to Moses and Jesus, and to the Informers (after Moses 5/44) from their Lord. We
will not part-aside between anyone of them, and we are to Him surrenderers.
85- And whoever requires different than the Surrender (defined above) as a Religion, it will not be
accepted from him, and he will be in the Later-time from the losers (4/150-151).
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86- How can The Authority guide a nation who disbelieved after their belief, and (though) they
bore-witness that the Sent-One is certainly (the) truth, and the Clear-Proofs (2/185) came to
them. And The Authority does not guide the unjust (39/23-24) nation.
87- Those are (the ones), their reward is certainly (the) curse of The Authority (will come) upon
them, and the Ruling-Angels, and the People, altogether.
88- As eternal-ones in it. The retribution will not be made-lighter on them, and they will not
be watched.
89- Except the ones who returned after this and righteous-deeded (2/25); certainly, The Authority
is (then) best forgiver, most merciful.
90- Certainly, the ones who disbelieved (2/26) after their belief, then they augmented disbelief,
their returning will never be accepted. And those them are the strayers.
91- Certainly, the ones who disbelieved (2/26) and died as they were disbelievers, an earthful of
gold will not be accepted from any of them, even if he could ransom it. Those are, for them (there
will come) a painful retribution; and for them (there will be) no helpers.
92- You will not reach the kind-action until you distribute from what you love. And whatever you
distribute (2/272-273) from any wanted-thing, certainly The Authority is knower of it.
93- Every meal was lawful upon Sons of Israel, except what Israel forbade upon his (own)
soul before the Torah was sent-down. Say: Bring-forth the Torah and recite it, if you are
proved-right-ones (Torah-Gn. 32/32-33).
94- And whoever fabricates upon The Authority the lie (2/78-79) after this, those them are the
unjust-ones.
95- Say: The Authority proved-right. So you shall follow (the) practice of Abraham,
monotheist (6/161); and he was not from the partner-makers (18/26 X 42/21).
96- Certainly, (the) first House (now) that is put-down for the people is the one in (the)
Valley-Land, which is made-profitable, and as a (source of) Guidance (:similar words, in twoers,
message 39/23) for the multitudes.
97- In it (there are) clear Signs (6/4 & 26/5), standing-style of Abraham (6/161 & 26/75-83).
And whoever enters in it, he will be secure. And for The Authority (it is an obligation)
upon the people visiting The House, whoever can obeyingly-succeed towards it
a way (David 20/26-28 = 43/6-8). And whoever disbelieves, certainly The Authority is rich on
the multitudes.
98- Say: O Family of the Written-Document (3/3-4), for-what you are disbelieving in Signs (6/4 &
26/5) of The Authority? And The Authority is a witness upon what you are working-on.
99- Say: O Family of the Written-Document (3/3-4), for-what you are repelling from Way (16/69)
of The Authority (the ones) who believed, by requiring it crooked, and (though) you are witnesses?
And The Authority is not unaware of what you are working-for.
100- O the ones who believed, if you obey a part from the ones who were given the
Written-Document, they will bring-you-back after your belief, as disbelievers (16/106-107).
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101- And how can you disbelieve, and you are, (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority are
being recited upon you, and among you is His Sent-One (22/75 = 2/97). And whoever holds-fast to
The Authority, definitely he is guided (39/23) to a directly-standing path.
102- O the ones who believed, take-shelter against The Authority with a truthful shelter-taking
of Him, and do not die except you are surrenderers (3/84-85).
103- And hold-fast to (the) rope of The Authority altogether, and do not part-away (42/13).
And commemorate blessing of The Authority upon you: Once you were hostile-ones and He
reconciled between your hearts, and you got-to-morning by His blessing (93/11) as brothers.
And you were at (the) brink of a pit from the Fire, and He rescued you from it.
Like this, The Authority is making-clear for you His signs (:similar words 16/101), so that perhaps
you may become-guided (39/23).
104- Let a section be from you that is calling to the Goodness (16/30), and commanding with
the recognized-attitude (42/10 & 32/4 & …), and stopping on the strange-attitude (3/80 &
18/102 & …). And those them will be the comfort-receivers.
105- And do not be like those who parted-away and contradicted, after the Clear-Proofs (2/185)
came to them. And those are, for them (there will come) a great retribution.
106- A day (when) some faces will be brightened, and some faces will be darkened. And the ones
whose faces are darkened: Did you disbelieve after your belief? So taste the retribution
(now) for that you were disbelieving (74/31).
107- But the ones whose faces are brightened, (they will be) in (the) mercy of The Authority; they
are in it eternal-ones.
108- These (:similar words 2/25-26) are signs of The Authority, we are reciting them upon you
as the truth (35/31). And The Authority is not intending any unjustness for the multitudes.
109- And for The Authority is whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth; and to
The Authority the commands are sent-back.
110- You are a middle section that is sent-out for the people, you are commanding with the
recognized-attitude (28/70 & 32/4 & …), and stopping on the strange-attitude (16/51 &
10/18 & …), and you are believing in The Authority (3/84). And if (the) family of the
Written-Document (3/3-4) believe, it will be better for them. From them (there are) the believers,
but majority of them are the betrayers (2/26-27).
111- They cannot harm you except with suffer-causing (3/186). And if they killingly-fight against
you, they will turn-away you the rears, then they will not be helped.
112- The humiliation is struck upon them wherever they are found, except with a rope from
The Authority or with a rope from the people. And they received a wrath from The Authority, and
the disgrace is struck upon them. This is because they were disbelieving in Signs (6/4 & 26/5)
of The Authority, and they were killing the informers (38/67) with different than (the)
truth (45/6-7). This is because they disobeyed, and were behaving-hostile.
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113- Not all are straight from family of the Written-Document. (There is) a standing section that
are reciting Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority during the night, and they are prostrating (48/29).
114- They are believing in The Authority and the Later Day (Hosea 6/2-3) (Gospel-Lk. 18/33 =
Jn. 6/44-45) (Quran 43/61-62). And they are commanding with the recognized-attitude (42/10 &
32/4 & …), and stopping on the strange-attitude (9/31 & 10/18 & …), and they are fast-acting in
the Goodnesses (16/30); and those are from the righteous-deeders.
115- And whatever they do from a Goodness (16/30), they will not be disbelieved-on-it. And
The Authority is knower of the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33).
116- Certainly, the ones who disbelieved (2/26), their properties and their birth-given-ones will not
make-rich on them from The Authority with any wanted-thing. And those are community of the
Fire; they are in it eternal-ones.
117- Allegory of what they are distributing in this nearest life is like an allegory of a storm, in it
(there is) wildness; and it afflicted produce of a nation who behaved-unjust (39/24) to their souls,
and destroyed it. And The Authority did not behave-unjust to them, but in fact to their (own)
souls they were behaving-unjust.
118- O the ones who believed (2/26), do not take as insiders (the ones) other than you; they
will not cease causing-annoyance, they like what disturb you. Definitely, the hatred
revealed-itself from their mouths, and what their chests are keeping-secret is bigger.
Definitely, we (thus) made-clear for you the signs (:similar words 16/101), if you are
comprehending (75/17-19).
119- Here-you-are, these-(people), you are loving them, but they do not love you. And you are
believing in the Written-Document, every-of-it (3/84). And when they met you, they said: We
believed, but when they passed-away, they bit against you the fingers out of the rage. Say:
Die with your rage! Certainly, The Authority is knower of (the) havings of the chests.
120- If a niceness touches you it makes-them-bad, and if a badness afflicts you they rejoice with it.
And if you remain-steadfast and take-shelter, their snare will not harm you with any
wanted-thing. Certainly, The Authority is a surrounder of what they are working-for.
121- And once, you early-left your family to settle-down the believers into sitting-places for
the “killingly-fight” (9/111); and The Authority is hearer, knower.
122- Once, two goers-around from you tended to fail, and The Authority was their Master. And
upon The Authority (all) the believers shall trust-advocately.
123- And definitely, The Authority helped you in fastness-place, and (when) you were humiliated.
So take-shelter against The Authority, so that perhaps you may appreciate (it).
124- Once, you were saying to the believers: Is it not sufficient for you, that your Lord will lead
you with a three thousand from the sent-down “ruling-angels” (18/54 = 16/2)?
125- Yes, if you remain-steadfast and take-shelter, and they come-forth to you from your
sudden-moment, in this (situation) your Lord will lead you with a five thousand from the
trained “ruling-angels.”
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126- The Authority did not make it except as a Good-News (27/1-2) for you, and so that your
hearts may become-reassured with it. And the help is not except from (the) sight of
The Authority, the high, the wise-decision-maker.
127- He will surely --for the left side-- cut (the) end-parts of the ones who disbelieved, or He
will --for the right side-- neutralize them, so that they will spin-back as failed-ones. (Please, see
the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to all those “similar
words units” therein, which will be --because they do not give any positive result under those
two 19 based special formulas-- eliminated (2/106), on both sides, and placed under the Tables.)
(And please, see 18/54 = 3/127)
128- (There is) not for you from the command any wanted-thing; (after this) He may return
to them (16/101), or He may retribute them (7/203) because that certainly they were unjust-ones.
129- And for The Authority is whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth. He forgives for
whomever He wants, and He retributes whomever He wants. And The Authority is best
forgiver, most merciful.
130- O the ones who believed, do not eat the usury, as multiplied with a (huge) multiplying.
And take-shelter against The Authority, so that perhaps you may receive-comfort.
131- And take-shelter against the Fire, the one that is countedly-prepared for disbelievers (74/31).
132- And obey The Authority and the Sent-One (22/75 = 2/97), so that perhaps you may
be felt-mercy.
133- And eagerly-race towards a forgiveness from your Lord, and a Park whose vastness is as the
skies and the earth, that is countedly-prepared for the shelter-takers (39/33).
134- The ones who are distributing (2/261) in the abundance and in the harm, and (they are)
the gulpers of the rage and the pardoners on the people. And The Authority loves the
nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34).
135- And the ones who, when they do an excessiveness, or behave-unjust to their souls, they
commemorate The Authority and seek-forgiveness for their wrong-doings. And who may
forgive the wrong-doings except The Authority. And they do not insist upon what they are
doing, and (though) they know.
136- Those are, their reward will be a forgiveness from their Lord, and Parks flowing under them
the rivers, as eternal-ones in them. And (what)-a-blessy payment for the workers (2/25).
137- Definitely, (the) principles passed-away before you; so roam on the earth and watch how
was (the) consequence of the lying-ones!
138- This is a clear-document for the people and a Guidance (39/23), and a Preaching for the
shelter-takers.
139- And do not waver, and do not grieve, for you are the toppest, if you are believers.
140- If a duress touched you, definitely a duress that was same-of-it touched the nation. And these
are the days, we are alternating them between the people. So The Authority will know the
ones who believed, and He will take from you (some) witnesses. And The Authority does not
love the unjust-ones (39/24).
141- And The Authority will (thus) toughen the ones who believed (2/25-26), and He will doom
the disbelievers (2/26-27).
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142- Or did you calculate that you would enter into the Park, and The Authority did not know
yet the ones who strove from you, and (did not) know the steadfastly-acting-ones?
143- And definitely, you were longing-for the death before you met it. And (now) definitely you
saw it, and you are watching.
144- Praised-one (61/6) is not, except a Sent-One; definitely, (many) Sent-Ones had passed-away
before him. So if he dies or get-killed, will you spin-back on your heels? And whoever
spins-back on his heels, he will not harm The Authority with any wanted-thing. And The Authority
will reward the appreciative-ones (76/3).
145- And it cannot be for a soul to die except with permission of The Authority, (with) a written
appointed-time. And whoever intends for (the) wage of the Nearest-time, we give him from it,
and whoever intends for (the) wage of the Later-time, we give him from it. And we will
reward the appreciative-ones (2/152).
146- And how-many from (the) informers, that a major-number of teachers killingly-fought
with him. And they did not waver because of what afflicted them in (the) Way of The Authority,
and they did not weaken, and they did not stoop. And The Authority loves the
steadfastly-acting-ones.
147- Their saying was not, except that they said: Our Lord, (please) forgive for us our
wrong-doings, and our extreme-actions in our commands, and make-stable our feet, and help us
against the disbeliever nation.
148- And The Authority gave them (the) wage of the Nearest-time, and (the) nicest wage of the
Later-time. And The Authority loves the nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34).
149- O the ones who believed, if you obey the ones who disbelieved (2/26), they will
bring-you-back on your heels (3/99-100), and (then) you will spin-back as losers.
150- No, The Authority is your Master (7/196), and He is (the) best of the helpers.
151- We will throw the anxiety into the hearts of the ones who disbelieved (74/31), for that they
made-partner to The Authority what He did not send-down about it any evidence (45/6-7). And
their abode is the Fire; and ugly-indeed is (the) destiny of the unjust-ones (39/24).
152- And definitely, The Authority proved-right for you His promise, when you were repulsing
them --under the Table-- with His permission (9/111). Until when you became-worn-out, and
pulled-each-other-back in the command (42/52), and you disobeyed after He made-you-see what
you loved. From you (there were the ones) who intended for the Nearest-time, and from you (there
were the ones) who intended for the Later-time. Then He turned-you-around from them, so that He
may test you. And definitely, He (now) pardoned on you. And The Authority is haver of a favor
upon the believers.
153- Once, you were retreating and you were not twisting-forward to anyone, and the
Sent-One was calling you from your later-side. And He waged you --on the left side-- with sorrow,
--on the right side-- upon sorrow, so that you may not grieve for what you missed, and not for what
afflicted you. And The Authority is a news-taker of what you are working-on (2/25 X 14/26).
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154- Then He sent-down upon you, after the sorrow, a security, a comfort that was covering a
goers-around from you. And a goers-around, definitely their souls had made-them-bend,
they were guessing about The Authority different than the truth, (with) guessing of the
ignorance. They were saying: Is there for us from the command any wanted-thing? Say:
Certainly the command (42/52), every-of-it, is for The Authority. They are keeping-secret in their
souls what they are not revealing to you. They are saying: If there were any wanted-thing for
us from the command, we would not have been killed right-here. Say: Even if you had been in
your houses, the ones who were written upon them the killing would have appeared --under the
Tables-- to their death-beds. The Authority will (thus) test --on the left side-- what is in your chests,
and He will toughen --on the right side-- what is in your hearts. And The Authority is knower of
(the) havings of the chests.
155- Certainly, the ones who turned-away from you on a day (when) the “two-gatherings”
met (8/41), certainly the satan wanted-to-slip-them for some of what they earned. But definitely,
The Authority pardoned on them. Certainly, The Authority is best forgiver, most clement.
156- O the ones who believed, do not be like the ones who disbelieved (74/31) and said for their
brothers, when they struck on the earth or became mobilized (9/111): If they had been in sight of us,
they would not have died, and not have gotten-killed. The Authority will make this a sorrow in
their hearts. And The Authority makes-live, and makes-die. And The Authority is a visioner of
what you are working-on (2/25).
157- And if you get-killed in Way (9/111) of The Authority, or die, a forgiveness from
The Authority and a mercy will be better than what they are gathering.
158- And if you die or get-killed, to The Authority you are being summoned (56/83-93).
159- And because of a mercy from The Authority, you softened to them. And if you had been stiff,
strict in the heart, they would have gone-away from around you. So pardon on them and
seek-forgiveness for them, and consult them in the command. And when you determine,
trust-advocately upon The Authority. Certainly, The Authority loves the advocately-trusters.
160- If The Authority helps you, not a defeater against you. And if He abandons you, who is the
one that would help you after Him? So the believers shall trust-advocately upon The Authority.
161- It cannot be for any informer to confiscate. And whoever confiscates, he will bring-forth what
he confiscated on the Standing Day. Then every soul will be given-forth for what it earned,
and they will not be behaved-unjust.
162- Is (the one) who followed satisfaction (48/29) of The Authority (the same) as (the one)
who received an anger (48/6) from The Authority, and his abode is Hell? And ugly-indeed is
the rotating-place.
163- They are in degrees in sight of The Authority. And The Authority is a visioner of what they
are working-on (29/4).
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164- Definitely, The Authority sustained upon the believers, when He awoke among them a
Sent-One from their souls; he is reciting upon them His signs (6/4 & 26/5), and he is
cleansing them, and he is making-them-know the Written-Document (39/23) and the
Wise-Decision (13/37). And they were in a clear strayance before (this).
165- And when an afflicter afflicted you, and definitely you had afflicted
two-times-the-same-of-it, you said: Where is this (coming) from? Say: It is from sight of
your (own) souls. Certainly, The Authority is a measurer upon every wanted-thing.
166- What afflicted you when the “two-gatherings” met (8/41) is with (the) permission of
The Authority, and that He may know the believers.
167- And He may know the ones who acted-hypocritically. And (when) it was said to them:
Come-up, killingly-fight in Way of The Authority (9/111), or rebuff, they said: If we had
known (the) killingly-fight, we would have followed you. They were on that day closer to the
disbelief than the belief, they were saying with their mouths what was not in their hearts. And
The Authority knows-best what they are concealing.
168- The ones who said about their brothers, as they sat-behind: If they had obeyed us, they
would not have been killed. Say: Then push-away the death from your (own) souls, if
you are proved-right-ones.
169- And do not calculate the ones who are killed in Way (9/111) of The Authority as dead-ones.
No, (they are) living-ones; they are being-provided in sight of their Lord.
170- And they are rejoicing with what The Authority gave them from His favor, and they are
giving-good-news-to-each-other about the ones who did not join them yet, at their backs,
that (there will not be) any fear upon them, and they will not grieve.
171- They are giving-good-news-to-each-other with a blessing from The Authority, and a
favor (10/57-58), and that certainly The Authority will not put-to-waste (the) payment of
the believers (2/25-26).
172- (These are) the ones who answered for The Authority and the Sent-One (2/97) after
the duress afflicted them. For the ones who acted-nicely (39/23 & 34) from them, and took-shelter,
(there will come) a great payment.
173- The ones that the people said to them: Certainly, the people gathered against you; so
be-frightened of them! But this only augmented them in belief, and they said: The Authority is
calculatedly-enough for us; and (what)-a-blessy Advocately-Trusted-One.
174- So they spun-back with a blessing from The Authority, and a favor (10/57-58), any badness
did not touch them. And they followed (the) satisfaction (48/29) of The Authority. And
The Authority is haver of a great favor.
175- Certainly, this satan can only make-fear his (own) masters (7/30). So you shall not fear them;
but fear Me instead, if you are believers.
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176- The ones who are acting-fast in the disbelief (2/26-27) should not make-you-grieve. Certainly,
they will not harm The Authority with any wanted-thing. The Authority is only intending not to
make for them any portion in the Later-time; and for them (there will come) a great retribution.
177- Certainly, the ones who bought the disbelief instead of the belief (2/26) will not harm
The Authority with any wanted-thing. And for them (there will come) a painful retribution.
178- The ones who disbelieved (2/26-27) should not calculate that we are giving-time for them
as a goodness for their souls. We are only giving-time for them so that they may augment guilt.
And for them (there will come) a making-ashamed retribution.
179- It cannot be for The Authority to leave the believers upon what you are on it (now),
until He distinguishes the dirty-ones from the clean-ones. And it cannot be for The Authority
to arise you upon the Unseen (81/24-27), but in fact The Authority selects from His Sent-Ones
whomever He wants. So you shall believe in The Authority and His Sent-Ones (3/84). And if you
believe and take-shelter, for you (there will come) a great payment.
180- The ones who are withholding (41/7) what The Authority gave them from His favor should
not calculate it as a goodness for them; no, it is a wickedness for them. They will be collared with
what they are withholding on the Standing Day. And for The Authority is (the) inheritance of
the skies and the earth. And The Authority is a news-taker of what you are working-on.
181- Definitely, The Authority heard (the) saying of the ones who said: Certainly, The Authority is
a poverty-one, but we are rich! We will write what they said, and their killing the informers
with different than truth (45/6-7), and we will say: Taste (now) retribution of the burner!
182- This is because of what your hands sent-forth. And certainly, The Authority is not unjust to
the servants.
183- The ones who said: Certainly, The Authority pledged us that we should not believe
any Sent-One, until he brings-forth to us a closeness-giver (:animal-offering), that will eat it
the fire. Say: Definitely, the Sent-Ones came to you before me with the clear-proofs, and with
the one you said. (Please, see Kings 18/32-39 for the past, and in actual sense; and Please, see
Moses 33/9 & David 39/19 for the present, and in allegorical sense.) = (Please, see the Reading;
all those similar words “units” on the Tables, and all those “elements” in the middle sections, in this
allegorical regard.) So why did you kill them, if you are proved-right-ones?
184- And if they lied you, definitely Sent-Ones before you were also lied. They came with the
Clear-Proofs, and the Scriptures, and the enlightening Written-Document.
185- Every soul will taste the death. And certainly, your payments will be given-forth to you on
the Standing Day. So whoever is pulled-back from the Fire and entered into the Park,
definitely he succeeded. And the nearest life is not, except goods of the illusion.
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186- You will be tested through your properties and your souls, and you will hear from
the ones who were given the Written-Document before you (3/3-4), and from the ones who
made-partners (22/17) a major-(amount) of suffer-causer. And if you remain-steadfast and
take-shelter, certainly this is from (the) determination of the commands (11/112).
187- And once, The Authority took the covenant of the ones who were given the
Written-Document: You shall make-it-clear to the people, and you will not conceal it. But they
threw it behind their backs, and they sold it for a little amount. Ugly-indeed is what they are selling.
188- Do not calculate the ones who are rejoicing (40/83) with what they brought-forth, and loving
to be praised with what they did not do, do not calculate them as succeeding-away from the
retribution. And for them (there will come) a painful retribution.
189- And for The Authority is (the) ruling-dominion of the skies and the earth. And The Authority
is upon every wanted-thing a measurer.
190- Certainly, in (the) creation of the skies and the earth, and contradiction of the night and the
day-light, (there are) signs for possessor of the understanding (2/164).
191- (These are) the ones who are commemorating The Authority (while) standing, and sitting, and
upon their sides, and thinking about (the) creation of the skies and the earth: Our Lord, You
did not create these as a falsehood (29/52); be-You-glorified. And take-us-into-shelter against (the)
retribution of the Fire.
192- Our Lord, certainly whomever You entered into the Fire, You definitely disgraced him; and
for the unjust-ones (39/24) (there will be) no helpers.
193- Our Lord, certainly we heard a sounding-one (who) is sounding for the belief: You shall
believe in your Lord; so we believed (3/84). Our Lord, so (please) forgive for us our wrong-doings,
and disbelievedly-cover on us our badnesses, and get-us-back with the kindly-acting-ones (76/5-22).
194- Our Lord, and give us what You promised us through Your Sent-Ones, and do not disgrace us
on the Standing Day. Certainly, You never contradict the promise.
195- And their Lord answered to them: Certainly, I will not put-to-waste any work of a worker
from you (2/25 & 17/84), from male or female, some of you are from some. So the ones who
immigrated (28/57), and were sent-out from their wandering-places, and were made-suffer in
My way, and killed and got-killed (9/111), I will surely disbelievedly-cover on them their
badnesses, and I will surely enter them into Parks flowing under them the rivers, as a wage from
(the) sight of The Authority. And The Authority, in His sight is the nicest wage.
196- Spinning-around of the ones who disbelieved (2/26) in the towns shall not illusion you.
197- Goods for a little-(time), then their abode will be Hell; and ugly-indeed is the cradle!
198- But the ones who took-shelter (39/33) against their Lord, for them (there will be) Parks
flowing under them the rivers, as eternal-ones in them; as a sending-down from (the) sight of
The Authority. And what is in sight of The Authority is better for the kindly-acting-ones (2/177).
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199- And certainly, from family of the Written-Document (there are the ones) who believe in
The Authority, and what is sent-down upon you, and what is sent-down upon them (21/24 = 39/23),
as reverent-ones for The Authority. They are not selling (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority
for a little amount. Those are, for them their payment will be in sight of their Lord. Certainly,
The Authority is fast in the calculation.
200- O the ones who believed (2/25-26), you shall remain-steadfast, and steadfastly-act, and
be-united. And take-shelter against The Authority, so that perhaps you may receive-comfort.

CHAPTER 4
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- O the people, take-shelter against your Lord, the One who created you from one soul, and
then He created from it its couple. And He spread from two-of-them a major-number of men
and women. And take-shelter against The Authority, the One that you are asking-each-other
by Him, and the wombly-ones. Certainly, The Authority is upon you a controller.
2- And give the orphans their properties, and do not change the dirty-one for the clean-one. And
do not eat their properties to your properties. Certainly, it is a big mistake.
3- And if you feared that you may not make-justice among the orphans --in your society--,
(then) marry --from their mothers-- what became-clean for you from the women --for each family
who may have sons, for their few sons-- (in) two, and three, and four. And if you feared that you
may not treat-equal --then for each family who may have sons, for their one son-- only a single-one,
or what your right-hands (already) ruled (4/25). This is nearest that you may not deviate.
4- And give the women their fees in full-amount. And if they make-clean for you any wanted-thing
from it, on soul, you may eat it happily, joyfully.
5- And do not give the stupid-ones your properties that The Authority made for you as a
standing-(income). And provide for them from it, and clothe them, and say to them a
recognized-attitude saying.
6- And test the orphans until they arrive the marriage. And if you discern in them a correctness,
rebuff to them their properties. And do not eat it extremely and fast, because that they are
growing-big. And whoever is rich will take-caution, and whoever is poverty-one may eat with a
recognized-attitude. And when you rebuff to them their properties, make-it-witnessed upon
them. And The Authority suffices as a calculating-one.
7- For the men (there will be) a share from what the two-birth-causers and the close-ones left, and
for the women (there will be) a share from what the two-birth-causers and the close-ones left,
from what may be little from it, or may be major. As an obliged share.
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8- And when (the) possessor of the closeness, and the orphans, and the poor-ones are prepared at
the dividing, provide for them from it, and say to them a recognized-attitude saying.
9- Those who left at their backs weak descendants should be frightened, fearing upon them. They
should take-shelter against The Authority, and say a blocking saying.
10- Certainly, the ones who are eating properties of the orphans unjustly, certainly they are eating
into their bellies a fire; and they will get into a roaster.
11- The Authority recommends about your birth-given-ones, for the male same portion as the
two females (4/34). And if they are women above two females, for them two-thirds of what he left.
And if she is a single-one, for her the half. And for his two birth-causers, for every one of them
one-sixth from what he left, if there is a birth-given-one for him. And if there is not any
birth-given-one for him, and inheriting him (the) two-birth-causers, for his mother one-third.
And if there are brothers-sisters for him, for his mother one-sixth, after a recommendation
that he recommends it (2/180), or a loan. Your fathers and your sons, you do not percept
which of them may be closer to you beneficially.
An obligation --are these Chapters-- from The Authority (24/1 & 2/23-25). Certainly, The Authority
is knower, wise-decision-maker.
12- And for you, half of what your couples left, if there is not for them any birth-given-one.
And if there is for them a birth-given-one, for you the one-fourth from what they left, after a
recommendation that they recommend it (2/180), or a loan. And for them the one-fourth from what
you left, if there is not for you any birth-given-one. And if there is for you a birth-given-one, for
them the one-eighth from what you left, after a recommendation that you recommend it, or a loan.
If a man that is being-inherited is a loner, or a female-person, and for him a brother or a sister,
for every one of them the one-sixth. If they are more-major than this, they will be partners in
the one-third, after a recommendation that is being recommended, or a loan, different than
being harmed. A recommendation from The Authority. And The Authority is knower, clement.
13- These (:similar words 2/25-26) are borders of The Authority. And whoever obeys
The Authority and His Sent-One (22/75 = 2/97), He will enter him into Parks flowing under them
the rivers, as eternal-ones in them. And this is a great success.
14- And whoever disobeys The Authority and His Sent-One (22/75 = 2/97), and becomes-hostile
to His borders, He will enter him into Fire, as eternal-one in it. And for him (there will come) a
making-ashamed retribution.
15- The ones who bring-forth the excessiveness (:homosexualism) from your women, you shall
require-as-witnesses upon them four-(persons) from you. And if they bear-witness, hold them in the
houses until the death gets-them-back, or The Authority makes for them a way (:perhaps, through a
marriage & children etc.).
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16- And the ones who bring-it-forth (:homosexualism) from you, you shall --in order to help them
heal, by influential words-- make-them-suffer. (X 3/186) And if they return and righteous-deed,
estrange on them. Certainly, The Authority is best returner, most merciful.
17- Certainly, the returning upon The Authority is for the ones who work for the badnesses out of
ignorance, then they return closely. Those are (the ones) The Authority will return upon them.
And The Authority is knower, wise-decision-maker.
18- And the returning is not for the ones who work for the badnesses until the death
prepared-itself for one of them, and he said: Certainly, (now) I returned. And not for the ones who
died as they were disbelievers (74/31). Those are (the ones) we set-up for them a painful retribution.
19- O the ones who believed, it is not lawful for you to inherit the women disgustedly. And do
not molest them to make-go-away some of what you gave them, except that -if- they
bring-forth a clear excessiveness. And befriend them with the recognized-attitude. And if you
disgusted them, maybe you disgust a thing, and The Authority may make in it a major-amount
of goodness.
20- And if you intend to change a couple in place of another couple, and you gave (now) one of
them much-weight, do not take from it any wanted-thing. Would you take it (now) by fraudulence
and a clear guilt?
21- And how can you take it, and definitely some-of-you (now) --on the Table, in upper regions-became-intimate with some? And they took from you a harsh covenant (2/25-27).
(Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to some
--made up of same root words-- “similar words units” therein, which --because they did not give
any positive result under those two 19 based special formulas-- eliminated firstly and put
in the lower region of the Table, and then the related changing the place (16/101) procedure
among these type of “units” herein, and by this, to be able to return anew to the upper regions
again.) (And please, see 18/54 = 4/20-21)
22- And do not marry what your fathers had married from the women, except what was
done-previously. Certainly, it is an excessiveness and an abhorrence; and (what) a bad way!
23- Forbidden upon you are your mothers, and your daughters, and your sisters, and your
paternal-aunts, and your maternal-aunts, and daughters of the brother, and daughters of the sister,
and your mothers who nursed you, and your sisters from the nursing, and mothers of your women,
and step-girls who are in your rooms from your women, the ones you entered into them -but
if you did not enter into them, not a sin upon you- and lawful-ones of your sons from your
genetics, and gathering-together between two sisters, except what was done-previously.
Certainly, The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
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24- And the guarded-ones (by their husbands) from the women, except what your right-hands
ruled (4/25); a written-document of The Authority upon you. And made-lawful for you what is
behind of this to require with your properties, guardingly without pouringly. And what you
enjoyed-goods with it from them, give them their payments as an obligation (2/237). And not a sin
upon you in what you became-satisfied with it after the obligance (2/229). Certainly, The Authority
is knower, wise-decision-maker.
25- And whoever from you cannot obeyingly-succeed for a might to marry the guarded
--by their families, economically etc.-- believers, then from what your right-hands ruled from your
believing girls. And The Authority knows-best your belief, some of you are from some. So marry
them with permission of their families, and give them their payments with the recognized-attitude,
guardedly different than pouringly, and not taking as flirts. And when they became-guarded, if they
bring-forth an excessiveness, upon them will be half of what is upon the guarded-ones --by their
families, economically etc.-- from the retribution. This is for (the one) who may be-frightened of a
disturbance from you. But your remaining-steadfast (76/24) is better for you. And The Authority is
best forgiver, most merciful.
26- The Authority is (thus) intending to make-clear for you (57/17), and to guide you to principles
of the ones before you (Please, see the Words of Moses & Jesus & David & Muhammad
documents), and to return upon you. And The Authority is knower, wise-decision-maker.
27- And The Authority is intending to return upon you, but the ones who are following the
lusts (19/59) are intending that you may swerve-away with a great swerving-away.
28- The Authority is (thus) intending to make-lighter on you, for the human-being is created weak.
29- O the ones who believed, do not eat your properties between yourselves with the falsehood,
except that -if- it is a trade with a mutual-satisfaction from you. And do not kill your souls.
Certainly, The Authority is most merciful to you.
30- And whoever does this, behaving-hostile and unjustly, we will get-him-into Fire. And this is
easy for The Authority.
31- If you refrain from (the) big-ones of what you are being stopped on it (6/151-152 &
25/68 & …), we will disbelievedly-cover your badnesses on you, and we will enter you (in) an
honorable entering.
32- And do not long for (the things) what The Authority favored with it some of you upon some.
For the men (there is) a share from what they earned, and for the women (there is) a share from
what they earned. And ask The Authority from His favor. Certainly, The Authority is knower of
every wanted-thing.
33- And for everyone we made masterly-ones from what the two-birth-causers and the close-ones
left. And the ones whom your swears tied-up, you shall give them their share (33/6). Certainly,
The Authority is a witness upon every wanted-thing.
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34- The men are --within economic support-- standing-ones upon the women for that The Authority
favored some of them upon some, and for that they distribute from their properties. So the
righteous-deeder-females --who are in this status-- shall (accordingly) be subservient (3/43),
protecting the unseen (:chastity) that The Authority protected. And the ones that you fear their
(unchastely) lifting-themselves-up: (first) you shall preach them, (then) forsake them in the beds,
and (then) you shall strike them --with the deterrent examples He struck (66/10-11)-And (after this) if they obey you, do not require a (other) way (2/226-227) upon them. Certainly,
The Authority is top, big.
35- And if you fear a split between them, you shall awake a decision-maker from his family and
a decision-maker from her family. If they intend for a righteous-deeding, The Authority will
combine between two-of-them. Certainly, The Authority is knower, news-taker.
36- And you shall serve The Authority, and do not make-partner to Him (18/26 X 42/21) any
wanted-thing. And to the two-birth-causers a nice-action, and to haver of the closeness, and the
orphans, and the poor-ones, and the close neighbor, and the distant neighbor, and the friend at
the side, and son of the way, and what your right-hands ruled. Certainly, The Authority does not
love (the one) who is arrogant, a strutter.
37- (These are) the ones who are withholding, and commanding the people with the withhold, and
they are concealing what The Authority gave them from His favor (41/7). And we set-up for the
disbelievers (74/31) a making-ashamed retribution.
38- And (these are) the ones who are distributing their properties to show off (in front of) the
people, and they are not believing in The Authority, and not the Later Day (2/62). And
whomever the satan becomes for him a companion (43/36), (what) a bad companion!
39- And what is upon them, if they only believed in The Authority and the Later Day (2/62), and
distributed from what The Authority provided for them (16/75)? And The Authority is knower
of them.
40- Certainly, The Authority does not behave-unjust as much as a heaviness of a particle. And if
it is a nice-action (39/34), He multiplies it, and He gives from His station a great payment.
41- And how (will it be), when we will make-come from every section a witness, and we will
make-you-come upon these-(people) as a witness?
42- On that day, the ones who disbelieved (2/26-27) and disobeyed the Sent-One (2/97) will like
that if only they were made-straight with the earth. And they will not conceal from The Authority
any utterance (45/6-7).
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43- O the ones who believed, do not get-close to the Support while you are intoxicated (16/67),
until you know what you are saying. And not in a distant-condition (due to ejaculation), except
that you are roader of a way, until you wash-yourselves (5/6). And if you became ill or on a
journey, or one of you came from the lavatory, or you sensed the women and could not find water,
then contact a clean soil, and wipe your faces and your hands (with it). Certainly, The Authority
is a pardoner, forgiver.
44- Did you see to the ones who were given a share from the Written-Document, and (how) they
are buying the strayance, and intending that you (too) stray off the way (16/69)?
45- And The Authority knows-best your hostile-ones; and The Authority suffices as a
master (7/196), and The Authority suffices as a helper.
46- From the ones who Inclined (there are the ones) who are distorting the Words (6/115)
out of their putting-places (75/17-19), and saying: We heard and disobeyed! Hear (the one) without
hearing! and: Shepherd us! twistingly with their tongues, and mockingly in the religion (48/28).
Had they said: We heard and obeyed; (then) you too hear and watch-over-us, it would be better for
them and more standing. But The Authority cursed them for their disbelief. So they will not believe,
except a little (Isaiah 28/9-12 & 10/21-22).
47- O the ones who were given the Written-Document (3/3-4), you shall believe in what we
sent-down (herein) (39/23 & 2/25) proving-right what is with you (Torah-Dt. 18/18-19 = 32/1-4)
(Gospel-Jn. 6/27 = Mtw. 4/4 & Lk. 8/11-15) (Quran 3/81 & 33/7-8 = 27/93 & 14/24-25), before we
erase (the) faces and turn-them-back upon their rears, or curse them like we cursed (the) community
of the Sabbath (2/65). And the command of The Authority is done.
48- Certainly, The Authority does not forgive to be made-partners to Him (18/26), and He may
forgive what is other than this for whomever He wants. And whoever make-partners to
The Authority (42/21), definitely he fabricated a great guilt.
49- Did you not see to the ones who are cleansing their souls? No, The Authority cleanses
whomever He wants; and they will not be behaved-unjust as much as a seed’s-(weight).
50- Watch how they are fabricating upon The Authority the lie (16/86-87); and it suffices as a
clear guilt.
51- Did you see to the ones who were given a share from the Written-Document, and (how) they
are believing in the invention and the transgressor (7/185-186), and saying for the ones who
disbelieved: These are more-guided in (the) way than the ones who believed (2/25-26).
52- Those are the ones that The Authority cursed them. And whomever The Authority curses, you
will not find for him any helper.
53- Or for them (is there) a share from the ruling-dominion? Then they would not give the people
even a bit.
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54- Or are they jealousing the people for what The Authority gave them from His
Favor (10/57-58)? Definitely, we gave to (the) group of Abraham (29/27) the Written-Document
and the Wise-Decision; and we gave them a great ruling-dominion.
55- And from them (there are the ones) who --now-- believed in it (3/199), and from them (there
are the ones) who repelled from it (3/99). And Hell suffices as a roaster.
56- Certainly, the ones who disbelieved in our Signs (6/4 & 26/5), we will get-them-into Fire.
Every-when their skins are fried, we will change for them skins that are different-than-that,
so that they may taste the retribution. Certainly, The Authority is high, wise-decision-maker.
57- And the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25), we will enter them into
Parks flowing under them the rivers, as eternal-ones in them forever. For them (there will be)
purified couples in it. And we will enter them into a shading shade.
58- Certainly, The Authority commands you to deliver the felt-secure-objects to its family (2/283),
and when you make-decision between the people, to make-decision (4/105) with equity.
Certainly The Authority, blessy-indeed is what He is preaching (11/120) you with it. Certainly,
The Authority is hearer, visioner.
59- O the ones who believed, --in social Religious matters-- obey The Authority (28/70 & 12/40),
and --in social security & monetary matters-- obey the Sent-One and possessor of the command
from you (4/83 & 59/7). And if you pull-each-other in any wanted-thing, bring-it-back to
The Authority and the Sent-One (4/105), if you believe in The Authority and the Later Day (2/62).
This will be better, and (also) nicer in interpretation.
60- Did you see to the ones who are claiming that they believed in what is sent-down to
you (39/23), and what was sent-down before you (3/3-4), (how) they are intending towards the
transgressor (7/185-186) that it might make-decision (between them)? And definitely, they
are commanded to disbelieve in it. And the satan is (thus) intending to make-them-stray with a
far strayance.
61- And when it is said to them: Come-up to what The Authority sent-down (39/23) and to the
Sent-One (5/48), you saw the hypocrites repelling-away from you with a (complete) repelling.
62- And how (was it then), when an afflicter afflicted them because of what their hands sent-forth,
then they came to you proclaiming by The Authority: We did not intend except a nice-action
and a combining.
63- Those are the ones The Authority knows what is in their hearts. So estrange on them, and
preach (11/120) them, and say to them in their souls an arriving saying.
64- And we did not send from any Sent-One except to be obeyed with permission of
The Authority. And if certainly they, when they behaved-unjust to their souls, came to you and
sought-forgiveness of The Authority, and the Sent-One sought-forgiveness for them, they
would have found The Authority as a best returner, most merciful.
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65- Not-indeed, and by your Lord, they shall not believe until they take-you-as-a-decision-maker
(4/105) in what they dispute between themselves, then they do not find in their souls any
hardship for what you made-effective, and surrender with a (complete) surrendering.
66- And had we written upon them: You shall kill your souls, or go-out from your
wandering-places (3/195), they would not have done it, except a little from them. And had
they done what they were preached with it, it would have been better for them, and more severe
in stability.
67- And then we would have given them from our station a great payment.
68- And we would have guided (39/23) them into a directly-standing path.
69- And whoever obeys The Authority and the Sent-One (2/97), those are with the ones whom
The Authority blessed upon them from the informers, and the proved-right-ones, and the witnesses,
and the righteous-deeders. And (what)-a-nice allies indeed those are.
70- This is the Favor (10/57-58) of The Authority; and The Authority suffices as a knower.
71- O the ones who believed, take your alarmings, and walk-ahead as individuals, or walk-ahead
altogether (34/46).
72- And certainly, from you (there are the ones) who are dragging; if an afflicter afflicts you,
he says: Definitely, The Authority blessed upon me, that I did not become a witness
with them.
73- And if a favor afflicts you from The Authority, he says, as if there had never been between you
and between him any liking: O-my-alas, (I wish) I were with them, and succeeded with a
great success.
74- So the ones who sold the nearest life for the Later-time shall “killingly-fight” in Way of
The Authority (9/111). And whoever killingly-fights in Way of The Authority (9/111), and
gets-killed or defeats, we will give him a great payment.
75- And what (is happening) to you, that you do not killingly-fight in Way of The Authority
(9/111), and the weak-ones from the men and the women and the birth-given-ones? The ones who
are saying: Our Lord, (please) take-us-out from this city whose family is unjust (39/24); and make
for us a master from Your station, and make for us a helper from Your station (8/72-74).
76- The ones who believed are killingly-fighting in Way of The Authority (9/111), and
the ones who disbelieved are killingly-fighting in way of the transgressor (13/33). So you shall
killingly-fight with (the) masters of the satan (7/30); certainly, (the) snare of the satan
is weak.
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77- Did you not see to the ones to whom it was said: Pluck-off your hands, and stand
the Support (2/238) and give the Cleansing (8/41). But when the killingly-fight (9/111) was written
for them, then a part from them became-frightened of the people like being-frightened of
The Authority, or more severe in being-frightened (2/150). And they said: Our Lord, why did You
write for us the killingly-fight (9/111)? Should You not have latered us to a close appointed-time?
Say: Goods of the Nearest-time is little, and the Later-time will be better for (the ones) who
take-shelter (39/33). And you will not be behaved-unjust as much as a seed’s-(weight).
78- Wherever you are, the death will catch up with you, even if you are in defended castles (85/1).
And if a niceness afflicts them, they say: This is from (the) sight of The Authority. And if a badness
afflicts them, they say: This is from your sight! Say: Every-of-it is from (the) sight of
The Authority. So what (is wrong) with this nation, that they will almost not intellige any
utterance (39/23 & 3/7).
79- Whatever afflicts you from a niceness, it is from The Authority, and whatever afflicts you
from a badness, it is from your (own) soul (42/30). And we sent you to the people as a Sent-One,
and The Authority suffices as a witness.
80- Whoever obeys the Sent-One, definitely he obeyed The Authority (5/92). And whoever
turns-away, we did not send you upon them as a protector.
81- And they are saying: Obeyance. But when they appeared-away from your sight, a
goers-around from them housedly-planned different than the one you were saying (13/33). And
The Authority is writing what they are housedly-planning. So estrange on them, and
trust-advocately upon The Authority; and The Authority suffices as an advocately-trusted-one.
82- Do they not study the Reading (36/69)? If it were from (the) sight of a different-one than
The Authority, they would have found in it major-amount of contradictions (39/28).
83- When a command came to them from the security or the fear, they immediately spread it. If
they had brought-it-back to the Sent-One, and to (the) possessor of the command from them,
the ones who searched for it from them would have known it. And if the favor of The Authority
were not upon you, and His mercy (10/57-58), you would have followed the satan, except a little.
84- So “killingly-fight” in Way of The Authority (9/111), you are not burdened except with your
(own) soul. And exhort the believers, maybe The Authority will pluck-off (the) might of the
disbelievers. And The Authority is more severe --for the left side-- in might, and more severe
--for the right side-- in punishing. (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be
an allegorical reference to all those “similar words units” therein, which --because they do not
give any positive result under those two 19 based special formulas-- will be eliminated (2/106), on
both sides, and placed under the Table; and to the wholehearted striving that the messenger and all
the believers will have to exhibit in this matter.) (And please, see 18/54 = 4/84)
85- Whoever intercedes with a nice intercession (4/35), there will be a share for him from it,
and whoever intercedes with a bad intercession (2/102), there will be a lot for him from it.
And The Authority is upon every wanted-thing a nourisher (41/10).
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86- When you are greeted with a greeting, you shall greet with a nicer-one than that, or
send-it-back (equally). Certainly, The Authority is upon every wanted-thing a calculating-one.
87- The Authority, not an Authority except He (28/70). He will gather you to the Standing Day,
not a doubt in it (39/67-69). And who can be more proved-right than The Authority
in utterance (39/23)?
88- So what (happened) to you, that you became into two-units about the hypocrites? And
The Authority doomed them for what they earned. Are you intending to guide whom The Authority
made-stray (2/26-27)? And whomever The Authority makes-stray, you will not find for him
any way.
89- They liked that if only you disbelieved as they disbelieved (2/26), and (thus) you
became-straight. So do not take from them any masters until they immigrate in Way (9/111) of
The Authority. And if they turn-away, you may take them and kill them wherever you find them.
And do not take from them any master (60/9), and not a helper.
90- Except the ones who are joining to a nation between you and between them (there is) a
covenant. Or (the ones who) came to you, and their chests were besieged against
killingly-fighting you, or killingly-fighting their nation. And had The Authority wanted, He could
have pestered them upon you, and (then) they would have killingly-fought against you. So if they
release you and do not killingly-fight you, and throw towards you the surrender, The Authority
did not make for you any way upon them.
91- You will find later-ones intending to be secure from you, and to be secure from their (own)
nation. Every-when they are brought-back to the persecution (85/10), they are pushed in it.
And if they do not release you, or throw towards you the surrender, and pluck-off their hands,
you may take them and kill them wherever you encountered them. And those are (the ones) we
made for you upon them a clear evidence. (And please, see again the explanation under 4/84)
92- It cannot be for a believer to kill a believer, except by wrong-action. And whoever kills a
believer by wrong-action, (its atonement will be) freeing a neck-bound believer and a
compensation to be surrendered to his family, except that they pardon-as-charity. And if he is
from a nation that is hostile to you, and he is a believer, (only) freeing a neck-bound believer.
And if he is from a nation between you and between them (there is) a covenant, a surrendered
compensation to his family and freeing a neck-bound believer. And whoever cannot find (this),
then fasting for two months, following-each-other. (This is) a returning from The Authority.
And The Authority is knower, wise-decision-maker.
93- Whoever kills a believer on purpose, his reward is Hell, as eternal-one in it. And The Authority
felt-wrath upon him and cursed him, and He countedly-prepared for him a great retribution.
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94- O the ones who believed, when you strike in Way of The Authority, make-clear. And do not
say to (the ones) who throw towards you the surrender: You are not a believer, requiring the
abundance of the nearest life. For (the) major-amount of the wealths are in sight of
The Authority. And you were like this before, but The Authority sustained upon you; so you shall
make-clear. Certainly, The Authority is a news-taker of what you are working-for.
95- The sitting-ones from the believers with different than being possessor of the harm (9/91 &
24/61), and the striving-ones in Way (9/111) of The Authority with their properties and their souls
cannot be-straight. The Authority favored the striving-ones with their properties and their souls
upon the sitting-ones by a degree. And for every-(of them) He promised the nicest. But
The Authority favored the striving-ones upon the sitting-ones with a great payment.
96- Degrees from Him, and a forgiveness and mercy. And The Authority is best forgiver,
most merciful.
97- Certainly, the ones that the Ruling-Angels are getting-them-back as unjust-ones to their souls,
and they said: In what (position) were you? They said: We were made-weak-ones on the earth.
They said: Was not (the) earth of The Authority wide enough that you could immigrate on it?
So those are (the ones), their abode will be Hell; and (what)-a-bad rotating-place.
98- Except the made-weak-ones from the men and the women and the birth-given-ones who
could not obeyingly-succeed for any solution, and could not become-guided to any way.
99- And those are (the ones), maybe The Authority will pardon on them. And The Authority is
best pardoner, best forgiver.
100- And (anyone) who immigrates in way of The Authority will find on the earth
major-amount of bounties and a width. And whoever goes-out from his house as an immigrant to
The Authority and His Sent-One (28/57), then the death catches up with him, definitely his payment
fell upon The Authority. And The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
101- And when you strike on the earth, not upon you any sin in shortening the Support (2/238),
if you feared that the ones who disbelieved may persecute (85/4-10) you. Certainly, the
disbelievers (74/31) are clear hostile-ones against you.
102- And when you are with them, you shall stand for them the Support (108/2). And a
goers-around from them shall stand with you, and they will take their weapons. And when they
prostrate (55/6), they will be behind you. Then later goers-around will come-forth, who did not
Support yet, and they will Support with you, and they will take their alarms and weapons. The ones
who disbelieved (2/26) liked that if only you became-unaware of your weapons and goods, so that
they might swerve upon you with a (complete) swerving. And not a sin upon you, if there is any
suffering for you because of the rain, or you are ill, in putting-down your weapons. And you
shall take your alarms. Certainly, The Authority countedly-prepared for the disbelievers (74/31)
a making-ashamed retribution.
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103- And when you made-effective the Support, commemorate The Authority while standing,
sitting, and upon your sides. And when you became-reassured, you shall stand the Support;
certainly, the Support is a timely written-(responsibility) upon the believers (24/58 & 2/238).
104- And do not waver in requiring the nation (48/16). If you are feeling-pain, certainly they also
are feeling-pain, as you are feeling-pain. And you are waiting from The Authority what they are
not waiting (61/10-13). And The Authority is a knower, wise-decision-maker.
105- Certainly, we sent-down upon you the Written-Document (39/23) as the truth, so that you
may make-decision between the people with what The Authority made-you-see. And do not
be a feuding-one on behalf of the traitors (4/60).
106- Seek-forgiveness of The Authority; certainly, The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
107- And do not argue on behalf of the ones who are acting-as-traitors against their souls.
Certainly, The Authority does not love any traitor, guilty (45/6-7).
108- They are keeping-secret from the people, but they do not keep-secret from The Authority.
And He is with them when they are housedly-planning what He does not become-satisfied
from the Saying (13/33). And The Authority is a surrounder of what they are working-on (41/40).
109- Here-you-are, here-these, you argued on behalf of them in the nearest life; but who
will argue with The Authority on behalf of them on the Standing Day, or who will be an advocate
for them?
110- And whoever works for a badness, or behaves-unjust to his soul, then seeks-forgiveness of
The Authority, he will find The Authority as a best forgiver, most merciful.
111- And whoever earns a guilt, he only earns it against his soul. And The Authority is a knower,
wise-decision-maker.
112- And whoever earns a wrong-action, or a guilt, then hurls it to a far-away-one, definitely
he carries a fraud and a clear guilt.
113- And if (the) favor of The Authority were not upon you, and His mercy (10/57-58),
a goers-around from them would tend to make-you-stray. And they cannot make-stray
except their (own) souls, and they cannot harm you with any wanted-thing. And The Authority
sent-down upon you the Written-Document (39/23) and the Wise-Decision (10/1), and He
made-you-know what you never knew. And (the) Favor (10/57-58) of The Authority became
upon you great.
114- (There is) no goodness in majority of their conspiracy, except who commands with a
charity (9/60), or a recognized-attitude (3/110), or a righteous-deeding (2/220) between the people.
And whoever does this, requiring (the) satisfaction of The Authority, we will give him a
great payment.
115- And whoever splits against the Sent-One, after the Guidance (39/23) became-clear to him,
and follows a way that is different than of the believers (6/151-153), we will turn-him-away
wherever he turned-away, and we will get-him-into hell; and (what)-a-bad rotating-place.
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116- Certainly, The Authority does not forgive to be made-partners to Him (18/26), and
He may forgive what is other than this for whomever He wants. And whoever make-partners
to The Authority (42/21), definitely he strayed-away with a far strayance.
117- They are not calling other than Him except (the) females (53/27), and they are not calling
except accustomed satan.
118- The Authority cursed him. And he said: I will take from Your servants an obliged share.
119- And I will make-them-stray, and I will make-them-wishfully-think (2/78).
And I will command them so that they will mark the ears of the livestock (6/143-144),
and I will command them so that they will make-different (the) creation (28/67-68) of
The Authority. And whoever takes the satan as a master (7/30) other than The Authority,
definitely he lost with a clear loss.
120- He is promising them, and he is making-them-wishfully-think (2/78-79); and the
satan is not promising them except an illusion (6/112-113).
121- Those are (the ones), their abode is Hell; and they will not find any evading from it.
122- And the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25), we will enter them
into Parks flowing under them the rivers, as eternal-ones in them forever. (This is) a promise
of The Authority as a truth. And who can be more proved-right than The Authority
in a saying (69/40-43)?
123- Not with your wishful-thinkings, and not with (the) wishful-thinkings of (the) family of the
Written-Document; whoever works for a badness (45/15), he will be rewarded with it. And he will
not find for himself other than The Authority any master, and not a helper.
124- And whoever works from the righteous-deeds (2/25), from male or female, and (while) he is a
believer, those will enter into the Park, and they will not be behaved-unjust (even) a bit.
125- And who is nicer in Religion than (the one) who surrendered his face to The Authority, and
(while) he is a nicely-acting-one (39/23 & 34), and followed (the) practice of Abraham as
a monotheist (6/161)? And The Authority took Abraham as a beloved-friend.
126- And for The Authority is whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth. And The Authority
is a surrounder of every wanted-thing.
127- And they are conferring with you about the women. Say: The Authority is conferring to you
about them: And what is being recited to you in the Written-Document about the orphaned
women that you did not give to them what is written for them, and you are seeking-direction
to marrying them, and the made-weak-ones from the birth-given-ones, and that you shall stand
for the orphans with the justice. And whatever you do from a Goodness (16/30), certainly
The Authority is knower of it.
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128- If a female-person fears a (unfaithful) lifting-up from her husband, or an estranging, not
a sin upon them in righteous-deeding between themselves with a (complete) righteous-deeding.
And the righteous-deeding is better; and the souls are prepared for the selfishness. And if you
act-nicely (39/34) and take-shelter, certainly The Authority is news-taker of what you are
working-on (2/25).
129- And you will never obeyingly-succeed in --social matters-- treating-equal between the
women --in your family--, even if you act-passionately. So do not swerve with (the) every
swerving (towards your wife & daughter) to leave her (:your mother & sister) like the
hanging-thing. And if you righteous-deed and take-shelter, certainly The Authority is best forgiver,
most merciful.
130- And if they (:wife and husband) part-away, The Authority will make-rich every-(of them)
from His width. And The Authority is a widely-encompassing-one, wise-decision-maker.
131- And for The Authority is whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth. And definitely, we
recommended to the ones who were given the Written-Document before you (3/3-4) and to you:
You shall take-shelter against The Authority. And if you disbelieve (74/31), certainly for
The Authority is whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth. And The Authority is rich,
praiseworthy.
132- And for The Authority is whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth. And The Authority
suffices as an advocate.
133- If He wants, He will make-you-go, O the people, and He will bring-forth later-ones (14/19).
And The Authority is upon every wanted-thing a measurer.
134- Whoever intends for (the) wage of the Nearest-time, in sight of The Authority is (the) wage of
the Nearest-time and the Later-time. And The Authority is hearer, visioner.
135- O the ones who believed, be standing-ones with the justice as witnesses for The Authority,
even if it is against your souls, or the two-birth-causers, and the close-ones. Whether they are
rich or poverty-ones, The Authority is more masterly to them. So do not follow the desire in
order not to treat-equal. And if you twist or estrange, certainly The Authority is news-taker of
what you are working-on.
136- O the ones who believed, you shall believe in The Authority and His Sent-One, and the
Written-Document that He sent-down (39/23) upon His Sent-One, and the Written-Document
that He sent-down (3/3-4) before. And whoever disbelieves in The Authority, and His
Ruling-Angels, and His Written-Documents, and His Sent-Ones (3/84), and the Later Day,
definitely he strayed-away with a far strayance.
137- Certainly, the ones who believed, then disbelieved, then believed, then disbelieved, then
augmented disbelief, not for The Authority to forgive for them, and not to guide (39/23) them
to a way.
138- Give-good-news to the hypocrites: Certainly, for them (there will come) a painful retribution.
139- The ones who are taking the disbelievers as masters (60/9) other than the believers? Are they
requiring the highness in sight of them? And certainly, the highness is for The Authority
altogether.
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140- And He definitely sent-down upon you in the Written-Document: When you heard (the)
Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority being-disbelieved in them and being-taken-lightly in
them, do not sit with them until they delve into an utterance that is different than that.
Certainly, you would be then (the) same as them. Certainly, The Authority will gather the
hypocrites and the disbelievers (74/31) into Hell altogether.
141- The ones who are observing you; if there is an opening for you from The Authority,
they said: Were we not with you? But if there is a share for the disbelievers, they said:
Did we not cover upon you, and prohibited you from the believers? The Authority will
make-decision between you on the Standing Day. And The Authority will not make any way for
the disbelievers upon the believers.
142- Certainly, the hypocrites are cheating The Authority, and He is cheating them. And when they
stood for the Support, they stood lazily, showing off (in front of) the people. And they do not
commemorate The Authority except a little.
143- Whirling-around between this, not from these, and not from these. And whomever
The Authority makes-stray, you will not find for him any way.
144- O the ones who believed, do not take the disbelievers as masters (3/28) other than the
believers. Are you intending to make for The Authority a clear evidence upon you?
145- Certainly, the hypocrites are in the lowest pit in the Fire, and you will not find for them
any helper.
146- Except the ones who returned and righteous-deeded (2/25) and held-fast to The Authority,
and they devoted their Religion for The Authority (39/2-3), and those will be with the
believers. And The Authority will give to the believers a great payment.
147- What would The Authority do with your retribution, if you appreciate and believe. And
The Authority is appreciative, knower.
148- The Authority does not love the making-evident of the badness from the saying, except
(the one) who is behaved-unjust. And The Authority is hearer, knower.
149- If you reveal a goodness, or keep-it-secret, or (if you) pardon a badness, certainly
The Authority is a pardoner, measurer.
150- Certainly, the ones who are disbelieving in The Authority and His Sent-Ones (3/84), and
intending to part-aside between The Authority and His Sent-Ones (2/136), and saying:
We believe in some, and disbelieve in some. And they are intending to take a way between these.
151- Those them are the disbelievers as (the) truth. And we set-up for the disbelievers a
painful retribution.
152- And the ones who believed in The Authority and His Sent-Ones (3/84), and did not part-aside
between anyone of them (2/136), those are (the ones), He will give to them their payments.
And The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
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153- Family of the Written-Document (3/3) is asking you that you send-down upon them a
Written-Document from the sky. Definitely, they had asked Moses (something) bigger than this,
and they said: Make-us-see The Authority, evidently! So the faint-maker took them, due to
their unjustness. Then they took the calf after the Clear-Proofs came to them; but we pardoned
on this. And we gave Moses a clear evidence.
154- And we raised the Mount above them (as we took) their covenant, and we said to them: Enter
the gate, prostrating. And we said to them: Do not behave-hostile on the Sabbath (7/163). And we
took from them a harsh covenant.
155- And for violating --now-- their covenant (2/27), and disbelieving in Signs (6/4 & 26/5)
of The Authority, and killing the informers with different than (the) truth (45/6-7), and saying:
Our hearts are blocked! No, The Authority locked upon them, due to their disbelief; so they will not
believe, except a few (Isaiah 10/21-22).
156- And because of their disbelief and their saying upon Mary a great fraudulence (19/27-28).
157- And their saying: Certainly, we killed the Messiah, Jesus, Son of Mary, (the) Sent-One of
The Authority. And they did not kill him, and they did not crucify him; but in fact, it was
made-look-similar to them. And certainly, the ones who contradicted in him are in a hesitation
--now-- about him (:his words), (there is) not for them any (related) knowledge (4/166 = 2/25-26),
except following the guess (Jesus 21/19-22). And they did not kill him for certain.
158- No, The Authority raised him to Himself (Gospel-Mtw. 26/64). And The Authority is high,
wise-decision-maker.
159- And not from family of the Written-Document (3/3-4) (anyone), except that he must
believe in him, --the period-- before his death (Gospel-Jn. 16/10). And on the Standing Day, he
will be upon them
--regarding the fact that, after he was gotten-back at the time of his death and raised to
Him (39/42 = 3/55), then he never came back again and never contacted any human being, until
this Standing Day; and so all those so called “inspirational” directives (like in Acts & Romans &
Revelation etc.) circulated in his name and added to the Gospels, after his death, in reality has
nothing to do with him-a witness (5/117) = (Gospel-Jn. 16/7-11).
160- Due to an unjustness from the ones who inclined (Jews), we forbade upon them the clean-ones
that were made-lawful for them, and for their repelling from way of The Authority majorly.
161- And for their taking the usury, and definitely they were stopped on it (Psalms 15/4-5), and
their eating properties of the people with the falsehood. And we set-up for the disbelievers
from them (2/25-27) = (Torah-Dt. 32/1-6) a painful retribution.
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162- But the deep-ones in the knowledge from them, and the believers, they are believing in what
is sent-down to you (39/23), and what was sent-down before you (3/3-4). And they are the
standing-ones of the Support and the givers of the Cleansing (Torah-Dt. 6/4-7 & 14/22-23),
and the believers in The Authority and the Later Day (2/62). Those are (the ones), we will give to
them a great payment.
163- Certainly, we pointed-out to you (43/43-44), as we pointed-out to Noah and the Informers
after him. And we pointed-out to Abraham and Ishmael and Isaac and Jacob and the
Descendants, and Jesus and Job and Jonah and Aaron and Solomon, and we gave David a scripture.
164- And (the) Sent-Ones we mentioned them upon you before, and (the) Sent-Ones we did not
mention them upon you (2/87: Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, ...). And The Authority spoke-words
to Moses with a (complete) speaking-words.
165- Sent-Ones as good-news-givers and warners, so that there may not be for the people any
proofy-argument upon The Authority after the Sent-Ones. And The Authority is high,
wise-decision-maker.
166- But in fact, The Authority bears-witness for what He sent-down to you (39/23) that
He sent-it-down with His (own) knowledge. And the Ruling-Angels bear-witness (as well).
And The Authority suffices as a witness.
167- Certainly, the ones who disbelieved and repelled from Way (16/69) of The Authority,
definitely they strayed-away with a far strayance.
168- Certainly, the ones who disbelieved and behaved-unjust (39/23-24), The Authority
will not forgive for them, and He will not guide them to any street.
169- Except to (the) street of Hell; as eternal-ones in it forever. And this is upon
The Authority easy.
170- O the people, definitely the Sent-One came to you with the Truth (35/31) from your Lord.
So believe (in it) as a goodness for you. And if you disbelieve, certainly for The Authority is
whatever in the skies and the earth. And The Authority is knower, wise-decision-maker.
171- O family of the Written-Document (3/3), do not overflow in your Religion, and do not say
upon The Authority except the truth. Certainly, the Messiah, Jesus, Son of Mary, was a Sent-One of
The Authority, and His Word that He threw it towards Mary, and a Spirit (42/52) = (Jesus 43/41)
from Him. So believe in The Authority and His Sent-Ones (3/84), and do not say: “Three.” Stop,
as a goodness for you. Certainly, The Authority is a Single Authority (Gospel-Mrk. 12/29 X 10/18).
He is glorified from being for Him any birth-given-one. For Him is whatever in the skies and
whatever on the earth. And The Authority suffices as an advocate.
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172- The Messiah (:descendant of David) will never disdain to be a servant of The Authority
(2/23-26) = (Psalms 18/51 = 1/2-3 & 118/22-26), and not the closeness-given Ruling-Angels.
And whoever disdains on serving-of-Him (53/59-62) and behaves-big, He will summon
them to Him altogether.
173- But the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25-26), He will give-forth
to them their payments, and He will augment for them from His favor. But the ones who
disdained and behaved-big (2/26-27), He will retribute them with a painful retribution. And they
will not find for themselves other than The Authority (anyone) as a master (18/102), and
not a helper.
174- O the people, definitely a beacon (:similar words, in twoers, system 21/24 = 39/23)
(thus) came to you from your Lord, and we sent-down to you a clear Light (42/52).
175- So the ones who believed in The Authority and held-fast to Him, He will enter them
into a mercy from Him, and a favor; and He will guide (39/23) them to Himself in a
directly-standing path.
176- They are conferring with you. Say: The Authority is (thus) conferring to you about the loner:
If a person vanishes, and (there is) not for him any birth-given-one, but (there is) for him a
sister, for her (will be) half of whatever he left. But he will inherit her, if there is not for her
any birth-given-one. And if they are two, for them (will be) two-thirds of whatever he left.
And if they are brothers-sisters, men and women, for the male (will be) the same as (the) two
females’ portion. The Authority is (thus) making-clear for you (57/17 & 75/17-19), lest you stray.
And The Authority is knower of every wanted-thing.

CHAPTER 5
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- O the ones who believed, give-forth the tying-contracts (5/89). Made-lawful for you the
livestock except what is recited upon you (5/3), different than making-lawful the hunting
when you are (in) forbidden-condition. Certainly, The Authority makes-decision for whatever
He intends.
2- O the ones who believed, do not make-lawful rituals (2/158) of The Authority, and not the
forbidden Month (2/185), and not the guided-thing, and not the keys, and not the touring-ones of the
forbidden House, requiring a favor (10/57-58) from their Lord and a satisfaction. And when you
became-lawful, you may hunt. And an enmity of a nation should not provoke you, for that they
repelled you from the forbidden Prostration-Place, that you behave-hostile. And help-each-other
upon the kind-action (2/177) and the shelter-taking; and do not help-each-other upon the
guilt (45/6-7) and the hostility. And take-shelter against The Authority; certainly, The Authority is
severe in the consequence.
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3- Forbidden upon you the dead, and the blood, and the meat of the pig, and what was dedicated
to other than The Authority. And the strangled-one, and the struck-one, and the fallen-one, and
the gored-one, and what the beast ate, except what you saved, and what was slaughtered upon
the altars (16/20-21), and dividing with the arrows. These are betrayings. Today (2/8) the ones who
disbelieved (2/26-27) despaired from your Religion (48/28). So do not be-frightened of them,
but be-frightened of Me. Today (2/8) I perfected for you your Religion (48/28), and I completed
upon you My Blessing (93/11). And I became-satisfied for you the Surrender (3/84-85) as a
Religion. Whoever harmingly-needs in starvation, different than tending to any guilt, certainly
The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
4- They are asking you what is made-lawful for them. Say: Made-lawful for you the clean-ones.
And what you made-know from the trained wounding-animals; you are making-them-know from
what The Authority made-you-know. So eat from what they caught for you, and commemorate
(the) Name of The Authority upon them. And take-shelter against The Authority; certainly,
The Authority is fast in the calculation.
5- Today made-lawful for you the clean-ones. And (the) meal of the ones who were given the
Written-Document is lawful for you, and your meal is lawful for them. And the guarded-ones
from the believers, and the guarded-ones from the ones who were given the Written-Document
before you (3/3-4), when you gave them their payments. As nicely-acting-ones, different than
pouringly, and not taking as flirts. And whoever disbelieves in the Belief (57/8), definitely his work
became-nothing. And he will be in the Later-time from the losers.
6- O the ones who believed, when you stand for the Support (2/238), wash your faces, and your
hands to the elbows, and wipe your heads, and your feet to the ankles. And if you are in
distant-condition (due to ejaculation), be-purified. And if you became ill, or on a journey, or one of
you came from the lavatory, or you sensed the women, and could not find water, contact a clean
land, and wipe your faces and your hands from it. The Authority is not intending to make upon you
any hardship, but He is intending to purify you, and to complete His blessing (93/11) upon you,
so that perhaps you may appreciate (it.)
7- And commemorate (the) blessing (93/11) of The Authority upon you, and His covenant that
He covenanted you with it (2/25-27). When you said: We heard and obeyed. And take-shelter
against The Authority; certainly, The Authority is knower of (the) havings of the chests.
8- O the ones who believed, be standing-ones for The Authority as witnesses with the
justice (3/18). And an enmity of a nation should not provoke you towards not to treat-equal.
Treat-equal; it is closer to the shelter-taking. And take-shelter against The Authority; certainly,
The Authority is news-taker of what you are working-on.
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9- The Authority promised to the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25-26),
for them (there will come) a forgiveness and a great payment.
10- And the ones who disbelieved and lied (2/26-27) our Signs, they will be (the) community of
the Blazing-fire.
11- O the ones who believed, commemorate blessing of The Authority upon you: When a nation
tended to broaden against you their hands, and He plucked-off their hands from you. So
take-shelter against The Authority. And upon The Authority the believers shall trust-advocately.
12- And definitely, The Authority took (the) covenant of Sons of Israel (2/83-84), and we awoke
from them twelve patriarchs. And The Authority said: Certainly, I am with you. If you stand
the Support and give the Cleansing (Torah-Dt. 6/4-7 & 14/22-23), and believe in My Sent-Ones
and respect them (Torah-Dt. 18/18-19), and loan The Authority a nice loan, I will
disbelievedly-cover on you your badnesses, and I will enter you into Parks flowing under them
the rivers. And whoever disbelieves from you after this, definitely he strayed off the straight way.
13- And for violating --now-- their covenant (2/23-27) ::: (Torah-Dt. 18/18-19 = 32/1-6)
we cursed them, and we made their hearts hardened. They are distorting the Words (6/115) out of
their putting-places (75/17-19). And they forgot a portion --here-- from what they are
commemorated with it (39/23). And you will not cease arising upon a treachery from them,
except a little from them. So pardon on them, and disregard. Certainly, The Authority loves the
nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34).
14- And from the ones who said: We are Helpers, we took their covenant (2/23-27) ::: (Gospel-Jn.
6/27 = Lk. 8/11-15), but they forgot a portion --here-- from what they are commemorated
with it (39/23). So we set-free between them a hostility and a hatred towards the Standing
Day (3/55) (Gospel-Jn. 15/20-21 & Mtw. 7/22-23). And The Authority will inform them with what
they are constructing.
15- O family of the Written-Document (3/3-4), definitely our Sent-One (thus) came to you,
making-clear for you a major-amount of what you are keeping-secret from the Written-Document,
and pardoning on a major-amount. Definitely, a Light (thus) came to you from The Authority,
and a clear Written-Document (:similar words, in twoers, message 39/23).
16- The Authority is guiding with it (the ones) who follow His satisfaction to (the) ways (16/69)
of peace, and He is bringing-them-out from the darknesses into the light with His permission; and
He is guiding them to a directly-standing way.
17- Definitely disbelieved the ones who said: Certainly, The Authority, He is the Messiah, Jesus,
Son of Mary (Gospel-Mrk. 10/18)! Say: Who can rule from The Authority with any wanted-thing,
if He intends to make-vanish the Messiah, Son of Mary, and his mother, and whomever on the earth
altogether? And for The Authority is (the) ruling-dominion of the skies and the earth, and whatever
between them. He creates (in) whatever (manner) He wants. And The Authority is upon
every wanted-thing a measurer.
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18- The Incliners and the Helpers said: We are sons of The Authority and His beloved-ones.
Say: So why is He --now-- retributing you for your wrong-doings (Torah-Dt. 28/15-19)? No, you
are humans from whom He created. He forgives for whomever He wants, and He retributes
whomever He wants. And for The Authority is (the) ruling-dominion of the skies and the earth,
and whatever between them. And to Him is the rotating-place.
19- O family of the Written-Document (3/3-4), definitely our Sent-One (thus) came to you,
making-clear for you, after a period-of-time from the Sent-Ones, lest you say: Any good-news-giver
and any warner did not come to us. Definitely, (thus) came to you a good-news-giver and a
warner (2/119). And The Authority is upon every wanted-thing a measurer.
20- And once, Moses said to his nation: O my nation, commemorate blessing of The Authority
upon you. He made among you informers, and made you rulers, and He gave to you what
He never gave to anyone among the multitudes.
21- O my nation, so enter into the exalted earth that The Authority wrote for you (Torah-Dt.
11/24), and do not go-back upon your rears, lest you spin-back as losers.
22- They said: O Moses, certainly in it (there is) a forceful nation. So we will not enter into it until
they come-out from it. And if they come-out from it, we will be (the) entering-ones.
23- Two men from the ones who fear -that The Authority blessed upon them- said: Enter upon
them from the gate. And if you enter it, certainly you will be (the) defeating-ones. And
trust-advocately upon The Authority, if you are believers.
24- They said: O Moses, we will not enter into it forever, whatever they continue in it. So go, you
and your Lord, and killingly-fight! Certainly, we will be here, sitting-ones.
25- He said: My Lord, certainly I cannot rule except my (own) soul and my brother. So (please)
part between us and between the betraying nation.
26- He said: Certainly, it is (Moses 11/24) made-forbidden --now-- upon them for forty years.
They will walk-aimlessly on the earth. So do not worry upon the betraying (2/26-27) nation.
27- And recite upon them (the) information of two sons of Adam as the truth. Once, they both
brought-close a closeness-giver. And it was accepted from one of them, but was not accepted
from the later-one. He said: Surely, I will kill you. He said: The Authority only accepts
from the shelter-takers.
28- If you broaden your hand towards me to kill me, I will not be broadening my hand towards
you to kill you. Certainly, I fear The Authority, Lord of the multitudes.
29- Certainly, I am (thus) intending that you may carry my guilt and your guilt, and become from
(the) community of the Fire. And this is (the) reward of the unjust-ones.
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30- So his soul made-him-obeyingly-succeed into killing his brother, so he killed him. And he
became from the losers.
31- So The Authority awoke a raven scratching the earth, that He may show him how he shall
bury (the) bad-corpse of his brother. He said: O woe-to-me, did I (really) feeble to be (as
intelligent) as this raven and bury (the) bad-corpse of my brother? And he became from the
regretting-ones.
32- Because of this, we wrote upon Sons of Israel: Certainly, whoever kills a soul with different
than a soul (5/45), or (for) an evil-committing on the earth, it will be as if he killed the people
altogether. And whoever makes-it-live, it will be as if he made-live the people altogether.
And definitely, our Sent-Ones came to them with the Clear-Proofs (20/133). Then certainly,
majority of them are, after this (39/23), extremely-acting-ones on the earth.
33- Certainly, (the) reward of the ones who are waging-war (60/9) against The Authority and His
Sent-One (2/97), and running-about on the earth as evil-committers (2/205), is to be killed, or
crucified, or their hands and feet be cut (12/31) from contradicting-sides, or to be banished from
the earth. This is for them a disgrace in the Nearest-time, and for them in the Later-time (there will
come) a great retribution.
34- Except the ones who returned before you measured upon them. Know that certainly
The Authority is (then) a best forgiver, most merciful.
35- O the ones who believed, take-shelter against The Authority, and require towards Him
the means (17/57 = 9/99). And strive in His Way (16/69), so that perhaps you may
receive-comfort.
36- Certainly, the ones who disbelieved (2/26), if whatever on the earth (belonged) to them
altogether, and a same-of-it with it, (and) they ransomed it (to escape) from retribution of
the Standing Day, it would not be accepted from them. And for them (there will come) a
painful retribution.
37- They will intend to go-out from the Fire, but they will not be goers-out from it. And for them
(there will come) a standing retribution.
38- The male-thief and the female-thief, you shall cut their hands (12/31), as a reward for what they
earned; a punishment from The Authority. And The Authority is high, wise-decision-maker.
39- But whoever returns after his unjustness and righteous-deeds (4/114), certainly The Authority
returns to him. Certainly, The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
40- Did you not know that certainly The Authority, for Him is (the) ruling-dominion of the skies
and the earth? He retributes whomever He wants, and He forgives for whomever He wants.
And The Authority is upon every wanted-thing a measurer.
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41- O the Sent-One, the ones who are acting-fast in the disbelief should not make-you-grieve from
the ones who said: We believed, with their mouths, but their hearts did not believe. And from
the ones who Inclined, who are hearing for the lie, hearing for a later nation that did not
come-forth to you. They are distorting the Words (14/24-25) out of its putting-places (75/17-19).
They are saying: If you are given this, take it, and if you are not given it, be-alarmed (2/91).
And whomever The Authority intends his persecution (51/14), you cannot rule for him from
The Authority with any wanted-thing. Those are the ones, The Authority is not intending to
purify their hearts. For them in the Nearest-time (there will be) a disgrace, and for them in the
Later-time (there will come) a great retribution.
42- They are hearing for the lie (3/78) and eating the illicit-earnings. And if they come to you,
make-decision (4/105) between them, or estrange on them. And if you estrange on them, they
cannot harm you with any wanted-thing. And if you make-decision, make-decision (4/105)
between them with the justice. Certainly, The Authority loves the justly-acting-ones.
43- And how can they make-you-decide, and (though) in sight of them is the Torah, in it the
decisions of The Authority, then they are turning-away after this? And those are not the believers.
44- Certainly, we sent-down the Torah, in it a guidance (39/23) and a light. (In this regard, please,
see “the Words of Moses” document.)
The informers who surrendered were making-decision with it for the Incliners, and the teachers
and the pleasers, for that they were protecting Written-Document of The Authority, and they were
upon it witnesses. So --now-- do not be-frightened of the people, but be-frightened of Me.
And do not sell My Signs (6/4 & 26/5) for a little amount. And whoever does not make-decision
with what The Authority sent-down, those them are the disbelievers.
45- And we wrote upon them in it: Certainly, the soul for the soul, and the eye for the eye, and
the nose for the nose, and the ear for the ear, and the tooth for the tooth, and the wounds
are with retaliation (Torah-Dt. 19/19-21). And whoever pardons-it-as-a-charity, it will be a
disbelieved-covering for him. And whoever does not make-decision with what The Authority
sent-down, those them are the unjust-ones.
46- And we dispatched upon their traces Jesus, Son of Mary, proving-right what is between his
hands from the Torah. And we gave him the Gospel, in it a guidance (39/23) and a light, (In this
regard, please, see “the Words of Jesus” document.)
and proving-right what is between his hands from the Torah, and as a guidance (39/23) and a
preaching (11/120) for the shelter-takers.
47- So family of the Gospel shall make-decision with what The Authority sent-down in it.
Whoever does not make-decision with what The Authority sent-down, those them are
the betrayers.
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48- And we sent-down to you the Written-Document (39/23 & 2/23-26) as the truth, proving-right
what is between its hands from the Written-Document (Torah-Dt. 18/18-19 = 32/1-4)
(Gospel-Jn. 6/27 = Mtw. 4/4 & Lk. 8/11-15) (Quran 3/81 & 33/7-8 = 27/93 & 14/24-25) and
as a superior-one upon it (Psalms 118/22-26). So you shall make-decision between them with what
The Authority sent-down. And do not follow their desires (2/113 & 120) after what came to you
from the truth. For every (section), we made a statute and an ordinance. And had The Authority
wanted, He could have made you a single section; but in fact He will test you through what He
gave you. So you shall race in the Goodnesses (16/30 – 21/24); to The Authority will be your
going-back-places, altogether. And He will inform you of what you are contradicting in it.
49- And make-decision between them with what The Authority sent-down, and do not follow
their desires (2/113 & 120). And be-alarmed of them lest they persecute you on some of what
The Authority sent-down (17/73) to you. And if they turn-away, know that The Authority is
intending to afflict them for some of their wrong-doings. And certainly, majority of the people are
betrayers (2/26).
50- Are they requiring (the) decision-making of the ignorance (4/60)? And who is nicer than
The Authority in decision-making (4/105) for a nation who are attaining-certainty?
51- O the ones who believed, do not take the Incliners and the Helpers as masters (5/57). Some
of them are masters of some. And whoever takes-them-as-masters from you, certainly he is
from them. Certainly, The Authority will not guide (39/23) the unjust nation (39/24).
52- And you see the ones in whose hearts (there is) an illness (74/31) acting-fast among them.
They are saying: We are frightened that a circle may afflict us. And maybe The Authority will
bring-forth an opening, or a command from His sight, and they will be regretting-ones for what
they hid in their souls.
53- And the ones who believed will be saying: Are these (really) the (same) ones who took-oath
by The Authority with (all) strive of their swears that certainly they were with you? So their works
became-nothing; and they became losers.
54- O the ones who believed, whoever turns-back from you from his Religion (48/28),
The Authority will bring-forth a nation that He loves them and they love Him; (they are) humble
upon the believers, high upon the disbelievers. They are striving in Way (9/111) of The Authority,
and not fearing (the) blaming of any blamers. This is Favor (10/57-58) of The Authority, He
gives it to whomever He wants. And The Authority is widely-encompassing-one, knower.
55- Certainly, your master is The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97), and the ones who believed
who are standing the Support (2/238) and giving the Cleansing (8/41), and they are
bowing-down-ones (48/29).
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56- And whoever takes The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97), and the ones who believed
as masters, certainly (the) party of The Authority, they are the defeating-ones.
57- O the ones who believed, do not take as masters the ones who took your Religion (48/28) as a
light-thing, and a game, from the ones who were given the Written-Document before you (3/3-4),
and the disbelievers. And take-shelter against The Authority, if you are believers.
58- And when you sounded for the Support (33/56), they took it as a light-thing and a game. This
is because they are a nation who do not comprehend.
59- Say: O family of the Written-Document, are you revenging from us except that we believed in
The Authority, and what is sent-down to us (6/156-157), and what was sent-down before (3/3-4),
and (because) that certainly majority of you are betrayers (2/26)?
60- Say: Shall I inform you with a more wicked-one than this as a wage from (the) sight of
The Authority? The one that The Authority cursed him and felt-wrath upon him, and He made
from them the apes and the pigs (2/65-66), and servants of the transgressor (7/185-186). These are
more wicked in place, and more stray from the straight way (12/108).
61- And when they came to you, they said: We believed. But they entered with the disbelief, and
they went-out with it. And The Authority knows-best what they are concealing.
62- And you see majority of them acting-fast in the guilt (45/6-7) and the hostility, and their eating
the illicit-earnings. Ugly-indeed is what they are working-for.
63- If not the Teachers and the Pleasers should have stopped them from their saying of the
guilt (45/6-7) and eating the illicit-earnings? Ugly-indeed is what they are constructing.
64- And the Incliners said: Hand of The Authority is tied-down! But their hands are tied-down, and
they are cursed for what they said. No, His two-hands are broadening, He distributes
however He wants. And what is sent-down to you from your Lord (39/23 & 2/25) will surely
augment majority of them in transgression (7/185-186) and disbelief (2/26). And we threw between
them the hostility and the hatred towards the Standing Day (Isaiah 28/9-12 & 30/8-14 & 65/12-15 &
10/21-22). Every-when they fueled a fire for the war, The Authority extinguished it. And they are
running-about on the earth for evil-committing (2/27 & 205). And The Authority does not love the
evil-committers.
65- If family of the Written-Document believe (74/31) and take-shelter, we will
disbelievedly-cover on them their badnesses, and we will enter them into Parks of the blessings.
66- And if they stand the Torah, and the Gospel, and what was sent-down to them from their
Lord (Quran), they will eat from their above and from under their feet. From them (there is)
a moderate section (3/199), but majority of them are ugly-indeed what they are
working-for (3/98-99).
67- O the Sent-One, make-arrive what is sent-down to you from your Lord (39/23). And if you
don’t do, (it means that) you did not make-arrive His sendings. And The Authority will shield
you from the people. Certainly, The Authority will not guide the disbeliever (74/31) nation.
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68- Say: O family of the Written-Document, you are not on any wanted-thing until you stand
the Torah (Dt. 18/18-19 = 32/1-4), and the Gospel (Jn. 6/27 = Mtw. 4/4 & Lk. 8/11-15), and what
was sent-down to you from your Lord (Quran) (Imr. 81 & Ahzb. 7-8 = Nml. 93 & Ibr. 24-25).
And what is sent-down to you from your Lord (39/23 & 2/25) will only augment majority
of them in transgression (7/185-186) and disbelief (2/26-27). So do not worry upon the
disbeliever nation.
69- Certainly, the ones who believed, and the ones who Inclined (:Jews), and the
Converts (:Arabs), and the Helpers (:Christians), whoever believes in The Authority and the
Later Day (Hosea 6/2-3) (Gospel-Lk. 18/33 = Jn. 6/44-45) (Quran 43/61-62), and work for a
righteous-deed (2/25), not a fear upon them, and they will not grieve.
70- Definitely, we took (the) covenant of Sons of Israel (2/83-84), and we sent to them Sent-Ones.
Every-when a Sent-One came to them with what their souls did not desire, they lied a part, and
a part they were killing.
71- And they calculated that there would not be any persecution (7/155), so they became-blind
and they became-deaf, then The Authority returned to them; then they --now, again-- became-blind
and they became-deaf, majority of them. And The Authority is a visioner of what they are
working-on (3/98-99).
72- Definitely disbelieved the ones who said: Certainly, The Authority, He is the Messiah, Son of
Mary (Gospel-Mrk. 10/18)! And the Messiah said: O Sons of Israel, you shall serve The Authority,
my Lord and your Lord (Gospel-Mtw. 4/10 X 15/3-9). Certainly, whoever makes-partner to
The Authority (18/26 X 42/21), definitely The Authority forbade upon him the Park, and his abode
will be Fire. And (there will) not (be) any helpers for the unjust-ones.
73- Definitely disbelieved the ones who said: Certainly, The Authority is (the) third-One of (the)
three! But there is not from any Authority except a Single Authority (Gospel-Mrk. 12/29).
And if they do not stop on what they are saying, a painful retribution will touch the ones who
disbelieved (2/26-27) from them.
74- So shall they not return to The Authority, and seek-forgiveness from Him? And
The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
75- The Messiah, Son of Mary, was not except a Sent-One, and definitely the Sent-Ones had
passed-away before him, and his mother was a proved-right-one, they were both eating
the meal (X 6/14). Watch how we are making-clear (75/17-19) for them the signs (:similar
words 16/101), then watch how they are being subterfuged.
76- Say: Are you serving other than The Authority --these Sent-Ones-- that cannot rule for you
any harm, and not a benefit (7/188) (Gospel-Mtw. 4/10 X Lk. 4/23-27 & 22/42)? And
The Authority, He is (the) hearer, (the) knower.
77- Say: O family of the Written-Document, do not overflow in your Religion with different
than the truth (45/6-7), and do not follow (the) desires of a nation who strayed-off before, and they
made-stray (the) majority (6/112 = 4/159); and they strayed-off the straight way.
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78- The ones who disbelieved from Sons of Israel are cursed upon (the) tongue of David and
Jesus, Son of Mary (Psalms 55/10-16) (Gospel-Mtw. 23/29-36). This is because they disobeyed,
and were behaving-hostile.
79- They were not stopping-each-other on strange-attitude (5/63) that they were doing.
Ugly-indeed is what they were doing.
80- You see majority of them taking-as-masters the ones who disbelieved (2/26). Ugly-indeed is
what their souls sent-forth for them, and The Authority felt-anger upon them. And they will be
eternal-ones in the retribution.
81- And had they believed in The Authority, and the Informer, and in what was sent-down
to him (39/23 & 2/25), they would not have taken them as masters. But majority of them are
betrayers (2/26).
82- You will find that the most severe people in hostility against the ones who believed are the
Incliners and the ones who made-partners (42/21). And you will find that (the) closest of them
in liking for the ones who believed are the ones who said: Certainly, we are Helpers. This is
because from them (there are) Priests and Afraiders, and they do not behave-big.
83- And when they heard what is sent-down (39/23 & 2/25-26) to the Sent-One, you see their
eyes flooding with the tears because of what they recognized from the truth (Gospel-Mtw.
21/42-43 = Lk. 8/15) (Jn. 6/27 = Mtw. 4/4) (Mtw. 23/39 = Jn. 6/39-40 & 16/12-16). They were
saying: Our Lord, we believed; so (please) write us among the witnesses.
84- And what for us, that we should not believe in The Authority, and what came to us from
the truth (35/31), and (though) we expect that our Lord will enter us into the righteous-deeding
(2/25) nation?
85- And The Authority waged them for what they said with Parks flowing under them the rivers,
as eternal-ones in them. And this is (the) reward of the nicely-acting-ones (39/34).
86- And the ones who disbelieved and lied our Signs (6/4 & 26/5), those are (the) community of
the Blazing-fire.
87- O the ones who believed, do not forbid the clean-ones of what The Authority made-lawful
for you (5/4-5). And do not behave-hostile. Certainly, The Authority does not love the
hostile-behaving-ones (2/190).
88- And eat from what The Authority provided for you, lawful and clean. And take-shelter
against The Authority, the One in Whom you are believing.
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89- The Authority does not take you with the nonsense in your swearings, but He takes you with
what you tied-up with the swearings. And its disbelieved-covering will be meal-giving to
ten poor-ones from middle-amount of what you are mealing your families, or clothing them,
or --economically, and maybe for at least three days-- freeing a neck-bound-one. And whoever
cannot find, fasting for three days. This is a disbelieved-covering for your swearings, when you
proclaimed (by Him). And you shall protect your swearings. Like this The Authority is
making-clear (75/17-19) for you His signs (:similar words 16/101), so that perhaps you may
appreciate (it).
90- O the ones who believed, certainly the heavy-intoxicants, and the gambling, and the altars,
and the arrows (5/3) are messy-things from work of the satan; so side-away-from-it, so that perhaps
you may receive-comfort.
91- Certainly, the satan is intending to fall between you the hostility and the hatred through the
heavy-intoxicants and the gambling, and to repel you from Commemoration (39/23) of
The Authority and from the Support (2/238). So will you be stopping-ones?
92- And obey The Authority and obey the Sent-One, and be-alarmed. And if you turn-away,
know that (the sole responsibility) upon our Sent-One is only the clear making-arrive (of these
commandments).
93- Not upon the ones who believe and work for the righteous-deeds (2/25) any sin for what they
eat-meal (6/145), --in the first region-- when they take-shelter, and --in the second region-- believe
and work for the righteous-deeds, then --in the third region-- take-shelter and believe, then --in the
fourth region-- take-shelter and act-nicely. The Authority loves the nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34).
(And please, see the Reading, and the Table of Chapter 5 therein, which consists of four regions.)
94- O the ones who believed, The Authority will test you with a wanted-thing from the hunt that
your hands and guns may reach it. Thus The Authority will know (those) who fear Him in the
unseen. And whoever behaves-hostile after this, for him (there will come) a painful retribution.
95- O the ones who believed, do not kill the hunt when you are forbidden (5/1-2). And whoever
kills it from you on purpose, (its) reward will be (the) same of what he killed from the livestock,
making-decision about it two havers of equity from you, as a guided-thing to arrive the
Protruding-building. Or a disbelieved-covering by mealing (the) poor, or fasting equal-amount
of this. Thus he will taste (the) offense of his command. The Authority pardoned on what was
done-previously. And whoever turns-back, The Authority will take-revenge from him. And
The Authority is high, haver of revenge.
96- Made-lawful for you (the) hunting of the sea and its meal as a goods for you and for the
roaming-ones. And forbidden upon you (the) hunting of the dry-land whatever you continued as
forbidden (5/1-2). And take-shelter against The Authority, the One to Whom you will be
summoned (56/83-93).
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97- The Authority made the Protruding-building a forbidden House standing for the
people (3/96-97), and the forbidden Month (2/185), and the guided-thing, and the keys (48/25).
This is so, that you may know that certainly The Authority knows whatever in the skies and
whatever on the earth. And certainly, The Authority is a knower of every wanted-thing.
98- Know that certainly The Authority is severe in the consequence, and certainly The Authority is
best forgiver, most merciful.
99- Not upon the Sent-One (any responsibility) except the making-arrive (5/67). And
The Authority knows what you are revealing, and what you are concealing.
100- Say: The dirty-ones and the clean-ones will not be-straight, even if (the) majorness
of the dirty-ones (8/36-37) may make-you-wonder. So take-shelter, o possessor of the
understanding (65/10), that perhaps you may receive-comfort.
101- O the ones who believed, do not ask about things which, if they are revealed to you, they will
make-you-do-bad. If you ask about them when the Reading (36/69) is being sent-down, it will be
(inadvertently) revealed to you. The Authority pardoned on them. The Authority is best forgiver,
most clement.
102- Definitely, a nation had asked them before you, then they got-to-morning, because of them,
as disbelievers (13/33).
103- The Authority did not make (for also the Tables) from any “baheeraten,” and not “saaebaten,”
and not “vaseelaten,” and not “haamen;” but in fact, the ones who disbelieved are fabricating
the lie (16/86-87) upon The Authority. And majority of them do not comprehend (these allegorical
statements). (29/43 & 25/48-50)
104- And when it is said to them: Come-up to what The Authority sent-down (39/23), and to the
Sent-One (2/97), they said: What we found our fathers upon it is calculatedly-enough for us.
And (what) if their fathers did not know (in those times yet) any wanted-thing, and were not
guided (39/23)? (Isaiah 30/20) (Gospel-Jn. 6/44-45) (Quran 27/93)
105- O the ones who believed, upon you are only your (own) souls. When you
become-guided (39/23), the ones who strayed cannot harm you. To The Authority will be
your going-back-places, altogether, and He will inform you with what you are
working-on (2/25 X 41/40).
106- O the ones who believed, when the death prepared-itself to one of you, witnessing between
yourselves (shall be done) by two havers of equity from you during the recommendation, or
later-ones from different-ones than you. If you are striking on the earth, and (the) affliction of
death afflicted you, you will detain them after the Support, and they will take-oath by
The Authority, if you doubt: We will not sell it for any amount, even if he is a haver of closeness,
and we will not conceal (the) witnessing of The Authority; certainly, then, we would be from
the guilty-ones.
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107- And if it is discovered that they truly-acted for a guilt, later-ones will stand in their
standing-places from the ones who truly-acted upon them, the more-masterly-ones. And they will
take-oath by The Authority: Our witnessing is more truthful than their witnessing, and we did
not behave-hostile; certainly, then, we would be from the unjust-ones.
108- This is nearest for them that they may bring-forth the witnessing upon its face, or fear
that (the) swearings may be turned-back after their swearing. And take-shelter against
The Authority, and hear. And The Authority does not guide the betrayer (2/26) nation.
109- A day (when) The Authority will gather the Sent-Ones, and He will say: What was it that
you were answered with? They said: Not a knowledge for us. Certainly-You, You are (the)
knower of the unseens.
110- Then The Authority said: O Jesus, Son of Mary, commemorate My blessing upon you and
upon your birth-giver. Once, I strengthened you with the Exalted Spirit (26/193), you were
speaking-words to the people in the cradle and as an adult. And once, I made-you-know the
Written-Document and the Wise-Decision (13/37 = Jesus 4/24-27 & 8/22 & …), and the Torah, and
the Gospel (5/46). And once, you were creating like (the) shape of the birds with My permission,
and you were blowing into it, and it was becoming a bird with My permission. And you were
healing the possessed and the leprous with My permission. And once, you were bringing-out the
dead with My permission. And once, I plucked-off Sons of Israel from you. Once, you came to
them with the clear-proofs, and the ones who disbelieved from them said: This is not, except a
clear cheating.
111- And once, I pointed-out to the disciples: Believe in Me and My Sent-One (Gospel-Mtw.
16/15-17). They said: We believed, and you (too) bear-witness that certainly we are surrenderers.
112- Once, the disciples said: O Jesus, Son of Mary, can your Lord succeed in sending-down upon
us a feast from the sky? He said: Take-shelter against The Authority, if you are believers.
113- They said: We are intending to eat from it, and so that our hearts may become-reassured
with it, and we may know that you definitely proved-right for us, and that we may be upon it
from the witnesses.
114- Jesus, Son of Mary, said: My-Authority, our Lord, (please) send-down upon us a feast
from the sky, that it might be for us a celebration, for our past-ones and later-ones, and
a sign (Gospel-Jn. 6/27 = Mtw. 4/4) from You. And provide for us; and You are the
best provider (2/25).
115- The Authority said: I am certainly sending-it-down upon you. So whoever disbelieves from
you after this, I will certainly retribute him with a retribution that I never retributed anyone
(else) from the multitudes.
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116- And once, The Authority said: O Jesus, Son of Mary, did you say to the people: Take me
and my mother as two Authorities other than The Authority? He said: Be-You-glorified;
it cannot be for me that I might say what there is not a truth (in it) for me. Had I said it,
definitely You would have known it. You know what is in my soul, and I do not know what
is in Your soul. Certainly-You, You are (the) knower of the unseens.
117- I did not say to them except what You commanded me with it: You shall serve my Lord
and your Lord (Gospel-Mtw. 4/10 & Mrk. 12/29-30)! And I was a witness upon them whatever
I continued among them; (but) when You got-me-back (3/55), You were the controller upon
them (Gospel-Jn. 13/33 & 16/10 & 17/11). And You are upon every wanted-thing a witness.
118- If You retribute them, certainly they are Your servants. And if You forgive for them,
certainly-You, You are the high, the wise-decision-maker.
119- The Authority said: This is a day that their proved-right-actions will benefit the
proved-right-ones (57/19 & 39/23, 33). For them (there will be) Parks flowing under them the
rivers, as eternal-ones in them forever. The Authority became-satisfied with them, and they
became-satisfied with Him. This is the great success.
120- For The Authority is (the) ruling-dominion of the skies and the earth, and whatever in them.
And He is upon every wanted-thing a measurer.

CHAPTER 6
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- The praise is for The Authority, the One who created the skies and the earth, and made
the darknesses and the light. Then the ones who disbelieved (74/31) are making-equals for their
Lord (42/10 X 3/80 & 9/31).
2- He is the One who created you from a clay, then He made-effective an appointed-time. And a
named appointed-time is in sight of Him; then you are becoming-suspicious (2/147).
3- And He is The Authority in the skies and on the earth. He knows (all) your hidden-thoughts and
your evident-thoughts. And He knows what you are earning.
4- And any Sign (:of every Chapter; its similar words, in twoers, Table 6/4 = 26/5) from (the) Signs
of their Lord is not coming-forth to them, except that they are becoming estrangers on it.
5- Definitely, they lied the Truth (35/31) when it came to them. So informations of what they are
taking-lightly (now) will soon come-forth to them (4/47 & 9/98 & 44/10-16).
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6- Did they not see how-many generations we made-vanish before them? We had established
them on the earth that we did not establish for you. And we had sent the sky upon them
generously, and we had made the rivers flowing under them. And we made-them-vanish because
of their wrong-doings. And we built after them later generations.
7- Even if we sent-down upon you a Written-Document (39/23) in paper, and they touched it
with their hands, the ones who disbelieved would say: This is not, except a clear cheating.
8- And they said: If not a Ruling-Angel should have been sent-down upon him? Had we sent-down
a Ruling-Angel, the command would have been made-effective, then they would not be watched.
9- And had we made him a Ruling-Angel, we would have made him (in the form of) a human.
And we would have confused upon them what they are confusing.
10- Definitely, the Sent-Ones before you were also taken-lightly. And (then) what they were
taking-lightly caught the ones who despised (the truth) from them.
11- Say: Roam on the earth, then watch how was the consequence of the lying-ones.
12- Say: For whom what is in the skies and the earth? Say: For The Authority. He wrote upon
His (own) soul the mercy. He will gather you to the Standing Day (39/67-68), not a doubt in it.
The ones who lost their souls (are the ones) they do not believe (74/31).
13- And for Him whatever resides in the night and the daylight; and He is the hearer, the knower.
14- Say: Shall I take any Master different than The Authority (7/196 X 18/102), Initiator
of the skies and the earth? And He gives-meal but is not given-meal. Say: Certainly, I am
commanded to be first (of those) who surrendered (3/84), and do not be from the
partner-makers (18/26 X 42/21).
15- Say: Certainly, I fear, if I disobey my Lord, (the) retribution of a great day.
16- Whoever is turned-back from it, on that day, definitely He felt-mercy for him. And this is a
clear success (48/5).
17- And if The Authority touches you any harm, not a relieving-one for it except He. And if He
touches you any goodness, He is upon every wanted-thing a measurer.
18- And He is the Supreming-One above His servants; and He is the wise-decision-maker, the
news-taker.
19- Say: Which wanted-thing is bigger in witnessing? Say: The Authority is a witness between
me and between you: this Reading (36/69) was pointed-out to me that I may warn you with it,
and whomever it arrives. So are you bearing-witness that certainly with The Authority
(there are) other Authorities? Say: I do not bear-witness. Say: Certainly, He is a
Single Authority (28/70), and I am far-away from what you are making-partners (21/29 & 9/31).
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20- The ones we gave them the Written-Document recognize it as they recognize their (own)
son (2/146). The ones who lost their souls (are the ones) they do not believe (2/26-27).
21- And who is more unjust than (the one) who fabricated upon The Authority a lie (16/86-87), or
he lied His Signs (6/4 & 26/5)? Certainly, the unjust-ones (39/23-24) will not receive-comfort.
22- And a day (when) we will summon them altogether, then we will say to the ones who
made-partners: Where are your Partners, the ones you claimed (18/26 X 42/21)?
23- Then their persecution was not, except that they said: By The Authority, our Lord, we were not
partner-makers.
24- Watch how they lied upon their souls; and strayed on them (now) what they were fabricating.
25- And from them who hears towards you, but we made upon their hearts barriers so that they
may not intellige it, and on their ears a gravity. And even if they see every Sign (6/4 & 26/5),
they will not believe in it. When they come to you, they are arguing with you,
the ones who disbelieved are saying: This is not, except scripted-statements of the
past-ones (:past informers 21/5). (And please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this
may also be an allegorical reference to all those “similar words, in twoers, units” therein, which
have been placed as conjugate couples;
and to all those “wise statements, in twoers” before this given to us by great informers Moses
and Jesus and David and Muhammad, which may now thus clearly be indicating to this
extraordinary Mathematical Plan;
and then to the ones who yet might not believe this, but would argue that these statements were
only typical and standard narrations by these informers, and now thus certainly may have nothing
to do with this subject.)
26- And they are stopping on it, and they are staying-away from it. And they are not
making-vanish except their (own) souls, but they do not perceive.
27- And if you could see, when they are arrested upon the Fire, they said: O-woe-to-us, (we wish)
we were turned-back and did not lie (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of our Lord, and became from
the believers.
28- No, what they were keeping-secret before is (now) revealed for them. And if they were
turned- back, they would go-back to what they were stopped on it (3/98-99 & 3/21). And they are
lying-ones.
29- And they said: It is not, except our Nearest life; and we will not --just after death, to account for
this, immediately-- be awakened-ones (16/28-29 & 36/48-53).
30- And if you could see, when they are arrested to their Lord, He said: Is this not the
Truth (35/31)? They said: Yes, and by our Lord. He said: So taste the retribution (now) for that
you were disbelieving (2/26-27).
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31- Definitely, the ones who lied meeting their Lord (10/15) (thus) lost. When the hour came to
them suddenly, they said: O-our-sorrow upon what we lacked in it (39/55-56)! And they are
carrying their loads on their backs. Be-careful, ugly-indeed is what they are taking-as-load.
32- The nearest life is not, except a game and a vanity, and the wandering-place of the Later-time
is better for the ones who are taking-shelter (39/33); so will you not comprehend (21/10)?
33- Definitely, we know that what they are saying (21/5) is making-you-grieve. Certainly, they
are not lying you, but in fact the unjust-ones are struggling against (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5)
of The Authority.
34- Definitely, Sent-Ones before you were lied, and they remained-steadfast upon what they were
lied and made-suffer until our help came-forth to them. And not a changing-one for the Words
(5/41 X 6/115) of The Authority. And definitely, information (Moses 24/18 & 22) (Jesus 4/24 & 26)
(David 44/10) (Muhammad 18/15) of the Sent-Ones (thus) came to you.
35- And if their estranging became-big for you, (then) if you can obeyingly-succeed in requiring a
tunnel into the earth, or a ladder into the sky, and bring-forth a sign to them… Had
The Authority wanted, He could have gathered them upon the Guidance (39/23). So do not be from
the ignorant-ones.
36- Certainly, only the ones who hear will answer (2/186). And the “dead-ones,” The Authority is
awaking them, then to Him they are being sent-back (36/48-53). (Please, see the Reading; regarding
the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to all those lost --same rooted-- “similar words
units” therein, which --because they did not give any positive result under those two 19 based
special formulas-- have been eliminated firstly and placed under the Table, and then to those
“changing the places” procedures (16/101) to be followed among these units, and thus being able to
return to the Table with some newly gained spry units thereof.) (And please, see 18/54 = 6/36)
(And in this regard, please, also see (Jesus 42/31-33) (David 20/29) (Muhammad 3/6)
37- They said: If not a sign from his Lord should have been sent-down upon him? Say: Certainly,
The Authority is a measurer upon sending-down a Sign (6/158), but majority of them do not know.
38- And not a moving-creature on the earth, and not a bird that is birdly-flying with its two wings,
are except sections (perhaps, also from genetic & anatomic etc. standpoint) like you. We did not
lack in the Written-Document (39/23) any wanted-thing; then to their Lord they are being
summoned.
39- And the ones who lied our Signs (6/4 & 26/5) are deaf, dumb, in the darknesses.
The Authority makes-stray whomever He wants, and He makes upon a directly-standing
path (43/43) whomever He wants.
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40- Say: Did you see, if (the) retribution (44/10-11) of The Authority comes-forth to you, or
the Hour comes-forth to you, will you call different-ones than The Authority, if you are
proved-right-ones?
41- No, to Him you will be calling, and He will relieve-away what you called (Him)
to it (44/12-16), if He wants, and (then) you will forget (in that gloom) what you are
making-partners (29/65).
42- And definitely, we sent to (the) sections before you. And we took them with the pressing
and the harm, so that perhaps they may implore.
43- If not they should have implored when our pressing came to them! But their hearts hardened,
and the satan showed-pretty to them what they were working-for (43/36-37).
44- And when they forgot what they were commemorated (39/23) with it, we opened for them
(the) gates of every wanted-thing. And when they rejoiced with what they were given, we took them
suddenly; and then they were hopeless-ones.
45- And (the) rear of the nation who behaved-unjust (thus) were cut-off. And the praise is for
The Authority, Lord of the multitudes.
46- Say: Did you see, if The Authority takes-away your hearing and your vision, and seals upon
your hearts, which Authority other than The Authority will bring-it-forth to you? Watch how
we are turning-around the signs (:similar words 16/101), then they are perverting.
47- Say: Did you see, if (the) retribution of The Authority comes-forth to you suddenly or
evidently, will (anyone) be made-vanish except the unjust (39/24) nation?
48- We are not sending the Sent-Ones except as good-news-givers and warners. So whoever
believes and righteous-deeds (2/25), not a fear upon them, and they will not grieve.
49- And the ones who lied our Signs (6/4 & 26/5), the retribution will touch them for that
they are betraying (2/26).
50- Say: I do not say to you that the treasures of The Authority is in sight of me, and I do not know
the unseen, and I do not say to you that I am a ruling-angel. I am not following except what is
being pointed-out (43/43-44) to me. Say: Can the blind and the visioner be-straight? So will
you not think?
51- So you shall warn with it (7/2) the ones who fear that they will be summoned to their Lord,
not a Master for them other than Him (18/102), and not an intercessor (21/28), so that
perhaps they may take-shelter.
52- And do not dismiss the ones who are calling their Lord in the early-times and the evenings,
intending for His face. Not upon you any wanted-thing from their calculation, and not upon
them any wanted-thing from your calculation. And if you dismiss them, you become from
the unjust-ones.
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53- And like this, we persecuted some of them with some that they may say: Are these (the
ones) that The Authority sustained upon them between us? Does The Authority not
know-best the appreciative-ones (76/3)?
54- And when the ones who believed in our Signs (6/4 & 26/5) come to you, say: Peace be
upon you; your Lord wrote upon His (own) soul the mercy. So whoever works for a badness from
you out of ignorance, then returns after it and righteous-deeds (2/25), He is certainly best forgiver,
most merciful.
55- And like this we are separating the signs (:similar words 16/101), so that (the) way of the
criminals (16/9 & 3/99) may become-clear.
56- Say: Certainly, I am stopped on serving (12/40) the ones you are calling other than
The Authority (3/80 & 9/31). Say: I do not follow your desires. Definitely, I would stray then,
and not be from the guided-ones (39/23).
57- Say: Certainly, I am on a Clear-Proof (6/157) from my Lord, and you lied it. What
you are hastening for it (37/176-179) is not in sight of me. The decision is not except for
The Authority (18/26). He tells the Truth (11/120), and He is (the) best of the separating-ones.
58- Say: If what you are hastening for it (10/50-51) were in sight of me, the command would have
(immediately) been made-effective between me and between you. And The Authority
knows-best the unjust-ones (39/24).
59- The openers of the Unseen are in sight of Him; none knows it except He. He knows whatever
on the dry-land and the sea. And any leaf cannot drop except He knows it. And not any grain
in (the) darknesses of the earth, not wet and not dry, is except in a clear Written-Document.
60- And He is the One who gets-you-back in the night, and He knows what you gained in the
daylight. Then He is awaking you in it, so that a named appointed-time may be made-effective.
Then to Him will be your going-back-places, then He will inform you with what you are
working-on (2/25 X 41/40).
61- And He is the Supreming-One above His servants, and He sends upon you protectors (86/4).
Until when the death came to one of you, our Sent-Ones (32/11) get-him-back, and they do not lack.
62- Then they are brought-back to The Authority, their truthful Master. Be-careful, for Him is the
decision; and He is (the) fastest of the calculating-ones.
63- Say: Who is saving you from darknesses of the dry-land and the sea, (while) you are calling
Him imploringly and secretly: If He saves us from this, we will be from the appreciative-ones.
64- Say: The Authority is saving you from it, and from every trouble, and (still) you are
making-partners (10/18).
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65- Say: He is the measurer upon awakening towards you a retribution from your above, or from
under your feet, or He may confuse you into sects and taste some of you (the) pressing of some.
Watch how we are turning-around the signs (:similar words 16/101), so that perhaps they
may intellige.
66- And your nation lied it, and (though) it is the Truth (10/108). Say: I am not an advocate (39/41)
upon you.
67- For every information (there is) a settled-time. And you will soon know (38/87-88).
68- And when you see the ones who are delving in our Signs (6/4 & 26/5), you shall estrange on
them until they delve into an utterance that is different than that. And if the satan makes-you-forget,
do not sit after the Commemorative (74/31) with the unjust nation.
69- And (there is) not any wanted-thing upon the ones who are taking-shelter from their
calculation; except a commemorative (74/31), so that perhaps they may take-shelter.
70- And leave the ones who took their Religion (48/28) as a game and a vanity, and the nearest life
illusioned them. And commemorate with it (39/23), lest a soul be-tormented with what it earned.
Not any master (18/102) and not an intercessor (21/28) for him other than The Authority. And if he
could ransom every ransom, it would not be taken from him. Those are the ones who are tormented
for what they earned. For them (there will be) a drink from boiler, and a painful retribution for that
they were disbelieving (74/31).
71- Say: Shall we call other than The Authority what cannot benefit us, and not harm
us (5/75-76), and be brought-back upon our heels after The Authority guided (39/23) us? Like the
one that the satans (6/112-113) possessed him on the earth, bewildered. For him (there is) a
community calling him --as if he were a true Mahdee-- for the guidance, (inviting the people):
Come-forth to us! Say: Certainly, Guidance (39/23) of The Authority, it is the Guidance. And we
are commanded to surrender (3/84) to (the) Lord of the multitudes.
72- And to stand the Support (33/56), and to take-shelter against Him. And He is the One that
to Him you are being summoned.
73- And He is the One who created the skies and the earth as the truth (X not just as an untruthful
illusion in our brain, as some Gnostic Christianity, the Anti Christ ideology followers may have
falsely claimed), and a day (when) He says: “Be,” so it is (2/117). His Saying (69/40-43) is
the truth. And for Him will be the ruling-dominion on a day (when) it is blown into the
horn (39/67-68). Knower of the unseen and the witnessed. And He is the wise-decision-maker,
the news-taker.
74- And once, Abraham said to his father Azar: Are you taking (the) idols as Authorities?
Certainly, I see you and your nation in a clear strayance.
75- And like this we were making-see Abraham (the) ruling-dominion of the skies and the earth
so that he may be from the certainty-attaining-ones.
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76- When the night blacked upon him, he saw a planet. He said: This is my Lord. And when it
disappeared, he said: I do not love the disappearing-ones.
77- When he saw the moon rising, he said: This is my Lord. And when it disappeared, he said: If
my Lord does not guide me, I will surely be from the straying nation.
78- And when he saw the sun rising, he said: This is my Lord; this is (the) biggest-one. And when
it disappeared, he said: O my nation, I am far-away from what you are making-partners.
79- Certainly, I (now) faced-up my face to the One who initiated the skies and the earth as a
monotheist (6/161). And I am not from the partner-makers (18/26 X 42/21).
80- And his nation proofly-argued with him, he said: Are you proofly-arguing with me about
The Authority, and (though) He definitely guided me? I do not fear what you are making-partners
to Him, except that my Lord may want a wanted-thing. My Lord widely-encompassed every
wanted-thing in knowledge. Will you not commemorate?
81- And how can I fear what you made-partners, and you do not fear that you made-partners
to The Authority what He did not send-down upon you any evidence about it? So which part
is more truthful for being-secure, if you know?
82- The ones who believed and did not confuse their belief with any unjustness (31/13), those
are (the ones) for them (will be) the security, and they are (the) guided-ones (39/23).
83- And this is our Proofy-Argument that we gave it to Abraham upon his nation. We raise in
degrees whomever we want. Certainly, your Lord is wise-decision-maker, knower.
84- And we granted to him Isaac and Jacob, and every (of them) we guided. And we guided
Noah before (them), and from his descendants: David and Solomon and Job and Joseph and
Moses and Aaron. And like this we reward the nicely-acting-ones.
85- And Zachariah and John and Jesus and Elias. Every (of them) is from the righteous-deeders.
86- And Ishmael and Elyesha and Jonah and Lot. Every (of them) we favored upon the multitudes.
87- And from their fathers and descendants and brothers, we selected them, and guided them to a
directly-standing path.
88- This is Guidance (39/23) of The Authority, He guides with it whomever He wants from His
servants. And had they made-partners (42/21 ~ 13/33), what they were working (2/25) would have
become-nothing.
89- Those are the ones we gave them the Written-Document and the Wise-Decision and the
Informership. And if these-(people) are disbelieving in it (74/31), we definitely made-advocate for it
a nation (5/54) who will not be disbelievers in it.
90- Those are the ones The Authority guided; so you shall track their guidance (3/3-4 & 87/18-19).
Say: I do not ask you upon it any payment. It is not, except a Commemorative (74/31) for
the multitudes.
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91- And they could not measure The Authority with His truthful measuring, when they said:
The Authority did not send-down upon a human from any wanted-thing. Say: Who sent-down the
Written-Document, the one that Moses came with it as a light and a (source of) guidance (39/23)
for the people? You are making it on paper and revealing it, and concealing majorly. And (thus) you
are made-know --here-- what you did not know, you and your fathers (Torah-Dt. 29/28 = Isaiah
30/20). Say: The Authority, then leave them in their delving, playing-games.
92- And this is (that) Written-Document (39/23 & 2/23-26), we sent-it-down as made-profitable,
proving-right of the one that is between its hands (Torah-Dt. 18/18-19 = 32/1-4) (Gospel-Jn. 6/27 =
Mtw. 4/4 & Lk. 8/11-15) (Quran 3/81 & 33/7-8 = 27/93 & 14/24-25), so that you may warn
(the) motherly-areas of the cities and whomever around it. And the ones who believe in the
Later-time (Hosea 6/2-3) (Gospel-Lk. 18/33 = Jn. 6/44-45) (Quran 43/61-62) will believe in it, and
they are upon their Supports (33/56) protecting.
93- And who is more unjust than (the one) who fabricated a lie (16/86-87) upon The Authority, and
he said: It was pointed-out to me, and (though) any wanted-thing was not pointed-out to him,
and who said: I will send-down (the) same as what The Authority sent-down (39/23). And if
you could see, when the unjust-ones (39/24) will be in muddles of the death, and the
Ruling-Angels will be broadening their hands: Send-out your souls! Today, you will be rewarded
with the making-ashamed retribution for that you were saying upon The Authority different than the
truth (35/31), and you were behaving-big against His Signs (6/4 & 26/5).
94- And definitely, (now) you came to us as individuals, just as we created you in (the) first time,
and you left what we bestowed upon you behind your backs. And (today) we do not see
your Intercessors with you (21/28), the ones you claimed that certainly they would be partners
for you (10/18). Definitely, it is (now) cut-off between you, and strayed-away from you
(now) what you were claiming.
95- Certainly, The Authority is cleaving-one of the grain and the seed. He brings-out the living
from the dead, and He brings-out the dead from the living. This is The Authority; so how can
you be subterfuged (45/6-7)?
96- Cleaving-one of the morning. And He made the night as a residing-time, and the sun and the
moon (with) a calculation. This is (the) measurement of the high, the knower.
97- And He is the One who made for you the stars so that you may become-guided in (the)
darknesses of the dry-land and the sea. Definitely, we (thus) --on the Table, for the left side-separated the signs (:similar words 16/101) for a nation who knows.
98- And He is the One who built you from a single soul, and (He made) a settling-place and
an abandoning-place. Definitely, we (thus) --on the Table, for the right side-- separated the
signs (:similar words 16/101) for a nation who intelliges.
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99- And He is the One who sent-down from the sky a water, and we brought-out with it plants of
every wanted-thing, and we brought-out with it green-pastures. We are bringing-out from it
grains as on-top-of-each-other, and from the palm trees, from its arisen-parts, neared clusters,
and parks from grapes and the olives and the pomegranate as looking-similar, and different
than looking-similar. Watch their fruits when they gave-fruit, and their ripening. Certainly, in
this (narration style) there are signs (:similar words 16/101) for a nation who believes.
100- And they made for The Authority the jinns as partners (6/112-114), and He created them.
And they assigned for Him sons and daughters (43/16) with different than a knowledge (4/166).
Be-He-glorified, and is top on what they are making-fit.
101- Initiator of the skies and the earth. How can a birth-given-one be (born) for Him, and there
never became for Him any female-friend (72/3-4)? And He created every wanted-thing, and He is
(the) knower of every wanted-thing.
102- This is The Authority your Lord, not an Authority except He (28/70); Creator of every
wanted-thing. So you shall serve Him. And He is upon every wanted-thing an advocate.
103- The visions can never catch Him, but He is catching all the visions. And He is the kind,
the news-taker.
104- Definitely, thus (the) Visions (7/203) came to you from your Lord. So whoever visions,
(it will be) for his (own) soul, and whoever blinds-up, (it will be) upon him. And I am not
upon you a protector.
105- And like this we are turning-around the signs (:similar words 16/101) so that they may say:
You studied-(it)-up! and so that we may make-it-clear for a nation who knows (75/17-19).
106- Follow what is being pointed-out (43/43-44) to you from your Lord, not an Authority
except He (28/70), and estrange on the partner-makers (18/26 X 42/21).
107- Had The Authority wanted, they could not have made-partners (38/79-85). And we did not
make you upon them as a protector, and you are not upon them an advocate (39/41).
108- And do not criticize the ones they are calling other than The Authority (9/31), lest they
criticize The Authority with hostility, with different than a knowledge (4/166). Like this, we
showed-pretty to every section their works. Then to their Lord (will be) their going-back-places,
and He will inform them with what they are working-on.
109- And they took-oath by The Authority with (all) strive of their swearings, that if a sign came to
them, they would surely believe in it. Say: Certainly, the Signs are in sight of The Authority.
And what you perceive is: When they come, they do not believe (6/4 & 26/5).
110- And we are spinning-back their minds and their visions, like they did not believe in it in (the)
first time, and we are leaving them in their transgressions (7/185-186), blundering.
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111- And even if we sent-down to them the Ruling-Angels (16/2), and the dead (6/36) spoke-words
to them, and we summoned for them every wanted-thing (16/89) frontly, they would not believe
except that The Authority wants. But majority of them are acting-ignorantly.
112- And (because) like this, we made for every Informer hostile-ones from satans of the
human-beings and the jinns, some of them --in the name of these Informers-- pointing-out to some
fancy sayings, as an illusion (Gospel-Mtw. 7/15 = 7/22-23) (Quran 25/25-30 & 45/6-7 =
26/221-222). And had your Lord wanted, they could not have done it; so leave them and what
they are fabricating.
113- So that (the) minds of the ones who do not believe in the Later-time (6/92) may lean
towards it (:those satanic illusions fabricated in the name of these Informers), and they will
become-satisfied with it, and they will commit what they are committing (6/128-129).
114- Shall I require a decision-maker (on these subjects) other than The Authority, and (though) He
is the One who sent-down upon you the Written-Document (39/23) separatedly? And the ones we
gave them the Written-Document (3/3-4) know that it is a sending-down from your Lord as the
truth. So do not be from the suspicion-harboring-ones.
115- And (the) Word (14/24-25) of your Lord (thus) became-complete in proved-rightness (:when
counting from top to bottom, on the tables), and equity (:when balancing on left and right, on the
tables). Not a changing-one for His Words (28/68 X 5/41). And He is the hearer, the knower.
116- And if you obey (the) majority of (the ones) who are on the earth, they will make-you-stray
from (the) Way (16/69) of The Authority. They are not following except the guess, and they are not
except talking-nonsense.
117- Certainly, your Lord knows-best (the ones) who strayed-off His Way (2/26-27), and He
knows-best the guided-ones (2/25-26).
118- So you shall eat from what (the) Name of The Authority is commemorated upon it, if you are
believers in His Signs (6/4 & 26/5).
119- And what (is happening) to you, that you do not eat from what (the) Name of The Authority is
commemorated upon it? And definitely, He separated for you what He forbade upon you (5/3),
except what you harmingly-needed towards it. And certainly, majority (of the people)
are making-stray with their desires, with different than a knowledge (4/166). Certainly, your Lord
knows-best the hostile-behaving-ones.
120- And you shall leave the obvious-one of (the) guilt, and (the) insider of it. Certainly, the ones
who are earning the guilt (45/6-7) will be rewarded with what they are committing.
121- And do not eat from what (the) Name of The Authority is not commemorated upon it,
and certainly it is a betrayance. And certainly, the satans are pointing-out to their
masters (6/112-113) that they may argue with you. And if you obey them, certainly you are
partner-makers (42/21 ~ 13/33).
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122- And is (the one) who was dead and we made-him-alive, and made for him a Light (42/52)
that he is walking with it among the people, (equal) to (the one) whose allegory is (he is) in
(the) darknesses (2/257), and will never be going-out from it? Like this, what they are
working-for (13/33 & 41/40) is showed-pretty to the disbelievers (2/26).
123- And like this, we made in every city (the) behaving-big-ones as its criminals, so that they
may scheme (13/33 ~ 8/30) in it. And they are not scheming except upon their own souls, but they
do not perceive.
124- And when a Sign (6/4 & 26/5) came to them, they said: We will not believe until we are given
(the) same as what was given to (previous) Sent-Ones (28/48) of The Authority. The Authority
knows-better in what-manner He will make His sendings (29/50-51). And a smallness will afflict
the ones who acted-criminally in sight of The Authority, and a severe retribution for what they are
scheming (13/33 ~ 8/30).
125- And whomever The Authority intends to guide him, He relaxes his chest to the
Surrender (3/84), and whomever He intends to make him stray, He makes his chest straitened (and)
uncomfortable, as if he is climbing to the sky. Like this, The Authority makes a mess upon the
ones who do not believe (16/104).
126- And this (43/43) is (the) path of your Lord, a directly-standing-one. Definitely, we (thus)
separated the signs (:similar words 16/101) for a nation who commemorates (39/23).
127- For them is (the) wandering-place of the peace in sight of their Lord; and He is their
Master for what they are working-on (2/25).
128- And when He summons them altogether: O society of the jinns, you majored-up (many) from
the people. And their masters from the people said: Our Lord, we enjoyed-goods, some of us
from some. And (now) we arrived our appointed-time that You had appointed for us. He
said: The fire is your destination, as eternal-ones in it. (This is not) except what
The Authority wanted. Certainly, your Lord is wise-decision-maker, knower.
129- And like this, we made some of the unjust-ones masters (7/30) of some (6/112-113) for what
they are earning.
130- O society of the jinns and the human-beings, did not (the) Sent-Ones from among you
come-forth to you, telling to you My Signs (6/4 & 26/5) and warning you about meeting this day
of yours. They said: We bear-witness upon our souls. And the nearest life illusioned them,
and they (thus) bore-witness upon their (own) souls that they were disbelievers (74/31).
131- This is because your Lord never makes-vanish the cities unjustly, and (while) their families
are unaware.
132- And every-(of them) will be in degrees with what they are working-on. And your Lord is not
unaware of what they are working-on (41/40 & 9/37).
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133- And your Lord is the Rich-One, haver of the mercy. If He wants, He will make-you-go, and
He may make-successors after you whatever He wants (14/19), just as He built you from (the)
descendants of (the) later nations (:perhaps, from those who may have been a little bit wild natured
hominids, through Adam who was a successor after them 2/30).
134- Certainly, what you are promised (4/47 & 44/10-16 & 8/50-51) is surely coming-forth; and
you will not be feeblers.
135- Say: O my nation, work upon your places; certainly, I will be working (2/25) too. And
you will know for whom will be (the) consequence of the wandering-place. Certainly, the
unjust-ones (39/24) will not receive-comfort.
136- And they made for The Authority a share from what He dispersed from the produce and
the livestock (25/49-50). And they said: This is for The Authority, with their claims, and this is for
our partners (13/33). What is for their partners do not reach to The Authority, but what is for
The Authority is reaching to their partners; bad-indeed is what they are making-decision.
137- And like this, their partners showed-pretty for majority of the partner-makers to kill their
birth-given-ones (42/21 = 19/46 & 9/10), to roll-them-down and to confuse for them their religion.
And had The Authority wanted, they could not have done it. So leave them and what they
are fabricating.
138- And they said: These livestock and produce (25/49-50) are confined; none can meal it
except whomever we want, with their claims (10/59). And (other) livestock that their back-parts are
forbidden, and livestock that they do not commemorate (the) Name of The Authority upon them.
He will reward them for what they are fabricating.
139- And they said: What is in (the) bellies of these livestock (25/49-50) is specially for our males,
and it is forbidden upon our couples (10/59). And if it is dead, they will be partners in it. He will
reward them for their making-fit. Certainly, He is wise-decision-maker, knower.
140- Definitely, the ones who killed their birth-given-ones (19/46 & 3/21) stupidly, with different
than any knowledge (4/166), and forbade what The Authority provided (2/25) for them, fabricating
upon The Authority (10/59), they definitely strayed, and did not become guided-ones (39/23).
141- And He is the One who built parks, roofed and different than roofed, and the palm-trees and
the crops with their eating-things in contradiction, and the olives and the pomegranate, as
looking-similar and different than looking-similar. So you shall eat from their fruits when they
gave-fruit, and give its truthful-share (8/41) on its harvesting day. And do not act-extremely;
certainly, He does not love the extremely-acting-ones.
142- And from the livestock (we made) carriers and bedding-materials. Eat from what
The Authority provided (5/4) for you, and do not follow the footsteps of the satan (6/121);
certainly, he is a clear hostile-one against you.
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143- Eight couples; (please, see the Reading, regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical
reference to all those Chapters therein, which go under the same kind of two special formulas
--either letter, or gematrical value based-- and both versions basically consist of four regions, and
thus make up “eight couplings” in total, in this regard); From the sheep, two, and from the goats,
two. Say: Did He forbid the two-males or the two-females, or what (the) wombs of the two-females
contained? Inform me with a knowledge (4/166), if you are proved-right-ones.
144- And from the camels, two, and from the cattle, two. Say: Did He forbid the two-males or the
two-females, or what (the) wombs of the two-females contained? Or were you witnesses
when The Authority recommended you with this? And who is more unjust than (the one)
who fabricated a lie upon The Authority to make-stray the people with different than a
knowledge (4/166)? Certainly, The Authority will not guide the unjust (39/23-24) nation.
145- Say: I do not find in what was pointed-out (43/43-44) to me any forbidden-thing upon
a meal-eater that will meal it, except -if- it is dead, or poured blood, or meat of the pig -certainly it
is a mess- or a betrayance that is dedicated to other than The Authority. And whoever
harmingly-needs, different than going-beyond-bounds, and not hostility, certainly your Lord is
best forgiver, most merciful.
146- And upon the ones who Inclined we forbade every-(animal) that is haver of undivided-hoofs,
and from the cattle and the lambs we forbade upon them their fatty-inside, except what their
backs carried, or in the viscera, or what got-mixed with (the) bones. With this we rewarded
them for their going-beyond-bounds. And certainly, we are proved-right-ones.
147- And if they lied you, say: Your Lord is haver of a wide mercy, but His pressing will not be
turned-back from the criminal (7/40) nation.
148- The ones who made-partners will say: Had The Authority wanted, we could not have
made-partners, and not our fathers, and we could not have forbidden any wanted-thing. Like this
the ones before them had lied until they tasted our pressing. Say: Is there in sight of you any
knowledge (4/166) that you can bring-it-out for us? You are not following except the guess, and
you are not except talking-nonsense.
149- Say: For The Authority is the arriving (14/52) proofy-argument. Had He wanted, He could
have guided (2/26) you altogether.
150- Say: Bring-forward your witnesses who shall bear-witness that The Authority forbade these.
And if they bear-witness, you shall not bear-witness with them. And do not follow (the)
desires of the ones who lied our Signs (6/4 & 26/5) and the ones who do not believe in the
Later-time (6/92), and they are making equals for their Lord (42/10 X 3/80 & 9/31).
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151- Say: Come-up, that I may recite to you what The Authority forbade upon you: You shall
not make-partner to Him any wanted-thing (18/26), and to the two-birth-causers a nice-action, and
you shall not kill your birth-given-ones from (fear of) poverty, we are providing for you and
for them, and you shall not get-close to the excessiveness (4/22 & 4/25 & 7/80-81 & …), whatever
became-obvious from them and whatever remained-inside, and you shall not kill the soul that
The Authority forbade, except with the truth (2/178-179).
These (:similar sayings 69/40-43); --on the Table, for the left side-- He recommended you with
them, so that perhaps you may comprehend.
152- And you shall not get-close to (the) properties of the orphans except with the one it is
nicest (4/6), until they arrive their severe-period, and you shall give-forth the weight and
the balance with the justice, we do not burden any soul except with its width, and when you say,
you shall treat-equal, even if he is a haver of closeness, and you shall give-forth
the pledge (13/20) of The Authority.
These (:similar sayings 69/40-43); --on the Table, for the right side-- He recommended you with
them, so that perhaps you may commemorate.
153- And certainly, this is my path, a directly-standing-one (43/43); so you shall follow it. And you
shall not follow the ways that will part you away from His way (16/69).
These (:similar sayings 69/40-43); --under the Table, for the lower region-- He recommended you
with them, so that perhaps you may take-shelter.
154- Then we gave Moses the Written-Document (that is) complete upon the ones who
acted-nicely, and as a separation of every wanted-thing, and as a (source of) guidance (39/23) and
a mercy, so that perhaps (now) they may believe in meeting their Lord (11/17 & please, see “the
Words of Moses” document.)
155- And this is a Written-Document (:the Testament), we sent-it-down as made-profitable; so
you shall follow it and take-shelter, so that perhaps you may be felt-mercy.
156- Lest you say: The Written-Document was only sent-down upon (the) two-goers-around
before us (Semitic & Arabic), and we were unaware of their studyings.
157- Or you say: If the Written-Document was sent-down upon us, we would be more guided than
them. Definitely, (now) a Clear-Proof came to you from your Lord, and a Guidance (39/23)
and a Mercy. So who is more unjust than (the one) who lied (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of
The Authority and perverted on them. We will reward the ones who perverted on our Signs (6/4 &
26/5) with the worst retribution for that they were perverting.
158- Are they watching except for the Ruling-Angels to come-forth to them, or your Lord
to come-forth, or some signs of your Lord to come-forth? A day (when) some signs (52/44-46) of
your Lord will come-forth, its belief will not benefit any soul that did not believe before,
or earned with its belief a Goodness (16/30). Say: So watch; certainly, we will be watching too.
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159- Certainly, the ones who parted their religion and became into sects (23/53-54), you are not
from them in any wanted-thing. Their command is for The Authority, then He will inform them
with what they are doing.
160- Whoever comes with the nice-action, for him (there will be) ten-times same of it, and
whoever comes with the bad-action, he will not be rewarded except with (the) same of it;
and they will not be behaved-unjust.
161- Say: Certainly, my Lord guided me to a directly-standing path, a Standing Religion (12/40),
practice of Abraham, monotheist. And he did not become from the partner-makers (18/26 X 42/21).
162- Say: Certainly, my Support (2/238) and my sacrifices (22/34), and my life and my death is
(absolutely) for The Authority, Lord of the multitudes.
163- Not any partners for Him (17/111). And with this (39/23) I am commanded, and I am (the)
first of the surrenderers (3/84).
164- Say: Shall I require any Lord other than The Authority (42/10 X 3/80 & 9/31), and (though)
He is (the) Lord of every wanted-thing? And every soul cannot earn except upon itself.
And any load-taker cannot take-as-a-load (the) load of a later-one. Then to your Lord (will be)
your going-back-places, and He will inform you with what you are contradicting in it.
165- And He is the One who made you successors (2/30) of the earth. And He raised some of you
above some in degrees, that He might test you in what He gave you. Certainly, your Lord is fast
in the consequence. And certainly, He is best forgiver, most merciful.

CHAPTER 7
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- A, l, m, s.
2- A Written-Document (39/23) that is sent-down upon you -so that any hardship shall not
be in your chest from it- that you may warn with it. And a Commemorative (74/31) for the
believers.
3- You shall follow what is sent-down to you from your Lord (7/196), and do not follow any
Masters other than Him (18/102). Except a little, you do not commemorate (74/31).
4- And how-many from (the) cities we made-vanish, and our pressing came to them housedly, or
when they were napping.
5- When our pressing came to them, their calling was not, except that they said: Certainly, we
are unjust-ones.
6- And we will ask the ones that (the warnings) were sent to them, and we will ask the Sent-Ones.
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7- And we will tell upon them with a knowledge, and we were not unseeners.
8- And the balance is the truth on that day. And whose balances (42/17) heavied, those them will be
the comfort-receivers.
9- And whose balances (42/17) lighted, those are the ones who lost their souls for that they were
behaving-unjust to our Signs (6/4 & 26/5).
10- And definitely, we placed you on the earth, and we made for you subsistences in it. (Except)
a little, you do not appreciate (76/3).
11- And definitely, we created you, then we shaped you, then we said to the Ruling-Angels:
You shall prostrate for Adam. So they prostrated, except iblees; he did not become from
the prostrators.
12- He said: What prohibited you from prostrating when I commanded you? He said: I am better
than him, You created me from fire, and You created him from clay.
13- He said: Go-down from it; it cannot be for you to behave-big in it. So go-out; certainly, you are
from the made-small-ones.
14- He said: (Please) watch me to a Day (39/67-68) that they will be awakened (in it).
15- He said: Certainly, you are from the watched-ones.
16- He said: Since You made-me-deviate, I shall sit for them on Your directly-standing path.
17- Then I will come-forth to them from between their hands and from their backs, and
from their right-sides and from their left-sides. And You will not find majority of them as
appreciative-ones (6/63-64).
18- He said: Go-out from it, reproached and evicted! Whoever follows you from them, I will
fill (the) Hell with you, altogether.
19- O Adam, you shall reside, you and your couple, in the Park, and eat from wherever you want,
but do not get-close to this tree, lest you become from the unjust-ones.
20- But the satan whispered to them in order to reveal for them what was covered on them
from their bad-parts. And he said: Your Lord did not prohibit you from this tree, except that
you will be two Ruling-Angels, or you will be from the eternal-ones.
21- And he took-oath for them: Certainly, I am for you from the advising-ones.
22- So he duped them with illusions. When they tasted the tree, their bad-parts were revealed to
them, and they began to put on them from (the) leaves of the Park. And their Lord sounded to
them: Did I not prohibit you from this tree, and said to you: Certainly, the satan is a clear
hostile-one against you.
23- They said: Our Lord, we behaved-unjust to our souls. And if You do not forgive for us, and
feel-mercy for us, we will be from the losers.
24- He said: Go-down, some of you as hostile-ones to some. And for you on the earth (there
will be) a settlement and goods for awhile.
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25- He said: In it you will live, and in it you will die, and from it you will be
brought-out (39/68-69).
26- O sons of Adam, definitely we sent-down upon you a dress to cover your bad-parts,
and as a luxury. And (the) dress of the shelter-taking (39/33), it is better.
These (:similar sayings 69/40-43) are from signs of The Authority, so that perhaps they may
commemorate (39/23).
27- O sons of Adam, the satan should not persecute you, like he sent-out your two-birth-causers
from the Park, by removing from them their dresses, in order to make-them-see their bad-parts.
Certainly, he sees you, he and his tribe, from (the direction) where you do not see them.
Certainly, we made the satans (6/112-113) as masters for the ones who do not believe (16/104).
28- And when they did an excessiveness, they said: We found our fathers upon it, and
The Authority commanded us with it. Say: Certainly, The Authority does not command the
excessiveness (3/21). Are you saying upon The Authority what you do not know?
29- Say: My Lord commanded the justice (3/18); and you shall stand your faces in sight of
every Prostration-Place, and you shall call Him, devoting the Religion to Him (39/2-3). Just as
He started you, you will turn-back.
30- He guided (39/23) a part, and the strayance became-truth upon a part. (Because) certainly,
they took the satans (6/112-113) as masters other than The Authority, but they are calculating that
they are (the) guided-ones (6/71).
31- O sons of Adam, you shall take your pretty-objects in sight of every Prostration-Place, and eat
and drink. But do not act-extremely, certainly He does not love the extremely-acting-ones.
32- Say: Who forbade (the) pretty-objects of The Authority that He brought-out for His servants,
and the clean-ones from the provisions? Say: These are for the ones who believed in the
Nearest life, and specially for them on the Standing Day. Like this, we are separating the
signs (:similar words 16/101) for a nation who knows (75/17-19).
33- Say: My Lord only forbade the excessiveness (4/22 & 4/25 & 7/80-81 & …), whatever
became-obvious from them and whatever remained-inside, and the guilt, and the
going-beyond-bounds with different than the truth (45/6-7), and your making-partners to
The Authority what He did not send-down any evidence about it (3/78), and your saying upon
The Authority what you do not know (2/78-79).
34- And for every section (there is) an appointed-time. And when their appointed-time comes,
they will not be latered an hour, and they will not be advanced.
35- O sons of Adam, if Sent-Ones come-forth to you from among you, telling to you
My Signs (6/4 & 26/5), whoever takes-shelter and righteous-deeds (2/25), not a fear upon them,
and they will not grieve.
36- And the ones who lied our Signs (6/4 & 26/5) and behaved-big on them, those are (the)
community of the Fire, they will be in it eternal-ones.
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37- And who is more unjust than (the one) who fabricated upon The Authority a lie (16/86),
or he lied His Signs (6/4 & 26/5)? Those are (the ones), their share from the Written-Document
(39/23-26) will reach them. When our Sent-Ones came to them to get-them-back, they said:
Where are the ones you were calling other than The Authority (32/4 X 18/102 & 21/28)?
They said: They strayed-away from us. And they bore-witness upon their (own) souls that
certainly they were disbelievers (74/31).
38- He said: Enter into the Fire with (the) sections that passed-away before you from the jinns and
the human-beings. Every-when a section entered into it, it cursed its sister. When they were
added into it altogether, later-ones said to (the) past-ones: Our Lord, these (are the ones who)
made-us-stray; so (please) give them a multiplied retribution from the Fire. He said: For
every-(of them) it is multiplied, but you do not know.
39- And (the) past-ones said to (the) later-ones: There is not any favor for you upon us; so taste the
retribution for what you were earning (13/42).
40- Certainly, the ones who lied our Signs (6/4 & 26/5) and behaved-big on them, (the) gates of
the sky will never be opened for them, and they will not enter into the Park until the camel
merges through the hole of the needle. And like this we reward the criminals.
41- For them (there will be) cradles from Hell, and above them veils. And like this we reward
the unjust-ones.
42- But the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25) -we do not burden any
soul except with its width- those are community of the Park, they are in it eternal-ones.
43- And we removed whatever in their chests from (the) envy, the rivers are flowing under them.
And they said: The praise is for The Authority, the One who guided us to this. And we could
not (possibly) be guided, if it were not that The Authority had guided (39/23) us. Definitely,
Sent-Ones of our Lord had come with the truth (11/120). And they were sounded: This is the Park
that you are made-inherit it for what you were working-on (2/25).
44- And (the) community of the Park sounded to (the) community of the Fire: We definitely found
what our Lord promised us as (the) truth. So did you find what your Lord promised you as
(the) truth? They said: Yes-indeed. And an announcer announced between them: Certainly, the
curse of The Authority is upon the unjust-ones (39/24).
45- The ones who are repelling from Way (16/69) of The Authority, and requiring it as crooked,
and they are about the Later-time (Hosea 6/2-3) (Gospel-Lk. 18/33 = Jn. 6/44-45) (Quran 43/61-62)
disbelievers.
46- And between them (there are) barriers, and upon the heights men who are recognizing everyone
from their marks. And they sounded to (the) community of the Park: Peace be upon you! They
did not enter into it (yet), but they are expecting.
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47- And when their visions were turned-back to (the) meeting-direction of (the) community of
the Fire, they said: Our Lord, (please) do not make us with the unjust nation.
48- And community of the Heights sounded to men that they are recognizing them by their marks,
they said: Your gatherings did not make-rich on you, and not your behaving-big.
49- Are these the ones you took-oath that The Authority will never make-them-reach to any
mercy? So enter into the Park; not a fear upon you, and you will not grieve.
50- And community of the Fire sounded to community of the Park: (Please) file upon us from the
water, or from what The Authority provided for you. They said: The Authority forbade them
upon the disbelievers (74/31).
51- The ones who took their Religion (48/28) --for the left side-- as a vanity, and --for the
right side-- a game, (please, see the Reading; on the Tables, all those “similar words units” therein,
which are placed conjugately, on both sides,) (And please, see 2/171)
and the nearest life illusioned them. So today, we forget them, just as they forgot meeting this day
of theirs, and for that they were struggling against our Signs (6/4 & 26/5).
52- Definitely, we made-come to them a Written-Document (39/23) that we separated it with a
knowledge, as a Guidance (39/23) and a Mercy for a nation who believes.
53- Are they watching except for its interpretation? A day (when) its interpretation (38/87-88)
comes, the ones who forgot it before will say: Definitely, Sent-Ones (6/130) of our Lord had come
with the truth (11/120)! So are there any intercessors (now) that would intercede for us (43/86),
or can we be turned-back and work for a different-one than (what) we were working-on (23/63)?
Definitely, they lost their souls (now), and strayed-away from them what they were fabricating.
54- Certainly, your Lord is The Authority, the One who created the skies and the earth in six Days,
then He became-straight upon the throne. He is veiling the night over the daylight, that is
pursuing it persistently. And the sun and the moon and the stars are put-under-service by His
command. Be-careful, for Him is the creation and the command. Most profitabled is
The Authority, Lord of the multitudes!
55- So call your Lord imploringly and secretly; certainly, He does not love the
hostile-behavers (2/190).
56- And do not commit-evil on the earth after its righteous-deeding, and call Him fearfully
and expectantly. Certainly, (the) mercy of The Authority is close to the
nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34).
57- He is the One who is sending the winds as a good-news between (the) hands of His mercy.
When it belittled a heavy cloud, we drove it to a dead town, and we sent-down with it the
water and brought-out with it from every fruit (2/25). (And please, see the Reading; regarding
the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to all those similar “words” (:fruits 2/25)
units therein, which are placed conjugately, on both sides, and to all those numeric
“elements” (:water 2/25), that are placed in the middle sections.)
Like this, we are (also) bringing-out the dead (6/36), so that perhaps you may
commemorate (39/23).
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58- And the clean town brings-out its plants with permission of its Lord (14/24-25),
and the one that is dirty does not bring-out except a trash (14/26).
Like this we are turning-around the signs (:similar words 16/101) for a nation who appreciates.
59- Definitely, we sent Noah to his nation, and he said: O my nation, serve The Authority, not an
Authority for you other than Him. Certainly, I fear for you (the) retribution of a great day.
60- The assembly from his nation said: Certainly, we see you in a clear strayance.
61- He said: O my nation, not a strayance in me; but I am a Sent-One from Lord of the multitudes.
62- I am making-arrive to you (the) sendings of my Lord, and I am advising you; and I know from
The Authority what you do not know.
63- Did you wonder that a Commemoration (39/23) from your Lord came to you upon a man
from you so that he may warn you, and you may take-shelter, and that perhaps you may be
felt-mercy.
64- And they lied him. And we saved him and the ones with him in the ship. And we drowned the
ones who lied our signs (6/4 & 26/5). Certainly, they were a blind nation.
65- And to Aad their brother Houd. He said: O my nation, serve The Authority, not an Authority
for you other than Him. So will you not take-shelter?
66- The assembly from the ones who disbelieved from his nation said: Certainly, we see you in a
stupidity. And certainly, we guess you from the liars.
67- He said: O my nation, not a stupidity in me; but I am a Sent-One from Lord of the multitudes.
68- I am making-arrive to you (the) sendings of my Lord; and I am for you a secure adviser.
69- Did you wonder that a Commemoration (39/23) from your Lord came to you upon a man
from you so that he may warn you? And commemorate that He made you successors after (the)
nation of Noah, and He augmented you in the creation (:perhaps, both in body and in knowledge
2/247) with a (complete) broadness. So commemorate (the) gifts (53/55) of The Authority, so that
perhaps you may receive-comfort.
70- They said: Did you come to us that we may serve The Authority singly, and leave what our
fathers had served? So bring-forth to us what you promised us, if you are from the
proved-right-ones.
71- He said: Definitely, a mess (now) fell upon you from your Lord, and a wrath. Are you arguing
with me for (the) names that you named them, you and your fathers? The Authority did not
send any evidence about them (12/40). So watch (then); certainly, I will be with you from the
watching-ones.
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72- So we saved him and the ones with him by a mercy from us. And we cut-off (the) rear of the
ones who lied our signs (6/4 & 26/5), and did not become believers.
73- And to Thamood their brother Saaleh. He said: O my nation, serve The Authority, not an
Authority for you other than Him. Definitely, a clear-proof came to you from your Lord.
This camel of The Authority is a sign for you. So leave her, that she may eat on (the) earth of
The Authority. And do not touch her with any badness, (then) a painful retribution
will take you.
74- And commemorate that He made you successors after Aad, and He established you on the
earth. You are taking-up mansions from its plains, and you are taking-up houses from its
mountains. So commemorate (the) gifts (55/77) of The Authority, and do not walk-around on
the earth as evil-committers.
75- The assembly who behaved-big from his nation said to the ones who were made-weak from
them, who believed: Do you know that certainly Saaleh is a Sent-One from his Lord? They
said: Certainly, we are believers in what he is sent with it.
76- The ones who behaved-big said: Certainly, we are disbelievers in the one that you
believed in it.
77- So they slaughtered the camel and rebelled against (the) command of their Lord. And they
said: O Saaleh, bring-forth to us what you promised us, if you are from the Sent-Ones.
78- So the shaker took them, and they got-to-morning in their wandering-places as bent-ones.
79- And he turned-away from them, and said: O my nation, definitely I made-arrive to you (the)
sending of my Lord, and I advised you, but you do not love the advising-ones.
80- And Lot, when he said to his nation: Are you bringing-forth an excessiveness that anyone
from the multitudes never raced-you-ahead in it?
81- Certainly, you are coming-forth to the men with lust other than the women? No, you are
an extremely-acting nation.
82- And (the) answer of his nation was not, except that they said: Send-them-out from your city!
Certainly, they are a people who are purifying-themselves!
83- So we saved him and his family, except his female-person; she became from the doomed-ones.
84- And we showered upon them a shower. So watch how was (the) consequence of the criminals!
85- And to Midyan their brother Shuaib. He said: O my nation, serve The Authority, not an
Authority for you other than Him. Definitely, a clear-proof (6/157) came to you from your Lord.
So give-forth the weight and the balance, and do not diminish (the) wanted-things of the people,
and do not commit-evil on the earth after its righteous-deeding. This is more goodness for you,
if you are believers.
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86- Do not sit on every path, promising and repelling from way (9/111) of The Authority
(the ones) who believed in it, and requiring it as crooked. And commemorate, once you were
little (in number) and He made-you-major. And watch how was (the) consequence of the
evil-committers (2/27).
87- And if a goers-around from you believed in the one that I was sent with it, and a goers-around
did not believe, remain-steadfast until The Authority makes-decision between us; and He is
(the) best of the decision-makers.
88- The assembly who behaved-big from his nation said: We will send-you-out, O Shuaib, and
the ones who believed with you from our city, or you will turn-back to our practice. He said:
(What) if we are disgusters?
89- If we turn-back to your practice after The Authority saved us from it, we definitely fabricated
upon The Authority a lie. It cannot be for us to turn-back into it, except that The Authority,
our Lord, wants. Our Lord widely-encompassed every wanted-thing with a knowledge. Upon
The Authority we trusted-advocately. Our Lord, (so please) open-up between us and between
our nation with the truth; and You are (the) best of the opening-ones.
90- And the assembly from the ones who disbelieved from his nation said: If you follow Shuaib,
certainly then you will be losers.
91- And the shaker took them, and they got-to-morning in their wandering-places as bent-ones.
92- The ones who lied Shuaib (vanished), as if they never became-rich on it; the ones who lied
Shuaib, they (themselves) became the losers.
93- So he turned-away from them, and said: O my nation, definitely I made-arrive to you (the)
sendings of my Lord, and I advised you; so how can I feel-depressed for a disbeliever nation?
94- We did not send in any city from an informer, except that we took its family with the
pressings and the harm, so that perhaps they may implore.
95- Then we changed the niceness in place of the badness, until they populated, and said:
Definitely, the harm and the prosperity had (also) touched our fathers before (this). So
we took them suddenly and (while) they were not perceiving.
96- And had (the) family of the cities believed and took-shelter, we would have opened
for them (the) profits of the sky and the earth. But they lied, and we took them for what they
were earning.
97- Did (the) family of the cities feel-secure that our pressing --for the left side-- will not
come-forth to them housedly and (while) they are sleeping?
98- Did (the) family of the cities feel-secure that our pressing --for the right side-- will not
come-forth to them at noon and (while) they are playing-games?
99- Did they feel-secure against (the) scheme of The Authority? (No one) can feel-secure
against (the) scheme of The Authority except the loser (2/27) nation.
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100- Did it not guide the ones who inherited the earth after them, that if we want, we can afflict
them for their wrong-doings, and lock upon their hearts, so they could not hear.
101- These are the cities that we are telling upon you from their informations. And definitely, their
Sent-Ones came to them with the Clear-Proofs, but they did not believe in what they had lied
before. Like this, The Authority locks upon the hearts of the disbelievers (74/31).
102- And we did not find majority of them from (the) Pledge (36/60-61), but we found majority
of them as betrayers (2/26).
103- Then we awoke after them Moses with our signs to Pharaoh and his assembly, but they
behaved-unjust to them. So watch how was (the) consequence of the evil-committers!
104- And Moses said: O Pharaoh, certainly I am a Sent-One from Lord of the multitudes.
105- (It is) a true-responsibility upon me that I should not say upon The Authority except the truth.
Definitely, I made-come to you a clear-proof from your Lord; so send with me Sons of Israel.
106- He said: If you made-come a sign, then bring-it-forth, if you are from the proved-right-ones.
107- So he threw his staff, and then it was a clear serpent!
108- And he pulled-out his hand, and then it was bright for the watchers!
109- The assembly from nation of Pharaoh said: Certainly, this is a knowledgeable cheater.
110- He is intending to send-you-out from your earth. So what do you command?
111- They said: Make-him-wait, and his brother, and send into the districts summoners.
112- So that they may bring-forth to you every knowledgeable cheater.
113- And the cheaters came to Pharaoh, they said: Certainly, (there will be) a payment for us, if
we are the defeaters?
114- He said: Yes-indeed; and certainly, you will be from the made-close-ones.
115- They said: O Moses, either you throw, or we will be the throwing-ones.
116- He said: You throw. And when they threw, they cheated (the) eyes of the people, and they
made-them-afraid; and they came with a great cheating.
117- And we pointed-out to Moses: Throw your staff! And then it was swallowing what they
were subterfuging.
118- And (thus) the truth fell, and what they were working falsed-out.
119- And they were defeated here; and they were spun-back as made-small-ones.
120- And the cheaters threw-themselves, prostrating.
121- They said: We believed in (the) Lord of the multitudes.
122- (The) Lord of Moses and Aaron.
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123- Pharaoh said: You believed in him before I gave-permission for you? Certainly, this is
a scheme that you schemed it in the District to send-out its family from it. So you will
soon know.
124- I will cut your hands and your feet from contradicting-sides, and I will crucify you altogether.
125- They said: Certainly, we are to our Lord spinning-back-ones.
126- You are not taking-revenge from us except that we believed in signs of our Lord when it
came to us. Our Lord, (please) pour upon us a steadfastness, and get-us-back as surrenderers.
127- And the assembly from nation of Pharaoh said: Will you leave Moses and Aaron that they
may commit-evil on the earth, and leave you and your Authorities? He said: We will kill their
sons, and let-live their women; and certainly, we are above them supreming-ones.
128- Moses said to his nation: Seek-help from The Authority, and remain-steadfast. Certainly, the
earth is for The Authority, He inherits it to whomever He wants from His servants. And the
consequence (will be) for the shelter-takers (39/33).
129- They said: We were made-suffer before you came-forth to us, and after you came to us. He
said: Maybe your Lord will make-vanish your hostile-ones, and make-you-successors on
the earth, and (then) He will watch how you work.
130- And definitely, we took (the) group of Pharaoh with the drought, and a subtraction from the
fruits, so that perhaps they may commemorate.
131- And when the niceness came to them, they said: This is for us! And if a badness afflicted
them, they omened Moses and those with him. Be-careful, their omen was in sight of
The Authority (17/13-14), but majority of them do not know.
132- And they said: Whatever you bring-forth to us from any sign, to cheat us with it, we will
not be believers to you.
133- So we sent upon them the flood, and the locusts, and the lice, and the frogs, and the blood,
as separated signs. But they behaved-big, and became a criminal nation.
134- And when the filthiness fell upon them, they said: O Moses, call for us your Lord by what
He pledged in sight of you. If you relieve the filthiness from us, we will believe in you. And
we will send with you Sons of Israel.
135- And when we relieved-away from them the filthiness to an appointed-time that they had to
arrive, then they were breaking.
136- And we took-revenge from them, and drowned them in the lake. (This is) for that certainly
they lied our signs, and became on them unaware-ones.
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137- And we made-inherit the nation who were made-weak (the) rising-places of the earth
and (the) setting-places of it, that we made-profitable in it.
And (the) word of the niceness (39/23 = 2/25) of your Lord --here and thus-- became-complete
upon --those-- Sons of Israel for that they remained-steadfast (4/162).
---(Torah-Dt. 18/18-19 = 32/1-4) (Psalms 118/22-26) (Isaiah 10/21-22 = 59/19-21)--And we annihilated what Pharaoh and his nation were constructing and what they were roofing.
138- And we made-cross Sons of Israel from the sea, and they came-forth to a nation who were
fastening-themselves upon their idols. They said: O Moses, make for us an Authority like
(there are) Authorities for them. He said: Certainly, you are a nation who are acting-ignorantly.
139- Certainly these, what they are in it will be tumbled, and what they are working is false.
140- He said: Shall I require an Authority for you other than The Authority, and (though) He
favored you upon the multitudes?
141- And once, we saved you from group of Pharaoh, they were inflicting you with the worst
retribution, they were killing your sons, and letting-live your women. And in this (there is) a
great test for you from your Lord.
142- And we promised with Moses for thirty nights, and we made-it-complete with a ten. And
(the) time-span of his Lord was (thus) completed to forty nights. And Moses said to his
brother Aaron: Succeed me in my nation, and righteous-deed, and do not follow (the)
way of the evil-committers.
143- When Moses came for our time-span, and his Lord spoke-words to him, he said: My Lord,
make-me-see that I may watch to You. He said: You cannot see Me. But in fact, watch to the
mountain, and if it can remain-settled on its place, you will see Me. And when his Lord
manifested-Himself to the mountain, He made it leveled, and Moses went-down faint. And when
he came-to, he said: Be-You-glorified; I returned to You, and I am (the) first of the believers.
144- He said: O Moses, certainly I filteredly-chose you upon the people with My sendings and
with My speaking-words; so take what I gave to you, and be from the appreciative-ones.
145- And we wrote for him on the tablets a preaching from every wanted-thing, and
a separation of every wanted-thing. So take it powerfully, and command your nation that
they may take it with (the) nicest-of-it. I will soon show you (the) wandering-place of the
betrayers (2/26-27) = (Torah-Dt. 32/1-6 & 19-25).
146- I will turn-around from My Signs (6/4 & 26/5) the ones who are behaving-big on the earth
with different than the truth (45/6-7). And if they see every Sign, they will not believe in it.
And if they see (the) way of correctness, they will not take it as a way, and if they see (the) way
of deviation, they will take it as a way. This is because they lied our Signs (6/4 & 26/5), and became
on it unaware-ones.
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147- And the ones who lied our Signs (6/4 & 26/5) and (the) meeting of the Later-time
(Hosea 6/2-3) (Gospel-Lk. 18/33 = Jn. 6/44-45) (Quran 43/61-62), their work became-nothing.
Are they rewarded (now) except with what they were working-on (41/40)?
148- And nation of Moses took after him from their jewelry a statue of a calf, for it (there was)
a moo. Did they not see that certainly it was not speaking-words to them, and was not
guiding them to any way. They took it, and (thus) became unjust-ones.
149- When they were dropped-down to their hands and saw that certainly they strayed, they said:
If our Lord does not feel-mercy for us, and forgive for us, we will be from the losers.
150- And when Moses went-back to his nation, wrathful and depressed, he said: What-ugly-indeed
you succeeded me after me! Did you hasten (the) command of your Lord? And he threw
the tablets, and took the head of his brother, pulling it to himself, but he said: O son of my
mother, certainly the nation weakened me, and they would almost kill me. So do not
make-me-a-mockery for the hostile-ones, and do not make me with the unjust nation.
151- He said: My Lord, (please) forgive for me and for my brother, and enter us into Your mercy.
And You are (the) Most Merciful of the merciful-ones.
152- Certainly, the ones who took the calf, a wrath will reach them from their Lord, and a
humiliation in the nearest life. And like this we reward the fabricating-ones.
153- And the ones who worked for the badnesses (29/4), and then returned after that and
believed (2/25-26), certainly your Lord is after that a best forgiver, most merciful.
154- And when the wrath diminished in Moses, he took the tablets, and on (one of)
its --double sided, conjugately-- document (style) there was a guidance (39/23) and a mercy
for the ones who were becoming-afraid of their Lord.
155- And Moses goodnessly-chose from his nation seventy men for our time-span, and when the
shaker took them, he said: My Lord, if You wanted, You could have made-them-vanish
before (this), and me. Will You make-us-vanish for what the stupids among us are doing? It is
not, except Your persecution; You make-stray with it whomever You want, and You guide
whomever You want (74/31). You are our Master. So (please) forgive for us, and feel-mercy for us;
and You are (the) best of the forgiving-ones.
156- And write for us in this Nearest-time a niceness, and in the Later-time. Certainly, we
inclined to You. He said: My retribution, I do afflict it to whomever I want, but My mercy
widely-encompassed every wanted-thing. So I will write it for the ones who take-shelter and give
the Cleansing (8/41), and the ones who believe in our Signs (6/4 & 26/5).
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157- The ones who are following the Sent-One, the uneducated informer (Gospel-Mtw. 11/25-27)
(Psalms 8/2-3), the one they find him written in sight of them in the Torah (Dt. 18/18-19 = 32/1-4)
and the Gospel (Jn. 6/27 = Mtw. 4/4 & Lk. 8/11-15). He is commanding them with the
recognized-attitude (5/44 & 5/47), and stopping them on the strange-attitude (9/31).
And he is making-lawful for them the clean-ones (14/24-25), and forbidding upon them the
dirty-ones (14/26). And he is putting-down their crushing-burdens and the shackles that
were upon them (42/21 & 57/27). So the ones who believe in him, and respect him, and help him,
and follow the Light (42/52) that is sent-down (39/23) with him, those them are the
comfort-receivers.
158- Say: O the people, certainly I am a Sent-One of The Authority to you, altogether. The One
that for Him is (the) ruling-dominion of the skies and the earth; not an Authority except He (28/70).
He makes-live, and makes-die. So believe in The Authority and His Sent-One, the uneducated
informer (Gospel-Mtw. 11/25-27) (Psalms 8/2-3), the one who believes in The Authority and His
Words (14/24-25 & 2/25-26), and follow him, so that perhaps you may be-guided (39/23).
159- And from (the) nation of Moses, (there is) a section guiding with the truth (35/31), and they
are with it treating-equal (4/162).
160- And we cut them into twelve (groups of) descendants as sections. And we pointed-out to
Moses when he sought-sipping for his nation: Strike with your staff to the stone. So twelve
springs gushed-out from it, and every people (then) knew their drinking-place. And we
shaded upon them the clouds, and we sent-down upon them the manna and the quails. Eat
from (the) clean-ones of what we provided for you. And they did not behave-unjust to us, but
in fact they were behaving-unjust to their (own) souls (2/60-61).
161- And when it was said to them: Reside in this city, and eat from it however you want
and say: “Hettatun,” and enter the gate, prostrating, that we may forgive for you your
wrong-actions; (and) we will augment for the nicely-acting-ones (39/34).
162- And the ones who behaved-unjust from them changed the saying (Hettatun) to a
different-one than (that) was said to them. So we sent upon them a filthiness from the sky for that
they were behaving-unjust.
163- And ask them about the city, the one that was preparedly-beside the sea. Once, they were
behaving-hostile on the Sabbath. On the day of their sabbath, their fish were coming-forth to
them abundantly, but the day when they were not sabbathing, they were not coming-forth.
Like this we were testing them for that they were betraying.
164- And once, a section from them said: Why are you preaching to a nation that The Authority
will make-them-vanish, or He will retribute them with a severe retribution? They said: As an
apology to your Lord, and perhaps they may take-shelter.
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165- So when they forgot what they were commemorated with it, we saved the ones who were
stopping on the badness. And we took the ones who behaved-unjust with a terrible retribution
for that they were betraying.
166- So when they rebelled on what they were stopped on it, we said to them: Be crouching apes!
167- And then your Lord announced that He will awaken against them towards the Standing Day
(the ones) who will inflict them with the worst retribution (Torah-Dt. 31/29 = 32/18-25).
Certainly, your Lord is fast in the consequence; and (after this) certainly, He is best forgiver,
most merciful (17/7-8) = (Torah-Dt. 32/34-39).
168- And we cut them on the earth as sections; from them (there are) the righteous-deeders, and
from them (there are the ones) other than this. And we tested them with the nicenesses and the
badnesses, so that perhaps they may come-back.
169- And a successor-generation succeeded after them, they inherited the Written-Document.
(But) they were taking presentings of this Nearest-time, and saying: It will be forgiven for us.
And if a presenting that is same-of-it came-forth to them, they were taking it. Was not (the)
covenant of the Written-Document taken from them, that they would not say upon
The Authority except the truth (Torah-Dt. 4/2 & 6/6-7)? And they studied what was in it.
And the wandering-place of the Later-time will be better for the ones who take-shelter (39/33).
So will you not comprehend (21/10)?
170- And the ones who are holding-fast to the Written-Document (39/23) and standing the
Support (33/56), certainly we will not put-to-waste (the) payment of the righteous-deeders (2/25).
171- And once, we elevated the Mountain above them, as it was a shade, and they guessed that it
would fall upon them: You shall take what I gave you powerfully, and commemorate what
is in it, so that perhaps you may take-shelter.
172- And once, your Lord took from Sons of Adam, from their backs, their descendants, and He
had-them-bear-witness upon their (own) souls: Am I not your --one and only-- Lord (42/10 X
3/80 & 9/31)? They said: Yes-indeed; we bear-witness. Lest you say on the Standing Day:
Certainly, we were on this unaware-ones.
173- Or (lest you) say: Certainly, our fathers made-partners (42/21) before, and we were
descendants after them. So will You make-us-vanish for what the falsehooders did.
174- And like this we are separating the signs (:similar words 16/101), so that perhaps they
may come-back.
175- And recite for them (the) information of the one that we gave him our Signs (6/4 & 26/5),
but he slipped-out of them. And the satan followed him (6/71), and he became from the
deviated-ones.
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176- Had we wanted, we could have raised him with them, but he felt-eternal towards the earth and
followed his desire (6/71). So his allegory is like (the) allegory of the dog: If you carry-yourself
upon it, he pants, or if you abandon it, he pants. This is (the) allegory of the nation who lied
our Signs (6/4 & 26/5). So tell them the telling, so that perhaps they may think.
177- Bad-indeed is (the) allegory of the nation who lied our Signs (6/4 & 26/5), and (thus)
behaved-unjust to their (own) souls.
178- Whomever The Authority guides (2/25-26), he is the guided-one, and whomever He
makes-stray (2/26-27), those them are the losers.
179- And definitely, we dispersed for Hell (:perhaps, only this worldly graves) a major-number
from the jinns and the human-beings. For them (there are) hearts that they do not
intellige --religious matters-- with them, and for them (there are) eyes that they do not
vision --religious matters-- with them, and for them (there are) ears that they do not
hear --religious matters-- with them. Those are like the livestock; no, they are more stray. Those
them are the --excluded from that witnessing-- unaware-ones (7/172).
(And please, see 7/172 = 98/6 to be able to realize those who may be requited with Hell (:that
eternal infernos) --because they were included in that witnessing in the first place-aware-ones. 7/172)
180- And for The Authority are the nicest names, so call Him with them, and leave the ones
who are diverging in His names. They will be rewarded with what they are working-on (41/40).
181- And from (the ones) whom we created (there is a section) guiding with the truth (35/31),
and they are with it treating-equal.
182- And the ones who lied our Signs (6/4 & 26/5), we will forward-them-in-degrees from (the
direction) where they do not know.
183- But (now) I am making-time for them; certainly, My snare is formidable.
184- Did they not think that their friend is not a jinned-one? And he is not, except a
clear warner.
185- Did they not watch to (the) ruling-dominion of the skies and the earth, and what
The Authority created from any wanted-thing; and that maybe their appointed-time definitely
got-closer? So in which Utterance, after that (39/23), do they believe (2/76)?
186- Whomever The Authority makes-stray, not a guiding-one (39/23) for him. And He is leaving
them in their transgressions (45/6-7), blundering.
187- They are asking you about (that) Hour (44/15-16), (and) when its-rooting (will come). Say:
Its knowledge is in sight of my Lord. None can manifest its time except He. It heavied in the skies
and the earth; it will not come-forth to you except suddenly. They are asking you as if you are an
insisting-one on it. Say: Its knowledge is in sight of The Authority, but majority of the people
do not know.
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188- Say: I cannot rule for my (own) soul any benefit, and not a harm, except whatever
The Authority wanted. And if I knew the unseen, I would have majored-up in the goodnesses, and
the badness would have never touched me. I am not, except a warner and a good-news-giver (19/97)
for a nation who believes.
189- He is the One who created you from a single soul (:male kind), and He made from it
its couple (:female kind) so that he may reside towards it. And when he covered her, she carried a
light carry and walked-along with it. And when it heavied, they called The Authority, their Lord: If
You give us a righteous-deedly-one, we will surely be from the appreciative-ones.
190- And when He gave them a righteous-deedly-one, they made for Him partners in what He
gave them. And top is The Authority on what they are making-partners (16/20-21).
191- Are they making-partners what cannot create any wanted-thing, and are themselves
being created?
192- And they cannot obeyingly-succeed for them with any help (5/75-76), and they cannot help
their (own) souls (21/29).
193- And if you call them to the Guidance (39/23), they will not follow you. It is straight upon you
whether you call them, or remain-silent.
194- Certainly, the ones you are calling other than The Authority are (only) servants (21/26)
that are same-of-you. So call them, and let them answer you (16/21 = 5/117 & …), if you are
proved-right-ones.
195- Are there feet for them that they would walk with them, or are there hands for them that they
would attack with them, or are there eyes for them that they would vision with them, or are
there ears for them that they would hear with them (16/21)? Say: Call-upon your partners (9/31),
and then snare me; and do not watch me.
196- Certainly, my Master is The Authority, the One who sent-down the Written-Document
(39/23); and He masters-ahead --with this-- (all) the righteous-deeders.
197- But the ones you are calling other than Him cannot obeyingly-succeed for your
help (5/75-76), and they cannot help their (own) souls (21/29).
198- And if you call them to the Guidance (39/23), they do not hear you. And you see them
watching to you, but they do not vision.
199- So you shall take-up the pardoning, and command the successional-one (77/1); and estrange
on the ignorant-ones (39/64).
200- And if any fiddling from the satan fiddles you, seek-refuge in The Authority; certainly, He is
hearer, knower.
201- Certainly, the ones who took-shelter, when a goer-around touches them from the satan, they
(immediately) commemorate (7/3), and then they (become) visioners.
202- But their brothers (6/71) lead-them-on in the deviation, then they do not give-up-in-pursuit.
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203- And when you did not bring-forth to them a sign (:a similar words -or sayings- unit),
they said: If not you should have selected-it-up (too)? (Please, see the Reading; regarding the
Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to all those --same rooted-- “similar words units”
therein, which have been eliminated firstly and placed under the Table, and after applying
the “changing the places” (16/101) procedures among some of these units, we again cannot bring a
new and revived unit --because they may not give any positive result again under those two 19
based special formulas-- and so have to be totally discarded again, and to the related possible
objection and questioning by some against this fact.) (To see an allegorical prophecy, which may
specifically be related to this particular subject, please also see David 20/29)
Say: I am only following what is being pointed-out (43/43-44) to me from my Lord.
And these (:similar words, in twoers, plans) are Visions from your Lord, and a Guidance (39/23)
and a Mercy for a nation who believes.
204- And so when the Reading (36/69) is read-out, hear it and take-heed, that perhaps you
may be felt-mercy.
205- And commemorate your Lord in your soul, imploringly and fearingly, and other than
the obvious-one from the saying, in the early-times and the afternoons; and do not be from
the unaware-ones.
206- Certainly, the ones (who) are in sight of your Lord never behave-big on serving-of-Him, and
they (always) glorify Him, and for Him they prostrate (53/62).

CHAPTER 8
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- They are asking you about the possessions. Say: The possessions are for The Authority
and the Sent-One (8/41). So take-shelter against The Authority, and righteous-deed between
yourselves. And obey The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97), if you are believers.
2- The believers are only the ones whose hearts become-periled when The Authority is
commemorated, and when His signs (6/4 & 26/5) are recited upon them, they augment them in
belief, and they trust-advocately upon their Lord.
3- (These are) the ones who are standing the Support (33/56), and from what we provided for them
they are distributing (16/75).
4- Those them are the believers truthfully. For them (there will be) degrees in sight of their Lord,
and a forgiveness and an honorable provision.
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5- Like-once, your Lord sent-you-out from your house with the truth (39/41), and (though) a part
from the believers were disgusters.
6- They were arguing with you against the truth (39/41), after it became-clear, as if they were
being driven to the death, and (while) they were watching.
7- And once, The Authority promised you one of the “two-goers-around,” that certainly it would
be for you, and you liked that different than haver of the might (please, see the Reading; all those
units therein, on the left side of the Tables, whose 19 based formula is relatively easier than the
right side) could be for you. But The Authority was intending to make-true the truth (39/41) with
His Words, and cut-off (the) rear of the disbelievers. (Please, see the Reading; all those eliminated
units therein, under the Tables.) (And please, see 18/54 = 8/7)
8- To make-true the truth, and make-false the falsity, even if the criminals disgusted (47/9).
9- Once, you were entreating your Lord, so He answered you: Certainly, I will lead-you-ahead
with a thousand from the “ruling-angels” (16/2), one-after-the-other.
10- And The Authority did not make it except as a good-news (27/1-2), and so that your hearts
may become-reassured with it. And the help is not, except from (the) sight of The Authority.
Certainly, The Authority is high, wise-decision-maker.
11- Once, He was veiling you with the slumber as a security from Him, and He was
sending-down upon you from the sky a “water” (7/57) to purify you with it, and to make-go-away
from you (the) filthiness of the satan, and to unite upon your hearts, and to stabilize with it
the feet.
12- Once, your Lord was pointing-out to the Ruling-Angels: Certainly, I am with you; so stabilize
the ones who believed. I will throw into (the) hearts of the ones who disbelieved the anxiety.
So (now) strike --on the left side-- above the “necks,” and strike --on the right side-- from them
every “fingers” (9/111).
13- This is because they split against The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97). And whoever
splits against The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97), certainly The Authority is severe in
the consequence.
14- Like this; so taste it! And certainly, for the disbelievers (74/31) (there will come) retribution
of the Fire.
15- O the ones who believed, when you meet the ones who disbelieved, as a gang, you shall not
turn-away to them the rears.
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16- And whoever turns-away to them his rear on that day, except --to enter again into one side of
the Tables-- as a changing-one for the “killingly-fight,” or --to enter again into the other side of
the Tables-- joining to a “unit,” definitely he received a wrath from The Authority, and his abode is
Hell; and ugly-indeed is the rotating-place. (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this
may also be an allegorical reference to all those “changing the places” (16/101) procedures to be
followed under the Tables, and hence being able to return with some new and revived units,
acquired from here, to a particular side of the Tables.) (And please, see 18/54 = 8/16)
17- So you did not kill them; but in fact, The Authority killed them; And you did not
hurl-away when you hurled-away; but in fact, The Authority hurled-away. (Please, see the Reading;
regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to all those “units” therein, which
have been --by His will and knowledge-- eliminated (2/106), on both sides, and discarded under
the Tables.) Thus He will test the believers with a “nice (39/23) test” from Him. Certainly,
The Authority is hearer, knower.
18- Like this; and certainly, The Authority is maker-ashamed of (the) snare of the disbelievers.
19- If you sought-opening, definitely the opening (48/1-2) (thus) came to you. If you stop, it will be
better for you. And if you turn-back, we will turn-back. And your unit will not make-rich on you
with any wanted-thing, even if it became-major. And certainly, The Authority is with the
believers (74/31).
20- O the ones who believed, obey The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97), and do not turn-away
from Him and (while) you are hearing.
21- And do not be like the ones who said: We heard, but they were not hearing.
22- Certainly, (the) most wicked moving-creatures in sight of The Authority are --towards His
message-- the deaf, the dumb (2/18), the ones who do not comprehend (21/10).
23- Had The Authority known in them any goodness, He would have made-them-hear. And even
if He made-them-hear, they would turn-away and (while) they are estrangers.
24- O the ones who believed, you shall answer for The Authority and for the Sent-One (2/97)
when he called you to what will make-you-live (6/122). And know that certainly The Authority
gets-through between the person and his heart, and certainly-He, to Him you will be
summoned (56/83-93).
25- And take-shelter against a persecution that may not only afflict the ones who
behaved-unjust (31/13) from you. And know that certainly The Authority is severe in the
consequence.
26- And commemorate, once you were little (in number), made-weak on the earth, fearing that the
people might have caught you. And He aboded you and strengthened you with His help, and
provided for you from the clean-ones (2/25 & 14/24-25), so that perhaps you may appreciate (it).
27- O the ones who believed, do not act-traitorly against The Authority and the Sent-One (2/97),
and do not act-traitorly against your felt-secured-(objectives) --here--, and (while) you know.
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28- And know that your properties and your birth-given-ones are only a persecution, and certainly
The Authority, in sight of Him is (the) great payment.
29- O the ones who believed, if you take-shelter against The Authority, He will make for you a
Part-Maker (17/106) and will disbelievedly-cover on you your badnesses, and He will
forgive for you. And The Authority is (the) haver of the great favor.
30- And once, the ones who disbelieved (74/31) were scheming to stabilize you, or kill you, or
send-you-out. And they were scheming, and The Authority was scheming. And The Authority is
(the) best of the schemers.
31- And when our Signs (6/4 & 26/5) were recited to them, they said: Definitely, we heard.
If we want, we can say (the) same-of-this. This is not, except the --classical, in twoers & couples-scripted-statements (6/25) of the past-ones (:past informers 7/143 & …).
32- And once, they said: Our-Authority, if this is (really) the truth from Your sight, (then) shower
upon us the rocks from the sky, or bring-forth to us a painful retribution.
33- And The Authority is not to retribute them while you are (still) among them; and
The Authority is not to retribute them (:perhaps, those believers among them) (48/25) while
they are seeking-forgiveness.
34- And what for them, that The Authority should not retribute them and (while) they are
repelling from the forbidden Prostration-Place (17/1), and (though) they are not masters of it?
Its masters are not, except the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33), but majority of them do not know.
35- Their Support in sight of the House is not, except --for the left side-- a mockery, and --for the
right side-- a repelling (2/171). So taste the retribution (now) for that you were disbelieving (74/31).
36- Certainly, the ones who disbelieved are distributing their properties in order to repel from (the)
Way (9/111) of The Authority, and they will distribute it. Then it will become a sorrow for them,
then they will be defeated. And the ones who disbelieved (74/31) will be into Hell summoned.
37- Thus The Authority will sift-away the dirty-ones from the clean-ones. And He will make the
dirty-ones some of them upon some, and will pile them altogether, and (then) He will make
them into Hell. Those them are the losers (2/27).
38- Say to the ones who disbelieved (74/31): If they stop, what was done-previously will be
forgiven for them. And if they turn-back, definitely principles of the past-ones (29/40)
will be executed.
39- And you shall “killingly-fight” against them until there is not any persecution (85/10),
and the Religion (48/28), every of it, becomes for The Authority. And if they stop, certainly
The Authority is visioner of what they are working-on.
40- And if they turn-away, know that certainly The Authority is your Master; (what)-a-blessy
Master (7/196), and (what)-a-blessy Helper.
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41- And know that whatever you acquired from any wanted-thing, certainly for The Authority
will be (the) one-fifth of it, and for --spending in the cause of-- the Sent-One (2/97),
and for (the) haver of the closeness, and for the orphans, and for the poor, and for son of the way,
if you believed in The Authority and what we sent-down (39/23) upon our servant on the day of the
Part-Maker (17/106), the day when the “two-gatherings” met-each-other. And The Authority is
upon every wanted-thing a measurer.
42- Once, you were on the nearest-part of the slope, and they were on the farthest-part, and
the “caravan” was at (the) bottom of you. (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may
also be an allegorical reference to all those “units” therein, which are placed on the left side and on
the right side, and after this to all those “units,” which are placed under the Table.)
Had you promised-each-other, you would have contradicted the promise. But thus The Authority
would make-effective a Command (42/52) that was to be done. So whoever vanishes shall vanish
on a Clear-proof (6/157) (after this), and whoever lives shall live on a Clear-proof (6/157).
And certainly, The Authority is hearer, knower.
43- Once, The Authority was making-you-see them little (in number). Had He made-you-see
them major, you would have failed and pulled-each-other-back in the Command (42/52), but
The Authority gave-peace. Certainly, He is knower of (the) havings of the chests.
44- And once, He was making-you-see them, when you met-each-other, little in your eyes, and
He was making-you-little in their eyes. (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may
also be an allegorical reference to all those reciprocal elimination and thus belittling procedures
(9/111) therein, on both sides.) Thus The Authority would make-effective a Command (42/52) that
was to be done. And to The Authority the commands are sent-back.
45- O the ones who believed, when you meet a unit, you shall remain-stable and commemorate
The Authority majorly, so that perhaps you may receive-comfort.
46- And obey The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97), and do not pull-each-other-back, lest you
fail and make-go-away your wind. And remain-steadfast; certainly, The Authority is with the
steadfast-remaining-ones (76/24).
47- And do not be like the ones who went-out from their wandering-places grudgingly, only to
show-off (in front of) the people, and (while) they were repelling from Way (9/111) of
The Authority. And The Authority is surrounder of what they are working-for (3/99 & 41/40).
48- And once, the satan showed-pretty to them their works (9/37), and said: Not a defeater for you
today from the people, and certainly I am a neighboring-one for you. But when the “two-units”
saw-each-other, he turned-back on his heels, and said: I am far-away from you. Certainly, I see
what you do not see. Certainly, I fear The Authority. The Authority is severe in the consequence.
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49- Once, the hypocrites and the ones in whose hearts (there is) an illness (74/31) were saying:
Their Religion (48/28) illusioned these-(people)! But whoever trusts-advocately upon
The Authority, certainly The Authority is high, wise-decision-maker.
50- If you could see, when the Ruling-Angels are getting-back the ones who disbelieved (74/31),
striking on their faces and their backs, (saying:) Taste (now) retribution of the burner!
51- This is for what your hands sent-forth, and certainly The Authority is not unjust to
the servants.
52- Like constant-fate of group of Pharaoh and the ones who were before them. They disbelieved
in (the) signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority, and The Authority took them for their wrong-doings.
Certainly, The Authority is powerful, severe in the consequence.
53- This is because certainly The Authority is not to make-different any blessing that He blessed
upon a nation until they make-different what is in their souls. And certainly, The Authority
is hearer, knower.
54- Like constant-fate of group of Pharaoh and the ones before them. They lied (the)
signs (6/4 & 26/5) of their Lord, and we made-them-vanish for their wrong-doings; and we
drowned group of Pharaoh. And every (of them) were unjust-ones.
55- Certainly, (the) most wicked moving-creatures in sight of The Authority are the ones who
disbelieved (98/6); and they shall not believe.
56- The ones that you took-pledge from them, then they are violating their pledge in every
time, (on the Tables, in each of those four regions), and they are not taking-shelter.
57- So if you encounter them in the “war,” you shall deter with them --by discarding into
the lower region, under the Tables-- (those) who are at their backs, that perhaps they may
commemorate (74/31). (And please, see Isaiah 2/4-5)
58- And if you fear for any traitorly-act from a nation, you shall hurl-away towards them upon
a straightness. Certainly, The Authority does not love the traitors.
59- The ones who disbelieved should not calculate that they will race-ahead (29/4); certainly,
they will not make-feeble.
60- So countedly-prepare for them what you can obeyingly-succeed from a power and from
united “horses,” that you may make-afraid with them hostile-ones of The Authority and
hostile-ones of you, and later-ones other than them that you do not know them, but The Authority
knows them. And whatever you distribute from any wanted-thing in Way (2/261) of The Authority,
it will be given-forth to you, and you will not be behaved-unjust.
61- And if they resort to the peace, you shall (also) resort to it, and trust-advocately upon
The Authority. Certainly-He, He is the hearer, the knower.
62- And if they are intending to cheat you, certainly The Authority is calculatedly-enough for
you. He is the One who strengthened you with His help, and the believers.
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63- And He reconciled between their hearts. Had you distributed whatever on the earth altogether,
you could not reconcile between their hearts, but The Authority reconciled between them. (Please,
see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to that congruent
mathematical placement, therein, of all those “units,” on both sides.)
Certainly, He is high, wise-decision-maker.
64- O the Informer, The Authority is calculatedly-enough for you, and (for the ones) who followed
you from the believers.
65- O the Informer, exhort the believers upon the “killingly-fight” (9/111).
If there are twenty of you that are steadfast, they will defeat two hundred, and if there are hundred
of you, they will defeat a thousand from the ones who disbelieved, because that they are a nation
who do not intellige.
66- Now The Authority made-lighter on you, for He knew that there was a weakness in you. So if
there are hundred of you that are steadfast, they will defeat two hundred, and if there are a
thousand, they will defeat two thousand with permission of The Authority. (Please, see the Reading;
regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to that general quantitative paucity X
--from mathematical standpoint-- qualitative superiority of those “units” therein, which are
conjugately placed in each of those upper regions, against those, which are singly eliminated in the
lower region.) And The Authority is with the steadfastly-acting-ones.
67- It cannot be for any Informer to be captives for him, until he becomes-victorious on the earth.
You are intending for (the) presentings of the Nearest-time, but The Authority is intending for
the Later-time. And The Authority is high, wise-decision-maker.
68- If it were not for a “written-document” (39/23) from The Authority that raced-ahead, a great
retribution would have touched you for what you took-away (3/7).
69- So you shall eat from whatever you acquired, lawful and clean, and take-shelter against
The Authority. Certainly, The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
70- O the Informer, say to (those) who are in your hands from the “captives:” If The Authority
knows any goodness in your hearts, He may give you a better-one than what was taken from
you (16/101), and He may forgive for you. And The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
71- And if they are intending for a traitorly-act against you, definitely they acted-traitorly against
The Authority before, and He avenged from them (7/203). And The Authority is knower,
wise-decision-maker.
72- Certainly, the ones who believed, and immigrated (28/57), and strove with their properties and
souls in Way (9/111) of The Authority, and the ones who aboded and helped, those are (the ones),
some of them are masters of some. And the ones who believed but did not immigrate (yet), not any
wanted-thing for you from their mastership, until they immigrate. And if they sought-help from
you in the Religion (48/28), the help is upon you, except against a nation between you and between
them (there is) a covenant. And The Authority is a visioner of what you are working-for.
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73- And the ones who disbelieved (74/31), some of them are masters of some. If you don’t
do it (5/55-56), there will be a persecution (85/4-10) on the earth, and a great
evil-committing (2/205).
74- And the ones who believed (74/31), and immigrated, and strove in Way (9/111) of
The Authority, and the ones who aboded and helped, those them are the believers truthfully.
For them (there will come) a forgiveness and an honorable provision.
75- And the ones who believed (74/31) after this, and immigrated, and strove (25/52) with you,
those are from you. And (the) possessor of the wombs (:relatives by blood), some of them are
more masterly to some in Written-Document (33/6) of The Authority. Certainly, The Authority is
knower of every wanted-thing.

CHAPTER 9
1- (This is) a making-far-(ultimatum) from The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97) to the ones
that you pledged-with from the partner-makers:
2- Walk-about on the earth for “four months,” (on the Tables, those four regions), and know that
you will not make-feeble The Authority. And certainly, The Authority will disgrace the
disbelievers.
3- And an announcement from The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97) to the people on the biggest
Visitation Day: Certainly, The Authority is far-away from the partner-makers, and His
Sent-One (42/21 ~ 13/33). So if you return, it will be better for you. And if you turn away, know
that you will not make-feeble The Authority. So give-good-news to the disbelievers (74/31) with a
painful retribution.
4- Except the ones that you pledged-with from the partner-makers, then they did not subtract you
any wanted-thing, and did not back-up anyone upon you. (Please, see the Reading; regarding the
Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to all those partnerly “units” therein, which are
conjugately placed, on both sides.) So complete for them their pledge to their date. Certainly,
The Authority loves the shelter-takers (39/33).
5- And when the --those four-- “forbidden months” slipped-away, kill the partner-makers
wherever you find them; and take them and arrest them, and sit upon them --from those four-- on
every “peeping-place.” (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an
allegorical reference to all those partnerly “units” therein, which have been eliminated, on both
sides, and discarded into the lower region, under the Tables.)
And (after this) if they --in this lower region-- return (again) and stand the Support and give
the --19 based-- Cleansing, open their ways (16/101). Certainly, The Authority is (then)
best forgiver, most merciful.
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6- And if anyone from the partner-makers (42/21) sought-neighborship from you, you shall
neighbor-him-up, until he hears (the) Word (14/24-25) of The Authority. Then you shall
make-him-arrive to his secure-place. This is because they are a nation who do not know.
7- How can be a pledge for the partner-makers (42/21) in sight of The Authority and in sight of
His Sent-One, except the ones that you pledged-with in sight of the forbidden Prostration-Place?
So whatever they act-standly for you, you shall act-standly for them. Certainly, The Authority
loves the shelter-takers (39/33).
8- How, and if they backed-up upon you, they would not observe for you any rights and not any
charges. They are satisfying you with their mouths, but their hearts are abhorring; and majority
of them are betrayers (2/26).
9- They sold (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority for a little amount, and repelled from
His Way (9/111). Bad-indeed is what they are working-for (3/99 & 41/40).
10- They do not observe for any believer any rights and not any charges; and those them are
the hostile-behavers.
11- If they return and stand the Support (33/56) and give the Cleansing (8/41), they are
your brothers in the Religion (48/28).
And we are thus separating the signs (:similar words 16/101) for a nation who knows (75/17-19).
12- And if they break their swearings after their pledge and attack in your Religion (48/28),
you shall killingly-fight (the) ministers of the disbelief. Certainly, (there is) not any swearings
for them; so that perhaps they may stop.
13- Will you not killingly-fight a “nation” that broke their swearings and tended to throw-out the
Sent-One, and they started it against you in (the) first time? Are you being-frightened of them?
The Authority is more truthful that you may be-frightened of Him, if you are believers.
14- You shall killingly-fight (9/111) them, that The Authority may retribute them with your hands,
and --on the left side-- may disgrace them, and --on the right side-- may help you against them,
(please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to all
those discarding & removing procedures to be followed therein, on both sides,) (and please,
see 18/54 = 9/111), and thus may heal (the) chests of a believing nation.
15- And He will make-go-away (the) rage of their hearts. And (after this) The Authority may
return --in the lower region-- upon whomever He wants (16/101). And The Authority is knower,
wise-decision-maker.
16- Or did you calculate that you would be released before The Authority knows the ones who
strove (25/52) from you, and did not take other than The Authority and His Sent-One, and the
believers any merging-ones. And The Authority is news-taker of what you are working-on.
17- It cannot be for the partner-makers (13/33) to restorate Prostration-Places (17/1) of
The Authority, and (though) they are bearing-witness upon their (own) souls with the
disbelief (74/31). Those are (the ones) their works became-nothing, and in the Fire they will be
eternal-ones.
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18- Only the ones who believe in The Authority and the Later Day (Hosea 6/2-3) (Gospel-Lk.
18/33 = Jn. 6/44-45) (Quran 43/61-62), and stand the Support (2/238) and give the
Cleansing (8/41), and do not be-frightened of (anyone) except The Authority, can restorate
(the) Prostration-Places (17/1) of The Authority. And maybe these shall be from the
guided-ones (10/9).
19- Did you make (the) sipping of the Visitors and restoration of the Forbidden
Prostration-Place (34/13 & 2/127) like the one who believed in The Authority and the
Later Day (9/18), and strove in Way (9/111) of The Authority? (These) will not be-straight
in sight of The Authority. And The Authority will not guide the unjust (39/23-24) nation.
20- The ones who believed, and immigrated (28/57), and strove in Way (9/111) of The Authority
with their properties and their souls will be greater in degree in sight of The Authority. And those
them are the comfort-receivers.
21- Their Lord is (thus) giving-good-news to them with a mercy from Him, and a satisfaction, and
Parks that for them in it (there will be) standing blessings.
22- As eternal-ones in it forever. Certainly-The Authority, in sight of Him is (the) great payment.
23- O the ones who believed, do not take your fathers and your brothers as masters, if they love
the disbelief (2/26-27) upon the belief (2/25-26). And whoever takes-them-as-masters from you,
those them are the unjust-ones.
24- Say: If your fathers and your sons and your brothers and your couples and your society,
and properties that you gained them, and a trade that you are being-frightened of its fate, and
the residences that you became-satisfied with them, are more lovely to you than The Authority
and His Sent-One (2/97), and striving in His Way (9/111), then observe until The Authority
brings-forth His command. And The Authority will not guide the betrayers (2/26).
25- Definitely, The Authority helped you in major-number of situations, and on (the) kindness day.
Once, your being major wondered you, but it did not make-rich on you with any wanted-thing,
and the earth became-straitened upon you, though it was spacious, then you turned-away
as rearers.
26- Then The Authority sent-down His contentment upon His Sent-One and upon the believers,
and He sent-down armies that (up until then) you did not see them, and He (thus) retributed the ones
who disbelieved. (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical
reference to all those “units” therein, which have been --because they did not give any positive
result under those two 19 based special formulas-- eliminated firstly and discarded under the Table
(2/106), and after this by applying the “changing the places” (16/101) procedures in some of these
--same rooted-- similar words “units,” and thus being able to return to the Table with some new and
revived “units,” just seen and acquired thus from herein, and hence being able to complete the Table
by success, despite the opposition of those disbelievers.) And this is (the) reward of the disbelievers.
27- Then The Authority (thus) returns after this to whomever He wants (16/101). And
The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
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28- O the ones who believed, the partner-makers (42/21 ~ 13/33) are polluted; they shall not
get-close to the Forbidden Prostration-Place (3/96-97) after this year of theirs. And if you fear any
loss, The Authority will make-you-rich from His favor, if He wants. Certainly, The Authority is
knower, wise-decision-maker.
29- You shall killingly-fight against the ones who do not believe in The Authority and the
Later Day (Hosea 6/2-3) (Gospel-Lk. 18/33 = Jn. 6/44-45) (Quran 43/61-62), and do not
forbid what The Authority and His Sent-One forbade (17/1), and do not take-as-religion the true
Religion (3/85 ~ 48/28) from the ones who --in upper regions-- were given the Written-Document,
until they give the “tax” on hand and (while) they are --in lower region-- made-small-ones.
(Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to all
those “similar words units” therein, which will --because they do not give any positive result under
those two 19 based special formulas-- be eliminated from the upper regions, --but in the meantime
their contribution to this Chapter by their mere existence --through their gematrical, or letteral aid-will have thus (automatically) already been taken from the beginning-- and then thus be readily
discarded into the lower region.) (And please, see 18/54 = 9/29)
30- The Incliners said: Ezra is son of The Authority, and the Helpers said: The Messiah is son of
The Authority. These are their sayings with their mouths. They are imitating (the) sayings of
the ones who disbelieved before (5/77). Let-kill-them The Authority, how they are being
subterfuged!
31- They took their Pleasers and Afraiders as Lords (42/10) other than The Authority, and
the Messiah, son of Mary. But they were not commanded except to serve a Single
Authority (Torah-Dt. 4/2) (Gospel-Mrk. 7/6-8) (Quran 12/40); not an Authority except He.
Be-He-glorified on what they are making-partners (42/10 X 3/80 & 9/31).
32- They are intending to put-out (the) Light (42/52) of The Authority with their mouths.
And The Authority is insisting except to complete His Light (42/52), even if the disbelievers
disgusted (47/9).
33- He is the One who sent His Sent-One with the Guidance (39/23) and the true Religion,
so that He may back it up upon the Religions, every of it (5/48), even if the partner-makers
disgusted (47/9).
34- O the ones who believed, certainly majority of the Pleasers and the Afraiders are eating the
properties of the people with the falsehood, and repelling from Way (9/111) of The Authority.
And the ones who are hoarding the gold and the silver, and not distributing them in Way (9/111)
of The Authority, give-good-news to them with a painful retribution.
35- A day (when) it will be heated upon them in fire of Hell, and their foreheads and their sides
and their backs will be burned with it: This is what you hoarded for your (own) souls; so taste
(now) what you were hoarding.
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36- Certainly, the count of the months in sight of The Authority is twelve months in
Written-Document of The Authority, (the) day when He created the skies and the earth. From them
four are forbidden (2/197). This is the standing Religion (12/40). So do not behave-unjust to your
souls in them. And killingly-fight against the partner-makers all-out, like they are killingly-fighting
against you all-out (9/111). (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an
allegorical reference to all those “eliminating & being eliminated” procedures performed with
those partnerly “units” therein, which are conjugately displaced, on both sides.) (And please,
see 18/54 = 9/111) And know that certainly The Authority is with the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33).
37- The altering is only an augmentation in the disbelief, the ones who disbelieved (74/31) are
made-stray with it. They are making-it-lawful in (one) time, and forbidding it in (one) time,
in order to situate-out (the) count of what The Authority forbade. (Please, see the Reading;
regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to all those possible distorting
attempts by some, therein, about all those new and revived “units” --which have been acquired
through the “changing the places” (16/101) procedures, under the Table-- by altering now the places
again --in each time-- with an ill intention, so as just to ruin the specific quantities in the end --by
adding or subtracting these newly invented “units” in their places-- on the Table.) (In this regard,
please also see 3/7) So they are (thus) making-lawful what The Authority forbade. And (thus)
shown-pretty to them (the) badnesses of their works (3/99 & 41/40). And The Authority will not
guide the disbeliever (74/31) nation.
38- O the ones who believed, what (is happening) to you, that when it is said to you: Mobilize in
Way (9/111) of The Authority, you heavied towards the earth. Did you become-satisfied with the
Nearest life (in place) of the Later-time? But goods of the Nearest life is not, except a little
(compared) to the Later-time.
39- If you do not mobilize, He will retribute you with a painful retribution, and He will change a
nation (5/54) that is different than you; and you will not harm Him with any wanted-thing. And
The Authority is upon every wanted-thing a measurer.
40- If you do not help him, definitely The Authority helped him when the disbelievers
sent-him-out as (the) second-one of the two. When they were --in lower region-- in the cave, when
he was saying to his friend: Do not grieve; certainly, The Authority is with us. And The Authority
sent-down upon him His contentment, and He strengthened him with an army that (up until then)
you did not see it. (Please, see the explanation under 9/26) And He (thus) made (the) word of the
disbelievers --on the Table, in only mathematical & allegorical sense-- the lowliest (14/26).
And (the) Word of The Authority --on the Table, in only mathematical & allegorical sense-- it is the
toppest (14/24-25). And The Authority is high, wise-decision-maker.
41- So you shall mobilize --on the left side-- “lightly,” and --on the right side-- “heavily,”
and strive with your properties and your souls in Way (9/111) of The Authority. This is better for
you, if you know.
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42- If it were a close presenting and a moderate “journey,” (X please, see the Reading; the Table
of Chapter 9, which is a little bit dense and long,) they would have followed you, but the
splitting-(difficulty) seemed-far upon them. And they will proclaim by The Authority: If we
could obeyingly-succeed, we would have surely gone-out with you. They are (thus)
making-vanish their (own) souls. And The Authority knows that certainly they are liars.
43- The Authority pardoned on you; but why did you give-permission to them, until the ones who
proved-right became-clear to you, and you know the liars?
44- The ones who believed in The Authority and the Later Day (2/62) do not seek-permission
from you in order not to strive with their properties and their souls. And The Authority is knower
of the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33).
45- Only the ones who did not believe in The Authority and the Later Day (2/62) seek-permission
from you, and (those) that their hearts doubted and they are rolling-over-and-over in their doubts.
46- Had they really wanted the going-out, they would have countedly-prepared for it with a
counted-preparation (75/17 & 74/30), but The Authority disgusted their awakening, and numbed
them. And it was said: Sit (idly) with the sitting-ones!
47- Had they gone-out with you, they would not have augmented you except with annoyance,
and they would have put-down-(chaos) among you, requiring for you the persecution (3/7).
And from you (there were) hearing-out-ones to them. And The Authority is knower of the
unjust-ones (39/23-24).
48- Definitely, they had required the persecution before, and spun-around the commands against
you, until the truth came and the Command (42/52) of The Authority backed-up, and (while) they
were disgusters.
49- And from them (there are) the ones who say: Give-permission to me; and do not persecute me!
Be-careful, they just dropped-down into the persecution (51/14); and certainly, Hell will be a
surrounder of the disbelievers (74/31).
50- If a niceness afflicts you, it makes-them-bad, and if an affliction afflicts you, they say:
Definitely, we took our command before. And they turn-away, and (while) they are rejoicers.
51- Say: Nothing can afflict us, except what The Authority wrote for us; He is our Master. And
upon The Authority (all) the believers shall trust-advocately.
52- Say: Are you observing for us except for one of the “two-nicenesses”? (Please, see the
Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to all those “nice” (39/23)
units, in twoers, which are conjugately placed therein, on both sides.) And we are observing
for you that The Authority may afflict you with a retribution from His sight (44/10-11),
or --here, in the lower region-- with our hands. So observe (then); certainly, we are with you as
(the) observing-ones.
53- Say: Distribute obeyingly or disgustedly, it will not be accepted from you, (for that)
certainly you became a betraying (2/26) nation.
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54- What prohibited them from (the) acceptance of their distributions from them is only that they
certainly disbelieved in The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97). And they do not come to the
Support (2/238) except that they are lazy-ones, and they do not distribute (2/261) except that they
are disgusters.
55- Their properties and their birth-given-ones should not make-you-wonder. The Authority is
only intending to retribute them with it in the nearest life, and so that their souls might depart
and (while) they are disbelievers (74/31).
56- And they are proclaiming by The Authority that certainly they are with you. And they are not
with you; but in fact, certainly they are a nation that is parting-away.
57- If they could find any refuge, or caves, or an entering-place, they would immediately turn-away
towards it and (while) they were rushing.
58- And from them (there are) the ones who are criticizing you about the charities. If they are
granted from it, they become-satisfied, and if they are not granted from it, then they are
getting-angry.
59- If only they became-satisfied with what The Authority gave them and His Sent-One, and said:
The Authority is calculatedly-enough for us. The Authority will give us from His favor, and
His Sent-One; certainly, we are (only) towards The Authority direction-seeking-ones.
60- The charities are only for the poverty-ones, and the poor, and the workers upon it, and the
reconciled-ones in their hearts, and in the neck-bound-ones, and the suppressed-ones, and in Way
of The Authority, and son of the way; an obligation from The Authority. And The Authority
is knower, wise-decision-maker.
61- And from them (there are) the ones who are making-suffer the Informer, and saying: He is
an ear! Say: An ear of goodness for you. He believes in The Authority and believes in the
believers, and he is a mercy for the ones who believed from you. And the ones who are
making-suffer (the) Sent-One (2/97) of The Authority, for them (there will come) a painful
retribution.
62- They are proclaiming by The Authority to you to make-you-satisfied. But The Authority and
His Sent-One (2/97) is more truthful to make-Him-satisfied, if they are believers.
63- Did they not know that whoever borders-out against The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97),
certainly for him (there will come) fire of Hell, as eternal-one in it. This is a great disgrace.
64- The hypocrites are becoming-alarmed that a Chapter may be sent-down upon them that
will inform what is in their hearts. (Please, see the Reading; each one of all those “similar words, in
twoers,” Chapters 2/25-26). Say: Take-lightly (then); certainly, The Authority will bring-out
what you are becoming-alarmed (9/124-125 & 127).
65- If you ask them, they will say: We were only delving and playing-games. Say: With
The Authority and His Signs (6/4 & 26/5) and His Sent-One you were taking-lightly?
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66- Do not apologize; definitely, you disbelieved after your belief. Even if we pardon on a
goers-around from you, we will retribute a goers-around for that they became criminals (7/40).
67- The male-hypocrites and the female-hypocrites, some of them are from some.
They are commanding the strange-attitude (9/31 & 10/18 & …), and stopping on the
recognized-attitude (42/10 & 39/44 & …), and limiting-up their hands. They forgot The Authority,
and He forgot them. Certainly the hypocrites, they are the betrayers.
68- The Authority promised to the male-hypocrites and the female-hypocrites, and the disbelievers,
(the) Fire of Hell, as eternal-ones in it. It is calculatedly-enough for them. And
The Authority cursed them; and for them (there will come) a standing retribution.
69- Like the ones before you, they were more severe than you in power, and more major in
properties and birth-given-ones, and they enjoyed-goods with their lot. And so you
enjoyed-goods with your lot like the ones who had enjoyed-goods before you with their lot, and
you delved like the ones who had delved. These are (the ones), their works became-nothing in the
Nearest-time and the Later-time; and these are the losers (2/27).
70- Did not (the) informations of the ones before them come-forth to them, nation of Noah and Aad
and Thamoud, and nation of Abraham, and community of Midyan, and the Subterfugers?
Their Sent-Ones had gone-forth to them with the clear-proofs. And The Authority did not
behave-unjust to them, but they were behaving-unjust to their (own) souls.
71- And the male-believers and the female-believers, some of them are masters of some.
They are commanding the recognized-attitude (28/70 & 7/196 & …), and stopping on the
strange-attitude (16/51 & 18/102 & …). And they are standing the Support (2/238) and giving the
Cleansing (8/41), and obeying The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97). These are (the ones),
The Authority will feel-mercy for them. Certainly, The Authority is high, wise-decision-maker.
72- The Authority promised to the male-believers and the female-believers (the) Parks flowing
under them the rivers, as eternal-ones in them, and clean residences in Parks of Eden. And a
satisfaction from The Authority is biggest. This (fact), it is the great success.
73- O the Informer, strive (25/52) against the disbelievers and the hypocrites, and be-harsh upon
them. And their abode is Hell; and (what)-an-ugly rotating-place.
74- They are proclaiming by The Authority that they did not say. But they definitely said (the)
word of the disbelief (5/41), and they disbelieved after their surrender. And they tended to what
they could not reach. And they did not feel-revenge except for that The Authority and His Sent-One
made-them-rich from His favor (10/58). So if they return, it will be better for them. And if they
turn-away, The Authority will retribute them with a painful retribution in the Nearest-time and
the Later-time; and (there will) not (be) for them on the earth from any master (18/102), and
not a helper.
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75- And from them (there are the ones) who pledged to The Authority: If He gives us from His
favor, we will surely give-charity, and we will surely be from the righteous-deeders (2/25).
76- But when He gave them from His favor, they became-stingy with it, and they turned-away and
(while) they were estrangers.
77- So He consequenced the hypocrisy in their hearts to a Day they will meet Him, for that they
contradicted The Authority in what they promised Him, and for that they were lying.
78- Did they not know that certainly The Authority knows their hidden-thoughts and their
conspiracies, and that certainly The Authority is knower of the unseens?
79- The ones who are mocking the obeyingly-succeeded-ones from the believers in the charities,
and the ones who cannot find except their strivings, and despising them, The Authority
despised them. And for them (there will come) a painful retribution.
80- Seek-forgiveness for them, or do not seek-forgiveness for them -even if you seek-forgiveness
for them seventy times- The Authority will not forgive for them. This is because certainly they
disbelieved in The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97). And The Authority will not guide the
betrayer (2/26) nation.
81- The staying-back-ones rejoiced with their sitting-back behind (the) Sent-One of
The Authority, and they disgusted to strive with their properties and their souls in Way (9/111)
of The Authority. And they said: Do not mobilize in the heat (9/41)! Say: (The) fire of Hell will be
more severe in heat; if they could only intellige.
82- Let them laugh a little (now), and they will cry a major, as a reward for what they are earning.
83- And if The Authority turns-you-back to a goers-around from them and they seek-permission
from you for the going-out, say: You will not go-out with me, forever, and you will not --on both
sides-- “killingly-fight” (9/111) with me against any hostile-ones. Certainly, you became-satisfied
with the sitting-back in (the) first time. So sit-back (now) with the staying-back-ones.
84- You shall not support upon anyone (who) died from them forever, and you shall not stand upon
his grave. Certainly, they disbelieved in The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97), and died (while)
they were betrayers (2/26).
85- Their properties and their birth-given-ones should not make-you-wonder. The Authority is
only intending to retribute them with it in the Nearest-time, and so that their souls might depart
and (while) they are disbelievers (74/31).
86- And when a Chapter is sent-down (9/64): Believe in The Authority, and strive (8/72)
with His Sent-One, (the) possessor of the might from them sought-permission from you, and said:
Leave us, that we may be with the sitting-back-ones.
87- They became-satisfied to be with the staying-back-ones; and it is (now) locked upon their
hearts, so they do not intellige.
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88- But the Sent-One and the ones with him strove (8/72) with their properties and their souls.
And those are (the ones) for them (will come) the goodnesses; and those them are the
comfort-receivers.
89- The Authority countedly-prepared for them Parks flowing under them the rivers, as
eternal-ones in them. This is the great success.
90- And the apologizing-ones from the Arabs came, that it might be given-permission for them,
and the ones who lied The Authority and His Sent-One sat-down (48/11-13). A painful retribution
will afflict the ones who disbelieved (9/97) from them.
91- Not a hardship upon the weak, and not upon the ill, and not upon the ones who cannot find
what they may distribute (2/3 & 25), when they goodly-advise on behalf of The Authority and His
Sent-One (2/97). Not a way upon the nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34). And The Authority is
best forgiver, most merciful.
92- And not upon the ones that, when they came-forth to you so that you could make-them-carry,
you said: I cannot find what I can make-you-carry upon it. So they turned-away and their eyes
flooded with the tears, in grief, that they could not find what they might have distributed (2/3 & 25).
93- The way is only upon the ones who sought-permission from you, and (though) they were rich.
And they became-satisfied to be with the staying-back-ones. And The Authority (now) locked
upon their hearts, but they do not know.
94- They were apologizing to you when you turned-back to them. Say: Do not apologize; we will
not believe in you. Definitely, The Authority informed us from your news. And The Authority
will see your work (41/40), and His Sent-One, then you will be sent-back to (the) Knower of the
unseen and the witnessed, and He will inform you with what you are working-on.
95- They will proclaim by The Authority for you, when you spun-back to them, that you might
estrange on them. So you shall estrange on them; certainly, they are a mess. And their abode is
Hell, as a reward for what they are earning.
96- They are proclaiming for you, that you may become-satisfied with them. And even if you
become-satisfied with them, certainly The Authority will never become-satisfied with the
betraying (2/26) nation.
97- The Arabs are (the) most severe in disbelief (2/26-27) and hypocrisy, and most likely not to
know (the) borders of what The Authority sent-down (39/23) upon His Sent-One. And
The Authority is knower, wise-decision-maker.
98- And from the Arabs (there are the ones) who are taking what they distributed as a suppressing,
and observing against you the circles; upon them (will come) the circle of (the) badnesses
(4/47 & 6/65 & 44/10-16 & …). And The Authority is hearer, knower.
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99- And from the Arabs (there are the ones) who believe in The Authority and the
Later Day (2/62), and taking what he distributed as a closenesses in sight of The Authority, and
as a supporting-means for the Sent-One (33/56). Be-careful, certainly it will be a closeness for
them; and The Authority will enter them into His mercy. Certainly, The Authority is best forgiver,
most merciful.
100- And the first-comer racing-ones from the immigrants and the helping-ones (8/72), and the
ones who followed them with a niceness (39/23), The Authority became-satisfied with them, and
they became-satisfied with Him. And He countedly-prepared for them Parks flowing under them
the rivers, as eternal-ones in them forever. This is the great success.
101- From (the ones) who are around you from the Arabs (there are) hypocrites, and from family
of the City (28/57) that are accustomed upon the hypocrisy. You do not know them, but we know
them. We will retribute them two-times, then they will be sent-back to a great retribution.
102- And later-ones that they made-recognized their wrong-doings. They mixed a righteous
work (2/25) and later-(of it) was a badness (9/37). Maybe The Authority will return to them.
Certainly, The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
103- Take from their properties a charity (9/60), that you may purify them and cleanse them with it.
And support upon them; certainly, your support is a contentment for them. And The Authority
is hearer, knower.
104- Did they not know that certainly The Authority, He accepts the returning from His servants,
and takes the charities (9/60). And certainly The Authority, He is the best returner, the
most merciful.
105- And say: You shall work; The Authority will see your work (2/25), and His Sent-One, and
the believers. And you will be sent-back to (the) Knower of the unseen and the witnessed,
and He will inform you with what you are working-on.
106- And later-ones that are made-wait for (the) command of The Authority; He will retribute
them, or He will return to them. And The Authority is knower, wise-decision-maker.
107- And the ones who took a prostration-place for harming and disbelief, and parting-away
between the believers, and peeping for (the one) who waged-war against The Authority and
His Sent-One before (this). And they will proclaim: We did not intend except for the niceness.
And The Authority is bearing-witness that certainly they are liars.
108- You shall not stand in it forever. The Prostration-Place that was established upon the
shelter-taking (39/33) from (the) first day is more truthful that you may stand in it. In it
(there are) humans who love to purify-themselves. And The Authority loves the
purifying-themselves-ones (8/11).
109- So (is the one) who established his building upon a shelter-taking from The Authority, and a
satisfaction (48/29), better, or who established his building upon a brink of a crumbling cliff, and he
crumbled with it into (the) fire of Hell? And The Authority will not guide the unjust (39/24) nation.
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110- Their building that they built (13/33) will never end as a (source of) doubt in their hearts,
except that their hearts are cut-apart. And The Authority is knower, wise-decision-maker.
111- Certainly, The Authority bought from the believers their souls and their properties (promising)
that certainly for them (will be) the Park. Thus they “killingly-fight” in Way of The Authority,
and they are --on the left side-- “killing,” and --on the right side-- “being-killed.” (Please, see the
Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to those elimination
procedures to be initially followed against all those “similar words units” therein, which are to be
placed conjugately, on both sides, and thus in many times to “discard & being discarded” (2/106)
situations to be encountered herein, while working to the end.)
(This is) a promise upon Him as a truth in the Torah (Hos. 12/11 = Dt. 2/25), and the
Gospel (Mrk. 4/11-13 = Mtw. 13/41-43), and the Quran (Nml. 27/93 = Fth. 48/16). (And please,
also see “the Words of Moses & Jesus & David & Muhammad” documents, in this regard.)
So who can be more giving-forth in his pledge than The Authority? So you shall
give-good-news-to-each-other about your exchange that you just exchanged (here) with it.
And this (fact), it is the great success.
112- (These are) the returners, the serving-ones, the praising-ones, the walkers-about,
the bowers-down, the prostrators (48/29),
and the commanding-ones of the recognized-attitude (28/70 & 7/196 & …), and the stopping-ones
on the strange-attitude (16/51 & 18/102 & …), and the protectors of (the) borders of The Authority;
so give-good-news to the believers (74/31).
113- It cannot be for the informer and the ones who believed to seek-forgiveness for the
partner-makers (42/21), even if they were possessor of (the) closeness, after it became-clear for
them that certainly they are community of the Blazing-fire.
114- Seeking-forgiveness of Abraham for his father was not except on a promise that he had
promised it to him. But when it became-clear to him that certainly he was a hostile-one of
The Authority, he went-far from him. Certainly, Abraham was very-gentle, clement.
115- The Authority is not to make-stray any nation, after when He guided them, until He
makes-clear for them what they shall take-shelter against (28/70 X 21/29) (42/10 X 3/80)
(39/44 X 21/28). Certainly, The Authority is knower of every wanted-thing.
116- Certainly, The Authority, for Him is (the) ruling-dominion of the skies and the earth.
He makes-live, and makes-die. And not for you other than The Authority from any
master (7/196 X 18/102), and not a helper.
117- Definitely, The Authority returned upon the informer, and the immigrants, and the helpers
who followed him in the hour of hardship, after hearts of a part from them almost slipped-out.
Then He returned to them. Certainly, He is to them most compassionate, most merciful.
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118- And upon the “three” that were made-stay-back, until the earth became-straitened upon them,
though it was spacious, and their souls became-straitened upon them. And they guessed that
(there could) not (be) any escape from The Authority, except towards Him. (Please, see the
Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to some triple (:made up of
three wings) “units” therein, which have been --because they did not give any positive result under
those two 19 based special formulas-- eliminated firstly and discarded under the Table (2/106),
but after this, by applying the “changing the places” (16/101) procedures herein, within themselves,
their being able to return again to the Table as new and revived “units.”) (And please,
see 18/54 = 9/118) Then He returned upon them, so that they may return. Certainly, The Authority,
He is the best returner, the most merciful.
119- O the ones who believed, take-shelter against The Authority, and be with the
proved-right-ones (2/177).
120- (The) family of the City (28/57), and whomever around them from the Arabs (9/99), are not to
stay-back behind (the) Sent-One (2/97) of The Authority, and not to seek their souls upon his soul.
This is because any thirst is not afflicting them, and not a tiredness, and not a calamity in
Way (9/111) of The Authority, and they are not situating --on the left side-- any situated-place
that enrages the disbelievers, and they are not reaching --on the right side-- from the
hostile-ones to any reached-place, except that it is written for them as a righteous-deedly work.
Certainly, The Authority will not put-to-waste the payment of the nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34).
121- And they are not distributing from any distribution (2/3 & 25), small or big, and not
cutting-apart any “valley” (13/17) except that it is written for them. He will reward them with
(the) nicest of what they are working-on (2/25).
122- And the believers are not to mobilize all-out. If not a goers-around should be from every part
from them, mobilizing, to intellige in the Religion (48/28). And thus they might warn their nation
when they went-back to them, so that perhaps they may become-alarmed.
123- O the ones who believed, you shall “killingly-fight” (9/111) against the ones who provoke you
from the disbelievers, and they shall find in you a harshness. And know that certainly The Authority
is with the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33).
124- And when a Chapter (please, see the Reading; each one of all those “similar words, in
twoers,” Chapters 2/25-26) is sent-down, from them (there are the ones) who are saying:
Which of you did this augment in belief? But the ones who believed, it (really) augmented
them in belief (74/31), and they are giving-good-news-to-each-other.
125- But the ones that (there is) an illness in their hearts (74/31), it augmented them in a mess
upon their mess, and they died and (while) they were disbelievers.
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126- Did they not see that certainly they are being persecuted in every year, one-time or two-times?
Then they (still) do not return, and do not take-Commemoration (74/31).
127- And when a Chapter (9/124) is sent-down, some of them watched to some: Does anyone
see you? Then they turned-around. The Authority (thus) turned-around their hearts for that certainly
they are a nation who do not intellige.

CHAPTER 10
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- A, l, r. These (:similar words 2/25) are signs of the Written-Document (39/23),
wise-decision-maker.
2- Was it (too much of) a wonder for the people that we pointed-out to a man from them: Warn the
people, and give-good-news to the ones who believed, that certainly for them (there will be) a
foothold of proved-rightness in sight of their Lord. The disbelievers said: Certainly, this is a
clear cheater.
3- Certainly, your Lord is The Authority, the One who created the skies and the earth in six Days,
then He became-straight upon the throne. He is rearing-around the command. Not an intercessor,
except after His permission (53/26). This is The Authority your Lord; so you shall serve
Him (53/62). Will you not commemorate (39/23)?
4- To Him (will be) your going-back-places, altogether; a promise of The Authority as a truth.
Certainly, He is starting the creation, then turning-it-back. He will reward the ones who
believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25) with justice. And the ones who
disbelieved (2/26), for them (there will be) drinkings from a boiler, and a painful retribution
for that they were disbelieving.
5- He is the One who made the sun as an illuminator, and the moon as a light, and He measured
for it sent-down-places. Thus you may know (the) count of the years and the calculation.
The Authority did not create this except as the truth. He is (thus) separating the signs (:similar
words 16/101) for a nation who knows (75/17-19).
6- Certainly, in (the) contradiction of the night and the daylight, and what The Authority created
in the skies and the earth (there are) sure signs (:organized structures, parts, organs etc. created
in twoers & couples) for a nation who will take-shelter.
7- Certainly, the ones who do not wait meeting-of-us (10/15), and become-satisfied with the nearest
life, and get-relaxed with it, and the ones that they are unaware of our Signs (6/4 & 26/5);
8- these are (the ones), their abode will be Fire for what they are earning.
9- Certainly, the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25), their Lord is
guiding them in their belief. The rivers will be flowing under them in Parks of the blessings.
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10- Their calling in them (will be): Be-You-glorified, our-Authority! And their greetings in
them (will be): Peace. And later-part of their calling (will be): The praise be for The Authority,
Lord of the multitudes!
11- Had The Authority hastened the wickedness for the people, like they hastened for the goodness,
He would have (immediately) made-effective for them their appointed-time. But we leave the
ones who do not wait meeting-of-us (10/15) in their transgressions (7/185-186), blundering.
12- And when the harm touched the human-being, he called us on his side, or sitting, or standing.
But when we relieved-away from him his harm, he passed-away like he had never called
us to the harm that had touched him. Like this shown-pretty to the extremely-acting-ones (20/127)
what they are working-on (9/37 & 41/40).
13- Definitely, we made-vanish the generations before you when they behaved-unjust. And their
Sent-Ones had come to them with the clear-proofs, but they were not (likely) to believe.
Like this we reward the criminal (7/40) nation.
14- Then we made you successors on the earth after them, so that we may watch how you will
work (2/25 X 29/4).
15- And when our clear Signs (6/4 & 26/5) are recited upon them, the ones who do not wait
meeting-of-us said: Bring-forth --in upper regions-- a Reading (36/69) that is different than this,
or --in lower region-- change it. (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may
also be an allegorical reference to those possible questioning & distortion attempts by some, therein,
about the selection and arranging procedures of all those same rooted “similar words,” in the first
place (75/17-19 X 5/41);
and then again about the selection and arranging procedures of all those eliminated same
rooted “similar words” then under the Table, after this (75/17-19 X 9/37). (To get a little bit more
detailed & comprehensive information on this subject, please see the Reading, Introduction part.)
Say: It cannot be for me to change it with a meeting-direction of my (own) soul, I am not following
except what is --on this subject-- being pointed-out (75/17-19) to me. Certainly, I fear, if I disobey
my Lord, (the) retribution of a great day.
16- Say: Had The Authority wanted, I could not have recited it upon you, and He would not have
made-it-percepted to you. Definitely, I remained among you a lifetime before it; so will you
not comprehend (21/10)?
17- So who is more unjust than (the one) who fabricated upon The Authority a lie (16/86-87), or
he lied His Signs (6/4 & 26/5)? Certainly, the criminals will not receive-comfort.
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18- And they are serving other than The Authority (12/40) what cannot harm them, and cannot
benefit them (5/75-76), and they are saying: These are our intercessors in sight of The Authority.
Say: Are you informing The Authority with what He does not know in the skies, and not on
the earth? Be-He-glorified, and is top on what they are making-partners (21/28).
19- The people were not except one section, but they contradicted. If (it were) not (for) a word
that raced-ahead from your Lord, it would have (immediately) been made-effective between
them in what they are contradicting in it.
20- And they are saying: If not a sign should have been sent-down upon him from his Lord? Say:
The unseen (81/24-27) is only for The Authority. So watch (then) (6/158); certainly, I will be
with you from the watching-ones.
21- And when we tasted the people a mercy, after a harm that had touched them, then for them
was (ineptly) scheming in our Signs (6/4 & 26/5). Say: The Authority is faster in (wisely)
scheming (6/115). Certainly, our Sent-Ones are writing what you are (ineptly) scheming (13/33).
22- He is the One who makes-you-roam on the dry-land and the sea. And when you were in the
ship, and a clean wind made-it-flow with them, and (then) they rejoiced with it, (then) a
violent wind came to it, and the waves came to them from every place, and they guessed that
they were (completely) surrounded with it. So they called The Authority, devoting to Him
the Religion (39/2-3): If You save us from this, we will be from the appreciative-ones.
23- But when He saved them, then they were (again) going-beyond-bounds with different than the
truth (45/6-7). O the people, your going-beyond-bounds is (only) against your (own) souls. It
is (only) goods of the nearest life, then to us (will be) your coming-back-places, and we will
inform you with what you are working-on (23/63 & 41/40).
24- The allegory of the nearest life is like a water that we sent-it-down from the sky, and the
plants of the earth got-mixed with it from what the people and the livestock are eating, then
when the earth took its luxuries and became-pretty, and its family guessed that certainly they
would be measurers upon it, our command came-forth to it by night or by daylight, and
we made it (like) harvested, as if it never became-rich yesterday.
Like this, we are separating the signs (:similar words 16/101) for a nation who thinks (75/17-19).
25- And The Authority is calling to (the) wandering-place of the peace (5/16), and He is guiding,
whoever wants, to a directly-standing path (4/175).
26- For the ones who acted-nicely (39/23 & 34) (there will be) the niceness, and the augmentation.
And any disease or humiliation will not bully their faces. Those are (the) community of the
Park, they will be in it eternal-ones.
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27- And the ones who earned the badnesses (9/37 & 41/40), (the) reward of a badness is (only)
a badness that is same-of-it; and humiliation will bully them. (There will) not (be) for them from
any defender against The Authority. Their faces will be like covered with a cut-part of the night,
darkening. Those are (the) community of the Fire, they will be in it eternal-ones.
28- And a day (when) we will summon them altogether, then we will say to the ones who
made-partners (18/26): (Stand) in your places, you and your partners! And we divided between
them. And their partners said: You were not serving to us.
29- The Authority suffices as a witness between us and between you; we were unaware of your
serving --to us-- (3/79).
30- Here every soul is (thus) tested with what it did-previously. And they are turned-back to their
truthful Master (7/196), and strayed-away from them what they were fabricating (18/102).
31- Say: Who is providing (2/25) for you from the sky and the earth, and Who is ruling-over the
hearing and the vision, and Who is bringing-out the living from the dead, and bringing-out the dead
from the living (30/19), and Who is rearing-around the command (42/52)? They will say:
The Authority. Say: So will you not take-shelter (39/33)?
32- And this is The Authority, your truthful Lord (42/10). So what is there after the truth (45/6),
except the strayance (45/6-7)? So how can you be turned-around?
33- Like this, (the) words (14/24-25) of your Lord became-truth upon the ones who betrayed;
Certainly, they will not believe (2/25-26).
34- Say: Is there (anyone) from your partners who can start the creation, then turn-it-back? Say:
The Authority is starting the creation, then He is turning-it-back (30/27). So how can you be
subterfuged?
35- Say: Is there (anyone) from your partners who can guide to the truth? Say: The Authority is
guiding to the truth (35/31). So is the One who is guiding to the truth more truthful to be followed
--as the only Master-- (7/3), or the one who cannot guide, except that he is to be guided (18/102)?
So what (is wrong) with you, how can you make-such-a-decision?
36- Majority of them are not following except (the) guess. Certainly, the guess will not make-rich
on the truth with any wanted-thing. Certainly, The Authority is knower of what they are doing.
37- And this Reading (:similar words, in twoers, message 36/69 = 39/23) could not (possibly) be
fabricated by other than The Authority. But it is a proving-right of the one what is between its
hands (Isaiah 28/9-12) (Gospel-Jn. 6/44-45 = Mtw. 7/24-27) (Quran 27/93 = 31/27), and a
separation of the Written-Document (39/23); not a doubt in it, from (the) Lord of the multitudes.
38- Or are they saying that he fabricated it? Say: Then bring-forth a Chapter (please, see the
Reading, and therein Chapter 10 etc.) (that would be) same-of-it, and call whomever you can
obeyingly-succeed, if you are proved-right-ones.
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39- No, they lied what they did not surround with its knowledge (4/166), and its --best-interpretation (81/19-20 & 85/21-22) did not (yet) come to them --here-- (7/52-53).
Like this, the ones before them had lied. So watch how was (the) consequence of the unjust-ones.
40- And from them (there are the ones) who believe in it, and from them (there are the ones) who
do not believe in it. And your Lord knows-best the evil-committers (2/27).
41- And if they lied you, say: My work (2/25) is for me, and your works (23/63) are for you.
You are far-away from what I am working-on, and I am far-away from what you are working-on.
42- And from them (there are the ones) who are hearing to you; but will you make-hear the deaf,
even though they --on the Table, for the left side-- do not comprehend?
43- And from them (there are the ones) who are watching to you; but will you guide the blind,
even though they --on the Table, for the right side-- do not vision?
44- Certainly, The Authority never behaves-unjust to the people with any wanted-thing, but the
people are behaving-unjust to their (own) souls.
45- And a day (when) He will summon them, (they will feel) as if they did not remain except an
hour of the daylight (during which) they were making-recognized between themselves.
Definitely, the ones who lied meeting The Authority (10/15) lost (now); and they were not
guided-ones (39/23).
46- And if we make-you-see some of what we promised to them (4/47 & 44/10-16 & …),
or get-you-back, to us (will be) their coming-back-places; then The Authority is a witness upon
what they are doing.
47- And for every section (there is) a Sent-One. And when their Sent-One comes, it will be
made-effective between them with the justice, and they will not be behaved-unjust.
48- And they are saying: When (will) this promise (come to pass), if you are proved-right-ones?
49- Say: I cannot rule for my (own) soul with any harm, and not any benefit, except whatever
The Authority wanted. For every section (there is) an appointed-time. And when their
appointed-time comes, they will not be latered for an hour, and they will not be advanced.
50- Say: Did you see, if His retribution (52/45-47) comes to you housedly or in daylight, why are
the criminals (7/40) hastening for it?
51- Is it then, when it fell, you believed in it? Is it now? But you were definitely hastening for it.
52- Then it is said to the ones who behaved-unjust (39/23-24): Taste (the) retribution of
the eternity (now)! Are you being rewarded except for what you were earning?
53- And they are seeking-information from you: Is it really (the) truth? Say: Be-sure, by my Lord,
certainly it is the truth (35/31), and you will not be feeblers (34/5).
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54- Even if whatever on the earth were to be for every soul that behaved-unjust (31/13 ~ 39/24),
he would have given-it-as-ransom. And they hid the remorse when they saw the retribution.
And it is (now) made-effective between them with the justice, and they are not being
behaved-unjust.
55- Be-careful, certainly for The Authority is whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth.
Be-careful, certainly the promise (9/111 ~ 2/268) of The Authority is truth, but majority of them
do not know.
56- He makes-live, and makes-die; and to Him you are sent-back (56/83-93).
57- O the people, definitely a Preaching (thus) came to you --here-- from your Lord, and a healing
for what is in the chests, and a Guidance (39/23) and a Mercy for the believers.
58- Say: With (this) Favor of The Authority and with His Mercy, (only) with this they shall rejoice;
it is better than what they are gathering-up (18/46).
59- Say: Did you see what The Authority sent-down for you from any provision (2/25), and you
made from them (some) --for the left side-- forbidden, and (some) --for the right side-- lawful (extra
units)? Say: Did The Authority give-permission for you, or are you fabricating (13/33) upon
The Authority?
60- So what is (the) guess of the ones who are fabricating upon The Authority the lie (16/86-87)
about the Standing Day? Certainly, The Authority is haver of a favor (10/58) upon the people,
but majority of them do not appreciate.
61- And you are not getting-involved in any effort, and you are not reciting from it (anything)
from the Reading (36/69), and you are not working from any work, except that we are witnesses
upon you when you filed into it. And any heaviness of a particle on the earth, and not in the sky,
cannot go-unnoticed from your Lord. And not a smaller-one than this, and not a bigger-one, is
except in a clear written-document.
62- Be-careful, certainly (the) masterly-ones of The Authority (7/196); not a fear upon them, and
they will not grieve.
63- (These are) the ones who believed, and are taking-shelter (39/23 & 33).
64- For them (there will come) the good-news in the Nearest life, and in the Later-time. Not a
changing-one for (the) Words (5/41 X 6/115) of The Authority. This (fact), it is the great success.
65- And their sayings should not make-you-grieve. Certainly, the highness is for The Authority,
altogether. He is the hearer, the knower.
66- Be-careful, certainly for The Authority is whomever in the skies and whomever on the earth.
The ones who are calling (as Masters) other than The Authority are not following (their)
Partners (7/3 X 18/102); they are not following except the guess, and they are not
except talking-nonsense.
67- He is the One who made for you the night that you may feel-contentment in it, and the daylight
as a vision-maker. Certainly, in this (narration style) there are signs (:similar words 16/101) for a
nation who hears.
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68- They said: The Authority took a birth-given-one! Be-He-glorified; He is the Rich-One.
For Him is whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth. (There is) not any evidence
about this in sight of you. (Or) are you saying upon The Authority what you do not
know (Gospel-Mrk. 12/29)?
69- Say: Certainly, the ones who are fabricating upon The Authority the lie (16/86-87) will not
receive-comfort.
70- Only goods in the nearest-time. Then to us (will be) their coming-back-places, then we will
taste them the most severe retribution for that they were disbelieving (2/26-27).
71- And recite upon them (the) information of Noah: Once, he said to his nation: O my nation, if
my standing and my making-commemorate with (the) signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority
became-big upon you, (know that) upon The Authority I trusted-advocately. So gather your
command and your partners, then your command should not be upon you (a cause of) any sadness,
then make-effective to me, and do not watch me.
72- And if you turn-away, I did not ask you for any payment. My payment is not except upon
The Authority. And I am commanded to be from the surrenderers (3/84-85).
73- And they lied him. And we saved him and (the ones) who were with him in the ship, and we
made them (the) successors. And we drowned the ones who lied our signs (6/4 & 26/5). So watch
how was (the) consequence of the warned-ones.
74- Then we awoke Sent-Ones after him to their nations, and they came to them with the
clear-proofs. But they were not to believe in what they had lied it before. Like this, we lock upon
(the) hearts of the hostile-behavers (41/28).
75- Then we awoke after them Moses and Aaron to Pharaoh and his assembly with our
signs (6/4 & 26/5). But they behaved-big, and became a criminal nation.
76- When the truth came to them from our sight, they said: Certainly, this is a clear cheating.
77- Moses said: Are you saying for the truth, when it came to you, is this a cheating? And the
cheaters will never receive-comfort.
78- They said: Did you come-forth to us to divert us from what we found our fathers upon it, and
so the bigness may be for two-of-you on the earth? So we will never be believers in two-of-you.
79- And Pharaoh said: Bring-forth to me every knowledgeable cheater.
80- When the cheaters came, Moses said to them: Throw whatever you will throw!
81- When they threw, Moses said: What you came with it is the cheating. Certainly, The Authority
will make-it-false. Certainly, The Authority will never righteous-deed (the) work of the
evil-committers.
82- And The Authority will make-true the truth with His Words (8/7), even if the criminals
disgusted.
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83- But none believed in Moses except a descendant-group from his nation, because of a fear
from Pharaoh and his assembly, that he might have persecuted them. And certainly, Pharaoh
was a toply-behaving-one on the earth, and certainly, he was from the extremely-acting-ones.
84- And Moses said: O my nation, if you (really) believed in The Authority, upon Him you shall
trust-advocately, if you are surrenderers.
85- And they said: Upon The Authority we trusted-advocately. Our Lord, (so please) do not make
us as a persecution for the unjust nation.
86- And save us with Your mercy from the disbeliever nation.
87- And we pointed-out to Moses and his brother: You shall settle-up for your nation houses in
Egypt, and make your houses frontly-directed, and you shall stand the Support. And
give-good-news to the believers.
88- And Moses said: Our Lord, You gave to Pharaoh and his assembly pretty-objects and
properties in the nearest life. Our Lord, they are only making-stray from Your way. Our Lord,
(so please) erase upon their properties, and make-severe upon their hearts that they may not
believe until they see the painful retribution.
89- He said: Definitely, your calling is (now) answered; so you shall act-standly. And do not
follow (the) way of the ones who do not know.
90- And we made-cross (the) Sons of Israel (across) the sea. And Pharaoh and his army followed
them with going-beyond-bounds and hostility. When the drowning caught him, he said: (Now)
I believed that certainly (there is) not any Authority except the One that (the) Sons of Israel
believed in Him; and I am from the surrenderers.
91- Is it now? And definitely, you disobeyed before, and you became from the evil-committers.
92- So today, we will save you with your body that you may be a sign for (those) who are at your
back. And certainly, majority of the people are unaware of our --these-- Signs (6/4 & 26/5).
93- And definitely, we settled Sons of Israel with a proved-right settling, and we provided for them
from the clean-ones. And they did not contradict until the Knowledge (4/166) came to them.
Certainly, your Lord will make-effective between them on the Standing Day in what they are
contradicting in it.
94- And if you are in a hesitation from what we sent-down (39/23) to you, ask the ones who are
reading the Written-Document before you (6/20). Definitely, the Truth (35/31) (thus) came to
you --here-- from your Lord; so do not be from the suspicion-harboring-ones.
95- And do not be from the ones who lied (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority, lest you be
from the losers.
96- Certainly, the ones that (the) Word (14/24-25) of your Lord became-truth upon them will not
believe (2/25-27).
97- Even if every Sign (6/4 & 26/5) came to them, until they see the painful retribution (34/51-54).
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98- If not there should have been a (single) city that believed, and its belief would have benefited it,
except nation of Jonah. When they believed, we relieved-away from them (the) retribution of
the disgrace in the nearest life, and we gave-them-goods for awhile.
99- Had your Lord wanted, (those) who are on the earth, every-of-them, would have believed
altogether. So will you disgustedly-force the people until they become believers?
100- And it cannot be for any soul to believe except with (the) permission of The Authority.
And He makes the mess upon the ones who do not comprehend (2/171).
101- Say: Watch (and see) what is there in the skies and the earth (12/105). But the Signs (6/4)
and the Warnings (74/36) will not make-rich on a nation who will not believe.
102- So are they watching except for (the) same days of the ones that passed-away before
them (29/40)? Say: Watch (then); certainly, I am with you from the watching-ones.
103- Then we save our Sent-Ones and the ones who believed. Like this, it is a truth upon us that
we should save the believers.
104- Say: O the people, if you are in a hesitation about my Religion (3/84 ~ 48/28), I do not serve
the ones you are serving other than The Authority (3/79 & 9/31). But in fact, I only serve
The Authority (12/40), the One who will get-you-back. And I am commanded to be from the
believers (74/31).
105- And: You shall stand your face for the Religion (3/84 ~ 48/28) as a monotheist, and do
not be from the partner-makers (42/21 ~ 13/33).
106- And do not call other than The Authority (23/117) what cannot benefit you, and cannot harm
you (5/75-76). And if you do (it), certainly then you are from the unjust-ones.
107- And if The Authority touches you any harm, not a reliever for it except He. And if He intends
for you any goodness, not a turning-one of His favor. He afflicts it to whomever He wants
from His servants. And He is the best forgiver, the most merciful.
108- Say: O the people, definitely the Truth (35/31) (thus) came to you --here-- from your Lord.
So whoever becomes-guided (39/23), he will only become-guided for his own soul, and
whoever strays-off (39/23), he will only stray-off upon it. And I am not an advocate upon you.
109- So follow what is being pointed-out to you (43/43-44), and remain-steadfast until
The Authority makes-decision (6/57). And He is (the) best of the decision-makers.
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CHAPTER 11
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- A, l, r. A Written-Document (39/23) that its Signs (:similar words 16/101) are decided,
then separated (75/17-19) from (the) station of (the) Wise-Decision-Maker, News-Taker.
2- That you shall not serve (anyone) except The Authority (12/40). Certainly, I am for you a warner
and a good-news-giver from Him.
3- And seek-forgiveness from your Lord, then return to Him, that He may give-goods-to-you with
a nice goods-giving to a named appointed-time, and He may give to every haver of favor (from)
His favor (10/57-58). And if you turn-away, certainly I fear for you (the) retribution (44/10-16)
of a big day.
4- To The Authority (will be) your going-back-places (56/83-93). And He is upon every
wanted-thing a measurer.
5- Be-careful, certainly they are folding their chests so that they may remain-secret from it.
Be-careful, when they cover-themselves with their clothes, He knows whatever they are hiding, and
whatever they are making-public. Certainly, He is knower of (the) havings of the chests.
6- And not a moving-creature on the earth is that except upon The Authority its provision. And
He knows its settling-place and its abandoning-place. Every-(of them) is in a clear
written-document.
7- And He is the One who created the skies and the earth in six Days, and His throne was upon
the water (21/30). He will surely test you (to know) which of you will be (the) nicest in
working (2/25 & 17/84). And if you say: Certainly, you will be “awakened” after the death (6/36),
the ones who disbelieved (74/31) will say: This is not, except a clear cheating.
8- And if we later on them the retribution to a counted-section, they will say: What is
holding-it-back? Be-careful, (the) day (when) it comes-forth (44/10-16) to them, it will not be
turned-around on them. And what they are taking-lightly (6/5) (now) will haunt them.
9- And if we taste the human-being a mercy from us, then pull-it-back from him, certainly he is
a despondent-one, disbeliever.
10- And if we taste him blessings, after (the) harm that had touched him, he says: The badnesses
went-away from me. Certainly, he is (now) a rejoicer, a proud-one.
11- Except the ones who remain-steadfast and work for the righteous-deeds (2/25). These are, for
them (there will come) a forgiveness and a great payment.
12- And maybe, you would abandon some of what is being pointed-out to you (17/73-75), and
(while) your chest being-straitened with it, that they may say: If not a treasure should have been
sent-down upon him, or a Ruling-Angel should have come with him? You are only a warner (7/2);
and The Authority is an advocate upon every wanted-thing.
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13- Or are they saying that he fabricated it? Say: (Then) bring-forth Ten Chapters (please, see the
Reading, and therein Chapter 11 etc.) (that would be) same-of-it, as fabricated, and call whomever
you may obeyingly-succeed other than The Authority, if you are proved-right-ones.
14- And if they do not answer for you, know that certainly it is sent-down with (the) knowledge of
The Authority, and that (thus you may surely know that) not an Authority except He. So are you
surrenderers (39/22) (now)?
15- Whoever intends for the nearest life and its pretty-things, we will give-forth to them their
works in it, and they will not be reduced.
16- These are the ones, (there will) not (be) for them in the Later-time (anything) except the Fire;
and what they are constructing in it became-nothing (now), and what they are working (23/63 &
41/40) became-false.
17- So is (the one) who is upon a Clear-Proof (6/157) from his Lord, and a witness from Him is
reciting it, and before it (the) Written-Document of Moses (Torah-Dt. 18/18-19 = 32/1-4) as a
minister and a mercy? Those (are the ones who) believe in it (2/23-26); and whoever disbelieves in
it from the parties, the Fire is his promised-place. So do not be in a suspicion from it. Certainly, it is
the truth (35/31) from your Lord, but majority of the people will not believe.
18- And who is more unjust than (the one) who fabricated a lie (16/86-87) upon The Authority?
Those will be presented to their Lord, and the witnesses will say: These are the ones who lied
upon their Lord. Be-careful, (the) curse of The Authority is upon the unjust-ones (39/23-24).
19- (These are) the ones that are repelling from Way (16/69) of The Authority, and requiring it as
crooked; and they are regarding the Later-time (Hosea 6/2-3) (Gospel-Lk. 18/33 = Jn. 6/44-45)
(Quran 43/61-62), they are (the) disbelievers.
20- Those will not be feeblers on the earth (34/5), and (there will) not (be) for them from any
masters other than The Authority (18/102). The retribution will be multiplied for them. They
were not obeyingly-succeeding for the hearing, and they were not visioning.
21- Those are the ones who lost their souls; and what they are fabricating (6/112) strayed-away
from them.
22- No question, certainly they are in the Later-time, they are the worst losers (18/102-105).
23- Certainly, the ones who believed and worked for the righteous deeds (2/25) and propensed to
their Lord, those are community of the Park, they are in it eternal-ones.
24- Allegory of (these) two-parts is like the blind and the deaf, and the visioner and the hearer.
Can they be-straight as an allegory? So will you not take-Commemoration (39/23)?
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25- And definitely, we sent Noah to his nation: Certainly, I am for you a clear warner.
26- That you will not serve except The Authority (12/40). Certainly, I fear upon you (the)
retribution of a painful day.
27- And the assembly who disbelieved from his nation said: We do not see you except as a human
that is same-of-us, and we do not see (anyone) following you, except the ones they are (the)
lowliest of us, revealers of the seeing. And we do not see for you upon us from any favor. No,
we are guessing you from the liars.
28- He said: O my nation, did you see, if I am upon a clear-proof from my Lord, and He gave me a
mercy from His sight, but it was blinded upon you? So shall we make-it-necessary for you
and (though) you are disgusters for it?
29- O my nation, I do not ask you upon it any property; my payment is not except upon
The Authority. And I am not to dismiss the ones who believed; certainly, they will meet their Lord.
But I see you as an ignorantly-acting nation.
30- O my nation, who will help me against The Authority, if I dismiss them? So will you not
take-commemoration?
31- And I do not say to you that (the) bounties of The Authority are in sight of me, and I do not
know the unseen, and I do not say that I am a Ruling-Angel, and I do not say for the ones
that your eyes degraded, The Authority will not give them any goodness, The Authority
knows-best what is in their souls. Certainly, then, I would be from the unjust-ones.
32- They said: O Noah, definitely you argued with us, and you majored-up in arguing with us. So
bring-forth to us what you promised us, if you are from the proved-right-ones.
33- He said: Only The Authority can bring-it-forth, if He wants; and you will not be feeblers.
34- And my advice cannot benefit you, even if I intend to advise you, if The Authority is intending
to deviate you. He is your Lord, and to Him you will be sent-back.
35- Or are they saying that he fabricated it? Say: If I fabricated it (3/58), its crime shall be upon me.
And I am far-away from what you are committing-crime (7/40).
36- And it was pointed-out to Noah: Certainly, (anyone) will not believe from your nation except
(the ones) who already believed. So do not worry for what they are doing.
37- And construct the ship before our eyes and with our pointing-out, and do not address Me about
the ones who behaved-unjust; certainly, they will be drowned.
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38- And he was constructing the ship; and every-when an assembly from his nation passed upon
him, they were despising him. He said: If you are despising us, certainly we are despising
you, like you are despising (us).
39- So you will soon know to whom will come-forth a retribution that will disgrace him, and
upon whom will become-lawful a standing retribution?
40- Until when our command came and the pot boiled-over, we said: Carry on it from every
(kind) as couples, in twoers, and your family -except (the ones) that the word (already)
raced-ahead upon them- (please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an
allegorical reference to all those “units” therein, which are placed as couples, in twoers,
in upper regions; and after this, to all those “units,” which --because they did not give any positive
result under those two 19 based special formulas-- have been eliminated and discarded into the
lower region, under the Table.) (And for this kind of additional understanding from herein,
please see 11/120 & 18/54), and (the ones) who believed. And (anyone) did not believe with him,
except a little.
41- And he said: Get on it. In (the) Name of The Authority (will be) its flowing, and its rooting.
Certainly, my Lord is best forgiver, most merciful.
42- And it was flowing with them in the waves like the mountains, and Noah sounded to his son,
and (while) he was in seclusion: O my son, get on with us, and do not be with the disbelievers!
43- He said: I will seek-abode to a mountain, and it will shield me against the water. He said:
Not a shielding-one today from (the) command of The Authority except (the ones) for whom He
felt-mercy. And the wave went-through between them, so he became from the drowned-ones.
44- And it was said: O the earth, swallow your water, and O the sky, cease! And the water
subsided, and the command was made-effective. And it (ship) became-straight upon the hill.
And it was said: Let-farness-be for the unjust nation!
45- And Noah sounded to his Lord, and said: My Lord, certainly my son is from my family,
and certainly Your promise is the truth; and You are (the) Wisest-Decision-Maker of the
wise-decision-makers.
46- He said: O Noah, certainly he is not from your family; certainly it is a work that is different
than a righteous-deedly-one. So do not ask Me what (there is) not for you about it any
knowledge. Certainly, I am preaching you, lest you be from the ignorant-ones.
47- He said: My Lord, certainly I seek-refuge in You, lest I ask You what (there is) not for me
about it any knowledge. And if You do not forgive for me, and feel-mercy on me, I will surely
be from the losers.
48- It was said: O Noah, go-down with peace from us, and (many) profits upon you. And (other)
sections that we will give-goods to them, then a painful retribution from us will touch them.
49- These (:similar words 2/25) are from the informations of the Unseen (81/24-27), we are
(thus) --here-- pointing-them-out to you. You did not know them, you and your nation, before this.
So remain-steadfast; certainly, the consequence will be for the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33).
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50- And to Aad, their brother Houd. He said: O my nation, serve The Authority, not for you from
any Authority different than Him (28/70). You are not, except fabricators.
51- O my nation, I do not ask you upon it for any payment; my payment is not except upon
the One who initiated me. So will you not comprehend?
52- O my nation, seek-forgiveness from your Lord, then return to Him, that He may send the sky
upon you generously, and He may augment for you a power upon your power. And do not
turn-away as criminals.
53- They said: O Houd, you did not come to us with a clear-proof, and we are not to abandon
our Authorities on your word. And we are not believers in you.
54- We are not saying except that some of our Authorities bonded you up with a badness. He
said: Certainly, I make-bear-witness The Authority, and you bear-witness (too), that certainly
I am far-away from what you are making-partners (42/21)-55- other than Him. So snare me altogether; then do not watch me.
56- Certainly, I trusted-advocately upon The Authority, my Lord and your Lord. Not from any
moving-creature except that He is taking (in control) by its forehead. Certainly, my Lord is
upon a directly standing path (6/161).
57- So if you turn-away, I definitely made-arrive to you what I am sent with it to you. And
my Lord will make-successor a nation different than you, and you will not harm Him with any
wanted-thing. Certainly, my Lord is upon every wanted-thing a protector.
58- And when our command came, we saved Houd and the ones who believed with him with a
mercy from us; and we saved them from a harsh retribution.
59- And this was Aad; they disregarded (the) signs (6/4 & 26/5) of their Lord and disobeyed
His Sent-Ones, and they followed (the) command of every forceful, obstinate-ones.
60- So they were followed in this nearest life with a curse, and on the Standing Day. Be-careful,
certainly Aad disbelieved in their Lord (41/14-15). Be-careful, let-farness-be for Aad, nation
of Houd!
61- And to Thamoud, their brother Saaleh. He said: O my nation, serve The Authority, not for you
from any Authority different than Him (28/70). He built you from the earth, and gave-you-a-span
on it. So seek-forgiveness of Him, then return to Him. Certainly, my Lord is close, answering-one.
62- They said: O Saaleh, definitely you were among us a waited-one before this. Will you (now)
stop us from serving what our fathers had served? And certainly, we are in a hesitation from
what you are calling us to it, doubters.
63- He said: O my nation, did you see, if I am on a clear-proof from my Lord, and He gave me
from Him a mercy? So who will help me against The Authority, if I disobey Him? So you will
not augment me with different than a loss.
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64- O my nation, this is (the) camel of The Authority (to serve) as a sign for you. So leave her that
she may eat from (the) earth of The Authority. And do not touch her with any badness, (then) a
close retribution will take you.
65- But they slaughtered her. And he said: Enjoy-goods in your wandering-places for three days!
This is a promise that is different than to be lied.
66- So when our command came, we saved Saaleh and the ones who believed with him with a
mercy from us, and from (the) disgrace of that day. Certainly, your Lord, He is the powerful,
the high.
67- And the cry took the ones who behaved-unjust, and they got-to-morning in their
wandering-places as bent-ones.
68- (It was) as if they never became-rich in it. Be-careful, certainly Thamoud disbelieved in their
Lord (41/14-17). Be-careful, let-farness-be for Thamoud!
69- And definitely, our Sent-Ones came to Abraham with the good-news. They said: Peace. He
said: Peace. So he did not remain-(long) to come with a roasted calf.
70- But when he saw that their hands were not joining towards it, he strangened them, and was
filled from them with a fear. They said: Do not fear, certainly we are sent to (the) nation of Lot.
71- And his female-person was standing, and she laughed. And we gave-good-news to her with
Isaac, and from behind Isaac, Jacob.
72- She said: O-woe-to-me, will I give birth, and (though) I am a feeble-one, and this my husband
is an oldish-one! Certainly, this is a wondery wanted-thing.
73- They said: Are you wondering from (the) command of The Authority? (The) mercy of
The Authority and His profits are upon you, O family of the house! Certainly, He is
praiseworthy, glorious.
74- When the perplexity went from Abraham, and the good-news came to him, he was arguing
with us on behalf of nation of Lot.
75- Certainly, Abraham was a clement-one, kind (and) obedient.
76- O Abraham, estrange on this, certainly (the) command of your Lord (thus) came. And
certainly-them, a retribution that is different than to be turned-back will come-forth to them.
77- And when our Sent-Ones came to Lot, he felt-bad because of them, and felt-straitened because
of them, bored. And he said: This is a terrible day!
78- And his nation came to him, rushing towards him; and before (this) they were working for the
badnesses (7/80-81). He said: O my nation, (here) these are my daughters, they are more purified
for you. So take-shelter against The Authority, and do not disgrace me in front of my guests.
Is there not a correct man among you?
79- They said: You definitely knew that (there is) not for us in your daughters from a truth; and
certainly, you know what we are intending-for.
80- He said: If only there were a power for me against you, or I could seek-abode to a severe ally.
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81- They said: O Lot, certainly we are Sent-Ones of your Lord, they will not be joining towards
you. So make-cross your family in a cut-part of the night. And anyone shall not turn-back from
you, except your female-person. Certainly, what will afflict them will also afflict her. Certainly,
their promised-time is the morning. (And) is the morning not close?
82- When our command came, we made its top as its bottom, and we showered upon them rocks
from burny-ones, poured-down.
83- (They were) marked in sight of your Lord. And it is not far from (these) unjust-ones (39/24).
84- And to Midyan, their brother Shuaib. He said: O my nation, serve The Authority, not for you
from any Authority different than Him (28/70). Do not subtract the weight and the balance;
certainly, I see you in a goodness. And certainly, I fear upon you (the) retribution of a
surrounding day.
85- O my nation, give-forth the weight and the balance with the justice, and do not reduce (the)
wanted-things of the people; and do not walk-about on the earth as evil-committers.
86- Lasting-things of The Authority is better for you, if you are believers. And I am not upon you
a protector.
87- They said: O Shuaib, is your Support commanding you that we should abandon what our
fathers served, or (not) do with our properties whatever we want? Certainly-you, you are the
clement, the correct-one.
88- He said: O my nation, did you see, if I am on a clear-proof from my Lord, and He provided
for me from Him a nice provision (39/23 = 2/25)? And I am not intending to contradict you in
what I am stopping you on it, I am not intending except the righteous-deeding whatever I can
obeyingly-succeed. And my combining is not except with The Authority. Upon Him
I trusted-advocately, and to Him I turn-obediently.
89- O my nation, (beware that) splitting-against-me may not drag-you-to-crime, (then) what
afflicted nation of Noah will also afflict you, or nation of Houd, or nation of Saaleh. And nation
of Lot is not far from you.
90- So seek-forgiveness of your Lord, then return to Him. Certainly, my Lord is merciful, liking.
91- They said: O Shuaib, we do not intellige majority of what you say, and certainly we see you
among us as a weak-one. If (it were) not (for) your tribe, we would have stoned you. And you
are not high upon us.
92- He said: O my nation, is my tribe higher upon you than The Authority that you took Him
behind you as a back-one? Certainly, my Lord is a surrounder of what you are working-on.
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93- O my nation, (then) work upon your places; certainly, I will be working (too). You will soon
know to whom will come-forth (the) retribution that will disgrace him, and who (is that) he
is a liar? So control (then); certainly, I am with you a controlling-one.
94- And when our command came, we saved Shuaib and the ones who believed with him with a
mercy from us. And the cry took the ones who behaved-unjust, and they got-to-morning in their
wandering-places as bent-ones.
95- (It was) as if they never became-rich in it. Be-careful, let-farness-be for Midyan, like Thamoud
had been made-far (before).
96- And definitely, we sent Moses with our signs (6/4 & 26/5) and a clear evidence.
97- To Pharaoh and his assembly. But they followed (the) command of Pharaoh, and (the)
command of Pharaoh was not correct.
98- He will leg-ahead his nation on the Standing Day, and he will get-them-ahead to the Fire.
And (what)-ugly-indeed is (this) the gotten-ahead getting-ahead-place!
99- And they were followed in this (life) with a curse, and on the Standing Day.
(What)-ugly-indeed is (this) the recompensed recompensing-thing!
100- These (:similar sayings 39/23) are from (the) informations of the cities, we are (thus) reciting
them --here-- upon you. From them (some are) standing, and (some are) harvested. (Please, see the
Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to those upper regions
therein, in which all those “similar sayings units” are placed conjugately, on both sides; and after
this, to that lower region, in which all those “similar sayings units” have been --because they did not
give any positive result under those two 19 based special formulas-- discarded singly.) (For this
kind of additional understanding from herein, please see 18/54 & 13/38-39) (And to see a similar
kind of allegorical description, please also see David 58/9)
101- And we did not behave-unjust to them, but they behaved-unjust to their (own) souls. So their
Authorities that they were calling other than The Authority (28/70 X 21/29 & 9/31) could not
make-rich on them with any wanted-thing when (the) command of your Lord came. And they
did not augment them with different than a doom.
102- And like this is (the) taking-down of your Lord when He takes-down the cities, when it is
unjust. Certainly, His taking is --for the left side-- painful, --for the right side-- severe.
103- Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a Sign (:similar words, in twoers, Table 6/4 & 26/5)
for (the ones) who fear (the) retribution of the Later-time. This is a Day that the people will be
gathered for it, and this is a Day that will be witnessed.
104- And we are not latering it except for a counted appointed-time (44/10-16).
105- A day (when) it will come-forth, any soul will not speak-words except with His permission,
and from them (some are) tyrant, and (some are) moderate.
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106- And the ones who acted-tyrannically, (they are) in the Fire; for them in it (there is) a sighing
and a wailing.
107- As eternal-ones in it, whatever the skies and the earth continues, except what your Lord
wanted. Certainly, your Lord is doer of whatever He intends.
108- But the ones who acted-moderately, (they are) in the Park. As eternal-ones in it, whatever the
skies and the earth continues, except what your Lord wanted. A donation (from your Lord)
different than to be pieced-away.
109- So do not be in a suspicion from what these-(people) are serving (3/79 & 9/31). They
are not serving except as their fathers had served before. And certainly, we will give-forth to
them their share (42/21) with different than any subtraction.
110- And definitely, we gave Moses the Written-Document (please, see “the Words of Moses”
document), but it is contradicted in it. If it were not for a word that raced-ahead from your Lord, it
would have (immediately) been made-effective between them. And certainly, they are in a
hesitation from it, doubters (32/23).
111- And certainly, every-(of them) that your Lord will give-forth to them their works. Certainly,
He is a news-taker of what they are working-on (23/63 & 41/40).
112- So you shall act-standly as you are commanded, and whoever returned with you. And do
not transgress (7/185-186), certainly He is a visioner of what you are working-on (2/25).
113- And do not seek-alliance towards the ones who behaved-unjust (31/13 ~ 39/24), (then)
the fire will touch you. And (there is) not for you other than The Authority from any
masters (18/102), then you will not be helped.
114- And stand the Support in two-ends of the daylight, and (which are) near-times from the night.
Certainly, the nicenesses (39/23 & 34) will make-go-away the badnesses. This (:similar sayings, in
couples, utterance) is a Commemorative (74/31 = 39/23) for the commemorating-ones.
115- And remain-steadfast; certainly, The Authority will not put-to-waste (the) payment of the
nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34).
116- If not there should have been from the generations before you (some) possessor of the
lasting-sense to stop from the evil-committing (2/205) on the earth, except a little from (the ones)
whom we saved from them. And the ones who behaved-unjust followed what they were
made-wealthy in it, and they became criminals.
117- And your Lord is not to make-vanish the cities with an unjustness, and (while) its family are
righteous-deeding-ones.
118- Had your Lord wanted, He could have made the people one section, but they will not end
in contradicting.
119- Except (those) for whom your Lord felt-mercy. And for this He created them. And (the)
word of your Lord (thus) became-complete: I will fill Hell from the jinns and the people,
altogether (38/85-88).
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120- And every-(story) that we are (thus) telling upon you from (these) informations of
the Sent-Ones, for that we may thus stabilize with it your mind --on this subject (74/26-31).
And (thus) the Truth came to you in this, and a Preaching and a Commemorative (74/31) for
the believers.
121- And say to the ones who will not believe: Work upon your places; certainly, we will be
working (too) (2/25).
122- And watch; certainly, we will be watching (too).
123- And for The Authority is (the) unseen of the skies and the earth, and to Him the commands
are sent-back, every of them. So you shall serve Him (53/62), and trust-advocately upon Him.
And your Lord is not unaware of what you are working-on (2/25).

CHAPTER 12
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- A, l, r. These (:similar words 2/25) are signs of the clear Written-Document (39/23).
2- Certainly, we sent-it-down as an arabic Reading (:similar words, in twoers, message 36/69 =
39/23), so that perhaps you may comprehend.
3- We are (now) telling upon you --here-- the nicest telling (39/23), for that we pointed-out to you
this Reading (36/69). And you were --on this subject-- from the unaware-ones before this.
4- Once, Joseph said to his father: O my father, certainly I saw eleven planets, and the sun, and
the moon; I saw them prostrating for me.
5- He said: O my son, do not tell your seeing upon your brothers, lest they snare for you a snare.
Certainly, the satan is a clear hostile-one for the human-being.
6- And like this, your Lord will select you, and He will make-you-know (the) interpretation of the
utterances (39/23). And He will complete His blessing upon you and upon (the) group of Jacob,
like He had completed it upon your two-fathers before, Abraham and Isaac. Certainly, your Lord is
knower, wise-decision-maker.
7- Definitely, in Joseph and his brothers (there are) signs (6/4 & 26/5) for the asking-ones.
8- Once, they said: Joseph and his brother are more lovely to our father than us, and (though) we
are a unity. Certainly, our father is in a clear strayance.
9- Kill Joseph (then), or banish him to an earth, so that (the) face of your father may (only) attend
to you. And you will be after this a righteous-deeding nation.
10- A saying-one from them said: Do not kill Joseph, but throw him into (the) unseens of the well
so that some of the roamers may capture him, if you are doers.
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11- They said: O our father, what for you, that you do not feel-secure in us upon Joseph? And
certainly, we are for him advising-ones.
12- Send him with us tomorrow (then), so that he may run and play. And certainly, we are for him
protecting-ones.
13- He said: Certainly, your going with him makes-me-grieve. And I fear that the wolf may eat him
when you are of him unaware-ones.
14- They said: If the wolf eats him, and (though) we are a unity, certainly then we are losers.
15- When they went with him, and gathered to make him into (the) unseens of the well, we
pointed-out to him: You will surely inform them with this command of theirs, and (while) they
do not perceive.
16- And they came to their father in (the) evening, weeping.
17- They said: O our father, certainly we went and were racing, and we abandoned Joseph in
sight of our goods, and the wolf ate him. And you will never be a believer in us, even if we are
(the) proved-right-ones.
18- And they came with a lie blood on his shirt. He said: No, your souls (thus) enticed for you a
command; so a beautiful steadfastness. And The Authority is the Sought-Help-One upon what
you are making-fit.
19- And the roamers came, and they sent their getting-ahead-one, and he bucketed-down his
bucket. He said: O good-news, this is a boy! And they hid him as a merchandise. And
The Authority was knower of what they were working-for.
20- And they sold him for a reduced amount, counted dirhams; and they were about him from
the neglecting-ones.
21- And the one who bought him in Egypt said to his female-person: Honor his destination. Maybe
he will benefit us, or we may take him as a birth-given-one. And like this, we placed Joseph on
the earth so that we may make-him-know (the) interpretation of the utterances (39/23).
And The Authority is (thus) a defeating-one --here-- upon His Command (:of this Chapter; its
similar words, in twoers, system 42/52 = 39/23), but majority of the people do not know.
22- And when he arrived to his severe-period, we gave him a wise-decision and a knowledge. And
like this we reward the nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34).
23- And the one that he was in her house intended him on his soul, and she shut the gates, and said:
Here (I am all) for you. He said: I seek-refuge in The Authority! He is my Lord, He made-nice
my destiny. Certainly, the unjust-ones will not receive-comfort.
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24- And definitely, she tended to him, and he tended to her, if it were not that he saw (the)
beacon of his Lord (17/32). And like this, that we might turn-around the badness and the
excessiveness from him. Certainly, he was from our devoted (39/2-3) servants.
25- And they raced towards the gate, and she tore his shirt from (the) rear. And they encountered
her steward at the gate, she said: What should be (the) reward of (the one) who intended a
badness for your family, except to be put-into-prison, or a painful retribution?
26- He said: She intended on my soul. And a witness bore-witness from her family: If his shirt is
torn from (the) front, she proved-right, and he is from the liars.
27- And if his shirt is torn from (the) rear, she lied, and he is from the proved-right-ones.
28- When he saw that his shirt was torn from (the) rear, he said: Certainly, it must be from your
snare. Certainly, your snare is great.
29- O Joseph, estrange on this. And you (woman), seek-forgiveness for your wrong-doing.
Certainly, you (thus) became from the wrongly-acting-ones.
30- The women in the city said: The female-person of the high-one intended her employee on
his soul! Definitely, love must have made-her-crazy. Certainly, we see her in a clear strayance.
31- When she heard their scheme, she sent to them, and she prepared for them resting-chairs.
And she gave a knife to every single-one of them, and said: Come-out to them! When they saw him,
they admired-him-big, and they cut their hands. And they said: Dignity be for The Authority!
This is not a human. This is not, except an honorable Ruling-Angel!
32- She said: This is the one that you blamed me about him. And definitely, I intended on his soul,
but he shielded-himself. And if he does not do what I am commanding him, he will be
put-into-prison, and will be from the made-small-ones.
33- He said: My Lord, the prison is more lovely to me than what they are calling me to it.
And if You do not turn-around from me their snare, I may lean towards them and be from the
ignorant-ones.
34- So his Lord answered for him, and He turned-around from him their snare. Certainly-He,
He is the hearer, the knower.
35- Then it was revealed to them, after they saw the signs, that they must put-him-into-prison
until awhile.
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36- And two-employees entered into the prison with him. One of them said: Certainly, I see myself
pouring a heavy-intoxicant. And the later-one said: Certainly, I see myself carrying above
my head a bread-basket, (and) the birds were eating from it. Inform us with its interpretation,
certainly, we see you from the nicely-acting-ones.
37- He said: Any meal that you are to be provided with it does not come-forth to you, except that I
may inform you with its interpretation, before it comes-forth to you. This is from what my
Lord made-me-know. Certainly, I abandoned (the) practice of a nation who do not believe in
The Authority, and they are about the Later-time, they are disbelievers (11/19).
38- And I followed (the) practice of my fathers, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. It cannot be for us
to make-partner for The Authority from any wanted-thing (18/26). This is from (the) favor of
The Authority upon us and upon the people, but majority of the people do not appreciate (6/63-64).
39- O my two-friends of the prison, are (several) parting Lords (9/31) better, or
The Authority (42/10), the Single, the Supreme?
40- You are not serving other than Him except (some) names that you named them, you and
your fathers. The Authority did not send-down any evidence about them. The Decision is not
except for The Authority (18/26), and He commanded that you will not serve (anyone else’s
Decisions) except to Him (3/79 = 5/44 & 5/47 & 5/48 & 5/68). This is the Standing Religion,
but majority of the people do not know.
41- O my two-friends of the prison, but one of you, he will make-sip his lord a heavy-intoxicant,
but the later-one, he will be crucified and the birds will eat from his head. The command that
you conferred with me about it is (thus) made-effective.
42- And he said to the one that he guessed that he will certainly be (the) saved-one from
two-of-them: (Please) commemorate me in sight of your lord. But the satan made-him-forget (the)
commemoration of his lord. So he remained in the prison a few (more) years.
43- And the Ruler said: Certainly, I see seven fat cows, (and) seven skinny-ones are eating them,
and seven green spikes, and later-ones are dry. O the assembly, (please) confer to me about
my seeing, if you are (the) explaining-ones of the seeings.
44- They said: Confused fictions! And we are not knowers of (the) interpretation of the fictions.
45- And the one who was saved from two-of-them said, and (when) he commemorated after a
section: I will inform you with its interpretation; so (please) send me.
46- Joseph, O the proved-right-one, confer to us about seven fat cows, (and) eating them are (the)
seven skinny-ones, and seven green spikes, and later-ones are dry. That perhaps I may go-back
to the people, (and) perhaps they may know.
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47- He said: You will be growing-crops seven years constantly. So whatever you harvested, you
shall leave it in their spikes, except a little from what you are eating. (Please, see the Reading;
regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to that first seven groups of
similar “words” (:crops 2/25) tables therein, which are planned upon special formulas, based on
letteral calculations; and then to all those relatively small number of similar “words” (:crops 2/25)
units therein, which have been -consumedly- eliminated and placed under those Tables.) (For this
kind of additional understanding from herein, please see 11/120 & 18/54)
48- Then after this, seven severe-ones will come-forth, (and) it will eat what you sent-forth for
them, except a little from what you are guarding. (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables,
this may also be an allegorical reference to that second seven groups of similar “words” (:crops
2/25) tables therein, which are planned upon special formulas, based on gematrical calculations
[a little bit more challenging and thus severe than above ones]; and then to all those relatively
small number of similar “words” (:crops 2/25) units therein, which have been -guardedlyeliminated and placed under those Tables.)
49- Then after this, a year will come-forth, in it the people will be rained, and in it they will be
pouring. (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference
to those last and short two parts of that most genuine and fruitful similar “words” (:crops 2/25)
tables therein --which come after those two seven groups of Chapters above-- which are planned
upon very special and unique two seven formulas.)
50- And the Ruler said: Bring him to me! And when the sent-one came to him, he said: Go-back
to your lord and ask him: What was (the) deed of the women, the ones who cut their hands?
Certainly, my Lord was knower of their snare.
51- He said: What was your aim, when you intended Joseph on his soul? They said: Dignity be
for The Authority! We did not know upon him any badness. And (the) female-person of the
high-one said: Now the truth prevailed. I intended him on his soul; and certainly, he is from
the proved-right-ones.
52- This is so, that he may know that certainly I did not betray him in the unseen. And certainly,
The Authority does not guide (the) snare of the betrayers.
53- But I am not making-far my soul; certainly, the soul is commanding-one of the badness, except
what my Lord felt-mercy. Certainly, my Lord is best forgiver, most merciful.
54- The Ruler said: Bring him to me, that I may make-him-special for my soul. And when he
spoke-words to him, he said: Certainly, you are today at us a placed-one, secure.
55- He said: Make me upon (the) treasures of the earth; certainly, I am a protector, knower.
56- And like this, we placed Joseph on the earth, he was settling in it wherever he wanted.
We afflict our mercy to whomever we want. And we will not put-to-waste (the) payment of the
nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34).
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57- And (the) payment of the Later-time will be better for the ones who believed, and are
taking-shelter (39/23 & 33).
58- And (the) brothers of Joseph came, and they entered upon him. And he recognized them, but
they were for him strangening-ones.
59- And when he instrumented them with their instruments, he said: Bring-forth to me your
brother from your father. Do you not see that I am giving-forth the weight, and I am (the) best
of the sending-down-ones.
60- And if you do not bring him to me, not a weight for you in sight of me (after this); and
do not get-close-to-me.
61- They said: We will intend on him his father; and certainly, we will be doers.
62- And he said to his employee: Make their money into their bags so that perhaps they may
recognize it when they spun-back to their families, so that perhaps they may come-back.
63- And when they went-back to their father, they said: O our father, the weight is prohibited on us.
So (please) send with us our brother so that we may take-weight. And certainly, we are for
him protectors.
64- He said: Shall I feel-secure in you upon him except as I had felt-secure in you upon his brother
before? And The Authority is best protector. And He is (the) Most Merciful of the merciful-ones.
65- And when they opened their goods, they found their money given-back to them. They said:
O our father, what (more) can we require, this our money is given-back to us! And we can sustain
for our family, and protect our brother, and we can augment a weight of a camel-load. This is
an easy weight.
66- He said: I will not send him with you until you give me a covenant from The Authority that
you will surely bring him to me, except that you are (all) surrounded. When they gave him
their covenant, he said: The Authority is an advocate upon what we are saying.
67- And he said: O my sons, do not enter from a single gate, but enter from parting gates. And I
cannot make-rich on you from The Authority from any wanted-thing. The decision is not
except for The Authority. Upon Him I trusted-advocately; and upon Him (all) the
advocately-trusters should trust-advocately.
68- And when they entered from (the direction) where their father commanded, it did not make-rich
on them from The Authority from any wanted-thing, except a need that was in (the) soul of
Jacob that he had to make-it-effective. And certainly, he was haver of a knowledge (4/166)
with what we made-him-know (please, see “the Words of Patriarchs, and Jacob” document),
but majority of the people do not know.
69- And when they entered upon Joseph, he aboded to himself his brother. He said: Certainly-I,
I am your brother; so do not worry for what they are working-on.
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70- When he instrumented them with their instruments, he made the sipping-cup into (the) bag of
his brother. Then an announcer announced: O the caravan, certainly you are stealers!
71- They said, as they came-frontly upon them: What did you lose?
72- They said: We lost (the) cup of the Ruler. And whoever comes with it, (his reward will be) a
carry of a camel-load; and I am for it a guarantor.
73- They said: By The Authority, definitely you knew that we did not come to commit-evil on
the earth, and we are not stealers.
74- They said: So what should be (the) reward of it, if you are liars?
75- They said: Its reward is (the one) who will be found (with it) in his bag, he will be its reward.
Like this we reward the unjust-ones.
76- So he revealed-up their containers, before (the) container of his brother, then he brought-it-out
from (the) container of his brother. Like this we snared for Joseph, for he could not take his
brother in (the) religion of the ruler, except that -if- The Authority wants. We raise in degrees
whomever we want. And above every haver of a knowledge (there is) a Knower.
77- They said: If he stole, definitely his brother had stolen before. And Joseph hid it in his soul,
and he did not reveal it to them. He said: You are more wicked in place; and The Authority
knows-best what you are making-fit.
78- They said: O the high-one, certainly for him (there is) an oldish big father. So take one of us
in his place; certainly, we see you from the nicely-acting-ones.
79- He said: I seek-refuge in The Authority that we should take except (the one) in sight of whom
we found our goods. Certainly, then, we would be unjust-ones.
80- When they despaired of him, they made-special a conspiracy. Big-one of them said: Did
you not know that certainly your father took upon you a covenant from The Authority, and
what you lacked in Joseph before? So I will not depart from the earth until my father
gives-permission to me, or The Authority makes-a-decision for me. And He is (the) best of
the decision-makers.
81- Go-back to your father, and say: O our father, certainly your son stole! And we did not
bore-witness except to what we knew. And we are not protectors of the unseen.
82- And ask the city, the one we were in it, and the caravan, the one we came-frontly in it.
And certainly, we are proved-right-ones.
83- He said: No, your souls (thus) enticed for you a command; so a beautiful steadfastness.
Maybe The Authority will bring them to me altogether. Certainly-He, He is the knower, the
wise-decision-maker.
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84- And he turned-away from them, and said: O my depression upon Joseph! And his eyes
became-brightened from the grievance, and he was a gulping-one.
85- They said: By The Authority, you will keep on commemorating Joseph until you become
sick, or you become from the vanished-ones.
86- He said: I complain my dilemma and my grievance only to The Authority, and I know from
The Authority what you do not know (Patriarchs 14/5-12).
87- O my sons, go and feel from Joseph and his brother, and do not despair of (the) spirit of
The Authority. Certainly, none despairs of (the) spirit (56/89) of The Authority except the
disbeliever (74/31) nation.
88- And when they entered upon him, they said: O the high-one, the harm touched us and to our
family, and we came with an unimportant money. So (please) give-forth to us the weight, and
give-charity upon us. Certainly, The Authority will reward the charity-giving-ones.
89- He said: Do you know what you did to Joseph and his brother when you were ignorant-ones?
90- They said: Are you certainly, you are surely Joseph? He said: I am Joseph and this is my
brother. Definitely, The Authority sustained upon us. Certainly-it, whoever takes-shelter and
remains-steadfast, certainly The Authority will not put-to-waste (the) payment of the
nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34).
91- They said: By The Authority, definitely The Authority preferred you upon us. And we were
wrongly-acting-ones.
92- He said: Not a reproach upon you today. May The Authority forgive for you. And He is
(the) Most Merciful of the merciful-ones.
93- Go with this shirt of mine, and throw it to (the) face of my father that he may come-forth as a
visioner. And bring-forth to me your families altogether.
94- And when the caravan separated-off, their father said: Certainly, I find (the) wind of Joseph,
if not that you should be maddening me?
95- They said: By The Authority, certainly you are (still) in your old strayance.
96- And when the good-news-giver came, he threw it upon his face and he turned-back as a
visioner. He said: Did I not say to you that certainly I know from The Authority what you
do not know.
97- They said: O our father, (please) seek-forgiveness for us for our wrong-doings; certainly, we
were wrongly-acting-ones.
98- He said: I will soon seek-forgiveness for you from my Lord. Certainly-He, He is the best
forgiver, the most merciful.
99- So when they entered upon Joseph, he aboded to himself his parents, and said: Enter into
Egypt, if The Authority wants, as secure-ones.
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100- And he raised his parents upon the throne, and they fell for him prostrating. And he said:
O my father, this is (the) interpretation of my seeing (12/4) before; definitely, my Lord made it a
truth. And definitely, He acted-nicely to me when He brought me out from the prison, and
made-you-come from the revealed-place, after the satan fiddled between me and between my
brothers. Certainly, my Lord is kind to whatever He wants. Certainly-He, He is the knower,
the wise-decision-maker.
101- My Lord, definitely You gave me from the ruling, and You made-me-know from (the)
interpretation of the utterances (39/23). Initiator of the skies and the earth, You are my Master in
the Nearest-time and the Later-time. (Please) get-me-back as a surrenderer, and add me into the
righteous-deeding-ones (2/25).
102- These (:similar sayings 39/23) are from (the) informations of the Unseen (81/24-27), we are
(thus) pointing-them-out --here-- to you. You were not at them (:Top Assembly, 38/69) when they
gathered their command (42/52), and they were scheming (for these signs 10/21).
103- And majority of the people, even if you wanted-passionately, will not be believers.
104- And you do not ask upon it any payment. It is not, except a Commemoration (39/23) for
the multitudes.
105- And how-many from (the) signs (:organized structures, parts, organs etc. created in twoers &
couples) in the skies and the earth that they are passing upon them and (while) they are on them
estrangers.
106- And majority of them do not believe in The Authority except that they are
partner-makers (42/21).
107- So did they feel-secure that a Covering-one from retribution of The Authority will not
come-forth to them (44/10-11), or (that) Hour will not come-forth to them (44/15-16) suddenly,
and (when) they do not perceive?
108- Say: This is my way: I call to The Authority upon a Vision (7/203), I and whoever
followed me. The Authority be-glorified. And I am not from the partner-makers (18/26 X 42/21).
109- And we did not send before you except humans (16/43) that we pointed-out to them from
family of the cities. So did they not roam on the earth and watch how was (the) consequence of
the ones before them? And (the) wandering-place of the Later-time will be better for the ones who
take-shelter (39/23 & 33). So will you not comprehend (21/10)?
110- Until when the Sent-Ones despaired and guessed that certainly they were lied, our help came
to them. And we saved whomever we wanted. And our pressing cannot be turned-back
from the criminal (7/40) nation.
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111- Definitely, there became a Lesson in their (this style of) tellings for (the) possessor of the
understanding. It is not an Utterance (:similar words, in twoers, system 39/23) to be fabricated,
but a prover-right of the one that is between its hands (Torah-Dt. 18/18 = 24/18 & 22)
(Gospel-Mtw. 23/39 = 7/24 & 26) (Quran 3/81 = 31/27 & 27) and a separation of every
wanted-thing, and a Guidance (39/23) and a Mercy for a nation who believes.

CHAPTER 13
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- A, l, m, r. These (:similar words 2/25) are signs of the Written-Document (39/23).
And the one that is sent-down (39/23) upon you from your Lord is the truth. But in fact, majority
of the people do not believe.
2- The Authority is the One who raised the skies with different than pillars that you can see them,
then He became-straight upon the throne. And He put-under-service the sun and the moon, every
(of them) is flowing to a named appointed-time. He is rearing-around the command, and He is
separating (75/17-19) the signs (:similar words 16/101), so that perhaps you may attain-certainty
about meeting your Lord.
3- And He is the One who led-ahead the earth, and He made in it rooting-ones (mountains) and
rivers, and from every fruit He made in it as couples, in twoers (2/25). He is covering the night
over the daylight.
Certainly, in this (narration style) --for the left side of the Tables-- there are signs (:similar
words 16/101) for a nation who thinks.
4- And on the earth (there are) neighboring cut-lands, and parks of grapes, and crops, and
date-palms, dioecious and different than dioecious. They are sipped with a single water, but we are
favoring some of them upon some in the eating. (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables,
this may also be an allegorical reference to all those similar “words” (:crops 2/25) units therein,
which are placed in neighboring areas, in twoers; and their -quantitative- differences in the
amount of “words” (:crops 2/25) they may have, and their -quantitative- equality in the amount
of “numbers” (:water 2/25) they may have, in the middle sections.)
Certainly, in this (narration style) --for the right side of the Tables-- there are signs (:similar
words 16/101) for a nation who comprehends.
5- And if you wonder, their saying is (the one) to be wondered: When we become “dust,” shall we
certainly be in a new creation (34/7-8)? Those are the ones who disbelieved in their Lord (67/6-9).
And those are, the shackles (will be) on their necks. And those are (the) community of the Fire,
they will be in it eternal-ones.
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6- And they are hastening you for the badness (8/32) before the niceness, and definitely the
allegories passed-away before them (29/40). And certainly, your Lord is haver of a forgiveness
for the people upon their unjustness. And certainly, your Lord is severe in the consequence.
7- And the disbelievers are saying: If not a sign should have been sent-down upon him from his
Lord? You are only a warner, and (also) for every nation (it is) a guiding-one (39/23).
8- The Authority knows what every female is carrying, and what the wombs are releasing and
what they are augmenting. And every wanted-thing in sight of Him is with a measurement.
9- Knower of the unseen and the witnessed; the Big, the Top.
10- It is straight from you (the one) who is hiding the saying, and who is making-it-evident. And
(the one) who is remaining-secret in the night, and is acting in the daylight.
11- For him (there are) heeling-ones from between his hands and from his back, they are protecting
him, from (the) command of The Authority. Certainly, The Authority does not make-different
what is in a nation until they make-different what is in their souls (8/53). And when The Authority
intends a badness for a nation, (there will) not (be) any turning-back for it, and (there will) not (be)
for them any masterly-one (45/10) against Him.
12- He is the One who is making-you-see the lightning as a (source of) fear and expectation, and
He is building the heavy clouds.
13- And the thunder is glorifying with His praise, and the Ruling-Angels from His fear. And He
is sending the faint-makers and afflicting it to whomever He wants. And they are arguing
in The Authority (40/35), and He is severe in the punishment.
14- To Him is the true calling. And the ones they are calling other than Him (10/18) cannot answer
for them with any wanted-thing (5/75-76), except like a broadening-one of his hands towards the
water so that it may arrive to his mouth, and it is not going to be arriving-it. And the calling of
the disbelievers (74/31) is not except in a strayance.
15- And for The Authority is prostrating whomever in the skies and the earth, obeyingly or
disgustedly, and so are their shades in the forenoons and the afternoons.
16- Say: Who is (the) Lord of the skies and the earth? Say: The Authority. Say: So did you take
Masters other than Him (7/196 X 18/102) that cannot rule for their (own) souls any benefit, and not
a harm (5/75-76)? Say: Can the blind and the visioner be-straight, or can the darknesses and
the light be-straight? Or did they make Partners for The Authority (28/70 X 21/29 & 9/31), and
they created like His creation (28/68), and the creation looked-similar upon them (52/34)? Say:
The Authority is (the) Creator of every wanted-thing, and He is the Single, the Supreme.
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17- He sent-down from the sky a water and the valleys flooded with its measure, and the flood
carried an abundant foam. And from what they are fueling upon it in the fire, requiring a
jewelry (:gold & silver objects) or goods, (there is) a foam that is same-of-it. Like this,
The Authority is striking (this allegory, regarding) the truth and the falsehood: And the foam goes
to waste, but what benefits the people remains on the earth. Like this The Authority is striking the
allegories. (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference
to all those numeric “elements” (:flood) therein, which are placed in the middle sections; and then to
all those numeric “elements” (:foam), which --because they could not find any other couples for
themselves-- have been -wastedly- eliminated and discarded under the Table.) (For the allegory of
jewelry, cited above, please also see Psalms 12/6-7 = Malachi 3/2-3)
18- For the ones who answered for their Lord (there will come) the nicest-things. And the ones who
did not answer for Him, even if whatever on the earth were to be for them altogether, and a
same-of-it with it, they would have given-it-as-ransom. Those are, for them (there will come)
the worst calculation. And their abode is Hell; and ugly-indeed are the cradles!
19- So is (the one) who knows that what is sent-down (39/23) to you from your Lord is the Truth,
like (the one) who is blind? Only possessor of the understanding will take-commemoration (39/23).
20- (Those are) the ones who are giving-forth (the) pledge of The Authority, and they are not
violating the Covenant (2/25-27).
21- And (those are) the ones who are --on the Tables-- joining what The Authority commanded it
to be joined (2/25-27). And they are being-frightened of their Lord, and fearing the worst
retribution.
22- And (those are) the ones who are remaining-steadfast, requiring (the) face of The Authority,
and standing the Support (2/238), and distributing from what we provided for them hidingly and
publicly (2/215), and they are countering the badness with the niceness (39/23). Those are, for them
(will be) the consequence of the wandering-place.
23- Parks of Eden, they will be entering into it, and whoever righteous-deeded from their fathers,
and their couples, and their descendants. And the Ruling-Angels will be entering upon them
from every gate:
24- Peace be upon you, for that you remained-steadfast. And blessy-indeed is (the)
consequence of the wandering-place.
25- But the ones who are violating (the) pledge of The Authority after His Covenant (2/25-27),
and --on the Tables-- cutting-away what The Authority commanded it to be joined, and
committing-evil (2/25-27) on the earth. Those are, for them (will be) the curse, and for them
(will be) the worst wandering-place.
26- The Authority broadens the provision for whomever He wants, and He measures. And they
rejoiced with the Nearest life; and the Nearest life is not, except a goods in the Later-time.
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27- And the ones who disbelieved are saying: If not a sign should have been sent-down upon
him from his Lord? Say: Certainly, The Authority makes-stray whoever wants (this), and He
guides (39/23) to Himself whoever acts-obediently.
28- (Those are) the ones who believed and their hearts became-reassured with (the)
Commemoration (39/23) of The Authority. Be-careful, with (the) Commemoration of The Authority
the hearts do become-reassured.
29- The ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25), happiness (will be) for
them, and a nice leaning-place.
30- Like this, we sent you in a section, that had passed-away before them (many) sections, so that
you may recite upon them the one we pointed-out to you (43/43-44). And they are disbelieving
in the Most Mercy-Feeler (67/6-9). Say: He is my Lord; (and) not an Authority except He (28/70).
Upon Him I trusted-advocately, and to Him is my returning.
31- Even if (it were) a Reading (36/69) that the mountains could be roamed with it, or the earth
could be cut-apart with it, or the dead could be made-speak-words with it…? No,
the Command (42/52) is for The Authority, altogether. Did the believers not realize that
if The Authority wanted, He could have guided (39/23) the people altogether. And the ones who
disbelieved (2/26) will not cease (seeing) a jolt that will afflict them for what they constructed,
or it will become-lawful in close-areas of their wandering-places, until (the) promise (10/4) of
The Authority comes-forth. Certainly, The Authority will never contradict the promise.
32- And definitely, the Sent-Ones before you were taken-lightly. And I gave-time for the ones
who disbelieved, then I took them. So how was My consequence?
33- So is (the One) who can be a standing-One upon every soul for what it earned? And they
made “partners” for The Authority. Say: Name them! Or are you informing Him with what He
does not know on the earth, or (are you fabricating) the outsiding-ones from the Saying (69/40-43)?
No, their scheme was shown-pretty for the disbelievers (2/26), and they were repelled from the
Way (16/69). And whomever The Authority makes-stray, (there will) not (be) for him from any
guiding-one (39/23). (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical
reference to those possible ill-efforts by some, therein, through producing some similar words
“units” --which may not have originally been intended for the Tables-- using some (from
mathematical standpoint) not valuable, unrelated & unfunctional similar words in the Text, and
then partnering these to Him, in order thus to be able to ruin the quantitative and qualitative
congruity (6/115) of the Tables.)
34- For them (there will come) a retribution in the Nearest life, and the retribution of the
Later-time will be more splitting. And (there will) not (be) for them from any sheltering-one
against The Authority.
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35- Allegory of the Park, the one that is promised for the shelter-takers: The rivers will be flowing
under them, its eatings are continuous, and its shades. This is (the) consequence of the ones
who took-shelter (39/23 & 33). And (the) consequence of the disbelievers (74/31) is the Fire.
36- And the ones that we gave them the Written-Document are rejoicing with what is sent-down
to you (39/23 = 17/107-109), but from the parties (there are the ones) who disbelieve in some-of-it.
Say: I am only commanded to serve The Authority (12/40), and not to make-partners for
Him (18/26). To Him I call, and to Him is my leaning-place.
37- And like this, we sent-it-down (39/23) as an arabic Decision-Making. And if you follow their
desires (42/15), after what came to you from (this) Knowledge, (there will) not (be) for you from
The Authority from any Master, and not a shelterer.
38- And definitely, we sent Sent-Ones before you, and we made for them couples and descendants.
And it cannot be for any Sent-One (6/130) to bring-forth a sign (:similar words -or sayings- unit
7/203) except with (the) permission of The Authority. For every appointed-time (there is) a
written-document (39/23).
39- The Authority erases whatever He wants (from the signs), and He stabilizes. And in sight of
Him is (the) mother of the Written-Document (39/23 & 3/7). (Please, see the Reading; regarding the
Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to all those motherly “units” therein, which are
placed conjugately, in couples, in upper regions; and after this, to all those secondary “units,” which
--because they did not give any positive result under those two 19 based special formulas-- have
been erased singly and eliminated in lower region, under the Table.)
40- And if we make-you-see some of what we promised to them (4/47 & 9/98 & 44/10-16),
or get-you-back (before this), the only (responsibility) upon you is the making-arrive. And upon us
(will be) the calculation.
41- Did they not see that we are coming-forth to the earth, (and) subtracting from its ends?
And The Authority makes-decision, and not a heeling-one for His decision. And He is fast in
the calculation.
42- And definitely, the ones before them had (also) schemed, but the scheming is for
The Authority, altogether (10/21 & 8/30). He knows whatever every soul is earning. And the
disbelievers (74/31) will know for whom will be (the) consequence of the wandering-place.
43- And the ones who disbelieved are saying: You are not a Sent-One. Say: The Authority suffices
as a witness between me and between you, and (the ones) that in sight of them is (the) knowledge
of the Written-Document (39/23).
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CHAPTER 14
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- A, l, r. (This is) a Written-Document (39/23) that we sent-it-down to you, so that you may
bring-out the people from the darknesses into the light with (the) permission of their Lord, to
(the) path of the High, the Praiseworthy.
2- The Authority is the One (that) for Him is whatever in the skies, and whatever on the earth.
And woe to the disbelievers (74/31) from a severe retribution.
3- (Those are) the ones who love the Nearest life upon the Later-time (11/19), and repelling from
Way (9/111) of The Authority, and requiring it as crooked. Those are in a far strayance.
4- And we did not send from any Sent-One except with (the) tongue of his nation, so that he may
make-clear for them (16/44). And The Authority makes-stray whomever He wants, and He guides
whomever He wants (13/27). And He is the high, the wise-decision-maker.
5- And definitely, we sent Moses with our signs: You shall bring-out your nation from
the darknesses into the light, and you shall make-them-commemorate (the) days of
The Authority (Torah-Dt. 31/29). Certainly, in this (narration style) there are signs (:similar
words 16/101) for every very-steadfast, appreciative-one.
6- And once, Moses said to his nation: Commemorate (the) blessing of The Authority upon you.
Once, He saved you from group of Pharaoh; they were inflicting you with the worst retribution,
and they were slaughtering your sons, and leaving-alive your women. And in this (there is) a
test from your Lord, great.
7- And once, your Lord announced: If you appreciate, I will augment for you. And if you
disbelieve, certainly My retribution is severe.
8- And Moses said: If you disbelieve, you and whomever on the earth altogether, certainly
The Authority is rich, praiseworthy.
9- Did not (the) informations of the ones before you come-forth to you, nation of Noah, and Aad,
and Thamoud, and the ones after them? None knows them except The Authority. Their
Sent-Ones went to them with the Clear-Proofs, but they turned-back their hands into their mouths
and said: Certainly, we disbelieved in what you are sent with it. And certainly, we are in a
hesitation from what you are calling us to it, doubters.
10- Their Sent-Ones said: A hesitation in The Authority, Initiator of the skies and the earth?
He is calling you to forgive for you from your wrong-doings, and to later you to a named
appointed-time. They said: You are not except humans that are same-of-us. You are only
intending to make-us-stray from what our fathers had served (12/40). So bring-forth to us
a clear evidence.
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11- Their Sent-Ones said to them: We are not except humans that are same-of-you, but
The Authority sustains upon whomever He wants from His servants. And it cannot be for us to
bring-forth to you an evidence, except with (the) permission of The Authority. And upon
The Authority (all) the believers shall trust-advocately.
12- And what for us, that we should not trust-advocately upon The Authority, and (though) He
definitely guided us to our ways (16/69). And we will remain-steadfast upon what you are
making-us-suffer. And upon The Authority (all) the advocately-trusters shall trust-advocately.
13- And the ones who disbelieved said to their Sent-Ones: We will send-you-out from our earth,
or you will turn-back to our practice. So their Lord pointed-out to them: We will make-vanish
the unjust-ones.
14- And we will make-you-reside on the earth after them. This is for (those) who fear My standing,
and (who) fear My promise (13/40).
15- And they sought-opening, and every forceful (and) stubborn-one failed.
16- From his behind (there will come) Hell, and he will be sipped from a putrid water.
17- He will gulp it, but he will almost not be able to drink it. And the death will come-forth to
him from every place, but he will not be a dead-one. And from its behind (there will come) a
harsh retribution.
18- Allegory of the ones who disbelieved in their Lord (67/6-9): Their works are like ashes that the
wind severely-(scattered) it in a stormy day. So they will not measure upon any wanted-thing
with what they earned. This (fact), it is the far strayance.
19- Did you not see that certainly The Authority created the skies and the earth as the truth (6/73)?
If He wants, He will make-you-go, and He will bring-forth (:perhaps, again through a micro, or
macro evolution) a new creation (6/133).
20- And this is not upon The Authority high.
21- And they appeared for The Authority altogether. And the weak-ones said to the ones who
behaved-big: Certainly, we were followers of you. So can you make-rich on us (now) from
(the) retribution of The Authority from any wanted-thing? They said: Had The Authority
guided (2/26) us, we would have guided you. (It is) straight for us (now), whether we
complain or remain-steadfast, not for us from any exit.
22- And the satan said, when the command was made-effective: Certainly, The Authority promised
you the truthful promise. And I promised you, but I contradicted you. And there was no
evidence for me upon you, except that I called you, and you answered for me (16/100 = 6/112-113).
So do not blame me, but blame your (own) souls. I cannot aid you (now), and you cannot
aid me. Certainly, I disbelieved (now) in what you made-me-partner (6/121) before. Certainly,
the unjust-ones (39/23-24), for them (there will come) a painful retribution.
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23- And the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25) are (now) entered into
Parks flowing under them the rivers, as eternal-ones in them, with (the) permission of their
Lord. Their greeting in them is: Peace.
24- Did you not see how The Authority (thus) struck an allegory: A clean Word is like a clean
Tree, its root is stabilized, and its branches are in the sky.
25- It is giving its eating-(fruits) every time, with (the) permission of its Lord. And
The Authority is (thus) striking the allegories for the people, so that perhaps they may
take-Commemoration (:similar words, in twoers, message 39/23).
26- And allegory of a dirty Word is like a dirty Tree that is chopped from above the earth, not
a settlement for it. (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical
reference to all those similar words (:from only mathematical standpoint, “clean fruits” 2/25)
therein, which are --branch by branch-- placed conjugately, in couples; and after this, to all those
similar words (:from only mathematical standpoint, “dirty fruits”), which are --again branch by
branch-- (because they did not give any positive result under those two 19 based special formulas)
chopped singly and eliminated under the Table.) (For a similar kind of allegorical description,
please, also see Jesus 29/11 & 28/30-31)
27- The Authority is (thus) stabilizing the ones who believed with (this) stabilized
Saying (69/40-43) in the Nearest life and in the Later-time. And The Authority is making-stray
the unjust-ones (39/23-24). And The Authority does whatever He wants.
28- Did you not see the ones who changed (this) Blessing of The Authority into disbelief (2/25-26),
and (thus) made-lawful their nation into (the) wandering-place of the destruction.
29- Hell, they will get-into-it; and ugly-indeed is the settlement!
30- And they made for The Authority “rivals” (13/33) in order to make-stray from His
Way (16/69). Say: Enjoy-goods (for awhile); certainly, your rotating-place will be into the Fire.
31- Say to My servants who believed: That they shall stand the Support (33/56), and distribute
from what we provided (2/25) for them, hidingly and publicly (16/75), before a Day comes-forth
that (there will) not (be) any exchange in it, and not a friendship.
32- The Authority is the One who created the skies and the earth. And He sent-down from the sky
a water, and brought-out with it the fruits as a provision for you. And He put-under-service for
you the ships that are flowing in the sea by His command, and He put-under-service for you
the rivers.
33- And He put-under-service for you the sun and the moon, constantly. And He put-under-service
for you the night and the daylight.
34- And He gave you from every-(thing) what you asked Him. And if you count blessings of
The Authority, you cannot number-them-out. Certainly, the human-being is unjust,
a disbeliever (76/3).
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35- And once, Abraham said: My Lord, (please) make this town a secure-place, and side-me-away
and my sons from serving the idols (26/71-73).
36- My Lord, certainly they made-stray majority of the people. So whoever follows me, certainly
he is with me. And whoever disobeys me, certainly You are best forgiver, most merciful.
37- Our Lord, certainly I made-reside from my --physical & intellectual-- descendants (some
people 3/68) into a valley that is different than haver of crops (28/57) in sight of Your Forbidden
House; our Lord, so that they may stand the Support (33/56). So (please) make (the) minds of the
people desiring towards them, and provide for them from the fruits (2/25-26), so that perhaps
they may appreciate (it).
38- Our Lord, certainly You know whatever we keep-secret, and whatever we make-public.
And not a wanted-thing that can remain-secret upon The Authority on the earth, and not in the skies.
39- The praise is for The Authority who granted me upon the bigness (in age), Ishmael and Isaac.
Certainly, my Lord is hearer of the calling.
40- My Lord, make me a standing-one of the Support (108/2), and from my descendants. Our Lord,
and (please) accept my calling.
41- Our Lord, (please) forgive for me and for my two-birth-causers, and for the believers, on a day
(when) the calculation will stand.
42- And do not calculate that The Authority is unaware of what the unjust-ones are
working-for (3/99 & 41/40 & 23/63). He is only latering them for a day that the visions will
be-terrified in it.
43- They will be running, raising-up their heads, their end-parts (of the eyes) will not turn-back
to them, and their minds are numb.
44- And warn the people of a day (when) the retribution (44/10-16 & 8/50-51) will come-forth
to them. And the ones who behaved-unjust will say: Our Lord, (please) later us to a close
appointed-time that we may answer Your calling and follow the Sent-Ones (2/27). Did you not
take-oath before (this) that (there would) not (be) for you from any end?
45- And you resided in (the) residences of the ones who behaved-unjust to their souls, and it
became-clear for you how we had done to them. And we struck for you the allegories.
46- And definitely, they (now) schemed their scheme. And in sight of The Authority is their
scheme. And their scheme is: The mountains will end-away with it (20/105-108).
47- So do not calculate that The Authority will ever contradict His promise to His Sent-Ones.
Certainly, The Authority is high, haver of revenge.
48- A day (when) the earth will be changed to a different earth, and the skies. And they will appear
to The Authority, the Single, the Supreme.
49- And you will see the criminals (7/40) on that day as chained-ones in the shackles.
50- Their garments are from tar, and the fire will be covering their faces.
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51- Thus The Authority will reward every soul with what it earned. Certainly, The Authority is fast
in the calculation.
52- This (:similar sayings, in twoers, system 39/23) is a Making-Arrive for the people, that they
may be warned with it, and they may know that He is only a Single Authority (28/70), and (the)
possessor of the understanding may take-commemoration (39/23).

CHAPTER 15
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- A, l, r. These (:similar words 2/25) are signs of the Written-Document (39/23), and a clear
Reading (36/69).
2- What-a-lot the ones who disbelieved (2/26) will like that if they only became
surrenderers (39/22).
3- So leave them, that they may eat and enjoy-goods, and the purpose may vanite them (18/46);
soon they will know.
4- We did not make-vanish from any city, except that for it (there was) a known written-document.
5- Any section cannot race its appointed-time, and they cannot later (it).
6- And they said: O the one that upon him the Commemoration (39/23) was sent-down, certainly
you are a jinned-one.
7- If not you should have brought-forth to us the --real-- Ruling-Angels, if you are from the
proved-right-ones (16/2)? (And please, see Gospel-Jn. 1/51) X (Lk. 8/10 & 17/20-21)
8- We do not send-down the --real-- Ruling-Angels except with the truth, and then they will not
be watched-ones (8/50).
9- Certainly-we, we sent-down the Commemoration (39/23), and certainly, we are for it (:its
master copy in heaven) protectors (85/21-22).
10- And definitely, we sent before you into (the) sects of the past-ones.
11- And (any) Sent-One was not going-forth to them, except that they were taking-lightly with him.
12- Like this we track it into (the) hearts of the criminals (7/40).
13- They will not believe in it. And definitely, (thus) passed-away (the) principles of the
past-ones (26/200-202).
14- And even if we opened for them a gate from the sky, and they became climbing in it,
15- they would say: Our visions are intoxicated. No, we are a cheated nation! (And please, also
see Gospel-Jn. 1/51 X Lk. 8/10) (The Testament 16/2 X 17/89)
16- And definitely, we made castles in the sky, and made-it-pretty for the watchers.
17- And we protected it from every rejected satan.
18- Except (the one) who steals the hearing; a clear bolt will (immediately) follow him (37/6-10).
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19- And the earth, we led-it-ahead, and threw in it (the) rooting-ones, and we planted in it from
every wanted-thing, balancedly.
20- And we made for you in it subsistences, and (for the ones) whom you are not providers for it.
21- And not a wanted-thing except in sight of us are its treasures. And we do not send-it-down
except with a known measurement.
22- And we sent the winds as pollinators, and we sent-down from the sky a water, and
made-you-sip-it. And you are not treasurers for it.
23- And certainly-we, we make-live, and make-die. And we are the inheritors.
24- And definitely, we know the sending-forth-ones from you, and the laterers (74/36-37).
25- And certainly-your Lord, He will summon them (18/47). Certainly, He is wise-decision-maker,
knower.
26- And definitely, we created the human-being from mud, from a shaped clay.
27- And the jonn (satan), we created him before (this) from the flaring fire.
28- And once, your Lord said to the Ruling-Angels: Certainly, I am creating a human from mud,
from a shaped clay.
29- So when I make-him-straight and blow into him from My spirit, you shall fall for him as
prostrators.
30- So the Ruling-Angels prostrated, every-of-them, altogether.
31- Except iblees, he refused to be from the prostrators.
32- He said: O iblees, what for you, that you did not become from the prostrators?
33- He said: I am not to prostrate for a human that You created him from mud, from a
shaped clay.
34- He said: (Then) go-out from it; certainly, you are a rejected-one.
35- And certainly, My curse will be upon you to the Religion Day.
36- He said: My Lord, (please) watch me to a Day they will be awakened.
37- He said: Certainly, you are from the watched-ones.
38- To the time of a Day that is (already) known.
39- He said: My Lord, for that You made-me-deviate, I will show-pretty for them on the earth,
and I will make-them-deviate altogether.
40- Except Your servants from them, the devoted-ones (39/2-3).
41- He said: This is a path upon Me (that will remain) standing.
42- Certainly-My servants, (there will) not (be) for you any evidence upon them, except (those)
who follow you from the deviated-ones (16/100 = 6/112-113).
43- And certainly, Hell is your promised-place, altogether.
44- For it (there will be) seven gates. (And) for every gate (there will be) a divided piece (of
criminals) from them.
45- Certainly, the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33) will be in Parks and springs.
46- (It will be said:) Enter into them with peace, as secure-ones.
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47- And we pulled-out whatever in their chests from (the) grudge, as brothers upon furnishings,
fronting-each-other.
48- Any tiredness will not touch them in it; and they will never be sent-out from it.
49- So inform My servants: Certainly-I, I am the best forgiver, the most merciful.
50- And certainly-My retribution, it is the painful retribution.
51- And inform them about (the) guests of Abraham.
52- When they entered upon him, they said: Peace. He said: Certainly, we are about you
apprehensive-ones.
53- They said: Do not be-apprehensive. Certainly, we are giving-you-good-news with a
knowledgeable boy.
54- He said: Are you giving-me-good-news, though the bigness (in age) touched me? So for what
you are giving-me-good-news?
55- They said: We gave-you-good-news as the truth. So do not be from the pessimistic-ones.
56- He said: Who can be-pessimistic about (the) mercy of his Lord, except the strayers.
57- He said: So what is your aim, O the Sent-Ones?
58- They said: Certainly, we are sent to a criminal nation.
59- Except (the) group of Lot. Certainly, we will save them altogether.
60- Except his female-person; we measured that certainly she is to be from the doomed-ones.
61- So when the Sent-Ones came to (the) group of Lot,
62- He said: Certainly, you are a strangened nation.
63- They said: No, we made-come-to-you what they are harboring-suspicion about it.
64- And we brought-forth to you the truth. And certainly, we are proved-right-ones.
65- So make-cross your family in a cut-part from the night, and follow their rear. And anyone
from you shall not turn-back. So walk-away how you are commanded.
66- And we made-effective to him this command: Certainly, (the) rear of these (people) is to be
cut-off (when they are) morningers.
67- And (the) family of the city came, giving-good-news-to-each-other.
68- He said: Certainly, these are my guests; so (please) do not embarrass me.
69- And take-shelter against The Authority, and do not disgrace me.
70- They said: Did we not stop you on the multitudes?
71- He said: These are my daughters, if you are to be (through a legal marriage) doers.
72- By your life-span, certainly they were blundering in their intoxication.
73- So the cry took them (when they were) sun-risers.
74- And we made its top as its bottom, and we showered upon them rocks from burny-ones.
75- Certainly, in this (narration style) there are signs (:similar words 16/101) for the marking-ones.
76- And certainly, it is a standing way (16/69).
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77- Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a Sign (:of this Chapter; its similar words, in twoers,
Table 6/4 & 26/5) for the believers.
78- And (the) community of the Woods were unjust-ones.
79- So we took-revenge from them. And certainly, --the left side & the right side-- both-of-them
are clear ministers (36/12).
80- And definitely, (the) community of the Confinement lied the Sent-Ones.
81- And we gave them our signs, but they became estrangers on them.
82- And they were carving secure houses from the mountains.
83- So the cry took them (when they were) morningers.
84- And what they were earning did not make-rich on them.
85- And we did not create the skies and the earth, and whatever between them, except for
the truth (6/73). And certainly, the Hour is coming-forth (30/14-16); so be-tolerant with the
beautiful tolerance.
86- Certainly, your Lord is the Creator, the Knower.
87- And definitely, we gave you (the) Seven from (those) Twoers (:similar sayings, in twoers,
system 39/23), and (thus) a great Reading (36/69). (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables,
this may also be an allegorical reference to those Seven groups of -twoer- special Formulas, and all
those “similar sayings, in twoers, Readings” therein, which are calculated and planned based on
these Formulas.) (And here secondarily, this may, of course, again also be an allegorical reference
to those unique “Seven pairs of Initial letters,” which are counted and planned based on this
number 19 again, on both sides, throughout the Testament. To get a little bit more detailed &
comprehensive information on this subject, please see the Reading, Introduction part.)
88- So do not lead-ahead your eyes towards what we gave-goods with it to (the) couples from
them, and do not grieve upon them. And lower your “wings” for the believers (David 45/1-2).
89- And say: Certainly, I am a clear warner (7/2).
90- Like-that we sent-down upon the dividers (43/31-32).
91- The ones who made the Reading (36/69) as an imitation.
92- So by your Lord, we will ask them altogether,
93- on what they are working-on (3/99 & 41/40 & 23/63).
94- So you shall make-shatter with what you are commanded (17/106), and estrange on the
partner-makers (13/33 ~ 42/21).
95- Certainly, we will suffice you against the lightly-taking-ones.
96- The ones who are making with The Authority a later Authority (28/70 X 21/29); so they will
soon know.
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97- And definitely, we know that your chest is being-straitened by what they are
saying (21/5 & 68/51 & …).
98- So glorify with praise of your Lord, and be from the prostrators (53/62).
99- And (thus) serve your Lord (53/62) until the certainty comes-forth to you.

CHAPTER 16
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- (The) Command (42/52) of The Authority (thus) came-forth, so do not hasten it (75/16-19).
Be-He-glorified, and is top on what they are making-partners (13/33 ~ 42/21).
2- He is sending-down the “ruling-angels” with the Spirit (:similar words, in twoers,
message 42/52 = 39/23) from His Command upon whomever He wants from His servants: Warn
that (there is) not any Authority except Me; so take-shelter against Me. (Please, see the Reading;
regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to all those two, three etc.
winged “units” therein, which are placed conjugately, on both sides, and the similar words, in
twoers, message with them.) (To witness a similar kind of allegorical description on this subject,
please, also see Jesus 41/22 & 43/41)
3- He created the skies and the earth as the truth. He is top on what they are
making-partners (10/18 ~ 13/33).
4- He created the human-being from a tiny-drop, and then he was a clear feuding-one (36/77-79).
5- And the livestock, He created them. For you (there is) a warmth in them and benefits, and from
them you are eating.
6- And for you (there is) a beauty in them when you are getting-back, and when you are
jogging-away.
7- And they are carrying your heavy-objects to a town that you could not arrive it except with a
split of the souls. Certainly, your Lord is most compassionate, most merciful.
8- And the horses, and the mules, and the donkeys, so that you may get-on them, and as a
prettiness. And He is (also) creating (the other vehicles) what you surely know.
9- And upon The Authority is moderating the Way (16/69), and from them (some are)
askew (3/99). And if He wanted, He could have guided (2/25-26) you altogether.
10- He is the One who sent-down from the sky a water. For you (there is) a drink from it, and
trees from it that you are pasturing in it.
11- He is planting for you with it the crops, and the olives, and the date-palms, and the grapes,
and from every (kind of) fruits. Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a Sign (:left sided, similar
words divisions 6/4 & 26/5) for a nation who thinks.
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12- And He put-under-service for you the night and the daylight, and the sun and the moon.
And the stars are (also) put-under-service with His command. Certainly, in this (narration style)
there are Signs (:lower region, similar words division 3/7 & 39/23) for a nation who comprehends.
13- And what He dispersed for you on the earth, contradicting in their colors. Certainly, in this
(narration style) there is a Sign (:right sided, similar words divisions 6/4 & 26/5) for a nation who
takes-Commemoration (39/23).
14- And He is the One who put-under-service the sea, so that you may eat from it tender meat, and
bring-out from it jewelry that you are dressing them. And you see the ships floating in it,
and so that you may require from His favor, and so that perhaps you may appreciate (it).
15- And He threw onto the earth rooting-ones, lest it tumbles with you, and rivers and ways, so that
perhaps you may become-guided.
16- And (the) making-know-marks; and they are (also) being guided with the stars.
17- So is (the One) who creates (28/68) is like (the one) who cannot create (52/34)? So will you not
take-commemoration (39/23)?
18- And if you count (the) blessings of The Authority, you cannot number-them-out. Certainly,
The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
19- And The Authority knows what you are hiding, and what you are making-public.
20- And the ones they are calling other than The Authority (21/29 & 9/31) cannot create any
wanted-thing, and they (themselves) are being created.
21- (They are) dead-ones, different than (being) living-ones; and they do not perceive when
they will be --here on earth again-- awakened (27/65).
22- Your Authority is a Single Authority (28/70); and the ones who do not believe in the
Later-time (11/19), their hearts are strangening (this fact), and they are (against this)
big-behaving-ones.
23- No question, certainly The Authority knows what they are hiding, and what they are
making-public. Certainly, He does not love the big-behaving-ones.
24- And when it is said to them: What is it that your Lord sent-down (39/23 & 2/25)?
They said: (These are only) scripted-fabrications (28/48) of the past-ones (:past sections 37/168).
25- So they will carry their (own) loads completely on the Standing Day, and from (the) loads
of the ones that they made-them-stray with different than a Knowledge (4/166). Be-careful,
bad-indeed is what they are taking-as-loads.
26- Definitely, the ones before them had schemed, so The Authority came-forth to their
buildings from the sitting-parts, and the ceilings went-down on them from their above. And the
retribution came-forth to them from (the direction) where they could not perceive.
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27- Then, on the Standing Day, He will disgrace them and say: Where are My partners,
the ones that you were splitting (against Me) on behalf of them (32/4 X 18/102 & 10/18)?
The ones who were given the knowledge (4/166) said: Certainly, the disgrace today and the
badnesses are upon the disbelievers (74/31).
28- (These are) the ones that the Ruling-Angels are getting-them-back as unjust-ones to their souls,
and they threw the surrender: We were not working from any badnesses! No, certainly
The Authority is knower of what you were working-on (3/99 & 41/40 & 23/63).
29- So enter (now) into (the) gates of Hell, as eternal-ones in it. (What)-ugly-indeed is (the)
destination of the big-behaving-ones.
30- And (when) it is said to the ones who took-shelter: What is it that your Lord
sent-down (39/23 & 2/25)? They said: Goodness. For the ones who acted-nicely (39/23 & 34),
(there will come) a niceness in this Nearest-time, and (the) wandering-place of the Later-time will
be better. And (what)-blessy-indeed is (the) wandering-place of the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33).
31- Parks of Eden, they will be entering into them, the rivers are flowing under them. For them
(there will be) in it whatever they want. Like this The Authority rewards the shelter-takers.
32- (These are) the ones that the Ruling-Angels are getting-them-back as clean-ones, they are
saying: Peace be upon you. Enter into the Park for what you were working-on (2/25).
33- Are they watching except that the Ruling-Angels should come-forth to them, or (that)
command of The Authority should come-forth (44/10-16)? Like this the ones before them had done.
And The Authority did not behave-unjust to them, but they were behaving-unjust to their
(own) souls.
34- So (the) badnesses of what they were working-on afflicted them (in the end), and what they
were taking-lightly with it haunted them.
35- And the ones who made-partners (42/21) said: Had The Authority wanted, we would not
serve other than Him from any wanted-thing (9/31), we and our fathers. And we would
not forbid other than Him from any wanted-thing (6/148). The ones before them had done like
this. So is there upon the Sent-Ones (anything) but except the clear making-arrive (3/79 = 5/44 &
5/47 & 5/48 & 5/68).
36- And definitely, we awoke in every section a Sent-One: You shall serve The Authority (12/40),
and side-away from the transgressor (7/185-186). So from them (there were the ones) whom
The Authority guided, and from them (there were the ones) upon whom the strayance became-truth.
37- Even if you acted-passionately upon their guidance (39/23), certainly The Authority will not
guide whomever --because of this-- He makes-stray (2/26-27); and (there will) not (be) for them
from any helpers.
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38- And they took-oath by The Authority with (all) strive of their swearings: The Authority
will not --immediately, after the death-- awake (the one) who dies! No, it is a promise upon Him
as a truth (36/48-53) ~ (6/36); but majority of the people do not know.
39- Thus He will make-clear for them the one that they are contradicting in it, and the disbelievers
shall know that certainly they are --on this subject-- liars (16/28-29, 32) ~ (6/111-113).
40- Our saying for any wanted-thing, when we intended it, is only to say for it: “Be,” and it
(in the manner He made-effective, and in the time period He deemed-appropriate) is (2/117).
41- And the ones who immigrated in The Authority, after they were behaved-unjust, we will
settle them in the Nearest-time nicely (28/57); and (the) payment of the Later-time will be bigger,
if they only knew.
42- (These are) the ones who remained-steadfast, and they are advocately-trusting upon
their Lord.
43- And we did not send before you except --men, or women-- (humans)-on foot that we had
pointed-out to them. So ask (the) family of the Commemoration (:Torah; 21/48), if you
do not know (Exodus 15/20 & Judges 4/4 & …).
44- With the Clear-Proofs and the Scriptures. And we sent-down to you the
Commemoration (39/23) so that you may make-clear for the people what is sent-down to them,
and so that perhaps they may think.
45- Did the ones who schemed the badnesses (13/33 & 9/37) feel-secure that The Authority
will not toss them to the earth, or the retribution will not come-forth to them from (the direction)
where they do not perceive?
46- Or He will take them in their spinning-around; and they will not be feeblers.
47- Or He will take them upon a fear. Certainly, your Lord is most compassionate, most merciful.
48- Did they not see to what The Authority created from any wanted-thing, their shades are
turning to the right and to the left, prostrating for The Authority, and (while) they are compelled?
49- And for The Authority is prostrating whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth, from any
moving-creatures and the Ruling-Angels; and they do not behave-big.
50- They are fearing their Lord from their above, and they are doing what they are commanded.
51- And The Authority said: Do not take two Authorities, He is only a Single Authority (28/70 X
21/29). And (only) of Me you shall be afraid.
52- And for Him is whatever in the skies and the earth, and for Him is the Religion (48/28),
continuously. So are you taking-shelter against (the) different-one than The Authority?
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53- And whatever (might be) with you from any blessing is from The Authority. Then when the
harm touches you, you are to Him complaining.
54- Then when He relieves-away the harm from you, then a part from you are making-partners
to their Lord (42/10 X 3/80 & 9/31).
55- Thus they are disbelieving (2/26) in what we gave them. So enjoy-goods (then); you will
soon know.
56- And they are making --on the Tables-- a “share” from what we provided (2/25) for them
for (the ones) what do not know (13/33). By The Authority, you will be asked on what
you are fabricating (16/86-87).
57- And they are --on the right side-- making the daughters for The Authority; be-He-glorified.
And for them is what they are --on the left side-- lusting-for (the sons) (52/39).
58- And when one of them is given-good-news with the female, his face became darkened and
(while) he was a gulping-one.
59- He is getting-away from the nation because of (the) badness of what he was given-good-news
with it. Should he hold it upon a shame (now), or should he bury it in the dust? Be-careful,
ugly-indeed is what they are deciding.
60- For the ones who do not believe in the Later-time (11/19) is the worst allegory,
and for The Authority is the toppest allegory (2/25-26 & 74/26-31 & 14/24-26 & …); and He is
the high, the wise-decision-maker.
61- And if The Authority took the people for their unjustness, He would not have left upon it from
any moving-creatures; but He is latering them to an appointed-time. So when their
appointed-time comes, they will not be latered for an hour, and they will not be advanced.
62- And they are making for The Authority what they are disgusting (for themselves) (30/28),
and their tongues are making-fit the lie that certainly for them is the nicest. No question, certainly
for them is the Fire (42/21). And certainly, they are (the) lacking-ones.
63- By The Authority, definitely we sent to (the) sections before you, but the satan showed-pretty
to them their works. And he is their Master today (6/112-113). And for them (there will come)
a painful retribution.
64- And we did not send-down upon you the Written-Document (39/23) except that you may
make-clear for them the one that they contradicted in it (27/76 & 19/34-37 & …), and as a
Guidance (39/23) and a Mercy for a nation who believes.
65- And The Authority sent-down from the sky a water and made-alive with it the earth
after its death. Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a Sign (:left sided, similar words
divisions 3/7 & 39/23) for a nation who hears.
66- And certainly, for you (there is) a lesson in the livestock, we are making-you-sip from
what is in their bellies -from between digested-food and blood- a special milk, delicious for
the drinkers.
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67- And from (the) fruits of the date-palms and the grapes, you are taking from them
intoxicating-drinks (4/43), and a nice provision. Certainly, in this (narration style) there is
a Sign (:right sided, similar words divisions 3/7 & 39/23) for a nation who comprehends.
68- And your Lord pointed-out to the bees: You shall take from the mountains houses, and from
the trees, and from what they are roofing-up.
69- Then you shall eat from every “fruit” (2/25) and track (the) Ways of your Lord, humbly.
A drink comes-out from their bellies, contradicting in their colors, in it (there is) a healing
for the people. (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical
reference to all those similar “words” (:fruits 2/25) units therein, which are to be initially collected
and arranged through a bee-like work, and then to all those numeric “ways” to be followed,
in the middle sections.) (To get a little bit more detailed & comprehensive information on this
subject, please also see the Reading, Introduction part.)
Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a Sign (:lower region, similar words division 3/7 & 39/23)
for a nation who thinks.
70- And The Authority created you, then He is getting-you-back. And from you (there are the
ones) who are turned-back to (the) lowliest-(period) of the life-span so that he may not know
any wanted-thing after a knowledge. Certainly, The Authority is knower, --on those brains-measurer.
71- And The Authority favored some of you upon some in the provision. And the ones who are
favored are not turning-back their provision upon what their right-hands ruled (to the degree
that) they would be straight in it. So are they denying (the) Blessing (93/11) of The Authority?
72- And The Authority made for you couples from your souls, and made for you sons and
grandchildren from your couples, and He provided for you from the clean-ones. So are they
believing in the falsehood (2/78-79) and in Blessing (93/11) of The Authority they are
disbelieving?
73- And they are serving other than The Authority (9/31) what cannot rule for them
any provision (2/25) from the skies and the earth, (with) any wanted-thing, and they cannot
obeyingly-succeed.
74- So do not strike the allegories for The Authority. Certainly, The Authority knows, and you
do not know.
75- The Authority struck an allegory: A ruled (by his own desire) servant that cannot measure
upon any wanted-thing, and (the one) whom we provided for him a nice provision (2/25) from us,
and he is distributing from it, --on the Table, in lower region-- hidingly, and --on the Table, in upper
regions-- evidently. Can they be-straight? The praise is for The Authority. No, majority of them
do not know.
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76- And The Authority struck an allegory: Two men, one of them is (regarding the truth) dumb,
he cannot measure upon any wanted-thing, and he is a burden upon his master -wherever
he faced him, he cannot bring-forth any goodness (16/30). Can he be-straight and (the one) who
commands with the equity (6/115) and (while) he is upon a standing path (43/43)?
77- And for The Authority is (the) unseen of the skies and the earth. And (the) command of the
Hour (30/14-16) is not except like a blink of the vision, or it is closer. Certainly, The Authority is
upon every wanted-thing a measurer.
78- And The Authority brought-you-out from (the) bellies of your mothers, not knowing any
wanted-thing. And He made for you the hearing, and the visions, and the minds, so that perhaps
you may appreciate (it).
79- Did they not see to the birds that are put-under-service in (the) emptiness of the sky? (None) is
holding them except The Authority. Certainly, in this (narration style) there are signs (:similar
words 16/101) for a nation who believes.
80- And The Authority made for you from your houses a residence. And He made for you from
(the) skins of the livestock houses that you are lightly-carrying them on your traveling day, and
on your standing day. And from their wools, and their furs, and their hair, (you acquire)
luxuries and a goods for awhile.
81- And The Authority made for you (the) shades from what He created, and He made for you
from the mountains barriers. And He made for you garments to shelter you against the heat,
and garments to shelter you against your pressing.
Like this, He is completing --here-- His Blessing (:similar words, in twoers, message 93/11 = 39/23)
upon you, so that perhaps you may surrender (3/84-85).
82- So if they turn-away, the only (responsibility) upon you is a clear making-arrive (5/67).
83- They are recognizing (the) Blessing of The Authority (6/20), then they are strangening it.
And majority of them are disbelievers (5/68).
84- And on a day (when) we will awake from every section a witness; then it will not be
given-permission for the ones who disbelieved (2/26), and they will not be excused.
85- And when the ones who behaved-unjust (39/24) see the retribution, it will not be made-lighter
on them, and they will not be watched.
86- And when the ones who made-partners see their “partners” (13/33), they said: Our Lord,
these (:sayings) are our “partners,” the ones we were calling on behalf of You.
But they (:Ruling-Angels) threw towards them (now) --that outsided-- Saying (13/33): Certainly,
you are liars!
87- And they threw towards The Authority the surrender on that day; and what they were
fabricating (13/33) (thus) strayed on them.
88- The ones who disbelieved (2/26) and repelled from (the) Way (16/69) of The Authority,
we augmented for them retribution above the retribution for that they were
committing-evil (2/27).
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89- And on a day (when) we will awake in every section a witness upon them from their (own)
souls, and we will make-you-come as a witness upon these. And we sent-down to you the
Written-Document (39/23) to make-clear for every wanted-thing, and a Guidance (39/23) and a
Mercy and a Good-News for the surrenderers (3/84).
90- Certainly, The Authority is commanding with the equity and the niceness and giving to haver
of the closeness, and He is stopping on the excessiveness and the strange-attitude and the
going-beyond-bounds. He is (thus) preaching you (11/120), so that perhaps you may
take-commemoration (39/23).
91- And give-forth (the) pledge of The Authority when you pledged-each-other. And do not
violate the swearings after its agreement, for you made The Authority upon you a
responsible-One. Certainly, The Authority knows what you are doing.
92- And do not be like the one who unraveled her knitting into piles, after a power, by taking your
swearings as an abuse between yourselves, for that a section became more-increased (in number)
than a section. The Authority is only testing you with it. And He will make-clear for
you on the Standing Day what you are contradicting in it.
93- And had The Authority wanted, He could have made you a single section. But He makes-stray
whomever He wants, and guides whomever He wants (13/27). And you will be asked on what
you are working-for (2/25 X 29/4).
94- And do not take your swearings as an abuse between yourselves, (then) the legs will slide after
their stabilization, and you will taste the badness for that you repelled from (the) Way of
The Authority; and for you (there will come) a great retribution.
95- And do not sell (the) pledge (2/25-27) of The Authority for a little amount. Certainly, what is
in sight of The Authority is better for you, if you know.
96- What is in your sight runs-out, and what is in sight of The Authority is a lasting-one. We will
reward the ones who remained-steadfast with their payments with (the) nicest of what they are
working-on (2/25).
97- Whoever works for a righteous-deed (2/25), from a male or female, and (while) he is a believer,
we will make-him-live with a clean life, and we will reward their payments with (the) nicest of
what they are working-on (2/25).
98- So when you read the Reading (36/69), you shall seek-refuge in The Authority from the
rejected satan.
99- Certainly-he, (there is) not for him any evidence upon the ones who believed (2/25-26), and
upon their Lord are trusting-advocately.
100- His evidence is only upon the ones who are taking-him-as-Master (7/30), and the ones that
they are with him making-partners (6/112-113).
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101- And when we changed a sign (:similar words -or sayings- unit member) in place of an(other)
sign (:similar words -or sayings- unit member) -and The Authority knows-best what He is
sending-down- they said: You are only a fabricator. No, majority of them do not know.
(Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to those
--same rooted-- similar words -or sayings- “units” therein, which --because they did not give any
positive result under those two 19 based special formulas-- have been eliminated firstly and
discarded under the Table, and then to those “changing the places” procedures followed herein
among the members of these kind of --same rooted-- “units,” and thus being able to return to the
Table in some new and revived forms acquired from these.) (To get a little bit more detailed &
comprehensive information on this subject, please also see the Reading, Introduction part.)
102- Say: The Exalted Spirit (:Gabriel 2/97) sent-it-down from your Lord as the truth, to stabilize
the ones who believed, and as a Guidance (:similar words, in twoers, system 39/23) and a Mercy for
the surrenderers (3/84).
103- And definitely, we know that certainly they are saying: Only a human-(being) is
making-him-know. (The) tongue of the one that they are diverging towards him is foreign, but
this is a clear arabic tongue (29/48).
104- Certainly, the ones who do not believe in Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority, The Authority
will not guide them. And for them (there will come) a painful retribution.
105- The only ones that will fabricate the lie are the ones who do not believe in Signs (6/4 & 26/5)
of The Authority; and those them are the liars (16/86-87).
106- Whoever disbelieves in The Authority after his belief (2/25-26) -except (the one) who is
disgustedly-forced and while his heart is (still) reassured with belief- but whoever calms (his) chest
to disbelief (2/26-27), upon them (there will come) a wrath from The Authority. And for them
(there will come) a great retribution.
107- This is because certainly they loved the Nearest life upon the Later-time (7/45). And certainly,
The Authority will not guide the disbeliever (74/31) nation.
108- Those are the ones that The Authority locked upon their hearts, and their hearing, and their
visions. And those them are the unaware-ones (7/146).
109- No question, certainly they are in the Later-time, they are the losers.
110- Then certainly, your Lord is for the ones who immigrated, after they were persecuted (85/10),
then they strove (25/52) and remained-steadfast. Certainly, your Lord is, after that, a best forgiver,
most merciful.
111- A day (when) every soul will come-forth, arguing for its (own) soul, and every soul will be
given-forth for what it worked (34/4-5). And they will not be behaved-unjust.
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112- And The Authority struck an allegory: A city that was secure (and) reassured, its provision
was coming to it generously from every place. But it disbelieved in (the) blessings of
The Authority. So The Authority tasted it (the) dress of the hunger and the fear for what they
were constructing.
113- And definitely, a Sent-One from among them had come to them, but they lied him. So the
retribution took them, and (while) they were unjust-ones.
114- So eat from what The Authority provided for you, lawful and clean. And appreciate (the)
blessing (93/11) of The Authority, if you are to Him serving.
115- He only forbade upon you the dead, and the blood, and (the) meat of the pig, and what is
dedicated with it to a different-one than The Authority. But whoever harmingly-needs,
different than going-beyond-bounds and hostility, certainly The Authority is best forgiver,
most merciful.
116- And do not say for what your tongues are making-fit the lie: This is lawful, and this is
forbidden, to fabricate upon The Authority the lie (6/119). Certainly, the ones who are
fabricating upon The Authority the lie (10/59) will not receive-comfort.
117- Goods (for) a little-(time); and for them (there will come) a painful retribution.
118- And upon the ones who Inclined we forbade what we had told upon you before (6/146). And
we did not behave-unjust to them, but they were behaving-unjust to their (own) souls.
119- Then certainly, your Lord is for the ones who worked for the badnesses out of ignorance,
then they returned after this and righteous-deeded (2/25). Certainly, your Lord is, after that, a
best forgiver, most merciful.
120- Certainly, Abraham was a subservient section for The Authority, a monotheist. And he was
not from the partner-makers (18/26 X 42/21).
121- (He was) appreciative of His blessings, so He selected him and guided him to a
standing path.
122- And we gave him in the Nearest-time a niceness; and certainly, he is in the Later-time from
the righteous-deeders (38/45-47).
123- Then we pointed-out to you: You shall follow (the) practice of Abraham (6/161), a
monotheist. And he was not from the partner-makers (32/4 X 10/18).
124- The Sabbath was only made upon the ones who contradicted in it (Torah-Dt. 5/12-15). And
certainly, your Lord will make-decision between them on the Standing Day in what they are
contradicting in it.
125- You shall call to (the) Way (16/69) of your Lord with the wise-decision and the nice
preaching. And you shall argue with them with the one that is (the) nicest. Certainly your Lord,
He knows-best (the ones) who strayed-off His way (2/26-27), and He knows-best the
guided-ones (2/25-26).
126- And if you consequence, you shall consequence with (the) same as what you were
consequenced with it (2/194). And if you remain-steadfast, it will be better for the
steadfast-remaining-ones.
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127- And you shall remain-steadfast; and your steadfastness is not except with The Authority.
And do not grieve upon them, and do not be in a straitened-condition because of what they
are scheming (8/30 & 10/21).
128- Certainly, The Authority is with the ones who took-shelter (39/33), and the ones that they are
acting-nicely (39/23 & 34).

CHAPTER 17
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Glorified is the One who made-cross His servant in a night from the “forbidden
prostration-place” to the “farthest prostration-place,” the one that we made-profitable around it,
that we might make-him-see from our Signs (:similar words, in twoers, Table 6/4 & 26/5).
Certainly-He, He is the hearer, the visioner. (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables,
this may also be an allegorical reference to all those similar words “units” therein, which are
placed in the very first division, to all those “units,” which are placed in the very last division,
and all the related calculational proceedings made --especially in the nightly hours (73/1-6)-thereof.)
2- And we gave Moses the Written-Document, and we made it a (source of) Guidance (39/23)
for Sons of Israel (please, see “the Words of Moses” document): You shall not take other than Me
any advocate (then).
3- Descendants (of those) whom we carried with Noah; certainly, he was an appreciative servant.
4- And we made-effective in the Written-Document for Sons of Israel: You will commit-evil
on the earth two-times, and you will behave-toply with a big toply-behaving.
5- So when the first promise came, we awoke upon you servants of ours that were possessor of a
severe pressing, and they spied into (the) middle-areas of the wandering-places. And it was a
promise (that was) to be done.
6- Then we turned for you the repetition upon them, and we led-you-ahead with properties and
sons, and we made you major (in number) as soldiering-ones.
7- If you act-nicely --now-- (2/25-26), you will act-nicely for your (own) souls (Torah-Dt. 32/1-4
= 32/46-47); and if you act-badly (2/26-27), it will be against it (Torah-Dt. 32/5-6 = 32/15-16).
And when the later promise come, they will (again) make-bad your faces. And they will enter
into the Prostration-Place, as they had entered it in (the) first time, and they will wipe-out
whatever they can top-away with a (complete) wiping-out (Torah-Dt. 32/20-25).
8- Maybe your Lord will feel-mercy for you (after this) (Torah-Dt. 32/36-39). And if you
turn-back (to us), we will turn-back (to you). And we made Hell as a besieging-place (Torah-Dt.
31/29) for the disbelievers (2/26-27).
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9- Certainly, this Reading (36/69) is guiding to the one that is (the) most standing. And it is
giving-good-news to the believers, the ones who are working for the righteous deeds (2/25), that
certainly for them (there will be given) a great payment.
10- And certainly, the ones who do not believe in the Later-time (Hosea 6/2-3) (Gospel-Jn.
6/44-45) (Quran 43/61-62), we prepared for them a painful retribution.
11- And the human-being is calling for the badness, (thinking that he is) calling for the goodness.
And the human-being is a hastening-one.
12- And we made the night and the daylight as two-signs. And we erased (the) sign of the
night (:moon), and we made (the) sign of the daylight (:sun) as a vision-maker so that you may
require a favor from your Lord, and you may know (the) count of the years and the calculation.
And every wanted-thing we separated it with a (complete) separating (6/55).
13- And every human-being, we made-necessary his omen onto his neck. And we will bring-out
for him on the Standing Day a written-document, he will meet it as (it is) spread.
14- Read your written-document (now)! Your soul will suffice upon you today as a
calculating-one.
15- Whoever becomes-guided (2/25-26), he will only become-guided for his (own) soul, and
whoever strays-away (2/26-27), he will only stray-away upon it. And any load-taker cannot
take-as-a-load (the) load of a later-one. And we are not to be retributers until we awake a Sent-One.
16- And when we intend to make-vanish a city, we command to its wealthy-ones, and they (still)
betray (2/26) in it. So the Saying (69/40) becomes-truth upon it, and we annihilate it with a
(complete) annihilating (44/15-16).
17- And how-many we made-vanish from the generations after Noah. And your Lord suffices as a
news-taker and a visioner of wrong-doings of His servants.
18- Whoever intends for the hastened-one, we hasten for him in it whatever we want, for whom
we intend. Then we make for him Hell, he goes-into it, degraded (and) made-inferior.
19- And whoever intends for the Later-time, and runs for it with its running (21/94), and (while) he
is a believer, those are (the ones) their running will be appreciated.
20- Every (of them) we lead-ahead, these and these, from bounty of your Lord. And (the) bounty
of your Lord is not restricted.
21- Watch how we favored some of them upon some. And the Later-time will be bigger in
degrees, and bigger in favoring.
22- So do not make with The Authority a later Authority (28/70 X 21/29 & 9/31), lest
you sit-down degraded (and) scorned.
23- And your Lord made-effective that you shall not serve except to Him (12/40), and to the
two-birth-causers a niceness. And if they arrive the bigness in sight of you, one of them or both of
them, you shall not say to them “Ugh,” and you shall not reprimand them. And you shall say to
them an honorable saying.
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24- And you shall lower for them (the) wings of the humility from the mercy, and you shall say:
My Lord, (please) feel-mercy-for-them, like they lorded me (while I was) a small-one.
25- Your Lord knows-best what is in your souls. If you become righteous-deeders (2/25), certainly
He is best forgiver for the leaning-forward-ones.
26- And you shall give to haver of the closeness his truthful-share, and the poor, and son of the
way (8/41). And you shall not extravagate with a (complete) extravagating.
27- Certainly, the extravagating-ones are (the) brothers of the satans (6/112-113); and the satan
became against his Lord a disbeliever.
28- And if you estrange on them, requiring a mercy from your Lord that you are waiting for it, you
shall say to them an easy saying.
29- And you shall not make your hand confiscated to your neck, and you shall not broaden it
with every broadening, lest you sit-down blamed (and) sorry.
30- Certainly, your Lord is broadening the provision for whomever He wants, and He is
measuring. Certainly, He is a news-taker, a visioner of His servants.
31- And you shall not kill your birth-given-ones because of being-frightened of poverty. We are
providing for them, and to you. Certainly, killing them is a big wrong-action.
32- And you shall not get-close to the adultery. Certainly, it is an excessiveness; and (what) a
bad way.
33- And you shall not kill the soul, the one that The Authority forbade, except with the
truth (2/178-179). And whoever is killed with an unjustness, definitely we made for his master an
evidence. But he shall not act-extremely in the killing; certainly, he is --perhaps, through other
option-- helped (2/178).
34- And you shall not get-close to (the) properties of the orphans except with the one that is (the)
nicest (4/6), until he arrives his severe-period. And you shall give-forth the pledge. Certainly, the
pledge will be asked (3/75-77).
35- And you shall give-forth the weight when you weigh (it), and you shall balance-out with the
standing justice-scale. This will be better, and (also) nicer in interpretation.
36- And you shall not trace what (there is) not for you with it any knowledge (4/166). Certainly,
the hearing and the vision and the mind, every of these will be asked on it.
37- And you shall not walk on the earth proudly. Certainly, you cannot bore-through the earth,
and you cannot arrive the mountains in tallness.
38- Every of these are badnesses in sight of your Lord, to be disgusted.
39- These (:similar sayings 39/23) are from what your Lord pointed-out to you --here-- from
the Wise-Decision. So you shall not make with The Authority a later Authority (28/70 X
21/29 & 9/31), lest you be thrown into Hell, blamed (and) made-inferior.
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40- Did your Lord filteredly-choose for you --on the left side-- (that) sons, and (while) He took
(for Himself) from the Ruling-Angels (16/2) --on the right side-- (that) females? Certainly, you are
(thus) saying a great (false) saying (13/33).
41- And definitely, we turned-around (the allegories; 2/25-27 & 74/26-31 & 14/24-26 & …)
about this Reading (36/69), so that they may take-Commemoration (39/23). But it is not augmenting
them except in aversion.
42- Say: If there were Authorities, like they say (21/29 & 9/31), then they would have required
a --similar-- Way (16/69) --that would make them equal-- towards (the) Haver of the Throne. (And
please, see 16/73)
43- Be-He-glorified, and is top on what they are saying with a big topness.
44- The seven skies and the earth, and whomever in them, are glorifying Him. And not from any
wanted-thing except that it is glorifying with His praise, but you do not intellige their
glorification. Certainly, He is most clement, best forgiver.
45- And when you read the Reading (36/69), we made between you and between the ones who
do not believe in the Later-time (7/45) an obscure shield.
46- And we made upon their hearts barriers so that they may not intellige it (7/146), and on their
ears a gravity. And when you commemorate your Lord in the Reading (:similar words, in twoers,
message 36/69 = 39/23), singly, they turned-away upon their rears in aversion.
(Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to those
possible very negative reactions by some, therein, against the fact that sometimes the name of our
Lord may not be within those coupled “units,” which are placed in upper regions, but may be within
those single “units,” which --because they did not give any positive result under those two 19 based
special formulas-- have been eliminated and placed in lower region, on the Table.)
47- We know-best for what they are hearing with it, when they hear to you. And when they
conspire, when the unjust-ones (39/24) say: You are not following except a cheated man.
48- Watch how they struck against you (that) allegories, and they strayed-away. And (so) they will
not obeyingly-succeed to any way (16/69).
49- And they said: When we become bones and fragments, shall we certainly be awakened in a
new creation (6/36)?
50- Say: Become rocks, or iron,
51- Or any creation (allegory) from what it seems-big in your chests. They will say: Who will
turn-us-back? Say: The One who initiated you in (the) first time. And they will shake their heads
towards you and say: When will it be? Say: Maybe, it is close (36/48-53).
52- A day (when) --at the time of the death-- He will call you (16/28-29), and you will --even it is
too late then-- answer with His praise (14/44), and you will guess that you did not remain --here-except a little-(time).
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53- And say to My servants: That they shall say (with) the one that is (the) nicest (39/23).
Certainly, the satan is fiddling between them (7/200-201). Certainly, the satan is a clear hostile-one
against the human-being.
54- Your Lord knows you best. If He wants, He will feel-mercy-for-you, or if He wants, He will
retribute you. And we did not send you as an advocate (17/2) upon them.
55- And your Lord knows-best whomever in the skies and the earth. And definitely, we favored
some Informers upon some (2/253), and we gave David a scripture. (Please, see “the Words of
David” document.)
56- Say: Call the ones that you claimed other than Him (10/18); they cannot rule for
relieving-away the harm from you (5/75-76), and not a departure (of it).
57- Those (whom you call) (10/18) were (themselves) requiring the means towards their Lord,
which-of-them might be (the) closest (9/99). And they were waiting for His mercy, and fearing
His retribution (21/27-29). Certainly, (the) retribution of your Lord is to be alarmed-of.
58- And not from a city except that we will make-it-vanish before the Standing Day, or we will
retribute it with a severe retribution. This is (already) scripted in the Written-Document (Isaiah
24/1-13).
59- And what stopped us from sending the (previous style) signs is except that the past-ones
had (already) lied them. And we gave Thamoud the camel as a vision-maker, but they
behaved-unjust to her. And we do not send --now-- the (present style) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) except
to make-fear (90/19-20).
60- And once, we said to you: Certainly, your Lord surrounded the people. And we did not make
the “seeing,” the one that we made-you-see (17/1), except as a persecution (74/31) for the people,
and the “cursed tree” (14/26) in the Reading (:similar words, in twoers, message 36/69 = 39/23).
And we are (thus) making-them-fear (14/26-29), but it is not augmenting them except in a big
transgression (5/68).
61- And once, we said to the Ruling-Angels: You shall prostrate for Adam. So they prostrated,
except Iblees. He said: Shall I prostrate for (the one) whom You created from mud?
62- He said: Did you see this, the one that You honored upon me? If You later me to the Standing
Day, I will surely entice his descendants, except a little.
63- He said: Go (then). Whoever follows you from them, certainly Hell will be your reward; a
well-fitting reward.
64- And move-up with your voice (6/121) whomever you can obeyingly-succeed from them,
and cover upon them with your on-horse-ones and on-foot-ones (19/75), and be-partner for them
in the properties and the birth-given-ones (23/55-56), and promise them (20/120). And the satan is
not promising them except an illusion (6/112-113).
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65- Certainly-My servants (38/83), (there will) not (be) for you any evidence upon
them (6/112-114). And your Lord suffices --on these subjects-- as an (only) advocate.
66- Your Lord is the One who makes-float the ships for you on the sea so that you may require
from His favor. Certainly, He is most merciful towards you.
67- And when the harm touched you on the sea, (those) whom you were calling (10/18 & 18/102)
strayed-away, except Him. And when He saved you to the land, --some of-- you estranged (29/65).
And the human-being is a disbeliever.
68- Did you feel-secure that He will not toss you to (the) side of the land, or (He will not) send
upon you a storm? Then you will not find for you any advocate.
69- Or did you feel-secure that He will not turn-you-back to it for a later time, and send upon you
a tempest from the wind and drown you for that you disbelieved (2/26 & 74/31)? Then you will not
find upon us any follower for it.
70- And definitely, we honored Sons of Adam, and we carried them on the land and the sea. And
we provided for them from the clean-ones. And we favored them upon (the) majority of what
we created with a (complete) favoring.
71- A day (when) we will call every humanities with their ministers (:Scriptures 46/12);
And (the one) who is given his written-document to his right-hand, those will be reading their
written-documents (39/23 & 34). And they will not be behaved-unjust (as much as) a
seed’s-(weight) (39/35).
72- And whoever is blind (2/171) in this (Nearest-time), he will be blind (20/125-126) in the
Later-time, and more stray in (the) way.
73- And they would almost persecute you on the one that we pointed-out to you (43/43-44), so that
you may fabricate upon us a different-one than that. And then they would take you as a friend.
74- And if it were not that we stabilized you, definitely you would almost ally to them
a little wanted-thing.
75- Then we would have tasted you a multiplied (retribution) of the life, and a multiplied
(retribution) of the death. Then you would not find for you upon us any helper.
76- And they would almost move-you-up from the earth, to send-you-out from it. And then they
will not remain after you, except a little-(time).
77- A principle of (the ones) whom we sent before you from our Sent-Ones. And you will not
find in our principle any departure.
78- So you shall stand the (evening) Support (24/58) from declining of the sun towards (the)
darkening of the night. And (the Supportive) Reading of the dawn (24/58); certainly, (the) Reading
of the dawn is witnessed.
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79- And from the night you shall study with it (73/1-6), as a gift for you, that maybe your Lord
will awaken you to a praised standing-(position).
80- And say: My Lord, (please) make-me-enter with a proved-right entering, and make-me-go-out
with a proved-right going-out. And (please) make for me a helping evidence from Your station.
81- And say: The truth (35/31) (thus) came, and the falsehood (2/78-79) perished. Certainly, the
falsehood is to be a perisher.
82- And we are sending-down --here-- from the Reading (36/69) what -it- is a Healing and a
Mercy for the believers. But it is not augmenting the unjust-ones (39/24) except in a loss.
83- And when we blessed upon the human-being, he estranged and turned his side. And when the
wickedness touched him, he became despondent.
84- Say: Everyone shall work --on that similar words, in twoers, system (2/25)-- upon his
capability; and your Lord knows-best (the one) who is more guided --on this work-- in (the)
Way (16/69).
85- And they are asking you about the Spirit. Say: The Spirit is from (the) Command (42/52) of
my Lord. And what is given to you from the knowledge is except a little.
86- And if we wanted, we could have made-go-away the one that we pointed-out (43/43-44) to you,
then you would not find for you with it upon us any advocate.
87- (It is) except a Mercy from your Lord. Certainly, His Favor (thus) became big upon you.
88- Say: If (all) the jinns and the human-beings got-together to bring-forth a same of this
Reading (:similar words, in twoers, message 36/69 = 39/23), they would not have brought-forth
(the) same-of-it, even if some of them were to be backers-up to some.
89- And definitely, we turned-around for the people from every allegory (2/25-27 & 74/26-31 &
14/24-26 & 9/111 & 16/2 & 6/111 & ...) about this Reading (36/69 = 39/23), but majority of
the people insisted except in disbelief (2/26 & 74/31).
90- And they said: We will not believe you until you gush-out for us a spring from the earth.
91- Or a Park must be for you from date-palms and grapes, and you must gush-out the rivers in
(the) middle-areas of them with a (complete) gushing-out.
92- Or you must make-fall-down the sky, as you claimed (52/44-45), upon us in masses, or you
must bring-forth The Authority and the Ruling-Angels frontly.
93- Or a house of ornaments must be for you, or you must climb into the sky -but we will not
believe in your climbing until you send-down upon us a Written-Document that we can read it.
Say: Glorified is my Lord, am I (anything) except a human sent-one?
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94- And what stopped the people from believing, when the Guidance (39/23) came to them, was
not, except that they said: Did The Authority awake a human sent-one?
95- Say: If there were Ruling-Angels on the earth, walking reassuredly, we would have
sent-down upon them from the sky a Ruling-Angel sent-one.
96- Say: The Authority suffices as a witness between me and between you. Certainly, He is a
news-taker, a visioner of His servants.
97- And whomever The Authority guides (2/25-26), he is the guided-one, and whomever He
makes-stray (2/26-27), you will not find for them any Masters (18/102) (for guiding them) other
than Him. And we will summon them on the Standing Day upon their faces, blind and dumb and
deaf. Their abode will be Hell; whenever it cools-down, we will augment for them a roasting.
98- This is their reward, for that certainly they disbelieved in our Signs (6/4 & 26/5) and said:
When we become bones and fragments, shall we certainly (again) be awakened in a new
creation (17/49-52)?
99- Did they not see that certainly The Authority, the One who created the skies and the earth, can
(also) be a measurer upon (immediately) creating (again) the same-of-them (6/36)? And He made
for them an appointed-time (63/11), not a doubt in it. But the unjust-ones (39/24) insisted
except in disbelief (2/26 & 74/31).
100- Say: If you ruled over (the) treasures of (the) mercy of my Lord, then you would have
withheld (them) out of being-frightened of the distribution. And the human-being is stingy.
101- And definitely, we gave Moses nine clear signs -ask Sons of Israel. When he came to them,
and Pharaoh said to him: Certainly, I guess you, O Moses, as a cheated-one.
102- He said: Definitely, you knew that (none) could have sent-down these (signs) except Lord
of the skies and the earth as vision-makers. And certainly, I guess you, O Pharaoh, as a
finished-off-one.
103- So he intended to move-them-up from the earth, and we drowned him and (those) who
were with him, altogether.
104- And we said after him to Sons of Israel: You shall reside on the earth (5/21). And when the
later promise come, we will make-you-come (again), unitedly (17/7-8) (Hosea 6/2-3 & 14/2-8).
105- And as the Truth we sent-it-down (39/23), and as the Truth it came-down. And we did not
send you except as a good-news-giver and a warner.
106- And (it is) a Reading (36/69) that we parted it (please, see the Reading; all those similar words
divisions on the Tables therein, which are placed separately and conjugately, on both sides), so that
you may read it upon the people, upon a pause. And we sent-it-down with a (specially planned)
sending-down (39/23 & 75/17-19).
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107- Say: Believe in it, or do not believe in it. Certainly, the ones who were given the knowledge
before it (Moses 18/18-19 = 24/18 & 22) (Jesus 33/37 = 4/24 & 26) (David 63/22-26 = 44/10)
(Muhammad 9/9 = 18/15), when it is recited upon them, they are going-down on the chins,
prostrating.
108- And they are saying: Glorified is our Lord; (the) promise of our Lord is thus done.
109- And they are going-down on the chins, weeping. And it is augmenting them in reverence.
110- Say: Call (Him) The Authority, or call (Him) The Most Mercy-Feeler; whatever you call,
for Him are the nicest Names. And do not make-evident your Support, and do not make-it-secret,
and require a way between these.
111- And say: The praise is for The Authority, the One who never took a birth-given-one, and
never became for Him any partner in the ruling-dominion, and never became for Him any
master out of the humiliation. And respect-Him-big with a (complete) respecting-big.

CHAPTER 18
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- The praise is for The Authority, the One who sent-down upon His servant the
Written-Document (39/23), and He did not make for it any flaw (39/28).
2- A Standing-one, so that he may warn with a severe pressing from His station, and he may
give-good-news to the believers, the ones who are working for the righteous-deeds (2/25), that
certainly for them (there will come) a nice payment.
3- (They will be) pausing-ones in it forever.
4- And he may warn the ones who said: The Authority took a birth-given-one!
5- Not for them any knowledge with it, and not for their fathers (Gospel-Mrk. 12/29 & 10/18).
(The) word that is coming-out from their mouths became-big; (and) they are not saying
except a lie.
6- So maybe you will lament in your soul upon their traces that they do not believe in this
Utterance (39/23), being-saddened.
7- Certainly, we made whatever upon the earth as a prettiness for it. And we will surely test which
of them will be (the) nicest in working (17/84).
8- And certainly, we will make whatever upon it into a barren ground.
9- Or did you calculate that certainly (the) community of the Cave and the Marking are from our
wondrous signs?
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10- Once, the youths sought-abode towards the Cave, and they said: Our Lord, (please) give us
from Your station a mercy, and make-simple for us a correctness from our command.
11- So we struck upon their ears in the Cave for a counted years.
12- Then we awoke them, so that we may know which of the two-parties would better-number-out
how long they remained for a duration.
13- We are telling upon you their information with the truth. Certainly, they were youths who
believed in their Lord, and we augmented for them a guidance.
14- And we united upon their hearts, when they stood and said: Our Lord is (the) Lord of the skies
and the earth. We will not call any Authority other than Him (28/70 X 21/29 & 9/31).
15- These are our nation, they took Authorities other than Him. If not they should have
brought-forth upon them a clear evidence? So who is more unjust than (the one) who fabricated
upon The Authority a lie?
16- And since you avoided them and what they are serving other than The Authority (12/40),
(then) seek-abode towards the Cave so that your Lord may spread for you from His mercy, and
He may make-simple for you a companionship from your command.
17- And you see the sun, when it rose it was passing on their cave from haver of the
right-side, and when it set it was crossing them from haver of the left-side, and they were in
(the) hollow from it.
These (:similar sayings 39/23) are from signs (16/101) of The Authority. (And) whomever
The Authority guides (13/27), he is the guided-one, and whomever He makes-stray (2/26), you
will not find for him any correcting Master (7/196 X 18/102).
18- And you are calculating them as conscious-ones, but they were groggy. And we were
spinning them towards haver of the right-side and haver of the left-side. And their dog was
broadening-forward his two-arms in the midst. Had you risen upon them, you would have
turned-away from them with a fleeing, and you would have filled from them with a terror.
19- And like this, we awoke them so that they may ask-each-other between themselves.
A saying-one from them said: How long did you remain? They said: We remained a day, or
some-part of a day. They said: Your Lord knows-best whatever you remained. So awake one of you
(now) with this money of yours to the city, that he may look which of them is more clean to eat,
and he may bring-forth a provision from it. And he should act-kindly, and should not
make-you-perceived to anyone.
20- Certainly-they, if they back-up upon you, they will stone you, or they will turn-you-back into
their practice. And you will not receive-comfort, then, forever.
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21- And like this, --here-- we made-it-discovered upon them (:similar sayings 39/23) that
they may know that: certainly (the) promise (17/107-108) of The Authority is (the) truth; and
certainly the Hour (30/14-16), not a doubt in it.
Then they were pulling-back between themselves their command, and they said: You should build
upon them a building, their Lord knows them best. The ones who defeated upon their command
said: We will surely take upon them a prostration-place.
22- They will say: Three, (and) the fourth of them was their dog. And they will say: Five, (and)
the sixth of them was their dog. (This is like) throwing-stone towards the unseen. And they will
say: Seven, and the eighth of them was their dog. Say: My lord knows-best their count. (And)
none knows it except a little. So do not discuss about them except a backing-up discussion.
And do not confer about them with anyone from them.
23- And do not say for any wanted-thing: I will certainly do this tomorrow-24- except that The Authority wants. And commemorate your Lord when you forget, and say:
Maybe my Lord will guide me to a closer-one than this in correctness (72/2).
25- And they remained in their cave three hundred years, and they augmented (it) with nine.
26- Say: The Authority knows-best whatever they remained. For Him is (the) unseen of
the skies and the earth. So (now) --all of you-- best-vision it, and best-hear: (There is) not
for them from any Master other than Him (7/196 X 18/102). And He does not make-partner
anyone in His Decisions (42/10 X 3/80).
27- And recite what is pointed-out (43/43-44) to you from (the) Written-Document (39/23)
of your Lord; not a changing-one for His words (28/68 = 6/115 X 5/41). And you will not find any
refuge other than Him (72/21-23).
28- And make-steadfast your soul with the ones who are calling their Lord in the early-times
and the late-times, intending His face. And do not turn-back your eyes from them, intending
pretty-objects of the nearest life. And do not obey (the one) whom we made-unaware his heart
on our Commemoration (39/23), and he followed his desire, and his command became
a lacking (39/56).
29- And say: The truth is from your Lord. So whoever wants, he shall believe (2/25-26),
and whoever wants, he shall disbelieve (2/26-27). Certainly, we prepared for the
unjust-ones (39/23-24) a Fire, its walls will be surrounding them. And if they implore, they will be
implored with a water like the acid that will scald the faces. Ugly-indeed is the drink; and (what) a
bad companion!
30- Certainly, the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25), certainly, we will
not put-to-waste (the) payment of (the one) who acted-nicely (39/23 & 34) in working.
31- Those are, for them (will come) Parks of Eden, the rivers will be flowing under them. They will
be adorned in them with bracelets of gold, and they will be dressing green clothings from silk
and velvet, as resting-ones in them upon the furnishings. Blessy-indeed is the wage; and (what) a
nice companion!
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32- And strike for them an allegory: Two men; we made for one of them parks from grapes, and
we rounded them with date-palms, and we made between them crops.
33- Both parks gave their eatings, and they did not behave-unjust from it with any wanted-thing.
And we pumped-up in (the) middle-areas of them a river.
34- And thus (the) fruits became for him. So he said to his friend, and he was debating with him:
I am more major than you in properties, and higher in mobilizing-ones.
35- And he entered his park, and (while) he was unjust to his soul, he said: I do not guess that this
will ever get-ruined forever.
36- And I do not guess that the hour will ever stand. And if I am turned to my Lord, I will surely
find a better-one than this as a spun-back-place.
37- His friend said to him, and he was debating with him: Did you disbelieve in the One who
created you from dust, then from a tiny-drop, then He made-you-straight as a man?
38- But He is The Authority, my Lord. And I will never make-partner to my Lord anyone (18/26).
39- And if not, when you entered into your park, you should have said: (This is) what
The Authority wanted; (there is) not any power except with The Authority. And if you see me that
I am more little than you in properties and birth-given-ones,
40- Maybe my Lord will give me a better-one than your park, and He will send upon it a
calculated-storm from the sky, and (then) it will be a slippery ground.
41- Or its water will get-to-morning as sunk-away, and you will not obeyingly-succeed for it
with any claim.
42- And his fruits were surrounded; and he got-to-morning, spinning-around his palms upon
what he had distributed in them, and it was demolished upon its roofs. And he was saying:
O-woe-to-me, (I wish) I never made-partner to my Lord anyone (18/26).
43- And there was not any unit to help him towards The Authority, and he was not a helped-one.
44- Here the Mastership is (completely) for The Authority as the truth. He is better in giving-wage,
and better in consequencing.
45- And strike for them allegory of the nearest life: like a water that we sent-it-down from the sky,
and (the) plants of the earth got-mixed with it, but (then) it got-to-morning (like) hay, the winds
was blowing-it-away. And The Authority is a strong-measurer upon every wanted-thing.
46- The properties and the sons are only pretty-things of the nearest life, but the lasting-things of
the righteous-deeds (2/25) are better in sight of your Lord as a wage, and better as an aim.
47- And a day (when) we will roam-away the mountains, and you will see the earth appeared.
And we summoned them (now), and we did not leave-out from them anyone.
48- And they were presented to your Lord in a row. Definitely, you came to us like we
created you in (the) first time. No, you had claimed that we would never make for you a
promised-time (18/58).
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49- And the Written-Document (39/23) was put-down. And you see the criminals (7/40) shivering
from what is (recorded) in it. And they are saying: O-woe-to-us, what (is happening) to this
Written-Document, that it is not leaving-out any small-one or any big-one, except that it is
numbering-them-out. And they found what they worked-for (3/99 & 41/40 & 13/33 & …) as
prepared. And your Lord does not behave-unjust to anyone. (Please, see the Reading; regarding
the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to all those (made up of) some “small”
type --preposition & conjunction etc.-- similar words “units,” and also (made up of) some “big”
type --noun & verb etc.-- similar words “units” therein, which are equally and in unison placed on
the Tables, on either sides, after each of them being individually calculated under those 19 based
special formulas; and the possible negative reaction against this fact by some, in the hereafter, who
never expected such a harmonious planning.)
50- And once, we said to the Ruling-Angels: You shall prostrate for Adam. So they prostrated,
except Iblees. (Then) he became from the jinns, and betrayed (the) command of his Lord.
So will you take him and his descendants as Masters other than Me (7/196 X 7/30), and they are
hostile-ones to you? (What)-an-ugly change indeed for the unjust-ones (39/23-24)!
51- I did not let-them-witness (the) creation of the skies and the earth, and not (the) creation
of their (own) souls. And I was not to take the strayers as biceps.
52- And a day (when) He will say: Sound to My partners (32/4 X 18/102 & 21/28), the ones that
you claimed! So they called them, but they did not answer for them. And we made between them
a gulf.
53- And the criminals saw the Fire (now), and they guessed that certainly they will be falling into
it. And they could not find any turning-around from it.
54- And definitely, we turned-around about this Reading (:similar words, in twoers,
message 36/69 = 39/23) from every allegories (2/25-27 & 74/26-31 & 14/24-26 & 16/69 & 9/111 &
16/2 & ...) for the people. But the human-being is for a major-(number) of wanted-things
an arguing-one.
55- And what stopped the people from believing and seeking-forgiveness from their Lord, when
the Guidance (39/23) came to them, was except that (they waited) to come-forth to them (the)
principle of the past-ones, or to come-forth to them the retribution frontly.
56- And we do not send the Sent-Ones except as good-news-givers and warners. And the ones
who disbelieved are arguing with the falsehood (3/78) to make-vain with it the Truth (35/31).
And they took My Signs (6/4 & 26/5) and what they are warned (4/47 & 44/10-16)
as a light-thing.
57- And who is more unjust than (the one) who was commemorated with (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5)
of his Lord, but he estranged on them, and he forgot what his hands sent-forth. Certainly, we made
barriers upon their hearts so that they may not intellige it (7/146), and in their ears a gravity. And if
you call them to the Guidance (39/23), they will not become-guided, then, forever.
58- And your Lord is the best forgiver, haver of the mercy. If He were to take them for what they
earned (10/27), He would have hastened for them the retribution. No, for them (there is) a
promised-time (44/10-16 & 8/50-51), (and) they will not find against Him any refuge.
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59- And these are the cities, we made-them-vanish when they behaved-unjust. And we made for
their vanishing a promised-time.
60- And once, Moses said to his youth: I will not take-a-break until I arrive (the) gathering-place
of the two-seas, or I will walk for ages.
61- So when they arrived (the) gathering-place (that was) between-two-of-them, they forgot their
fish; so it took its way in the sea, sneakily.
62- When they passed it, he said to his youth: (Please) bring-forth to us our breakfast; definitely,
we met a tiredness from this journey of ours.
63- He said: Did you see, when we sought-abode towards the stone, certainly I forgot the fish. And
none made-me-forget-it except the satan, that I may not commemorate it. And it took its way
in the sea, wondrously.
64- He said: This is what we were requiring. So they turned-back upon their traces, trackingly.
65- And they found a servant from our servants that we gave him a mercy from our sight, and we
made-him-know from our station a (special) knowledge.
66- Moses said to him: May I follow you upon (the condition) that you shall make-me-know a
correctness from what you were made-know.
67- He said: Certainly, you cannot obeyingly-succeed with me in steadfastness.
68- And how can you remain-steadfast upon what you cannot surround it newsly?
69- He said: You will find me, if The Authority wants, as a steadfast-one. And I will not disobey
you in any command.
70- He said: If you follow me, you shall not ask me on any wanted-thing, until I utter for you a
commemoration from it.
71- So they went-forward. Until when they got on the boat, he pierced it. He said: Did you pierce
it to drown its family? Definitely, you made-come a terrible wanted-thing.
72- He said: Did I not say that certainly you could not obeyingly-succeed with me in steadfastness?
73- He said: Do not take me, for that I forgot. And do not mandate over me any difficulty from
my command.
74- So they went-forward. Until when they met a boy, he killed him. He said: Did you kill a
cleanse soul with different than a soul? Definitely, you made-come a disastrous wanted-thing.
75- He said: Did I not say to you that certainly you could not obeyingly-succeed with me
in steadfastness?
76- He said: If I ask you on any wanted-thing after that, do not befriend me. Definitely, (then) you
arrived from my station to an excuse.
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77- So they went-forward. Until when they came-forth to a family of a city, they wanted-meal from
its family, but they refused to take-them-as-guests. So they found in it a wall intending to
collapse, and he stood it up. He said: If you wanted, you could have taken a payment upon it?
78- He said: This is (the time for) parting-away between me and between you. I will inform you
(now) with (the) interpretation of what you could not obeyingly-succeed upon it in steadfastness.
79- As for the boat, it was for the poor-ones (who) were working in the sea. So I intended to
--in lower region-- make-it-defective (11/120 ~ 11/40), because there was a Ruler behind them
(who) was taking every boat, forcibly.
80- And as for the boy, his parents were believers. So we became-frightened that he was going to
mandate over them a transgression, and a disbelief.
81- So we intended that their Lord might change for them a better-one than him --left sidedly-in cleanliness, and a closer-one --right sidedly-- in mercy (11/120).
82- And as for the wall, it was for two-orphan boys in the city, and there was a treasure under it
for two-of-them. And their father was a righteous-deeder. So your Lord intended that they might
arrive to their severe-period and bring-out --in upper regions-- their treasure (11/120 ~ 13/17).
(This is) a mercy from your Lord; and I did not do them on my (own) command. This is (the)
interpretation of what you could not obeyingly-succeed upon them in steadfastness.
83- And they are asking you about “Haver of the Two-Horns” (:perhaps, that very high-ranking
Servant, who is a descendant of Joseph, and --he, or maybe she-- may come near the end of the
world, to serve Him. (The Testament 3/81 = 33/7-8) (Torah-Dt. 33/13-17)
Say: I shall recite upon you a commemoration from him. (“him” may be used in the Scripture
for a male, or a female: 16/97)
84- Certainly, we placed for him on the earth, and we gave him from every wanted-thing
an opportunity.
85- So he followed an opportunity.
86- Until when he arrived to (the) setting-place of the sun, he found it setting into a muddy spring.
And he found a nation in sight of it. We said: O Haver of the Two-Horns, you can either
retribute, or you can take a nice-action in them.
87- He said: As for (the one) who behaved-unjust, we will retribute him; then he will be
turned-back to his Lord, and He will retribute him with a disastrous retribution.
88- As for (the one) who believed and worked for a righteous-deed (2/25), for him (there will
come) the nicest reward. And we will say to him from our command easy-ones.
89- Then he followed an opportunity.
90- Until he arrived (the) rising-place of the sun, he found it rising upon a nation that we did not
make for them any shield towards it.
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91- Like this, and definitely we surrounded what was at him newsly.
92- Then he followed an opportunity.
93- Until he arrived (the place) between the two-palisades, he found beneath them a nation, they
were almost not intelliging any saying.
94- They said: O Haver of the Two-Horns, certainly Yagog and Magog are committing-evil on
the earth. So shall we make for you a tax upon (the condition) that you will make between us
and between them a palisade.
95- He said: What my Lord placed me in it is better. So you shall give-me-help with a power, so
that I will make between you and between them a dam.
96- You shall bring-forth to me masses of the iron. Until when between the two-palisades
became-straight, he said: Blow! Until when he made it into a fire, he said: You shall bring-forth
to me that I may pour upon it a tar.
97- So they could not obeyingly-succeed --on the left side-- in backing-up over it, and they could
not obeyingly-succeed --on the right side-- in boring-a-hole for it (11/120).
98- He said: This is a mercy from my Lord. So when (the) promise of my Lord comes, He will
make it crumbled. And (the) promise of my Lord is (the) truth.
99- And we abandoned some of them on that day waving in some. And it was blown into the horn,
and we gathered them with a (complete) gathering.
100- And we presented Hell on that day for the disbelievers (74/31) with a (complete) presenting.
101- The ones whose eyes were in curtains on My Commemoration (39/23), and they could not
obeyingly-succeed for a hearing.
102- So did the ones who disbelieved calculate that they could take My Servants (:Ruling-Angels
& Informers 21/26) as Masters other than Me (7/196)? Certainly, we prepared Hell for (these)
disbelievers (74/31) as a sent-down-place.
103- Say: Shall we inform you with the worst-losers in working.
104- (They are) the ones whose runnings strayed-off in the nearest life, but they are calculating that
certainly they are nicely-acting in construction.
105- Those are the ones who disbelieved in (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority and meeting
Him (10/15), so their works became-nothing. And we will not stand for them any balance on
the Standing Day.
106- Like this, their reward will be Hell for that they disbelieved (2/26), and took My
Signs (6/4 & 26/5) and My Sent-Ones as a light-thing.
107- Certainly, the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25), Parks of the
serenities will be for them, as a sent-down-place.
108- As eternal-ones in them, they will not require any departure from them.
109- Say: If the sea were ink for (the) Words (14/25) of my Lord, (that) sea would run-out before
(the) Words (14/26) of my Lord run-out, even if --for the other side-- we made-come an (extra) ink
that is same-of-it.
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110- Say: I am only a human that is same-of-you, it is being pointed-out to me that your Authority
is only a Single Authority (28/70 X 21/29 & 9/31). So whoever is waiting to meet his Lord
shall work for a righteous-deed (2/25), and he shall not make-partner in serving of his Lord
anyone (12/40 X 3/79 & 9/31).

CHAPTER 19
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- K, h, y, a, s.
2- (This is) a commemoration of (the) mercy of your Lord upon His servant Zachariah.
3- Once, he sounded to his Lord with a secret sounding.
4- He said: My Lord, the bones wavered on me, and the head became-aflame with gray; and I never
became a tyrant by calling You, my Lord.
5- And certainly, I fear for the masterly-ones behind me, and my female-person is a sterile-one. So
(please) grant for me from Your station a master.
6- So that he may inherit me, and he may inherit from (the) group of Jacob. And (please) make
him, my Lord, a satisfied-one.
7- O Zachariah, certainly we give-you-good-news with a son, his name is John. We never made
for him a namesake before.
8- He said: My Lord, how can a son be (born) for me, and (though) my female-person is a
sterile-one? And definitely, I arrived from the bigness to an exceeding-(age)?
9- He said: Like this, said your Lord: It is simple upon Me. And definitely, I created you before
(this), and you were not a wanted-thing (then).
10- He said: My Lord, (please) make for me a sign. He said: Your sign is that you shall not
speak-words to the people for three nights, straightly.
11- So he came-out to his nation from the sanctuary, and pointed-out to them: You shall glorify
in (the) early-times and (the) evenings.
12- O John, you shall take the Written-Document, powerfully. And we gave him the
decision-making while he was a child.
13- And a gentleness from our station, and a cleanliness; and he was a shelter-taker.
14- And a kindly-acting-one towards his two-birth-causers; and he was not a forceful,
disobeying-one.
15- And peace be upon him the day he was birthed, and the day he dies, and the day he will be
--on this earth again-- awakened alive (39/67-69).
16- And commemorate in the Written-Document Mary: Once, she isolated-herself from her family
towards a (sun)-rising place.
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17- And she took a barrier beyond them. And we sent to her our Spirit, and he
looked-(allegory)-like for her as a straight human.
18- She said: Certainly, I seek-refuge from you in The Most Mercy-Feeler, if you are a
shelter-taker.
19- He said: I am only a Sent-One of your Lord, to grant for you a cleanse boy.
20- She said: How can a son be (born) for me, and (though) any human never touched me? And
I am not a beyond-bounds-goer?
21- He said: Like this, said your Lord: It is simple upon Me. And we will make him a sign for the
people, and a mercy from us. And it was a command (:perhaps, cloning procedure from Adam 3/59)
(that was) to be made-effective.
22- So she carried him, and she isolated-herself with him to a far-away place.
23- And the pangs made-her-come to a branch of the palm-tree. She said: O-woe-to-me, (I wish)
I had died before this, and become forgotten with a (complete) being-forgotten.
24- And he sounded to her from under (heaven): Do not grieve! Definitely, your Lord made a
crossing-(water) under you.
25- So shake towards you a branch of the palm-tree, that it may drop-down upon you
fresh edibles.
26- And eat and drink, and be-joyful in (the) eye. And if you see anyone from the humans, say:
Certainly, I vowed to The Most Mercy-Feeler a fasting, so I will not speak-words today to any
human-being.
27- And she brought-him-forth to her nation, carrying him. They said: O Mary, definitely you
made-come a fabricated wanted-thing.
28- O sister of Aaron (:perhaps, it is thus being inferred here that Mary is a descendant of Levi,
like all the other Levites who were called as brothers-sisters of Aaron at that time in Israel),
your father was not a bad person, and your mother was not a beyond-bounds-goer.
29- So she pointed to him. They said: How can we speak-words to a child who is in the cradle?
30- He said: Certainly, I am a servant of The Authority. He gave me the Written-Document, and
made me an Informer.
31- And He made me profitabled wherever I might be. And He recommended me with the Support
and the Cleansing (Jesus 3/9-13 & 11/30) whatever I continued alive.
32- And a kindly-acting-one towards my birth-giver; and He did not make me a forceful,
tyrant-one.
33- And the peace be upon me the day I was birthed, and the day I die, and the day I will be
--on this earth again-- awakened alive (39/67-69).
34- This is Jesus, Son of Mary; the true saying, the one that they are harboring-suspicions about it.
35- It cannot be for The Authority to take a birth-given-one, be-He-glorified. When He
makes-effective a command, He only says to it “Be,” and it (in the manner He made-effective, and
in the time period He deemed-appropriate) is (2/117).
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36- And certainly, The Authority is my Lord and your Lord; so you shall serve
Him (Gospel-Mtw. 4/10). This is a standing path.
37- But the parties contradicted between themselves. So woe to the ones who disbelieved (2/26-27)
from witnessing of a great day.
38- Hear them and see, on a day (when) they will come-forth to us; but the unjust-ones (39/23-24)
are today in a clear strayance.
39- And warn them with the day of sorrow, when the command will be made-effective. But they
are in an unawareness (today), and they do not believe (74/30-31).
40- Certainly, we will inherit the earth and whomever on it; and to us they will be sent-back.
41- And commemorate in the Written-Document Abraham: Certainly, he was a proved-right-one,
an Informer.
42- Once, he said to his father: O my father, for what-(reason) you are serving what cannot hear,
and cannot see, and it cannot make-rich on you with any wanted-thing?
43- O my father, certainly-me, definitely a knowledge came to me (which) had not come-forth to
you. So (please) follow me, that I may guide you to a straight path.
44- O my father, do not serve the satan. Certainly, the satan became a disobeying-one against
The Most Mercy-Feeler.
45- O my father, certainly I fear that a retribution may touch you from The Most Mercy-Feeler,
and (then) you will be a master for the satan.
46- He said: Are you seeking-opposite-direction from my Authorities, O Abraham? If you do not
stop, I will stone you. So leave-me-alone for a-long-time.
47- He said: Peace be upon you. I will seek-forgiveness for you from my Lord; certainly, He is
towards me a polite-one.
48- And I will go-away from you and what you are calling other than The Authority (29/25).
And I will call my Lord; and maybe I will not be a tyrant by calling my Lord.
49- So when he went-away from them and what they were serving other than
The Authority (29/17), we granted for him Isaac and Jacob. And every (of them) we made
an Informer.
50- And we granted for them from our mercy, and we made for them a top tongue of
proved-rightness.
51- And commemorate in the Written-Document Moses: Certainly, he was a devoted-one, and he
was a sent Informer.
52- And we sounded to him from the right-side of the Mount, and we brought-him-close
for a conspiracy.
53- And we granted for him, from our mercy, his brother Aaron as an Informer.
54- And commemorate in the Written-Document Ishmael: Certainly, he was a proving-right-one
of the promise, and he was a sent Informer.
55- And he was commanding his family with the Support and the Cleansing; and he was a
satisfied-one in sight of his Lord.
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56- And commemorate in the Written-Document Edrees: Certainly, he was a proved-right-one,
an Informer.
57- And we raised him to a top place.
58- These are the ones that The Authority blessed upon them from the Informers, from (the)
descendants of Adam, and from (those) whom we carried with Noah, and from (the)
descendants of Abraham and Israel, and from (those) whom we guided and selected.
When (the) Signs (:similar words, in twoers, Tables 6/4 & 26/5) of The Most Mercy-Feeler
were recited --in heavenly dimension-- upon them, they fell prostrate, weeping. (Moses 24/18 & 22)
(Jesus 4/24 & 26) (David 44/10) (Muhammad 18/15) (And please, also see “the Words of
Patriarchs” document.)
59- But a successor-generation succeeded after them. (And) they wasted-away the Support (33/56),
and followed the lust. So they will soon meet a deviation.
60- Except (the ones) who returned, and believed, and worked for a righteous-deed (2/25), these
will enter into the Park, and they will not be behaved-unjust with any wanted-thing.
61- Parks of Eden, the one that The Most Mercy-Feeler promised to His servants in the unseen.
Certainly-that, His promise will be brought-forth.
62- They will not hear in it any nonsense; except a Peace. And for them their provisions (will be)
in it at early-times and evenings.
63- This is the Park, we will inherit (it) from our servants (to those) who became a
shelter-taker (39/23 & 33).
64- And we (Ruling-Angels) do not come-down except with (the) command of your Lord. For Him
is whatever between our hands and whatever at our backs, and whatever between these. And your
Lord is never forgetful.
65- (The) Lord of the skies and the earth, and whatever between them. So you shall serve Him,
and remain-steadfast on serving-of-Him (12/40 ~ 53/62). Do you know any namesake for Him?
66- And the human-being is saying: When I die, shall I (really) be --immediately again-brought-out alive (16/28-29 X 32)?
67- Is the human-being not commemorating that we created him before (this), and he was not any
wanted-thing (then)?
68- So by your Lord, we will surely summon them and the satans (6/112-113), then we will
make-them-prepared around Hell as bent-ones.
69- Then we will pull-out from every sect (the ones) which-of-them were most severe upon
The Most Mercy-Feeler in exceeding-action.
70- Then we know-best the ones who will be most masterly to it for going-into-it.
71- And not from you (anyone) except that he will get into it; it is an order upon your Lord
(that is) to be made-effective.
72- Then we will save the ones who took-shelter (39/33), and we will leave the unjust-ones (39/24)
in it as bent-ones.
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73- And when our clear Signs (6/4 & 26/5) are recited upon them, the ones who disbelieved said
to the ones who believed: Which of the two-parts is better in a standing-position, and nicer as
a sounding-society?
74- And how-many we made-vanish before them from generations, they were nicer (than them) in
luxuries and as a show-off.
75- Say: Whoever is in the strayance (2/26-27), The Most Mercy-Feeler will lead-ahead for him
with a (complete) leading-ahead. Until when they see what they are being promised, either the
retribution (44/10-16) or the Hour (30/14-16), they will know who are more wicked in a place,
and weaker as an army.
76- And The Authority is augmenting the ones who became-guided (2/25-26), with a
Guidance (39/23). And the lasting-(benefits) of the righteous-deeds (2/25) will be better in sight of
your Lord as a wage, and better as a turning-place.
77- So did you see the one who disbelieved in our Signs (6/4 & 26/5), and said: I will surely be
given properties and birth-given-ones!
78- Did he rise to the unseen, or did he take a pledge in sight of The Most Mercy-Feeler?
79- Not-indeed, we will write what he is saying, and we will lead-ahead for him from the
retribution with a (complete) leading-ahead.
80- And we will inherit him in what he is saying (:properties and birth-given-ones); and he will
come-forth to us as an individual.
81- And they took Authorities (21/29 & 9/31) other than The Authority so that (the) highness
might become for them.
82- Not-indeed, they will disbelieve their serving, and they will be upon them opponents.
(Torah-Dt. 31/29 & 32/1-6) (Gospel-Lk. 8/11-12 & Mtw. 7/22-23) (Quran 27/93 & 14/24-27 &
25/25-30)
83- Did you not see, certainly we sent the satans (6/112-113) upon the disbelievers (74/31),
(and) they are stirring them with a (complete) stirring (70/36-38).
84- So do not hasten upon them, we are only counting for them with a (complete) counting.
85- A day (when) we will summon the shelter-takers (39/33) to The Most Mercy-Feeler
in a congregation.
86- And we will leg-ahead the criminals (7/40) into Hell with a (complete) getting-ahead.
87- They will not rule for the intercession, except (the ones) who took a pledge --at that time-in sight of The Most Mercy-Feeler (20/109).
88- And they said: The Most Mercy-Feeler took a birth-given-one!
89- Definitely, you (thus) came with a disastrous wanted-thing.
90- The skies would almost shatter from it, and the earth would split, and the mountains would
go-down utterly.
91- Because that they called for The Most Mercy-Feeler a birth-given-one.
92- And it cannot be required for The Most Mercy-Feeler that He should take any birth-given-one.
93- Everyone who is in the skies and the earth, except that he will come-forth to
The Most Mercy-Feeler as a servant.
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94- Definitely, He numbered-them-out, and He counted them with a (complete) counting.
95- And every-of-them will come-forth to Him on the Standing Day as an individual.
96- Certainly, the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25),
The Most Mercy-Feeler will make for them a liking.
97- Certainly, we made-it-easy in your --19 based computational-- tongue (74/26-31), that you
may give-good-news with it to the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33), and you may warn with it an
obstinate nation (39/23 & 32).
98- And how-many we made-vanish before them from (the) generations. So can you feel from
them from anyone, or can you hear for them any whispering (36/31 ~ 35/22)?

CHAPTER 20
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- T, h.
2- We did not send-down upon you the Reading (36/69), that you may feel-tyrant.
3- Except as a commemorance for (the ones) who might be-frightened.
4- A sending-down (39/23) from (the One) who created the earth and the top skies.
5- The Most Mercy-Feeler; upon the throne He became-straight.
6- For Him is whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth, and whatever between them, and
whatever under the ground.
7- And if you make-evident the saying, certainly He knows the hidden-one, and (the) more
secret-ones (than that).
8- The Authority, not an Authority except He (28/70); for Him are the nicest Names.
9- And did (the) utterance of Moses come-forth to you?
10- Once, he saw a fire, and said to his family: Pause (here). Certainly, I noticed a fire. Perhaps
I may bring-forth to you a torch from it, or I may find upon the fire a guidance.
11- So when he came-forth to it, it was sounded: O Moses!
12- Certainly-I, I am your Lord! So remove your sandals; certainly, you are on the exalted
valley, Tuwaa.
13- And I goodnessly-chose you. So hear (now) what is being pointed-out:
14- Certainly-I, I am The Authority, not an Authority except Me (28/70); so you shall serve Me,
and you shall stand the Support to commemorate Me.
15- Certainly, the Hour is surely coming-forth; I would almost keep-it-secret. (And) every soul
will be rewarded with what it is running-for.
16- So let not repel you from it (the one) who does not believe in it, and he followed his desire, lest
you roll-down.
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17- And what is this in your right-hand, O Moses?
18- He said: It is my staff. I lean upon it, and herd with it upon my sheep. And for me (there are)
later uses in it.
19- He said: Throw it, O Moses!
20- So he threw it, and then it was --in the middle section, zigzaggy-- a running serpent!
21- He said: Take it, and do not fear. We will turn-it-back to its --in the middle section, again
straight-- first form.
22- And put your hand (now) towards your wing (15/88); it will come-out --in upper regions, with
victory-- brightened, different than --in lower region-- a badness; a later sign.
23- Thus we will make-you-see (through these stories 11/120) from our biggest signs (3/7).
24- Go to Pharaoh; certainly, he transgressed.
25- He said: My Lord, (please) relax for me my chest.
26- And make-easy for me my command.
27- And loosen (the) tie from my tongue.
28- So that they may intellige my saying.
29- And (please) make for me an assistant from my family.
30- Aaron, my brother.
31- Make-severe with him my strength.
32- And make-him-partner in my command.
33- So that we may glorify You majorly.
34- And we may commemorate You majorly.
35- Certainly, You are of us a visioner.
36- He said: Definitely, your asking is given to you, O Moses.
37- And definitely, we had sustained upon you a later time.
38- When we pointed-out to your mother what was (to be) pointed-out:
39- Eject him into the ark, and eject him into the lake, and the lake will throw him onto the shore;
and a hostile-one of Me and a hostile-one of him will take him. And I threw upon you a love
from Me so that you may be constructed upon My eyes.
40- Once, your sister was walking, and she said: Shall I show you upon (the one) who may
take-responsibility-of-him? So we sent-you-back to your mother so that her eyes may shine, and
she may not grieve. And you killed a soul, but we saved you from the worry (28/15-16). And we
persecuted you with a (complete) persecuting. And you remained for years among family of
Midyan. Then you came upon a measure, O Moses.
41- And I constructed you for My (own) soul.
42- Go (then), you and your brother, with My signs. And do not waver in commemorating of Me.
43- Go to Pharaoh; certainly, he transgressed.
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44- And say to him a soft saying, that perhaps he may commemorate, or he may be-frightened.
45- They said: Our Lord, certainly we fear that he may lack upon us, or he may transgress.
46- He said: Do not fear. Certainly, I am with you; I hear and see.
47- So go-forth to him, and say: We are Sent-Ones of your Lord. So (please) send with us Sons of
Israel, and do not retribute them. Definitely, we made-come to you a sign from your Lord. And
the peace is upon (the one) who follows the guidance (39/23).
48- Certainly-us, definitely it is pointed-out to us that certainly the retribution (will come) upon
(the one) who lies and turns-away.
49- He said: Who is your Lord, O Moses?
50- He said: Our Lord is the One who donated to every wanted-thing its creation, then He guided.
51- He said: So what about (the) deeds of the first generations?
52- He said: Its knowledge is in sight of my Lord in a Written-Document. My Lord never strays,
and He never forgets.
53- The One who made for you the earth as a cradle, and tracked for you (the) ways on it. And He
sent-down from the sky a water, and we brought-out with it (the) couples from various plants.
54- Eat and shepherd your livestock. Certainly, in this (narration style) there are signs (:similar
words 16/101) for (the) possessor of the stopping.
55- From it we created you, and into it we will turn-you-back, and from it we will bring-you-out
(again) for a later time (39/67-69).
56- And definitely, we made-him-see our Signs, every-of-them, but he lied and refused.
57- He said: Did you come to us to take-us-out from our earth with your cheating, O Moses?
58- So we will bring-forth to you a cheating that is same-of-it. So make between us and between
you a promised-time (which) we cannot contradict it, neither us nor you; a straight place.
59- He said: Your promised-time is (the) day of the prettiness, and (when) the people are
summoned in (the) forenoon.
60- So Pharaoh turned-away and gathered his snare, then he came-forth.
61- Moses said to them: Woe-to-you, do not fabricate upon The Authority a lie, (then) He will
annihilate you with a retribution. And definitely, (the ones) who fabricate will surely fail.
62- So they pulled-up their command between themselves, and they hid the conspiracy.
63- They said: These are not, except two-cheaters. They want to take-you-out from your earth
with their cheating, and to make-go-away your ideal street.
64- So gather your snare (now), then come in a line. And definitely, the ones who acted-toply
today will surely receive-comfort.
65- They said: O Moses, either you throw, or we will be (the) first-ones who will throw.
66- He said: No, you throw. So then their ropes and staffs dreamed towards him, because of their
cheating, as if certainly they were running.
67- So Moses harbored in his soul a fear.
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68- We said: Do not fear! Certainly, you are the top-one.
69- And throw what is in your right-hand, and it will swallow what they constructed. Certainly,
what they constructed is only a snare of a cheater; and the cheater will never receive-comfort
wherever he might go-forth.
70- And the cheaters threw-themselves, prostrating, (and) they said: We believed in (the) Lord of
Aaron and Moses!
71- He said: Did you believe in him before I gave-permission for you? Certainly, he must be your
biggest-one, the one who made-you-know the cheating. So I will cut your hands and your feet
from contradicting-sides, and I will crucify you on (the) branches of the palm-trees. And
you will know which of us is more severe in retribution and more lasting.
72- They said: We will not prefer you upon what came to us from the Clear-Proofs, and the One
who initiated us. So make-effective (then) what you will make-effective. You can only
make-effective in this nearest life.
73- Certainly, we believed in our Lord that He may forgive for us our wrong-actions, and
what you disgustedly-forced us upon it from the cheating. And The Authority is better and
more lasting.
74- Certainly-that, whoever comes-forth to his Lord as a criminal (7/40), certainly for him (there
will be) Hell; he will not die in it, and he will not live.
75- And whoever comes-forth to Him as a believer (3/84), and (while) he definitely worked for
the righteous-deeds (2/25), those are, for them (there will be given) the toppest degrees.
76- Parks of Eden, the rivers will be flowing under them, as eternal-ones in them. And this is (the)
reward of (the one) who cleansed-himself.
77- And definitely, we pointed-out to Moses: You shall make-cross My servants! And strike for
them a street in the sea, a dry-one, not fearing to-be-caught, and not being-frightened.
78- So Pharaoh followed them with his army; but did covered them from the lake what
covered them.
79- And Pharaoh made-stray his nation, and he did not guide.
80- O Sons of Israel, definitely we saved you from your hostile-ones, and we promised with you at
the right-side of the Mount, and we sent-down upon you the manna and quails.
81- So eat from (the) clean-ones of what we provided for you, and do not transgress in it, (then)
My wrath will become-lawful upon you. And whoever My wrath becomes-lawful upon him, he
definitely plummeted-down.
82- And certainly, I am best forgiver for (the one) who returned, and believed, and worked for a
righteous-deed (2/25), then he became-guided.
83- And what made-you-hasten from your nation, O Moses?
84- He said: Those them are upon my trace. And I hastened towards You, my Lord, that You may
be-satisfied.
85- He said: Certainly, we definitely persecuted your nation after you, and the Samarian
made-them-stray.
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86- So Moses went-back to his nation, wrathful (and) disappointed. He said: O my nation, did
your Lord not promise you a nice promise? So did the pledge become-tall upon you, or did you
intend that a wrath should become-lawful upon you from your Lord, and you contradicted
my promise?
87- They said: We did not contradict your promise on our (own) ruling-ability. But we were
made-carry loads from (the) pretty-objects of the nation, and we hurled them. And like this the
Samarian threw.
88- So he brought-out for them a statue of a calf, for it (there was) a moo. So they said: This is your
Authority and (the) Authority of Moses, but he forgot.
89- Did they not see that it was not turning-back to them any saying, and it was not ruling over
them with any harm, and not a benefit.
90- And definitely, Aaron said to them before: O my nation, you were only persecuted with it. And
certainly, your Lord is The Most Mercy-Feeler. So follow me, and obey my command.
91- They said: We will not take-a-break upon it, (from being) fasteners (for it), until Moses
comes-back to us.
92- He said: O Aaron, what prohibited you, when you saw them strayed-off,
93- that you may not follow me? So did you disobey my command?
94- He said: O son of my mother, do not take my beard, and not my head. Certainly, I
became-frightened, lest you say: You parted between Sons of Israel, and did not observe my saying.
95- He said: So what was your aim, O Samarian?
96- He said: I visioned what they could not vision with it. So I fisted-up a fistful-(of dust)
from (the) trace of the Sent-One, and I ejected it. And like this my soul enticed for me.
97- He said: Go (then)! And certainly, for you in the life (it will be your fate) to say: Do not touch!
And certainly, for you (there is) a promise that you will not contradict it. And watch towards
your Authority, the one that you became upon it a fastener: We will burn it, then we will
destroy it in the lake with a (complete) destroying.
98- Certainly, your only Authority is The Authority, the One that (there is) not any Authority
except He (28/70). He widely-encompassed every wanted-thing in knowledge.
99- Like this, we are telling upon you from informations of (those) what definitely raced-ahead
(before you). And definitely, we (thus) gave you --here-- from our station a Commemoration (:of
this Chapter; its similar words, in twoers, message 39/23 & 26/5).
100- Whoever estranges on it, certainly he will carry a load on the Standing Day.
101- As eternal-ones in it. And (what) a bad carry for them on the Standing Day!
102- A day (when) it is blown into the horn, and we will summon the criminals (7/40) on that
day, blue.
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103- They are secretly-talking between themselves: You did not remain except for ten (days).
104- We know-best what they are saying, when their streetly most-ideal-ones were saying: You
did not remain except for a day.
105- And they are asking you about the Mountains. Say: My Lord will surely destroy them with a
(complete) destroying.
106- And He will leave them as a barren, flat-land.
107- You will not see on it any flaw, and not a hill.
108- On that day, they will follow the caller, not a flaw for him. And the noises will revere for
The Most Mercy-Feeler; you will not hear except a hoarse.
109- On that day, the intercession will not benefit (21/28), except (the one) whom
(if) The Most Mercy-Feeler gave-permission for him, and He became-satisfied from him with
a Saying (14/27).
110- He knows what is between their hands and what is at their back, but they cannot surround it
with a knowledge.
111- And the faces complied (now) for the Living, the Standing-One. And definitely failed (now)
(those) who carried an unjustness (39/24).
112- And (those) who worked from the righteous-deeds (2/25), and (while) he is a believer, shall
not fear any unjustness, and not an adversity (now).
113- And like this, we sent-it-down as an arabic Reading (:similar words, in twoers,
message 36/69 = 39/23), and we turned-around about it from the promise (39/55-58 & …), so that
perhaps they may take-shelter, or it may utter for them a Commemoration (39/23).
114- Top is The Authority, the truthful Ruler. And do not hasten for the Reading (36/69) before its
pointing-out is made-effective to you (10/15 = 75/16-19), and say: My Lord, (please) augment me
in knowledge.
115- And definitely, we pledged to Adam before (this), but he forgot. And we did not find in him
a determination.
116- And once, we said to the Ruling-Angels: You shall prostrate for Adam. So they prostrated,
except Iblees; he refused.
117- So we said: O Adam, certainly this is a hostile-one of you and of your couple. So let him not
bring-you-out from the Park, lest you become-tyrant.
118- Certainly, for you (it is guaranteed) that you will not hunger in it, and you will not go-naked.
119- And certainly, you will not thirst in it, and you will not (suffer from the heat of) forenoon.
120- But the satan whispered to him, he said: O Adam, shall I show you upon a tree of the
eternity, and a ruling-dominion that will never end?
121- So they ate from it, and their bad-parts were revealed for them. And they began to cover upon
them with (the) leaves of the Park. And (thus) Adam disobeyed his Lord, and he deviated.
122- Then his Lord selected him, and returned upon him, and guided.
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123- He said: Go-down from it altogether, some of you as hostile-ones to some. And if a
Guidance comes-forth to you from Me, whoever follows My Guidance (39/23), he will not
stray, and he will not become-tyrant.
124- And whoever estranges on My Commemoration (39/23), certainly for him (there will be)
a miserable subsistence. And we will summon him, on the Standing Day, blind.
125- He said: My Lord, for what (reason) You summoned me blind, and definitely I was
a visioner?
126- He said: Like this, our Signs (6/4 & 26/5) had come-forth to you, but you forgot them. So
like this today you will be forgotten.
127- And like this we reward (the one) who acts-extremely and does not believe in (the)
Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of his Lord. And (the) retribution of the Later-time will be more severe and
more lasting.
128- Did it not guide for them that how-many we made-vanish before them from the generations
that they are walking in their residences? Certainly, in this (narration style) there are signs (:similar
words 16/101) for (the) possessor of the stopping.
129- If it were not for a word that raced-ahead from your Lord, it would have (immediately)
become necessary, but (there is) a named appointed-time.
130- So you shall remain-steadfast upon what they are saying, and glorify with praise of your Lord
before (the) rising of the sun, and before its setting. And from (the) durings of the night you
shall glorify, and at (the) ends of the daylight, so that perhaps you may be-satisfied.
131- And do not lead-ahead your eyes towards what we gave-goods with it to (some) couples from
them as ornaments of the nearest life, we will thus persecute them in it (51/13-14). And (the)
provision of your Lord (2/25) is better and more lasting.
132- And you shall command your family with the Support (33/56), and you (yourself) will
remain-steadfast upon it. We do not ask you for any provision, we are providing for you. And the
consequence will be for the shelter-taking-ones (39/33-34).
133- And they said: If not he should have brought-forth to us a sign from his Lord? Did not
the Clear-Proof (2/25-27) come-forth to them, that is (also recorded) in the Pages of the
first-ones (Patriarchs 12/3 & 11/8-9).
134- And had we made-them-vanish with a retribution before it, they would have said: Our Lord,
if not You should have sent to us a Sent-One, that we might have followed Your Signs, before
we (thus) became-humiliated and disgraced?
135- Say: Every (section) is observing; so you (too) shall observe. And you will soon know who
are (the) community of the straight path, and who are well-guided (39/23).
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CHAPTER 21
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Their calculation got-close for the people (44/10-16 & 8/50-51), but they are in an unawareness,
estranging.
2- Not coming-forth to them from any Commemoration (:of each Chapter; its similar words, in
twoers, Messages 39/23 & 9/124) from their Lord, utteredly, except that they are hearing to it
and (while) they are playing-games.
3- Their hearts are vaniting. And the ones who behaved-unjust (39/24) hid (the) conspiracy: Is this
not except a human that is same-of-you? So will you come-forth to the cheating and (though) you
are visioning?
4- He said: My Lord knows the saying in the sky and the earth. And He is the hearer, the knower.
5- No, they said: (These are) confusing fictions; No, he fabricated it; No, he is a
rhyme-producer (36/69). So let him bring-forth to us a Sign like the past-ones (:past Informers)
were sent (with).
6- Any city that we made-it-vanish before them had not believed. So will they believe?
7- And we did not send before you except --male, or female-- on foot-(humans) that we
pointed-out to them. So ask (the) family of the Commemoration (:Torah; 21/48), if you do not
know (Exodus 15/20 & Judges 4/4 & …).
8- And we did not make them statues who do not eat the meal, and they were not eternal-ones.
9- Then we proved-right for them the promise, and we saved them and whomever we wanted.
And we made-vanish the extremely-acting-ones (20/127).
10- Definitely, we sent-down to you a Written-Document (that) in it is your
Commemoration (39/23). So will you not comprehend?
11- And how-many we terminated from a city that was unjust, and we built after them a
later nation.
12- When they felt our pressing, then they were from it hitting-away.
13- Do not hit-away (now), but turn to what you were made-wealthy in it, and to your residences,
so that perhaps you may be asked.
14- They said: O-woe-to-us, certainly we were unjust-ones (39/24)!
15- So this calling of theirs did not end until we made them harvested as fading-away-ones.
16- And we did not create the sky and the earth, and whatever between-them, as game-players.
17- Had we wanted to take (such) a vanity, we would have taken it from our (own) station, if we
were to do.
18- No, we hurl the truth (35/31) upon the falsehood (6/112), and it crushes it, and then it becomes
a perisher. And woe to you for what you are making-fit.
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19- And for Him is whomever in the skies and the earth. And (those) who are in sight of Him
never behave-big on serving-of-Him, and they never get-bored.
20- They glorify in the night and the daylight, they do not periodically-cut.
21- Or did they take Authorities (21/29 & 9/31) from the earth (and) they are spreading (25/3)?
22- If there were in them Authorities (21/29 & 9/31) except The Authority, they would have
gone-evil. So glorified is The Authority, Lord of the Throne, on what they are making-fit.
23- He cannot be asked on what He does, but they will be asked.
24- Or did they take other than Him Authorities (21/29 & 9/31)? Say: Bring-forward your beacon.
This is (the) Commemoration (39/23 : 2/25-26) of (those) who are with me, and (the)
Commemoration (39/23 : 2/25-26) of (those) who are before me (Dt. 18/18-19 = 32/1-2)
(Jn. 6/27 = Mtw. 4/4 & Lk. 8/15) (Qrn. 3/81 & 33/7-8 = 27/93 & 14/24-25). No, majority of them
do not know the Truth, and they are estranging.
25- And we did not send before you from any Sent-One except that we pointed-out to him:
Certainly-that, not an Authority except Me (28/70); you shall serve Me (12/40).
26- And they said: The Most Mercy-Feeler took a birth-given-one (37/151-153 & 9/30)!
Be-He-glorified. No, they (:the Ruling-Angels, and the Sent-Ones) are only honored servants.
27- They never race-Him-ahead with the Saying, and they only work with His command.
28- He knows what is between their hands and what is at their back. And they (:the Ruling-Angels,
and the Sent-Ones) cannot intercede, except for (those) whom He became-satisfied-with (20/109).
And they are from being-frightened of Him shivering.
29- And whoever says from them (:the Ruling-Angels, and the Sent-Ones): Certainly, I am (also)
an Authority (28/70) other than Him, for this we reward him with Hell; like this we reward the
unjust-ones.
30- Did the ones who disbelieved (2/26) not see that certainly the skies and the earth was (one)
solid-mass, and we sundered-two-of-them-apart (:perhaps, the initiation of the universe
through Big bang); And (then) we made from the water every living wanted-thing (:perhaps,
the initiation of the living-beings in water through Evolutionary Creation, again, after this).
So will they not believe (= perhaps, through these kind of accentuated expressions that
sundered-apart “two sided” property of the Tables, and then the “water” in the middle sections,
and the “living-things” on both sides “allegories” may also be secondarily thus implied
for us herein; 17/106 & 7/57).
31- And we made on the earth the rooting-ones, lest it tumbles with them, and we made on it
broad ways so that perhaps they may become-guided.
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32- And we made the sky a protected ceiling; but they are on its signs (:many heavenly bodies,
stars, constellations etc. that may have been created in twoers & couples therein 12/105)
estranging.
33- And He is the One who created the night and the daylight, and the sun and the moon, every
(of them) in an orbit glorifying.
34- And we did not make for any human before you the eternity. So if you die, will they be the
eternal-ones?
35- Every soul will taste the death. And we are testing you with the wickedness and the goodness
as a persecution, and to us you will be sent-back.
36- And when the ones who disbelieved (74/31) see you, they are not taking you except as a
light-thing: Is this the one who is (thus) commemorating your Authorities (21/29 & 9/31)?
And they are about (the) Commemoration (39/23) of The Most Mercy-Feeler, they are disbelievers.
37- The human-being was created from hastening. I will soon make-you-see My Signs (6/158), so
do not hasten-Me.
38- And they are saying: When (will) this promise (come to pass), if you are proved-right-ones?
39- If only the ones who disbelieved (74/31) could know (the time) when they will not ward-off
the fire on their faces, and not on their backs (8/50-51), and they will not be helped.
40- No, it will come-forth to them suddenly, and it will shock them (44/15-16). So they will not
obeyingly-succeed for a turning-of-it, and they will not be watched.
41- And definitely, it was also taken-lightly with (the) Sent-Ones before you. And (then) what they
were taking-lightly with it haunted the ones who despised (the truth) from them.
42- Say: Who will take-care-of-you in the night or the daylight from The Most Mercy-Feeler?
No, they are about (the) Commemoration (39/23) of their Lord estrangers.
43- Or for them (are there) Authorities (21/29 & 9/31) that will prohibit them from us? They
cannot obeyingly-succeed for a help of their souls (5/75-76). And they --at the time of retribution-will not be taken-as-friends by us.
44- No, I gave-goods to these-(people) and their fathers, until the life-span became-tall upon them.
So do they not see that certainly we are coming-forth to the earth, (and) we are subtracting from
its ends? So are they the defeaters?
45- Say: I am only warning you with the pointing-out (43/43-44). But the deaf will not hear
the call, when they are warned (34/46).
46- And if only a sample from (the) retribution (44/10-11) of your Lord touches them, they
will say: O-woe-to-us, certainly we were unjust-ones (39/24)!
47- And we will put-down the balances of justice for the Standing Day. And any soul will not be
behaved-unjust with any wanted-thing. And even if it was a heaviness of a grain from a mustard,
we will bring-it-forth. And we suffice as calculating-ones.
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48- And definitely, we gave Moses and Aaron the Part-Maker as an illuminator, and a (source of)
Commemoration (39/23) for the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33). (And please, see “the Words of
Moses” document.)
49- (Those are) the ones who are being-frightened of their Lord in the unseen, and they are from
the Hour (22/1-2) shivering.
50- And this is (that) profitabled Commemoration (:similar words, in twoers, message 39/23) that
we sent it down. So are you for it strangening-ones?
51- And definitely, we gave Abraham his correctness before (this), and we were of him knowers.
52- Once, he said to his father and his nation: What are these allegorical-(statues), the ones that
you are (being) for them fasteners?
53- They said: We found our fathers serving for them.
54- He said: Definitely you, you and your fathers, are in a clear strayance.
55- They said: Did you come-forth to us with the truth, or are you from the game-players?
56- He said: No, your Lord is (the) Lord of the skies and the earth, the One who started them.
And I am upon this from the witnesses (7/172).
57- And by The Authority, I will surely snare-up your idols after you turn-away as rearers.
58- So he made them into pieces, except (the) big-one of them, that perhaps they may
go-back to it.
59- They said: Who did this to our Authorities? Certainly, he is from the unjust-ones.
60- They said: We heard a youth commemorating them. It is said for him: Abraham.
61- They said: Then bring-him-forth upon (the) eyes of the people, so that perhaps they may
bear-witness.
62- They said: Did you do this to our Authorities, O Abraham?
63- He said: No, this big-one of them did it. So ask them, if they can talk?
64- So they went-back to their (own) souls, and said: Certainly-you, you are the unjust-ones.
65- Then they warped upon their heads: Definitely, you know (well) that these cannot talk.
66- He said: So are you serving other than The Authority what cannot benefit you with any
wanted-thing, and not harm you (5/75-76)?
67- “Ugh” for you and for what you are serving other than The Authority (9/31). So will you
not comprehend?
68- They said: Burn him and help your Authorities, if you are doers.
69- We said: O Fire, be cool and peace upon Abraham.
70- And they intended for him a snare, and we made them the worst losers.
71- And we saved him and Lot to the earth, the one we made-profitable in it for the multitudes.
72- And we granted for him Isaac and Jacob as a gift, and every (of them) we made
righteous-deeders.
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73- And we made them ministers guiding with our --this-- command (42/52 & please, see “the
Words of Patriarchs” document.) And we pointed-out to them doing the goodnesses, and standing
the Support and giving the Cleansing. And they were for us serving.
74- And Lot; we gave him a decision-making and a knowledge. And we saved him from the city,
the one that was working for the dirtinesses (29/28-29). Certainly, they were a bad nation, betrayers.
75- And we entered him into our mercy. Certainly, he was from the righteous-deeders.
76- And Noah; when he sounded before (this), and we answered for him. And we saved him and
his family from the great dilemma.
77- And we helped him against the nation who lied our signs. Certainly, they were a bad nation, so
we drowned them altogether.
78- And David and Solomon; once, they were making-decision about the produce when (the)
sheep of the nation invaded into it. And we were for their decision-making witnesses.
79- So we made-it-solved to Solomon. And every (of them) we gave a decision-making and a
knowledge. And we put-under-service with David the mountains (that were) glorifying, and
the birds. And we are doers.
80- And we made-him-know (the) construction of dress-making for you, to guard you from your
pressing. So will you be appreciative-ones?
81- And for Solomon (we put-under-service) the gusting wind that was flowing by his command to
the earth, the one we made-profitable in it. And we are of every wanted-thing knowers.
82- And from the satans who were diving for him, and working for (the) works other than this.
And we were for them protectors.
83- And Job; once, he sounded to his Lord: Certainly-me, the harm touched me, and You are
(the) Most Merciful of the merciful-ones.
84- So we answered for him, and we relieved-away what was on him from (the) harm. And we
gave him his family and --on the other side-- a same-of-them with them, as a mercy from our
station, and a Commemoration (74/31) for the serving-ones --here-- (11/120).
85- And Ishmael, and Edrees, and Zal-Kifl; every (of them) were from the steadfastly-acting-ones.
86- And we entered them into our mercy. Certainly, they were from the righteous-deeders.
87- And haver of the “noon” (:the one with an “n” in his name) (Gospel-Lk. 11/29-30); once, he
went wrathfully, and he guessed that we would not measure upon him. So he sounded in the
darknesses: Not an Authority except You (28/70 & 18/26); be-You-glorified. Certainly, I became
from the unjust-ones (31/13).
88- So we answered for him, and we saved him from the worry. And like this we save
the believers.
89- And Zachariah; once, he sounded to his Lord: My Lord, (please) do not leave me as an
individual; and You are (the) best of the inheriting-ones.
90- So we answered for him, and we granted for him John, and we righteous-deeded for him
his couple (19/8). Certainly, they were acting-fast in the goodnesses, and they were calling us,
seekingly and afraidingly. And they were for us revering-ones.
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91- And the one (:Mary) who guarded her virginity, and we blew into it from our Spirit (19/17).
And we made her and her son as a Sign for the multitudes (23/50).
92- Certainly, this section of yours is a single section, and I am your Lord; you shall (thus)
serve Me (3/79 & 12/40 = 5/44 & 5/47 & 5/48 & 5/68).
93- But they cut their command (into different sections) between themselves (23/52-54); every
(of them) to us will come-back.
94- So (those) who worked from the righteous-deeds (2/25), and (while) he is a believer,
(there will) not (be) any disbelief for his running. And certainly, we are for it writing-ones.
95- And it is forbidden upon a city that we made-it-vanished: Certainly, they will not
come-back (23/99-100).
96- So when --on the left side-- Yagog, and --on the right side-- Magog are opened, and they will
be from every direction rushing-forward.
97- And the truthful promise (44/15-16 & 8/50-51) (thus) got-close, and then (the) visions of
the ones who disbelieved (74/31) became-terrified: O-woe-to-us, definitely we were unaware on
this (23/63-64)! No, we were unjust-ones (39/24).
98- Certainly, you and what you were serving other than The Authority (9/31) are fuel of Hell;
you will be into it getting-ahead-ones.
99- If these were Authorities (28/70 X 9/31), they would not have gotten-ahead into it. And every
(of them) are in it eternal-ones.
100- For them (there will be) a sigh, and they will be in it not hearing.
101- Certainly, the ones that raced-ahead for them from us the niceness (39/23), those will be
from it made-far-ones.
102- They will not hear its hissing, and they will be in what their souls lusted-for eternal-ones.
103- The big terror will not make-them-grieve, and the Ruling-Angels will meet them: This is
your day, the one you were being promised.
104- A day (when) we will fold the sky, like (the) folding of the papers of the written-documents,
(then) just as we started in (the) first creation, we will turn-it-back. (This is) a promise upon us;
certainly, we are doers.
105- And definitely, we wrote in the Psalms after the Commemoration (:Torah; 21/48):
Certainly, (that) earth, the righteous-deeding servants will inherit it (Psalms 37/22).
(2/25 = Psalms 23/1-2) ~ (27/91 = Psalms 55/7-8) (And please, also see “the Words of David”
document.)
106- Certainly, in this (narration style) there is an Arriving-Message (14/52) for a
serving nation (53/62).
107- And we did not send you except as a mercy for the multitudes.
108- Say: It is only being pointed-out to me that your Authority is a Single Authority (16/51).
So will you be surrenderers (3/84-85)?
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109- If they turn-away, say: I announced to you upon a straightness. And I do not percept if
close or far-away is what you are being promised (44/10-16 & 4/47 & 8/50-51 & …).
110- Certainly, He knows the evident-one from the saying, and He knows whatever you are
concealing.
111- And I do not percept, perhaps it is a persecution for you, and goods for awhile.
112- Say: My lord, (please) make-decision with the truth (35/31). And our Lord is
the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Sought-Help-One upon what you are making-fit (15/6 & 21/5 & …).

CHAPTER 22
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- O the People, take-shelter against your Lord. Certainly, (the) quake of the Hour will be a
great wanted-thing.
2- (The) day you will see it, every nursing-one will neglect on what she is nursing, and every
haver of a carry will put-down her carry. And you will see the people intoxicated, but they are
not intoxicated; but in fact (the) retribution of The Authority is severe.
3- And from the people (there are the ones) who are arguing in The Authority with different than
a Knowledge (4/166), and they are following every accustomed satan (6/112-113).
4- It is written upon him: Certainly whoever takes-him-as-a-master (7/30), certainly he will
make-him-stray (16/100 & 17/64), and he will guide him to (the) retribution of the roaster.
5- O the People, if you are in doubt about the awakening (6/36), certainly we created you
from dust, then from a tiny-drop, then from a hanging-thing, then from a chewable-thing, as
being-created and different than being-created. We are thus making-clear for you. And we are
making-settled in the wombs whatever we want to a named appointed-time, then we are
bringing-you-out as an infant. Thus you will arrive to your severe-period. And from you (there
are the ones) who will be gotten-back, and from you (there are the ones) who will be turned to
(the) lowliest-period of life-span so that he may not know after a knowledge any wanted-thing.
And you see the earth unirrigated, but when we sent-down upon it the water, it moved and
increased-up, and it grew-plants from every beautiful couples (2/25).
6- This is because certainly The Authority, He is the Truth, and certainly He is making-alive
the dead (30/50). And certainly, He is upon every wanted-thing a measurer.
7- And certainly, the Hour is coming-forth, not a doubt in it. And certainly, The Authority will
--at that time, on this earth again-- awaken (those) who are in the graves (23/99-101 & 39/68-69).
8- And from the people (there are the ones) who are arguing in The Authority with different
than a Knowledge (4/166), and not a Guidance (39/23), and not an enlightening
Written-Document (42/52).
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9- As a twisting-one of his body, to make-stray from (the) Way (9/111) of The Authority.
For him in the Nearest-time (there will come) a disgrace, and we will taste him on the Standing Day
(the) retribution of the burner.
10- This is for what your hands sent-forth; and certainly, The Authority is not unjust to the
serving-ones.
11- And from the people (there are the ones) who are serving The Authority upon a distortion.
So if a goodness afflicts him, he is becoming-reassured with it, but if a persecution afflicts him,
he is spinning-back upon his face. He (thus) lost the Nearest-time and the Later-time. This (fact),
it is the clear loss.
12- He is calling other than The Authority what cannot harm him, and what cannot benefit
him (5/75-76). This (fact), it is the far strayance.
13- He is calling (the one) that his harm is closer than his benefit (9/34). (What)-an-ugly master,
and (what)-an-ugly society-one --they are-- (42/21).
14- Certainly, The Authority will enter the ones who believed and worked for the
righteous-deeds (2/25) into Parks flowing under them the rivers. Certainly, The Authority does
whatever He intends.
15- Whoever is guessing that The Authority will never help him in the Nearest-time and the
Later-time (40/51), let him lead-ahead with an opportunity towards the sky, then let him
cut-off, and let him watch: Is his snare (really) making-go-away what he is raging-about (48/29)?
16- And like this, we sent-it-down (:similar words, in twoers, Message 39/23) as making-clear
Signs (3/7); and certainly, The Authority guides (39/23) whomever He intends (13/27).
17- Certainly, the ones who believed (3/84), and the ones who Inclined (Jews), and the
Converts (Arabs), and the Helpers (Christians), and the Zoroastrians, and the ones who
made-partners (Buddhists etc.), certainly The Authority will separate between them on the
Standing Day (3/84-85). Certainly, The Authority is upon every wanted-thing a witness.
18- Did you not see that certainly The Authority, for Him are prostrating whomever in the skies
and whomever on the earth, and the sun, and the moon, and the stars, and the mountains, and
the trees, and the moving-creatures, and (the) majority from the people. And (the) majority, the
retribution became-truth upon them (11/119). And whomever The Authority makes-ashamed
(there will) not (be) for him any honoring-one (31/6). Certainly, The Authority does
whatever He wants.
19- These-two are feuding-ones; they feuded in their Lord. So the ones who disbelieved (74/31),
garments are cut-up for them from Fire, the boiling-water will be poured from above their heads.
20- Whatever in their bellies will be melted with it, and the skins.
21- And for them (there will be) bludgeons of iron.
22- Every-when they intend to go-out from it, from the worry, they will be turned-back into it.
And (it will be said): Taste (the) retribution of the burner (now)!
23- Certainly, The Authority will enter the ones who believed and worked for the
righteous-deeds (2/25) into Parks flowing under them the rivers. They will be ornamented in them
with bracelets of gold and pearl, and their dresses will be in them silk.
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24- And they are guided to the Clean-One from the Saying (14/24-25), and they are guided to
(the) path of the Praiseworthy.
25- Certainly, the ones who disbelieved (74/31), and repelling from Way (9/111) of The Authority
and the Forbidden Prostration-Place, the one that we made it for the people as straight for the
fastener in it and the revealer (from outside) (8/34). And whoever intends in it a divergence
with an unjustness (41/40), we will taste him from a painful retribution.
26- And then we settled for (the honor of) Abraham (the) place of the House (3/96-97), (and we
said to you): You shall not make-partner to Me (18/26) any wanted-thing, and you shall purify
My House for the goers-around, and the standing-ones, and the bowing-ones and the
prostrators (48/29).
27- And you shall announce to the people the Visitation (2/197), so that they may come on-foot
and upon every vehicle; they shall come from every broad locations. (And please, see
Psalms 86/9-10 & 55/7-8)
28- Thus they will bear-witness to (the) benefits for them, and they shall commemorate (the) Name
of The Authority in (the) known days (2/203) upon what He provided for them from large-size
livestock (6/143-144). So you shall eat from them, and you shall give-meal to the pressed-one and
the poverty-one.
29- Then they shall make-effective their duties, and give-forth their vows (2/270), and they shall
go-around the prominent House.
30- This is (so); and whoever respects-great (the) forbiddens (5/2) of The Authority, it will be
better for him in sight of his Lord. And made-lawful for you the livestock, except what was recited
upon you (5/3). So you shall side-away from the mess of the idols (29/17), and you
shall side-away from the absurd Saying (13/33 ~ 10/18 & …).
31- As monotheists for The Authority, different than making-partners for Him (18/26). And
(the one) who makes-partner for The Authority (18/26 X 42/21) is like (the one who) fell-down
from the sky and the bird snatched him, or the wind blew him away into a deserted place.
32- This is (so); and whoever respects-great (the) rituals (2/158) of The Authority, certainly it is
from (the) shelter-taking of the hearts.
33- For you (there will be) in them benefits to a named appointed-time, then their lawful-place
will be --in upper regions-- to the prominent House (48/25).
34- For every section we made sacrificing-styles (5/48) that they may commemorate (the) Name of
The Authority upon what He provided for them from large-size livestock (6/143-144).
And your Authority is a Single Authority (28/70); to Him you shall surrender (3/84). And
give-good-news to the honestly-acting-ones.
35- (These are) the ones, when The Authority is commemorated, their hearts became-apprehensive,
and (they are) the steadfast-remaining-ones upon what afflicted them (2/155-156), and (the)
standing-ones of the Support (33/56), and from what we provided for them they are
distributing (2/267).
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36- And the animals, we made them for you from (the) rituals of The Authority, for you in them
(there is) a goodness. So you shall commemorate (the) Name of The Authority upon them
(while they are standing) in a line. And when they drop-down upon their sides, you shall eat
from them, and you shall give-meal to the glad-ones and the sputtering-ones.
Like this, we put-them-under-service --on the left side-- for you, so that perhaps you may
appreciate (it) (25/48-50).
37- Their meat will not reach to The Authority, and not their blood. But in fact, the
shelter-taking will reach Him from you.
Like this, He put-them-under-service --on the right side-- for you, so that you may respect-big
The Authority upon what He guided (39/23) you. And give-good-news to the
nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34).
38- Certainly, The Authority is rebuffing from the ones who believed. Certainly, The Authority
does not love every traitor, disbeliever (76/3).
39- It is given-permission to the ones who were killingly-fought, because that certainly they were
behaved-unjust (2/190). And certainly, The Authority is upon their help a measurer.
40- (These are) the ones who were sent-out from their wandering-places with different than truth,
except that they said: Our Lord is The Authority (42/10 X 3/80 & 9/31). And if it were not for (the)
rebuffing of The Authority the people, some of them with some, Synagogues and Churches and
Mosques would have been destroyed, and (these) Prostrating-Places (17/1) in which (the) Name of
The Authority is being commemorated majorly. And The Authority will help (the ones) who are
helping Him. Certainly, The Authority is powerful, high.
41- (These are) the ones, if we place them on the earth, they will stand the Support and give the
Cleansing, and they will command with the recognized-attitude (42/10 & 7/196 & 39/44 & …),
and stop on the strange-attitude (9/31 & 18/102 & 10/18 & …). And for The Authority is (the)
consequence of the commands.
42- And if they are lying you, definitely nation of Noah had lied before them, and Aad and
Thamood,
43- And nation of Abraham, and nation of Lot,
44- And community of Midyan; and Moses was (also) lied. So I gave-time for the disbelievers,
then I took them. So how was My strangening!
45- And how-many from a city that we made-it-vanish, and it was unjust. So it (ended up) as
demolished upon its roofs, and stilled wells and empty mansions.
46- So did they not roam on the earth, that hearts might be for them that they could comprehend
with them, or ears that they could hear with them? And certainly, the visions do not become-blind,
but in fact the hearts do become-blind, the ones that are in the chests.
47- And they are hastening you with (that) retribution (44/10-16), and The Authority will not
contradict His promise. And certainly, one-Day in sight of your Lord is like a thousand years
from what you are counting.
48- And how-many from a city that I gave-time for it, and (while) it was unjust, then I took them.
And to Me is the rotating-place.
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49- Say: O the people, I am only a clear warner to you.
50- So the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25), for them (there will
come) a forgiveness and an honorable provision.
51- And the ones who are running in our Signs (6/4 & 26/5), as making-feeble, those (will be) the
community of the Blazing-fire.
52- And we did not send before you from any Sent-One, and not an Informer, except that when he
wished, the satan --sometimes-- threw into his wish. But (then) The Authority abrogates what the
satan threw, then The Authority makes-decided His signs (11/1-2). And The Authority is knower,
wise-decision-maker.
53- He will make what the satan threw as a persecution for the ones that in their hearts (there is)
an illness (74/31), and (the) hardening-ones of their hearts (39/22). And certainly, the
unjust-ones (39/24) will be --because of this-- in a far split.
54- And the ones who were given the Knowledge (4/166) will know that certainly it is the
Truth (35/31) from their Lord, and they will believe in it, and their hearts will act-honestly for it.
And certainly, The Authority will guide (39/23) the ones who believed to a standing path.
55- And the ones who disbelieved (74/31) will not end in a suspicion from it until the
Hour (30/14-16) comes-forth to them suddenly, or (the) retribution of a making-sterile
day (44/10-16) comes-forth to them.
56- The ruling will be on that day for The Authority, He will make-decision between them.
The ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25) will be in Parks of the blessings.
57- And the ones who disbelieved and lied our Signs (6/4 & 26/5), those are (the ones), for them
(there will come) a making-ashamed retribution.
58- And the ones who immigrated in (the) Way (9/111) of The Authority, then they were killed,
or died, The Authority will provide for them with a nice provision. And certainly The Authority,
He is (the) best of the providing-ones (2/25).
59- He will enter them (in) an entering that they will be-satisfied with it. And certainly,
The Authority is knower, clement.
60- This is (so); and whoever consequences with (the) same as what he was consequenced
with it (42/40-41), (and) then it is gone-beyond-bounds upon him, The Authority will help him.
Certainly, The Authority is pardoner, forgiver.
61- This is because certainly The Authority merges the night into the daylight, and He merges the
daylight into the night. And certainly, The Authority is a hearer, visioner.
62- This is because certainly The Authority, He is the Truth (6/62), and certainly what they are
calling other than Him (18/102), he is the Falsehood (10/66). And certainly The Authority,
He is the top, the big.
63- Did you not see that certainly The Authority sent-down from the sky a water, and (thus) the
earth got-to-morning as green. Certainly, The Authority is kind, news-taker.
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64- For Him is whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth. And certainly The Authority, He is
the rich, the praiseworthy.
65- Did you not see that certainly The Authority put-under-service for you whatever on the earth?
And the ships are flowing in the sea by His command. And He is holding the sky, lest it
falls upon the earth, except with His permission (52/44-45). Certainly, The Authority is for the
people a very-compassionate, merciful-one.
66- And He is the One who made-you-live, then He will make-you-die, then He will
make-you-live (immediately, again) (16/28-29 X 32). Certainly, the human-being is a
disbeliever (76/3).
67- For every section we made a sacrificing-style (5/48) that they must sacrifice-with-it.
So they shall not pull-up with you in the command (42/52). And you shall call to your Lord;
certainly, you are upon a standing Guidance (39/23).
68- And if they argue with you, say: The Authority knows-best what you are
working-for (23/63 & 41/40 & …).
69- The Authority will make-decision between you on the Standing Day in what you are
contradicting in it.
70- Did you not know that certainly The Authority knows whatever in the sky and the earth?
Certainly, this is in a Written-Document. (And) certainly, this is upon The Authority easy.
71- And they are serving other than The Authority (3/79 & 9/31) what He did not send-down about
it any evidence, and what (there is) not for them (16/73) about it any knowledge (4/166). So (there
will) not (be) for the unjust-ones (31/13) from any helper.
72- And when our making-clear Signs (6/4 & 26/5) are recited upon them, you recognize in (the)
faces of the ones who disbelieved the strangening. They will almost attack the ones who are reciting
upon them our Signs (6/4 & 26/5). Say: Shall I inform you with a more wicked-(retribution) than
this: The Fire. The Authority promised it to the ones who disbelieved (74/31). And (what)-an-ugly
rotating-place!
73- O the people, an allegory is (thus) struck, so hear to it: Certainly, the ones you are calling
other than The Authority (42/10 X 9/31) cannot create a fly, even if they (all) got-together for it.
And if the fly steals from them any wanted-thing, they cannot rescue it from it. The pursuer (thus)
went-weak, and the pursued-ones.
74- They could not measure The Authority upon His truthful measuring (39/67). Certainly,
The Authority is powerful, high.
75- The Authority filteredly-chooses from the Ruling-Angels Sent-Ones, and from the People.
Certainly, The Authority is hearer, visioner.
76- He knows whatever between their hands, and whatever at their back. And to The Authority
the commands are sent-back.
77- O the ones who believed, you shall --for the left side-- bow-down, and --for the right side-prostrate (48/29), and you shall (thus) serve your Lord (53/62). And you shall do the Goodness, that
perhaps you may receive-comfort.
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78- And you shall strive in The Authority upon its truthful striving (25/52). He selected you,
and did not make upon you in the Religion (48/28) from any hardship -practice of your father
Abraham (6/161). He named you the “surrenderers” before (this), and in this (2/131-132). So that
the Sent-One will be a witness upon you, and you will be witnesses (3/18 & Isaiah 43/10) upon the
people. And you shall stand the Support (2/238) and give the Cleansing (8/41), and you shall
take-shield in The Authority; He is your Master. And (what) a blessy Master (7/196), and
(what) a blessy Helper.

CHAPTER 23
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Definitely, the believers (74/31) received-comfort.
2- The ones (that) they are in their Support (33/56) reverent-ones.
3- And the ones (that) they are on the vain-talk estrangers.
4- And the ones (that) they are for the Cleansing (8/41) doers.
5- And the ones (that) they are for their chastity protectors.
6- Except upon their couples, or what their right-hands ruled (4/25); certainly, they are different
than to be blamed (for these).
7- But whoever requires behind of these, those them are the hostile-behavers.
8- And the ones (that) they are for their felt-secure-things and their pledges (2/283 & 3/75-76)
complying-ones.
9- And the ones (that) they are upon their Supports (2/238) protecting.
10- Those them are the inheritors.
11- The ones who will inherit the Paradise; they will be in it eternal-ones.
12- And definitely, we created the human-being from a mixture of clay.
13- Then we made it a tiny-drop in a well-placed settlement.
14- Then we created the tiny-drop into a hanging-thing, and we created the hanging-thing into a
chewy-thing, and we created the chewy-thing into bones, and we clothed the bones with meat,
then we built it with a later creation. Most profitabled is The Authority, (the) Nicest-One of
the creators.
15- Then certainly, you will be after this dead-ones.
16- Then certainly, you will be on the Standing Day awakened (39/67-68).
17- Definitely, we created above you “seven” streets (17/44 ~ 15/87), and we are not on the
creation unaware-ones (10/61).
18- And we sent-down from the sky a water with a measure, and we resided it into the earth.
And certainly, we are upon making-it-go measurers.
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19- And we built for you with it parks from date-palms and grapes. For you in them (there are)
major-amount of fruitables, and from them you are eating.
20- And a tree that is coming-out from (that) scenic Mount. It is planting-out an oil and a relish
for the eaters.
21- And certainly, for you in the livestock (there is) a lesson. We are making-you-sip from what is
in their bellies. And for you in them (there are) major-amount of benefits (16/80), and from them
you are eating.
22- And upon them and upon the ships you are being carried.
23- And definitely, we sent Noah to his nation, and he said: O my nation, serve
The Authority (12/40). Not for you from any Authority different than Him (28/70). So will you not
take-shelter?
24- And the assembly from the ones who disbelieved from his nation said: This is not except a
human that is same-of-you, he is only intending to be favored upon you. Had The Authority
wanted, He would have sent-down Ruling-Angels. We did not hear this in our first fathers.
25- He is not except a man that is jinned. So observe him until awhile.
26- He said: My Lord, (please) help me for that they lied me.
27- So we pointed-out to him: Construct the ship in front of our eyes, and with our pointing-out.
And when our command comes and the pot boils-over, track into it --in upper regions-- from
every-(species) as couples, in twoers, and your family, except (those) who raced upon him the
saying --in lower region-- from them (11/40 = 11/120). And do not address Me about the ones
who behaved-unjust; certainly, they are to be drowned.
28- So when you become-straight, you and (those) who are with you, upon the ship, you shall say:
The praise is for The Authority, the One who saved us from the unjust nation.
29- And you shall say: My Lord, (please) send-me-down with a profitabled sending-down. And
You are (the) best of the sending-down-ones.
30- Certainly, in this (narration style) there are signs (:similar words 16/101); and certainly,
we are (thus) testing-ones.
31- Then we built after them a later generation.
32- And we sent into them a Sent-One from them: You shall serve The Authority (12/40). Not for
you from any Authority different than Him (28/70). So will you not take-shelter?
33- And the assembly from his nation, the ones who disbelieved and lied meeting of the Later-time,
and we made-them-wealthy in the nearest life, said: This is not except a human that is same-of-you,
he is eating from what you are eating from it, and drinking from what you are drinking.
34- And if you obey a human that is same-of-you, certainly you will be, then, the losers.
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35- Is he promising you that certainly you, when you die and become dust and bones, certainly
you will be --immediately, again-- brought-out (16/28-29 X 32)?
36- Uh-uh-indeed, uh-uh-indeed for what you are being promised!
37- It is not except our nearest life, we are dying and we are living. And we are not
to be --immediately, again-- awakened (6/36).
38- He is not except a man (who) fabricated upon The Authority a lie. And we will not be
for him believers.
39- He said: My Lord, (please) help me for that they lied me.
40- He said: Only a little-(time), they will get-to-morning as regretted-ones.
41- So the cry took them as the truth, and we made them (like) rubbish. So let-farness-be for
the unjust nation!
42- Then we built after them later generations.
43- Any section cannot race its appointed-time, and they cannot later (it).
44- Then we sent our Sent-Ones, one-after-the-other. (But) every-when their Sent-One came to a
section, they lied him. So we made-follow some of them after some, and (then) we made them
(historical)-utterances. So let-farness-be for a nation who do not believe.
45- Then we sent Moses and his brother Aaron with our signs and a clear evidence.
46- To Pharaoh and his assembly. But they behaved-big, and became a toply-behaving nation.
47- And they said: Shall we believe for two-humans that are same-of-us, and (though) their
nation are for us servants?
48- So they lied two-of-them, and they became from the made-vanished-ones.
49- And definitely, we gave Moses the Written-Document, so that perhaps they may --now-become-guided (39/23). (And please, see “the Words of Moses” document.)
50- And we made (the) son of Mary and his mother as a Sign (19/21), and we aboded them to
an altitude that was haver of a settlement, and a spring (67/30 & Jesus 42/3-4).
51- O the Sent-Ones (6/130), you shall eat from the clean-ones, and work for the
righteous-deeds (2/25). Certainly, I am of what you are working-on a news-taker.
52- And certainly, this section of yours is a single section, and I am your Lord (42/10 = 5/44 &
5/47 & 5/48 & 5/68); so (thus) take-shelter against Me.
53- But they cut their command between themselves into (baseless) scriptures (2/78-79). Every
party is rejoicing with what is at them.
54- So you shall leave them in their muddling for awhile.
55- Are they calculating that what we are leading them ahead with it from properties and sons,
56- we are (thus) acting-fast for them in the goodnesses? No, they do not perceive.
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57- Certainly, the ones (that) they are from (the) frightening of their Lord shivering-ones,
58- And the ones (that) they are in (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of their Lord believing,
59- And the ones (that) they are for their Lord not making-any-partners (42/10 X 3/80 & 9/31),
60- And the ones who are giving what they give (9/60), and (while) their hearts are apprehensive,
because that certainly they will be goers-back to their Lord.
61- Those are acting-fast in the Goodnesses (16/30), and they are for it racing-ones.
62- And we do not hold-responsible any soul except with its width. And at us (there is) a
Written-Document talking with the truth, and they will not be behaved-unjust.
63- No, their hearts are in a muddle from this (2/25), and for them (there are) works other than
this (2/25), they are for it working.
64- Until when we will take their wealthy-ones with the retribution, then they will be complaining.
65- Do not complain today; certainly, you are from us not going to be helped.
66- Definitely, My Signs (6/4 & 26/5) were being recited upon you, but you were upon your heels
reverting.
67- As behavers-big against it, defiantly you were forsaking-away.
68- So did they not rear-around the Saying (:similar sayings, in twoers, message 81/19-27 = 39/23),
or did it come to them what had not gone-forth to their first fathers?
69- Or did they not recognize their Sent-One (Torah-Dt. 18/18-19 = 32/1-4) (Gospel-Jn. 6/27 =
Mtw. 4/4 & Lk. 8/11-15) (Quran 3/81 & 33/7-8 = 27/93 & 14/24-25 & 7/158), and they are for
him strangening-ones?
70- Or are they saying that he is a jinned-one? No, he came to them with the Truth (35/31), but
majority of them are for the Truth disgusters (9/33).
71- And if the truth were to follow their desires, the skies and the earth, and whomever in them,
would have gone-evil (21/22). No, we brought-forth to them their Commemoration (39/23), but
they are on their Commemoration (39/23) estrangers.
72- Or are you asking them for a tax? And (the) taxation --upon all of you-- of your Lord (8/41)
is the best; and He is (the) best of the providing-ones (20/132).
73- And certainly, you are calling them to a standing path (22/67).
74- And certainly, the ones who do not believe in the Later-time (7/45) are from the path
sloping-away.
75- And if we feel-mercy for them and relieve-away what is with them from (the) harm, they will
plunge into their transgression (7/185-186), blundering.
76- And definitely, we took them with the retribution, but they did not stoop-down for their Lord,
and they did not become imploring.
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77- Until when we will open upon them a gate that is haver of a severe retribution (44/15-16), then
they (will be) in it hopeless-ones.
78- And He is the One who built for you the hearing and the visions and the minds, but (except)
a little, you are not appreciating.
79- And He is the One who scattered you on the earth, and (then) to Him you are being
summoned (56/83-93).
80- And He is the One who makes-live, and makes-die; and for Him is (the) contradiction of the
night and the daylight.
81- No, they said (the) same as what the past-ones (:past generations) had said.
82- They said: When we die and become --in lower region-- dust and bones, shall we certainly
be --immediately, again-- awakened (6/36)?
83- Definitely, we and our fathers had also been promised with this, before. This is not, except
(the) --traditional & in twoers-- scripted-statements (6/25) of the past-ones (:past Informers 21/5).
(And please, see David 20/23 & 29) (Jesus 42/31-33 & 46/8) (Muhammad 3/6)
84- Say: For whom is the earth and (those) who are in it, if you know?
85- They will say: For The Authority. Say: So will you not --for the left side-take-commemoration (39/23)?
86- Say: Who is (the) Lord of the seven skies, and (the) Lord of the great throne?
87- They will say: For The Authority. Say: So will you not --for the right side-take-shelter (39/33)?
88- Say: Who (is the One) that in His hand is (the) ruling-dominion of every wanted-thing,
and He is neighboring-out but not being neighbored-out upon Himself, if you know?
89- They will say: For The Authority. Say: So how can you (still) be cheated (52/15-16)?
90- No, we brought-forth to them the Truth (35/31); and certainly, they are liars (6/111-113).
91- The Authority never took a son, and there never became with Him any Authority (28/70 X
21/29 & 9/31). Then, every Authority would have made-go (for itself) what (He) created, and some
of them would have (thus) acted-toply upon some. Glorified is The Authority on what they are
making-fit.
92- Knower of the unseen and the witnessed, and He is top on what they are
making-partners (42/10 X 3/80 & 9/31).
93- Say: My Lord, if You make-me-see what they are being promised (4/47 & 44/10-16 & …),
94- My Lord, (please) then do not make me in the unjust (39/23-24) nation.
95- And certainly, we are measurers (40/77) upon making-you-see what we promised (4/47 &
44/10-16 & …) to them.
96- So you shall rebuff the badness with the one that is (the) nicest (39/23), we know-best
what they are making-fit (15/6 & 21/5 & …).
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97- And say: My Lord, I seek-refuge in You from (the) provocations of the satans (6/112 & 121).
98- And I seek-refuge in You, my Lord, lest they become-prepared-near-me.
99- Until when the death came to one of them, he said: My Lord, (please) send-me-back!
100- That perhaps I may work for a righteous-deed (2/25) in what I left-behind. Not-indeed, it is
certainly only a (vain) spoken-word that he is saying it. And from behind them (there is) a
(preventive) cordon towards a Day, that they will be --on this earth, again-- awakened (in it)
(39/67-68). (X So, claiming that through manipulating and reprogramming human brains in a
certain way, an thus their again being able to see, hear and contact the dead persons, which are
--according to them-- in fact invisibly all here around us, must be mainly some Gnostic Christian
and Anti Christ (:Messiah Dajjal) ideology’s bogus and deceived doctrine. 36/31-32)
101- And when it is blown into the horn (39/68), (there will) not (be) any relations between them
on that day, and they will not ask-each-other.
102- So (the one) who heavied his balances (42/17), those them are the comfort-receivers.
103- But (the one) who lighted his balances (42/17), those are the ones who lost their souls;
(they will be) in Hell eternal-ones.
104- The fire will lick their faces, and they will be in it souring-ones.
105- Were not My Signs (6/4 & 26/5) being recited upon you, and you were on them lying?
106- They said: Our Lord, our tyranny (22/72 & 70/36-38) defeated upon us, and so we became
a straying nation.
107- Our Lord, (please) take-us-out from it! If we turn-back (again), (then) certainly we are
unjust-ones (6/28).
108- He said: Crouch-down in it, and do not speak-words to Me!
109- Certainly-that, a part from My servants were saying: Our Lord, we believed (2/285)!
So (please) forgive for us, and feel-mercy-on-us. And You are (the) Best of the
mercy-feeling-ones.
110- And you took them as a despising-stock, until they made-you-forget My
Commemoration (39/23). And you were from them laughing.
111- Certainly, (thus) I rewarded them today for that they remained-steadfast. Certainly-they,
they are the succeeded-ones.
112- He said: How-long did you stay on the earth, by count of the years?
113- They said: We stayed (only) a day, or some (part) of a day. (Please) ask the counting-ones.
114- He said: You did not stay except a little, if you only knew.
115- So did you calculate that we created you for idleness (26/128), and certainly you would
not be --for this-- sent-back to us (32/12)?
116- Top is The Authority, the truthful Ruler. Not an Authority except He (28/70). (He is the) Lord
of the honorable throne.
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117- And whoever calls with The Authority a later Authority (21/29 & 9/31),
(and there is) not any beacon for him about it, certainly his calculation will be in sight of
his Lord (50/26). Certainly-that, the disbelievers (74/31) will not receive-comfort.
118- And say: My Lord, (please) forgive, and feel-mercy (2/286); and You are (the) Best of
the mercy-feeling-ones.

CHAPTER 24
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- (This is) a Chapter (please, see the Reading, and Chapter 24 therein) that we sent-it-down,
and we --for all believers who can and will work on it (2/25-26 & 17/84)-- obliged it.
And we sent-down in it making-clear signs (:all those similar words “units” therein 7/203), so that
perhaps you may take-Commemoration (39/23).
2- The adulteress and the adulterer, you shall skin-hit to every one of them a hundred skin-hit.
And the compassion shall not take-you-away from them in the Religion of The Authority,
if you believed in The Authority and the Later Day (9/18). And a goers-around from the believers
shall witness their retribution.
3- The adulterer: he cannot marry except an adulteress, or a partner-maker. And the adulteress:
anyone cannot marry her except an adulterer, or a partner-maker (24/26). And this (:adultery) is
made-forbidden upon the believers (17/32).
4- And the ones who are hurling to the guarded-female-ones, (but) then they could not bring-forth
four witnesses: You shall skin-hit to them eighty skin-hits. And you shall not accept from them
any witnessing forever. And those them are the betrayers.
5- Except the ones who returned after this and righteous-deeded. Certainly, The Authority is
best forgiver, most merciful.
6- And the ones who hurled to their couples, but there were not for them any witnesses except their
(own) souls: Witnessing of one-of-them will be four-(times) witnessing by The Authority that
certainly he is from the proved-right-ones.
7- And the fifth shall be: Certainly, (let the) curse of The Authority (be) upon him, if he is
from the liars.
8- And it will push-away from her the retribution, if she bears-witness with four-(times) witnessing
by The Authority that certainly he is from the liars.
9- And the fifth shall be: Certainly, (let the) wrath of The Authority (be) upon her, if he is from
the proved-right-ones.
10- And if it were not for (the) Favor (10/57-58) of The Authority upon you, and His mercy?
And certainly, The Authority is best returner, wisest-decision-maker.
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11- Certainly, the ones who came with the subterfuge (45/6-7 & 26/221-222) are a unity from you.
Do not calculate it as a wickedness for you; no, it is a goodness for you. For every person from
them (there will come) what he earned from the guilt (45/6-7 & 26/221-222). And the one who
mastered its biggest-part from them, for him (there will come) a great retribution.
12- If not, when you heard it, the male-believers and the female-believers should have guessed in
their souls with a goodness, and say: This is a clear subterfuge (45/6-7).
13- If not they should have made-come upon it four witnesses (3/3-4 & 17/55)? And because that
they did not bring-forth the witnesses, those them are the liars in sight of The Authority.
14- And if it were not for (the) favor (10/57-58) of The Authority upon you, and His mercy in
the Nearest-time and the Later-time, a great retribution would have touched you for what you
filed into it.
15- Once, you were throwing it with your tongues, and you were saying with your mouths what
(there was) not for you about it any knowledge (6/112 & 148). And you were calculating it as a
simple-thing, but it was in sight of The Authority great-(offense).
16- And if not, when you heard it, you should have said: It cannot be for us to speak-words
about this, be-You-glorified; this is a great fraudulence (26/210-211).
17- The Authority is (thus) preaching you that you may not turn-back to (the) same-of-it forever, if
you are believers.
18- And (thus) The Authority is making-clear to you the signs (:similar words 16/101). And
The Authority is knower, wise-decision-maker (75/17-19).
19- Certainly, the ones who are loving that the excessiveness (7/28) may sect-around in the ones
who believed, for them (there will come) a painful retribution in the Nearest-time and the
Later-time. And The Authority knows, but you do not know.
20- And if it were not for (the) Favor (10/57-58) of The Authority upon you, and His mercy? And
certainly, The Authority is most compassionate, most merciful.
21- O the ones who believed, do not follow (the) footsteps of the satan (45/6-7 & 26/221-222).
And whoever follows (the) footsteps of the satan (6/112-113), certainly he commands with the
excessiveness (7/28) and the strange-attitudes (3/78 & 6/116 & 2/79 & …). And if it were not for
(the) favor (10/57-58) of The Authority upon you, and His mercy, anyone would not be cleansed
from you forever. But in fact, The Authority is cleansing whomever He wants (13/27).
And The Authority is hearer, knower.
22- And (the) possessors of the favor from you and the width shall not determine for not to give
to (the) possessor of the closeness, and the poor, and the immigrants in Way (9/111) of
The Authority. And they shall pardon and be-tolerant. Would you not love that The Authority may
forgive for you? And The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
23- Certainly, the ones who are hurling (the charge of adultery) to the female-guarded-ones, the
unaware-ones, the female-believers, are cursed in the Nearest-time and the Later-time, and for them
(there will come) a great retribution.
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24- (The) day when their tongues and their hands and their feet will bear-witness upon them on
what they are working-for (41/40).
25- On that day, The Authority will give-forth to them their truthful religion-(share), and they
will know that certainly The Authority, He is the clear Truth.
26- The dirty-female-ones are for the dirty-male-ones, and the dirty-male-ones are for the
dirty-female-ones. And the clean-female-ones are for the clean-male-ones, and the clean-male-ones
are for the clean-female-ones (22/24). Those are far-away from what they are saying (83/32-34).
For them (there will come) a forgiveness and an honorable provision.
27- O the ones who believed, you shall not enter into (the) houses that are different than your (own)
houses until you communicate and utter-peace upon its family. This is better for you, so that
perhaps you may take-commemoration (39/23).
28- And if you cannot find in them anyone, you shall not enter into them until it is
given-permission for you. And if it is said to you: (Please) go-back, you shall go-back. It is more
cleanse for you. And The Authority is of what you are working-on (2/25) a knower.
29- Not upon you any sin in entering into houses that are different than resided, and in them (there
are) goods for you. And The Authority knows what you are revealing, and what you are concealing.
30- Say to the believers that they shall subdue from their visions, and protect their chastity. This is
more cleanse for them. Certainly, The Authority is a news-taker of what they are constructing.
31- And say to the female-believers that they shall subdue from their visions, and protect their
chastity. And they shall not reveal their pretty-parts, except what backed-out from them. And
they shall strike their coverings upon their collars. And they shall not reveal their pretty-parts
except to their husbands, or their fathers, or fathers of their husbands, or their sons, or sons of
their husbands, or their brothers, or sons of their brothers, or sons of their sisters, or their
women, or what their right-hands ruled, or the followers that are different than (being)
possessor of the sexual-drive from the men, or the kids who did not back-up (yet) to the
obscene-parts of the women. And they shall not strike their feet to make-known what they are
keeping-secret from their pretty-parts. And you shall return to The Authority, altogether (66/8),
O the believers, so that perhaps you may receive-comfort.
32- And you shall make-marry the lonely-ones from you, and the righteous-deeders (4/69) from
your servants and maids. If they are poverty-ones, The Authority will make-them-rich from His
favor. And The Authority is widely-encompassing-one, knower.
33- And the ones who cannot find a marriage shall take-caution until The Authority
makes-them-rich from His favor. And the ones who are requiring the written-document (maybe,
about getting their full compensation, and ending their service) from (those) what your right-hands
ruled, you shall make-written-documentation with them, if you knew in them any goodness.
And you shall give to them from (the) properties of The Authority which He gave you.
And you shall not disgustedly-force your female-youths, upon the going-beyond-bounds, if they are
intending to guard (their virginity), in order to require a presenting of the Nearest life. And whoever
disgustedly-forces them (for such a compulsory marriage), certainly The Authority is after their
being-disgustedly-forced a best forgiver, most merciful (maybe, about those possible precautionary
actions they might take to avoid it).
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34- And definitely, we thus sent-down to you making-clear signs (:all those similar words “units”
on the Table 7/203), and (thus) an allegory from the ones who passed-away before
you (Hosea 12/11 = 14/6-10) (Gospel-Lk. 8/10 = 8/15) (Quran 27/93 = 14/24-25), and a Preaching
to the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33).
35- The Authority is (the) light of the skies and the earth. Allegory of His light is like a
concave-(mirror), in it (there is) a morninger. The morninger is in a glass. The glass is like a
bright-planet, it is fueled from a blessed olive tree (14/24-25) which is --on the right side-(from) the rising-places, and --on the left side-- the setting-places. Almost its oil --in the middle
section-- will illuminate, even if (the) fire does not touch it. Light upon light. The Authority guides
to His light (4/174) whomever He wants. And The Authority (thus) strikes (these) allegories (18/54)
for the people. And The Authority is of every wanted-thing a knower.
36- It is in (the) houses which The Authority gave-permission to be raised, and His Name be
commemorated in them. They glorify for Him in them at the early-times and the late-times.
37- (These are) humans that trade and exchange can never vanite them from (the)
Commemoration (39/23) of The Authority, and (from) standing the Support (2/238) and giving
the Cleansing (8/41). They fear a day that the hearts and the visions will be spinning-around in it.
38- The Authority will reward them with (the) nicest of what they worked (2/25), and He will
augment for them from His favor. And The Authority provides for whomever He wants with
different than any calculation.
39- And the ones who disbelieved (2/26-27), their works (23/63) are like a mirage in a barren-land.
The thirsty-one calculates it as water; until when he comes to it, he does not find it as any
wanted-thing. And he finds The Authority in sight of it, and He gives-forth to him his
calculation (23/63-65). And The Authority is fast in the calculation.
40- Or like (the) darknesses in a deep-sea, and a wave is covering him, and from above it (there is)
a wave, and from above it (there is) a cloud, darknesses some of them above some. When he
brings-out his hand, he will almost not see it. And whomever The Authority does not make for
him a light (4/174), (there will) not (be) for him from any light.
41- Did you not see that certainly The Authority, whomever in the skies and the earth are glorifying
for Him, and the birds in a line? Every (of them) definitely knew its support and its glorification.
And The Authority is knower of what they are doing.
42- And for The Authority is (the) ruling-dominion of the skies and the earth; and to The Authority
is the rotating-place.
43- Did you not see that certainly The Authority is driving a cloud, then He is reconciling between
them, then He is making it into a pile. And you see the showers coming-out from its middle-areas.
And He is sending-down from the sky from mountains (of snow) that are in them (there is) a
coolness. And He is afflicting it to whomever He wants, and turning-it-around from whomever
He wants. Almost (the) shining of its lightning would make-go-away the visions.
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44- The Authority is spinning-around the night and the daylight. Certainly, in this (narration style)
there is a Lesson (:similar words, in twoers, system 12/111 = 39/23) for (the) possessor of
the visions.
45- And The Authority created every moving-creature from water. And from them (there are the
ones) who walk upon its belly, and from them (there are the ones) who walk upon two-feet,
and from them (there are the ones) who walk upon four. The Authority is (thus) creating
whatever He wants. Certainly, The Authority is upon every wanted-thing a measurer.
46- Definitely, we (thus) sent-down making-clear signs (:all those similar words “units”
on the Table 7/203); and The Authority guides (39/23) whomever He wants to a standing path.
47- And they are saying: We believed in The Authority and the Sent-One (22/75 = 2/97), and we
obeyed. But then a part from them is turning-away after this. And those are not the believers.
48- And when they are called to The Authority and His Sent-One that He might
make-decision (4/105) between them, then a part from them are estranging.
49- And if the truth is for them, they are coming-forth to it rushingly.
50- Is there an illness in their hearts, or did they doubt? Or are they fearing that The Authority
will act-unfairly upon them, and His Sent-One? No, those them are the unjust-ones.
51- The saying of the believers, when they are called to The Authority and His Sent-One that
He might make-decision (4/105) between them, was only to say: We heard, and we obeyed.
And those them are the comfort-receivers.
52- And whoever obeys The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97), and be-frightened of
The Authority, and takes-shelter against Him, those them are the succeeding-ones.
53- And they took-oath by The Authority with (all) strive of their swearings, that if you
commanded them, they would surely go-out. Say: Do not take-oath. (But) a recognized
obeyance. Certainly, The Authority is a news-taker of what you are working-on (9/42).
54- Say: Obey The Authority, and obey the Sent-One (2/97). And if they turn-away, upon him
is only what he was made-carry, and upon you is what you were made-carry (43/44). And if you
obey him (39/39), you will become-guided (39/23). And (there is) not upon the Sent-One (any
responsibility) except the clear making-arrive (5/67).
55- The Authority promised to the ones who believed from you and worked for the
righteous-deeds (2/25), that He will make-them-successors on the earth, like He had
made-successors the ones before them, and He will place for them their Religion (48/28),
the one that He became-satisfied for them, and He will change for them, after their fear, a security.
They are serving Me, and not making-partner to Me (18/26) any wanted-thing. And whoever
disbelieves after this, those them are the betrayers (2/26-27).
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56- And you shall stand the Support (2/238) and give the Cleansing (8/41); and you shall obey
the Sent-One (2/97), so that perhaps you may be felt-mercy.
57- Do not calculate that the ones who disbelieved (2/26) will ever make-feeble (us) on the
earth (34/5). And their abode is the Fire; and ugly-indeed is the rotating-place.
58- O the ones who believed, the ones that your right-hands ruled and the ones who did not arrive
the puberty shall want-permission from you in three times: Before (the) Support of the dawn,
and when you put-down your garments from the backing-up-time (:noon), and after (the)
Support of the evening. (These are) three obscene-times for you. Not upon you, and not upon
them any sin after them, they may go-around upon you, some of you upon some.
Like this, The Authority is making-clear for you the --left sidedly-- signs (:similar words 16/101);
and The Authority is knower, wise-decision-maker (75/17-19).
59- And when the kids from among you arrive the puberty, they shall (every time) want-permission
like the ones before them (every time) wanted-permission.
Like this, The Authority is making-clear for you His --right sidedly-- signs (:similar words 16/101);
and The Authority is knower, wise-decision-maker (75/17-19).
60- And the sitting-ones from the women, the ones who do not wait any marriage: (there will) not
(be) upon them any sin in putting-down their garments, different than exposing (the) pretty-parts.
But taking-caution is better for them. And The Authority is a hearer, knower.
61- Not upon the blind any hardship, and not upon the crippled any hardship, and not upon the ill
any hardship (9/91), and not upon your souls in eating from your (own) houses, or houses of
your fathers, or houses of your mothers, or houses of your brothers, or houses of your sisters,
or houses of your fathers’-brothers, or houses of your fathers’-sisters, or houses of your
mothers’-brothers, or houses of your mothers’-sisters, or (houses) that you ruled upon their
keys, or proved-right-friends. Not upon you any sin in eating altogether, or variously. And
when you entered into houses, you shall utter-peace upon your souls as a greeting from (the)
sight of The Authority, a blessed and clean-one.
Like this, The Authority is making-clear for you the --lower regionly-- signs (:similar words
16/101), so that perhaps you may comprehend (3/7).
62- The believers are only the ones who believe in The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97),
and when they are with him upon a gatheringly command, they do not go until they
want-permission from him. Certainly, the ones who want-permission from you, those are the ones
who believe in The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97). So when they wanted-permission from you
for some of their efforts, you shall give-permission for whomever you want from them, and you
shall seek-forgiveness for them from The Authority. Certainly, The Authority is best forgiver,
most merciful.
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63- You shall not make (the) call (8/24) of the Sent-One between yourselves like (the) call of
some of you (the) some. Definitely, The Authority knows the ones who are sneaking-away
from you flimsily. So the ones who are contradicting his command (4/59 & 83) shall be-alarmed
that a persecution might afflict them, or a painful retribution might afflict them.
64- Be-careful, certainly for The Authority is whatever in the skies and the earth. Definitely,
He knows what you are upon it. And a day (when) they will be sent-back to Him, He will
inform them with what they worked-on (2/25 X 29/4). And The Authority is of every wanted-thing
a knower.

CHAPTER 25
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Blessed is the One who sent-down the Part-Maker (:similar words, in twoers, message 17/106 =
39/23) upon His servant, so that he may be a warner for the multitudes.
2- The One that for Him is (the) ruling-dominion of the skies and the earth. And He never took a
birth-given-one, and never became for Him any partner (18/26) in the ruling-dominion. And He
created every wanted-thing, and He measured it with a (complete) measuring.
3- And they took other than Him Authorities (28/70 X 21/29 & 9/31) that cannot create any
wanted-thing, but they (themselves) are being-created. And they cannot rule for their (own) souls
any harm, and not a benefit (5/75-76), and they cannot rule for a death, and not a living, and not
a spreading (43/11).
4- The ones who disbelieved (74/31) said: This is not, except a subterfuge that he fabricated it,
and a later nation gave-help upon him (73/20). Definitely, they thus came with an unjustness and
an absurdity.
5- And they said: (These are only) --traditional & in twoers-- scripted-statements of the
past-ones (:past Informers 21/5) that he made-them-written; and they are (thus) being recited
upon him --for both sides-- early-timedly, and late-timedly. (Please, see “the Words of Patriarchs &
Moses & Jesus & David & Muhammad” documents, each of which may clearly be indicating
this “heavenly plan” through their that unique “classical & in twoers” styles.)
6- Say: The One who knows the hidden in the skies and the earth sent-it-down (39/23). Certainly,
He is best-forgiver, most-merciful.
7- And they said: What (is there) for this Sent-One, that he is eating the meal, and walking in
the markets? If not a Ruling-Angel should have been sent-down to him, to be a warner with him?
8- Or a treasure should have been thrown to him, or a park should have been (given) to him that
he could eat from it? And the unjust-ones said: You are not following except a cheated man.
9- Watch how they struck for you the allegories and they strayed-away. So they will not
obeyingly-succeed for a Way (9/111).
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10- Blessed is the One that, if He wants, He will make for you better-ones than these: Parks
flowing under them the rivers, and He will make for you mansions.
11- No, they lied the Hour, and we set-up for (the one) who lied the Hour (45/32-35)
a roaster.
12- When it saw them from a far place, they heard for it a rage and a fuming.
13- And when they were thrown into it to a straitened place as shackled-ones, they called
right-here for a nonexistence.
14- Do not call today for a single nonexistence, but call for a major nonexistences.
15- Say: Is this better, or (the) Park of the eternity, the one that is promised for the
shelter-takers (39/23 & 33)? It will be for them a reward and a rotating-place.
16- For them (there will be) in it whatever they want, as eternal-ones. It is upon your Lord a
promise to be asked.
17- And a day (when) He will summon them and whatever they are serving other than
The Authority (21/29), and He will say: Did you make-stray these My servants, or did they
stray-off the way (on their own)?
18- They said: Be-You-glorified, it cannot be required for us that we might take other than You
from any Masters (18/102). But in fact, You gave-goods to them and to their fathers, until they
forgot the Commemoration (39/23), and became a destructed nation.
19- And definitely, they (now) lied you in what you are saying. So you will not obeyingly-succeed
for a turning-around (after this), and not a help. And whoever behaves-unjust (31/13 ~ 39/24) from
you, we will taste him a big retribution.
20- And we did not send before you from the Sent-Ones except that they were (also) certainly
eating the meal and walking in the markets. And we made some of you for some as a
persecution, will you remain-steadfast (38/17)? And your Lord is a visioner.
21- And the ones who are not waiting to meet us said: If not the Ruling-Angels should have been
sent-down upon us (15/7), or we should have seen our Lord (2/118)? Definitely, they (thus)
behaved-big in their souls, and they exceeded with a big exceeding.
22- A day (when) they will see the Ruling-Angels, (there will) not (be) any good-news on that
day for the criminals (7/40), and they will say: (We are utterly) confined with a confinement!
23- And we (now) went-forth against what they worked from any work (23/63), and we made
it as a disordered junk.
24- Community of the Park are on that day in a better settlement, and a nicer napping-place.
25- And a day (when) the sky will split with the clouds, and we will send-down the Ruling-Angels
with a (complete) sending-down.
26- The ruling-dominion will be, on that day, for The Most Mercy-Feeler as the truth. And it will
be a day upon the disbelievers (74/31) that is difficult.
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27- And a day (when) the unjust-one will bite his hands (and) say: O-alas-to-me, (I wish)
I had taken a Way (9/111) with the Sent-One.
28- O-woe-to-me, alas-to-me, (I wish) I had not taken that-one as a friend.
29- Definitely, he made-me-stray on the Commemoration (39/23) after when it came to me.
And the satan is for the human-being a letting-down-one.
30- And the Sent-One said: O my Lord, certainly my nation took this Reading (36/69) as a
forsaken-one (23/66-67).
31- And like this, we made for every Informer a hostile-one from the criminals (6/112-113).
And your Lord will suffice --against them-- as a guiding-one (39/23), and a helper.
32- And the ones who disbelieved said: If not the Reading (:similar words, in twoers,
message 36/69 = 39/23) should have been sent-down upon him all at single-once. Like this,
so that we may stabilize with it your mind; and we pronounced it with an (orderly)
pronouncing (75/16-19).
33- And they are not bringing-forth to you any allegory (2/25-26 & 74/26-31 & 14/24-26 & …),
except that we are making-come to you the truth (thereof), and a nicest explanation (39/23).
34- The ones who will be summoned upon their faces to Hell, those are more wicked in place,
and more stray in (the) way (11/19).
35- And definitely, we gave Moses the Written-Document, and we made with him his brother
Aaron as an assistant.
36- And we said: Go to the nation, the ones who lied our signs. And we destroyed them with a
(complete) destroying.
37- And nation of Noah; when they lied the Sent-Ones, we drowned them. And we made them
for the people as a sign (23/27). And we set up for the unjust-ones (39/24) a painful retribution.
38- And Aad and Thamood, and (the) community of Al-Russ, and major generations
between these.
39- And every (of them) we struck for it the allegories, and every (of them) we wiped-out
with a (complete) wiping-out.
40- And definitely, they came-forth upon the city, the one that was showered with a shower of
the badness, did they not see it? No, they are not waiting for any spreading (81/10).
41- And when they see you, they are not taking you except as a light-thing: Is this the one that
The Authority awoke as a Sent-One?
42- He would almost make-us-stray on our Authorities (21/29 & 9/31), if it were not that
we remained-steadfast upon them. And they will soon know, when they see the retribution,
who are more stray in (the) way.
43- Did you see (the one) who took his desire as his Authority (28/70 X 6/71)? So will you be
upon him an advocate (39/41)?
44- Or are you calculating that certainly majority of them are hearing or comprehending? They are
not except like (the) livestock; no, they are more stray in (the) way.
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45- Did you not see to your Lord, how He led-ahead the shade? If He wanted, He could have
made it resided. Then we made the sun upon it as a showing-one.
46- Then we palm-took it towards us with an easy palm-taking.
47- And He is the One who made for you the night as a dress, and the sleep as a rest. And He
made the daylight as a spreading-time.
48- And He is the One who sent the winds as a good-news between (the) hands of His mercy.
And we sent-down from the sky a purified water.
49- Thus we will make-live with it a dead town, and we shall make-sip it from what we created
from (those) livestock, and a major-number of human-beings.
50- Definitely, we (thus) turned-it-around (17/89) between them, that they may
take-Commemoration (39/23), but majority of the people refused except in disbelief. (Please, see
the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to all those numeric
“elements” (:water) in the middle sections, therein, and to all those similar “words” (:crops) on both
sides, and to all those eared “units” (:livestock) with them, after this (7/57 & 2/25-26 & 4/119).
51- And if we wanted, we could have awakened in every city a warner.
52- So you shall not obey the disbelievers (2/26-27), and you shall strive against them
with It (39/23) with a big striving.
53- And He is the One who meddled the two seas; this is --on the left side-- fresh (and) palatable,
and this is --on the right side-- salty (and) bitter (9/41). And He made between two of them a
cordon, and a confined confinement.
54- And He is the One who created from the water a human-being, and He made it as relatives and
offsprings. And your Lord is a measurer.
55- And they are serving other than The Authority (12/40) what cannot benefit them, and
cannot harm them (5/75-76). And the disbeliever is against his Lord a backing-up-one.
56- And we did not send you except as a good-news-giver and a warner.
57- Say: I do not ask you upon it from any payment, except that whoever may want to take
a Way (9/111) towards his Lord.
58- And you shall advocately-trust upon the Living-One, the One who never dies, and you shall
glorify with His praise. He suffices as a news-taker of (the) wrong-doings of His servants.
59- The One who created the skies and the earth, and whatever between them, in six Days, then He
became-straight upon the throne; The Most Mercy-Feeler. So ask about Him (to the one who is)
a news-taker (Torah-Ex. 20/11).
60- And when it is said to them: You shall prostrate (53/59-62) for The Most Mercy-Feeler.
They said: Not (for) The Most Mercy-Feeler! Shall we prostrate for what you are commanding
us (21/36)? And it augmented them in an aversion.
61- Blessed is the One who made in the sky castles, and He made in it a lamp, and a
light-shedding moon.
62- And He is the One who made the night and the daylight in contradiction for (the one) who may
intend to take-commemoration (39/9), or intend an appreciation (73/6-7).
63- And (the) servants (24/55) of The Most Mercy-Feeler are the ones who are walking on the
earth shyly, and when the ignorant-ones addressed them, they said: Peace.
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64- And the ones who are housedly-staying-awake for their Lord, prostrating (53/62) and
--while taking a break from their works (2/25)-- standing.
65- And the ones who are saying: Our Lord, (please) turn-around from us (the) retribution of Hell;
certainly, its retribution is a suppressing-one.
66- Certainly, it is a very-bad settlement and a standing-place.
67- And the ones when they distribute, they do not act-extravagantly, and do not act-stingily, but
it is between these a standly-one.
68- And the ones who do not call with The Authority any other Authority (21/29 & 9/31 & 25/43),
and they do not kill the soul, the one that The Authority forbade, except with the truth (2/178),
and they do not commit-adultery. And whoever does these, he will (surely) meet a guilt.
69- The retribution will be multiplied for him on the Standing Day, and he will stay-eternal in it as
a humiliated-one.
70- Except (the one) who returned, and believed, and worked for a righteous-deed (4/114 ~ 2/25),
those are (the ones), The Authority will change their badnesses into nicenesses. And The Authority
is best forgiver, most merciful.
71- And whoever returned and worked for a righteous-deed (2/25), certainly he will return to
The Authority as a returned-one.
72- And the ones who do not bear-witness to the absurdity (22/30). And when they pass by the
nonsense, they are passing by honorably.
73- And the ones, when they are commemorated with (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of their Lord, they
are not going-down upon it as --for the left side-- deaf, and --for the right side-- blind-ones.
74- And the ones who are saying: Our Lord, (please) grant for us from our couples and our
descendants the joy of the eye, and make us ministers for the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33).
75- Those will be rewarded with the apartments, for that they remained-steadfast; and they are
met in them with a greeting and a peace.
76- As eternal-ones in them; a very-nice settlement and a standing-place.
77- Say: For what-(reason) shall My Lord deem-you-valuable, if it were not for your
calling (40/14)? Definitely, you lied (now); so it will soon be necessary (4/47 & 44/10-16 &
16/28-29 & …).

CHAPTER 26
*
123-

In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
T, s, m.
These (:similar words 2/25) are signs of the clear Written-Document (39/23).
Perhaps you are a lamenting-one in your soul, that they do not become believers.
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4- If we want, we could send-down upon them from the sky a sign, and (then) their necks would be
softening for it.
5- And not coming-forth to them from any Commemoration (:of every Chapter; its similar words,
in twoers, message 2/25 & 39/23) from The Most Mercy-Feeler, utteredly, except that they are
becoming on it estrangers.
6- And definitely, they (thus) lied. So (the) informations of what they are taking-lightly with it
will soon come-forth to them (4/47 & 52/44-47 & 8/50-51 & …).
7- Did they not see to the earth, that how-many we planted on it from every honorable
couples (12/105)?
8- Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a Sign (6/4 & 26/5), but majority of them are not
believers.
9- And certainly your Lord, He is the high, the most merciful.
10- And once, your Lord sounded to Moses: You shall go-forth to the unjust nation!
11- Nation of Pharaoh; will they not take-shelter?
12- He said: My Lord, certainly I fear lest they lie me.
13- And my chest is being-straitened, and my tongue is not going-forward. So (please)
send to Aaron.
14- And for them (there is) a wrong-doing (28/19-20) against me; so I fear lest they kill me.
15- He said: Not-indeed, go with our signs. Certainly, we will be with you as hearers.
16- Go-forth to Pharaoh and say: Certainly, we are Sent-Ones of (the) Lord of the multitudes.
17- So you shall send with us Sons of Israel.
18- He said: Did we not lord-you-up among us (while you were) a birth-given-one, and you stayed
among us from your life-span for years?
19- And (then) you did your doing, the one that you did (28/15). And you are from the disbelievers.
20- He said: I did it then, and I was from the strayers.
21- So I fled from you, when I feared you. And (then) My Lord granted for me a decision-making,
and He made me from the Sent-Ones.
22- And this blessing that you are sustaining it upon me is for that you made-serve Sons of Israel.
23- Pharaoh said: And what is (the) Lord of the multitudes?
24- He said: (The) Lord of the skies and the earth, and whatever between them, if you are
certainty-attainers.
25- He said to (the ones) who are around him: Will you not hear?
26- He said: Your Lord, and (the) Lord of your first fathers.
27- He said: Certainly, your Sent-One, the one that is sent to you, is surely a jinned-one.
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28- He said: Lord of the setting-places and the rising-places, and whatever between them, if you
comprehend.
29- He said: If you take any Authority different than me, I will surely make you from the
imprisoned-ones.
30- He said: (What) if I make-come to you a clear wanted-thing?
31- He said: Bring-it-forth (then), if you are from the proved-right-ones.
32- So he threw his staff, and then it was a clear serpent!
33- And he pulled-out his hand, and then it was bright for the watchers!
34- He said to the assembly around him: Certainly, this is a knowledgeable cheater.
35- He is intending to send-you-out from your earth with his cheating. So what is it that
you are commanding?
36- They said: Make-him-wait, and his brother, and awaken into the districts summoners.
37- That they may bring-forth to you every knowledgeable cheater.
38- So the cheaters were gathered for an appointed-time of a known day.
39- And it was said to the people: Will you be gathering-around-ones?
40- That perhaps we may follow the cheaters, if they are the defeaters.
41- So when the cheaters came, they said to Pharaoh: Certainly, for us will there be a payment,
if we are the defeaters?
42- He said: Yes-indeed; and certainly, you will be, then, from the made-close-ones.
43- Moses said to them: Throw (then) what you will be (with it) throwers.
44- So they threw their ropes and staffs, and said: By (the) highness of Pharaoh, certainly-we,
we are the defeaters!
45- And Moses threw his staff, and then it was swallowing what they were subterfuging!
46- And the cheaters threw-themselves as prostrators.
47- They said: We believed in (the) Lord of the multitudes.
48- (The) Lord of Moses and Aaron.
49- He said: Did you believe for him before I give-permission for you? Certainly, he is your
biggest-one, the one who made-you know the cheating. So you will soon know. I will cut your
hands and your feet from contradicting-sides, and I will crucify you altogether.
50- They said: Not a problem! Certainly, we are to our Lord spinning-back-ones.
51- Certainly, we expect that our Lord may forgive for us our wrong-actions, for that we became
(the) first of the believers.
52- And we pointed-out to Moses: You shall make-cross My servants; certainly, you will
be followed.
53- And Pharaoh sent into the districts summoners, (saying:)
54- Certainly, these are a little gang.
55- And certainly, they are against us raging-ones.
56- And certainly, we are a gathering that is alarmed.
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57- So we sent-them-out from parks and springs.
58- And treasures and an honorable standing.
59- Like this, and we inherited it to Sons of Israel.
60- And they followed them (towards) setting-places.
61- And when the two-gatherings saw-each-other, (the) community of Moses said: Certainly, we
are caught-ones.
62- He said: Not-indeed, certainly my Lord is with me; He will guide me.
63- So we pointed-out to Moses: You shall strike the sea with your staff. So it cleaved-up
--into two halves-- and every part became like the great hills.
64- And we neared there the later-ones.
65- And we saved Moses and (those) who are with him, altogether.
66- Then we drowned the later-ones.
67- Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a Sign (6/4 & 26/5), but majority of them are not
believers.
68- And certainly your Lord, He is the high, the most merciful.
69- And you shall recite upon them (the) information of Abraham.
70- Once, he said to his father and his nation: What are you serving?
71- They said: We are serving idols, and we are becoming for them fasteners.
72- He said: Are they hearing you when you call?
73- Or are they benefiting you, or harming (5/75-76)?
74- They said: No, (but) we found our fathers doing like this.
75- He said: So did you see (now) what you are serving-76- you and your the gone-forth fathers?
77- And certainly, they are hostile-ones for me, except (the) Lord of the multitudes.
78- The One who created me, and He is guiding me (X 10/35).
79- And the One that He is mealing me, and making-me-sip (X 16/73).
80- And when I become-ill, He is healing me (X 5/76).
81- And the One who is making-me-die, then making-me-live (X 25/3).
82- And the One that I expect that He will forgive for me my wrong-actions on the Religion Day.
83- My Lord, (please) grant for me a decision-making, and make-me-join with the
righteous-deeders (2/25).
84- And make for me a tongue of proved-rightness in the later-ones (22/78 & Patriarchs 8/1-7).
85- And make me from (the) inheritors of (the) Park of the blessings (56/10-12).
86- And (please) forgive for my father, for certainly he became from the strayers (X 9/114).
87- And do not disgrace me on a day that they will be awakened.
88- A day (when) properties will not benefit, and not (the) sons.
89- Except (those) who come-forth to The Authority with a surrendered heart (3/84-85).
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90- And the Park is (now) neared to the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33).
91- And the Blazing-fire is made-appear for the deviators (15/39-40).
92- And it is said to them: Where are (the ones) you were serving (9/31)-93- other than The Authority? Are they helping you, or are they helping-themselves?
94- So they are rolled-over into it (now), they and the deviators (2/256).
95- And (the) armies of Iblees (6/112-113) altogether.
96- They said, and they were feuding in it:
97- By The Authority, we were in a clear strayance!
98- For we were making-you-straight with (the) Lord of the multitudes (42/10 X 9/31).
99- And none made-us-stray except the criminals (7/40).
100- And (now there is) not for us from any intercessors (21/28).
101- And not a warm proved-right-one.
102- If only there could be for us a repetition, and we would be (then) from the
believers (2/25-26 X 6/28).
103- Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a Sign (6/4 & 26/5), but majority of them are not
believers.
104- And certainly your Lord, He is the high, the most merciful.
105- And nation of Noah lied the Sent-Ones.
106- Once, their brother Noah said to them: Will you not take-shelter?
107- Certainly, I am for you a secure Sent-One.
108- So take-shelter against The Authority and obey me.
109- And I do not ask you upon it from any payment. My payment is not except upon (the) Lord
of the multitudes.
110- So take-shelter against The Authority and obey me.
111- They said: Shall we believe in you, and (though) only the lowliest-ones followed you?
112- He said: (There is) not any knowledge-to-me about what they are working-on.
113- Their calculation is not except upon my Lord, if you perceive?
114- And I am not to dismiss the believers.
115- I am not, except a clear warner.
116- They said: If you do not stop, O Noah, you will be from the stoned-ones.
117- He said: My Lord, certainly my nation lied me.
118- So (please) open between me and between them with a (powerful) opening, and save me and
(those) who are with me from the believers.
119- So we saved him and (those) who were with him in the embarked ship (23/27).
120- Then we drowned after that the lasting-ones.
121- Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a Sign (6/4 & 26/5), but majority of them are not
believers.
122- And certainly your Lord, He is the high, the most merciful.
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123- And Aad lied the Sent-Ones.
124- Once, their brother Houd said to them: Will you not take-shelter?
125- Certainly, I am for you a secure Sent-One.
126- So take-shelter against The Authority and obey me.
127- And I do not ask you upon it from any payment. My payment is not except upon (the) Lord
of the multitudes.
128- Are you building on every crest a sign (:perhaps, monuments & statues of some -assumedAngels 41/13-14) and (thus) acting-idly?
129- And you are taking constructed-arts (:perhaps, tablets & ornaments, which the names of
these -assumed- Angels are carved onto 41/13-14) that perhaps you may (thus) stay-eternal?
130- And when you attack, you are attacking forcefully.
131- So take-shelter against The Authority and obey me.
132- And take-shelter against the One who led-you-ahead with what you know.
133- He led-you-ahead with livestock and sons.
134- And parks and springs.
135- Certainly, I fear upon you (the) retribution of a great day.
136- They said: It is straight upon us (whether) you preach, or do not be from the preaching-ones.
137- This is not, except fabricated-creations (68/4) of the past-ones.
138- And we will not be retributed.
139- So they lied him; and we made-them-vanish.
Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a Sign (6/4 & 26/5), but majority of them are not
believers.
140- And certainly your Lord, He is the high, the most merciful.
141- And Thamoud lied the Sent-Ones.
142- Once, their brother Saaleh said to them: Will you not take-shelter?
143- Certainly, I am for you a secure Sent-One.
144- So take-shelter against The Authority and obey me.
145- And I do not ask you upon it from any payment. My payment is not except upon (the) Lord
of the multitudes.
146- (Do you think that) you will be left-free in what is right-here as secure-ones?
147- In parks and springs.
148- And crops and date-palms with hung-down rising-parts.
149- And you are carving from the mountains houses as crafting-ones.
150- So take-shelter against The Authority and obey me.
151- And do not obey (the) command of the extremely-acting-ones.
152- The ones who are committing-evil (2/205) on the earth, and not righteous-deeding.
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153- They said: You are only from the cheated-ones.
154- You are not except a human that is same-of-us. So bring-forth a sign (then), if you are from
the proved-right-ones.
155- He said: (Here is) this camel; for her (there is) a drinking-time, and for you (there is) a
drinking-time of a known day.
156- And do not touch her with any badness, (then) a retribution of a great day will take you.
157- But they slaughtered her; and they got-to-morning as regretting-ones.
158- And (thus) the retribution took them.
Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a Sign (6/4 & 26/5), but majority of them are not
believers.
159- And certainly your Lord, He is the high, the most merciful.
160- And nation of Lot lied the Sent-Ones.
161- Once, their brother Lot said to them: Will you not take-shelter?
162- Certainly, I am for you a secure Sent-One.
163- So take-shelter against The Authority and obey me.
164- And I do not ask you upon it from any payment. My payment is not except upon (the) Lord
of the multitudes.
165- So are you coming-forth to the males from the multitudes?
166- And you are leaving what your Lord created for you from your couples? No, you are a
hostile-behaving nation.
167- They said: If you do not stop, O Lot, you will be from the sent-out-ones.
168- He said: Certainly, I am for your work from the deploring-ones.
169- My Lord, (please) save me and my family from what they are working-for.
170- So we saved him and his family altogether.
171- Except a feeble-one; (she was) among the doomed-ones.
172- Then we annihilated the later-ones.
173- And we showered upon them a shower. And bad-indeed was (the) shower of the warned-ones.
174- Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a Sign (6/4 & 26/5), but majority of them are not
believers.
175- And certainly your Lord, He is the high, the most merciful.
176- And (the) community of Woods lied the Sent-Ones.
177- Once, Shuaib said to them: Will you not take-shelter?
178- Certainly, I am for you a secure Sent-One.
179- So take-shelter against The Authority and obey me.
180- And I do not ask you upon it from any payment. My payment is not except upon (the) Lord
of the multitudes.
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181- So give-forth the weight, and do not be from the lose-makers.
182- And measure with the standing justice-scales.
183- And do not diminish the people their wanted-things, and do not go-around on the earth as
evil-committers.
184- And take-shelter against the One who created you and the first progenies.
185- They said: You are only from the cheated-ones.
186- And you are not except a human that is same-of-us; and we are guessing you from the liars.
187- So drop-down upon us a mass from the sky, if you are from the proved-right-ones.
188- He said: My Lord knows-best what you are working-on.
189- So they lied him; and (the) retribution of the day of shade took them. Certainly, it was a
retribution of a great day.
190- Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a Sign (6/4 & 26/5), but majority of them are not
believers.
191- And certainly your Lord, He is the high, the most merciful.
192- And certainly, it is a Sent-Down (39/23) of (the) Lord of the multitudes.
193- The Secure Spirit (2/97) sent-it-down-194- upon your heart, that you may be from the warners.
195- In a clear Arabic tongue.
196- And certainly, it (39/23) is also (recorded) in the Scriptures of the past-ones.
(Moses 18/18-19 = 24/18, 22) (Jesus 16/37 = 4/24, 26) (David 63/22-26 = 44/10)
(Muhammad 9/9 = 18/15)
197- Was it not a (sufficient) Sign for them that (the) knowing-ones of Israel do know it?
198- And if we sent-it-down upon some foreigners (David 7/2)-199- and (made) him read it upon them (7/158), they would not be believers in it.
200- Like this we tracked-it-down upon (the) hearts of the criminals.
201- They will not believe in it; until they see the painful retribution (34/51-53).
202- And it will come-forth to them suddenly, and (when) they do not perceive.
203- And they will say: Can we be watched-ones (now) (63/10-11)?
204- So are they hastening for our retribution (44/10-11)?
205- Did you see, if we give-goods to them for years,
206- and then what they are being promised (4/47 & 44/10-16 & 16/28-29 & …) comes to them,
207- what they are given-goods (now) will not make-rich on them.
208- And we did not make-vanish from any city except that for it (there were) warners.
209- A Commemorative (:of this Chapter; its similar words, in twoers, Message 74/31 = 39/23);
and we are not unjust-ones.
210- And the satans did not send-it-down (39/23 & 34-35).
211- And it could not be required for them, and they could not obeyingly-succeed (37/8 & 17/88).
212- Certainly, they are on the hearing secluded-ones.
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213- So you shall not call with The Authority a later Authority (28/70 X 21/29 & 9/31), lest you be
from the retributed-ones.
214- And you shall warn your closest society.
215- And you shall lower your “wings” (15/88) for (the ones) who followed you from the
believers (74/31).
216- And if they disobey you, say: Certainly, I am far-away from what you are
working-on (41/40 & 23/63).
217- And you shall trust-advocately upon the High, the Most Merciful.
218- The One who sees you when you stand --while taking a break from your work (2/25)-219- and your spinning-around (again) into the prostrations (53/62).
220- Certainly-He, He is the hearer, the knower.
221- Shall I inform you upon whom the satans are coming-down?
222- They are coming-down upon every subterfuging, guilty-ones (45/6-7).
223- They are throwing the hearing, but majority of them are liars.
224- And (those) rhyme-producers (2/171 X 36/69), only the deviators (2/256) will follow them.
225- Did you not see that certainly they are in every “valley” (13/17) mumbling.
226- And certainly, they are saying what they cannot do (8/31 X 11/13-14).
227- Except the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25), and commemorated
The Authority majorly, and helped-out after they were behaved-unjust (42/41-43). And the ones
who behaved-unjust (39/23-24) will soon know into which spinning-back-place they will spin-back.

CHAPTER 27
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- T, s. These (:similar words 2/25) are signs of the Reading (36/69), and a clear
Written-Document (39/23).
2- As a Guidance (39/23) and a Good-News for the believers.
3- (These are) the ones who are standing the Support (2/238) and giving the Cleansing (8/41),
and they are about the Later-time (Hosea 6/2-3) (Gospel-Lk. 18/33 = Jn. 6/44-45) (Quran 43/61-62),
they are attaining-certainty.
4- Certainly, the ones who do not believe in the Later-time, we showed-pretty to them their
works (23/63 & 41/40); so they are blundering.
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5- Those are the ones, for them (there will come) the worst retribution; and they are in the
Later-time, they are the worst losers (18/103-106).
6- And certainly, you are made-meet the Reading (36/69) from (the) station of (the)
Wise-Decision-Maker, Knower.
7- Once, Moses said to his family: Certainly, I noticed a fire. I will soon bring-forth to you from it
a news, or I will bring-forth to you a flaming torch so that perhaps you may warm-up.
8- So when he came to it, it was sounded: Blessed is (the One) Who is in the Fire, and (those) who
are around it. And glorified is The Authority, Lord of the multitudes!
9- O Moses, certainly-that, I am The Authority, the high, the wise-decision-maker.
10- (Then) throw your staff! And when he saw it moving like a jonn, he turned-away as a rearer,
and he did not heel-back. O Moses, do not fear! Certainly-Me, the Sent-Ones do not
fear at Me.
11- Except (the one) who behaved-unjust, then changed it with a niceness after (the) badness,
certainly, (then), I am best forgiver, most merciful.
12- So enter your hand into your collar; it will come-out bright from different than any badness.
(This is) among nine signs to Pharaoh and his nation. Certainly, they became a betraying (2/26)
nation. (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, there may also be a secondary allegorical
reference here to those “signs” (:similar words units 3/7) therein, which are initially placed in eight
divisions, on the Table, and then to those “signs” (:similar words units 3/7) which are finally placed
as “ninth” division, under the Table. 11/120)
13- When our signs came to them as vision-makers, they said: This is a clear cheating.
14- And they struggled against them -and (though) their souls attained-certainty about themwith an unjustness and toply-behaving. So watch how was (the) consequence of the
evil-committers (2/27).
15- And definitely, we gave David and Solomon a knowledge (4/166 & and please, see “the Words
of David” document), and they said: The praise is for The Authority, the One who (thus) favored us
for (the benefit of) majority of His believing servants.
16- Solomon inherited David, and said: O the people, we are made-know the talking-(language)
of the birds (11/120 & Jesus 9/28-29), and we are given from every wanted-thing. Certainly,
this (fact), it is the clear favor.
17- And his armies from the jinns, and the human-beings, and the birds are summoned for
Solomon, and they were lined-up.
18- Until when they came-forth upon (the) valley of the ants, a female-ant said: O the ants, enter
into your residences, that Solomon and his army may not stomp on you, and (while) they
do not perceive.
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19- So he smiled laughingly at her saying, and said: My Lord, (please) line-me-up, that I may
appreciate Your blessing, the one that You blessed upon me (93/11 & and please, see “the Proverbs
of Solomon” book) and upon my two-birth-causers, and I may work for a righteous-deed
that You will become-satisfied with it. And (please) enter me with Your mercy into Your
righteous-deeding (2/25) servants.
20- And he inspected the birds, and said: What for me, that I cannot see the hoopoe. Or did he
become from the unseeners?
21- I will surely retribute him with a severe retribution or I will slaughter him, or he must
bring-forth to me a clear evidence.
22- And he paused for different than far. And he (came and) said: I surrounded what you could
not surround it, and I made-come to you from Sheba a certain information.
23- Certainly, I found a female-person ruling them, and she is given from every wanted-thing, and
for her (there was) a great throne.
24- I found her and her nation prostrating for the sun other than The Authority. And the satan
showed-pretty to them their works, and repelled them on the way; so they cannot be-guided.
25- That they may not prostrate for The Authority, the One who is bringing-out the mysteries in
the skies and the earth. And He knows whatever you are keeping-secret, and whatever you are
making-public.
26- The Authority, not an Authority except He; Lord of the great throne.
27- He said: We will watch if you proved-right, or (if) you are from the liars?
28- Go with this Written-Document of mine and throw it towards them, then turn-away from
them and watch: What is it that they will send-back?
29- She said: O the assembly, certainly-me, an honorable Written-Document was thrown to me.
30- Certainly, it is from Solomon, and certainly it is, “In the Name of The Authority, the Most
Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.”
31- That you shall not behave-toply upon me; and you shall come-forth to me as surrenderers.
32- She said: O the assembly, (please) confer with me in my command. I never became a
cutting-one in any command until you bore-witness to me.
33- They said: We are possessor of the power, and possessor of a severe pressing; and the
command is to you. So watch, what is it that you will command?
34- She said: Certainly, the rulers, when they enter into a city, they make-it-evil, and they make
(the) high-ones of its family into (the) humiliated-ones; like this they do.
35- And certainly, (now) I will send to them a gift, and I will watch with what the sent-ones
will come-back?
36- So when they came to Solomon, he said: Are you leading-me-ahead with a property? And
what The Authority gave me (27/15 & 28/80) is better than what He gave you. No, you are with
your gift rejoicing.
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37- Go-back to them. And we will surely come-forth to them with an army, that will not be any
front for them against it, and we will surely send-them-out from it as humiliated and (while)
they are made-small-ones.
38- He said: O the assembly, which of you can bring-forth to me her throne, before they
come-forth to me as surrenderers?
39- A conductor from the jinns said: I can bring-it-forth to you before you stand up from your
standing-place. And certainly, I am upon it a powerful, secure-one.
40- The one that in sight of him (there was) a knowledge from the Written-Document said: I can
bring-it-forth to you before your end-part (of your eye) turn-back to you. So when he saw it
settled in sight of him, he said: This is from (the) favor of my Lord, so that He may test me
whether I will appreciate, or I will disbelieve (76/2-3). And whoever appreciates, he only
appreciates for his (own) soul, and whoever disbelieves, certainly my Lord is rich, honorable.
41- He said: Make-strange for her her throne. (Then) let-us-watch if she will become-guided, or
she will be from the ones who do not become-guided?
42- So when she came, it was said: Is this your throne? She said: It (seems) like it is. And we were
given knowledge (27/15) from before her, and we became surrenderers.
43- And what she was serving other than The Authority had repelled her. Certainly, she was from
a disbeliever nation.
44- (Then) it was said to her: Enter into the tower. So when she saw it, she calculated it as a
deep-pool, and she relieved-up (her dress) on her two-legs. He said: Certainly, it is a tower paved
with crystal (11/120 & David 74/12). She said: My Lord, certainly I behaved-unjust to my soul
(before this), and (now) I surrendered with Solomon to The Authority, Lord of the multitudes.
45- And definitely, we sent to Thamoud their brother Saaleh, (saying:) You shall serve
The Authority (12/40). But then they (turned) into two-parts that were feuding.
46- He said: O my nation, for what-(reason) you are hastening for the badness before the niceness?
If not you should have been seeking-forgiveness of The Authority, so that perhaps you may
be felt-mercy?
47- They said: We are omened because of you and of (those) who are with you. He said: Your
omen is in sight of The Authority. No, you are a nation that is being persecuted.
48- And in the district there were nine gangsters (27/12) (who were) committing-evil on the earth,
and not righteous-deeding (2/25-27 & 3/7).
49- They said, taking-oath by The Authority: We will surely housedly-attack him and his family,
then we will say to his master: We did not witness (the) vanishing of his family; and certainly,
we are proved-right-ones.
50- And (thus) they schemed a scheme, and we schemed a scheme, and (while) they were not
perceiving.
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51- So watch how was (the) consequence of their scheming. Certainly, we annihilated them and
their nation altogether.
52- And these are their houses (utterly) demolished, for that they behaved-unjust.
Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a Sign (:of this Chapter; its similar words, in twoers,
Table 6/4 = 26/5) for a nation who knows.
53- And we saved the ones who believed, and were taking-shelter.
54- And Lot; once, he said to his nation: Are you bringing-forth the excessiveness, and (though)
you are visioning?
55- Are you certainly coming-forth to the men with lust other than the women? No, you are an
ignorantly-acting nation.
56- And (the) answer of his nation was not, except that they said: Send-out (the) group of Lot
from your city! Certainly, they are a people (who are) purifying-themselves!
57- So we saved him and his family, except his female-person; we measured her from the
doomed-ones.
58- And we showered upon them a shower. And bad-indeed was (the) shower of the warned-ones.
59- Say: The praise is for The Authority, and (the) peace is upon His servants (53/62), the ones He
filteredly-chose. Is The Authority better, or what they are making-partners (18/26 X 42/21)?
60- Or (the One) who created the skies and the earth. And He sent-down for you from the sky a
water, and we planted with it orchards that are haver of a beauty. (And) it cannot be for you
(even) to plant its trees. Is there an Authority with The Authority (28/70 X 21/29)? No, they are a
nation (that is) making-equals.
61- Or (the One) who made the earth as a settling-place, and He made in (the) middle-areas of it
rivers. And He made for it rooted-ones, and He made between the two-seas a barrier. Is there
an Authority with The Authority (28/70 X 9/31)? No, majority of them do not know.
62- Or (the One) who is answering the harmed-one when he called Him, and relieving-away
the badness, and He is making you successors of the earth. Is there an Authority with
The Authority (28/70 X 25/43)? (Except) a little, you are not taking-commemoration (74/31).
63- Or (the One) who is guiding you in (the) darknesses of the land and the sea, and (the One)
who is sending the winds as a good-news between (the) hands of His mercy. Is there an
Authority with The Authority (28/70 X 9/31)? Top is The Authority on what they
are making-partners (18/26 X 42/21).
64- Or (the One) who is starting the creation, then turning-it-back, and (the One) who is providing
for you from the sky and the earth. Is there an Authority with The Authority (28/70 X 21/29)?
Say: Bring-forward your beacon (21/24), if you are proved-right-ones.
65- Say: (None) who is in the skies and the earth can know the unseen except The Authority.
And they do not perceive when they will be --on this earth again-- awakened (39/67-69).
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66- No, their knowledge (4/166) (thus) added-up in the Later-time (Hosea 6/2-3)
(Gospel-Lk. 18/33 = Jn. 6/44-45) (Quran 43/61-62); no, they are in a hesitation from it;
no, they are from it blind-ones.
67- And the ones who disbelieved (2/26) said: When we become --in lower region-- dust, and our
fathers, shall we certainly be (immediately, again) brought-out (6/36)?
68- Definitely, we are (already) promised with this, we and our fathers, before. This is not,
except (the) --traditional & in twoers-- scripted-statements (23/81-83) of the past-ones (:past
Informers 21/5). (And please, see David 20/23 & 29) (Jesus 42/31-33 & 46/8) (Muhammad 3/6)
69- Say: Roam on the earth and watch (then) how was (the) consequence of the criminals.
70- So do not grieve upon them, and do not be in a straitened-condition because of what they are
scheming (8/30 & 10/21).
71- And they are saying: When (will) this promise (4/47 & 44/10-16 & …) (come to pass), if you
are proved-right-ones?
72- Say: Maybe some of the ones that you are hastening-for (it) already became attached to you.
73- And certainly, your Lord is haver of the favor (10/57-58) upon the people; but in fact, majority
of them are not appreciating.
74- And certainly, your Lord knows what their chests are making-barriered, and what they are
making-public.
75- And not from any unseen in the sky and the earth, except that (it is) in a clear
Written-Document.
76- Certainly, this Reading (:similar words, in twoers, message 36/69 = 39/23 = 2/25-26)
is telling upon Sons of Israel majority of the ones that they are contradicting in it.
(Hosea 12/11) ::: (Deuteronomy 18/18-19 = 32/1-2) (Psalms 118/22-23 = 72/6-7)
(Hosea 14/3 = 14/6-10) …
77- And certainly, it is a Guidance (39/23) and a Mercy for the believers (2/26).
78- Certainly, your Lord will make-effective between them with His decision (13/37). And He is
the high, the wise-decision-maker.
79- So you shall advocately-trust upon The Authority. Certainly, you are upon the clear
Truth (35/31).
80- Certainly, you cannot make-hear the dead-ones, and you cannot make-hear the deaf-ones of
the calling (8/24), when they turned-away as rearers.
81- And you cannot be a guide (39/23) of the blind-ones on their strayance (2/78 & 3/78 &
6/112-113 & …). You cannot make-hear except the ones who are believing in our Signs (6/4 &
26/5) and they are surrenderers.
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82- And when the Saying (:similar sayings, in twoers, message 69/40-43 = 39/23) fell upon them,
we brought-out for them a “moving-creature” from the earth that is delivering-Words to them!
(But) certainly, the people are about our Signs (6/4 & 26/5) not attaining-certainty.
(Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to a
unique “moving-creature” (:Calculator), by which all the calculations can be executed, therein,
with all those “units,” which are thus to be planned upon number 19 (74/30-31),
and thus by all the time “moving” and giving us on its screen a number that is multiple of 19
at the end of many calculations with these “units,” and thus delivering the related similar “Words”
beside them, on the Table.)
(* And of course, this again must apply to all those --again 19 based-- calculations regarding the
counting of our most basic those two pairs of golden Words, and seven pairs of golden Letters,
throughout the Testament (:Al-Khabaru), before this. Please, see the Reading, Introduction part.)
83- And a day (when) we will summon from every section a crowd from (those) who were
lying our Signs (6/4 & 26/5), and they will be lined-up.
84- Until when they came, He said: Did you lie My Signs (6/4 & 26/5), and (though) you were not
surrounding it with a knowledge? Or what was that you were working-on?
85- And the Saying (69/40-43) thus fell upon them for that they behaved-unjust. And they are not
talking (now).
86- Did they not see that certainly we made the night so that they may reside in it, and the daylight
as a vision-maker. Certainly, in this (narration style) there are signs (:similar words 16/101) for a
believing nation.
87- And a day (when) it is blown into the horn, and whoever in the skies and whoever on the
earth will be terrorized, except (the ones) whom The Authority wanted. And every (of them)
will come-forth to Him, forcibly.
88- And you see the mountains (and) you are calculating them as standing-still-ones, but they are
passing-around (like) passing-around of the clouds. (This is) a construction of The Authority,
the One who perfected every wanted-thing. Certainly, He is a news-taker of what you are doing.
89- Whoever comes with the niceness (39/34), for him (there will be) a better-one than that, and
they will be from (the) terror of that day secure-ones.
90- And whoever comes with the badness (29/4), their faces will be grilled in the Fire. Are you
being rewarded (now) except for what you were working-on (41/40 & 85/4-8)?
91- I am only commanded to serve (the) Lord of this Town (95/1-3 & David 43/7-8), the one that
He made-it-forbidden -and for Him is every wanted-thing. And I am commanded to be from the
surrenderers (3/84-85).
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92- And to recite the Reading (36/69). So whoever becomes-guided (39/23), he will only
become-guided for his (own) soul, and whoever strays-away, say: I am only from the
warners (39/55-58).
93- And say: The praise is for The Authority; He will show you His signs (6/4 ~ 6/158), and you
will recognize them. And your Lord is not unaware of what you are working-on (2/25-26).

CHAPTER 28
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- T, s, m.
2- These (:similar words 2/25) are signs of the clear Written-Document (39/23).
3- We are (now) reciting upon you from (the) information of Moses and Pharaoh with the
Truth (:this heavenly plan 10/108) for a nation who believes.
4- Certainly, Pharaoh behaved-toply on the earth, and he made its family into sects. He was
making-weak a goers-around from them, slaughtering their sons, and leaving-alive their women.
Certainly, he was from the evil-committers.
5- And we were intending that we might sustain upon the ones who were made-weak on the earth,
and we might make them ministers, and we might make them the inheritors,
6- And we might place them on the earth. And (thus) we would make-see Pharaoh, and Hamaan,
and their armies from them, what they were becoming-alarmed.
7- So we pointed-out to Moses’ mother: You shall nurse him. And when you fear upon him,
you shall throw him into the lake. Do not fear, and do not grieve. Certainly, we will
turn-him-back to you, and we will make him from the Sent-Ones.
8- So (the) group of Pharaoh picked-him-up, that he may become for them a hostile-one and
a (source of) grief. Certainly, Pharaoh, and Hamaan, and their armies were wrongly-acting-ones.
9- And (the) female-person of Pharaoh said: (This is) a joy of (the) eye for me and for you. So do
not kill him; maybe he will benefit us, or we may take him as a birth-given-one. And they were
not perceiving.
10- And (the) mind of Moses’ mother got-to-morning as poured-out. She would almost reveal him,
if it were not that we united upon her heart that she might be from the believers.
11- And she said to his sister: (Please) trace him. So she visioned him from a far-side, and (while)
they were not perceiving.
12- And we forbade upon him (all) the --non hebrew, Egyptian-- nurses before (that). So she said:
Shall I show you upon a family of a house that can take-responsibility-of-him for you, and they
may be for him advising-ones?
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13- So we (thus) turned-him-back to his mother, that her eyes might become-joyful, and she
may not grieve. And (thus) you may know that certainly (that) promise --which He gave to him-(Torah-Dt. 18/18-19 & 32/1-6) of The Authority is (after this) truth --here-- (2/23-27). But in fact,
majority of them do not know.
14- And when he arrived to his severe-period and straightened-up, we gave him a decision-making
and a knowledge (Please, see “the Words of Moses” document). And like this we reward the
nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34).
15- And he entered into the district upon a time of unawareness from its family, and he found in it
two men fighting; this was from his sect, and this was from his hostile-ones. So the one that
was from his sect sought-help upon the one that was from his hostile-ones. So Moses punched
him, and he made-effective upon him. (Then) he said: This is from (the) work of the satan;
certainly, he is a clear making-stray hostile-one.
16- He said: My Lord, certainly I behaved-unjust to my soul; so (please) forgive for me. And He
forgave for him. Certainly-He, He is the best forgiver, the most merciful.
17- He said: My Lord, for that You blessed upon me, I will never be a backing-up-one for
the criminals.
18- And he got-to-morning in the district, fearful (and) controlling. Then the one who sought-help
from him yesterday was (now again) complaining to him. Moses said to him: Certainly, you are
a clear deviator.
19- So when he intended to attack the one that was hostile to both-of-them, he said: O Moses, are
you intending to kill me, as you killed a soul yesterday? You are not intending except to be a
forceful-one on the earth, and you are not intending to be from the righteous-deeders.
20- And a man came from the farthest-side of the district, runningly, he said: O Moses, certainly
the assembly are taking-command about you to kill you. So (please) go-out; certainly, I am for
you from the advising-ones.
21- And he went-out from it, fearful (and) controlling. He said: My Lord, (please) save me
from the unjust nation.
22- And when he faced towards (the) meeting-direction of Midyan, he said: Maybe my Lord shall
guide me to a straight-path of the way.
23- And when he got-ahead to (the) water of Midyan, he found upon it a section from the people
that were making-sip, and he found at (the) other-side of them two female-person withdrawing.
He said: What is your aim? They said: We cannot make-sip until the shepherds disperse-away,
and our father is a big oldish-one.
24- So he made-sip for them, then he turned-away to the shade and said: My lord, certainly I am
for whatever You may send-down to me from any goodness a poverty-one.
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25- So one of them came to him, walking upon a shyness, she said: Certainly, my father is calling
you to reward you (the) payment of what you made-sip for us. So when he came to him, and
told him the telling, he said: Do not fear, you are saved from the unjust nation.
26- One of them said: O my father, (please) hire-him-on-payment. Certainly, he is (the) best of
(the ones) you could hire-on-payment, the powerful, the secure.
27- He said: I am intending to make-marry you one of these my two-daughters upon (the
condition) that you shall work-on-payment for me for eight visitation-period; and if you
complete it to a ten, it will be from your sight. And I am not intending to split upon you. You
will find me, if The Authority wants, from the righteous-deeding-ones.
28- He said: This is between me and between you. Which of the two-appointed-times I may
make-effective, (there will) not (be) any hostility upon me. And The Authority is upon what
we are saying an advocate.
29- And when Moses made-effective the appointed-time and roamed-away with his family, he
noticed from (the) side of the Mount a fire. He said to his family: (Please) pause (here).
Certainly, I noticed a fire. Perhaps I may bring-forth to you from it a news, or a torch from the
fire that perhaps you may warm-up.
30- So when he came-forth to it, it was sounded from (the) edge of the right-side of the valley,
in the blessed location, from the tree: O Moses, certainly-I, I am The Authority, Lord of
the multitudes.
31- And throw your staff. So when he saw it moving like a jonn, he turned-away as a rearer, and
he did not heel-back. O Moses, come-frontly, and do not fear. Certainly, you are from the
secure-ones.
32- Track your hand into your collar; it will come-out --in upper regions-- bright, from different
than any badness. And fold towards yourself your wings --in lower region-- from the afraidness.
So these are two beacons from your Lord to Pharaoh and his assembly (11/120). Certainly, they
became a betraying (2/26) nation.
33- He said: My Lord, certainly I killed a soul from them, so I fear lest they kill me.
34- And my brother Aaron, he is more eloquent than me in (the) tongue. So (please) send him with
me as an assistant, that he may prove-me-right. Certainly, I fear lest they lie me.
35- He said: We will make-severe your biceps with your brother; and we will make for you an
evidence, that they will not be able to join you (for any harm) with our signs (6/4). You, and
(those) who follow you, are the defeaters.
36- So when Moses came to them with our making-clear signs, they said: This is not, except a
fabricated cheating. And we did not hear this in our first fathers.
37- And Moses said: My Lord knows-best who came with the guidance from His sight, and for
whom will be (the) consequence of the wandering-place. Certainly-that, the unjust-ones (39/24)
will not receive-comfort.
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38- And Pharaoh said: O the assembly, I do not know for you from any Authority different
than me. So fuel-up for me, O Hamaan, upon the clay and make for me a tower, that perhaps
I may rise towards (the) Authority of Moses. And certainly, I am guessing him from the liars.
39- And (thus) he and his army behaved-big on the earth with different than the truth (45/6-7).
And they guessed that certainly they would not be sent-back to us.
40- So we took him and his army, and we hurled them into the lake. So watch how was (the)
consequence of the unjust-ones.
41- And we made them ministers, calling to the Fire (33/66-67). And on the Standing Day
they will not be helped.
42- And we made-follow them in this Nearest-time with a curse; and on the Standing Day, they
will be from the dismembered-ones.
43- And definitely, we gave Moses the Written-Document, after we made-vanish the past
generations, as (a source of) Vision-Makers for the people, and a Guidance (39/23) and a
Mercy, so that perhaps --now-- they may take-commemoration (39/23). (And please, see “the
Words of Moses” document.)
44- And you were not at (the) side of the setting-places, when we made-effective for Moses the
command, and you were not from the witnesses.
45- But in fact, we built generations, and the life-span became-tall upon them. And you were not a
destined-one among (the) family of Midyan, reciting upon them our signs. But in fact, certainly
we are (the) sending-ones.
46- And you were not at (the) side of the Mount when we sounded. But in fact, (it is) a Mercy
from your Lord, that you may warn a nation (that) any warner did not come-forth to them
before you, so that perhaps they may take-Commemoration (74/31).
47- And if it were not that an afflicter might afflict them for what their hands sent-forth, and they
might say: Our Lord, if not You should have sent to us a Sent-One? And (then) we would have
followed your Signs (6/4 & 26/5) and become from the believers?
48- But when the Truth (35/31) came to them from our sight, they said: If not he should have
been given (the) same as what was given to Moses? But did they not disbelieve in what was
given to Moses before? They said: “Two-Cheating” that backed-up-each-other (now)!
(Torah-Dt. 18/18-19 = 32/1-6 & Testament 2/23-27)
And they said: Certainly, we are in every (of them) disbelievers.
49- Say: (Then) bring-forth a Written-Document from (the) sight of The Authority that is more
guiding than two-of-them, that I may follow it, if you are proved-right-ones.
50- So if they do not answer for you, know that they are only following their desires. And who is
more stray than (the one) who followed his desire with different than a Guidance (39/23)
from The Authority? Certainly, The Authority will not guide the unjust (39/23-24) nation.
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51- And definitely, we (thus) made-join for them --here-- the Saying (:similar sayings, in twoers,
message 69/40-43 = 39/23), so that perhaps they may take-commemoration (39/23).
52- The ones that we gave them the Written-Document (3/3-4) before it, they are believing in it.
53- And when it is recited upon them, they said: We believed in it. Certainly, it is the Truth
(Moses 18/18-19 = 24/18 & 22) (Jesus 43/13 = 4/24 & 26) (Muhammad 9/9 = 18/15) from
our Lord. Certainly, we were (already) surrenderers (2/132 & 5/111 & 2/128) before it.
54- Those are (the ones), their payments will be given to them two-times, for that they
remained-steadfast. And they are (the ones who are) countering the badness (45/33) with the
niceness (39/23), and from what we provided (2/25) for them they are distributing (16/75).
55- And when they hear the nonsense, they estranged on it, and said: For us are our
works (2/25 & 17/84), and for you are your works (23/63 & 41/40); peace be upon you. We do not
require the ignorant-ones (6/111-113).
56- Certainly, you cannot guide (the one) you loved, but in fact The Authority guides (39/23)
whomever He wants. And He knows-best (those who deserve to be) the guided-ones (13/27).
57- And they said: If we follow the Guidance (39/23) with you, we will be snatched-out from
our earth. But did we not place for them a secure Forbidden-Location (95/1-3), that (the) fruits
of every wanted-thing are being selected to it, as a provision from our station? But in fact,
majority of them do not know.
58- And how-many we made-vanish from (the) cities that enjoyed its subsistences. And these are
their residences, (which) could not be resided after them, except a little. And we became
ourselves the inheritors.
59- And your Lord is not to make-vanish the cities until He awakens in (the) motherly-areas of
them a Sent-One, reading upon them our signs (6/4 & 26/5). And we are not to make-vanish
the cities except that their families are unjust-ones (39/23-24).
60- And whatever you are given from any wanted-thing are only goods of the nearest life and its
prettinesses. And what is in sight of The Authority will be better and more lasting. So will you
not comprehend (21/10)?
61- So is (the one) that we promised him a nice promise, and he will meet it (9/111), like (the one)
that we gave-goods to him with (the) goods of the nearest life, then he will be on the Standing Day
from the prepared-ones (30/16)?
62- And a day (when) He will sound to them, and say: Where are My partners (32/4 X 18/102 &
10/18), the ones that you were claiming?
63- The ones upon whom the Saying (27/83-85) became-truth said: Our Lord, these are the ones
we made-them-deviate; we made-them-deviate as we (ourselves) deviated. (Now) we
went-far-away (from them) towards You. They were not to us serving.
64- And it was said: Call your partners (32/4 X 18/102 & 10/18). And they called them; but they
did not answer for them. And they saw the retribution. If they only became-guided (39/23)!
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65- And a day (when) He will sound to them, and say: What was it that you answered for the
Sent-Ones (6/130)?
66- But the informations (38/67-68) are blinded upon them on that day, and they are not
asking-each-other.
67- And (the one) who returned, and believed, and worked for a righteous-deed (2/25), maybe he
will be from the comfort-receivers.
68- And your Lord creates (in) whatever (design) He wants, and He goodnessly-chooses it. The
goodnessly-choosing cannot be for them (33/36). Glorified is The Authority, and top on
what they are --on that Saying-- making-partners (13/33 & 5/41).
69- Your Lord knows-best what their chests are making-barriered, and what they are making-public
70- And He is The Authority, not an Authority except He. For Him is the praise in the Past-time
and the Later-time, and for Him is the Decision-Making (42/10 X 3/80 & 9/31); and to Him you are
being sent-back.
71- Say: Did you see, if The Authority makes upon you the night continuous to the Standing
Day, which Authority different than The Authority will bring-forth to you an illuminator?
So will you not --for the left side-- hear?
72- Say: Did you see, if The Authority makes upon you the daylight continuous to the Standing
Day, which Authority different than The Authority will bring-forth to you (the) night that you
may reside in it? So will you not --for the right side-- vision?
73- And from His mercy, He made for you the night and the daylight so that you may reside in it
and you may require from His favor (10/57-58), and that perhaps you may appreciate (it).
74- And a day (when) He will sound to them, and say: Where are My “partners” (13/33), the ones
that you were --on that Saying-- claiming?
75- And we pulled-back from every section a witness, and we said: Bring-forward your beacon!
And they (now) knew that certainly the Truth (35/31) is for The Authority; and what they
were fabricating (16/86-87) strayed on them.
76- Certainly, Qaroon was from (the) nation of Moses, but he went-beyond-bounds upon them.
And we gave him from the treasures, that certainly (only) its openers could crush a unity that
was possessor of the power. Once, his nation said to him: Do not rejoice. Certainly,
The Authority does not love the rejoicing-ones.
77- And require in what The Authority gave you the wandering-place of the Later-time, and do
not forget your share from the Nearest-time. And act-nicely, as The Authority acted-nicely
towards you. And do not require the evil-committing on the earth. Certainly, The Authority
does not love the evil-committers (2/205).
78- He said: Certainly, I am given it upon a knowledge in sight of me. Did he not know that
certainly The Authority definitely made-vanish before him from the generations (the ones) who
were more severe than him in power and more major in gathering? And the criminals will not
be asked on their wrong-doings (55/41).
79- So he came-out upon his nation in his pretty-objects. The ones who were intending the nearest
life said: O alas, (we wish there could be) for us (the) same as what was given to Qaroon;
certainly, he is haver of a great portion.
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80- And the ones who were given the knowledge said: Woe to you, (the) wage of The Authority
is better for (the one) who believed and worked for a righteous-deed (2/25). And (none) will be
made-meet it except the steadfastly-acting-ones.
81- So we tossed him and his wandering-place into the earth. And there was not from any unit
that could help him other than The Authority; and he was not from the helped-out-ones.
82- And the ones who longed for his place yesterday got-to-morning, saying: Wow-certainly,
The Authority broadens the provision for whomever He wants from His servants, and
He measures (it). And if it were not that The Authority had sustained upon us, He could have
tossed us (too). Wow-certainly-that, the disbelievers will not receive-comfort.
83- This is the wandering-place of the Later-time, we make it for the ones who do not intend
for a topness on the earth, and not an evil-committing (2/27). And the consequence will be
for the shelter-takers (39/33).
84- Whoever comes with the niceness (39/23 & 34), for him (there will be) a better-one
than that. And whoever comes with the badness (39/23 X 58), the ones who worked for the
badnesses (41/40 & 23/63-67) will not be rewarded except with what they are working-on.
85- Certainly, the One who obliged upon you --working on-- the Reading (:similar words, in
twoers, message 36/69 = 39/23) will surely turn you to an ultimate-place (39/33-35).
Say: My Lord knows-best (the one) who came with the Guidance (39/23), and (the one) who is
in a clear strayance (6/71).
86- And you were not waiting that the Written-Document (39/23) could be thrown towards you,
but (it is) except a Mercy from your Lord. So you shall never be a backing-up-one for the
disbelievers (74/31).
87- And they shall not repel you from (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority, after they are
sent-down to you (10/94-95). You shall call to your Lord, and you shall not be from the
partner-makers (42/21 ~ 13/33).
88- And you shall not call with The Authority a later Authority (21/29 & 9/31); (there is) not any
Authority except He (28/70). Every wanted-thing will vanish except His face. For Him is the
Decision-Making (18/26 = 4/105), and to Him you will be sent-back.

CHAPTER 29
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- A, l, m.
2- Did the people calculate that they would be left-free for saying: We believed, and (though) they
were not persecuted (yet).
3- And definitely, we had persecuted the ones before them (2/214). So The Authority will surely
know the ones who proved-right, and He will surely know the liars.
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4- Or did the ones who are working for the badnesses (41/40 & 9/37 & …) calculate that they could
ever race-us-ahead? Ugly-indeed is what they are deciding.
5- (Anyone) who is waiting to meet The Authority (should know that) certainly (the)
appointed-time of The Authority is coming-forth. And He is the hearer, the knower.
6- And (the one) who strives (25/52) is only striving for his (own) soul. Certainly, The Authority is
rich on the multitudes.
7- And the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25), we will
disbelievedly-cover on them their (unintentional) badnesses --on their works (39/34-35)--,
and we will reward them with (the) nicest of the one they are working-on (17/84).
8- And we recommended the human-being about his two-birth-causers with a niceness. And if they
strive against you that you might make-partner to Me, what there is not any knowledge for you
about it (6/112-114 & 148), you shall not (on these issues) obey them (31/15). To Me is your
turning-back-places, and I will inform you with what you are working-on.
9- And the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25), we will enter them into
the righteous-deeders (6/83-87).
10- And from the people (there are the ones) who are saying: We believed in The Authority,
but when they were made-suffer in The Authority, they made (the) persecution of the
people (85/4-10) as (if it was) a retribution of The Authority. And if a help comes from your Lord,
they are saying: Certainly, we are with you! Did The Authority not know-best what is in (the) chests
of the multitudes?
11- And The Authority will surely know the ones who believed (49/15), and He will surely know
the hypocrites (4/143).
12- And the ones who disbelieved (2/26-27) said to the ones who believed (2/25-26): Follow our
way (23/63-67), and we will surely carry your wrong-actions. But they will not be carrying from
their wrong-actions from any wanted-thing (14/21 & 82/19). Certainly, they are liars.
13- And they will surely carry their (own) heavinesses, and (the) heavinesses with their
heavinesses (4/85). And they will be asked on the Standing Day about what they are
fabricating (6/112-113 & 16/86-87).
14- And definitely, we sent Noah to his nation, and he stayed in them for a thousand years, except
a fifty yearly-periods. And the flood took them, and (while) they were unjust-ones.
15- And we saved him and (the) community of the Ark, and we made it a sign (23/27) for
the multitudes.
16- And Abraham; once, he said to his nation: You shall serve The Authority (12/40), and
take-shelter against Him. This is better for you, if you know.
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17- You are only serving other than Him idols, and you are creating a subterfuge. Certainly, the
ones you are serving other than Him cannot rule for you any provision (2/25). So you shall require
in sight of The Authority the provision (2/25). And you shall serve Him, and you shall appreciate
for Him. (And) to Him you are sent-back.
18- And if you lie, definitely (many) sections before you had also lied. And (there is) not upon the
Sent-One (any responsibility) except the clear making-arrive.
19- Did they not see how The Authority is starting the creation, then turning-it-back? Certainly,
this is upon The Authority easy.
20- Say: Roam on the earth and watch (then) how He started the creation (21/30). Then
The Authority will build the later building (56/61-62). Certainly, The Authority is upon every
wanted-thing a measurer.
21- He retributes whomever He wants (88/23-24), and He feels-mercy to whomever He
wants (7/156). And to Him you are spun-back.
22- And you will not be feeblers on the earth, and not in the sky. And (there is) not for you other
than The Authority from any Master (17/97), and not a helper.
23- And the ones who disbelieved in (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority and in meeting
Him (10/15), those (are the ones who) despaired of My mercy. And those are (the ones), for them
(there will come) a painful retribution.
24- And (the) answer of his nation was not, except that they said: Kill him, or burn him! And
The Authority saved him from the Fire.
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are signs (:similar words 16/101) for a nation who believes.
25- And he said: You only took other than The Authority idols as (a source of) liking between
yourselves in the Nearest Life. But then, on the Standing Day, some of you will disbelieve
some, and some of you will curse some. And your abode is the Fire, and (there will) not (be)
for you from any helpers.
26- So Lot believed with him. And he said: Certainly, I am immigrating to my Lord.
Certainly-He, He is the high, the wise-decision-maker.
27- And we granted for him Isaac and Jacob (38/45-47), and we made in his (these) descendants
the Informership (all those coming only from among Sons of Israel) and the Written-Document
(2/87 & 5/44). And we gave him his payment in the Nearest-time; and certainly, he is in the
Later-time from the righteous-deeders.
28- And Lot; once, he said to his nation: Certainly, you are bringing-forth an excessiveness that
anyone from the multitudes had never raced you about it.
29- Are you coming-forth to the men (27/55), and cutting the way, and bringing-forth in your
sounding-assemblies the strange-attitude (27/56)? And (the) answer of his nation was not, except
that they said: Bring-forth to us (the) retribution of The Authority, if you are from the
proved-right-ones.
30- He said: My Lord, (please) help me upon the evil-committing nation.
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31- And when our Sent-Ones came to Abraham with the good-news (15/53), they said: Certainly,
we will make-vanish (the) family of this city; for certainly, its family became unjust-ones.
32- He said: Certainly, Lot is in it. They said: We know-best (those) who are in it. We will save
him and his family, except his female-person; she will be from the doomed-ones.
33- When our Sent-Ones came to Lot, he felt-bad because of them, and became-straitened because
of them, in sadness. And they said: Do not fear, and do not grieve. Certainly, we will save you
and your family, except your female-person; she will be from the doomed-ones.
34- Certainly, we will send-down upon (the) family of this city a filthiness from the sky, for that
they are betraying (2/26).
35- And definitely, we left-behind from it a clear Sign (6/158) for a nation who comprehends.
36- And to Midyan their brother Shuaib, and he said: O my nation, you shall serve
The Authority (12/40), and wait for the Later Day. And do not walk-about on the earth as
evil-committers (2/205).
37- But they lied him, and the shaker took them. And they got-to-morning in their
wandering-places as bent-ones.
38- And Aad and Thamoud. And definitely, it became-clear for you from their residences.
And the satan showed-pretty to them their works (15/39), and repelled them on the way, and
(though) they were visioners.
39- And Qaroon and Pharaoh and Hamaan. And definitely, Moses came to them with the
clear-proofs, but they behaved-big on the earth. And they could not be racing-ahead-ones.
40- And every (of them) we took for their wrong-doings. And from them (there were the ones)
that we sent upon them a storm, and from them (there were the ones) that the cry took them, and
from them (there were the ones) that we tossed them into the earth, and from them (there were
the ones) that we drowned. And The Authority did not behave-unjust to them, but in fact they
were behaving-unjust to their (own) souls.
41- Allegory of the ones who took other than The Authority as Masters (7/196 X 18/102) is like
(the) allegory of the female-spider that took a house. And certainly, (the) most wavery of (all)
houses is (the) house of the female-spider, if they only knew.
42- Certainly, The Authority knows what they are calling --as Masters-- other than Him from any
wanted-thing (18/102). And He is the high, the wise-decision-maker (39/2-3).
43- And these are the allegories (2/25-26 & 14/24-26 & 74/26-31 & …), we are striking them for
the people. But none will comprehend them except the knowing-ones.
44- The Authority created the skies and the earth as the truth. Certainly, in this (narration style)
there is a Sign (:of this Chapter; its similar words, in twoers, Table 6/4 = 26/5) for the believers.
45- So you shall recite what is pointed-out to you from the Written-Document (39/23), and
stand the Support (2/238). Certainly, the Support will stop on the excessiveness and the
strange-attitude (17/32-38 & …). And --working on-- (the) Commemoration (39/23) of
The Authority is the biggest-(practice). And The Authority knows what you are
constructing (39/23 & 34-35).
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46- And do not argue with (the) family of the Written-Document (3/3-4) except with the one that is
(the) nicest, except the ones who behaved-unjust from them (42/42-43). And say: We believed in
the one that is sent-down to us, and sent-down to you (21/24). And our Authority and your
Authority is a Single-One (5/73); and we are to Him surrenderers (3/84-85).
47- And like this, we sent-down to you the Written-Document (39/23). And the ones that we gave
them the Written-Document (3/3-4) will believe in it (2/121), and from these (there are the ones)
who will believe in it. And none will struggle --on the left side-- against our Signs (:similar words
units 7/203) except the disbelievers (2/25-26).
48- And you were not reciting before it from any Written-Document (:Torah & Gospel & Psalms &
Quran), and you did not (contextually) record it (now) with your right-hand (Psalms 118/22-26 &
Matthew 21/42-44), then the falsehooders would harbor-doubts.
49- No, they are clear Signs (6/4 & 26/5) in (the) chests of the ones who were given the knowledge.
And none will struggle --on the right side-- against our Signs (:similar words units 7/203) except the
unjust-ones (39/23-24).
50- And they said: If not (some) signs (21/5) from his Lord should have been sent-down upon him?
Say: The signs (6/158) are only in sight of The Authority; and I am only a clear warner.
51- Did it not become-sufficient for them that certainly we sent-down upon you the
Written-Document (39/23) that is being recited upon them? Certainly, in this (narration style)
there is a Mercy and a Commemorative (:of this Chapter; its similar words, in twoers,
message 74/31 = 39/23) for a nation who believes.
52- Say: The Authority suffices between me and between you as a witness. He knows whatever in
the skies and the earth. And the ones who believe in the falsehood (3/78 & 6/112-114) and
disbelieve in The Authority (67/6-9), those them are the losers.
53- And they are hastening you for the retribution (44/10-16 & 8/50-51). And if it were not for a
named appointed-time, the retribution would have come to them. And it will come-forth to them
suddenly, and (while) they do not perceive.
54- They are hastening you for the retribution (52/44-47 & 16/28-29). And certainly, the Hell will
surely be a surrounding-one of the disbelievers (74/31).
55- A day (when) the retribution will cover them from their above and from under their feet, and
He will say: Taste (now) what you were working-for (23/63-67)!
56- O My servants, the ones who believed (2/25-26), certainly My earth is wide, so to Me
you shall serve (12/40 ~ 53/62).
57- Every soul will taste the death, then to us you will be sent-back.
58- And the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25), we will settle them
from the Park into apartments, flowing under them the rivers, as eternal-ones in them. (What)
blessy-indeed is (the) payment of the workers (2/25).
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59- (These are) the ones who remain-steadfast, and upon their Lord they are trusting-advocately.
60- And how-many from a moving-creature that is not able to carry its provision, and
The Authority is providing for them, and to you. And He is the hearer, the knower.
61- And if you ask them: Who created the skies and the earth, and put-under-service the sun and
the moon? They will say: The Authority. So how can they be subterfuged (45/6-7)?
62- The Authority is broadening the provision for whomever He wants from His servants, and He
is measuring for him. Certainly, The Authority is of every wanted-thing a knower.
63- And if you ask them: Who sent-down from the sky a water and made-alive with it the earth
after its death? They will say: The Authority. Say: (All) the praise is for The Authority.
No, majority of them do not comprehend (7/57).
64- And this Nearest life is not, except a vanity and a game. And certainly, the wandering-place of
the Later-time, it is the (real) life, if they only knew.
65- And when they got on a ship, they called The Authority, devoting to Him the Religion (39/2),
but when He saved them to the land, then they are making-partners (39/3).
66- Thus they are disbelieving in what we gave them (23/71). So let-them-enjoy-goods; they will
soon know.
67- Did they not see that we made a secure Forbidden-Location (95/1-3), and (while) the people
are being snatched-away around them? So are they believing in the Falsehood (2/78 & 6/112-113),
and in (the) Blessing (93/11) of The Authority they are disbelieving?
68- And who is more unjust than (the one) who fabricated upon The Authority a lie (16/86-87),
or he lied the Truth (10/108) when it came to him? So are there not (enough) destination-places in
Hell for the disbelievers (74/31)?
69- And the ones who strive (25/52) in us, we will surely guide them to our Ways (16/69). And
certainly, The Authority is with the nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34).

CHAPTER 30
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- A, l, m.
2- The giants were defeated.
3- In (the) nearest (location) of the earth. But after their defeat, they will defeat (again).
4- In a few years. For The Authority is the command, before and after. And on that day, the
believers (74/31) shall rejoice-5- with (the) help of The Authority, He helps whomever He wants. And He is the high, the
most-merciful.
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6- (This is) a promise (9/111) of The Authority; and The Authority will not contradict His promise.
But in fact, majority of the people do not know.
7- They only know (the) backing-out-part from the Nearest life, and they are about the Later-time
(Hosea 6/2-3) (Gospel-Lk. 18/33 = Jn. 6/44-45) (Quran 3/55 = 43/61-62) unaware-ones.
8- Do they not think in their souls that The Authority did not create the skies and the earth, and
whatever between them, except with the truth (6/73), and for a named appointed-time? And
certainly, majority of the people are about meeting of their Lord disbelievers (10/15).
9- Did they not roam on the earth and watch how was (the) consequence of the ones before them?
They were more severe than them in power, and they had scratched the earth and restored it
more majorly than they restored it. And their Sent-Ones had come to them with the clear-proofs.
And The Authority did not behave-unjust to them; but in fact, they were behaving-unjust
to their (own) souls.
10- Then (the) consequence of the ones who acted-badly was (to be) the badness, for that they lied
(the) signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority, and they were with it taking-lightly.
11- The Authority is starting the creation, then turning-it-back. Then to Him you are sent-back.
12- And a day (when) the Hour will stand, the criminals (7/40) will feel-hopeless (on that day).
13- And from their partners there will not be any intercessor (42/21 X 2/254) for them, and they
will be about their partners disbelievers (33/67-68).
14- And a day (when) the Hour will stand, on that day they will part-away.
15- And the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25), they will be in a
Paradise, being-pleased.
16- But the ones who disbelieved and lied our Signs (6/4 & 26/5), and meeting of the
Later-time (30/7), those will be in the retribution as prepared-ones.
17- So you shall glorify The Authority when you are getting-into-dark, and when you are
getting-into-morning.
18- And for Him is the praise in the skies and the earth, and in (the) evening, and when you are
backing-up-(to-noon).
19- He is bringing-out --on the left side, to upper region-- the living from the dead, and
bringing-out --on the right side, to lower region-- the dead from the living, and He is making-alive
the earth after its death. And like this you are being brought-out (7/57).
20- And among His signs is that He created you from dust, then you became spreading-around
humans.
21- And among His signs is that He created for you from your souls couples, so that you may
reside towards them, and He made between you a liking and a mercy.
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are --on the Table, for the first region-- signs (:similar
words 16/101) for a nation who thinks.
22- And among His signs is (the) creation of the skies and the earth, and (the) contradiction of
your tongues and your colors.
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are --on the Table, for the second region-- signs (:similar
words 16/101) for the knowing-ones.
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23- And among His signs is your sleeping in the night and the daylight, and your requiring
from His favor.
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are --on the Table, for the third region-- signs (:similar
words 16/101) for a nation who hears.
24- And among His signs is that He is making-you-see the lightning as a (source of) fear and an
expectation, and He is sending-down from the sky a water and making-alive with it the earth
after its death.
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are --on the Table, for the fourth region-- signs (:similar
words 16/101) for a nation who comprehends.
25- And among His signs is that the sky and the earth are standing by His command. Then, when
He calls you with a (single) call from the earth, then you are coming-out (16/28-29 X 32).
26- And for Him is whomever in the skies and the earth; every (of them) are to Him subservient.
27- And He is the One who is starting the creation, then turning-it-back; and it is simple upon Him.
And for Him is the toppest allegory (2/25-26 & 14/24-26 & 74/26-31 & …) in the skies and the
earth. And He is the high, the wise-decision-maker.
28- He (thus) struck for you an allegory from your (own) souls: Are there for you any partners
from what your right-hands ruled in what we provided for you, and you are in it straight-ones,
fearing them like (the) fear of your (own) --other ruling-- souls? Like this we are separating the
signs (:similar words 16/101) for a nation who comprehends (75/17-19).
29- No, the ones who behaved-unjust followed their desires with different than a
Knowledge (4/166). So who can guide (the one) whom The Authority made-stray (2/26)?
And (there will) not (be) for them from any helpers.
30- So you shall stand your face to the Religion (3/84-85), as a monotheist; (the) initiation of
The Authority, the one that He initiated the people upon it. (There will) not (be) any change in
(this) creation of The Authority. This is the Standing Religion (6/161 & 12/40); but in fact,
majority of the people do not know.
31- As obedient-ones towards Him. And you shall take-shelter against Him, and stand the
Support (33/56). And do not be from the partner-makers (18/26 X 42/21).
32- From the ones who parted their religion and became into sects. (And) every party with what
is at them are rejoicers (23/53-54).
33- And when a harm touched the people, they called their Lord, acting-obediently towards Him.
Then, when He tasted them from Himself a mercy, then a part from them were making-partners
to their Lord (42/10 X 3/80 & 9/31).
34- Thus they are disbelieving in what we gave them (23/71). So enjoy-goods; you will soon know.
35- Or did we send-down upon them an evidence, and it is speaking-words (to them) for what
they are making-partners to Him (16/100 = 6/112-114)?
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36- And when we tasted the people a mercy, they rejoiced with it. But if a badness afflicted them
because of what their hands sent-forth, then they were becoming-pessimistic.
37- Did they not see that certainly The Authority is broadening the provision for whomever He
wants, and He is measuring?
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are --under the Table, for the fifth region-- signs (:similar
words 16/101) for a nation who believes (3/7).
38- So you shall give to haver of the closeness his truthful-share, and the poor, and son of the
way (8/41). This is better for the ones who are intending (the) face of The Authority; and those them
are the comfort-receivers.
39- And whatever you gave from (the) usury to make-increase in (the) properties of the
people (2/275), it will not increase in sight of The Authority. And whatever you gave from
(the) Cleansing (8/41), intending (the) face of The Authority, those them are the multiplying-ones.
40- The Authority is the One who created you, then He provided (2/25) for you. Then He is
making-you-die, then making-you-live (30/50). Are there from your partners (32/4 X 18/102)
(anyone) who can do from these (things) from any wanted-thing (16/73 & 25/3)? Be-He-glorified,
and is top on what they are making-partners.
41- The evil-committing (2/205) backed-up in the land and the sea, because of what (the) hands
of the people earned. Thus He will taste them some of the one that they worked-on (it), and that
perhaps they may come-back.
42- Say: Roam on the earth and watch (then) how was (the) consequence of the ones before (you).
Majority of them were (also) partner-makers (32/4 X 10/18).
43- So you shall stand your face to the Standing Religion (12/40), before a Day comes-forth that
(there will) not (be) any turning-back for it, from The Authority. On that day, they will be
shattering.
44- Whoever disbelieved (2/26), upon him will be his disbelief. And whoever worked for a
righteous-deed (2/25), they are only for their (own) souls preparing-cradles.
45- He will reward the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25) from
His favor. Certainly, He does not love the disbelievers (2/26).
46- And among His signs is that He is sending the winds as good-news-givers, that He may taste
you from His favor, and that the ships may flow by His command, and that you may require
from His favor; and that perhaps you may appreciate (it).
47- And definitely, we sent before you (many) Sent-Ones to their nations, and they came to them
with the clear-proofs. And (then) we took-revenge from the ones who committed-crime (7/40).
And (thus) became a truth upon us (the) helping of the believers (23/58).
48- The Authority is the One who is sending the winds, and it is scratching a cloud, and (then) He
is broadening it in the sky however He wants, and (then) He is making it into a mass, and you
see the drizzle coming-out from its middle-areas. And when He afflicts it to whomever He
wants from His servants, then they are giving-good-news-to-each-other.
49- But they were before it was sent-down upon them, before it, hopeless-ones.
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50- So watch (now) to (the) traces of (the) mercy of The Authority, how He is making-alive
the earth after its death. Certainly, like this He will make-live the dead-ones (6/36 & 16/101)
(David 20/29). And He is upon every wanted-thing a measurer.
51- And if we sent a wind, and they saw it yellowed, they would be, after it, disbelieving.
52- And certainly, you cannot make-hear (those) dead-ones (35/22 & 7/203) (David 20/29),
and you cannot make-hear the deaf-ones of the calling, when they turned-away as rearers.
53- And you cannot guide the blind-ones on their strayance. You cannot make-hear except
(the ones) who believed in our Signs (6/4 & 26/5) and they are surrenderers.
54- The Authority is the One who created you from a weakness, then He made after a weakness a
power, then He made after a power a weakness and a gray-hair. He is creating however He
wants. And He is the knower, the measurer.
55- And a day (when) the Hour will stand, the criminals (7/40) will take-oath (on that day) that
they did not stay (on earth) from different than an hour. Like this they were being subterfuged.
56- And the ones who were given the knowledge and the belief (4/166 & 74/31) said: Definitely,
you stayed (as it was recorded) in the Written-Document (39/23) of The Authority to the
Awakening Day. And (now) this is the Awakening Day, but in fact you were not knowing.
57- And on that day, their apologies will not benefit the ones who behaved-unjust (39/23-24),
and they will not be excused.
58- And we struck for the people about this Reading (:similar words, in twoers,
message 36/69 = 39/23) from every allegories (2/25-26 & 14/24-26 & 74/26-31 & ...).
But if you make-come to them a Sign (6/4), the ones who disbelieved will say: You are not, except
falsehooders.
59- Like this The Authority is locking upon (the) hearts of the ones who do not know (39/9).
60- So you shall remain-steadfast; for certainly, (the) promise (9/111) of The Authority is (the)
truth. And the ones who do not attain-certainty (27/82) shall not make-you-act-lightly.

CHAPTER 31
*
123-

In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
A, l, m.
These (:similar words 2/25) are signs of the Written-Document (39/23), wise-decision-maker.
As a Guidance (39/23) and a Mercy for the nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34).
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4- (Those are) the ones who are standing the Support (2/238) and giving the Cleansing (8/41),
and they are about the Later-time (Hosea 6/2-3) (Gospel-Lk. 18/33 = Jn. 6/44-45) (Quran 43/61-62),
they are attaining-certainty.
5- Those are upon a Guidance (39/23) from their Lord; and those them are the comfort-receivers.
6- And from the people (there are the ones) who are buying the vain utterances (45/6-7)
to make-stray on Way (16/69) of The Authority with different than a Knowledge, and
taking it as a light-thing. Those are, for them (there will come) a making-ashamed retribution.
7- And when our Signs (6/4 & 26/5) are recited upon him, he turned-away as a big-behaver, as if he
did not hear it, as if there was a gravity in his ears; so you shall give-good-news to him with
a painful retribution.
8- Certainly, the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25), for them (there
will come) the Parks of the blessings.
9- As eternal-ones in them; a promise of The Authority as (the) truth. And He is the high, the
wise-decision-maker.
10- He created the skies with different than any pillars that you can see. And He threw into the
earth the rooting-ones, lest it tumbles with you, and He scattered in it from every moving-creatures.
And we sent-down from the sky a water and planted in it from every honorable plants (12/105).
11- This is (the) creation (28/68) of The Authority. So make-me-see (then) what is it
that the ones other than Him (ever) created (52/34)? No, the unjust-ones (39/24) are in a clear
strayance (18/102-104).
12- And definitely, we gave Luqmaan the Wise-Decision, (saying:) You shall appreciate for
The Authority. And whoever appreciates, he only appreciates for his (own) soul. And whoever
disbelieves, certainly The Authority is rich, praiseworthy.
13- And once, Luqmaan said to his son, and he was preaching to him: O my son, do not
make-any-partner (18/26 = 4/105) for The Authority; certainly, the partner-making (42/21) is
a great unjustness.
14- And we recommended the human-being for his two-birth-causers. His mother carried him
with a wavering upon a wavering, and his separation was in two-yearly-periods (2/233). So
you shall appreciate for Me and for your two-birth-causers; to Me is the rotating-place.
15- And if they strive against you that you may make-partner to Me, what there is not for you
about it any knowledge (6/112 & 148), you shall not (on these issues) obey them. But you shall
take-them-as-friends in the Nearest-time with a recognized-attitude. And you shall follow (the) way
of (the one) who acted-obediently (13/27) to Me. Then to Me is your coming-back-places, and I will
inform you with what you are working-on.
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16- O my son, certainly-that, if it were a heaviness of a grain from a mustard-seed, and were
(deep) in a rock, or in the skies, or in the earth, The Authority could bring-it-forth. Certainly,
The Authority is kind, news-taker.
17- O my son, you shall stand the Support (2/238), and command with the recognized-attitude
(42/10 & 7/196 & 39/44 & …), and stop on the strange-attitude (3/80 & 18/102 & 10/18 & …);
and you shall remain-steadfast upon what afflicted you. Certainly, these are from (the)
determination of the commands.
18- And you shall not swivel-away your cheek from the people, and you shall not walk on the earth
proudly. Certainly, The Authority does not love every arrogant, strutting-one.
19- And you shall be-moderate in your walking, and you shall subdue from your voice. Certainly,
(the) strangest of (all) voices is (the) voice of the donkey.
20- Did you not see that certainly The Authority put-under-service for you whatever in the skies
and whatever on the earth, and He enlarged upon you His blessings, backingly and insidingly?
And from the people (there are the ones) who are arguing in The Authority with different
than a Knowledge (4/166), and not a Guidance (39/23), and not an Enlightening
Written-Document (4/174 & 39/23).
21- And when it is said to them: Follow what The Authority sent-down (39/23), they said: No, we
only follow what we found upon it our fathers. (What) if the satan is calling them to (the)
retribution of the roaster (22/4)?
22- And whoever surrenders his face to The Authority, and (while) he is a nicely-acting-one
(39/23 & 34), definitely he got-hold of the most covenanty bond. And to The Authority will
be (sent-back) the consequence of the commands.
23- And whoever disbelieves, his disbelief shall not make-you-grieve. To us is their
coming-back-places, and we will inform them with what they worked-on (41/40 & 23/63).
Certainly, The Authority is knower of (the) havings of the chests.
24- We are giving-them-goods for a little-(time), then we will harmingly-direct them into a
harsh retribution.
25- And if you ask them: Who created the skies and the earth? they will say: The Authority.
Say: (All) the praise is for The Authority (41/42). No, majority of them do not know (39/9).
26- For The Authority is whatever in the skies and the earth. Certainly The Authority, He is the
rich, the praiseworthy.
27- And if (all) what is on the earth from the trees were made into pens, and the sea,
leading-it-ahead after it (those) seven seas, (the) Words of The Authority would not
run-out (18/109). Certainly, The Authority is high, wise-decision-maker.
28- Not your creation, and not your awakening (58/6), is not except like a single soul.
Certainly, The Authority is a hearer, visioner.
29- Did you not see that certainly The Authority is merging the night into the daylight, and
merging the daylight into the night? And He put-under-service the sun and the moon; every
(of them) is flowing towards a named appointed-time. And certainly, The Authority is on what
you are working-for (2/25 & 17/84) a news-taker.
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30- This is because certainly The Authority, He is the Truth (6/62), and certainly what they are
calling other than Him (18/102) is the falsehood (10/66). And certainly The Authority, He is
the top, the big.
31- Did you not see that certainly the ships are flowing in the sea with (the) blessings of
The Authority, and so that He shall make-you-see from His signs (23/27). Certainly, in this
(narration style) there are signs (:similar words 16/101) for every very-steadfast, appreciative-one.
32- And when a wave covered them like the shades, they called The Authority, devoting to Him
the Religion (39/2). But when He saved them to the land, from them (there were the ones) that were
(again) acting-immoderately (39/3). And none will struggle against our Signs (6/4 & 26/5) except
every rude, disbelieving-one.
33- O the people, you shall take-shelter against your Lord (39/23 & 33), and be-frightened of a Day
(in which) any birth-causer will not be able to reward for his birth-given-one, and (there will) not
(be) any birth-given-one that could be rewarding for his birth-causer with any wanted-thing.
Certainly, the promise (9/111) of The Authority is (the) truth. So the nearest life shall not illusion
you, and the illusioners (6/112-114) shall not illusion you in The Authority.
34- Certainly The Authority, in sight of Him is (the) knowledge of the Hour (7/187). And He is
sending-down the rain, and He knows what is in the wombs. And no soul can percept what it will
earn tomorrow, and no soul can percept on which earth it will die. Certainly, The Authority is
knower, news-taker (2/281).

CHAPTER 32
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- A, l, m.
2- Sending-down of the Written-Document (39/23) is -not a doubt in it- from (the) Lord of
the multitudes.
3- Or are they saying that he fabricated it? No, it is the Truth (35/31) from your Lord so that you
may warn a nation (that) any warner did not come-forth to them before you, and perhaps they may
become-guided (39/23).
4- The Authority is the One who created the skies and the earth, and whatever between them,
in six Days, then He became-straight upon the throne. Not for you other than Him from any
Masters (7/196 X 18/102), and not an Intercessor (39/44 X 21/28). So will you not
take-Commemoration (39/23)?
5- He is rearing-around the command from the sky to the earth, then it is turning-up to Him in a
Day that its measurement is (like) a thousand years from what you are counting (22/47).
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6- This is (the) Knower of the unseen and the witnessed; the High, the Most Merciful.
7- The One who made-nice every wanted-thing that He created it; and He started (the) creation of
the human-being from a clay (37/11).
8- Then He made his posterity from a mixture of a lowly water (:semen).
9- Then He made-it-straight (in the womb) and blew into it from His spirit (7/172). And He made
for you the hearing, and the visions, and the minds; but (except) a little, you are not appreciating.
10- And they said: When we strayed-down in the earth, will we certainly be in a new
creation (34/7)? No, they are about (the) meeting of their Lord (10/15) disbelievers.
11- Say: (The) Ruling-Angel of the death, the one that is made-advocate for you, will
get-you-back, then to your Lord you will (immediately) be sent-back (16/28-29 X 32).
12- And if you could see, when the criminals will be warping-down their heads in sight of their
Lord: Our Lord, we (now) visioned and heard. So (please) send-us-back that we may work
for a righteous-deed (2/25); certainly, (now) we are certainty-attainers.
13- And if we wanted, we could have given every soul his Guidance (39/23). But in fact, the
Saying (thus) became-truth from Me: I will surely fill Hell with the jinns and the people
altogether (7/146).
14- So taste (now), for that you forgot meeting this day of yours; certainly, we will (thus) forget
you. So taste (the) retribution of the eternity for what you were working-on (41/40 & 23/63).
15- (The only people) that shall believe in our Signs (6/4 & 26/5) are the ones (who), when they are
commemorated with them, go-down prostrating and glorify with praise of their Lord, and
they do not behave-big.
16- Their sides are forsaking the beds, (and) they are calling their Lord in fear and expectation,
and from what we “provided” for them (2/25) they are --on the Table, in upper regions, and lower
region-- distributing (16/75).
17- So any soul cannot know (now) what is kept-as-secret for them from (the) shining of the eyes,
as a reward for what they are working-on (2/25).
18- So is (the one) who is a believer (2/25-26) like (the one) who is a betrayer (2/26-27)? They
will not be-straight.
19- And the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25), for them (there will
come) the Parks of the Abode, as a sent-down-(reward) for what they are working-on (2/25).
20- But the ones who betrayed (2/26), their abode will be the Fire. Every-when they intend to
go-out from it, they will be turned-back into it. And it will be said to them: Taste (the)
retribution of the Fire (now), the one that you were with it lying (16/62).
21- And we will taste them from the nearest retribution (44/10-11), other than the big
retribution (44/15-16), that perhaps they may-come-back.
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22- And who is more unjust than (the one) who was commemorated with (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5)
of his Lord, then he estranged on them? Certainly, we will take-revenge (44/16) from the criminals.
23- And definitely, we gave Moses the Written-Document -and you shall not be in a suspicion
about meeting It (:that Written-Document)- and we made It --now-- as a (source of) Guidance
(39/23) for Sons of Israel. (Please, see “the Words of Moses” document.)
24- And we made from them ministers (who) are guiding with our Command (42/52), when they
remained-steadfast, and they are in our (these) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) attaining-certainty (4/162 &
Isaiah 10/21-22).
25- Certainly your Lord, He will separate between them on the Standing Day in what they are
contradicting in it.
26- Did it not guide for them that how-many we made-vanish before them from the generations,
they are (now) walking in their residential-areas? Certainly, in this (narration style) there are
signs (:similar words 16/101). So will they not --on the Table, for the left side-- hear?
27- Did they not see that certainly we are legging-ahead the water towards the arid earth, and
bringing-out with it (many) crops, that their livestock, and their souls are eating from it (25/48-50).
So will they not --on the Table, for the right side-- vision?
28- And they are saying: When (will) this Opening (come to us), if you are proved-right-ones?
29- Say: On the day of Opening (23/77), their belief will not benefit the ones who
disbelieved (74/31) (before that), and they will not be watched.
30- So estrange on them and watch; certainly, they (too) are watching.

CHAPTER 33
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- O the informer, take-shelter against The Authority, and do not obey the disbelievers (74/31)
and the hypocrites (4/142). Certainly, The Authority is knower, wise-decision-maker.
2- And follow what is being pointed-out (43/43-44) to you from your Lord. Certainly,
The Authority is on what you are working-for (2/25) a news-taker.
3- And trust-advocately upon The Authority; The Authority suffices as an advocately-trusted-one.
4- The Authority did not make for a man two hearts in his trunk. And He did not make your
couples, the ones you are (disgustedly) backing-away from them (4/19) your mothers. And He did
not make your called-ones your (real) sons. These are only your sayings with your mouths.
And The Authority is (thus) saying the Truth (10/108), and He is guiding you to the Way (29/69).
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5- You shall call them for their fathers, it is more just in (the) sight of The Authority. And if you
do not know their fathers, (then they are) your brothers in the Religion, and your masterly-ones.
And not upon you any sin in what you acted-wrongly about it, but in fact (only) what your hearts
intended. And The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
6- The informer (2/97) is more masterly to the believers than their (own) souls, and his
couples (2/25) --only in original master, in heaven-- are their mothers (3/7 & 43/4) (39/33-35)
(81/19-20 & 85/21-22). And possessor of the wombs (:relatives by blood), some of them are more
masterly to some, in (the) Written-Document of The Authority, than the (other) believers and the
immigrants, except that (whatever) you may do to your masterly-ones with a recognized-attitude.
This is (thus) scripted in the Written-Document.
7- And once, we took from the Informers their Covenant: from You, and from Noah, and from
Abraham, and from Moses, and from Jesus, Son of Mary. And we took from them a harsh
Covenant (3/81).
8- He will surely ask the proved-right-ones on their proved-rightness (in this matter), and He
prepared for the disbelievers (in this matter) a painful retribution (18/83-98 & Patriarchs 15/10 = 26
& Moses 33/15-16).
9- O the ones who believed, you shall commemorate (the) blessing (93/11) of The Authority
upon you. Once, (the) armies came to you, and we sent upon them a wind and (other) “armies” that
you did not see them (up until then). And The Authority is on what you are working-for (2/25)
a visioner.
10- Once, they came to you from above you, and from beneath you, and then the visions --on the
left side-- slipped-away, and the hearts --on the right side-- arrived at the throats, and you were
guessing about The Authority (with) the guessings.
11- Here the believers were tested; and they were made-tremble with a severe trembling.
(Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to all
those standing “units” therein, which are placed in upper regions, and then to those fallen “units”
which are discarded in lower region; and then with some new and revived “units” that are acquired
from among some of these fallen “units” (16/101) herein, thus our again being able to go upon those
standing “units” in upper regions, and to all the general test & trepidations related to and within
these procedures. And on this subject, please also see again 9/25-26)
12- And once, the hypocrites and the ones in whose hearts (there is) an illness (74/31) were saying:
The Authority and His Sent-One did not promise us except an illusion!
13- And once, a goers-around from them said: O family of (the) Region, (there is) not any standing
for you; so go-back. And a part from them was seeking-permission from the informer, saying:
Certainly, our houses are in obscene! but they were not in obscene; they were not intending
except a flee.
14- And if it was entered upon them from around it, then they were asked for the persecution
(9/47), they would (readily) have gone-forth for it, and they would not have stayed-long against it
except an easy-time.
15- And definitely, they had pledged The Authority before (this) that they would not turn-away
the rears. And (the) pledge (2/26-27) of The Authority will be asked.
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16- Say: The fleeing will not benefit you, if you flee from (that) --on the left side-- the death,
or --on the right side-- the being-killed (9/111). And then you will not be given-goods, except a
little-time.
17- Say: Who is the one that would shield you against The Authority, if He intends for you a
badness, or He intends for you a mercy? And they will not find for themselves other than
The Authority any Master (18/102), and not a helper.
18- Definitely, The Authority knows the hindering-ones from you and the saying-ones to their
brothers: (Please) move-back to us. And they are not coming-forth to the “pressing” (9/42)
except a little.
19- As greedy-ones upon you. And when the fear came, you saw them watching towards you as
their eyes were circling-around, like the one (who) is covered upon him from the death. And
when the fear went-away, they whipped you with iron-like tongues, as greedy-ones upon the
goodness. Those (are the ones who) did not believe, and The Authority nullified their
works (47/28). And this is upon The Authority easy.
20- They were calculating that the parties did not go. And if the parties came-forth, they would like
that they could only be (the) revealing-ones in the Arabs, asking about your informations (9/97-98).
And had they been among you, they would not have “killingly-fought” (9/111), except a little.
21- And definitely, there became for you in (the) Sent-One of The Authority a nice example (9/88)
for (the ones) who are waiting for The Authority and the Later Day, and commemorated
The Authority majorly.
22- And when the believers saw the --in upper regions, and then in lower region-- “parties,”
they said: This is what The Authority and His Sent-One promised us (9/111); and The Authority
and His Sent-One proved-right. And it did not augment them except in belief (74/31) and surrender.
23- From the believers (there are) men (who) proved-right what they pledged The Authority
upon Him (13/20-21). And from them (there are the ones) who made-effective his “duty,” and
from them (there are the ones) who are watching. And they did not change with any changing.
24- The Authority will reward the proved-right-ones (39/23 & 33) with their proved-rightness.
And He will retribute the hypocrites, if He wants, or He will return upon them (25/71). Certainly,
The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
25- And The Authority turned-back the ones who disbelieved (74/31) with their rage, they
could not reach any goodness. And The Authority (thus) sufficed the believers in
the “killingly-fight” (9/111). And The Authority is powerful, high.
26- And He sent-down the ones who backed-them-up from family of the Written-Document (3/3-4)
from their rankly-positions, and He hurled into their hearts the terror; a part (from them) you were
--on the left side-- “killing,” and you were --on the right side-- “taking-captives” a part (9/111).
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27- And He made-you-inherit --in upper regions-- their earth and their wandering-places, and
their properties; and --in lower region-- an earth you did not situate it. And The Authority is upon
every wanted-thing a measurer.
28- O the informer, say to your couples: If you intended for the nearest life and its pretty-things, so
(please) move-forward that I may give-goods-to-you, and may make-you-jog-away with a
beautiful jogging-away.
29- And if you intended for The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97), and (the) Wandering-Places of
the Later-time, certainly The Authority countedly-prepared for the nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34)
from you a great payment.
30- O (the) women of the informer, whoever brings-forth from you a clear excessiveness, the
retribution shall be multiplied for her with two-fold-multiplication. And this is upon
The Authority easy.
31- And whoever acts-subserviently from you for The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97), and
work for a righteous-deed (2/25), we will give her her-payment two-times. And we set up for her
an honorable provision.
32- O (the) women of the informer, you are not like anyone from the women. So if you will
take-shelter, do not soften-up with the sayings, that the one in whose heart (there is) an illness may
expect. And you shall say a recognized-attitude saying.
33- And settle-down in your houses, and do not mingle-around like (the) mingling-around of the
ignorance of (the) past-times. And stand the Support (2/238) and give the Cleansing (8/41),
and obey The Authority and His Sent-One (5/92). Thus, The Authority is intending to
make-go-away from you the mess, O family of the House (3/96), and to purify you with a
(complete) purifying (8/11).
34- And you shall commemorate what is being recited in your houses from (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5)
of The Authority, and the Wise-Decision (31/2). Certainly, The Authority is kind, news-taker.
35- Certainly, the male-surrenderers and the female-surrenderers (3/84), and the male-believers and
the female-believers (74/31), and the male-subservient-ones and the female-subservient-ones, and
the male-proved-right-ones and the female-proved-right-ones, and the male-steadfast-ones and
the female-steadfast-ones, and the male-reverent-ones and the female-reverent-ones, and
the male-charity-givers and the female-charity-givers (9/60), and the male-fasting-ones and
the female-fasting-ones (2/184), and the male-protectors of their chastity and the female-protectors,
and the male-commemorators of The Authority majorly and the female-commemorators;
The Authority countedly-prepared for them a forgiveness and a great payment.
36- And it cannot be for a male-believer, and not a female-believer, when The Authority and His
Sent-One (2/97) made-effective --in original master, in heaven-- a Command (:similar words,
in twoers, Message 42/52 = 39/23) that the goodnessly-choosing might be --therein-- for them,
from their (own) commands (17/84 & 34/50 & 39/35) X (81/19-20 & 85/21-22). And whoever
disobeys The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97), definitely he strayed-away with a clear strayance.
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37- And once, you were saying to the one that The Authority blessed upon him, and you blessed
upon him: Hold upon yourself your “couple,” and take-shelter against The Authority. And you were
keeping-secret in your soul what The Authority would reveal it. And you were being-frightened
of the people, but The Authority was more truthful for you to be frightened of Him. So when
(the) “augmented-one” made-effective from her at once, we made-you-take-it-as-a-couple so that
any hardship may not be upon the believers about (the) “couples” of their called-ones, when
they made-effective from them at once. And (the) Command (42/52) of The Authority is
(thus) done. (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference
to all those coupled “units” therein, which are placed in upper regions, and after this to one of those
augmented “units” which --though it gave us a positive result under those two 19 based special
formulas-- has been sent into lower region, (because there was no more couple left for it);
and now its being thus voluntarily going into this lower region, and our being able to legitimately
taking its couple.) (On this subject, please also see 2/25 X 33/51 & 2/106)
38- There will not be upon the informer from any hardship in what The Authority --as
mentioned above-- obliged for him. (This was also) a principle of The Authority in the ones
who passed-away before (you). And (the) Command (42/52) of The Authority is (thus) with a
measured measurement.
39- (Those are) the ones who are making-arrive (the) sendings (5/67) of The Authority, and
being-frightened of Him. And they are not being-frightened of anyone except The Authority.
And The Authority suffices as a calculating-one.
40- Muhammad is not (the) father of anyone from among your men. But in fact, (he was) a
Sent-One of The Authority, and (the) sealing-(descendant) of the Informers (:all those
coming from Ishmael, Elyesha, Zal-Kifl channel 38/45-48). And The Authority is of every
wanted-thing a knower.
41- O the ones who believed (2/26), you shall commemorate The Authority with a major
commemorating.
42- And you shall glorify Him in (the) early-times and (the) late-times.
43- He is the One who is supporting upon you, and His Ruling-Angels, so that He may
bring-you-out from the darknesses into the Light (4/174). And He is for the believers a Most
Merciful-One.
44- Their greeting, on a day (when) they meet Him, is: Peace. And He countedly-prepared for
them a great payment.
45- O the informer (38/67), certainly we sent you as a witness, and a good-news-giver and
a warner.
46- And as a calling-one to The Authority with His permission, and as a light-shedding
lamp (64/8).
47- So you shall give-good-news to the believers (2/25-26), that certainly for them (there will
come) from The Authority a big favor.
48- And do not obey the disbelievers (2/26-27) and the hypocrites (4/142-143), and disregard
their suffer-makings. And trust-advocately upon The Authority; The Authority suffices as an
advocately-trusted-one.
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49- O the ones who believed, if you marry the female-believers, then divorce them before touching
them, (there will) not (be) for you upon them from any counting that you must count it (2/228).
But you shall give-goods-to-them (2/236-237), and make-them-jog-away with a beautiful
jogging-away.
50- O the informer, certainly we made-lawful for you your couples (2/25), the ones that you gave
their payments, and what your right-hand ruled from what The Authority revolved upon you.
And daughters of your father’s brothers, and daughters of your father’s sisters, and daughters of
your mother’s brothers, and daughters of your mother’s sisters, the ones who immigrated with
you. And a believing female-person, if she granted her soul for the informer, and the informer
intended to marry her; specially for you other than the believers. Definitely, we know
what we obliged upon them in their couples, and what their right-hands ruled (4/22-25),
so that any hardship may not be upon you. And The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
(Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to all
those primary “couples” therein, which are directly placed in upper regions, and then to all those
secondary “couples” which have been acquired and returned therein through “changing the
places” (16/101) procedures followed under the Table; and finally to all those feminine “units” in
general, which are thus placed on the right side of the Table, in four divisions.)
51- You may make-wait whomever you want from them, and you may make-abode to yourself
whomever you want. And if you require (anyone) from (the ones) whom you had left-alone,
not a sin upon you. This is nearest that their eyes may shine, and that they may not grieve, and
they may become-satisfied in what you gave them, every (of them). And The Authority knows
what is in your hearts. And The Authority is knower, wise-decision-maker.
(Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to all
those “couples” therein, which --through being made-forgotten (2/106)-- can be suspended in the
lower region, and then to all those “couples” which can be directly placed in upper regions, before
this; and then to those other “couples” (16/101) which may be acquired --from among some of those
abrogated units (2/106)-- under the Table, afterwards.)
52- The women will not be lawful to you after this, and you may not change them with any (other)
couples, even if their nice-looks made-you-wonder, except what your right-hand ruled.
And The Authority is upon every wanted-thing a controller. (Please, see the Reading; regarding
the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference again to all those “couples” therein,
which are placed in upper regions --and thus reached to an equilibrium therein (6/115),
so after this we cannot take (as it will not be mathematically possible, or calculationally feasible
anyway) from those abrogated, or abandoned (2/106) “units” in lower region, and add them
onto these, or replace them with these, after this, but we have to be satisfied with all those
legitimate “units” already in our hands, in upper regions.)
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53- O the ones who believed, you shall not enter into (the) houses of the informer except that it
is permitted for you, (and) towards the meal, different than watching to its cooking. But
in fact, when you are called, you shall enter. And when you ate-meal, you shall spread-out, and
you shall not be engaging in any utterance. Certainly, this was making-suffer the informer, but
he was behaving-shy from you; but The Authority does not behave-shy from the truth (2/26).
And when you ask them (:his couples) any goods, you shall ask them from behind (the) barriers.
This is more purified for your hearts, and (for) their hearts. And it cannot be for you to
make-suffer the Sent-One (2/97) of The Authority, and to get-marry his “couples” (33/6 & 33/36)
after him, forever (81/19-20 & 85/21-22). Certainly, this would be in sight of The Authority
(a) great (offense).
54- If you reveal any wanted-thing, or keep-it-secret, certainly The Authority is of every
wanted-thing a knower.
55- Not a sin upon them (:believing women) in their fathers, and not their sons, and not their
brothers, and not (the) sons of their brothers, and not (the) sons of their sisters, and not their women,
and not what their right-hands ruled (24/31). So take-shelter against The Authority (39/33);
certainly, The Authority is upon every wanted-thing a witness.
56- Certainly, The Authority and His Ruling-Angels are supporting upon the
informer (:Gabriel 2/97). O the ones who believed (74/31), you (too) shall support upon
him (81/19-21 & 85/21-22), and you shall surrender with a (complete) surrendering (3/84).
57- Certainly, the ones who are making-suffer The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97),
The Authority cursed them in the Nearest-time and the Later-time, and He countedly-prepared for
them a painful retribution.
58- And the ones who are making-suffer the male-believers and the female-believers with different
than what they earned, definitely they (thus) carried a fraudulence, and a clear guilt (24/26).
59- O the informer, say to your couples, and your daughters, and (the) women of the believers:
That they shall near-down upon them from their garments (24/31). This is nearest for them to be
recognized, and not to be made-suffer. And The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
60- If the hypocrites, and the ones in whose hearts (there is) an illness (74/31), and the
shaking-ones in the City do not stop, we will direct you to them, then they will not
stay-as-neighbors to you in it (anymore), except a little.
61- As cursed-ones; --in upper regions-- wherever they are discovered, they will be taken-away
and --in lower region-- be “killed” with a (complete) being-killed (9/111).
62- (This was also) a principle of The Authority in the ones who passed-away before (you)
(David 58/9). And you will not find in (the) principle of The Authority any change.
63- The people is asking you about the Hour. Say: Its knowledge is only in sight of The Authority.
And (all) what you percept is: perhaps the Hour may be close (30/14-16).
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64- Certainly, The Authority cursed the disbelievers (74/31), and He countedly-prepared
for them a roaster;
65- as eternal-ones in it forever. They will not find any Master (18/102), and not a helper.
66- A day (when) their faces will be spun-around in the Fire, (and) they will be saying:
O-alas-to-us, (we wish) we obeyed The Authority, and we obeyed the Sent-One (5/92).
67- And they said: Our Lord, certainly we obeyed our famous-ones and our big-ones (9/31),
and they made-us-stray on the Way (9/111).
68- Our Lord, (please) give them (now) two-fold-multiplied-(share) from the retribution, and
curse them with a big cursing.
69- O the ones who believed, do not be like the ones who made-suffer Moses (61/5), and
The Authority made-him-far from what they said. And he was in sight of The Authority
a facely-one.
70- O the ones who believed, take-shelter against The Authority, and say a blocking
saying (69/40-43).
71- (Then) He will righteous-deed your works (2/25 & 17/84), and He will forgive for you your
wrong-doings. And whoever obeys The Authority and His Sent-One (5/92), definitely he succeeded
with a great success.
72- Certainly, we presented the felt-secured-(objective) upon the skies and the earth, and
the mountains, but they refused to carry it, and they shivered from it. But the human-being
carried it; but certainly, he became (after this) an unjust-one (39/23-24), very-ignorant (6/111-113).
73- Thus, The Authority will retribute the male-hypocrites and the female-hypocrites (4/142-143),
and the male-partner-makers and the female-partner-makers (42/21 ~ 13/33). And The Authority
will return upon the male-believers and the female-believers (2/25-26). And The Authority is best
forgiver, most merciful.

CHAPTER 34
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- The praise is for The Authority, the One that for Him is whatever in the skies and whatever on
the earth. And for Him is the praise in the Later-time (28/70). And He is the wise-decision-maker,
the news-taker.
2- He knows what is merging into the earth, and what is coming-out from it, and what is
sending-down from the sky, and what is turning-up into it. And He is the most merciful,
the best forgiver.
3- And the ones who disbelieved (74/31) said: The Hour will not come to us! Say: Yes, and by
my Lord, it will surely come-forth to you (30/14-16), (the) Knower of the unseen. Any heaviness of
a particle cannot go-unnoticed on Him in the skies, and not on the earth. And not a smaller-one than
this, and not a bigger-one, is except in a clear Written-Document.
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4- He will surely reward the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25). Those
are, for them (there will come) a forgiveness and an honorable provision.
5- And the ones who ran in our Signs (6/4 & 26/5), as making-feeble; those are, for them (there
will come) a retribution from a painful filthiness.
6- And the ones who were given the Knowledge (17/107-108) see that the one (that is) sent-down
to you from your Lord (39/23), it is the truth. And it is guiding to (the) path of the High, the
Praiseworthy.
7- And the ones who disbelieved (74/31) said: Shall we show you upon a man (who is) informing
you that when you become-torn-apart --in lower region-- with every being-torn-apart, certainly you
will (immediately again) be in a new creation (36/48-53)?
8- He (thus) fabricated upon The Authority a lie, or he is a jinned-one! No, the ones who do not
believe in the Later-time (David 20/29) (Jesus 42/31-33) (Muhammad 3/6) are in the retribution,
and a far strayance (6/111-113). (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an
allegorical reference to all those “units” therein, which are --because they did not give any positive
result under those two 19 based special formulas-- abrogated and fallen into lower region (2/106),
and then after following the “changing the places” (16/101) procedures among those
--same rooted-- similar words “units,” our being able to rise into upper regions again
in some new and revived forms, thus acquired from herein, and to the possible negative reactions
and statements by some against this fact.)
9- Did they not see to whatever between their hands and whatever at their back, from the sky
and the earth? If we wanted, we could have tossed them into the earth, or we could have
dropped-down upon them a mass from the sky (52/44-45). Certainly, in this (narration style)
there is a Sign (:of this Chapter; its similar words, in twoers, Table 6/4 = 26/5) for every
obediently-acting servant.
10- And definitely, we (thus) gave David from us a favor: O (the) mountains, you shall
lean-forward with him, and the birds (David 54/13-16). And we softened for him the iron.
11- So you shall work-out enlarged-things, and measure in the fitting. And you shall work for
(the) righteous-deeds. Certainly, I am on what you are working-for a visioner.
12- And for Solomon (we put-under-service) the wind, its going-forward was a month-long, and
its getting-back was a month-long. And we flooded for him --in middle sections-- a spring from
the tar (11/120 = 13/17). And from the jinns who were working between his hands, with (the)
permission of his Lord. And whoever slipped-out from them on our Command, we were tasting
them --in lower region-- (the) retribution of the roaster.
13- They were working for him whatever he wants --in four upper regions-- from the sanctuaries,
and (the) allegorical-statues, and pools like (the) deep-pots, and rooting measurement-cups.
You shall work, O group of David, appreciatively (David 63/22-24 = 59/20-21); and (only) a little
from My servants are the appreciative-ones.
14- And when we made-effective upon him the death, (anyone) did not show them upon his death
except a moving-creature of the earth that was eating his rod. So when he went-down, it
became-clear to the jinns that if they knew the unseen (11/49), they would not have stayed in the
making-ashamed retribution.
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15- Definitely, there was a sign at Sheba, in their residential-places: (There were) two-parks;
on (the) right-side, and (the) left-side. So you shall eat from (the) provisions (11/120 = 2/25) of
your Lord, and appreciate for Him; a clean town, and a best forgiving Lord.
16- But they estranged-away. And we sent upon them the monstrous flood, and we changed
their two-parks into two-parks that were havers of --on the right side-- sour eating-things,
and --on the left side-- thorny-things, and a wanted-thing from little-amount of
cherries (11/120 = 14/24-26).
17- Like this we rewarded them, for that they disbelieved. And do we reward (thus) except
the disbelievers (76/3)?
18- And we had made between them and between the cities, the ones that we blessed in them,
(some) backing-up cities, and we measured in them the roaming. So you shall roam in them
nights and days as secure-ones.
19- But they said: Our Lord, make-far between our travels! and (thus) they behaved-unjust to their
souls. So we made them (historical)-utterances, and we tore-them-apart with every tearing-apart.
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are signs (:similar words 16/101) for every very-steadfast,
appreciative-ones.
20- And definitely, iblees (thus) proved-right upon them his guess (17/62). So they (all) followed
him, except a (single) part from the believers (38/82-83 = 39/2-3).
21- And there was not for him upon them from any evidence (16/100); except that we would
know (the ones) who believed in the Later-time (David 20/29) (Jesus 42/31-33) (Muhammad 3/6)
from (the ones) that he was from it in a hesitation (6/111-113). And your Lord is upon every
wanted-thing a protector.
22- Say: Call the ones that you claimed other than The Authority (28/70 X 9/31). They will not rule
(as much as) a heaviness of a particle in the skies, and not on the earth. And (there is) not for them
therein from any partnership (18/26 X 42/21), and (there is) not for Him from them any
backing-up-one.
23- And the intercession will not benefit in sight of Him, except (the one) for whom He
gives-permission for him (20/109). Until when it is terrorized on their hearts, they said: What is it
that your Lord said? They said: The truth (34/6). And He is the top, the big.
24- Say: Who is providing (2/25) for you from the skies and the earth? Say: The Authority.
And certainly, we or you (then) are upon a guidance (39/23), or in a clear strayance (2/26).
25- Say: You will not be asked on what we committed-crime (11/35), and we will not be asked
on what you are working (41/40).
26- Say: Our Lord will gather between us, then He will open-up between us with the truth (10/108).
And He is the best opener, the knower.
27- Say: Make-me-see (then) the ones that you made-join with Him as partners (18/26 X 42/21).
Not-indeed, no, He is The Authority (28/70 X 9/31), the high, the wise-decision-maker.
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28- And we did not send you except to all the people as a good-news-giver and a
warner (27/2 & 7/2). But in fact, majority of the people do not know (21/24).
29- And they are saying: When (will) this promise (come to pass), if you are proved-right-ones?
30- Say: For you (there is) a promise of a day (44/10-11 & 15-16), that you will not be latered on it
by an hour, and you will not be advanced.
31- And the ones who disbelieved said: We will never believe in this Reading (:similar words, in
twoers, message 36/69 = 39/23), and not the one that is between its hands (28/48-49).
If you could only see, when the unjust-ones (39/24) are arrested in sight of their Lord, (while)
some of them sending-back (this) Saying (69/40-43 = 39/23) to some, (and) the ones who were
made-weak are saying (now) to the ones who behaved-big: If it were not for you, we would have
been believers.
32- The ones who behaved-big said to the ones who were made-weak: Did we repel you from the
Guidance (39/23) after it came to you? No, you (yourselves) were criminals.
33- And the ones who were made-weak said to the ones who behaved-big: No, you schemed
night and daylight (13/33), while you were commanding us to disbelieve in The Authority (67/6-9)
and make for Him --on that Saying-- “equals” (14/30). And they hid the regret when they saw the
retribution. And we made the shackles on (the) necks of the ones who disbelieved (41/41). Are they
being-rewarded (now) except for what they were working-on (41/40 ~ 85/4-10)?
34- And we did not send in any city from a warner except that its wealthy-ones said: Certainly,
we are in what you are sent with it disbelievers.
35- And they said: We are more major (than you) in properties and birth-given-ones, and we are
not to be retributed.
36- Say: Certainly, my Lord broadens the provision for whomever He wants, and He measures.
But in fact, majority of the people do not know (23/55-56 & 19/75).
37- And not your properties and not your birth-given-ones will make-you-close in sight of us in
nearness, except (the ones) who believed and worked for a righteous-deed (2/25). And those
are, for them (there will be given) the two-fold-multiplied reward for what they worked-on (17/84),
and they will be in the apartments as secure-ones.
38- But the ones who are running in our Signs (6/4 & 26/5), as making-feeble, those will be in the
retribution as prepared-ones.
39- Say: Certainly, my Lord is --in upper regions-- broadening the provision (2/25) for whomever
He wants from His servants, and He is (also) --in lower region-- measuring for him (14/24-26).
And whatever you distributed from any wanted-thing, He does renew it. And He is (the) best of the
providers (2/25).
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40- And a day (when) He will summon them altogether, then He will say to the Ruling-Angels:
Were these (people) serving to you?
41- They said: Be-You-glorified; You are our (only) Master other than them (32/4). No, they were
serving the jinns, majority of them were in them believers (6/112-113).
42- So today, some of you will not rule for some any benefit, and not a harm. And we will say
to the ones who behaved-unjust (39/24): Taste (the) retribution of the Fire (now), the one that you
were with it lying (70/36-38).
43- And when our clear Signs (6/4 & 26/5) are recited upon them, they said: This is not except a
man (who) is intending to repel you on what your fathers were serving (12/40 & 9/31). And they
said: This is not, except a fabricated subterfuge. And the ones who disbelieved said for the
Truth (10/108) when it came to them: This is not, except a clear cheating.
44- And we did not give them from any written-document, that they are studying them (now)
(2/78-79 & 3/78), and we did not send to them before you --in this manner-- from any
warner (74/35-37).
45- And the ones before them had (also) lied, and (though) they had not arrived one-tenth of
what we --here and now-- gave them (59/21). And they lied My Sent-Ones; and how was
My strangening!
46- Say: I am only preaching you with a single-thing: You shall stand --to work (2/25)-for The Authority in pairs and as individuals, then you shall think (and understand) that your friend
is not a jinned-one. He is not, except a warner (7/2) to you between (the) hands of a severe
retribution (44/10-16 & 8/50-51).
47- Say: I do not ask you from any payment; it is for you. My payment is not except upon
The Authority (29/58). And He is upon every wanted-thing a witness.
48- Say: Certainly, my Lord is hurling-up --upon the falsehood-- the Truth (21/18); Knower of
the unseens.
49- Say: The Truth (34/6) (thus) came; so the falsehood (2/78-79 & 3/78 & 6/112-113) will never
start (again), and it will not turn-back.
50- Say: If I --while working on it (17/84)-- strayed, I only stray upon my (own) soul, and if I
went-guided, it is only for that my Lord pointed-out to me (20/114). Certainly, He is hearer,
close (39/33-35).
51- And if you could only see, when they are terrorized, and (there will) not (be) any escape. And
they are taken (now) from a close place.
52- And they said: We believed in it! But how can the sensibility be for them from a far place?
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53- And definitely, they had disbelieved in it before (this), and they were hurling-up (informations)
about the unseen (52/41) from a far place.
54- And it is deprived (now) between them and between what they are lusting-for (7/50), like it was
done to their branches before (this). Certainly, they were in a hesitation, doubters (32/2-3).

CHAPTER 35
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- The praise is for The Authority, Initiator of the skies and the earth. Maker of the Ruling-Angels
Sent-Ones, as possessor of (the) wings with two, and three, and four. He augments in the
creation whatever He wants. Certainly, The Authority is upon every wanted-thing a measurer.
(Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to all
those “units” therein, which may have two, or three, or sometimes four “wings.” And please, also
see 16/1-2)
2- Whatever The Authority opens for the people from a mercy, (there will) not (be) any
holding-back-one of it, and whatever He holds-back, (there will) not (be) any sending-one of it after
Him. And He is the high, the wise-decision-maker.
3- O the people, you shall commemorate (the) blessing (93/11) of The Authority upon you.
Is there from any creator different than The Authority that can provide (2/25) for you from the sky
and the earth? (There is) not any Authority except He (28/70 X 21/29 & 9/31). So how can you be
subterfuged (45/6-7)?
4- And if they are lying you, definitely (the) Sent-Ones before you were (also) lied. And to
The Authority (all) the commands are sent-back.
5- O the people, certainly the promise (9/111) of The Authority is (the) truth; so the nearest life
shall not illusion you, and the illusioners (6/112-113) shall not illusion you.
6- Certainly, the satan is for you a hostile-one, so you (too) shall take him as a hostile-one.
He is only calling his party (6/71 & 112-113) that they may be from (the) community of
the roaster.
7- The ones who disbelieved (2/26-27), for them (there will come) a severe retribution. And
the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25-26), for them (there will come)
a forgiveness and a great payment.
8- So is (the one) that is showed-pretty to him (the) badness of his work (41/40 & 23/63), and he
sees it as a niceness? So The Authority makes-stray whomever He wants (2/26), and He guides
whomever He wants (13/27). So your soul shall not go-away upon them in sorrows. Certainly,
The Authority is knower of what they are constructing.
9- And The Authority is the One who sent the winds, and it scratched a cloud, and (then) we
legged-it-ahead to a dead town, and made-alive with it the earth after its death (7/57); like this
is the spreading.
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10- Whoever is intending for the highness (should know that) the highness is for The Authority
altogether. To Him climbs-up the Clean Word (14/24-25), and the righteous-deedly work (2/25)
raises-it-up. And the ones who are scheming for the badnesses (13/33 & 9/37), for them (there
will come) a severe retribution. And (the) scheming of those, it will fail.
11- The Authority created you from dust, then from a tiny-drop, then He made you as couples.
And any female cannot carry, and cannot put-down, except with His knowledge. And any
life-span-given-one cannot get-a-life-span, (or) it cannot be subtracted from his life-span,
except that (it is) in a Written-Document (22/5). Certainly, this is upon The Authority easy.
12- And the two-seas cannot be-straight; this is fresh (and) palatable, its drinking is gulpable,
and this is salty (and) bitter. And from every (of them) you are eating tender meat, and
bringing-out jewelry that you are dressing them. And you see the ships sailing in them so that
you may require from His favor (23/27), and that perhaps you may appreciate (it).
13- He is merging the night into the daylight, and merging the daylight into the night. And He
put-under-service the sun and the moon, every (of them) is flowing to a named appointed-time.
This is The Authority, your Lord; for Him is the ruling-dominion. And the ones you are calling
other than Him (42/10 X 3/80 & 9/31) cannot rule (even) from a bit.
14- If you call them, they do not hear your calling. And even if they heard, they could not have
answered for you. And on the Standing Day, they will disbelieve your partner-making (3/79-80).
And (anyone) cannot inform (38/67) you --these-- like (the) same as the News-Taker (17/88).
15- O the people, you are the poverty-ones towards The Authority; and The Authority, He is
the rich, the praiseworthy.
16- If He wants, He can make-you-go, and He can bring-forth a new creation (14/19).
17- And this is not upon The Authority high.
18- And any load-taker cannot take-as-a-load (the) load of a later-one. And if the heavied-one
calls to his carry, he will not be made-carry from it any wanted-thing, even if he was a haver
of (the) closeness. You can only warn the ones who are being-frightened of their Lord (39/23)
in the unseen, and stand the Support (33/56). And whoever becomes-cleansed, he will only
become-cleansed (87/14-15) for his (own) soul. And to The Authority is the rotating-place.
19- And the blind and the visioner cannot be-straight.
20- And not the darknesses, and not the light.
21- And not the shade, and not the heat.
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22- And the living-ones cannot be-straight, and not the dead-ones. Certainly, The Authority
makes-hear whomever He wants. But you cannot make-hear (the ones) who are in the
graves (36/31-32). (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an
allegorical reference to all those “units” therein, which are --because they did not give
any positive result under those two 19 based special formulas-- fallen into lower region,
and then after following the “changing the places” (16/101) procedures among those --same
rooted-- “units” herein, some of them now being able to rise again in new and revived forms into
upper regions by His will, but some of them not being able to rise therein in any form at all again
because of His will (7/203). (To witness some similar allegorical prophecies, which may be
hinting at this very fact, please also see Jesus 42/31-35 & David 20/29)
23- You are not, except a warner.
24- Certainly, we sent you with the Truth (35/31) as a good-news-giver and a warner. And
(there was) not any section except that a warner passed-by in them (26/208).
25- And if they are lying you, definitely the ones before them had (also) lied. Their Sent-Ones had
come to them with the Clear-Proofs, and with the Scriptures (26/196), and with the light-shedding
Written-Document (5/44 & …).
26- Then I took the ones who disbelieved; and how was My strangening!
27- Did you not see that certainly The Authority sent-down from the sky a water, and we
brought-out with it fruits, contradicting in their colors. And from the mountains (there are) white
peaks and red, contradicting in their colors, and (the) ravines are black.
28- And from the people, and the moving-creatures, and the livestock, contradicting in their colors.
Like this, only the knowing-ones (13/19) from His servants do become-frightened of
The Authority (39/23). Certainly, The Authority is high, forgiver.
29- Certainly, the ones who are reciting (the) Written-Document (39/23) of The Authority, and
standing the Support (33/56), and distributing from what we provided for them -hidingly and
publicly- (9/60) may wait a trade that will not fail.
30- He will give-forth to them their payments, and He will augment for them from His favor.
Certainly, He is best forgiver, most appreciative.
31- And the one that we pointed-out to you from the Written-Document (39/23), it is the Truth,
proving-right what is between its hands (Moses 18/18 = 24/18 & 22) (Jesus 16/37 = 4/24 & 26)
(Muhammad 9/9 = 18/15). Certainly, The Authority is on His servants a news-taker, visioner.
32- Then we inherited the Written-Document (39/23) to the ones that we filteredly-chose from our
servants. And from them (there are the ones) that is behaving-unjust to his soul, and from them
(there are the ones) that is behaving-moderate, and from them (there are the ones) that is
racing-ahead in the Goodnesses (16/30), with (the) permission of The Authority. This (fact),
it is the big favor.
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33- Parks of Eden, they will be entering into them. They will be adorned in them with bracelets of
gold and pearls, and their dresses in them are (made of) silk.
34- And they said: The praise is for The Authority, the One who made-go-away from us (all) the
grief. Certainly, our Lord is best forgiver, most appreciative.
35- The One who made-lawful-for-us (the) wandering-place of the standing-location from His
favor. Any tiredness will not touch us in it, and any slumber will not touch us in it (after this).
36- And the ones who disbelieved (2/26), for them (there will come) the fire of Hell. It will not
be made-effective upon them so that they die, and (anything) will not be made-lighter on
them from His retribution. Like this we reward every disbeliever (74/31).
37- And they will be seeking-aid in it: Our Lord, (please) bring-us-out that we may work for a
righteous-deed (2/25), different than we were working-for (23/63-67). Did we not
give-you-a-life-span that (anyone) who would take-commemoration could take-commemoration
(39/23) in it, and (also) the warner had come to you. So taste (now); (there will) not (be) for
the unjust-ones (39/24) from any helper.
38- Certainly, The Authority is knower of (the) unseen of the skies and the earth. Certainly, He is
knower of (the) havings of the chests.
39- He is the One who made you successors (2/30-33) on the earth. So whoever disbelieves (2/26),
upon him (will be) his disbelief. And their disbelief will not augment for the disbelievers, in sight of
their Lord, --for the left side-- except an abhorrence, and their disbelief will not augment for the
disbelievers --for the right side-- except a loss.
40- Say: Did you see your Partners, the ones you are calling other than The Authority (28/70 X
21/29 & 9/31)? Make-me-see (then) what is that they (ever) created from the earth, or is there a
partnership for them in the skies? Or did we give them a Written-Document, and they are upon
a Clear-Proof from it? No, the unjust-ones (39/24) are not promising, some of them to some, except
an illusion (6/112-113).
41- Certainly, The Authority is holding the skies and the earth, lest they end-away. And if they
end-away, none can hold them after Him. Certainly, He is clement, best forgiver.
42- And they took-oath by The Authority that if a warner came to them, they would be more
guided than anyone (else) from the sections. But when a Warner (74/36) came to them, it did
not augment them except in an aversion (17/41).
43- As behaving-big-ones on the earth, and scheming the badnesses. And the scheming of the
badnesses (13/33 & 8/30) will not haunt except its (own) family. So are they watching except for
(the) principle of the past-ones (8/38)? And you will not find in (the) principle of The Authority
--for the left side-- any change, and you will not find in (the) principle of The Authority --for the
right side-- any departure.
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44- Did they not roam on the earth and watch, how was (the) consequence of the ones before
them? They were more severe than them in power. And The Authority is not, that any
wanted-thing could feeble Him in the skies, and not on the earth. Certainly, He is a knower,
measurer.
45- And if The Authority took the people for what they earned (2/81), He would not have
left-behind upon its back from any moving-creature. But in fact, He is latering them to a named
appointed-time. So when their appointed-time comes (63/10-11), certainly The Authority is (then)
on His servants a visioner.

CHAPTER 36
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Y, s.
2- And the Reading (:similar words, in twoers, message 36/69 = 39/23), the wise-decision-maker.
3- Certainly, you are from the Sent-Ones.
4- Upon a standing path (24/46).
5- A sending-down (39/23) of the High, the Most Merciful.
6- That you may warn a nation whose fathers were never warned, and so they are unaware-ones.
7- Definitely, the Saying thus became-truth upon majority of them (27/84-85); so they will
not believe.
8- Certainly, we made around their necks shackles, and it is up to the chins; and they are stunned.
9- And we made from between their hands a palisade, and from their backs a palisade, and we
(thus) covered-them-up; so they cannot vision (41/25).
10- And it is straight upon them; whether you warn them, or not warn them, they will
not believe.
11- You can only warn (the ones) who followed the Commemoration (39/23), and
became-frightened of The Authority in the unseen. So you shall give-him-good-news with a
forgiveness and an honorable payment.
12- Certainly-we, we are making-live the dead, and we are writing what they sent-forth (73/20),
and their traces. And every wanted-thing we numbered-it-out in a clear Minister (18/49).
13- And you shall strike for them (the) allegory of (the) community of the City: Once, the
Sent-Ones had come to it.
14- Once, we sent to them two (messengers), but they lied them, so we made-high with a
third-one. And they said: Certainly, we are to you Sent-Ones.
15- They said: You are not except human-beings that are same-of-us, and The Most Mercy-Feeler
did not send from any wanted-thing. You are not, except lying.
16- They said: Our Lord knows that certainly we are to you Sent-Ones.
17- And not upon us (any responsibility) except the clear making-arrive.
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18- They said: Certainly, we became-omened because of you. So if you do not stop, we will stone
you, and a painful retribution will touch you from us.
19- They said: Your omen is with you (7/131), now that you are commemorated. No, you are an
extravagantly-acting nation.
20- And a man came from (the) farthest-corner of the City, runningly, he said: O my nation,
follow the Sent-Ones.
21- Follow (the ones) who do not ask you for any payment, and they are guided-ones.
22- And what for me, that I should not serve (12/40) the One who initiated me, and (then) to Him
you are sent-back?
23- Shall I take other than Him Authorities (28/70 X 21/29 & 9/31), that if The Most Mercy-Feeler
intends for me any harm, their intercession will not make-rich on me (21/28) with any wanted-thing,
and they will not rescue me?
24- Certainly, I would be, then, in a clear strayance.
25- Certainly, I believed in your Lord; so (please) listen to me.
26- It was said (to him): Enter into the Park (16/32). He said: O-alas, (I wish) my nation knew-27- that my Lord forgave for me, and He made me from the honored-ones.
28- And we did not send-down upon his nation after him from any armies from the sky, and we
were not to be sending-down-ones.
29- It was not, except a single cry, and then they were stilled.
30- O what-a-sorrow upon the servants; any Sent-One was not coming-forth to them, except that
they were taking-lightly with him.
31- Did they not see that how-many we made-vanish before them from the generations; and
certainly, they are to them not coming-back (23/99-100).
32- And every (of them) are but gatherings at us (now), as prepared-ones (16/28-29 X 32).
33- And a sign for them is the dead earth: we made-it-alive, and we brought-out from it grains;
and from it you are eating.
34- And we made in it Parks from date-palms and grapes, and we gushed-out in it from
the springs.
35- So that they may eat from its fruits. And their hands did not work-it-out; so will they not
appreciate (it)?
36- Glorified is the One who created the “couples,” every of them, from what the earth
planted-out (26/7), and from their own souls (51/21), and from (those) what they surely
know (2/25 = 39/23).
37- And a sign for them is the night: we are making-slip-out from it the daylight, and then they
are (being) darkeners.
38- And the sun is flowing to a settling-place for it; and this is (the) measurement of the High,
the Knower.
39- And the moon, we measured for it (some) sent-down-places, until it turned-up like the
sent-forth sheath.
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40- Not the sun, that it could be required for it to catch-up with the moon, and not the night, that
it could be racing-ahead the daylight; and every (of them) is in a (different) orbit glorifying.
41- And a sign for them is that we carried their descendants in the embarked ship.
42- And we created for them (many vehicles) from same-of-it, that they are getting-on.
43- And if we want, we could drown them. And then (there would) not (be) any seeking-aid for
them, and they would not be rescued.
44- Except a mercy from us, and goods for awhile.
45- And when it is said to them: Take-shelter against what is between your hands and what is at
your back, so that perhaps you may be felt-mercy!...
46- And any Sign (:of each Chapter; its similar words, in twoers, Table 6/4 = 26/5) from
(the) Signs of their Lord is not coming-forth to them, except that they are on them
(being) estrangers.
47- And when it is said to them: Distribute from what The Authority provided for you (16/75),
the ones who disbelieved (2/26-27) said to the ones who believed (2/25-26): --In lower region-Should we give-meal to (the ones) whom, if The Authority wanted, --in upper regions-- He could
have given-meal to them? You are not except in a clear strayance. (Please, see the Reading;
regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to all those “units” therein, which are
--because they did not give any positive result under those two 19 based special formulas-fallen into lower region, and in spite of this fact our again having been provided them with
similar “words” (:crops 2/25) in the first place, and to the possible negative reaction by some
against this fact.)
48- And they are saying: When (will) this promise (come to pass), if you are proved-right-ones?
49- They are not watching except for a single cry that will take them (44/15-16), and (while) they
are feuding.
50- And (then) they will not obeyingly-succeed for any recommendation, and they will not be able
to go-back to their families.
51- And --immediately after their thus having been annihilated and gotten-back (16/28-29 X 32)
there-- it is blown into the horn (now); and they are --in the other wandering-place-- from the beds,
towards their Lord, rushing.
52- They said: O-woe-to-us, who awakened us from our groggy-places? This is what
The Most Mercy-Feeler had promised. And the Sent-Ones proved-right!
53- It is not, except a single cry; and then they are (thus) gatherings at us, as prepared-ones.
54- So today, any soul will not be behaved-unjust with any wanted-thing, and you will not be
rewarded except with what you were working-on (16/28-29 X 32).
55- Certainly, (the) community of the Park, today, are in an occupation, enjoying.
56- They and their couples are in the shades, upon the furnishings, as resting-ones.
57- For them (there are) in it fruitables, and for them whatever they are calling.
58- And a saying of peace from a most merciful Lord.
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59- So distinguish-away today, O the criminals (7/40)!
60- Did I not pledge to you, O sons of Adam, that you shall not serve the Satan? Certainly, he
is for you a clear enemy?
61- And you shall only serve Me (12/40); this is (the) standing path.
62- And definitely, he had made-stray from you a major-number of progenies (17/62-65 &
6/112-113). So did you not comprehend?
63- This is (the) Hell, the one that you were being promised.
64- You shall get-into-it today, for that you were disbelieving (74/31).
65- Today we seal upon their mouths, and their hands are speaking-words to us, and their feet
are bearing-witness to what they were earning.
66- And if we want, we could put-curtains upon their eyes, and (then) they would race-ahead
towards the path; but how can they vision?
67- And if we want, we could freeze them upon their places, and (then) they would not
obeyingly-succeed for a walking-ahead, and they would not go-back.
68- And whomever we gave-a-long-life-span, we are warping-him-down in the creation (16/70).
So will they not (now) comprehend (68/43)?
69- And we did not make-him-know the Rhyme-Producing, and it could not be required for him.
It is not, except a Commemoration (:similar words, in twoers, message 39/23), and a clear Reading.
(Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, when all those “similar words” therein are read
aloud, because that it may first be --undeliberately & deliberately-- perceived by some
as if it was --without any mathematical planning-- a vain Rhyming (37/36 & 52/30), such a
reminding & warning may have been thus given here, beforehand.)
70- So that he may warn (the ones) who are alive, and the Saying (69/40-43 = 39/23) may
(thus) become-truth upon the disbelievers (27/84-85).
71- So did they not see that certainly we created for them, from what our hands worked-out,
(many) livestock, and they are over them ruling-ones?
72- And we humbled them for them. And from them (some are) their gotten-on-ones, and
from them they are eating.
73- And for them (there are) in them (many other) benefits and drinkings. So will they
not appreciate?
74- And they took other than The Authority (false) Authorities (28/70 X 21/29 & 9/31), that
perhaps they may be helped.
75- They will not obeyingly-succeed for their help (5/75-76); and (still) they are for them
prepared armies (26/94-101 & 10/66).
76- So their sayings (21/5 & …) shall not make-you-grieve; certainly, we know what they are
hiding, and what they are making-public.
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77- Did the human-being not see that certainly we created him from a tiny-drop, and then he
was a clear feuding-one?
78- And he struck for us an allegory, and (while) he forgot his (own) creation, he said: Who will
make-live the bones, and (though) they are (all) rotted?
79- Say: The One who built them in (the) first time will make-them-live (again) (56/61-62);
and He is of every creating-style a knower.
80- The One who made for you from the green trees a fire, and then you are from it fueling-up.
81- So is not the One who created the skies and the earth (able to be) a measurer upon creating
(the) same-of-them (56/60-61)? Yes-indeed; and He is the creator, the knower.
82- His command, when He intends for any wanted-thing, is only to say for it “Be,” and it (in the
manner He made-effective, and in the time period He deemed-appropriate) is (2/117).
83- And glorified is the One in whose hand is (the) ruling-dominion of every wanted-thing; and to
Him you will be sent-back (56/83-93).

CHAPTER 37
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- And --on the left side-- the lining-up-ones in a line.
2- And --on the right side-- the laying-on-ones with a lay.
3- And (thus) the reciting-ones of a Commemoration (:similar words, in twoers, message 39/23).
4- (Then) certainly, your Authority is a Single-One (14/52).
5- Lord of the skies and the earth, and whatever in them, and Lord of the (sun)-rising-places.
6- Certainly, we made-pretty the nearest sky with (the) prettiness of the planets.
7- And (with) a protection from every accustomed satan.
8- They cannot hear to the Toppest Assembly, and they are hurled-away from every direction,
9- Driven-away; and for them (there is) a continuous retribution.
10- Except (the ones) who snatched-away (with) the snatching, a fierce torch (immediately)
follows him.
11- So you shall confer them: Are they more severe in creation, or (the ones) whom we created?
Certainly, we created them from a sticky clay.
12- No, you wondered, but they are despising.
13- And when they are commemorated (74/31), they are not taking-Commemoration.
14- And when they see a Sign (6/4 & 26/5), they are despising.
15- And they said: This is not, except a clear cheating.
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16- (After this) when we die and become dust and bones, shall we certainly be --immediately
again-- (the) awakened-ones?
17- And our the first fathers?
18- Say: Yes-indeed, and (while) you are forced-ones.
19- And it is only a single eviction, and then they will be (stood up) watching (36/48-53).
20- And they said: O-woe-to-us, this is the Religion Day!
21- This is the Separating Day, the one you were with it lying.
22- (Then) summon the ones who behaved-unjust (39/24), and their couples, and what they
were serving-23- other than The Authority (12/40 & 9/31), and guide them to (the) path of the Blazing-fire.
24- And arrest them; certainly, they are to be asked.
25- What for you, that you are not helping-each-other?
26- No, they are today surrendered-ones.
27- And some of them went-frontly towards some, asking.
28- They said: Certainly, you were coming-forth to us on the Right-side (56/27-34 = 70/38).
29- They said: No, you were not believers.
30- And there was not for us upon you from any evidence (16/100). No, you were a transgressing
nation (7/185-186).
31- So the Saying (69/40-43 & 49-50) of our Lord thus became-truth upon us. Certainly, we
will be tasting-ones.
32- And we made-you deviate, for certainly we (ourselves) were deviators.
33- And certainly, they are on that day, in the retribution, partners.
34- Certainly, like this we do to the criminals (7/40).
35- Certainly, they were, when it was said to them: Not an Authority except The Authority
(28/70 X 21/29 & 9/31), they were behaving-big.
36- And they were saying: Shall we certainly abandon our Authorities (28/70 X 21/29 & 9/31)
for the sake of a jinned Rhyme-Producer (36/69)?
37- No, he came with the Truth (35/31), and (thus) proved-right the Sent-Ones.
(Torah-Dt. 18/18-19 = 32/1-2) (Gospel-Jn. 6/27 = Mtw. 4/4 & Lk. 8/15) (Psalms 118/22-26 = 1/2-3)
(Quran 3/81 & 33/7-8 = 27/93 & 14/24-25)
38- Certainly, you will (now) taste the painful retribution.
39- And you are not being rewarded (now) except for what you were working-on (41/40 &
23/63-67).
40- Except the devoted servants of The Authority (39/2-3).
41- Those are, for them (there will come) a well-known provision.
42- Fruitables; and they are honored-ones.
43- In (the) Parks of the blessings.
44- Upon furnishings, as fronting-each-other.
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45- It is went-around upon them with (the) cups from a Spring.
46- Bright (and) delicious for the drinkers.
47- (There is) not in it any foolishness, and they will not be on it exhausted.
48- And in sight of them (there are) takers-away the end-parts (of the eyes), eyed-ones.
49- They are like barriered eggs.
50- And some of them went-frontly (now) towards some, asking.
51- A saying-one from them said: Certainly, there was for me a generationly-one.
52- He was saying: Are you certainly from the proving-right-ones?
53- When we die and become dust and bones, shall we certainly be --immediately thus-- the
religioned-ones (16/28-29 X 32)?
54- He said: Are you the rising-ones (now)?
55- And he rose-up, and saw him on a straight-area of the Blazing-fire.
56- He said: By The Authority, you would almost roll-me-down.
57- If it were not for (the) blessing (93/11) of my Lord, I would also be from the
prepared-ones (30/16).
58- So are we not to be dead-ones (anymore)-59- except our the past death (44/54-56)? And we are not to be (the) retributed-ones (anymore)?
60- Certainly, this (fact), it is the great success.
61- For (the) same of this (all) the working-ones shall work-for (2/25).
62- Is this better as a sent-down-place, or the tree of the poisoners?
63- Certainly, we made it as a persecution for the unjust-ones (39/24).
64- Certainly, it is a tree that is coming-out in (the) roots of the Blazing-fire.
65- Its rising-parts, they are like (the) heads of the satans.
66- And they will eat from it, and they will fill with it the bellies.
67- Then, certainly for them (there will be) upon it a feast from a Boiling-water.
68- Then, certainly their going-back-places will be to the Blazing-fire.
69- Certainly, they encountered their fathers as strayers.
70- And they were upon their traces rushing-ahead.
71- And definitely, majority of the past-ones had (also) strayed-away before them.
72- And definitely, we had sent among them warners.
73- So watch how was (the) consequence of the warned-ones.
74- Except the devoted servants of The Authority (39/2-3).
75- And definitely, Noah sounded to us; and (what)-a-blessy answerers (we were).
76- And we saved him and his family from the great dilemma.
77- And we made his descendants, them, the lasting-ones.
78- And we left-behind upon him in the later-ones:
79- Peace be upon Noah in the multitudes!
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80- Certainly, like this we --on the Table, in the first region-- reward the
nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34).
81- Certainly, he was from our believing servants.
82- Then we drowned the later-ones.
83- And certainly, from his sect was Abraham.
84- Once, he came to his Lord with a surrendered heart.
85- Once, he said to his father and his nation: What is that you are serving?
86- Are you intending for (some) subterfuged Authorities other than The Authority?
87- And what is your guess about (the) Lord of the multitudes?
88- And he watched-up with a watching towards the stars.
89- And he said: Certainly, I am (because of these) troubled (6/76-79).
90- So they turned-away from him as rearers.
91- And he sneaked-ahead towards their Authorities, and said: Do you not eat?
92- What for you, that you do not talk?
93- So he sneaked-down upon them a strike with the right-hand.
94- And they went-frontly towards him, feeling-animosity.
95- He said: Are you serving for what you are carving?
96- And (though) The Authority created you, and what you are working!
97- They said: You shall build for him a building, and throw him into the Blazing-fire!
98- So they (thus) intended for him a snare; but we made them the most-bottomed-ones.
99- And he said: Certainly, I am going to my Lord; He will guide me.
100- My Lord, (please) grant for me from the righteous-deeding-ones.
101- So we gave-good-news to him with a clement boy.
102- And when he arrived beside him the running-age, he said: O my son, certainly I see in my
sleep that certainly I am slaughtering you. So (please) watch, what is that you are seeing? He
said: O my father, do what you are commanded. You will find me, if The Authority wants,
from the steadfast-remaining-ones.
103- So when they surrendered, and he laid him on the forehead,
104- We sounded to him: O Abraham!
105- Definitely, you (thus) proved-right the seeing! Certainly, like this we --on the Table, in the
second region-- reward the nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34).
106- Certainly, this (fact), it is a clear test.
107- So we ransomed him with a great slaughtering-(animal).
108- And we left-behind upon him in the later-ones:
109- Peace be upon Abraham!
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110- Like this we --on the Table, in the third region-- reward the
nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34).
111- Certainly, he was from our believing servants.
112- And we gave-good-news to him with Isaac (perhaps, also as a reward for his sincere attitude
that we witnessed at 37/102): (That he too would be) an Informer from the righteous-deeders.
113- And we blessed upon him and upon Isaac. And from their descendants (there is)
nicely-acting-one (39/23), and (there is) clearly unjust-behaving-one (39/24) to his soul.
114- And definitely, we sustained upon Moses and Aaron.
115- And we saved them and their nation from the great dilemma.
116- And we helped them; so they became, themselves, the defeaters.
117- And we gave them the making-clear Written-Document (21/48).
118- And we guided them into the standing path.
119- And we left-behind upon them in the later-ones:
120- Peace be upon Moses and Aaron!
121- Certainly, like this we --on the Table, in the fourth region-- reward the
nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34).
122- Certainly, they were from our believing servants.
123- And certainly, Elias was from the Sent-Ones.
124- Once, he said to his nation: Will you not take-shelter?
125- Are you calling a Husbandly-One, and you are leaving (the) Nicest-One of the creators?
126- The Authority is your Lord, and (the) Lord of your the first fathers.
127- But they lied him; and certainly, they had to be prepared-ones (36/31-32).
128- Except the devoted servants of The Authority (39/2-3).
129- And we left-behind upon him in the later-ones:
130- Peace be upon (all) Eliases (Jesus 11/22-23).
(To get a little bit more detailed & elaborate information about all the -other- Eliases, indicated
herein, please also see the Reading, Introduction part.)
131- Certainly, like this we --under the Table, in the fifth region-- reward the
nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34 X 3/7).
132- Certainly, he was from our believing servants.
133- And certainly, Lot was from the Sent-Ones.
134- Once, we saved him and his family altogether.
135- Except a feeble-one in the doomed-ones.
136- Then we annihilated the later-ones.
137- And certainly, you are passing by them as morningers.
138- And in the night. So will you (still) not comprehend (29/33-35)?
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139- And certainly, Jonah was from the Sent-Ones.
140- Once, he escaped to the embarked ship.
141- And he picked-out, and became from the unlucky-ones.
142- And the fish swallowed him, and (while) he was blamed.
143- And if it were not that certainly he became from the glorifying-ones,
144- he would have stayed in its belly to a day that they would be awakened.
145- And we hurled him into the desert, and (while) he was troubled.
146- And we planted upon him a tree of (the) edible-ones.
147- And we sent him to a hundred-thousand, or they were augmenting.
148- And they believed. So we gave-them-goods for awhile.
149- So confer them: Are (those) daughters --on the right side-- for your Lord, and for them
(those) sons --on the left side-- (53/21-23 & 13/33)?
150- Or did we create (those) Ruling-Angels (53/19-21) as females, and (while) they were
witnesses?
151- Be-careful, certainly they are, from their subterfuge, saying:
152- The Authority (thus) gave-birth (to these)! And certainly, they are liars (16/86).
153- Did He filteredly-choose --for the right side-- (those) daughters upon (those) sons --for the
left side-- (53/21-23)?
154- What (is wrong) with you, how do you make-decision?
155- Do you not take-Commemoration (17/41)?
156- Or for you (is there) a clear evidence?
157- So bring-forth your Written-Document (3/3-4), if you are proved-right-ones.
158- And they made between Him and between the jinns a relationship (34/40-41). And definitely,
the jinns (already) knew that certainly they will be prepared-ones (6/128-130).
159- Glorified is The Authority on what they are making-fit.
160- Except the devoted servants of The Authority (39/2-3).
161- And certainly, you and what you are serving (9/31),
162- you will not be upon Him persecuting-ones (3/7),
163- except (the ones) who will get-into (9/47) the Blazing-fire.
164- And not (anyone) from us, except that for him (there is) a known standing-(rank).
165- And certainly-we, we are the --for the left side-- lining-up-ones.
166- And certainly-we, we are the --for the right side-- glorifying-ones.
167- And they are saying:
168- If there were (really) in sight of us a Commemoration (39/23) from the past-ones,
169- we would have surely been the devoted servants (46/10-11) of The Authority.
170- So they disbelieved in it (39/23); and soon they will know.
171- And definitely, our spoken-word (thus) raced-ahead for our sent servants:
172- Certainly-they, they will be the helped-ones.
173- And certainly our armies, they will be the defeaters.
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174- So you shall turn-away from them until awhile.
175- And vision them; and soon they (too) will vision.
176- So are they hastening (now) for our retribution (44/10-16 & 52/44-47)?
177- And when it comes-down on their fields, (what)-ugly-indeed will be (the) morning of the
warned-ones.
178- So turn-away on them until awhile.
179- And vision; and soon they (too) will vision.
180- Glorified is your Lord, (the) Lord of the Highness, on what they are making-fit.
181- And peace be upon (all) the Sent-Ones (22/75).
182- And the praise be for The Authority, Lord of the multitudes.

CHAPTER 38
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- S. And the Reading (:similar words, in twoers, message 36/69 = 39/23), haver of the
Commemoration.
2- No, the ones who disbelieved (74/31) are in a highness and a split.
3- How-many we made-vanish before them from generations, and they sounded (for help). But it
was not (the) time for a getting-away.
4- And they wondered that a warner (74/36) from among them came to them, and the disbelievers
said: This is a lying cheater.
5- Did he make (those) Authorities (21/29 & 9/31) --obsolete; but-- into a Single Authority (28/70).
Certainly, this is a wondery wanted-thing.
6- And the assembly from them went-forward: You shall walk-ahead, and remain-steadfast upon
your Authorities (21/29 & 9/31). Certainly, this is (the) wanted-thing that must be intended-for.
7- We did not hear this in the Later Practice (Quran 3/81 & 33/7-8 = 27/93 & 7/158 & 31/27).
This is not, except a fabricated-creation.
8- Was the Commemoration (39/23) to be sent-down upon him from between us? No, they are
in a hesitation from My Commemoration (39/23). No, they did not taste My retribution
yet (44/10-16 & 8/50-51).
9- Or are (the) treasures of (the) mercy of your Lord, the High (and) the Grantor, in sight of them?
10- Or is the ruling-dominion of the skies and the earth, and whatever between them, for them?
If so, let them promote-up within the opportunities.
11- (They are) armies up-here to be routed, among (those) parties (4/47 & 9/98).
12- Nation of Noah had lied before them, and Aad, and Pharaoh, haver of the columns.
13- And Thamoud, and nation of Lot, and community of the Woods; those were (also) the parties.
14- Every (of them) were not, except that they lied the Sent-Ones; so My consequence (thus)
became-truth.
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15- And these are not watching except for a single cry (36/28-30), that there (will) not (be) for it
from any repulse.
16- And they said: Our Lord, (then) hasten for us our cut-share (from the retribution) before
the Calculation Day (8/32)!
17- You shall remain-steadfast upon what they are saying, and commemorate our servant David,
haver of the resource. Certainly, he was a leaning-forward-one.
18- Certainly, we put-under-service the mountains with him, glorifying in the evenings and the
(sun)-rising-times.
19- And the birds, as summoned-ones (David 54/13-16); every (of them) were for Him
leaning-forward-ones.
20- And we made-severe his ruling-dominion, and we gave him the Wise-Decision and
--left & right sidedly-- Separation in the addressings. (Please, see “the Words of David” document.)
21- Did the information of the enemies come-forth to you, when they climbed up to the sanctuary?
22- When they entered upon David, and he became-terrorized from them. They said: Do not fear,
(we are) feuding-ones, some of us went-beyond-bounds upon some. So (please) make-decision
between us with the truth, and do not wrong (us). And guide us to (a) straight-direction of the way.
23- Certainly, this is my brother, for him (there are) ninety nine sheep, and for me (there was)
only a single sheep. And he said: You should make-me-responsible for it, and he overhighed
me in the addressing.
24- He said: Definitely, he (thus) behaved-unjust to you by asking your sheep into his sheep.
And certainly, majority of the mixing-ones are going-beyond-bounds, some of them upon some,
except the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25); and (what)-a-little indeed
they are. And David (then) guessed that we certainly persecuted him (by telling of this story), so he
sought-forgiveness from his Lord, and he went-down as a bowing-one; and he acted-obediently.
25- So we forgave for him this-(sin) (2 Samuel 12/1-15). And certainly, for him (there is) a
nearness in sight of us, and a nice leaning-forward-place.
26- O David, certainly we made you a successor on the earth. So you shall make-decision between
the people with the Truth (4/105); and do not follow the desire, lest it makes-you-stray from
(the) way of The Authority. Certainly, the ones who are straying from (the) way (9/111) of
The Authority, for them (there will come) a severe retribution for that they forgot the
Calculation Day (78/27-28).
27- And we did not create the sky and the earth, and whatever between them, as a
falsehood (29/52). This is (the) guess of the ones who disbelieved (2/26-27). And woe to
the ones who disbelieved (2/26-27) from the Fire!
28- Or shall we make the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25) like
the evil-committers (2/27) on the earth, or shall we make the shelter-takers (39/33) like
the gushers (80/42)?
29- A Written-Document (39/23) that we sent-down to you, that is blessed, so that they may
rear-around its signs (:similar words units 7/203), and (the) possessor of the understanding may
take-commemoration.
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30- And to David we granted Solomon; (what)-a-blessy servant (he was). Certainly, he was a
leaning-forward-one.
31- Once, the running horses were presented upon him in the evening.
32- And he said: Certainly, I loved (the) love of the goodness (16/30) on (the) commemoration of
my Lord; until (the horses) rushed behind the barriers.
33- Turn-them-back to me! And he began to rub the legs and the necks.
34- And definitely, we persecuted Solomon; and we threw (him) upon his dominion (like) a statue,
then he acted-obediently.
35- He said: My Lord, (please) forgive for me, and grant for me a ruling-dominion, that it cannot
be required for anyone (else) after me. Certainly, You are the Grantor.
36- So we put-under-service with him the wind, it was flowing by his command violently wherever
he afflicts (it).
37- And the satans, every building-one and diving-one.
38- And (the) later-ones, as chained in the shackles.
39- So this is our donation (to you); you may sustain (it), or you may hold (it) with different than
any calculation.
40- And certainly, for him (there is) a nearness in sight of us, and a nice leaning-forward-place.
41- And you shall commemorate our servant Job. Once, he sounded to his Lord: Certainly, the
satan touched me with a tiredness and a retribution.
42- So (we said): You shall hit (the ground) with your foot; this is a cool washing-(water)
and a drink.
43- And we granted for him his family and --on the other side-- (the) same-of-them with them, as a
mercy from us, and a Commemorative (74/31) for (the) possessor of the understanding (11/120).
44- You shall take in your hand a scattery-object and strike with it, and do not blaspheme.
Certainly, we found him as a steadfast-one; (what)-a-blessy servant (he was). Certainly, he
was a leaning-forward-one.
45- And you shall commemorate our servants Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, possessors of the
resource and the visions.
46- Certainly, we made-them-special with a specialty: (The) commemoration of (that)
“wandering-place.” (Please, see “the Words of Patriarchs” document.)
47- And certainly, they are in sight of us from the filteredly-chosen best-ones. (:the blessed
ancestors of all those semitic prophets; 37/114 & 37/123 & 37/133 & 37/139 & 17/55 &
57/27 & …)
48- And you shall commemorate Ishmael and Elyesha and Zal-Kifl, and every (of them) are from
the best-ones. (:the blessed ancestors of all those arabic prophets; 33/40 & 26/124 & 26/142 &
26/177 & …)
49- This is a Commemoration (:of this Chapter; its similar words, in twoers, message 39/23);
and certainly, for the shelter-takers (39/33) (there will be) a nice leaning-forward-place.
50- Parks of Eden, (and) the gates are opened for them,
51- as resting-ones in them; they will be calling in them major-amount of fruitables and drinks.
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52- And in sight of them (there will be) takers-away the end-parts (of the eyes),
perfectly-matched-ones.
53- This is what you are being promised for the Calculation Day.
54- Certainly, this is our provision (2/25), (there will) not (be) for it from any running-out.
55- This is (so); and certainly, for the transgressors (7/185-186) (there will be) a most wicked
leaning-forward-place.
56- Hell, they will get-into-it; and (what)-ugly-indeed are the cradles.
57- This is (what) they will taste it: a boiling-water and a bitter-food.
58- And later-ones from (the same as) their shapes, in couples.
59- This is a crowd that will suffer with you, (there will) not (be) any hello to them. Certainly, they
will get-into the Fire.
60- They said: No, you are, (there will) not (be) any hello to you, for you sent-it-forth for us. And
(what)-ugly-indeed is the settlement.
61- They said: Our Lord, whoever sent-forth this for us, (please) augment for him a
multiplied-share of retribution in the Fire.
62- And they said: What for us, that we cannot see (the) humans that we were counting them
from the wicked-ones?
63- We had taken them as a despising-stock (39/56), or the visions slipped-away from them.
64- Certainly, this feuding of (the) family of the Fire is truth.
65- Say: I am only a warner; and (there is) not any Authority except The Authority (28/70),
the Single, the Supreme.
66- Lord of the skies and the earth, and whatever between them; the High, the Best Forgiver.
67- Say: It is a great information (38/87-88).
68- But you are on it estrangers.
69- There was not for me from any knowledge about the Toppest Assembly, when they were
(about this) planningly-feuding (12/102).
70- It is being pointed-out to me that I am only a clear warner (34/46).
71- Once, your Lord said to the Ruling-Angels: Certainly, I am creating a human from clay.
72- So when I made-him-straight and blew into him from My spirit (:heavenly message 42/52,
perhaps, those Names taught to Adam, in this case 2/31-34), you shall fall-down for him as
prostrators.
73- And the Ruling-Angels prostrated, every of them, altogether.
74- Except Iblees; he behaved-big, and became from the disbelievers.
75- He said: O Iblees, what prohibited you from prostrating for what I created with My two-hands?
Did you behave-big, or did you become from the toply-ones?
76- He said: I am better than him; for You created me from fire, and You created him from clay.
77- He said: (Then) go-out from it; certainly, you are rejected.
78- And certainly, upon you will be My curse to the Religion Day.
79- He said: My Lord, (please) watch me to a day that they will be awakened.
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He said: Certainly, you are from the watched-ones.
To a day that its time is (already) known.
He said: By Your highness, I will surely make-them-deviate altogether.
Except Your servants from them, the devoted-ones (39/2-3).
He said: (This is) the truth, and the truth is that I am saying:
I will surely fill Hell from you and from (the ones) who followed you from them, altogether.
Say: I do not ask you upon it from any payment, and I am not from the burdening-ones.
It is not, except a Commemoration (39/23) for the multitudes.
And you will know its Information (4/47 & 44/10-16 & …) in awhile.

CHAPTER 39
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Sending-down of the Written-Document (39/23) is from The Authority, the high, the
wise-decision-maker.
2- Certainly, we sent-down to you the Written-Document (39/23) as the truth. So you shall serve
The Authority, devoting to Him the Religion.
3- Be-careful, for The Authority is the devoted Religion. But the ones who (contrary to this
commandment) took other than Him (as) Masters (7/196 X 18/102) (are saying): We are not serving
them, except that they may make-us-closer to The Authority in nearness. Certainly, The Authority
will make-decision between them in what they are in it contradicting. Certainly, The Authority
will not guide (39/23) (the one) who is (such) a liar, a disbeliever.
4- If The Authority intended to take a birth-given-one, He could have filteredly-chosen from
what He created whatever He wants. Be-He-glorified; He is The Authority, the Single (6/101),
the Supreme.
5- He created the skies and the earth as the truth (6/73). He is rolling the night upon the daylight,
and rolling the daylight upon the night. And He put-under-service the sun and the moon, every (of
them) is flowing to a named appointed-time. Be-careful, He is the high, the best forgiver.
6- He created you from a single soul, then He made from it its couple (4/1). And He sent-down for
you from the livestock eight couples (6/143). He is creating you in (the) bellies of your mothers
with a creation after a creation, in three darknesses. This is The Authority, your Lord; for Him
is the ruling-dominion. Not an Authority except He (28/70). So how can you (still) be
turned-around (9/31)?
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7- If you disbelieve (74/31), certainly The Authority is rich on you. And He does not
become-satisfied for His servants with the disbelief (74/31). And if you appreciate (76/3), He
becomes-satisfied with it for you. And any load-taker cannot take-as-a-load (the) load of a later-one.
Then to your Lord (will be) your coming-back-places, and He will inform you with what you are
working-on (2/25 X 23/63). Certainly, He is knower of (the) havings of the chests.
8- And when a harm touched the human-being, he (immediately) called his Lord, acting-obediently
towards Him. But when He bestowed him a blessing from Himself, he (immediately) forgot
what he was calling to it before, and he made for The Authority equals (14/30) to make-stray from
His Way (16/69). Say: Enjoy-goods with your disbelief (2/26) for a little-(time); certainly, you are
from (the) community of the Fire.
9- Or is (the one) who is acting-subserviently in (the) durings of the night, --when working on it-prostrating (53/59-62), and --while taking a break-- standing, (and) becoming-alarmed of the
Later-time, and waiting for (the) mercy of his Lord? Say: Will the ones who know be-straight
with the ones who do not know? Only (the) possessor of the understanding will
take-Commemoration (39/23).
10- Say: O My servants, the ones who believed, you shall take-shelter against your Lord. For the
ones who acted-nicely (39/23 & 34) there will be a niceness in this Nearest-time. And (the)
earth of The Authority is wide. And certainly, the steadfastly-acting-ones (52/48) will be
given-forth with their payments with different than any calculation.
11- Say: Certainly, I am only commanded to serve The Authority, devoting to Him the
Religion (39/2).
12- And I am only commanded to be (the) first of the surrenderers (3/84-85).
13- Say: Certainly, I fear, if I disobey my Lord, (the) retribution of a great day.
14- Say: For The Authority I will serve (12/40), devoting to Him my Religion.
15- So you may serve whatever you want other than Him (9/31). Say: Certainly, the losers are
the ones who will make-lose their (own) souls and their families on the Standing Day. Be-careful,
this (fact), it is the clear loss.
16- For them (there will be) from above them shades from the Fire, and from their beneath (there
will be) shades. Like this, The Authority is making-fear His servants: O My servants, you shall
take-shelter against Me.
17- And the ones who sided-away from the transgressor (7/185-186), from serving it, and
acted-obediently (13/27) towards The Authority, for them (there will come) the good-news. So
give-good-news to My servants.
18- (Those are) the ones who are hearing to the Saying, and (then) they are following (the) nicest
of it (75/17-19). Those are the ones whom The Authority guided (39/23); and those them
are (the) possessor of the understanding.
19- So is (the one) upon whom (the) word of the retribution (already) became-truth (11/119)?
Are you (trying to) rescue (those) who are in the Fire?
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20- In fact, the ones who took-shelter against their Lord (39/33), for them (there will be given)
apartments, (and) from above them (there will be) apartments, well-built, (and) the rivers
will be flowing under them. (This is) a promise of The Authority, and The Authority never
contradicts the promises.
21- Did you not see that certainly The Authority sent-down from the sky a water, and traced it into
(the) wells under the earth? Then He is bringing-out with it crops, contradicting in their colors,
then it is drying, and you see it yellowed, then He is making it into a trash. Certainly, in this
(narration style) there is a Commemorative (74/31) for (the) possessor of the understanding.
22- So is (the one) whom The Authority relaxed his chest for the Surrender (3/84), and
he is upon a Light from his Lord? So woe to the hardening-ones of their hearts against (this)
Commemoration (39/23) of The Authority. Those are in a clear strayance.
23- (For) The Authority sent-down the “nicest utterance” as (such) a Written-Document that
(consists of) “looking-similar (words -or sayings- 2/25) in twoers.” (The) skins of the ones who are
being-frightened of their Lord are cringing from it, then their skins and their hearts are softening to
(this) Commemoration of The Authority. This is (also) a Guidance of The Authority, He is guiding
with it whomever He wants. And whomever The Authority makes-stray, (there will) not (be) for
him from any guiding-one. (Please, see the Reading, all those similar words -or sayings- units
therein, which are placed conjugately on those Tables, in twoers (:couples), belonging to this
Chapter and all the other Chapters as well.)
24- So who is (the one) that would take-into-shelter his face against the worst retribution on the
Standing Day? And it will be said for (these) unjust-ones: Taste (now) what you were earning!
25- The ones before them had (also) lied. And the retribution came-forth to them from (the
direction) where they were not perceiving.
26- And The Authority (thus) tasted them the disgrace in the Nearest life. And (the) retribution
of the Later-time is bigger, if they only knew.
27- And definitely, we struck for the people about this Reading (36/69) from every
allegories (2/25-26 & 14/24-26 & 74/26-31 & 13/17 & …), so that perhaps they may
take-Commemoration (39/23).
28- An arabic Reading, different than haver of any flaw, so that perhaps they may take-shelter.
29- The Authority struck an allegory: A man, in him (there are) disputing partners (42/21 = 9/31),
and a man (who) surrendered to a (single) Man (18/26 = 42/10). Will they be-straight as an
allegory? The praise is for The Authority. No, majority of them do not know.
30- Certainly you will die, and certainly they (too) will die.
31- Then, certainly you, on the Standing Day, in sight of your Lord, will be feuding.
32- So who is more unjust than (the one) who produced-a-lie upon The Authority (16/86), and
(while) he lied the “proving-right-(message)” when it came to him? So will there not be in Hell
(enough) destination-places for (these) disbelievers (74/31)?
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33- And the one who came with the “proving-right-(message),” and (the ones) who proved-it-right,
those them are the shelter-takers.
34- For them (there will come) whatever they want, in sight of their Lord; this is (the) reward of
the --by working on that “nicest utterance” (39/23)-- nicely-acting-ones.
35- The Authority will disbelievedly-cover on them the worst (unintentional mistakes) of the ones
that they worked-on, and He will reward them with their payments with the nicest (sincere corrects)
of the ones that they were working-on (17/84 & 34/50).
36- Is The Authority not sufficient for His servant (4/45)? And they are making-you-fear with
the ones other than Him (18/102). And whomever The Authority makes-stray (2/26), (there will)
not (be) for him from any guiding-one.
37- And whomever The Authority guides (13/27), (there will) not (be) for him from any
making-stray-one. So is The Authority not high, haver of (the) revenge?
38- And if you ask them: Who created the skies and the earth? they will say: The Authority. Say:
So did you see what you are calling other than The Authority (28/70 X 21/29 & 9/31)?
If The Authority intends for me any harm, will they be relievers-away of His harm (5/75-76),
or if He intends for me any mercy, will they be holders-back of His mercy (5/75-76)?
Say: (Then) The Authority is calculatedly-enough for me. And upon Him (all) the
advocately-trusters shall trust-advocately.
39- Say: O my nation, (then) work upon your places (23/63); certainly, I will be working (2/25)
(too). And soon you will know-40- to whom will come-forth (the) retribution that will disgrace him, and upon whom will
become-lawful a standing retribution (20/99-101).
41- Certainly, we sent-down upon you the Written-Document (39/23) for the people as the truth.
So whoever becomes-guided, (it will be) for his own soul, and whoever strays-away, he will
only stray-away upon it. And you are not upon them an advocate (17/65).
42- The Authority is getting-back the souls at the time of their death, and the one who did not die
in his sleep. And He is holding the one that He made-effective upon it the death, and sending
the later-ones to a named appointed-time. Certainly, in this (narration style) there are
signs (:similar words 16/101) for a nation who thinks.
43- Or did they take other than The Authority intercessors? Say: What if they do not rule for
any wanted-thing (21/28)? But they do not comprehend.
44- Say: For The Authority is the intercession, altogether (20/109). For Him is (the)
ruling-dominion of the skies and the earth; then to Him you are sent-back.
45- And when The Authority is commemorated as single --in the matter of Intercession-(the) hearts of the ones who do not believe in the Later-time became-furious. And when the ones
other than Him (10/18) are commemorated --as partners in this matter--, then they are
giving-good-news-to-each-other.
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46- Say: My-Authority, Initiator of the skies and the earth, Knower of the unseen and the
witnessed, You will make-decision between Your servants in what they are contradicting in it.
47- And if it were (to be) for the ones who behaved-unjust (39/24) whatever on the earth altogether,
and a same-of-it with it, they would have given-it-as-ransom from (the) badnesses of the
retribution on the Standing Day. And it is revealed for them (now) from The Authority what
they were not calculating.
48- And (the) badnesses of what they earned (35/8) is revealed for them (now); and what they were
with it taking-lightly (45/9) haunted them.
49- And when a harm touched the human-being, he (immediately) called us. But then, when we
bestowed him a blessing from us, he said: I am only given it upon a knowledge (6/63-64).
No, it is only a persecution; but in fact, majority of them do not know.
50- Definitely, the ones before them had (also) said it. But (then) what they were earning did not
make-rich on them (28/78-81).
51- And (the) badnesses of what they earned afflicted them (in the end). And the ones who
behaved-unjust (39/24) from these-(people), (the) badnesses of what they earned will (also) afflict
them; and they will not be feeblers (34/5).
52- Did they not know that certainly The Authority is broadening the provision for whomever
He wants, and He is measuring? Certainly, in this (narration style) there are signs (:similar
words 16/101) for a nation who believes.
53- Say: O My servants, the ones who acted-extremely upon their souls, you shall never
feel-pessimistic about (the) mercy of The Authority. For certainly, The Authority may forgive the
wrong-doings altogether (25/70-71). Certainly-He, He is the best forgiver, the most merciful.
54- And you shall act-obediently towards your Lord, and surrender (3/84-85) to Him, before the
retribution (44/10-11 & 8/50-51) comes-forth to you; then you will not be helped.
55- And you shall follow (the) Nicest-One that is sent-down (39/23) to you from your Lord,
before the retribution (44/15-16 & 8/50-51) comes-forth to you suddenly, and (while) you
do not perceive.
56- Lest a soul may say: O my sorrow upon what I lacked in (the) side of The Authority; and
certainly, I was from the despising-ones.
57- Or it may say: Had The Authority guided me, I would have been from the
shelter-takers (39/33).
58- Or it may say, when it sees the retribution: If only there could be for me a repetition, and I
would have been from the nicely-acting-ones (39/34).
59- Yes-indeed; definitely, My Signs (6/4 & 26/5) had come to you; but you lied them and
behaved-big, and you became from the disbelievers (74/31).
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60- And on the Standing Day you will see the ones who produced-lies upon The Authority (16/86)
as their faces are darkened. So will there not be in Hell (enough) destination-places for the
big-behaving-ones (6/93)?
61- And The Authority will save the ones who took-shelter (39/33) with their success; the
badnesses will not touch them, and they will not grieve.
62- The Authority is (the) Creator of every wanted-thing, and He is upon every wanted-thing
an advocate.
63- For Him are (the) keys of the skies and the earth. And the ones who disbelieved in (the)
Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority, those them are the losers.
64- Say: Are you commanding me that I should serve (the ones) other than
The Authority (3/79 & 9/31), O the ignorant-ones?
65- And definitely, it is pointed-out to you, and to the ones before you: If you
make-partners (12/40 X 3/79 & 9/31), your work will become-nullified, and you will be
from the losers.
66- No, for The Authority you will serve (12/40), and you shall be from the appreciative-ones.
67- And they could not measure The Authority with His truthful measuring. And the earth will
be altogether in His fist on the Standing Day, and the skies will be folded with His right-hand.
Be-He-glorified, and is top on what they are making-partners (28/70 X 21/29 & 9/31).
68- And it is blown into the horn (now), and whoever in the skies and whoever on the earth
fell-down, except whomever The Authority wanted. Then it is blown into it for a later-time,
and then they are (now) in a standing-position, watching.
69- And the earth shined with (the) light of The Authority; and the Written-Document (39/23)
is put-down, and the Informers and the Witnesses (Moses 24/18 & 22) (Jesus 4/24 & 26)
(David 44/10) (Muhammad 18/15) are made-come, and (then) it is made-effective between them
with the Truth (35/31); and they are not behaved-unjust.
70- And (now) it is given-forth to every soul what it worked (2/25 X 29/4). And He knows-best
what they were doing.
71- And the ones who disbelieved (2/26) are legged-ahead to (the) Hell in throngs. Until when they
came to it, its gates are opened for them, and its guardians said to them: Did not (the) Sent-ones
from (among) you come-forth to you, reciting upon you (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of your Lord,
and warning you about meeting this day of yours? They said: Yes-indeed. But in fact, (the) Word
of the retribution (thus) became-truth upon the disbelievers (2/26).
72- It is said: Enter into (the) gates of Hell, as eternal-ones in it. And (what)-ugly indeed is (the)
destiny of the big-behaving-ones (6/93).
73- And the ones who took-shelter (39/33) against their Lord are legged-ahead towards the Park
in throngs. Until when they came to it, its gates are opened for them, and its guardians said
to them: Peace be upon you; you (thus) cleaned-yourselves-up. So enter into it, as eternal-ones.
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74- And they said: The praise be for The Authority, the One who (thus) proved-right for us His
promise, and He made-us-inherit the earth; so we can settle from the Park wherever we want.
And (what)-blessy indeed is (the) payment of the workers (2/25).
75- And you see the Ruling-Angels as floating-ones around the Throne, glorifying with praise
of their Lord. And it is (thus) made-effective between them with the Truth (35/31), and it is said:
The praise be for The Authority, Lord of the multitudes.

CHAPTER 40
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- H, m.
2- Sending-down of the Written-Document (39/23) is from The Authority, the high, the knower.
3- Forgiver of the wrong-doings, and Acceptor of the returning; Severe in the consequence,
(and) Haver of the might. Not an Authority except He (28/70). To Him is the rotating-place.
4- (None) will argue against (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority except the ones who
disbelieved. So their spinning-around in the towns shall not illusion you.
5- Before them had lied (the) nation of Noah, and the parties after them. And every section tended
about their Sent-One to take him. And they argued with the falsehood (3/78) to make-vain with it
the truth (35/31). So I took them; and how was My consequence!
6- And like this (the) Word (14/24-26) of your Lord became-truth upon the ones who disbelieved:
Certainly, they are (the) community of the Fire (14/27-29).
7- The ones who are carrying the Throne (69/17) and whomever around it are glorifying with praise
of their Lord, and they are believing in Him. And they are seeking-forgiveness for the ones who
believed (74/31): Our Lord, You widely-encompassed every wanted-thing with a mercy and a
knowledge. So (please) forgive for the ones who returned and followed Your Way (9/111), and
take-them-into-shelter against (the) retribution of the Blazing-fire.
8- Our Lord, and (please) enter them into (the) Parks of Eden, the one that You promised them, and
whoever righteous-deeded (2/25) from their fathers, and their couples, and their descendants.
Certainly-You, You are the high, the wise-decision-maker.
9- And (please) take-them-into-shelter against the badnesses. And whomever You
took-into-shelter, on that day, definitely You felt-mercy for him. And this (fact), it is the
great success.
10- Certainly, the ones who disbelieved (74/31) will be sounded: (The) abhorrence of
The Authority is bigger (towards you) than (the) abhorrence of your (own) souls (22/72); when
you were being called to the belief (74/31), you were disbelieving.
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11- They said: Our Lord, You made-us-die two-times, and You made-us-live two-times (2/28);
and (now) we made-recognized our wrong-doings. So is there from any way towards going-out?
12- This is because certainly-that, when The Authority was called singly (28/70 & 32/4) you
disbelieved, and if (the) partners were made for Him (21/29 & 18/102 & 10/18) you believed. So
the decision is for The Authority (4/48) (today); the top, the big.
13- He is the One who is making-you-see His Signs (6/4 & 26/5), and sending-down for you
from the sky a “provision” (2/25). But none will take-Commemoration (39/23) except (the one)
who acts-obediently.
14- So you shall call The Authority, devoting to Him the Religion (39/2-3), even if the
disbelievers (2/26) disgusted (it).
15- (The) Raising-One of the degrees, Haver of the Throne. He is throwing the Spirit from His
Command (42/52) upon whomever He wants from His servants, so that he may warn with
the Meeting Day (6/130).
16- A day (when) they will be appeared-ones, any wanted-thing from them will not remain-secret
upon The Authority. For whom is the Ruling-Dominion today? For The Authority, the Single,
the Supreme.
17- Today every soul will be rewarded with what it earned (2/81 X 52/21); (there will) not (be) any
unjustness today. Certainly, The Authority is fast in the calculation.
18- And you shall warn them about the approaching day, when the hearts will be at the throats,
as gulping-ones; (there will) not (be) for the unjust-ones (39/24) from any warm-one, and not an
intercessor (21/28) to be obeyed.
19- He knows (the) traitorly-looks of the eyes, and what the chests are keeping-secret.
20- And The Authority makes-effective with the truth (10/108), and the ones they are calling
other than Him (28/70 X 21/29 & 9/31) cannot make-effective with any wanted-thing.
Certainly The Authority, He is the hearer, the visioner.
21- So did they not roam on the earth and watch, how was (the) consequence of the ones that
were before them? They were more severe than them in power, and in traces on the earth. And
The Authority took them with their wrong-doings. And there was not for them from The Authority
from any taking-into-shelter-one.
22- This is because certainly-that, their Sent-Ones were coming-forth to them with the
clear-proofs, but they disbelieved; and The Authority took them. Certainly, He is powerful, severe
in the consequence.
23- And definitely, we sent Moses with our signs and a clear evidence.
24- To Pharaoh, and Hamaan, and Qaroon. And they said: (This is) a cheater, or a liar.
25- So when he came to them with the truth from our sight, they said: You shall kill (the) sons
of the ones who believed with him, and leave-alive their women. And (the) snare of the
disbelievers was not except in a strayance.
26- And Pharaoh said: Leave me, that I may kill Moses, and let him call his Lord. Certainly, I fear
that he may change your religion, or he may make-back-up on the earth the evil-committing.
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27- And Moses said: Certainly, I take-refuge in my Lord and your Lord, from every big-behaver
that do not believe in the Calculation Day.
28- And a believing man from (the) group of Pharaoh, who was concealing his belief, said: Will
you kill a man for that he is saying: My Lord is The Authority? And definitely, he came to you
with the clear-proofs from your Lord. And if he is a liar, his lie will be upon him. But if he is a
proved-right-one, some of the ones that he promised you will afflict you. Certainly,
The Authority does not guide (the one) who is an extremely-acting-one, a liar.
29- O my nation, for you is the ruling-dominion today, (you are) backing-up-ones on the earth. But
who will help us against pressing of The Authority, if it comes to us? Pharaoh said: I do not
make-you-see except what I see, and I do not guide you except to (the) way of the correctness.
30- And the one who believed said: O my nation, certainly I fear upon you (the) same as (the) day
of the parties.
31- (The) same as (the) constant-fate of nation of Noah and Aad and Thamoud, and the ones
after them. And The Authority is not intending for any unjustness for the multitudes.
32- And O my nation, certainly I fear upon you the Sounding Day.
33- A day (when) you will turn-away as rearers, (there will) not (be) for you from The Authority
from any shielding-one. And whomever The Authority makes-stray, (there will) not (be) for
him from any guiding-one.
34- And definitely, Joseph had come to you before (this) with the clear-proofs (12/46-56), but you
did not end in a hesitation from what he came to you with it. Until when he vanished, you said:
The Authority will not awake any Sent-One after him. Like this The Authority makes-stray (the
one) who is an extremely-acting-one, doubter.
35- The ones who are arguing against (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority with different
than any --valid-- evidence (16/100) that came-forth to them, it became-big as an abhorrence in
sight of The Authority, and in sight of the ones who believed (2/26). Like this The Authority locks
upon (the) hearts of every big-behaver, forceful-one.
36- And Pharaoh said: O Hamaan, (please) build for me a tower, that perhaps I may arrive to
the opportunities,
37- (The) opportunities of the skies; and I may rise up to (the) Authority of Moses. And certainly,
I guess him as a liar. And like this, (the) badness of his work was showed-pretty to Pharaoh, and he
was repelled on the way. And (the) snare of Pharaoh was not except in a destroyance.
38- And the one who believed said: O my nation, follow me, that I may guide you to (the) way
of the correctness.
39- O my nation, this Nearest life is only a goods; and certainly, the Later-time, it is (the)
wandering-place of the settlement.
40- Whoever works for a badness (41/40), he will not be rewarded except with (the) same-of-it.
And whoever works for a righteous-deed (2/25), from a male or female, and (while) he is a believer,
those will enter into the Park, (and) they will be provided in it with different than any calculation.
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41- O my nation, what (is it) for me, that I am calling you to the Saving, but you are calling me
to the Fire?
42- You are calling me to disbelieve in The Authority, and to make-partner to Him what there is
not for me about it any knowledge (6/148). And I am calling you to the High, the Best Forgiver.
43- No question, what you are calling me to it (is that) there cannot be any calling to it in the
Nearest-time, and not in the Later-time. And certainly, our turning-back-places will be to
The Authority. And certainly, the extremely-acting-ones, they will be (the) community of the Fire.
44- And you will soon commemorate what I am saying to you. And (now) I am filing my
command to The Authority. Certainly, The Authority is a visioner of the servants.
45- And The Authority took-him-into-shelter against (the) badnesses of what they schemed. And
(the) worst retribution haunted (the) group of Pharaoh.
46- The Fire; they are being presented upon it in (the) early-times and (the) evenings. And (the)
day (when) the Hour will stand, (it will be said): Enter (the) group of Pharaoh into the most
severe retribution.
47- And they are proofly-arguing in the Fire, and the weak-ones are (now) saying to the ones who
behaved-big: Certainly, we were for you followers. So can you make-rich-away on us only a
share from the fire?
48- The ones who behaved-big said: Certainly we, every-(of us) are in it (now). Certainly,
The Authority definitely (thus) made-decision between the servants.
49- And the ones who are in the Fire said to the guardians of Hell: (Please) call your Lord, that He
may make-lighter on us, (only) a day from the retribution.
50- They said: Were not your Sent-Ones coming-forth to you with the Clear-Proofs? They said:
Yes. They said: So you call. But (the) calling of the disbelievers is not except in a strayance.
51- Certainly, we will help our Sent-Ones and the ones who believed (74/31) in the Nearest life,
and on a day (when) the witnesses will stand (39/68-69).
52- A day (when) their apologies will not benefit the unjust-ones (39/24); and for them (there
will be) the curse, and for them (there will come) the worst wandering-place.
53- And definitely, we gave Moses the Guidance, and we made-inherit Sons of Israel the
Written-Document.
54- As a (source of) Guidance (39/23) and a Commemorative (74/31) for (the) possessor of the
understanding. (Please, see “the Words of Moses” document.)
55- So you shall remain-steadfast; for certainly, (the) promise of The Authority is (the) truth. And
you shall seek-forgiveness for your wrong-doings. And you shall glorify with praise of your
Lord in the evenings and the early-times.
56- Certainly, the ones who are arguing against (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority with
different than any --valid-- evidence (16/100) that came-forth to them, (there is) not in their chests
except a bigness that they will never arrive it. So you shall seek-refuge in The Authority.
Certainly-He, He is the hearer, the visioner.
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57- Creation of the skies and the earth is bigger than (the) creation of the people; but in fact,
majority of the people do not know.
58- And the blind and the visioner cannot be-straight, and the ones who believed and worked for
the righteous-deeds (2/25) and not the badness-workers (29/4). But a little, you are not
taking-Commemoration (39/23).
59- Certainly, the Hour (30/14-16) is surely coming-forth, not a doubt in it; but in fact, majority
of the people do not believe.
60- And your Lord said: You shall call Me, that I may answer for you. Certainly, the ones who
are behaving-big on serving-of-Me (53/59-62), they will enter into Hell, forcibly.
61- The Authority is the One who made for you the night that you may reside in it, and the
daylight as a vision-maker. Certainly, The Authority is haver of a favor (10/57-58) upon the people,
but in fact majority of the people do not appreciate (it).
62- This is The Authority, your Lord (42/10), (the) Creator of every wanted-thing. Not an
Authority except He (28/70). So how can you be subterfuged (45/6-7)?
63- Like this the ones who are struggling against (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority
are being subterfuged.
64- The Authority is the One who made for you the earth as a settling-place, and the sky as a
structure. And He designed you, and made-nice your designs. And He provided you from
the clean-ones (2/25 & 14/24-25). This is The Authority, your Lord (42/10). Most profitabled is
The Authority, Lord of the multitudes.
65- He is the Living-One; not an Authority except He (28/70). So you shall call Him, devoting to
Him the Religion (39/2-3). The praise is for The Authority, Lord of the multitudes.
66- Say: Certainly, I am stopped from serving the ones you are calling other than
The Authority (28/70 X 21/29 & 9/31) when the Clear-Proofs (6/157) came to me from my Lord.
And I am commanded to surrender (3/84-85) to (the) Lord of the multitudes.
67- He is the One who created you from dust, then from a tiny-drop, then from a hanging-thing,
then He is bringing-you-out as an infant. Then you will arrive to your severe-period, then you
will be oldish-ones -and from you (there are the ones) who will be gotten-back before (this).
And you will arrive to a named appointed-time, and so that perhaps you may comprehend (21/10).
68- He is the One who is making-live, and making-die. And when He makes-effective any
command, He only says to it: Be, and it (in the manner He made-effective, and in the time period
He deemed-appropriate) is (77/21-23 & …).
69- Did you not see to the ones who are arguing against (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority,
and how they are being turned-around?
70- (These are) the ones who lied the Written-Document (39/23), and what we sent our Sent-Ones
with it (37/37). They will soon know.
71- When the shackles will be on their necks, and (in) the chains they will be dragged.
72- In the boiling-water, then in the fire, they will be grilled.
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73- Then it will be said to them: Where are (the ones) that you were making-partners-74- on behalf of The Authority (42/21 ~ 13/33)? They said: They strayed-away on us. No, (we now
understand that) we were not calling before this any wanted-thing. Like this, The Authority
makes-stray the disbelievers (2/26).
75- This is because you were rejoicing on the earth with different than the truth (45/6-7), and
because you were becoming-proud (with it).
76- So enter into (the) gates of Hell (now), as eternal-ones in it. And (what)-ugly-indeed is (the)
destination of the big-behavers (6/93).
77- So you shall remain-steadfast; certainly, (the) promise of The Authority is (the) truth. And if
we make-you-see some of the ones that we are promising them (4/47 & 52/44-47 & 9/98 & …) or
get-you-back, to us they will be sent-back.
78- And definitely, we sent (many) Sent-Ones before you. From them (there are the ones) whom
we told upon you (6/84-87 & …), and from them (there are the ones) whom we did not tell
upon you (2/87 = Isaiah & Jeremiah & …). And it cannot be for any Sent-One to bring-forth
a sign (:similar words unit 7/203) except with (the) permission of The Authority (13/38-39).
And when (the) command of The Authority comes, it is (always) made-effective with the truth;
and here the falsehooders (30/58) lose.
79- The Authority is the One who made for you the livestock, (there are the ones) that you are
getting on from them, and from them (there are the ones) that you are eating.
80- And for you in them (there are many other) benefits, and so that you may arrive upon them to
a need that is in your chests. And upon them and upon the ships you are being-carried.
81- And He is (thus) making-you-see His Signs (6/4 & 26/5). So which of (the) Signs of
The Authority are you going to strangen?
82- Did they not roam on the earth and watch, how was (the) consequence of the ones before
them? They were more major than them, and more severe in power, and in traces on the earth.
But what they were earning did not make-rich on them.
83- And when their Sent-Ones came to them with the Clear-Proofs, they rejoiced with what was
in sight of them from the --invalid-- knowledge (40/75). But what they were taking-lightly with it
haunted them (in the end).
84- And when they saw our pressing, they said: We (now) believed in The Authority singly (32/4),
and we disbelieved in what we were to Him making-partners (18/102 & 10/18).
85- But their belief did not benefit them, when they saw our pressing. (This is) the principle of
The Authority, the one that definitely passed-away in (all) His servants (before this). And here
the disbelievers (74/31) lost.
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CHAPTER 41
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- H, m.
2- (This is) a sending-down (39/23) from the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
3- A Written-Document (39/23) whose signs (:similar words 16/101) are fully-separated; an arabic
Reading for a nation who knows (75/17-19).
4- As a good-news-giver and a warner. But majority of them estranged, and they will not hear.
5- And they said: Our hearts are in a barrier from what you are calling us to it, and in our ears
(there is) a gravity, and from between us and between you (there are) shields. So work (2/25) (then),
certainly, we will be working (23/63 & 41/40) (too).
6- Say: I am only a human-(being) that is same of you. It is being pointed-out to me that your
Authority is only a single Authority (28/70). So you shall standly-go towards Him, and
seek-forgiveness of Him. And woe to the partner-makers (42/21 ~ 13/33).
7- (Those are) the ones who do not give the Cleansing (8/41), and they are about the Later-time
(Hosea 6/2-3) (Gospel-Lk. 18/33 = Jn. 6/44-45) (Quran 3/55 = 43/61-62), they are disbelievers.
8- Certainly, the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25), for them (there
will be given) a payment that is different than (to be) sustained.
9- Say: Are you certainly disbelieving in the One (67/6-9) who created the earth in two-Days,
and making for Him equals (3/80 & 9/31), and (though) this is (the) Lord of the multitudes (42/10).
10- And He made in it (the) rooting-ones from above it, and He blessed in it. And He measured in
it (all) its edibles in four-Days, as straight for (all) the asking-ones.
11- Then He went-straightly into the sky, and it was smoky (then), and He said to it and to the
earth: Come-forth, obeyingly or disgustingly. They said: We came-forth obeyingly.
12- So (then) He made-them-effective as seven skies in two-Days, and He pointed-out
in every sky its command. And we made-pretty the nearest sky with morningers, and (with) a
protection (37/6-7). This is (the) measurement of the High, the Knower.
13- And if they estrange, say: I warned you with a fall-maker that is (the) same as (the) fall-maker
of Aad and Thamoud.
14- When the Sent-Ones came to them from between their hands and from their backs: You shall
not serve except The Authority (12/40), they said: Had our Lord wanted, He could have sent-down
Ruling-Angels. So certainly, we are in what you are sent with it disbelievers.
15- And Aad; they behaved-big on the earth with different than the truth, and they said: Who is
more severe than us in power? Did they not see that certainly The Authority, the One who created
them, He was more severe than them in power? And they were struggling against our signs.
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16- So we sent upon them a violent wind in miserable days, and we tasted them (the) retribution
of the disgrace in the Nearest life. And (the) retribution of the Later-time will be more
disgraceful; and they will not be helped.
17- And Thamoud; we guided them, but they loved the blindness upon the guidance. So (the)
fall-maker of the making-ashamed retribution took them (in the end), because of what they
were earning.
18- And we saved the ones who believed, and were taking-shelter (39/33).
19- And a day (when) the hostile-ones of The Authority are summoned to the Fire, and they
will be lined-up.
20- Until when they came to it, their hearing, and their visions, and their skins bore-witness to what
they were working-on.
21- And they said to their skins: Why did you bear-witness upon us? They said: The Authority
made-us-talk, the One who can make-talk every wanted-thing. And He created you in (the)
first time, and to Him you are sent-back.
22- And you were not shielding-yourselves that your hearing, and not your visions, and not your
skins might bear-witness upon you. But in fact, you guessed that certainly The Authority would
not know --in order to condemn-- majority of (the ones) that you were working-on (16/28-29).
23- And this guess of yours that you had guessed (it) about your Lord rolled-you-down (now), and
(thus) you became from the losers.
24- And if they can remain-steadfast, the Fire is a destination for them; and if they want to be
excused, they will not be from the excused-ones.
25- And we assigned for them generationly-ones, and they showed-pretty to them what is between
their hands and what is at their backs (43/36-37). And the Saying (thus) became-truth upon
them (27/84-85), in (the) sections that had passed-away before them from the jinns and the
human-beings. (And) certainly, they (thus) became losers.
26- And the ones who disbelieved said: Do not hear to this Reading (:similar words, in twoers,
message 36/69 = 39/23), and make-nonsense in it (13/33 & 9/37), that perhaps you may defeat.
27- We will surely taste the ones who disbelieved a severe retribution, and we will surely reward
them with (the) worst of the ones that they are working-on (41/40).
28- This is (the) reward of (the) hostile-ones of The Authority: The Fire. For them (there will be)
in it (the) wandering-place of the eternity; a reward for that they were struggling against
our Signs (6/4 & 26/5).
29- And the ones who disbelieved (2/26) said: Our Lord, (please) make-us-see the ones who
made-us-stray from the jinns and the human-beings, that we may make them under our feet,
so that they may become from the most-bottomed-ones.
30- Certainly, the ones who said: Our Lord is The Authority (42/10 X 3/80 & 9/31), then they
went-standly, the Ruling-Angels will be coming-down upon them, (saying): Do not fear, and do not
grieve. And give-each-other-good-news with the Park, the one that you are being promised.
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31- We are your masters in the Nearest life, and in the Later-time. And for you in it (there will be)
whatever your souls may lust, and for you in it (there will be) whatever you may call.
32- As a sent-down-(reward) from a best Forgiver, a most Merciful.
33- And who can be nicer with a saying than (the one) who called to The Authority, and (while)
he worked for a righteous-deed (2/25), and said: Certainly, I am from the surrenderers (3/84-85)?
34- And the nice-action (39/33-34) will not be-straight, and not the bad-action (39/24-25).
So you shall rebuff (the badnesses) with the one that is (the) nicest (13/22). And then, the one
between you and between him (there was) a hostility (before this) will be like he is a warm master.
35- But none will be made-meet it except the ones who remain-steadfast, and none will be
made-meet it except (the) havers of a great portion.
36- And if a fiddling from the satan fiddles you, you shall seek-refuge in The Authority
(7/200-201). Certainly-He, He is the hearer, the knower.
37- And from His signs are the night and the daylight, and the sun and the moon. You shall not
prostrate for the sun, and not for the moon. But you shall prostrate for The Authority, the One
who created them, if you are to Him serving (12/40).
38- And if they behave-big, the ones in sight of your Lord are glorifying Him (in) the night and the
daylight, and they are not getting-bored.
39- And from His signs is that certainly you see the earth reverent, but when we sent-down upon it
the water, it moved and increased. Certainly, the One who made-it-live will surely be maker-alive
of the dead (7/57). Certainly, He is upon every wanted-thing a measurer.
40- Certainly, the ones who are diverging in our Signs (:similar words, in twoers, Tables
6/4 = 26/5) cannot remain-secret upon us. So is (the one) who will be thrown into the Fire better,
or (the one) who will come as a secure-one on the Standing Day? So work for whatever you
want (2/25 X 29/4); certainly, He is with what you are working-on a visioner.
41- Certainly, the ones who disbelieved in the Commemoration (39/23), when it came to them;
and certainly, it is a high Written-Document.
42- The falsehood can never come-forth to it (:its most accurate, original master in heaven)
from between its hands, and not from its back (56/77-79 & 85/21-22); a sent-down from
a Wise-Decision-Maker, a Praiseworthy.
43- It is not being said to you except what was definitely said to the Sent-Ones before
you (39/65-66). Certainly, your Lord is haver of a forgiveness, and (also) haver of a painful
consequence.
44- And if we made it a foreign-style --from left to right manner-- Reading, they would say: If not
its signs (:similar words 16/101) should have been --from right to left manner-- fully-separated?
(How can it be in such) a foreign-style, and (though) it is (originally) arabic? (57/12)
Say: It is for the ones who believed a Guidance (39/23) and a Healing. And the ones who do not
believe, in their ears (there is) a gravity, and it is upon them a blindness. Those are, as if being
called from a far-away place.
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45- And definitely, we gave Moses the Written-Document, but (it is) contradicted in it (28/48).
If it were not for a word that raced-ahead from your Lord, it would have (immediately) been
made-effective between them (3/84-85). And certainly, they are in a --baseless-- hesitation from it,
doubters (32/23).
46- Whoever works for a righteous-deed (2/25), it will be for his (own) soul, and whoever
does-a-badness (9/37), it will be upon it. And your Lord is not unjust to the servants.
47- The knowledge of the Hour (7/187) is turned-back to Him. And any fruit cannot come-out
from its sheath, and any female cannot carry, and not put-down, except with His knowledge.
And a day (when) He will sound to them: Where are My partners (18/26 X 42/21 ~ 13/33)?
They said: We announce to You that (there is) not from us from any witness.
48- And (now) strayed on them what they were calling before (this), and they guessed that (there
will) not (be) for them from any exit.
49- The human-being never gets-bored of calling for the goodness. And if a badness touches him,
(he is) a despondent, pessimistic-one.
50- And if we taste him a mercy from us, after a harm that had touched him, he says: This is for
me! And I do not guess that the Hour will ever --in this manner-- stand (30/14-16). And if I am
sent-back to my Lord, certainly (there will be) for me in sight of Him the nicest-things. We will
surely inform the ones who disbelieved (2/26) with what they worked-on (23/63 & 41/40), and we
will surely taste them from a harsh retribution.
51- And when we blessed upon the human-being, he (immediately) estranged and turned his side,
and when the harm touched him, (he is now) haver of a presented callings.
52- Say: Did you see, if it is from (the) sight of The Authority (44/5), then you disbelieved in it?
Who would be more stray than (the one) who is in a far split?
53- We will surely make-them-see our Signs (:many structures, organs etc. which may have been
created in twoers & couples 12/105) in the horizons, and in their (own) souls, until it becomes-clear
to them, that certainly it is the truth (36/36). Does your Lord not suffice, that certainly He is upon
every wanted-thing a witness?
54- Be-careful, certainly they are in a suspicion about meeting of their Lord (10/15); be-careful,
certainly He is of every wanted-thing a surrounder.
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CHAPTER 42
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- H, m.
2- A, s, q.
3- Like this The Authority is pointing-out (43/43-44) to you, and to the ones before you (21/24),
the High, the Wise-Decision-Maker.
4- For Him is whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth, and He is the top, the great.
5- The skies would almost shatter from their above, and the Ruling-Angels are glorifying with
praise of their Lord, and seeking-forgiveness for (the ones) who are on the earth (40/7).
Be-careful, certainly The Authority, He is the best forgiver, the most merciful.
6- And the ones who took other than Him (as) Masters (7/196 X 18/102), The Authority is a
protector upon them; and you are not upon them an advocate.
7- And like this we pointed-out to you an arabic Reading (:similar words, in twoers,
message 36/69 = 39/23), that you may warn (the) motherly-areas of the cities and whomever
around it, and that you may warn about the Gathering Day, that (there is) no doubt in it.
A part (of them) will be in the Park, and a part will be in the roaster (30/14-16).
8- And if The Authority wanted, He could have made them a single section. But in fact, He is
entering (only) whomever He wants into His mercy (4/175). And the unjust-ones (39/24),
(there will) not (be) for them from any Master (17/97), and not a helper.
9- Or did they take other than Him (as) Masters (18/102)? And The Authority, He is the
Master (7/196); and He is making-live the dead (7/57). And He is upon every wanted-thing
a measurer.
10- And whatever you contradicted in it from any wanted-thing, its decision will (only) be
to The Authority (18/26 = 4/105); (and) this is The Authority, (thus) my (only) Lord.
Upon Him I trusted-advocately, and towards Him I act-obediently.
11- Initiator of the skies and the earth. He made for you from your (own) souls couples, and from
the livestock couples, He is producing you in it. (There is) not any wanted-thing like (the)
same as Him. (X The human-beings shall not have been created in an instant, far from any past and
future evolution, as the perfect physical images of God, and so Jesus may not be a God incarnate
coming from these Godly human-beings, as some Evangelical Christian and Anti Christ (:Messiah
Dajjal) ideology followers may have claimed (2/30 & 6/133 X 5/17). To be absolutely far from
any kind of past and future evolution cannot be for human-beings or any other species, but perhaps
must only and absolutely be for Him, from eternity to eternity (59/24 X 6/133 & 7/69 & 35/1 & …).
And He is the hearer, the visioner.
12- For Him are (the) keys of the skies and the earth. He broadens the provision for whomever
He wants, and He measures. Certainly, He is of every wanted-thing a knower.
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13- He made-statute for you from the Religion what He recommended with it to Noah, and the one
that we pointed-out to you, and what we recommended with it to Abraham and Moses and
Jesus: You shall stand the Religion, and do not part-away in it (6/161). But it became-big upon
the partner-makers (42/21) what you are calling them towards it. The Authority selects to
Himself whomever He wants, and He guides to Himself whoever acts-obediently.
14- And they did not part-away except after the Knowledge (4/166) came to them, due to
going-beyond-bounds between themselves. And if it were not for a word that raced-ahead from your
Lord towards a named appointed-time, it would have (immediately) been made-effective
between them. And certainly, the ones who are made-inherit the Written-Document (3/3-4) after
them are in a hesitation from it (now), doubters.
15- And for this (39/23) you shall call, and go-standly as you are commanded. And you shall
not follow their desires. And say: I believed what The Authority sent-down from any
Written-Document (3/84-85), and I am commanded to treat-equal between you. The Authority is
our Lord and your Lord. For us are our works, and for you are your works (21/24); (there shall) not
(be) any argument between us and between you. The Authority will gather between us, and to Him
is the rotating-place.
16- And the ones who are arguing in The Authority, after it is answered for Him, their arguments
are in vain in sight of their Lord (13/33 & 9/37). And upon them (there will be) a wrath, and for
them (there will come) a severe retribution.
17- The Authority is the One who sent-down the Written-Document (39/23) as the truth, and
(with) the balance. And what you percept is: perhaps (that) Hour (44/10-16) may be close.
18- The ones who do not believe in it are hastening it. But the ones who believed are shivering
from it, and they know that certainly it is the truth. Be-careful, certainly the ones who are
harboring-suspicions about (this) Hour (30/14-16) are in a far strayance.
19- The Authority is kind to His servants; He is providing (2/25) for whomever He wants. And He
is the powerful, the high.
20- Whoever intends for (the) produce of the Later-time, we will augment for him in his
produce (2/25). And whoever intends for (the) produce of the Nearest-time, we will give him
from it (23/55-56), but (there will) not (be) for him in the Later-time from any share.
21- Or for them (are there) partners who made-statute for them from the Religion what
The Authority did not give-permission for it (18/26 = 4/105). And if it were not for the Word of
the Separation, it would have (immediately) been made-effective between them (31/24). And
certainly, (these) unjust-ones, for them (there will come) a painful retribution.
22- You will see the unjust-ones (39/24) shivering because of what they earned, and it will fall
upon them. But the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25) will be in (the)
gardens of the Parks. For them (there will be) whatever they want in sight of their Lord. This (fact),
it is the big favor.
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23- With this The Authority is giving-good-news to His servants who believed and worked for the
righteous-deeds (2/25). Say: I do not ask you upon it for any payment, except that (you may have)
a liking in the closeness (34/37). And whoever commits a niceness (39/34), we will augment for
him in it a niceness. Certainly, The Authority is best forgiver, appreciative.
24- Or are they saying that he fabricated upon The Authority a lie? And if The Authority wants,
He could seal upon your heart. And The Authority (thus) erases the falsehood (2/78), and He
makes-true the truth (35/31) with His Words. Certainly, He is knower of (the) havings of the chests.
25- And He is the One who accepts the returning on His servants (25/70), and pardons on the
badnesses. And He knows what you are doing.
26- And He will answer the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25), and He
will augment for them from His favor (10/57-58). And the disbelievers (2/26), for them (there will
come) a severe retribution.
27- And if The Authority broadened the provision for His servants, they would go-beyond-bounds
on the earth. But in fact, He is sending-it-down with a measure that He wants. Certainly,
He is of His servants a news-taker, visioner.
28- And He is the One who is sending-down the rain, after they became-pessimistic, and (thus)
spreading His mercy. And He is the (only) Master, the praiseworthy (32/4).
29- And from His signs is (the) creation of the skies and the earth, and whatever He scattered in
both-of-them from any moving-creatures. And He will be upon their (:perhaps, these extraterrestrial
living-beings, which may be dwelling in other planets in the skies, and these living-beings on the
earth) gathering (together), when He wants, a measurer.
30- And whatever afflicts you from any afflicter, it is because of what your hands earned, but He
pardons on majority (of them).
31- And you cannot be feeblers on the earth, and (there will) not (be) for you other than
The Authority from any Master (7/196 X 18/102), and not a helper.
32- And from His signs are the flowing-ones in the sea (with sails) like the flags.
33- If He wants, He can reside the --mechanical, or natural-- wind, and (then) they would be
motionless upon its back. Certainly, in this (narration style) there are signs (:similar words 16/101)
for every very-steadfast, appreciative-ones.
34- Or He can sink them for what they earned, and He pardons on majority (of them).
35- And the ones who are arguing in our Signs (6/4 & 26/5) should know that (there will) not (be)
for them from any escape.
36- And whatever you are given from any wanted-thing, it is (only) goods of the nearest life.
And what is in sight of The Authority is better and more lasting for the ones who believed (2/26),
and upon their Lord (they are) trusting-advocately.
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37- And (these are) the ones who are siding-away from (the) big-ones of the guilts (45/6-7 &
2/275-276 & …) and the excessiveness (4/22 & 7/80 & …), and when they felt-wrath,
they are forgiving.
38- And (these are) the ones who are answering for their Lord (2/186), and standing the
Support (33/56). And their commands are (with) a consultation between themselves, and from what
we provided for them they are distributing (2/215).
39- And (these are) the ones, when the beyond-bounds-going afflicted them, they are helping-out.
40- And (the) reward of a badness shall be a badness that is same-of-it. But whoever pardons and
righteous-deeds (4/114), its payment is upon The Authority. Certainly, He does not love the
unjust-ones (39/24).
41- And whoever helps-out, after his unjustness, those are (the ones), not upon them from any way.
42- The way is only upon the ones who are behaving-unjust to the people, and
going-beyond-bounds on the earth with different than the truth (45/6-7). Those are (the ones), for
them (there will come) a painful retribution.
43- And whoever remains-steadfast and forgive, certainly this is from (the) determination of
the commands.
44- And whomever The Authority makes-stray, (there will) not (be) for him from any
Master (18/102) after Him (to guide him). And you will see the unjust-ones (39/24), when they
see the retribution, saying: Is there a way towards going-back (now)?
45- And you will see them being presented upon it as reverent-ones from the humiliation, they
will be looking with (the) end-parts (of their eyes) secretly. And the ones who believed (2/26)
said: Certainly, the losers are the ones who lost their souls and their families on the Standing Day.
Be-careful, certainly the unjust-ones (39/24) will be in a standing retribution.
46- And there will not be for them from any Master (18/102) that could help them against
The Authority. And whomever The Authority makes-stray (2/26), (there will) not (be) for him
from any way.
47- So you shall answer for your Lord (2/186) before a day comes-forth to you that (there will)
not (be) any turning-back for it, from The Authority. On that day (there will) not (be) any refuge for
you, and (there will) not (be) for you from any strangening.
48- And if they estrange, we did not send you upon them as a protector. Not upon you (any
responsibility) except the making-arrive (5/67). And certainly-we, when we tasted the human-being
from us a mercy, he rejoiced with it. But if a badness afflicted them for what their hands
sent-forth, certainly the human-being was (then) a disbeliever (76/3).
49- For The Authority is (the) ruling-dominion of the skies and the earth; He creates whatever
He wants. He grants to whomever He wants females, and He grants to whomever He wants
the males.
50- Or He makes-them-couples as males and females, and He makes whomever He wants a
sterile-one. Certainly, He is a knower, a measurer.
51- And it cannot be for any human, that The Authority might speak-words to him except
with a pointing-out, or from behind a barrier, or He sends a Sent-One (2/97) and he points-out
with His permission, whatever He wants. Certainly, He is top, a wise-decision-maker.
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52- And like this we pointed-out to you a Spirit (:similar words, in twoers, system 42/52 = 39/23)
from our Command. You did not percept (before this) what the Written-Document (39/23) was, and
not the belief. But in fact, we made it a Light, we are guiding with it whomever we want from our
servants (13/27). And certainly, you are --by only making-arrive this system to them (5/67)-(thus) guiding to a standing path.
53- (To the) path of The Authority, the One that for Him is whatever in the skies and whatever on
the earth. Be-careful, to The Authority (all) the commands are rotated.

CHAPTER 43
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- H, m.
2- And the clear Written-Document (39/23).
3- Certainly, we made it an arabic --planned & calculated-- Reading (36/69), that perhaps you may
comprehend.
4- And certainly, it is in (the) motherly-frame of the Written-Document (3/7) --with its most
accurate, original master in heaven-- at us (56/77-79 & 85/21-22) that is top, wise-decision-maker.
5- So shall we strike-away from you the Commemoration (39/23) in a tolerance, for that
you became an extremely-acting nation?
6- And how-many we sent from an informer in the past-ones.
7- And any informer was not coming-forth to them, except that they were with him taking-lightly.
8- So we made-vanish more severe-ones than them in attacking. And (the) allegory of the past-ones
(thus) walked-away.
9- And if you ask them: Who created the skies and the earth? they will say: the High, the Knower
created them.
10- The One who made for you the earth as a cradle, and He made for you in it ways, that perhaps
you may become-guided.
11- And the One who sent-down from the sky a water with a measure, and we spread with it a
dead town. Like this you are being brought-out (7/57).
12- And the One who created the “couples,” every (of them) (36/36), and He made for you from
the ships and the livestock what you are getting-on.
13- That you may become-straight upon their backs, then commemorate (the) blessing of your
Lord when you became-straight upon them, and say: Glorified is the One who put-under-service
for us these-(vehicles), and we could not be for them subduing-ones.
14- And certainly, we are, to our Lord, spinning-back-ones.
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15- And they made for Him from His servants a piece (9/30). Certainly, the human-being is a
clear disbeliever.
16- Or did He take from what He created --for the right side-- (those) daughters, and (did) He
filteredly-chose for you --for the left side-- (those) sons (13/33)?
17- And when one of them is given-good-news with (this) what he struck for
The Most Mercy-Feeler, as an allegory (17/89), his face (immediately) became darkened,
and (then) he was a gulping-one.
18- Or (the one) who is brought-up in the ornaments, and it is in the feuding different than clear?
19- And they made (those) Ruling-Angels, the ones that they are (the) servants of The Authority,
females (53/27-28). Did they witness their creation? Their witnessing will be written-down, and
they will be asked (41/47).
20- And they said: If The Authority wanted, we would not have served them (34/40-41) (Bible-Rvl.
22/8-21). (There is) not for them about this from any knowledge; they are not except
talking-nonsense.
21- Or did we give them a Written-Document before it (39/23), and they are to it holding
(now) (34/44)?
22- No, they said: Certainly, we found our fathers upon a section (6/112-113), and certainly we are
upon their traces guided-ones.
23- And like this, we did not send before you in any city from a warner, except that its
wealthy-ones said: Certainly, we found our fathers upon a section, and certainly we are upon their
traces directly-going-ones.
24- He said: (What) if I brought to you a more guiding-one than what you found your fathers upon
it? They said: Certainly, we are in what you are sent with it disbelievers.
25- So we took-revenge from them. So watch how was (the) consequence of the lying-ones.
26- And once, Abraham said to his father and his nation: Certainly, I am far-away from what you
are serving.
27- Except the One who initiated me; and certainly, He will guide me.
28- And He made it an everlasting word in his heel, that perhaps they may --now-come-back (17/97 X 18/102).
29- No, I gave-goods to these-(people) and their fathers, until the Truth (35/31) and a clear
Sent-One came to them.
30- And when the Truth (35/31) came to them, they said: This is (only) a cheating! And certainly,
we are about it disbelievers.
31- And they said: If not this Reading (:similar words, in twoers, message 36/69 = 39/23) should
have been sent-down upon a great man from those two (holy) Cities (:Jerusalem & Mecca)?
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32- Are they dividing (the) mercy of your Lord? We divided for them their subsistences in the
nearest life; and we raised some of them upon some in degrees, so that some of them may take
some as put-under-service-ones. And (the) Mercy (10/57-58) of your Lord is better than what
they are gathering.
33- If it were not that the people might become a single section, we would have made for (the ones)
who are disbelieving in The Most Mercy-Feeler (21/36) for their houses roofs from silver, and
stairs that upon them they would be backing-up.
34- And for their houses gates, and furnishings that upon them they would be resting.
35- And ornaments. And every of these are not, except (the) goods of the Nearest life (28/61).
And the Later-time is, in sight of your Lord, for the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33).
36- And whoever evades on (the) Commemoration (39/23) of The Most Mercy-Feeler, we shall
assign for him a satan, and he becomes for him a generationly-one.
37- And they are repelling them on the Way (9/111), but they are calculating that they are
guided-ones (7/30).
38- Until when he came to us, he said: O-alas, (I wish) there were between me and between you
(the) farness of the two-rising-places. (What)-ugly indeed the generationly-one (you are)!
39- And it will not benefit you today, for you behaved-unjust. Certainly, you will be in the
retribution partners.
40- So will you make-hear the deaf, or guide the blind, and (the one) who is in a clear
strayance (27/80-81)?
41- So if we make-you-go, certainly we will take-revenge from them (44/15-16).
42- Or we will make-you-see (completely) the one that we promised to them (44/10-16). And
certainly, we are upon them powerful-measurers.
43- So you shall hold to the one that is pointed-out to you; certainly, you are on a standing path.
44- And certainly, it is a Commemoration (:similar words, in twoers, message 39/23) for you and
for your nation; and soon you will be --about how you worked on it (17/84)-- asked.
45- And ask (the ones) that we sent before you from our Sent-Ones: Did we ever make
other than The Most Mercy-Feeler any Authorities to be served (Torah-Dt. 32/37-38 X 39)
(Gospel-Mtw. 4/10 X 15/3-9) (Quran 12/40 X 42/21)?
46- And definitely, we sent Moses with our signs to Pharaoh and his assembly, and he said:
Certainly, I am a Sent-One of (the) Lord of the multitudes.
47- But when he came to them with our signs, then they were from it laughing.
48- And we were not making-them-see from any (ensuing) sign, except that it was bigger than its
(previous) sister (6/4). And we took them with the retribution, that perhaps they may come-back.
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49- And they said: O the cheater, (please) call your Lord for us, for what He pledged in sight
of you; certainly, we will be guided-ones.
50- But when we relieved-away on them the retribution, then they were breaking.
51- And Pharaoh sounded in his nation, he said: O my nation, is not (the) ruling-dominion of Egypt
for me, and these rivers flowing under me? So will you not vision?
52- Or am I not better than this one, (that) he is lowly? And he almost cannot make-clear?
53- If not (the) bracelets from gold should have been thrown upon him, or (the) Ruling-Angels
should have come with him as generationly-ones?
54- Thus he treated-light of his nation, and they obeyed him. Certainly, they were a
betraying (2/26) nation.
55- And when they made-us-sorry, we took-revenge from them, and we drowned them altogether.
56- And we made them as a previous-(example) and an allegory for the later-ones.
57- And when (the) Son of Mary is struck as an allegory (23/50), then your nation were
from him repelling.
58- And they said: Are our Authorities better, or he (9/31)? They did not strike him for you except
as an argument. No, they are a feuding nation.
59- He was not except a Servant that we blessed upon him, and we made him as an allegory
(delivering Sent-One; Jesus 9/15, 21, 28, 30, …) for Sons of Israel.
60- And if we wanted, we would make from you (:in humanly form) Ruling-Angels on the
earth (6/9), becoming-successors.
61- And certainly, he is a knowledge for (that) Hour (Jesus 39/41-57) :: (The Testament 17/7-8 &
52/44-47). So you shall not harbor-suspicion about it, and you shall follow Me. This is a
standing path (43/43-44).
62- And the satan shall not repel you (6/111-113); certainly, he is for you a clear hostile-one.
63- And when Jesus came with the clear-proofs, he said: Definitely, I made-come to you the
Wise-Decision, and that I may make-clear for you some of the ones you are contradicting in it.
So you shall take-shelter against The Authority and obey me.
64- Certainly The Authority, He is my Lord and your Lord, so you shall serve Him (Jesus 1/12 &
17/43-49). This is a standing path.
65- But the parties contradicted between themselves. So woe to the ones --now-- who
behaved-unjust (39/24) from a retribution of a painful day.
66- Are they watching except for (that) Hour (52/44-47) to come-forth to them suddenly, and
(while) they do not perceive?
67- The friends will be, on that day, some of them to some hostile-ones, except the
shelter-takers (39/33).
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68- O My servants, not a fear upon you today, and you will not grieve.
69- (These are) the ones who believed in our Signs (6/4 & 26/5), and became surrenderers (3/84).
70- Enter into the Park (then), you and your couples, being-pleased.
71- It will be went-around upon them with (the) trays from gold, and with cups. And in it (there
will be) whatever the souls may lust-for, and (whatever) may look-delicious to the eyes; and
you will be in it eternal-ones.
72- And this is the Park, the one that you are made-inherit it for what you were working-on (2/25).
73- For you in it (there will be) major-amount of fruitables, (and) from it you will be eating.
74- Certainly, the criminals (7/40) will be in (the) retribution of Hell, as eternal-ones.
75- It will not be periodically-cut on them, and they will be in it hopeless-ones.
76- And we did not behave-unjust to them; but in fact, they became, themselves, the
unjust-ones (39/24).
77- And they sounded: O Ruler, let your Lord make-effective upon us! He said: Certainly, you will
be pausing-ones (in it).
78- And definitely, we (thus) made-come to you the Truth (10/108); but in fact, majority of you
are for the Truth disgusters.
79- Or did they plan a command? And certainly, we are planning (too).
80- Or are they calculating that we do not hear their hidden-thoughts, and their conspiracies? Yes,
and our Sent-Ones are at them writing (50/17-18).
81- Say: If there were any birth-given-one for The Most Mercy-Feeler, I would have been (the)
first of the serving-ones.
82- Glorified is (the) Lord of the skies and the earth, Lord of the throne, on what they are
making-fit (19/88-93).
83- So you shall leave them. And let them delve and play until they meet their day, the one that
they are being promised (44/10-16 & 8/50-51).
84- And He is the One (that is) in the skies an Authority, and on the earth an Authority (21/22).
And He is the wise-decision-maker, the knower.
85- And most profitabled is the One that for Him is (the) ruling-dominion of the skies and the
earth, and whatever between them. And in sight of Him is (the) knowledge of the Hour (7/187);
and to Him you are sent-back.
86- And the ones that they are calling other than The Authority cannot rule for the
intercession (21/28), except that (they are the ones) who bear-witness to the truth (39/69), and
(while) they know.
87- And if you ask them who created them, they will say: The Authority. So how can they (still) be
subterfuged (45/6-7)?
88- And for his saying: O my Lord, certainly these-(people) are a nation who will not believe.
89- So you shall tolerate-away on them and say: Peace. And soon they will know (52/44-47 &
16/28-29).
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CHAPTER 44
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- H, m.
2- And the clear Written-Document (39/23).
3- Certainly, we sent-it-down in a made-profitable night. Certainly, we are warners.
4- In it all (the) wisely-decided Commands --in those four regions; left & right sidedly-- are
parted (17/106).
5- (This is thus) a Command (:similar words, in twoers, system 42/52 = 39/23) from our sight.
Certainly, we are sending-ones-6- as a Mercy from your Lord. Certainly-He, He is the hearer, the knower.
7- Lord of the skies and the earth, and whatever between them, if you are certainty-attainers.
8- Not an Authority except He (28/70); He makes-live, and makes-die. He is your Lord and (the)
Lord of your the first fathers.
9- No, they are (still) in a hesitation, playing-games.
10- So you shall control for a day (when) the sky will bring-forth a clear smoke.
11- It will cover the people; this is a painful retribution.
12- (They will say): Our Lord, (please) relieve-away from us the retribution; (because) certainly,
we are (already) believers! (X 74/31)
** This promised -global- retribution may probably come out or cover mainly the Middle Eastern
Countries, including Israel, first and foremost, in near future. (Isaiah 29/18-20 & 60/1-2)
13- How can be for them the Commemorative (:similar words, in twoers, message 74/31 = 39/23)
(now)? And definitely, a clear Sent-One --who delivered this-- had come to them.
14- Then they turned-away on him, and said: He is a jinned made-know-one (68/51)!
15- Certainly, we will relieve-away the retribution for a little-(time); and certainly, you will be
--from that-- turning-back-ones (again).
16- A day (when) we will attack with the biggest attacks (52/44-47 & 4/47 & 9/98); certainly, we
will be (the) revenge-takers (then).
17- And definitely, we had persecuted before them (the) nation of Pharaoh. And an honorable
Sent-One had come to them:
18- You shall deliver me (the) servants of The Authority. Certainly, I am for you a secure
Sent-One.
19- And you shall not behave-toply upon The Authority. Certainly, I brought-forth to you a
clear evidence.
20- And certainly, I seek-refuge in my Lord and your Lord, lest you stone me.
21- And if you did not believe me, then leave me.
22- And he called his Lord: Certainly, these are a criminal nation.
23- (Then) tour-away My servants during (the) night; certainly, you will be followed-ones.
24- And leave-behind the sea calm; certainly, they are an army to be drowned.
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25- (And) how-many they left-behind from parks and springs.
26- And crops, and an honorable standing-(ranks).
27- And blessings that they were in it rejoicing-ones.
28- Like this, and we made-inherit-it to a later nation.
29- The sky and the earth did not weep upon them; and they were not watched-ones.
30- And definitely, we saved Sons of Israel from the making-ashamed retribution.
31- From Pharaoh; certainly, he was a toply-behaving-one, from the extremely-acting-ones.
32- And definitely, we goodnessly-chose them upon a knowledge upon the multitudes (2/40 & 47).
33- And we gave them --now-- from the Signs (2/41) what (there is) a clear test in them.
34- Certainly, these-(people) are saying:
35- It is not, except our the first death; and we will not be --immediately after death in the other
wandering-place like this-- (the) spread-ones (16/28-29 X 32).
36- So bring-forth our fathers (:them in person, or their traditionally accepted old opinions on this
subject) then, if you are proved-right-ones.
37- Are they better, or (the) nation of (the) Followed-Ones, and the ones before them? We
made-them-vanish. And certainly, they (too) were criminals (7/40).
38- And we did not create the skies and the earth, and whatever between them, as game-players.
39- We did not create them except with the truth (45/22), but in fact majority of them do not know.
40- Certainly, the Separation Day is their appointed-time altogether.
41- A day (when) any masterly-one will not make-rich on any masterly-one with any wanted-thing,
and they will not be helped.
42- Except whomever The Authority felt-mercy (7/156). Certainly-He, He is the high, the most
merciful.
43- Certainly, (the) tree of the poisoners-44- will be (the) meal of the guilty-ones (45/6-7).
45- Like lye, it will acid-up in the bellies.
46- Like aciding-up of the boiling-water.
47- Take him (now), and push him towards (the) straight-area of the Blazing-fire.
48- Then pour above his head from (the) retribution of the Boiling-water.
49- Taste (now); certainly, you were the high, the honorable (6/71).
50- Certainly, this is what you were with it harboring-suspicions.
51- Certainly, the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33) are (now) in a secure standing-(position).
52- In Parks and springs.
53- They are dressing from velvet and satin, as frontly-sitting-ones.
54- Like this, and we coupled them with (the) eyed disciplish-ones.
55- They are calling in it (from) every fruitables, as secure-ones.
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56- They will never taste in it the death, except the first death (39/68-69). And He
took-them-into-shelter from retribution of the Blazing-fire.
57- (This is) a Favor (10/57-58) from your Lord. This (fact), it is the great success.
58- And certainly, we made-it-easy (:similar words, in twoers, message) in your tongue, that
perhaps they may take-Commemoration (39/23).
59- So you shall control (44/10-16); certainly, they will be controlling-ones (too) (52/30).

CHAPTER 45
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- H, m.
2- Sending-down of the Written-Document (39/23) is from The Authority, the high, the
wise-decision-maker.
3- Certainly, in the skies and the earth (there are) signs (:many structures, systems etc. that may
have been created in twoers & couples) for the believers.
4- And in your creation, and what He is scattering-around from any moving-creatures (there are)
signs (:many organs, systems etc. that may have been created in twoers & couples) for a nation
who attains-certainty.
5- And (the) contradiction of the night and the daylight, and what The Authority sent-down
from the sky from any provision, and made-alive with it the earth after its death (7/57), and
turning-around of the winds are (other) signs for a nation who comprehends.
6- These (:similar words 2/25) are the signs (16/101) of The Authority, we are reciting them
upon you as the Truth. So in which utterance, after The Authority and His Signs (:similar words,
in twoers, Tables 6/4 = 26/5), will they (still) believe (2/78-79 & 3/78 & 6/112-113)?
7- Woe to every subterfuging, guilty-ones.
8- He is hearing (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority being recited upon him, then he is
insisting as a big-behaving-one, as if he did not hear them. So give-good-news to him with a
painful retribution.
9- And when he knew from our Signs (6/4 & 26/5) any wanted-thing, he took it as a light-thing.
Those are (the ones), for them (there will come) a making-ashamed retribution.
10- From behind them Hell. And what they earned will not make-rich on them with any
wanted-thing, and not what they took other than The Authority (as) Masters (18/102). And for them
(there will come) a great retribution.
11- This is a Guidance (39/23); and the ones who disbelieved in (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of
The Authority, for them (there will come) a retribution from a painful filthiness.
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12- The Authority is the One who put-under-service for you the sea, that the ships may flow in it
with His command, and that you may require from His favor; and that perhaps you may
appreciate (it).
13- And He put-under-service for you whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth, altogether
from Him. Certainly, in this (narration style) there are signs (:similar words 16/101) for a nation
who thinks.
14- Say to the ones who believed (2/26), that they shall forgive for the ones who do not wait for
(the) days (44/10-16 & 45/34-35) of The Authority. (For) He will surely reward (every) nation with
what they are earning.
15- Whoever works for a righteous-deed (2/25), it will be for his (own) soul, and whoever
does-a-badness (9/37), it will be upon it. Then to your Lord you will be sent-back.
16- And definitely, we gave Sons of Israel the Written-Document and the Wise-Decision, and the
Informership (2/87 & 5/44), and we provided for them from the clean-ones. And we favored
them upon the multitudes.
17- And we gave them clear-proofs from (that) Command (Torah-Dt. 32/1-2) (Isaiah 55/1-3 &
55/10-13) (Hosea 14/6-10). And they did not contradict --now-- except after the Knowledge (4/166)
came to them, due to going-beyond-bounds between themselves. Certainly, your Lord will
make-effective between them on the Standing Day in what they are in it contradicting.
18- Then we made you upon a statute from (that) Command (2/25-27 & 14/24-25); so you shall
follow it. And do not follow (the) desires of the ones who do not know.
19- Certainly, they cannot make-rich on you from The Authority with any wanted-thing (2/120).
And certainly the unjust-ones (39/24), some of them are masters of some. And The Authority is
(the) Master of the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33).
20- These are (the) Visions for the people, and a Guidance (39/23) and a Mercy for a nation who
attains-certainty.
21- Or did the ones who committed the badnesses (29/4) calculate that we would make
them like the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25)? Will their life
and their death be-straight? Ugly-indeed is what they are deciding.
22- And The Authority created the skies and the earth as the truth. And (so that) every soul will be
rewarded with what it earned (2/81-82), and they will not be behaved-unjust.
23- So did you see (the one) who took his desire (18/28) as his Authority, and The Authority
made-him-stray upon a knowledge (7/146)? And (for this reason) He sealed upon his hearing
and his heart, and He made upon his visioning covers. So who will guide him (39/23) after
The Authority? So will you not take-commemoration (39/23)?
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24- And they said: It is not, except our --before that Standing Day-- the Nearest life, --until that
Day-- we (:ourselves) die and we (:our descendants) live. And nothing makes-us-vanish except the
time-span. And (there is) not for them about this from any knowledge; they are not except guessing.
25- And when our making-clear Signs (6/4 & 26/5) are recited upon them, their argument was not,
except that they said: Bring-forth our fathers (:them in person, or their traditionally accepted old
opinions on this subject) then, if you are proved-right-ones.
26- Say: The Authority is making-you-live, then making-you-die. Then He will --immediately after
death, in Hell or in Paradise, again-- gather you (16/28-29 X 32) until the Standing Day (39/68-70),
not a doubt in it. But in fact, majority of the people do not know.
27- And for The Authority is (the) ruling-dominion of the skies and the earth. And a day (when)
the Hour will stand, on that day the falsehooders (30/58) will lose.
28- And you will see every section as kneeled-down; every section will be called to its
Written-Document (5/44 & 5/47 & 5/48 & 5/68). Today, you will (only) be rewarded with what
you were working-on (32/19-20).
29- This is our Written-Document, it is talking upon you with the truth. Certainly, we were
recording what you were working-on.
30- So the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25), their Lord will enter
them into His mercy. This (fact), it is the clear success.
31- And (it will be said to) the ones who disbelieved (2/26): Were not My Signs (6/4 & 26/5) being
recited upon you? But you behaved-big, and became a criminal nation.
32- And when it was said: Certainly, (the) promise (9/111) of The Authority is (the) truth, and
(that) Hour (30/14-16), (there is) not a doubt in it, you said: We do not percept (that kind of an)
Hour; we are not guessing except with a (strictly against you) guess (26/186). And we are not
(to be) certainty-attainers.
33- And (the) badnesses of what they worked-on (9/37 & 41/40 & …) is revealed for them (now),
and what they were with it taking-lightly haunted them.
34- And it is said: Today we will forget you, as you forgot meeting this day of yours. And your
abode is the Fire, and (there will) not (be) for you from any helpers.
35- This is because certainly you took (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority as a light-thing,
and the Nearest life illusioned you. So today, they will not be brought out from it, and they will
not be excused.
36- And for The Authority is the praise; Lord of the skies and Lord of the earth, Lord of
the multitudes.
37- And for Him is the bigness in the skies and the earth. And He is the high, the
wise-decision-maker.
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CHAPTER 46
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- H, m.
2- Sending-down of the Written-Document (39/23) is from The Authority, the high, the
wise-decision-maker.
3- We did not create the skies and the earth, and whatever between them, except with the
truth (6/73), and (for) an appointed-time. And the ones who disbelieved (2/26) are on what they are
warned about (34/46) estranging.
4- Say: Did you see what you are calling other than The Authority (28/70 X 21/29 & 9/31)?
Make-me-see (then) what is it that they ever created from the earth? Or is there for them a
partnership in the skies? (Then) bring-forth to me a Written-Document before this (3/3-4), or a
trace from (that kind of) a Knowledge (4/166), if you are --about these practices of yours (9/31)-proved-right-ones. (Torah-Dt. 32/37-39) (Gospel-Mtw. 15/6-9) (Quran 42/21)
5- So who is more stray than (the ones) who are calling other than The Authority (10/107 X 5/76)
(those) who cannot answer for them to the Standing Day, and they are on their calling
unaware-ones (16/21)?
6- And when the people are summoned, they will be for them hostile-ones, and they will be
about their serving disbelievers. (Torah-Dt. 4/2 X 31/29) (Gospel-Mtw. 4/10 X 7/22-23) (Quran
42/10 X 3/80 & 25/30)
7- And when our making-clear Signs (6/4 & 26/5) are recited upon them, the ones who disbelieved
said for the Truth (35/31), when it came to them: This is (only) a clear cheating!
8- Or are they saying that he fabricated it? Say: If I fabricated it, you will not rule for me from
The Authority with any wanted-thing. He knows-best what you are filing into it (2/78-79 & 3/78 &
6/112-113). He suffices as a witness between me and between you. And He is the best Forgiver,
the most Merciful.
9- Say: I am not a differently-initiated-one from the Sent-Ones. And I do not percept what will be
done to me, and not to you. I am not following except what is being pointed-out (43/43-44) to me.
And I am not, except a clear warner (14/44).
10- Say: Did you see, if it is from (the) sight of The Authority, and you disbelieved in it? And
(though) a witness from Sons of Israel bore-witness upon a copy-of-it, and believed (4/162),
but you (still) behaved-big? Certainly, The Authority will not guide the unjust (39/23-24) nation.
11- And the ones who disbelieved (2/26-27) said to the ones who believed (2/25-26): If it were
any goodness, they would not have raced-us-ahead towards it. And because they did not
become-guided (39/23) with it, they will say: This is (only) a sent-forth subterfuge!
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12- And before it (there is) the Written-Document of Moses as a Minister and a Mercy. (Please,
see “the Words of Moses” document.) And this is a Written-Document (:similar words, in twoers,
message 39/23), proving-right (Moses 18/18-19 = 24/18 & 22), in an arabic language (Psalms
118/22-26), so that he may warn the ones who behaved-unjust (39/24), and as a Good-News for
the nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34).
13- Certainly, the ones who said: Our Lord is The Authority (42/10 X 3/80 & 9/31), then they
went-standly; not a fear upon them, and they will not grieve.
14- Those are (the) community of the Park, as eternal-ones in them; a reward for what they are
working-on (2/25).
15- And we recommended the human-being about his two-birth-causers with a nice-action.
His mother carried him arduously, and put-him-down arduously, and carrying-of-him and
separating-of-him was in thirty months (:perhaps, after he was shaped into a complete human form
in the womb, and blown into him from His spirit (32/8-9), six months herein, and then the complete
nursing period outside (2/233), twenty four months herein, together). Until when he arrived to his
severe-period, and arrived to forty years, he said: My Lord, (please) line-me-up, that I may
appreciate Your blessing (93/11), the one that You blessed upon me and upon my two-birth-causers,
and that I may work for a righteous-deed (2/25) that You will become-satisfied with it. And (please)
also righteous-deed for me in my descendants. Certainly, I returned to You; and certainly, I am from
the surrenderers (3/84-85).
16- Those are the ones we will accept from them (the) nicest-ones of what they worked-on (2/25),
and we will overlook their --unintentional workings of-- badnesses (17/84 & 34/50); (they are) in
(the) community of the Park. (This is) the proved-right promise, the one that they are being
promised (with it).
17- And the one who said to his two-birth-causers: “Ugh” for you! Are you promising me
that I will be --into upper region-- brought-out (30/19 & 6/36) (now), and though the (many)
generations (who were totally far away from this) passed-away before me? And they are
crying to The Authority: Woe to you; (please) believe! Certainly, (the) promise (9/111) of
The Authority is truth. And he is saying: This is not, except --classical, in twoers & couples,
and totally unrelated with this subject-- scripted-statements of the past-ones (:past Informers 21/5).
(9/111 = Moses 2/25 & Jesus 9/35-37 & Muhammad 23/11)
18- Those are the ones that the Saying became-truth upon them (27/84-85); (they will be)
among (those) sections that definitely passed-away before them from the jinns and the
human-beings (7/37-38). Certainly, they (thus) became losers.
19- And for every-(of them) (there will be) degrees from what they worked-on (23/63 & 41/40 &
9/37 & …). And He will give-forth to them their works; and they will not be behaved-unjust.
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20- And a day (when) the ones who disbelieved (2/26) will be presented upon the Fire: You
made-go-away your clean-(possessions) in your Nearest life, and you enjoyed-goods with them.
(But) today you will be rewarded with the making-ashamed retribution, for that you were
behaving-big on the earth with different than the Truth (45/6-7), and for that you were
betraying (2/26-27).
21- And commemorate (the) brother of Aad, when he warned his nation at the dunes -and
definitely, the warners had passed-away (before him) from between his two-hands and from
his back: You shall not serve except The Authority (12/40). Certainly, I fear upon you (the)
retribution of a great day.
22- They said: Did you come to us to make-subterfuge us on our Authorities? (Then) bring-forth
to us what you are promising us, if you are from the proved-right-ones.
23- He said: The knowledge is only in sight of The Authority; and I am (only) making-arrive to
you what I am sent with it. But in fact, I see you as a nation that is acting-ignorantly (39/64).
24- And when they saw it as a heading-one, frontly-coming to their valleys, they said: This is a
heading-one that will shower us. No, it is just what you hastened for it; a wind in it (there is) a
painful retribution.
25- It will annihilate every wanted-thing by (the) command of its Lord. So they
got-to-morning as (anything) could not be seen except their residences. Like this we reward
a criminal (7/40) nation.
26- And definitely, we had placed them in what we did not place you in it, and we had made for
them the hearing, and the visions, and the minds. But their hearing did not make-rich on them
from any wanted-thing, and not their visions, and not their minds. (This was) because they
were struggling against (the) Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority. So what they were with it
taking-lightly haunted them (in the end).
27- And definitely, we made-vanish what is around you from the cities (29/67). And we (thus)
turned-around --here-- the signs (:similar words 16/101), that perhaps they may come-back.
28- If not (then) the ones they took other than The Authority as closeness-giver Authorities
(39/3 = 9/31) should have helped them? No, they strayed-away on them. This was their
subterfuge, and what they were fabricating.
29- And once, we turned-around towards you a mobilizing-group from the jinns, that they might
hear the Reading (36/69). So when they prepared-themselves-around-it, they said: Be-silent.
And when it was made-effective, they turned-away to their nation as warners.
30- They said: O our nation, certainly we heard a Written-Document (39/23) that is sent-down
after Moses, proving-right what is between its hands (Moses 18/18-19 = 24/18 & 22).
And it is guiding to the truth, and to a standing street.
31- O our nation, you shall answer to (the) caller of The Authority, and believe in it. That He may
forgive for you your wrong-doings, and He may spare you from a painful retribution.
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32- And whoever does not answer to (the) caller of The Authority, he cannot be a feebler on the
earth, and there will not be for him other than Him from any masters (18/102). Those are (the ones
who are) in a clear strayance.
33- So did they not see that certainly The Authority, the One who created the skies and the earth,
and did not feel-tired in their creation, (can also be) a measurer upon --after their death,
immediately again-- making-live the dead (6/36)? Yes-indeed; certainly, He is upon every
wanted-thing a measurer.
34- And a day (when) the ones who disbelieved (74/31) will be presented upon the Fire: Is this not
the Truth (35/31)? They said: Yes, and by our Lord. He said: So taste the retribution (now), for
that you were disbelieving (74/31).
35- So you shall remain-steadfast like remained-steadfast (the) possessors of the determination
from the Sent-Ones, and do not hasten for them. A day (when) they see what they are being
promised (52/44-47 & 16/28-29), they will (feel) as if they did not stay (on earth) except an hour
from (the) daylight. (This is) a Making-Arrive (5/67). So shall (anyone) be made-vanish except
the betraying (2/26-27) nation?

CHAPTER 47
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- The ones who disbelieved (2/26) and repelled on (the) Way (16/69) of The Authority,
He made-stray their works.
2- And the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25), and they believed in
what was sent-down (39/23) upon (the) praised-one (61/6) -and it is the truth from their LordHe disbelievedly-covered on them their --unintentional workings of-- badnesses (17/84 & 34/50),
and He made-righteous their deeds.
3- This is because certainly the ones who disbelieved (74/31) followed the falsehood (6/112-113),
and the ones who believed (74/31) followed the Truth (6/114) from their Lord. Like this
The Authority is striking for the people their allegories.
4- And when you meet the ones who disbelieved --in upper regions--, you shall strike the necks.
Until when you captured them, you shall make-severe --in lower region-- the bondage.
And with a sustaining --on the left side-- after (this), or with a ransom --on the right side--,
until the “war” put-down its loads. This is (so); and had The Authority wanted, He could have
helped-out from them; but in fact, He will (thus) test some of you with some. And the ones who are
killed in (the) Way (9/111) of The Authority, He will not make-stray their works.
(Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to all
those “units” therein, which are --because they did not give any positive result under those two
19 based special formulas-- to be eliminated firstly and fallen under the Table; but then after
applying the “changing the places” (16/101) procedures among these --same rooted-- similar
words “units” herein, our being able to return some of them now in their new and revived forms
into upper regions again, left or right sidedly, on the Table.)
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5- He will guide them, and He will make-righteous their deeds (39/33-35).
6- And He will enter them into the Park, that He (already) made-it-recognized (44/52-56 &
47/15 & …) for them.
7- O the ones who believed (74/26-31), if you help The Authority, He will help you, and He will
make-stable your feet.
8- And the ones who disbelieved (74/26-31), misery (shall be) for them. And He made-stray
their works (41/40).
9- This is because certainly they disgusted what The Authority sent-down (39/23), so He nullified
their works (23/63).
10- Did they not roam on the earth and watch, how was (the) consequence of the ones before
them? The Authority annihilated upon them. And for (these) disbelievers (74/31) (there will come)
a same-of-it (4/47 & 44/10-16 & 8/50-51 & …).
11- This is because certainly The Authority is (the) Masterly-One of the believers (74/31); and
certainly the disbelievers (74/31), (there is) no masterly-one for them.
12- Certainly, The Authority will enter the ones who believed and worked for the
righteous-deeds (2/25) into Parks flowing under them the rivers. And the ones who disbelieved
(2/26), they will enjoy-goods and eat like the livestock are eating, and (then) the Fire will be a
destination for them.
13- And how-many from a city that was more severe from your City, the one that --before your
immigrating into this Town (95/1-3)-- sent-you-out, we made-them-vanish. And (there will) not
(be) any helper for them.
14- So is (the one) who is upon a Clear-Proof (6/157) from his Lord like (the one) that the
badnesses of his work (23/63 & 41/40) are showed-pretty to him, and they followed their desires?
15- Allegory of the Park, the one that is promised to the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33), is (like):
In it (there are) rivers from water that is different than polluted, and rivers from milk whose
meal-taste never become-different, and rivers from intoxicants that is delicious for the drinkers
(52/23), and rivers from filtered honey. And for them in it (there will be) from every fruit, and a
forgiveness from their Lord. Is he like (the one) who is an eternal-one in the Fire, and he will be
sipped with a boiling water, and it will cut-apart his intestines?
16- And from them (there are the ones) who are hearing to you. Until when they went-out
from your sight, they said to the ones who were given the Knowledge (4/166): What was that he
said then? Those are the ones The Authority locked upon their hearts, and they followed their
desires (23/71).
17- And the ones who became-guided, He augmented them --regarding the number of Chapters &
wholeheartedness, sincerity thereof 2/25, 17/84-- in Guidance (39/23), and He gave them their
shelter-taking.
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18- So are they watching except for (that) Hour (52/44-47) to come-forth to them suddenly? And
definitely, its pointers (already) came (54/1-3 & 21/1-2). So how (will it be) for them, when it came
to them (6/158), (about) their Commemorative (74/31)?
19- So you shall know: Certainly-that, (there is) not an Authority except The Authority (28/70).
And you shall seek-forgiveness for your wrong-doings, and for the male-believers and for
the female-believers. And The Authority knows your spinning-around-places and your
destination-places.
20- And the ones who believed were saying: If not a Chapter should have been sent-down?
And when a decided Chapter (:similar words, in twoers, message; that will be placed in upper
regions 2/25 = 39/23 & 3/7) was sent-down, and the “killingly-fight” (:similar words message; that
will be fallen in lower region 7/58 = 39/23 & 3/7) is commemorated in it, you saw the ones in
whose hearts (there was) an illness watching towards you, like (the) watching of the covered-one
upon him from the death. But it was more masterly for them:
21- An obeyance, and a recognized-attitude saying. And when the command (42/52) is determined,
if they proved-right to The Authority, it would be better for them.
22- So perhaps-you, if you turn-away, you will commit-evil (2/205) on the earth, and you will
cut-apart your wombly-relations (33/6)?
23- Those are the ones that The Authority cursed them, and He made-them-deaf, and blinded
their visions.
24- So did they not rear-around the Reading (36/69), or upon (the) hearts (are there)
blockages (45/6-7)?
25- Certainly, the ones who turned-back upon their rears after the Guidance (39/23) became-clear
to them, the satan enticed them, and he made-it-seem-long for them (6/112-113).
26- This is because certainly they said to the ones who disgusted what The Authority
sent-down (39/23): We will surely obey you in some of (the) commands. And The Authority knows
their hidden-thoughts.
27- And how (will it be), when the Ruling-Angels will be getting-them-back, striking on their faces
and their rears (8/50-51)?
28- This is because certainly they followed what angered The Authority (45/6-7), and they
disgusted His satisfaction (98/7-8); so He nullified their works.
29- Or did the ones in whose hearts (there is) an illness (74/31) calculate that The Authority would
not bring-out their ill-thoughts?
30- And if we want, we could make-you-see them, and you would recognize them by their
marks. And you (already) recognize them by (their) twisting of the saying (3/183 & 38/6-7 & …).
And The Authority knows your works.
31- And we will surely test you, until we know the striving-ones (25/52) from you, and the
steadfastly-acting-ones; and we will test your news.
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32- Certainly, the ones who disbelieved (74/31) and repelled on (the) Way (9/111) of
The Authority, and split against the Sent-One after the Guidance (39/23) became-clear to them,
they will not harm The Authority with any wanted-thing. And He will nullify their works.
33- O the ones who believed (74/31), you shall obey The Authority, and you shall obey the
Sent-One (5/92); and do not make-false your works.
34- Certainly, the ones who disbelieved (74/31) and repelled on (the) Way (9/111) of
The Authority, then died as they were disbelievers, The Authority will never forgive for them.
35- So you shall not waver, and call to the Surrender (39/22). And you are the
top-ones (3/139-142), and The Authority is with you. And He will not put-to-waste your
works (2/25).
36- The nearest life is only a game and a vanity. And if you believe (2/26) and take-shelter, He will
give you your payments, and He will not ask you for your properties.
37- If He asked you for them, and persisted on you, you would have behaved-stingy; and (thus) He
would bring-out your ill-thoughts.
38- Here you are, here these-(people), you are being called to distribute (2/272-274) in Way
(9/111) of The Authority, and from you (there are the ones) who are behaving-stingy. And whoever
behaves-stingy, he is only behaving-stingy on his (own) soul. And The Authority is the Rich-One,
and you are the poverty-ones. And if you turn-away, He will change a nation different than you,
and then they will not be (the) same-of-you (5/54).

CHAPTER 48
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Certainly, we opened-up for you a clear opening.
2- So that The Authority will forgive for you whatever was sent-forth from your wrong-doings,
and whatever was latered (34/50). And He will complete His Blessing (93/11) upon you,
and He will guide you (47/5) to a standing path (24/46).
3- And The Authority will help you with a great helping (40/51).
4- He is the One who sent-down the contentment into (the) hearts of (the) believers so that they
may augment belief (74/31) with their belief. And for The Authority are (the) armies of the skies
and the earth. And The Authority is knower, wise-decision-maker.
5- He will surely enter the male-believers and the female-believers (74/31) into (the) Parks flowing
under them the rivers, as eternal-ones in them; and He will disbelievedly-cover on them their
badnesses (39/35). And this is, in sight of The Authority, a great success.
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6- And He will retribute the male-hypocrites and the female-hypocrites (4/142-143), and the
male-partner-makers and the female-partner-makers (42/21), the guessing-ones about The Authority
(with) a guessing of the badnesses; upon them (will come) (the) circle of the badnesses (9/98).
And The Authority felt-wrath upon them, and He cursed them, and He countedly-prepared for them
Hell; and (what)-an-ugly rotating-place.
7- And for The Authority are (the) armies of the skies and the earth. And The Authority is high,
wise-decision-maker.
8- Certainly, we sent you as a witness, and a good-news-giver and a warner (19/97).
9- So that you shall believe in The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97). And you shall respect Him,
and reverence Him, and glorify Him in (the) early-times and (the) late-times (33/41-42).
10- Certainly, the ones who are pledging-allegiance to you are only pledging-allegiance to
The Authority (60/12), (the) hand of The Authority is above their hands. And whoever breaks-up,
he is only breaking-up upon his (own) soul. And whoever gives-forth what The Authority pledged
upon him (13/20), He will give him a great payment.
11- The staying-back-ones from the Arabs will say to you: Our properties and our families
occupied us; so (please) seek-forgiveness for us. They are saying with their tongues what is not
in their hearts. Say: Who can rule for you (then) from The Authority with any wanted-thing, if
He intends for you a harm, or He intends for you a benefit? No, The Authority is of what
you are working-on (23/63-67) a news-taker.
12- No, you guessed that the Sent-One and the believers would not spin-back to their families
forever, and this was showed-pretty in your hearts. And you guessed with (the) guessing
of the badness, and (thus) you became a destructed nation.
13- And whoever does not believe in The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97), certainly we set-up
for the disbelievers (2/26) a roaster (8/51).
14- And for The Authority is (the) ruling-dominion of the skies and the earth. He forgives for
whomever He wants (20/82), and He retributes whomever He wants (88/23-24). And The Authority
is a best forgiver, most merciful.
15- The staying-back-ones will say, when you go-forward towards (the) acquired-things, to take
them: Leave us, that we may follow you. They are intending to change (the) Word (6/115)
of The Authority. Say: You will not follow us; (because) like this The Authority said
before (9/83-84). And they will say: No, you are jealousing us. No, (in fact) they are not intelliging,
except a little.
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16- Say to the staying-back-ones from the Arabs: You will be called to a “nation” that is
possessor of a severe pressing, (and) you will --on the left side-- killingly-fight them, or they
will --on the right side-- surrender. And if you obey, The Authority will give you a nice payment.
But if you turn-away, as you turned-away before (this), He will retribute you with a painful
retribution. (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference
to all those “units” therein, which are --because they may not give any positive result under those
two 19 based special formulas-- to be determined firstly and fallen into lower region, under the
Table (2/106), and to all those related working & striving efforts to be made herein along the way.)
(And in this regard, please also see 9/111)
17- Not upon the blind any hardship, and not upon the crippled any hardship, and not upon the ill
any hardship (9/91). And whoever obeys The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97), He will enter him
into (the) Parks flowing under them the rivers. And whoever turns-away, He will retribute him
with a painful retribution.
18- Definitely, The Authority became-satisfied with the believers, when they were
pledging-allegiance to you under the “Tree” (14/24-25). And He knew what was in their hearts,
and sent-down the contentment upon them, and He waged them with a close opening.
19- And with a major-number of “acquired-things” that they will take them. And The Authority is
high, wise-decision-maker.
20- The Authority promised you a major-number of “acquired-things” that you will take them,
and He hastened for you this-one (now). And He withheld (the) hands of the people from you,
so that it may be --after having securely worked on it (2/25)-- a Sign (:similar words, in twoers,
Table 6/4 = 26/5) for the believers, and (thus) He may guide you to a standing path.
21- And later-ones (:Tables of the other Chapters 9/124), that you did not measure upon them yet;
(but) definitely, The Authority (already) surrounded them. And The Authority is upon every
wanted-thing a measurer.
22- And if the ones who disbelieved (74/31) (ever) killingly-fought you, they would turn-away
the rears. Then they will not find any Master (47/11), and not a helper.
23- (This is) a principle of The Authority, the one that (also) definitely passed-away before (this).
And you will not find in (the) principle of The Authority any change (35/43).
24- And He is the One who withheld their hands from you, and your hands from them in (the)
belly of (the) Alley-Land, after He gave-victory to you upon them. And The Authority is of
what you are working-on (2/25) a visioner.
25- They are the ones who disbelieved and repelled you on the Forbidden Prostration-Place (17/1),
and the fastened “guided-things” to arrive --in upper regions-- their lawful-place. If it were not for
(the) believing men and believing women that you did not know them -(and) you might have
situated them, and (thus) a hurting would have afflicted you because of them with different than a
knowledge (4/166)- (thus) The Authority will enter into His mercy (10/57-58) whomever He wants.
If they became-distinguished, we would have retributed the ones who disbelieved (74/31) from
them with a painful retribution.
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26- When the ones who disbelieved (74/31) made in their hearts the pride, (the) pride of the
ignorance (6/111), and The Authority sent-down His contentment upon His Sent-One, and upon the
believers. And He necessaried them on (the) Word of the shelter-taking (39/23 & 33), and they were
most truthful for it and its family. And The Authority is of every wanted-thing a knower.
27- Definitely, The Authority proved-right the Seeing (17/60) of His Sent-One with the truth.
You will surely enter into the Forbidden Prostration-Place (17/1), if The Authority wants, as
secure-ones, --for the left side-- shaving your heads, and --for the right side-- shortening, not
fearing. So He knew (now) what you did not know, and He made other than this a close opening.
28- He is the One who sent His Sent-One with the Guidance (39/23) and the true Religion,
so that He may back-it-up upon the Religions, every of them (5/48). And The Authority suffices
as a witness.
29- Praised-one (61/6), the Sent-one of The Authority, and the ones with him are severe
upon the disbelievers, and merciful between them (:believers). You see them --on the left side-bowing, and --on the right side-- prostrating, (thus) requiring a Favor (:similar words, in twoers,
system 10/57-58 = 39/23) from The Authority, and a satisfaction. Their marks are in their
faces from (the) traces of (those) prostrations. This is their allegory in Torah (Genesis 49/8-9 :::
Patriarchs 15/8-9). And their allegory in Gospel is: Like a crop, --in first region-- it brought-out
its blade, and --in second region-- it grew it, and --in third region-- it became-harsh,
and --in fourth region-- it became-straight upon its stems (Mark 4/26-29 ::: Jesus 21/33-35).
It makes-wonder the croppers, and it enrages the disbelievers (2/25-26). The Authority promised to
the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25) from them, a forgiveness and a
great payment. (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical
reference to all those similar “words” (:crops 2/25) units therein, which are placed conjugately,
on both sides, on the Table, basically in four regions, and proportionately increasing in number
at every region.)

CHAPTER 49
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- O the ones who believed (2/26), do not send-forth between (the) hands of The Authority and
His Sent-One (33/36), and take-shelter against The Authority. Certainly, The Authority is
hearer, knower.
2- O the ones who believed (2/26), do not raise your voices above (the) voice of the Informer.
And do not make-evident for him with the saying (69/40), like (the) making-evident of some of you
to some, lest your works (17/84) become-nullified and (while) you do not perceive.
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3- Certainly, the ones who are lowering their voices in sight of (the) Sent-One (69/40) of
The Authority, those are the ones that The Authority examined their hearts for the shelter-taking.
For them (there will come) a forgiveness and a great payment.
4- Certainly, the ones who are sounding-up to you from behind the “rooms,” majority of them
do not comprehend.
5- And if they remained-steadfast until you go-out to them (24/62-63), it would be better for them.
And The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
6- O the ones who believed (2/25-26), if a betrayer (2/26-27) comes to you with an information,
you shall (first) make-clear, lest you afflict a nation out of ignorance, and (then) get-to-morning
upon what you did as regretting-ones.
7- And know that certainly among you is (the) Sent-One (2/97) of The Authority. If he obeyed you
in majority of the commands, you would have become-disturbed. But in fact, The Authority
made-you-love the belief (2/25-26), and He showed-it-pretty in your hearts. And He
made-disgusted to you the disbelief, and the betrayance (2/26-27), and the disobey. Those them
are the correcting-ones.
8- (This) is a Favor (10/57-58) from The Authority, and a Blessing (93/11). And The Authority is
knower, wise-decision-maker.
9- And if two-goers-around from the believers killingly-fight, you shall righteous-deed between
them. And if one of them goes-beyond-bounds upon the later-one, you shall killingly-fight the
one who goes-beyond-bounds until they revolve to (the) command of The Authority. And if
they revolve, you shall righteous-deed between them with the equity. And you shall make-justice;
certainly, The Authority loves the justice-makers.
10- The believers are brothers; so you shall righteous-deed between your brothers. And you
shall take-shelter against The Authority, so that perhaps you may be felt-mercy.
11- O the ones who believed (2/26), any nation shall not despise from any nation, (because)
maybe they are better than them. And not any women from any women, (because) maybe they
are better than them. And you shall not mock your souls, and you shall not hurl the nicknames;
(what)-ugly-indeed is the name of the betrayance after the belief. And whoever does not
return (25/71), those them are the unjust-ones.
12- O the ones who believed (2/26), you shall side-away majorly from the guessing, (because)
certainly some of the guessing is a guilty-act (6/148). And do not spy, and some of you shall not
backbite some (others). Would anyone of you love to eat (the) flesh of his dead brother? You
disgusted it. And take-shelter against The Authority. Certainly, The Authority is a best returner,
most merciful.
13- O the people, certainly we created you from a male and a female, and made you into branches
and tribes, that you may recognize-each-other. Certainly, most honorable-one of you in sight of
The Authority is your shelter-taking-one (39/33). Certainly, The Authority is knower, news-taker.
14- The Arabs said: We believed. Say: You did not believe. But in fact, you should say: We
surrendered. The belief (74/31) did not enter into your hearts yet. And if you obey The Authority
and His Sent-One (5/92), He will not put-to-waste from your works (2/25) any wanted-thing.
Certainly, The Authority is best forgiver, most merciful.
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15- The believers are only the ones who believed in The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97),
then they did not doubt, and they strove with their properties and their souls in (the) Way (9/111)
of The Authority. Those them are the proved-right-ones.
16- Say: Are you making-know The Authority your religion (3/84-85)? And The Authority
knows whatever in the skies, and whatever on the earth. And The Authority is of every
wanted-thing a knower.
17- They are sustaining upon you that they surrendered. Say: Do not sustain upon me your
surrender. No, The Authority is sustaining upon you by guiding you to the belief (39/23), if you
are proved-right-ones.
18- Certainly, The Authority knows (the) unseen of the skies and the earth. And The Authority
is a visioner of what you are working-on (2/25 X 23/63).

CHAPTER 50
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Q. And the glorious Reading (36/69).
2- No, they wondered that a warner from among them came to them, and the disbelievers
said: This is a wondery wanted-thing.
3- When we die and become dust; this is --the chance of happening in this manner (16/28-29 X
32)-- a far coming-back!
4- Definitely, we knew what the earth subtracted from them (4/78), and in sight of us (there is)
a protecting Written-Document.
5- No, they lied the Truth (35/31) when it came to them, and they are in a confusing
command (now).
6- So did they not watch to the sky above them, how we structed it and made-it-pretty? And
(there is) not for it from any cracks.
7- And the earth, we led-it-ahead, and we threw into it rooting-ones, and we planted in it
from every beautiful couples (:all those leaves, keels etc. in many plants, which are created in
twoers & couples).
8- As a (source of) vision-making and (thus) a commemorative (74/31) for every
obediently-acting servant (12/105).
9- And we sent-down from the sky a made-profitable water, and we planted with it parks and
the harvested grains.
10- And the tall date-palms, that for it (there are) clustered rising-parts.
11- As a provision for the servants. And we made-alive with it a dead town; like this
(is) the coming-out (7/57).
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12- Nation of Noah had lied before them, and community of the Russ, and Thamoud.
13- And Aad, and Pharaoh, and brothers of Lot.
14- And community of the Woods, and nation of the Followed-Ones. Every (of them) lied the
Sent-Ones, and My promise became-truth.
15- Did we feel-tired by the first creation? No, they are in a conflict from the new creation (34/7).
16- And definitely, we created the human-being, and we know what his soul is whispering to
him (12/53). And we are closer to him than (the) rope of the jugular-vein.
17- When the two-recording-ones are recording, on the right-side and the left-side, sitting.
18- He is not producing from any saying except that (there is) at him a set-up controlling-one.
19- And (the) intoxication of the death came (now) as the truth; this is what you were from it
evading.
20- And it is blown into the horn (now); this is the day of the promise (20/113).
21- And every soul came with a legging-ahead-one and a witness.
22- Definitely, you were in an unawareness from this (23/63), so we relieved-up from you your
veil (now); so your vision today is (like) iron.
23- And his generationly-one (43/36) said: (Here), this is (the one) that is at me, a set-up-one.
24- So throw (O Ruling-Angels) into Hell every disbeliever, stubborn-one (74/16).
25- He was prohibiting the Goodness (16/30), a hostile-behaver, doubter.
26- The one who made with The Authority a later Authority (28/70 X 21/29 & 9/31 & 25/43),
so throw him into the severe retribution.
27- His generationly-one (43/36) said: Our Lord, I did not make-him-transgress (7/185-186),
but in fact he (himself) was in a far strayance.
28- He said: Do not feud at Me; and definitely, I sent-forth to you the promise (20/113).
29- The saying can never be changed at Me. And I am not an unjust-behaver to the servants (30/9).
30- A day (when) we will say to (the) Hell: Are you filled-up (yet)? And it will say: Is there from
any augmentation?
31- And the Park is neared to the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33) (now), as different than far.
32- This is what you were being promised, for every leaning-forward-one, protector (9/112).
33- Who became-frightened of The Authority in the unseen (39/23), and he came with an
obedient heart.
34- Enter into it with peace; this is (the) Day of the Eternity.
35- For them (there will be) whatever they want in it, and at us (there will be) an
augmentation (32/17).
36- And how-many we made-vanish before them from a generation, that they were more severe
than them in attacking, and they had made-holes in the towns. Was there from any escape?
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37- Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a Commemorative (:similar words, in twoers,
message 74/31 = 39/23) for (the one) whom there is a heart for him, or (he) throws the hearing,
and he (is) a witness.
38- And definitely, we created the skies and the earth, and whatever between them in six Days,
and any fatigue did not touch us.
39- So remain-steadfast upon what they are saying (21/5 & 68/51 & …), and glorify with praise of
your Lord before (the) rising of the sun, and before the setting.
40- And from the night glorify Him, and (in) the rear-times of (those) prostrations (48/29).
41- And hear to a day (when) the sounder will sound from a close place.
42- A day (when) they will hear the cry as the truth; this is (the) Day of the coming-out (from
the earth).
43- Certainly-we, we make-live and we make-die, and (then) to us is the rotating-place
(16/28-29 X 32).
44- A day (when) the earth will split on them fast; this is a summoning upon us (that is) easy.
45- We know-best what they are saying (21/5 & 68/51 & …), and you are not upon them a
forceful-one. So commemorate with the Reading (36/69) (the ones) who fear My promise (20/113).

CHAPTER 51
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- And --in the first region-- the blowing-ones with a blow.
2- And --in the second region-- the carrying-ones of a load.
3- And --in the third region-- the flowing-ones with an ease.
4- And --in the fourth region-- the dividing-ones of a command.
5- Certainly, what you are being promised (41/30 X 19/75) is surely a proved-right-one.
6- And certainly, the religion will surely fall-on.
7- And the sky, haver of the pathways.
8- Certainly, you are in a contradicting saying.
9- (The ones) who are subterfuged (45/6-7) will be subterfuged on it.
10- Let-be-killed, the nonsense-talkers.
11- The ones that they are in a muddling (23/54-56), acting-foolishly.
12- They are asking: When (will) the Religion Day (come to pass)?
13- A day (when) they will be upon the Fire, being-persecuted.
14- Taste your persecution (85/4-10) (now); this is what you were with it hastening.
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15- Certainly, the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33) are in Parks and springs.
16- As taking-ones of what their Lord gave to them. Certainly, they were before this
nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34).
17- They were, but a little from the night, not slumbering (39/9).
18- And at the dawns they were seeking-forgiveness.
19- And in their properties (there was) a truthful-share (2/219) for the asking-one and the
forbidden-ones.
20- And on the earth (there are) signs (:many entities, organelles etc. that may have been created
in twoers & couples) for the certainty-attainers.
21- And in your souls; so will you not vision?
22- And in the sky (there is) your provision, and what you are being-promised (71/11 X 44/10).
23- So by (the) Lord of the sky and the earth, certainly it is a truth (10/108) like (the) same as
that you are talking.
24- Did (the) utterance of (the) guests of Abraham come-forth to you?
25- When they entered upon him and said: Peace. He said: Peace, O strangened nation!
26- So he sneaked towards his family, and came-back with a fat calf.
27- And he brought-it-close to them (and) said: Will you not eat?
28- And he felt from them a fear. They said: Do not fear. And they gave-him-good-news with
a knowledgeable boy.
29- And his female-person came-frontly in astonishment. And she hit her face and said: A sterile
feeble-one?
30- They said: Like this, said your Lord. Certainly-He, He is the wise-decision-maker, the knower.
31- He said: So what is your aim, O the Sent-Ones?
32- They said: Certainly, we are sent to a criminal nation,
33- that we will send upon them rocks of clay.
34- (These are) marked in sight of your Lord for the extremely-acting-ones (20/127).
35- So we sent-out whomever in it from the believers.
36- But we did not find in it different than a (single) house from the surrenderers.
37- And we left-behind from it a Sign (6/158) for the ones who are fearing the painful retribution.
38- And in Moses; when we sent him to Pharaoh with a clear evidence.
39- But he turned-away with his allies, and said: (This is only) a cheater, or a jinned-one!
40- So we took him and his army, and we hurled them into the lake; and he was (to be)
blamed (10/90-91).
41- And in Aad; when we sent upon them the making-sterile wind.
42- It was not leaving any wanted-thing that it went-forth upon it, except that it made it like
the ashes.
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43- And in Thamoud; when it was said to them: Enjoy-goods until awhile.
44- And they exceeded-up on (the) command of their Lord, so the fall-maker took them and
(while) they were watching.
45- And they could not obeyingly-succeed for a standing, and they could not be helping-out-ones.
46- And (the) nation of Noah before (this); certainly, they were a betraying (17/16) nation.
47- And the sky, we structed it with a resource, and certainly (then) we are (the)
width-makers (:perhaps, big bang (21/30) and the related expansion of the universe findings are
thus being confirmed herein).
48- And the earth, we made-it-habitable; and (what)-a-blessy the cradling-ones (we are).
49- And from every wanted-thing we created “couples” (36/36), so that perhaps you may
take-Commemoration (39/23).
50- So you shall flee towards The Authority. Certainly, I am for you from Him a clear warner.
51- And you shall not make with The Authority a later Authority (28/70 X 21/29 & 9/31 & 25/43).
Certainly, I am for you from Him a clear warner.
52- Like this, any Sent-One had not come-forth to the ones before them, except that they had (also)
said: (This is) only a cheater, or a jinned-one!
53- Did they recommend-it-to-each-other? No, they are a transgressing nation (7/185-186).
54- So you shall turn-away from them; and you are not (to be) blamed.
55- And you shall commemorate, for certainly the Commemorative (:similar words, in twoers,
message 74/31 = 39/23) will benefit the believers.
56- And I did not create the jinns and the human-beings except to serve Me (12/40).
57- I do not intend from them from any provision, and I do not intend (from them) to
give-meal to Me.
58- Certainly The Authority, He is the “provider” (2/25), haver of the formidable power.
59- And certainly, for the ones who behaved-unjust (39/24) (there will come) a wrong-doing
that is (the) same as (the) wrong-doing of their communities (29/40); so they shall not hasten Me.
60- And woe to the ones who disbelieved (74/31) from their day, the one that they are being
promised (with it) (44/10-16 & 16/28-29).

CHAPTER 52
*
12345-

In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
And the Mount.
And (the) scripted Written-Document (39/23).
In spread papers.
And the restored House.
And the raised roof.
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6- And the grilled seas.
7- Certainly, (the) retribution (44/10-16 & 54/44-46) of your Lord will surely fall-down.
8- (There will) not (be) for it from any rebuffing-ones.
9- A day (when) the sky will turmoil with a (complete) turmoiling.
10- And the mountains will roam-ahead with a (complete) roaming-ahead.
11- And woe on that day for the lying-ones (6/66).
12- The ones that they are in a delving (now), playing-games (21/2).
13- A day (when) they will be called to (the) fire of Hell with a (strict) calling (16/28-29).
14- This is the Fire, the one you were with it lying (16/62).
15- So is this a cheating (21/3) (now), or were you not visioning?
16- Get-into-it (then)! And remain-steadfast or do not remain-steadfast, (it will be) straight for you.
You are only being rewarded with what you were working-on (41/40).
17- Certainly, the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33) are in Parks and blessings.
18- As rejoicing-ones with what their Lord gave to them; and their Lord took-them-into-shelter
against (the) retribution of the Blazing-fire.
19- Eat and drink happily, for what you were working-on (2/25).
20- As resting-ones upon (the) lined-up furnishings, and we coupled them with (the) eyed
disciplish-ones.
21- And the ones who believed (2/26), and their descendants that followed them with (the)
belief (74/31), we made-join to them their descendants, and we did not put-to-waste from their
works (2/25) from any wanted-thing. Every soul is with what it earned a captive (now).
22- And we led-them-ahead with fruitables, and (the) meat from what they are lusting-for.
23- They are pulling a cup in it, that (there is) not a nonsense in it, and not a guilt.
24- And (the) boys are going-around upon them; they are like barriered pearls.
25- And some of them came-frontly towards some, asking.
26- They said: Certainly, we were before (this) shivering-ones (23/57) in our families.
27- But The Authority sustained upon us (now), and He took-us-into-shelter against (the)
retribution of the ill-winds.
28- Certainly, we were before (this) calling Him (40/14); certainly-He, He is the kind, the
most merciful.
29- So you shall commemorate (74/31); and you are not, with (the) Blessing (93/11) of your Lord,
a sooth-sayer, and not a jinned-one.
30- Or are they saying that he is a Rhyme-Producer (36/69), (and) we are observing for him (the)
doubtful-times of the bad-luck (4/46-47 & 9/98)?
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31- Say: Observe (then); and certainly, I am with you from the observing-ones (68/5-7).
32- Or are their fictions commanding them this, or are they a transgressing nation (7/185-186)?
33- Or are they saying that he said-it-up? No, they do not believe.
34- (Then) let-them bring-forth an Utterance (39/23) that is same-of-it, if they are
proved-right-ones.
35- Or were they created from a different wanted-thing? Or are they the creators?
36- Or did they create the skies and the earth (46/4)? No, they do not attain-certainty.
37- Or is (the) treasure of your Lord in sight of them (38/8-9)? Or are they the scripting-ones?
38- Or is there a ladder for them, that they are hearing in it? Let the hearers of them bring-forth a
clear evidence (16/100) (then).
39- Or are (those) daughters --on the right side-- for Him, and for you --on the left side-(those) sons (16/57)?
40- Or are you asking them for a payment, and they are because of (the) debt heavied-ones (25/57)?
41- Or is the Unseen in sight of them, and they are writing (4/120)?
42- Or are they intending for a snare? But the ones who disbelieved (2/26), they will be the
snared-ones (86/15-17).
43- Or is there an Authority for them different than The Authority (28/70)? Glorified is
The Authority on what they are making-partners (21/29 & 9/31).
44- And if they see a mass from the sky dropping-down, they will say: (These are) piled clouds!
45- So leave them until they meet their day (44/15-16), the one that they will be in it falling-down.
46- A day (when) their snare will not make-rich on them with any wanted-thing, and they will
not be helped.
47- And certainly, for the ones who behaved-unjust (39/24) (there will come) a retribution other
than -before- this (44/10-11). But in fact, majority of them do not know.
48- So remain-steadfast for (the) Decision-Making (13/37) of your Lord -and certainly, you are in
our eyes. And glorify with praise of your Lord when you stand.
49- And from the night you shall glorify Him, and (in) the rear-times of the stars.
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CHAPTER 53
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- And the star, when it fell-away.
2- Your friend did not stray, and did not deviate.
3- And he is not talking out of the desire.
4- It is not except a pointed-out pointing-out (43/43-44).
5- Severe-one in the powers (:Gabriel) made-him-know it (2/97).
6- Haver of the capacity. And he became-straight.
7- And he was at the toppest horizon.
8- Then he neared, and moved-down.
9- And it became as (the) distance of the two-bows, or nearer.
10- So he pointed-out to His servant what he pointed-out (43/43-44).
11- The mind did not lie what it saw.
12- So are you arguing-in-suspicion with him (now) upon what he saw?
13- And definitely, he saw it at a later sent-down-(area).
14- In sight of the farthest plantation (14/24-25).
15- In sight of it (there is) the Park of the abode.
16- When covered the plantation what was covering (it).
17- The vision --on the left side-- did not slip, and --on the right side-- did not transgress.
18- Definitely, he (thus) saw from the biggest Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of his Lord.
19- So did you see the Duchess and the Highess (now)?
20- And (the) Empress, the latest third-one?
21- Are (those) males --on the left side-- for you, and for Him --on the right side-- (these) females?
22- This is, then, a crooked dividing.
23- They are not except names that you named them (13/33), you and your fathers, The Authority
did not send about them from any evidence. They are not following except the guess, and what
the souls are desiring. And definitely, the Guidance (:similar words, in twoers, message 39/23)
came to them --here-- from their Lord.
24- Or (should it be) for the human-being whatever he longs-for?
25- And for The Authority is the Later-time and the Past-time.
26- And how-many from a Ruling-Angel in the skies that their intercession cannot make-rich with
any wanted-thing, except after The Authority gives-permission for whomever He wants, and
He becomes-satisfied (with his saying) (20/109).
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27- Certainly, the ones who do not believe in the Later-time (Hosea 6/2-3) (Gospel-Jn. 6/44-45)
(Quran 43/61-62) are naming --on the right side-- (those) “Ruling-Angels” with (the) naming
of the females. (Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical
reference to all those winged “units” (:ruling-angels 16/2) therein, which are placed on the right
side, representing the feminine compartment, and then to those possible ill-efforts by some
who may try to add some extra winged “units” --by taking some (unintended for the system) inert
similar words from within the Chapter, which originally might have no place in the system-and thus producing and then naming these extra winged “units” with them (13/33 = 53/19-23)
in order to thus be able to distort & falsify the whole system.)
28- And not for them about it from any knowledge; they are not following except the guess. And
certainly, the guess will not make-rich from the Truth (35/31) with any wanted-thing.
29- So you shall estrange on (the one) who (thus) turns-away from our Commemoration (39/23),
and he does not intend except for the nearest life.
30- This is their arriving-extent from the Knowledge (4/166). Certainly your Lord, He knows-best
(the one) who strayed-off His way (9/111), and He knows-best who became-guided.
31- And for The Authority is whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth. He will surely
reward the ones who are acting-badly with what they worked (41/40); and He will reward the ones
who are acting-nicely with the nicest (39/35).
32- The ones who are siding-away from the big guilts (45/6-7 & 2/275-276 & …) and the
excessive-acts (4/22 & 7/80 & …), except for the minor-ones. Certainly, your Lord is wide in
forgiveness. He knows you best when He built you from the earth, and when you were embryos
in (the) bellies of your mothers. So do not cleanse your souls, He knows-best (the one) who is
taking-shelter (39/33).
33- So did you see the one who turned-away?
34- And he donated a little, and squeezed.
35- Is the knowledge of the Unseen in sight of him, and he is seeing (19/77-79)?
36- Or is he not informed (yet) with what is in (the) pages of Moses (Moses 32/1-2)?
37- And Abraham (Patriarchs 8/5-7), the one who gave-forth.
38- Certainly, any load-taker cannot take-as-a-load (the) load of a later-one.
39- And certainly, (there will) not (be) for the human-being except what he ran-for.
40- And certainly, his running (21/94 X 34/5) will soon be seen.
41- Then he will be rewarded with the most giving-forth reward.
42- And certainly, to your Lord (will be) the farthest-coming-point.
43- And certainly-He, He makes-laugh, and makes-weep.
44- And certainly-He, He makes-die, and makes-live.
45- And certainly, He created the two-couples: The male and the female.
46- From a tiny-drop (:ovum), when it is semened-up.
47- And certainly, upon Him (also) is the later building (56/61-62).
48- And certainly-He, He makes-rich, and makes-poor.
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49- And certainly-He, He is (the) Lord of the magnetic-one.
50- And certainly, He made-vanish the past Aad.
51- And Thamoud, and He did not make-last.
52- And nation of Noah before (this); certainly, they became, themselves, (the) most unjust-ones
and (the) most transgressy-ones.
53- And the Subterfuged-ones, He made-fall-away.
54- And He covered them with what He covered.
55- So which of your Lord’s gifts are you harboring-suspicions-(about)?
56- This is a warning (7/2) like the past warnings (Moses 31/15-16 & Jesus 4/24-27 &
Muhammad 18/15-17).
57- The nearing-one (just) got-near.
58- (There will) not (be) for it other than The Authority from any relieving-away-one (44/15).
59- So are you from this Utterance (:similar words, in twoers, Message 39/23)
wondering (now)?
60- And you are laughing, and not weeping?
61- And you are (becoming) uprising-ones?
62- (No), you shall --to work on it (2/25)-- prostrate (48/29) for The Authority, and (thus)
serve (Him).

CHAPTER 54
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- The Hour (30/14-16) got-close, and the moon split (:perhaps, landing on the moon, and splitting
of its ground by human tools, therein.)
2- And if they see --herein-- a Sign (6/4 & 26/5), they are estranging-away and saying: (This is
only) a passing-by cheating!
3- And they lied, and followed their desires; and every Command (42/52) will be settled.
4- And definitely, (thus) came to them from the Informations (that) in them (there is)
an alert (44/10-16).
5- An arriving Wise-Decision (10/1); but the warnings do not make-rich.
6- So estrange on them (until) a day (when) the caller will call to a strange wanted-thing.
7- Their visions will be revered, they will be coming-out from the beds like spread locusts.
8- Rushing towards the caller, the disbelievers (74/31) are saying: This is a difficult day!
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9- Nation of Noah lied before them. And they lied our Servant, and said: (He is only) a jinned-one.
And he was alerted.
10- So he called to his Lord: Certainly, I am defeated; (please) help-out!
11- So we opened (the) gates of the sky with a poured water.
12- And we gushed-out the earth in springs. And the waters met-each-other upon a command
that was definitely measured.
13- And we carried him upon a (ship) haver of the logs and ropes.
14- It was flowing in our eyes; a reward for (the one) who was disbelieved.
15- And definitely, we left-it-behind as a Sign (23/27). So are there from any commemorators?
16- So how was My retribution and My warnings!
17- And definitely, we made-easy --on the Table, in the first region-- the Reading (:similar
words, in twoers, message 36/69 = 39/23) for the Commemoration. So are there from any
commemorators?
18- And Aad disbelieved; and how was My retribution and My warnings!
19- Certainly, we sent upon them a violent wind in a settling miserable day.
20- Pulling-out the people as if they were decayed palm-tree trunks.
21- And how was My retribution and My warnings!
22- And definitely, we made-easy --on the Table, in the second region-- the Reading (:similar
words, in twoers, message 36/69 = 39/23) for the Commemoration. So are there from any
commemorators?
23- Thamoud lied the warnings.
24- And they said: Shall we follow a single human from us? Certainly, we would be, then, in a
strayance and a roasting.
25- Was the Commemoration to be sent-down upon him from between us (38/8-9)? No, he is a
flagrant liar.
26- They will know tomorrow who the flagrant liar is.
27- Certainly, we are (now) sending the camel as a persecution for them. So you shall control, and
remain-steadfast.
28- And inform them that the water will be divided between them; every drinking-time they are
to be prepared-ones.
29- But they sounded to their friend. And he got up, and slaughtered.
30- And how was My retribution and My warnings!
31- Certainly, we sent upon them a single cry, and they became like scattered hay.
32- And definitely, we made-easy --on the Table, in the third region-- the Reading (:similar
words, in twoers, message 36/69 = 39/23) for the Commemoration. So are there from any
commemorators?
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33- Nation of Lot lied the warnings.
34- Certainly, we sent upon them a storm, except (the) group of Lot; we saved them at dawn.
35- As a blessing from our sight. Like this we reward (the ones) who appreciate (76/3).
36- And definitely, he had warned them against our attack, but they harbored-suspicions about
the warnings.
37- And definitely, they intended him on his guests, but we curtained-up their eyes (15/67-74).
So taste My retribution and My warnings (now)!
38- And definitely, a settling retribution went-morningly against them at (the) early-time.
39- So taste My retribution and My warnings!
40- And definitely, we made-easy --on the Table, in the fourth region-- the Reading (:similar
words, in twoers, message 36/69 = 39/23) for the Commemoration. So are there from any
commemorators?
41- And definitely, the warnings had come to (the) group of Pharaoh.
42- But they lied our Signs, every of them. So we took them with a taking of (the) High,
(the) Powerful-Measurer.
43- Are your disbelievers (2/25-27) better than those? Or is there for you a making-far-(promise)
in the Scriptures (Torah-Dt. 32/1-6 & 22-25) (Gospel-Mtw. 4/4 & 7/24-27) (Quran 27/93 &
14/24-29)?
44- Or are they saying: We are a gathering (who) will be helpers-out.
45- The gathering will be routed, and they will turn-away the rears (4/47 & 9/98 & 44/10-16).
46- No, --after this-- the Hour (30/14-16) is their promise, and the Hour (30/14-16) will be more
humiliating and more passing-by.
47- Certainly, the criminals (7/40) are in a strayance and a roasting.
48- A day (when) they will be dragged into the Fire upon their faces: Taste (now) the touching
of (the) Uprooter (74/26-30)!
49- Certainly, we created every wanted-thing with a measure.
50- And our command is not except a single-one, like (the) blink of the vision.
51- And definitely, we made-vanish --under the Table, in the fifth region-- your
branchly-ones (:similar words, as singles, message 54/51 = 3/7). So are there from any
commemorators?
52- And every wanted-thing that they did it are in the Scriptures.
53- And every small-ones and (the) big-ones, recorded.
54- Certainly, the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33) are in Parks and rivers.
55- In a proved-right sitting-(post) in sight of (the) Ruler, (the) Powerful-Measurer.
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CHAPTER 55
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- The Most Mercy-Feeler.
2- He made-know the Reading (36/69).
3- He created the human-being.
4- He made-him-know the making-clear (75/17-19).
5- The sun and the moon are with a calculation.
6- And the star and the trees are prostrating.
7- And the sky, He raised it, and He put-down the balance.
8- So do not transgress in the balance.
9- And stand the balance with the justice, and do not make-lose the balance.
10- And the earth, He put-it-down for the organisms.
11- In it (there are) fruitables, and the date-palms, haver of the sheaths.
12- And the grains, haver of the leaves, and the spices.
13- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
14- He created the human-being from a mud like the potter’s-(clay).
15- And He created the jonn from a meddler of fire.
16- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
17- (The) Lord of --on the right side-- the two-rising-places, and (the) Lord of --on the left side-the two-setting-places.
18- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
19- He meddled-out the two-seas, meeting-each-other.
20- Between them (there is) a cordon, they cannot go-beyond-bounds (25/53).
21- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
22- From them are coming-out the pearls and the coral.
23- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
24- And for Him are the built flowing-ones in the sea like the flags.
25- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
26- Everyone who is upon it will be a perisher.
27- And (only) the face of your Lord will last, haver of the majesty and the honor (28/88).
28- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
29- (All) who are in the skies and the earth are asking Him. Every day He is in an effort.
30- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
31- We will pour-out for you, O the two-heavinesses!
32- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
33- O (the) society of the jinns and the human-beings, if you can obeyingly-succeed in penetrating
from around the skies and the earth, (then) penetrate. You will not penetrate except with an
evidence.
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34- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
35- He may send upon you projectiles of fire and metals, and you cannot help-out.
36- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
37- And when the sky split, and became rose-colored like paint.
38- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
39- On that day, (the) human-beings will not be asked on their wrong-doings, and not (the) jonn.
40- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
41- (Because) the criminals (7/40) will be recognized by their marks, and they will be taken-away
by the forelocks and the feet.
42- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
43- This is Hell, the one that the criminals were lying it (16/62).
44- They will be going-around between it and between (the) heated Boiling-water.
45- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
46- And for (the ones) who fear (the) standing-(splendor) of their Lord (6/14-15) (there will be)
two-parks.
47- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
48- Haver of (the) produces.
49- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
50- In them (there are) two-springs, flowing.
51- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
52- In them from every fruitables (there are) two-couples.
53- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
54- As resting-ones upon (the) furnishings (that) inside of them are (made) of satin, and (the)
edibles of the two-parks are neared.
55- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
56- In them (there are) takers-away of the end-parts (of the eyes), that any human-being never
touched them before them, and not a jonn.
57- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
58- They are like gems and coral.
59- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
60- Is (the) reward of the nice-action (39/34) (anything) except the nice-action (39/35)?
61- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
62- And other than two-of-them (there are) two-parks.
63- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
64- Side-by-side.
65- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
66- In them (there are) two-springs, being pumped.
67- So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
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In them (there are) fruitables, and date-palms, and pomegranate.
So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
In them (there are) nice-looking goodnessly-ones.
So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
Disciplish-ones, confined-away in the tents.
So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
Any human-being never touched them before them, and not a jonn.
So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
As resting-ones upon green carpets and nice materials.
So which of your Lord’s gifts are two-of-you lying?
Most profitabled is (the) Name of your Lord, haver of the majesty and the honor (43/85).

CHAPTER 56
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- When the falling-one falls-down.
2- (There will) not (be) any lying-one for its falling-down.
3- (It will be) lowering and raising.
4- When the earth is shaken with a shaking.
5- And the mountains are wiped-out with a wiping-out.
6- And it will become (like) scattered piles.
7- And you will (then) become into three couples.
8- And (the) community of the Rightly-side (90/18), what a community of the Rightly-side!
9- And (the) community of the Leftly-side (90/19), what a community of the Leftly-side!
10- And the racers-ahead (35/32) are the racers-ahead!
11- Those are the made-close-ones.
12- In Parks of the blessings.
13- Many from the past-ones.
14- And little from the later-ones.
15- Upon custom-made furnishings.
16- As resting-ones upon them, fronting-each-other.
17- Made-eternal birth-given-ones will be going-around upon them.
18- With cups and pitchers, and containers from a spring.
19- They are not to be repelled on it, and they are not to be exhausted.
20- And fruitables from what they are goodnessly-choosing.
21- And meat of the birds from what they are lusting-for.
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22- And (big)-eyed disciplish-ones.
23- (They are) like (the) allegory of the barriered pearls.
24- As a reward for what they were working-on (2/25).
25- They will not be hearing in it any nonsense, and not a guilt-causer.
26- Except a saying: Peace, peace.
27- And (the) community of the Right-side (90/17-18), what a community of the Right-side!
28- In lushed plantations.
29- And fragrant edibles.
30- And led-ahead shades.
31- And made-abundant water.
32- And major-amount of fruitables.
33- Not to be cut-off, and not to be prohibited.
34- And raised furnishings.
35- Certainly, we built them (now) with a building.
36- And we made them as virgins.
37- Perfectly matched.
38- For (the) community of the Right-side.
39- Many from the past-ones.
40- And many from the later-ones.
41- And (the) community of the Left-side (90/19-20), what a community of the Left-side!
42- In ill-winds and boiling-waters.
43- And shades from boilers.
44- Not making-cool, and not honorable.
45- Certainly, they were before this wealthy-ones (23/53-56).
46- And they were insisting on the great blasphemy (31/13).
47- And they were saying: When we die and become dust and bones, shall we certainly be
--immediately again-- awakened?
48- And our the first fathers?
49- Say: Certainly the past-ones and the later-ones --immediately after their death-50- are to be --in Hell or in Paradise-- summoned (7/37-38 & 16/28-29 X 32) until an
appointed-time of a known day (23/99-101 = 39/67-68).
51- Then certainly you, O the strayers (and) the lying-ones (6/66)-52- will eat from a tree of (the) poisoners.
53- And you will fill with it the bellies.
54- And you will drink upon it from the boiling-water.
55- And you will drink (like) drinking of the sands.
56- This is their sent-down-(feast) on the Standing Day.
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57- We created you; so if not you should be proving-right (70/26)?
58- So did you see what you are semening-out?
59- Are you creating it, or are we the creators?
60- We measured between you the death, and we cannot be raced-ahead-ones-61- upon changing (the) same-of-you, and building you in (a manner) what you do not know (now).
62- And definitely, you knew the past building, so if not you should be commemorating (39/9)?
63- So did you see what you are reaping-as-produce?
64- Are you cropping-it-up, or are we the croppers-up?
65- If we want, we could make it into a trash, and (then) you would lament:
66- Certainly, we are debted-ones (now).
67- No, we are made-forbidden-ones.
68- So did you see the water, the one that you are drinking?
69- Did you send-it-down from the clouds, or are we the sending-down-ones?
70- If we want, we could make it bitter, so if not you should be appreciating (76/3)?
71- So did you see the fire, the one that you are igniting?
72- Did you build its trees, or are we the building-ones?
73- We made it as a commemorance, and goods for the overpowered-ones.
74- So you shall glorify (the) Name of your Lord, the Great.
75- I surely take-oath by the falling-places of the stars (:perhaps, the event horizon of the
black holes, and that immense gravitational force therein is thus implied here).
76- And certainly, it is an oath, if you only knew, that is great.
77- Certainly, it is an honorable Reading (:similar words, in twoers, Message 36/69 = 39/23).
78- In a barriered Written-Document.
79- None can touch it (:its most accurate, original master in heaven 81/19-21) except the
purified-ones.
80- (It is) a sending-down from (the) Lord of the multitudes.
81- So in this Utterance (39/23) are you taking-softly (now)?
82- And you are (thus) making your “provision” (2/25) as if certainly you should be lying?
83- So if not, when it arrived at the throat-84- and you will be then watching.
85- And we are closer to him (now) than you, but in fact you are not visioning.
86- So if not, if you are different than (to be) religioned-ones (on this subject)-87- you should be bringing-it-back (then), if you are proved-right-ones.
88- So if he is from the made-close-ones (56/10-11)-89- a joyful-spirit, and spices, and Parks of (the) blessings.
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And if he is from (the) community of the Right-side (56/38-40)-peace be to you from (the) community of the Right-side!
And if he is from the lying-ones, the strayers (56/81-82)-a sent-down from a Boiling-water,
and a getting-into a Blazing-fire.
Certainly, this (fact), it is the certain truth (10/108).
So you shall glorify (the) Name of your Lord, the Great.

CHAPTER 57
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Glorifying The Authority is whatever in the skies and the earth. And He is the high, the
wise-decision-maker.
2- For Him is (the) ruling-dominion of the skies and the earth; He is making-live, and
making-die. And He is upon every wanted-thing a measurer.
3- He is the Past-One and the Later-One, and the Outermost-One and the Innermost-One.
And He is with every wanted-thing a knower.
4- He is the One who created the skies and the earth in six Days, then He became-straight upon
the throne. He knows whatever merging-down into the earth, and whatever coming-out from it,
and whatever getting-down from the sky, and whatever going-up into it; and He is with you
wherever you are. And The Authority is with what you are working-on (17/84) a visioner.
5- For Him is (the) ruling-dominion of the skies and the earth; and to The Authority
the commands are sent-back.
6- He is merging the night into the daylight, and merging the daylight into the night. And He is a
knower of (the) havings of the chests.
7- So you shall believe in The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97), and distribute from what He
made you successors in it (2/261). And the ones who believed (2/26) from you and distributed,
for them (there will come) a great payment.
8- And what for you, that you do not believe in The Authority, and (while) the Sent-One is calling
you to believe in your Lord. And definitely, He took your Covenant -before- (2/25-27), if you
are believers.
9- He is the One who is sending-down upon His servant making-clear Signs (6/4 & 26/5), that
he may bring-you-out from the darknesses into the Light. And certainly, The Authority is
towards you most compassionate, most merciful.
10- And what for you, that you do not distribute in Way (9/111) of The Authority, and (though)
for The Authority is (the) inheritance of the skies and the earth. (The ones) who distributed before
the Opening (110/1-2) and “killingly-fought” (9/111) from you will not be-straight, those will be
greater in degree than the ones who distributed after and “killingly-fought” (9/111). And to
every-(of them) The Authority promised the nicest-things. And The Authority is with what you are
working-on (2/25) a news-taker.
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11- Who is the one that would loan The Authority a nice loan, and He will multiply it for him; and
for him (there will come) a great payment.
12- A day (when) you will see the male-believers and the female-believers (2/26) with their Light
running between their hands, and to their right-sides. Your good-news today are Parks flowing
under them the rivers, as eternal-ones in them. This (fact), it is the great success.
(Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be a crucial allegorical reference to
all those similar words units and their related 19 based mathematical calculations (:Light 42/52)
therein, which are always to be acting especially to the “right direction” --though the original
Arabic text is basically flowing especially to the “left direction.”) (On this subject, please also
see 41/44)
13- A day (when) the male-hypocrites and the female-hypocrites (4/142) will say to the ones
who believed: (Please) watch towards us, that we may absorb from your Light. It is said: Turn-back
behind you and search for a Light. And a wall is (now) struck between them, for it (there is) a gate,
inside-of-it, in it (there is) the mercy, and (the) back-of-it, from its front (there is) the retribution.
14- They are sounding to them: Were we not with you? They said: Yes-indeed, but in fact you
persecuted your souls, and you observed, and you doubted. And the wishful-thinkings (2/78)
illusioned you until (the) Command of The Authority came. And the illusioners (6/112-113)
(thus) illusioned you in The Authority.
15- So today, any ransom will not be taken from you, and not from the ones who
disbelieved (2/26). And your abode is the Fire, it is your masterly-one; and (what)-ugly-indeed
is the rotating-place.
16- Did it not occur to the ones who believed, that their hearts should have felt-reverence for
(the) Commemoration (39/23) of The Authority, and what came-down from the Truth (35/31)?
And they should not be like the ones who were given the Written-Document (3/3-4) before (this),
and the time-span became-tall upon them, and their hearts hardened. And majority of them --now-are betrayers (2/26-27).
17- You should know that certainly The Authority is making-alive the earth after its death.
Definitely, we (thus) made-clear for you --here-- the signs (:similar words 16/101), that perhaps
you may comprehend (75/17-19).
18- Certainly, the male-proved-right-ones and the female-proved-right-ones (39/23 & 33),
and (the ones who) loaned The Authority a nice loan, it will be multiplied for them; and for them
(there will come) an honorable payment.
19- And the ones who believed in The Authority and His Sent-Ones (3/84-85), those them are
the proved-right-ones and the witnesses in sight of their Lord (Isaiah 43/10), for them (there will
come) their payment and their light. And the ones who disbelieved and lied our Signs (6/4 & 26/5),
those are (the) community of the Blazing-fire.
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20- You should know that the Nearest life is only a game and a vanity, and a prettiness,
and a behaving-proud between yourselves, and becoming-major in the properties and the
birth-given-ones (102/1-4). Like (the) allegory of a shower: Its plants made-wonder the
disbelievers; then it withers, and you see it yellowed, then it becomes a trash. And in the
Later-time (there will come) a severe retribution, and a forgiveness from The Authority and a
satisfaction (98/7-8). And the Nearest life is not, except goods of the illusion.
21- You shall race towards a forgiveness from your Lord, and a Park that its presentation (will
be) like (the) presentation of the sky and the earth; it is countedly-prepared for the ones who
believed in The Authority and His Sent-Ones (3/84-85). This is a Favor (10/57-58) of
The Authority, He gives it to whomever He wants (28/83). And The Authority is haver of
the great favor.
22- Whatever afflicts from any afflicter on the earth, and not in your souls, except (it is) in a
Written-Document before we made-it-happen. Certainly, this is upon The Authority easy.
23- So that you will not feel-sad upon what you missed, and you will not rejoice with what He
gave you (21/35). And The Authority does not love every arrogant, proud-one.
24- (These are) the ones who are behaving-stingy, and commanding the people with the
stinginess (47/38). And whoever turns-away, certainly The Authority, He is the rich, the
praiseworthy.
25- Definitely, we sent our Sent-Ones with the clear-proofs. And we sent-down with them the
Written-Document and the Balance, so that the people may stand with justice (5/68). And we
sent-down the iron, in it (there is) a severe pressing, and (many) benefits (:perhaps, also especially
in manufacturing and usage of those calculating devices) for the people (27/82); and The Authority
will (thus) surely know (the ones) who will help Him and His Sent-Ones (37/37) in the unseen.
Certainly, The Authority is powerful, high.
26- And definitely, we sent Noah and Abraham, and we made in their descendants the Informership
and the Written-Document (14/39). From them (there were the ones who) became-guided, but
majority of them --now-- are betrayers (2/26-27).
27- Then we dispatched upon their traces our Sent-Ones. And we dispatched Jesus, Son of Mary,
and we gave him the Gospel. And we made in (the) hearts of the ones who followed him a
compassion and a mercy. But the afraiding-(hermitism) that they initiated, we did not write it
upon them, except requiring (the) satisfaction of The Authority (Gospel-Mtw. 19/11-12).
But they did not comply with it with its true compliance. And we gave the ones who believed from
them their payments. But majority of them --now-- are betrayers (2/26-27).
28- O the ones who believed (74/31), you shall take-shelter against The Authority and believe
in His Sent-One (2/97), so that He may give you “two-portion” from His mercy, and He may make
for you a light (42/52) that you will walk with it, and He may forgive for you. And The Authority
is best forgiver, most merciful.
29- Thus (the) family of the Written-Document (3/3-4) shall know that they cannot measure upon
any wanted-thing from (the) Favor of The Authority. And certainly, the Favor (10/57-58) is in
(the) hand of The Authority, He gives it to whomever He wants (25/63-64). And The Authority is
haver of the great favor.
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CHAPTER 58
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Definitely, The Authority heard (the) saying of the one that is arguing with you about
its “couple,” and (thus) complaining towards The Authority. And The Authority is hearing your
discussions. Certainly, The Authority is a hearer, visioner. (Please, see the Reading; regarding the
Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to those conjugate “units” therein, which are to be
together abandoned (2/106) in the end, because of their disagreement in form & number, and thus
their consequent metaphorical complaining against their “couples,” with their these incongruous
similar “sayings.”) (And please, see 18/54 = 58/1)
2- The ones who are backing-out from you from their women (should know that) they are not their
mothers. Their mothers are not except the ones who gave-birth to them. And certainly, they are
saying the strangened-ones from the Saying, and an absurdity (22/30). And certainly, The Authority
is a best pardoner, best forgiver.
3- And the ones who are backing-out from their women, then turning-back to what they said,
(its compensation will be) freeing a neck-bound-one --perhaps, economically and at least for two
months--, before they touch-each-other. With this you are being preached (11/120). And
The Authority is with what you are working-on (17/84) a news-taker.
4- And whoever cannot find, (its compensation will be) fasting for two-months,
following-one-another, before they touch-each-other. And whoever cannot obeyingly-succeed,
(its compensation will be) giving-meal to sixty poor-ones. This is for that you may believe in
The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97).
And these (:similar words 2/25) are (the) borders of The Authority. And --for the left side, on the
Table-- for the disbelievers (there will come) a painful retribution.
5- Certainly, the ones who are bordering-out against The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97) are
pested-away, like the ones before them were pested-away. And definitely, we (thus) sent-down
making-clear Signs (6/4 & 26/5). And --for the right side, on the Table-- for the disbelievers
(there will come) a making-ashamed retribution.
6- A day (when) The Authority will awaken them altogether (36/48-53), and (then) He will inform
them with what they worked-on (41/40 & 9/37 & …). The Authority numbered-them-out, but they
forgot it. And The Authority is upon every wanted-thing a witness.
7- Did you not see that certainly The Authority knows whatever in the skies, and whatever on the
earth? Any conspiracy of three-(people) cannot take-place except He is (the) fourth of them,
and not any five except He is (the) sixth of them. And not a nearer-one than this, and not a
majorer-one, except He is with them wherever they are (20/46 X 70/3-4). Then He will inform them
with what they worked-on on the Standing Day (18/49). Certainly, The Authority is with every
wanted-thing a knower.
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8- Did you not see to the ones who are stopped on the conspiracy, (but) then they are turning-back
to what they were stopped on it? And they are conspiring with the guilt (45/6-7) and the hostility,
and (the) disobeyance of the Sent-One (2/97). And when they came to you, they greeted you with
what The Authority never greeted you with it (52/30). And they are saying in their souls:
If not The Authority should have retributed us for what we were saying? Hell will be
calculatedly-enough for them, they will get-into-it. And (what)-ugly-indeed is the rotating-place!
9- O the ones who believed, when you conspire-among-yourselves, you shall not conspire
with the guilt (45/6-7) and the hostility (41/28), and (the) disobeyance of the Sent-One (2/97).
But you shall conspire with the kind-action (2/177) and the shelter-taking (39/33). And take-shelter
against The Authority, the One that to Him you are being summoned (56/83-93).
10- The conspiracy is only from the satan, that he may make-grieve the ones who believed (74/31).
But it will not harm them with any wanted-thing except with permission of The Authority (64/11).
So upon The Authority (all) the believers shall trust-advocately.
11- O the ones who believed (74/31), when it is said to you: “Make-room,” in the meetings,
you shall --for the left side-- make-room, that The Authority may make-room for you. And
when it is said: “Get-up,” you shall --for the right side-- get-up, that The Authority may raise the
ones who believed (2/26) from you, and the ones who are given the knowledge (4/166) in degrees.
And The Authority is with what you are working-on (2/25) a news-taker.
12- O the ones who believed (74/31), when you conspire --for a consultation-- to the Sent-One,
you shall send-forth between (the) hands of your conspiracy a charity (9/60). This will be better
for you, and more purified. And if you cannot find, certainly The Authority is a best forgiver,
most merciful.
13- Did you shiver from sending-forth between (the) hands of your conspiracy a charity (9/60),
and then you did not do (it)? And The Authority (for this one) returned upon you. So you shall stand
the Support (2/238) and give the Cleansing (8/41), and you shall obey The Authority and
His Sent-One (5/92). And The Authority is a news-taker of what you are working-on (2/25).
14- Did you not see to the ones who took-as-masters a nation that The Authority felt-wrath upon
them (45/6-7)? They are not from you, and not from them. And they are proclaiming upon the lie,
and (though) they know.
15- The Authority countedly-prepared for them a severe retribution. Certainly-they, ugly-indeed
is what they are working-on (41/40 & 9/37 & …).
16- They took their swearings as a shield, and repelled on (the) Way (9/111) of The Authority.
So for them (there will come) a making-ashamed retribution.
17- Their properties will not make-rich on them, and not their birth-given-ones from The Authority
with any wanted-thing. Those are (the) community of the Fire, they will be in it eternal-ones.
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18- A day (when) The Authority will awaken them altogether, and they will be proclaiming for
Him, like they are proclaiming for you. And they will calculate that they are upon a
wanted-thing! Be-careful, certainly-they, they are the liars.
19- The satan overwhelmed upon them, and made-them-forget (the) Commemoration (39/23)
of The Authority. Those are (the) party of the satan. Be-careful, certainly (the) party of the
satan, they are the losers.
20- Certainly, the ones who are bordering-out against The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97),
those will be among the most humiliated-ones.
21- The Authority wrote: I will surely defeat, I and My Sent-Ones (6/83-90). Certainly,
The Authority is powerful, high.
22- You will not find any nation (who) believe in The Authority and the Later Day (Hosea 6/2-3)
(Gospel-Lk. 18/33 = Jn. 6/44-45) (Quran 43/61-62) liking (the ones) who are bordering-out against
The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97), even if they were their fathers, or their sons, or their
brothers, or their friends. Those are (the ones) He wrote into their hearts the belief (74/31),
and He resourced them with a Spirit (:similar words, in twoers, system 42/52 = 39/23) from Him.
And He will enter them into (the) Parks flowing under them the rivers, as eternal-ones in them.
The Authority became-satisfied on them, and they became-satisfied on Him. Those are (the)
party of The Authority. Be-careful, certainly (the) party of The Authority, they are the
comfort-receivers.

CHAPTER 59
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Glorifying for The Authority is whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth. And He is the
high, the wise-decision-maker.
2- He is the One who sent-out the ones who disbelieved from (the) family of the Written-Document
(3/3-4) from their wandering-places for (the) first summoning. You did not guess that they would
ever go-out, and they guessed that their prohibited-places would guard them against The Authority.
But The Authority came-forth to them from (the direction) where they could not calculate.
And He hurled into their hearts the terror; they were demolishing their houses with their (own)
hands, and (the) hands of the believers (:perhaps, all those humans on earth, who believed
the necessity of standing up against their despotic & hostile actions) (48/7 & 6/65 = 17/7 & 5/73 &
9/98). So take-lesson (12/111), O possessors of the visions.
3- And if The Authority did not write upon them the exile, He would have retributed them --in a
different manner-- in the Nearest-time. And for them in the Later-time (there will come) the
retribution of the Fire.
4- This is because certainly they split against The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97). And whoever
splits against The Authority, certainly The Authority is severe in the consequence.
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5- Whatever you cut-off --in lower region-- from any “branches” (14/26), or you left them --in
upper regions-- standing upon their roots (14/25), is with (the) permission of The Authority.
And thus He shall disgrace the betrayers (2/25-26).
6- And whatever The Authority revolved upon His Sent-One from them, you did not ride upon it
from --on the left side-- any horses, and not --on the right side-- any gotten-on-ones; but in fact,
The Authority annoys-out His Sent-Ones upon whomever He wants. And The Authority is upon
every wanted-thing a measurer.
7- Whatever The Authority revolved upon His Sent-One from (the) family of the cities,
(it shall be) for The Authority and for the Sent-One, and for the haver of the closeness, and the
orphans, and the poor, and son of the way, so that it may not be a spoil between the rich-ones
among you. And whatever the Sent-One gives you (5/67), you shall take it, and whatever he stops
you on it (72/21-23), you shall stop-away (9/58-59). And you shall take-shelter against
The Authority; certainly, The Authority is severe in the consequence.
8- For the poverty-ones from the immigrants, the ones who were sent-out from their
wandering-places and their properties, requiring a favor (10/57-58) from The Authority and a
satisfaction, and for helping The Authority and His Sent-One. Those them are the
proved-right-ones.
9- And the ones who settled the wandering-place and the belief (95/1-3 & 74/31) before them
are loving (the ones) who immigrated to them, and they do not find in their souls any need from
what they are given. And they are preferring (them) upon their (own) souls, even if there were a
need in themselves. And whoever takes-shelter against (the) greed of his soul, those them are the
comfort-receivers.
10- And the ones who came after them are saying: Our Lord, (please) forgive for us and for our
brothers, the ones who raced us in the belief (74/31). And do not make in our hearts any envy for
the ones who believed (2/26). Our Lord, certainly You are (the) most compassionate, most merciful.
11- Did you not see to the ones who are acting-hypocritically, they are saying to their brothers, the
ones who disbelieved (2/26-27) from (the) family of the Written-Document: If you are sent-out,
we will go-out with you, and we will not obey against you anyone forever. And if you are
killingly-fought, we will help you. And The Authority is bearing-witness that certainly
they are liars.
12- If they were sent-out, they would not have gone-out with them, and if they were
killingly-fought, they would not have helped them. And even if they helped them, they would have
turned-away the rears, then they would not be helped.
13- You are more severe in making-afraid in their chests than The Authority. This is because
certainly they are a nation --for the left side-- who do not intellige.
14- They will not killingly-fight against you except in guarded cities, or from behind (the) walls.
Their pressing between themselves are severe. You are calculating them as together, but their
hearts are various. This is because certainly they are a nation --for the right side-- who do not
comprehend.
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15- Like (the) allegory of the ones before them, (that is) close. They tasted (the) offense of their
commands; and for them (there came) a painful retribution.
16- Like (the) allegory of the satan: Once, he said to the human-being: Disbelieve! And when he
disbelieved (67/6-9), he said: Certainly, I am far-away from you! Certainly, I fear The Authority,
Lord of the multitudes.
17- And their consequence was that certainly they (ended up) in the Fire, as eternal-ones in it. And
this is (the) reward of the unjust-ones (39/24).
18- O the ones who believed (74/31), you shall take-shelter against The Authority, and (every) soul
shall watch what it may send-forth (89/23-24) for tomorrow. And you shall take-shelter against
The Authority; certainly, The Authority is a news-taker of what you are working-on.
19- And do not be like the ones who forgot The Authority, and He made-them-forget their (own)
souls. Those them are the betrayers (2/26-27).
20- (The) community of the Fire and (the) community of the Park will not be-straight; (the)
community of the Park, they are the succeeded-ones (9/20).
21- If we sent-down this Reading (:similar words, in twoers, message 36/69 = 39/23) upon a
mountain, you would have seen it reverent, shattering from being-frightened of The Authority.
And these are (the) allegories (2/25-26 & 14/24-26 & 74/26-31 & …) (that) we are striking it
for the people, that perhaps they may think.
22- He is The Authority, the One that (there is) not any Authority except He (28/70).
Knower of the unseen and the witnessed. He is the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
23- He is The Authority, the One that (there is) not any Authority except He (28/70).
The Ruling-One, the Exalted-One, the Peace, the Believing-One, the Superior, the High,
the Forceful, the Big-Acting-One. Glorified is The Authority on what they are
making-partners (21/29 & 9/31).
24- He is The Authority; the Creator, the Initiator, the Shaping-One. For Him are the
nicest Names. Glorifying for Him is whatever in the skies and the earth. And He is the High,
the Wise-Decision-Maker.

CHAPTER 60
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- O the ones who believed (2/26), do not take My hostile-ones and your hostile-ones as masters.
You are throwing towards them the liking, and (though) they disbelieved in what came to you
from the Truth (35/31). They are sending-out the Sent-One, and you, for that you believed
in The Authority, your Lord. If you (really) went-out to strive in My Way (9/111), and requiring
My satisfaction, you are hiding towards them the liking? And I know-best what you kept-as-secret
and what you made-public. And whoever does it from you (60/9), he definitely strayed-off
(the) straight way.
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2- If they capture you, they become for you hostile-ones, and broaden towards you their hands and
their tongues with the badness. And they liked that if you only --like them-- disbelieved (2/26-27).
3- Your wombly-ones (:relatives by blood) will not benefit you, and not your birth-given-ones,
on the Standing Day, He will separate between you. And The Authority is with what you are
working-on (2/25 X 41/40) a visioner.
4- Definitely, there became for you a nice example in Abraham and the ones with him. Once,
they said to their nation: Certainly, we are far-away from you and from what you are serving
other than The Authority (12/40); we disbelieved in you. And between us and between you
the hostility and the hatred revealed-out forever, until you believe in The Authority singly (28/70 X
21/29 & 9/31). Except (the) saying of Abraham to his father: I will seek-forgiveness for you,
but I cannot rule for you from The Authority from any wanted-thing. Our Lord, upon You we
trusted-advocately, and to You we acted-obediently; and to You is the rotating-place.
5- Our Lord, (please) do not make us as a persecution (85/10) for the ones who disbelieved,
and forgive for us, our Lord. Certainly, You are the high, the wise-decision-maker.
6- Definitely, there became for you in them a nice example for (the ones) who are waiting for
The Authority and the Later Day (22/56). And whoever turns-away, certainly The Authority,
He is the rich, the praiseworthy.
7- Maybe The Authority will make between you and between the ones you behaved-hostile
from them a liking, and The Authority is a measurer (9/11). And The Authority is best forgiver,
most merciful.
8- The Authority does not stop you on the ones who do not killingly-fight against you in the
Religion (48/28), and do not send-you-out from your wandering-places, from acting-kindly to them,
and making-justice towards them. Certainly, The Authority loves the justice-makers.
9- The Authority only stops you on the ones who killingly-fight against you in the Religion
(48/28), and send-you-out from your wandering-places, or back-up upon your being-sent-out, from
taking-them-as-masters. And whoever takes-them-as-masters, those them are the unjust-ones.
10- O the ones who believed, when the female-believers came to you as immigrated-ones, you shall
examine them. The Authority knows-best their belief. And if you know them as believers, you
shall not turn-them-back to the disbelievers. They are not lawful for them, and they will not
become-lawful for them. And you shall give them (:their former husbands) whatever they
distributed. And (there will) not (be) any sin upon you in marrying them, when you gave them
their payments (4/24). And you shall not hold (the) marriage-contract of the female-disbelievers.
And you shall ask whatever you distributed, and they shall ask whatever they distributed. This is
(the) decision of The Authority, He (thus) makes-decision between you. And The Authority is a
knower, wise-decision-maker.
11- And if you miss any wanted-thing from your couples to the disbelievers, and (then) you
consequenced, you shall give to the ones whose couples went-away (the) same as what
they distributed. And you shall take-shelter against The Authority, the One that you are
in Him believers (2/136).
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12- O the informer, when the female-believers came to you, to pledge-allegiance to you upon
(that) they will not make-partners in The Authority any wanted-thing (18/26), and they will not
steal, and they will not commit-adultery, and they will not kill their birth-given-ones, and
they will not bring-forth any fraudulence -that they might fabricate it between their hands and
their feet- and they will not disobey you in any recognized-attitude (4/105), you shall
accept-their-allegiance (48/10), and you shall seek-forgiveness for them in The Authority.
Certainly, The Authority is a best forgiver, most merciful.
13- O the ones who believed (2/26), you shall not take-as-masters a nation that The Authority
felt-wrath upon them (60/9). Definitely, they despaired of the Later-time (Hosea 6/2-3)
(Gospel-Lk. 18/33 = Jn. 6/44-45) (Quran 43/61-62), like the disbelievers (already) despaired
of --in lower region-- (those) community of the graves (16/38-39).

CHAPTER 61
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Glorifying for The Authority is whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth. And He is
the high, the wise-decision-maker.
2- O the ones who believed, for what-(reason) you are saying what you will not do?
3- It became-big as an abhorrence, in sight of The Authority that you are saying what you will
not do.
4- Certainly, The Authority loves the ones who are “killingly-fighting” (9/111) in His Way
in a line, like they are bricked-up structures.
5- And once, Moses said to his nation: O my nation, for what-(reason) you are making-me-suffer,
and (though) definitely you know that certainly I am a Sent-One of The Authority to you? And
when they melted-away, The Authority melted-away their hearts. And The Authority does not
guide the betrayers (2/26-27).
6- And once, Jesus, son of Mary, said: O sons of Israel, certainly I am a Sent-One of The Authority
to you, proving-right what is between my hands from the Torah, and as a good-news-giver about a
Sent-One (who) will come-forth after me, (that) his name is praised (Gospel-Lk. 13/35 & Jn. 6/27 &
Mrk. 10/43-45). But when he came to them --now-- with (these) Clear-Proofs (20/133), they said:
This is (only) a clear cheating!
7- And who is more unjust than (the one) who fabricated upon The Authority the lie (16/86),
and (though) he is being called to the Surrender (39/22)? And The Authority will not guide
the unjust-ones (39/24).
8- They are intending to put-out (the) Light (42/52) of The Authority with their mouths. But
The Authority is (insisting upon) completing His Light (42/52), even if the disbelievers (74/31)
disgusted.
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9- He is the One who sent-ahead His Sent-One with the Guidance (39/23) and the true Religion,
so that He may back-it-up upon the Religions, every of them (5/48) (David 63/22-25), even if the
partner-makers (13/33 ~ 42/21) disgusted.
10- O the ones who believed (74/31), do I show you upon a trade that will save you from a
painful retribution?
11- You shall believe in The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97), and you shall strive in
(the) Way (9/111) of The Authority with your properties and your souls. This is better for you,
if you know.
12- (Then) He will forgive for you your wrong-doings, and He will enter you into Parks flowing
under them the rivers, and clean residences in (the) Parks of Eden. This is the great success.
13- And a later-one that you will love it: A help from The Authority and a close Opening (110/1-3).
So you shall give-good-news to the believers.
14- O the ones who believed (2/26), you shall be (the) helpers of The Authority. Like-(once) Jesus,
son of Mary, said to the disciples: Who are my helpers to The Authority? The disciples said: We
are (the) helpers of The Authority. And a goers-around from (the) Sons of Israel believed, and a
goers-around disbelieved. And --in this Later-time-- we resourced the ones who believed upon
their hostile-ones, and they became (the) backing-up-ones (3/55-56) (Gospel-Jn. 6/44-45 &
12/48-50 & 16/31-33).

CHAPTER 62
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Glorifying for The Authority is whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth; the Ruler,
the Exalted-One. (He is) the high, the wise-decision-maker.
2- He is the One who awakened among the uneducated-ones (6/156) a Sent-One from (among)
them. He is reciting upon them His Signs (6/4 & 26/5), and cleansing them, and he is (thus)
making-them-know the Written-Document (39/23) and the Wise-Decision (10/1). And they
were before this in a clear strayance.
3- And (to the) later-ones from them, that they did not join them yet (110/1-2). And He is the high,
the wise-decision-maker.
4- This is (the) Favor (:similar words, in twoers, system 10/57-58 = 39/23) of The Authority,
He gives it to whomever He wants (28/83). And The Authority is haver of the great favor.
5- Allegory of the ones who were made-carry the Torah, then --now-- did not carry it (Torah-Dt.
18/18-19 = 32/1-6), is like the donkeys carrying books. Ugly-indeed is (the) allegory of the nation,
the ones who lied (these) Signs (2/25-27) of The Authority. And The Authority will not guide
(such) an unjust (39/24) nation. (X 2/121 & 4/162)
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6- Say: O the ones who Inclined, if you claimed that certainly you are (the) masters of
The Authority, other than the people (Isaiah 49/6), then you should long for the death if you are
proved-right-ones.
7- And they will not long for it forever, because of what their hands sent-forth (Isaiah 30/8-14).
And The Authority is knower of the unjust-ones (39/24).
8- Say: Certainly the death, the one that you are fleeing from it, certainly it will meet you. Then
you will be turned-back to (the) Knower of the unseen and the witnessed, and He will inform
you with what you are working-on (4/46 X 4/162).
9- O the ones who believed (74/31), when it is sounded-up for the Support (2/238) on the gathering
day (:4th day), you shall run to (the) Commemoration of The Authority, and leave the exchange.
This is better for you, if you know.
10- And when the Support is made-effective, you shall spread onto the earth and require from
(the) favor of The Authority. And you shall commemorate The Authority majorly, so that
perhaps you may receive-comfort.
11- And when they saw a trade or a vanity, they immediately filed towards it, and left-you-behind
standing! Say: What is in sight of The Authority is better than the vanity, and than the trade;
and The Authority is (the) best of the providing-ones (2/25).

CHAPTER 63
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- When the hypocrites came to you, they said: We bear-witness that certainly you are (the)
Sent-One of The Authority. And The Authority knows that certainly you are His Sent-One (48/28),
and The Authority bears-witness that certainly the hypocrites are liars.
2- They took their swearings as a shield, and repelled on (the) Way (9/111) of The Authority.
Certainly-they, ugly-indeed is what they are working-for (41/40 & 9/37 & …).
3- This is because certainly they believed (2/25-26), then disbelieved (2/26-27). And (now) it is
locked upon their hearts; so they do not intellige.
4- And when you see them, their looks make-you-wonder, and if they say, you hear to their
sayings. They are like leaned logs, they are calculating every cry against them. They are the
hostile-ones; so be-alarmed of them. Let-kill-them The Authority, how they are being
subterfuged (45/6-7)!
5- And when it was said to them: Come-forward, that (the) Sent-One of The Authority may
seek-forgiveness for you, they immediately turned-away their heads. And you saw them
repelling-away and (while) they were big-behavers (45/31).
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6- It is straight upon them, (whether) you seek-forgiveness for them, or not seek-forgiveness
for them, The Authority will never forgive for them. Certainly, The Authority will not guide the
betraying (2/26-27) nation.
7- They are the ones who are saying: Do not distribute upon (the ones) who are in sight of (the)
Sent-One of The Authority, until they filed-away. And for The Authority are (the) treasures of
the skies and the earth, but in fact the hypocrites --on the Table, for the left side-- do not intellige.
8- They are saying: If we go-back to the district, the high-ones will surely send-out from it the
humiliated-ones. And for The Authority is the highness, and for His Sent-One, and for the
believers, but in fact the hypocrites --on the Table, for the right side-- do not know.
9- O the ones who believed (2/26), your properties shall not vanite-you-away from (the)
Commemoration (39/23) of The Authority, and not your birth-given-ones. And whoever does this,
those them are the losers.
10- And you shall distribute from what we provided for you (16/75) before the death comes-forth
to one of you, and he says: My Lord, if not You should have latered me to a close appointed-time,
(then) I would have proved-right (39/33) and would be from the righteous-deeders (2/25).
11- And The Authority will not later any soul when its appointed-time comes. And The Authority
is a news-taker of what you are working-on (2/25 X 23/63).

CHAPTER 64
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Glorifying for The Authority is whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth. For Him
is the ruling-dominion, and for Him is the praise (17/111). And He is upon every wanted-thing
a measurer.
2- He is the One who created you. And from you (some are) disbelievers (2/26-27), and from you
(some are) believers (2/25-26). And The Authority is with what you are working-on a visioner.
3- He created the skies and the earth as the truth (46/3). And He designed you, and made-nice
your designs; and to Him is the rotating-place.
4- He knows whatever in the skies and the earth, and He knows whatever you are hiding, and
whatever you are making-public. And The Authority is knower of (the) havings of the chests.
5- Did not (the) informations of the ones who disbelieved before (you) come-forth to you? And
they tasted (the) offense of their commands; and for them (there came) a painful retribution.
6- This is because certainly-that their Sent-Ones were coming-forth to them with the clear-proofs,
but they said: Is it a human-(being) that will guide us (54/24)? And they (thus) disbelieved and
turned-away, and so The Authority went-rich-away. And The Authority is rich, praiseworthy.
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7- The ones who disbelieved (74/31) claimed that they --on this subject to account for, immediately
after their death-- will not be awakened. Say: Yes, and (by) my Lord, you --immediately after your
death-- will surely be awakened (36/48-53), then you will be informed with what you worked-on
(16/28-29). And this is upon The Authority easy.
8- So you shall believe in The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97), and the Light (42/52) that we
sent-down. And The Authority is with what you are working-on (17/84) a news-taker.
9- A day (when) He will gather them for the Gathering Day, (and) this will be the mutual-blaming
day. And whoever believes in The Authority and works for a righteous-deed (2/25), He will
disbelievedly-cover on him his badnesses, and will enter him into Parks flowing under them the
rivers, as eternal-ones in them. This is the great success.
10- And the ones who disbelieved and lied our Signs (6/4 & 26/5), those will be (the) community
of the Fire, as eternal-ones in them. And (what)-ugly-indeed is the rotating-place!
11- Any afflicter cannot afflict except with (the) permission of The Authority. And whoever
believes in The Authority, He will guide (4/175) his heart. And The Authority is of every
wanted-thing a knower.
12- And you shall obey The Authority, and you shall obey the Sent-One (5/92). And if you
turn-away, the only (responsibility) upon our Sent-One is the clear making-arrive (5/67).
13- The Authority, not an Authority except He (28/70). And upon The Authority (all) the believers
shall trust-advocately.
14- O the ones who believed (2/26), certainly from your couples and your birth-given-ones (some
are) hostile-ones for you; so be-alarmed of them. And if you pardon, and tolerate and forgive,
certainly The Authority is a best forgiver, most merciful.
15- Your properties and your birth-given-ones are only a persecution (9/85). And The Authority,
in sight of Him is (the) great payment.
16- And you shall take-shelter against The Authority whatever you can obeyingly-succeed,
and you shall hear and obey (5/92). And you shall distribute as a goodness for your (own)
souls (2/272-274). And whoever takes-shelter against (the) greed of his soul, those them are the
comfort-receivers.
17- If you loan The Authority a “nice loan” (39/23 & 34), He will multiply it for you, and He will
forgive for you. And The Authority is appreciative, clement.
18- Knower of the unseen and the witnessed; the High, the Wise-Decision-Maker (45/2).
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CHAPTER 65
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- O the informer, when you divorce the women, you shall divorce them in their counted-period,
and you shall number-up the counting (2/228); and you shall take-shelter against The Authority,
your Lord. You shall not send-them-out from their houses, and they shall not go-out, except that
-if- they bring-forth a clear excessiveness (17/32). And these (:similar words 2/25) are (the) borders
of The Authority. And whoever behaves-hostile to (the) borders of The Authority, he definitely
behaved-unjust to his soul. You do not percept, perhaps The Authority will utter after this
a Command.
2- And when they arrive their appointed-time, you shall hold them with a recognized-attitude, or
you shall part-them-away with a recognized-attitude (2/231). And you shall make-witnesses (the)
two-havers of the equity from among yourselves; and you shall stand the witnessing for
The Authority. With this you are being preached (11/120) (the ones) who believe in The Authority
and the Later Day (22/56-57). And whoever takes-shelter against The Authority, He will make for
him an exit.
3- And He will provide for him from (the direction) where he cannot calculate. And whoever
trusts-advocately upon The Authority, He will be calculatedly-enough for him. Certainly,
The Authority will make-arrive His Command (42/52). Definitely, The Authority made for every
wanted-thing a measure.
4- And the ones who despaired of the menstruation from your women, if you doubted, their
counted-periods will be three months. And the ones who did not menstruate, for they are (now)
possessors of the carry, their appointed-time will be until when they put-down their carries.
And whoever takes-shelter against The Authority, He will make for him from his command an
easiness (92/5-7).
5- This is (the) Command (:similar words, in twoers, system 42/52 = 39/23) of The Authority
that He sent-it-down to you. And whoever takes-shelter against The Authority, He will
disbelievedly-cover on him his badnesses, and He will make-great for him a payment.
6- You shall make-them-reside in (the place) where you (yourselves) are residing from your
findings, and you shall not harm them to make-straitened upon them. And if they are possessors
of a carry, you shall distribute upon them until they put-down their carries. And if they nurse for
you, you shall give them their payments. And you shall take-commands between yourselves with
a recognized-attitude. And if you sense-a-difficulty, a later-one may nurse for him (2/233).
7- Haver of (the) width shall distribute from his width, and (the one) whose provision is measured
upon him shall distribute from whatever The Authority gave him. The Authority does not burden
a soul except with what He gave it. The Authority will make after a difficulty an easiness (94/6-8).
8- And how-many from (the) cities that rebelled against (the) command of its Lord and His
Sent-Ones (16/35), we calculatedly-punished them with a severe calculated-punishment, and we
retributed them with a disaster.
9- So they tasted (the) offense of their command; and (the) consequence of their command
became a (profound) loss.
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10- The Authority countedly-prepared for them a severe retribution. So you shall take-shelter
against The Authority, O the ones who believed that are (the) possessors of the understanding,
for definitely The Authority (thus) sent-down to you --here-- a Commemoration (39/23).
11- A Sent-One (who) is reciting upon you (the) making-clear Signs (6/4 & 26/5) of The Authority,
that He may bring-out the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25) from
the darknesses into the light. So whoever believes in The Authority and works for a righteous-deed
(2/25), He will enter him into (the) Parks flowing under them the rivers, as eternal-ones in them
forever. Definitely, The Authority (thus) made-nice for him a provision.
12- The Authority is the One who created (the) seven skies, and from the earth (the) same-of-them.
The command is coming-down between them, that you may know that certainly The Authority
is upon every wanted-thing a measurer (15/86-87), and certainly The Authority definitely
surrounded every wanted-thing with a knowledge (4/166-167).

CHAPTER 66
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- O the informer, for what-(reason) you are forbidding what The Authority made-lawful for you,
requiring (the) satisfaction of your “couples” (2/25)? And The Authority is best forgiver,
most merciful.
2- Definitely, The Authority obliged for you, that you may (thus) make-lawful (again) your
swearings (5/89). And The Authority is your Masterly-One. And He is the knower, the
wise-decision-maker.
3- And once, the informer hid-away --under the Table-- to his “couples” an utterance (39/23).
And when it --under the Table, in lower region-- informed with it, and The Authority
backed-him-up (herein) upon it, he made-recognized some of it, and estranged on some of it.
So (then) when he informed it --on the Table, in upper regions-- with it, it said: Who informed you
with this? He said: The Knower and the News-Taker (thus) informed me.
4- If --under the Table-- two-of-you return to The Authority, and definitely your hearts deviated!
But if you back-up (herein) upon him, certainly The Authority, He is his Masterly-One, and Gabriel,
and the righteous-deeding believers; and the Ruling-Angels are, after this, backing-up-ones.
(Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be an allegorical reference to
all those “units” therein, which have been --because they did not give any positive result under
those two 19 based special formulas-- eliminated firstly and discarded under the Table (2/106),
and then after applying the “changing the places” (16/101) procedures among some of these
--same rooted-- similar words “units” (:thus consisting of that hidden-away utterance) herein, our
being able to take one members of each of them (:recognizing some of it, estranging on some) now
and thus being able to return to the Table (:informing it) again. But sometimes, because it may be
impossible to get a new and revived “unit” from out of these (7/203), both of their staying under
the Table (:backing-up upon him) in this instance.)
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5- Maybe his Lord, if he divorces you, will change for him (some other) “couples” (2/25)
that are better than you; --in the first region-- surrenderers, believers, --in the second region-subserviently-acting-ones, returners, --in the third region-- serving-ones, walkers-about,
--in the fourth region-- widows, and virgins.
6- O the ones who believed, you shall take-into-shelter your (own) souls and your families against
a Fire whose fuel is the people and the rocks. Upon it (there will be) harsh, severe Ruling-Angels,
(who) never disobey The Authority in whatever He commands them; and they (exactly)
do whatever they are commanded.
7- O the ones who disbelieved, do not apologize today! You are only being rewarded with what
you were working-for (41/40).
8- O the ones who believed, you shall return to The Authority with an advised returning; so that
maybe your Lord will disbelievedly-cover on you your badnesses (39/35), and will enter you into
(the) Parks flowing under them the rivers. A day (when) The Authority will not disgrace the
informer and the ones who believed (2/25-26) with him, their Lights will be running between
their hands and to their right-sides (57/12). (And) they will be saying: Our Lord, (please)
complete for us our Lights (42/52), and forgive for us. Certainly, You are upon every wanted-thing
a measurer.
9- O the informer, you shall strive against the disbelievers (2/26-27) and the hypocrites
(4/142-143), and be harsh upon them (25/52). And their abode is Hell; and (what)-ugly-indeed
is the rotating-place.
10- The Authority struck as an allegory for the ones who disbelieved (the) female-person of Noah,
and (the) female-person of Lot. They were under two-servants from our righteous-deeding
servants, but they acted-traitorly against them. So they could not make-rich on them from
The Authority with any wanted-thing. And --during their death (7/37-38)-- it was said (to them):
Enter into the Fire (now) with the entering-ones.
11- And The Authority struck as an allegory for the ones who believed (the) female-person of
Pharaoh. Once, she said: My Lord, (please) struct for me a house in sight of You, in the Park.
And (please) save me from Pharaoh and his work, and save me from the unjust nation.
12- And Mary, (the) daughter of Amram, the one who guarded her chastity, and (then) we blew
into it from our Spirit (19/17). And she proved-right (the) Words of her Lord and His
Written-Documents, and she became from the subserviently-acting-ones (3/16-17).

CHAPTER 67
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Most profitabled is the One that in His hand is the ruling-dominion (25/2), and He is upon
every wanted-thing a measurer.
2- The One who created the death and the life, so that He may test you which of you will be (the)
nicest in working (2/25 & 17/84). And He is the high, the best forgiver.
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3- The One who created (the) seven skies in layers. You cannot see in (the) creation of
The Authority from any missing-(thing). So turn-up the vision; do you see from any flaw?
4- Then turn-up the vision for a second-time; the vision will spin-back to you as a crouching-one,
and (also) it is sorry.
5- And definitely, we made-pretty the nearest sky with (the) morningers, and we made them as a
stoning for the satans (37/6-9). And we set-up for them (the) retribution of the roaster.
6- And for the ones who disbelieved in their Lord (there will come) the retribution of Hell. And
(what)-ugly-indeed is the rotating-place.
7- When they are thrown into it, they heard for it a furor, and it is fuming (now).
8- It is almost tearing-apart from the rage. Every-when a crowd is thrown into it, their guardians
asked them: Did not a warner come-forth to you?
9- They said: Yes, definitely a warner came to us. But we lied and said: The Authority did not
send-down (39/23) from any wanted-thing. You are not except in a big strayance.
10- And they said: If we heard or comprehended (21/10), we would not be among (the) community
of the roaster (now).
11- So they (thus) made-recognized their wrong-doings. (Then) let-misery-be for (the)
community of the roaster!
12- Certainly, the ones who are being-frightened of their Lord (39/23) in the unseen, for them
(there will come) a forgiveness and a big payment.
13- And (whether you) hide-away your sayings, or make-evident with it, certainly He is knower of
(the) havings of the chests.
14- Should He not know whom He created? And He is the kind, the news-taker.
15- He is the One who made for you the earth humbled. So walk around it, and eat from His
provision. And to Him is the spreading.
16- Did you feel-secure that (the One) who is in the sky will not toss you into the earth, and then
it will be trembling?
17- Or did you feel-secure that (the One) who is in the sky will not send upon you a storm? So you
will soon know how is My warning (74/36).
18- And definitely, the ones before them had (also) lied; and how was My strangening (65/8)!
19- So did they not see to the birds above them as lined-up-ones and flapping (Jesus 21/38)?
None is holding them except The Authority. Certainly, He is with every wanted-thing a visioner.
20- Or is this the one, that it is an army for you, who will help you against The Authority? The
disbelievers are not except in an illusion (6/112-113).
21- Or is this the one who will provide for you, if He holds-back His provision (16/73)? No, they
deepened in a rebellion and an aversion (17/41).
22- So is (the one) who walks (while) slumped-over upon his face more guided, or (the one) who
walks straightly upon a standing path (24/46)?
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23- Say: He is the One who built you, and made for you the hearing, and the visions, and the
minds. (But) a little, you do not appreciate.
24- Say: He is the One who scattered you on the earth, and (then) to Him you are being summoned.
25- And they are saying: When (will) this promise (52/44-47) (come to pass), if you are
proved-right-ones?
26- Say: The knowledge is only in sight of The Authority; and I am only a clear warner.
27- So when they saw it neared (towards them), the faces of the ones who disbelieved (74/31)
became-bad (now). And it is said: This is the one that you were for it calling.
28- Say: Did you see, if The Authority makes-me-vanish, and (the ones) who are with me, or He
feels-mercy-for-us, who will neighbor-out --after this-- the disbelievers (74/31) from a painful
retribution?
29- Say: He is The Most Mercy-Feeler; we believed in Him, and upon Him we trusted-advocately.
And you will soon know who (is the one) that he is in a clear strayance.
30- Say: Did you see, if your water gets-to-morning as sunk-away (9/98), who will bring-forth to
you a spring water (25/48-50)?

CHAPTER 68
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- N, v, n. And the pen, and what they are (with it) scripting-down.
2- You are not, with (the) Blessing (:similar words, in twoers, system 93/11 = 39/23) of your Lord,
a jinned-one.
3- And certainly, for you (there will be) a payment that is different than (to be) sustained.
4- And certainly, you are upon a great planned-creation.
5- So you will soon vision, and they will vision.
6- Which of you are (to be) the persecuted-ones (51/13-14).
7- Certainly your Lord, He knows-best (the ones) who strayed-off (2/26-27) His way, and He
knows-best the guided-ones (2/25-26).
8- So you shall not obey the lying-ones (56/82).
9- They liked that you soften-away, and so they (too) can soften-away (56/81).
10- And do not obey every lowly proclaiming-one.
11- Slanderer, walker with (the) backbites.
12- Prohibiting-one of the Goodness (16/30); hostile-behaver, guilty-one (45/6-7).
13- A pusher-forward after this, a greedy-one.
14- Because that he became a haver of (the) property and sons,
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15- When our Signs (6/4 & 26/5) are recited upon him, he said: (These are only) --traditional,
in twoers & couples, and unrelated with this subject-- scripted-statements (6/25) of the
past-ones (:past Informers 21/5). (Please, see “the Words of Moses & Jesus & David &
Muhammad” documents.)
16- We will soon brand him upon the hosy-one (:perhaps, also a hint at his possible extravagant
sexual lust).
17- Certainly, we tested them, like we had tested (the) community of the park. Once, they
took-oath that they would (certainly) harvest (when they were) morningers.
18- And they were not folding-out.
19- So a goer-around from your Lord went-around upon it, and (while) they were sleeping.
20- So they got-to-morning like harvested.
21- And they sounded (when they were) morningers:
22- Go-early upon your produce, if you are (going to be) harvesters.
23- So they went-forward, and they were secretly-saying-to-each-other:
24- (Beware) that today (the) poor-ones may not enter upon you (for begging).
25- And they went-early upon a determination, as if (they would certainly be) measurers.
26- But when they saw it, they said: Certainly, we are strayers!
27- No, we are made-forbidden-ones!
28- Their middle-one said: Did I not say to you that you should have been glorifying?
29- They said: Glorified is our Lord; certainly, we were unjust-ones.
30- So some of them came-frontly upon some, blaming-each-other.
31- They said: O-woe-to-us, certainly we were transgressors.
32- Maybe our Lord will change for us a better-one than that. Certainly, we are towards our
Lord direction-seeking-ones.
33- Like this was the retribution. And (the) retribution of the Later-time is (the) biggest, if they
only knew.
34- Certainly, for the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33) (there will be) in sight of their Lord (the) Parks
of the blessings.
35- So shall we make the surrenderers (3/84) like the criminals (7/40)?
36- What (is wrong) with you, how do you make-decision?
37- Or for you (is there) a Written-Document that you are studying in it (34/44)?
38- That certainly for you (there is) in it whatever you are goodnessly-choosing?
39- Or for you (are there) swearings upon us, arriving to the Standing Day, that certainly (would
be) for you whatever you make-decision?
40- Ask them, which of them will be a guarantor of this?
41- Or for them (are there) partners? So let-them-bring-forth their partners (18/26 X 42/21),
if they are proved-right-ones?
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42- A day (when) it will be relieved-up from (the) leg, and they will be called to
the “prostrations” (53/62); but they will not obeyingly-succeed.
43- Their visions are reverent (now), the humiliation is mandating over them. And definitely,
they were being called to the “prostrations” (53/62), and (while) they were healthy.
44- So leave me (the ones) who are lying this Utterance (39/23), I will lead-them-in-degrees
from (the direction) where they do not know.
45- And (now) I am making-it-long for them; certainly, My snare is formidable.
46- Or are you asking them for a payment (42/23), and they are because of (the) debt heavied-ones?
47- Or is the Unseen in sight of them, and they are writing (4/120 & 24/39)?
48- So remain-steadfast for (the) Decision-Making (13/37) of your Lord, and do not be like (the)
friend of the fish. Once, he sounded, and (while) he was a gulping-one.
49- If it were not that a blessing from his Lord (actually) reached him, he would have been hurled
into a desert, and (while) he was a degraded-one.
50- But his Lord chose him, and made him from the righteous-deeders (37/139-148).
51- And the ones who disbelieved (74/31) would almost make-you-slide with their visions
when they heard the Commemoration (39/23). And they are saying: Certainly, he is surely a
jinned-one!
52- But it is not, except a Commemoration (:similar words, in twoers, message 39/23) for
the multitudes.

CHAPTER 69
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- The truthy-one.
2- What the truthy-one!
3- And what made-you-percept what the truthy-one!
4- Thamoud and Aad lied the jolter.
5- And Thamoud; they were made-vanish by the transgressing-one.
6- And Aad; they were made-vanish by a shaking rebellious wind.
7- He put-it-under-service upon them for seven nights and eight days, persistently. And you see
the nation in it tossed-around as if they were decayed palm trunks.
8- So do you see for them from any lasting-thing (now)?
9- And Pharaoh, and (the ones) who were before him, and the Subterfuged-ones came with the
(same) wrong-action.
10- They disobeyed (the) Sent-One of their Lord, and He took them with an increased
taking (65/8-10).
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11- Certainly-we, when the water transgressed, we carried you in the flowing-(ship).
12- So that we may make it for you as a commemorance (23/27), and that (all the) recording ears
may record it.
13- And when it is blown into the horn with a single blowing.
14- And the earth and the mountains will be carried-up, and (then) they will be crumbled-down
with a single crumbling-down.
15- And on that day, the falling-one will fall-down.
16- And the sky will split, and it will be on that day infirm.
17- And the Ruling-Angels will be (all) around it, and on that day (the) Eight (:Heavenly-Being;
perhaps, all members of that Top Assembly 37/8) will be carrying your Lord’s throne above them.
18- On that day, you will be presented, (and) any secret-(thing) will not be able to remain-secret
from you.
19- And (the one) who is given his written-document to his right-hand will say: Here-it-is, read
my written-document (39/23 & 34)!
20- Certainly, I guessed that I would certainly meet my “calculation.”
21- So he is (now) in a making-satisfied subsistence.
22- In a high Park.
23- Its edibles are neared.
24- Eat and drink merrily for what you previously-did in the passing-by days (39/9).
25- But (the one) who is given his written-document to his left-hand will be saying: O-my-alas,
(I wish) I was not given my written-document (39/23 X 58)!
26- And I never percepted what my “calculation” was.
27- O alas-to-it, (I wish) it (:the death) could be the making-effective-one (for eternity).
28- My property did not make-rich on me (68/14-15).
29- My evidence vanished-away from me (16/100).
30- Take him and shackle him (now)!
31- Then, into the Blazing-fire get-him-away.
32- Then, in a chain whose length is a seventy lengths-long, trace-him-away!
33- Certainly, he did not believe in The Authority (67/6-9), the Great.
34- And he was not encouraging upon (the) mealing of the poor (2/273).
35- So (there will) not (be) for him today, up-here, any warm-one.
36- And not any meal, except from a bitter-variety.
37- None will eat it except the wrongly-acting-ones (69/9-10).
38- So I surely take-oath by what you are visioning.
39- And (by) what you are not visioning.
40- Certainly, it --with its most accurate, original master in heaven (85/21-22)-- is a Saying
of an honorable Sent-One (:Ruling-Angel, Gabriel 22/75 & 2/97).
41- And it is not a Saying of a rhyme-producer; (but) a little, --on the Table, for the left side-you do not believe.
42- And not a Saying of a soothsayer; (but) a little, --on the Table, for the right side-you do not commemorate.
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A sending-down (39/23) from (the) Lord of the multitudes.
And had he (:human Sent-One) said-up upon us some Sayings,
We would have taken-away from him the right-hand,
Then we would have cut-off from him the vessels (10/16).
And (there are) not from among you from anyone (who) could be on it preventers.
And certainly, it is a Commemorance (74/49) for the shelter-takers.
And certainly, we know that certainly from you (there are) lying-ones.
And certainly, it is a sorrow upon the disbelievers (74/31).
And certainly, it is the certain Truth (10/108).
So you shall glorify (the) Name of your Lord, the Great.

CHAPTER 70
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- An asking-one asked about (the) retribution (44/10-16 & 54/45-48) (that will be) falling-down.
2- For the disbelievers (74/31), (there will) not (be) for it from any rebuffing-ones.
3- From The Authority, haver of the raisings.
4- The Ruling-Angels and the Spirit (26/193) are raising towards Him in a Day that its
measure is a fifty thousand years.
5- So you shall remain-steadfast (76/24) with a beautiful steadfastness.
6- Certainly, they see it far-away.
7- But we see it very-close.
8- A day (when) the sky will be like the molten-rocks.
9- And the mountains will be like the fluffy-wool.
10- And any warm-one will not ask about any warm-one.
11- They will be seeing them. The criminal (7/40) will like that if he could only ransom from
(the) retribution of that day his sons,
12- And his female-friend, and his brother,
13- And his tribe, the one that aboded him,
14- And whomever on the earth altogether, then he could save himself!
15- Not-indeed; certainly, it is a flaming-one.
16- Peeling-off the skins.
17- It calls (the one) who reared-back (74/23-25) and turned-away.
18- And he gathered-in and locked-up (104/1-3).
19- Certainly, the human-being is created anxious.
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20- When the wickedness touched him, he is a protesting-one.
21- But when the goodness touched him, he is a prohibiting-one (107/7).
22- Except the Supporting-ones.
23- The ones that they are upon their Supports (33/56) continuing-ones.
24- And the ones in their properties (there is) a known truthful-share (2/219).
25- For the asking-ones and the made-forbidden-ones (2/273).
26- And the ones who are proving-right the Religion Day (82/17-19).
27- And the ones that they are from (the) retribution of their Lord shivering-ones.
28- Certainly, (the) retribution of their Lord is different than to be felt-secure (4/123).
29- And the ones that they are for their chastity protecting-ones.
30- Except upon their couples, or what their right-hands ruled (4/25). Certainly, they are different
than to be blamed (for these).
31- And whoever requires behind of this, those them are the hostile-behavers.
32- And the ones that they are for their felt-secured-things (2/283) and their pledges (3/75-76)
complying-ones.
33- And the ones that they are for their witnessing standing-ones (4/135).
34- And the ones that they are upon their Supports (2/238) protecting.
35- Those will be in (the) Parks, as honored-ones.
36- And what (is happening) to the ones who disbelieved (74/31) that they are towards
your front-direction rushing-ahead?
37- On the right-side, and on the left-side, as furious-ones.
38- Is every person from them expecting that --because of showing this animosity-- he will be
entered into (the) Park of (the) blessings?
39- Not-indeed (33/64-68); certainly, we created them from what they know.
40- So I surely take-oath by (the) Lord of the rising-places and the setting-places; certainly, we
will be measurers-41- upon changing more goodnessly-ones than them, and we will not be raced-ahead-ones.
42- So leave them, (and) let-them-delve and play until they meet their day, the one that they are
being-promised (44/10-16 & 16/28-29).
43- A day (when) they will come-out from their beds in a hurry, as if they are filing towards
an altar.
44- Their eyes are reverent (now), the humiliation is mandating over them. This is the day, the one
that they were being promised (36/48-53).
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CHAPTER 71
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Certainly, we sent Noah to his nation: You shall warn your nation before a painful retribution
comes-forth to them.
2- He said: O my nation, certainly I am for you a clear warner.
3- You shall serve The Authority (12/40), and take-shelter against Him, and you shall obey me.
4- That He may forgive for you from your wrong-doings, and He may later you to a named
appointed-time. Certainly, (the) appointed-time of The Authority, when it comes, cannot be
latered (anymore), if you only knew.
5- He said: My Lord, certainly I called my nation night and daylight.
6- But my calling did not augment them except a fleeing.
7- And certainly, every-when I called them so that You may forgive for them, they made their
fingers into their ears, and covered-themselves with their garments, and they insisted, and they
behaved-big with a (complete) big-behaving.
8- Then certainly, I called them evidently.
9- Then certainly, I made-public for them, and I hid for them with a (complete) hiding.
10- And I said: You shall seek-forgiveness of your Lord; certainly, He is (the) Best Forgiver.
11- He will (then) send the sky upon you generously.
12- And He will lead-you-ahead with properties and sons. And He will make for you Parks, and
He will make for you rivers.
13- What (is wrong) with you, that you do not wait for The Authority any mightiness?
14- And definitely, He created you in stages (:perhaps, all the stages in evolutionary creation of the
living-beings and phylogeny may have also thus been implied here).
15- Did you not see how The Authority created seven skies in layers?
16- And He made the moon in them as a light, and He made the sun as an illuminator.
17- And The Authority planted-you-up from the earth like plants.
18- Then He will turn-you-back into it, and He will bring-you-out (again) with a (complete)
bringing-out (39/67-69).
19- And The Authority made for you the earth as a habitat,
20- that you may trace-ahead from it broad ways (21/31).
21- Noah said: My Lord, certainly they disobeyed me, and followed (the one) whose property and
birth-given-ones did not augment him except a loss.
22- And they schemed with a big scheming.
23- And they said: Do not leave your Authorities. And do not leave Wadd (:Angel of Love),
and not Suwaa (:Angel of Rigor), and not Yaghouth (:Angel of Power), and Yaooq (:Angel of
Splendor), and Nasr (:Angel of Pride). (41/14 & 34/40-41)
24- And definitely, they made-stray (the) majority. So (please) do not augment for the unjust-ones
except a strayance.
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25- Because of their wrong-actions they were drowned and --after their death (7/37-38)
immediately-- entered into Fire. And they could not find for themselves against The Authority
any helpers.
26- And Noah said: My Lord, (please) do not leave upon the earth from the disbelievers a (single)
wandering-one!
27- Certainly-You, if You leave them, they make-stray Your servants, and they do not give-birth
except to a gusher-out, disbeliever (43/23-24).
28- My Lord, (please) forgive for me and for my two-birth-causers, and for (the one) who entered
into my house as a believer, and for the male-believers and the female-believers. And do not
augment for the unjust-ones (29/68) except an annihilation.

CHAPTER 72
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Say: It is pointed-out to me that certainly a mobilizing-group from the jinns heard, and said:
Certainly, we heard a wonderful Reading (:similar words, in twoers, message 36/69 = 39/23).
2- It is guiding to the Correctness; so we believed in it. And we will not make-partner to our
Lord anyone (42/10 X 3/80 & 9/31).
3- And certainly-that, top is (the) Might of our Lord, He did not take a female-friend (that Mary),
and not a birth-given-one (that Jesus).
4- And certainly-that, our stupid-ones were saying upon The Authority (this) nonsense (5/116-117).
5- But certainly, we guessed that the human-beings and the jinns could never say upon
The Authority any lie (6/112-113).
6- And certainly-that, there were men from the human-beings (who) were seeking-refuge in the
men from the jinns (6/112-113), and they augmented them a mandate.
7- And certainly, they also guessed, just like you guessed, that The Authority would not awaken
anyone (17/15).
8- And certainly, we sensed the sky (now), and we found it filled with severe checking-ones
and projectiles.
9- And certainly, we were sitting from it at (the) sitting-places for the hearing. But whoever (tries
to) hear now, he finds for him (some) pursuing projectiles.
10- And certainly, we do not percept if a wickedness is intended for (the ones) who are on the
earth, or their Lord (thus) intended for them a Correctness (72/2 & 26/210-212)?
11- And certainly, from us (there are) righteous-deeders (2/25), and from us (there are) other than
these (23/63). We are diverse street-seekers.
12- And certainly, we (now) guessed that we can never feeble The Authority on the earth, and we
can never feeble Him with any escape.
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13- And certainly-we, when we heard the Guidance (39/23), we believed in it. And whoever
believes in his Lord, he shall not fear any subtraction, and not a mandate (10/27).
14- And certainly, from us (there are) the surrenderers (39/22), and from us (there are) the
compromisers (39/22). And whoever surrenders (39/22), those (are the ones who) searched for
(the) Correctness (72/2).
15- But the compromisers (39/22), they will be for Hell wood.
16- And if they standly-went upon the street, we would make-them-sip abundant water (25/48-49).
17- Thus we will persecute them in it. And whoever estranges on Commemoration (39/23) of his
Lord, He will trace-him-ahead to an increasing retribution.
18- And certainly, the Prostration-Places are (only) for The Authority; so you shall not call with
The Authority anyone else (in them) (32/4 X 21/28 & 18/102).
19- And certainly-that, when (the) servant of The Authority stood-up calling Him (39/44 & 7/196),
they would almost become upon him (like) a mane.
20- Say: I am only calling my Lord (32/4), and I do not make-partner to Him
anyone (18/102 & 21/28).
21- Say: Certainly, I cannot rule for you with any harm, and not a Correctness (2/186).
22- Say: Certainly, none can neighbor-me-out against The Authority, and I cannot find other
than Him any refuge (13/37 & 18/27).
23- Except a making-arrive from The Authority, and His sendings (5/67). And whoever disobeys
The Authority and His Sent-One (2/97), certainly for him (there will come) the fire of Hell, as
eternal-ones in it forever.
24- Until when they see what they are being promised (44/10-16 & 8/50-51), they will know who is
weaker in helping, and little in count.
25- Say: I do not percept if what you are being promised (4/47 & 9/98 & 16/28-29) is close,
or if my Lord made for it a long-period?
26- Knower of the unseen; and He does not back-up upon His unseen anyone;
27- Except whomever He becomes-satisfied from a Sent-One (81/24-27). And certainly, He traces
from between his hands and from his back (some) spectators;
28- Thus He shall know that they definitely made-arrive (the) sendings of their Lord (5/67).
And He surrounded what is at them, and He numbered-out every wanted-thing in count (74/30).
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CHAPTER 73
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- O the cloaked-one.
2- Stand-up in the night, except a little.
3- Half of it, or subtract from it a little.
4- Or augment upon it. And pronounce the Reading (:similar words, in twoers,
message 36/69 = 39/23) with a (complete) pronouncing.
5- Certainly, we will (thus) throw upon you a heavy Saying (81/19).
6- Certainly, (the) building-up of the night, it is more severe --on the left side-- in situating, and
more standly --on the right side-- in saying.
7- Certainly, for you in the daylight (there will be) long glorifying (20/130).
8- And commemorate (the) Name of your Lord, and go-forward to Him with a (complete)
going-forward.
9- Lord of the rising-place and the setting-place; not an Authority except He (28/70). And take Him
as an advocate (4/132).
10- And remain-steadfast upon what they are saying (15/6 & 21/5 & …), and disregard them with a
beautiful disregarding.
11- And leave me the lying-ones (56/82) (who are) possessors of the blessing, and give-them-time
a little.
12- Certainly, at us (there will be) shackles and a blazing-fire.
13- And a meal that is haver of a vomiting, and a painful retribution.
14- A day (when) the earth and the mountains will shake, and the mountains will become like a
weightless pile.
15- Certainly, we sent to you a Sent-One (65/11) as a witness upon you, just as we had sent to
Pharaoh a Sent-One (79/15-20).
16- But Pharaoh disobeyed the Sent-One; and we took him with an offensive taking.
17- And how can you take-shelter, if you disbelieve (74/31), against a day that will make the
birth-given-ones gray-haired.
18- The sky is shattered from it; His promise is (thus) done.
19- Certainly, this is a Commemorance (74/49); so whoever wants, he will take to his Lord
a Way (9/111).
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20- Certainly, your Lord knows that certainly you are standing-up in a nearer than two-thirds of
the night, and half of it, and one-third of it (73/2-5), and a goers-around from the ones who are
with you. And The Authority is measuring the night and the daylight, (and) He knew that you
could not (every night) number-it-up, so He returned upon you (now). So you shall read whatever
(amount) comes-easy from the Reading (36/69). He knew that there may be ill-ones from you,
and later-ones will strike on the earth, requiring from favor of The Authority, and later-ones will
killingly-fight in (the) Way of The Authority. So you shall read whatever (amount) comes-easy
from it (36/69). And you shall stand the Support (2/238) and give the Cleansing (8/41), and you
shall loan The Authority a nice loan (39/23 & 34). And whatever you sent-forth for your (own)
souls from any Goodness (16/30), you will find it in sight of The Authority as more goodness, and
greater in payment. And you shall seek-forgiveness of The Authority. Certainly, The Authority is
best forgiver, most merciful.

CHAPTER 74
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- O the hidden-one.
2- Stand-up and warn.
3- And respect-big your Lord.
4- And purify your garment.
5- And disregard the filthiness (45/11).
6- And do not sustain that you become-major (57/20).
7- And for your Lord remain-steadfast (76/24).
8- And when it is breathed-out into the breathy-(horn).
9- And this is, on that day, a difficult day.
10- Upon the disbelievers (74/31) different than easy.
11- Leave me (the one) that I created him as a single-one.
12- And I made for him a led-ahead property.
13- And (the) witnessed sons.
14- And I cradled-ahead for him with a (complete) cradling-ahead.
15- Then he is expecting that I shall augment (23/55-56 & 6/71)!
16- Not-indeed; certainly, he became for our Signs a stubborn-one.
17- So I will mandate him to an increasing-(punishment).
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18- (Because) certainly, he reflected and measured.
19- Let-him-be-killed, --for those Signs, on the left side-- how he measured!
20- Then, let-him-be-killed, --for those Signs, on the right side-- how he measured!
(Please, see the Reading; this may also be a reference to those our basic two pairs of Golden Words,
and seven pairs of Golden Letters, which are counted based on number 19 therein, and then placed
conjugately, on both sides. To get a little bit more detailed & comprehensive information on this
special subject, please see the Reading, Introduction part.)
21- Then he watched.
22- Then he frowned and whined.
23- Then he turned-away and behaved-big.
24- And he said: This is not, except a traced-forward cheating.
25- This is not, except a Saying of a human-(being).
26- (Then) I will get-him-into Uprooter (now).
27- And what made you percept what an Uprooter!
28- It does not --on the left side-- let-last; and it does not --on the right side-- let-stay.
29- (And after this, it presents) Tables for the human-(beings).
30- Upon it (there is) “19.”
(Please, see the Reading; regarding the Tables, this may also be a basic allegorical reference again
to all those similar “words” (:crops 2/25) units therein, which are --because they may not
give any positive result under those two 19 based special formulas-- to be uprooted and discarded
under the Table first; and then after this to all those similar “words” (:crops 2/25) units, which
can be placed conjugately, on both sides, on the Table.)
31- And we did not make (the) community of the Fire except Ruling-Angels, and we did not make
their counts (:19) except as a persecution for the ones who disbelieved. So that --by this Allegory
cited above-- the ones who were given the Written-Document may attain-certainty
(Torah-Dt. 32/1-3 = 29/18-19) (Gospel-Lk. 8/11 = Mtw. 13/29-30) (Quran 27/93 = 7/58),
and the ones who (already) believed (2/25-26) may augment belief. And the ones who were given
the Written-Document will not doubt, and the believers. And the ones in whose hearts (there is)
an illness and the disbelievers will (again) say: What is it that The Authority (really) intended
by this allegory (26-30)? Like this, The Authority makes-stray (with this) whomever He wants,
and He guides whomever He wants (again) (2/26). And none knows (the) armies of your Lord
except He. And it (:Uprooter 74/26) is not except a Commemorative (:similar words, in twoers,
Commemoration… 39/23) for (all) the human-(beings).
32- Not-indeed, and (by) the moon.
33- And the night, when it turned-away.
34- And the morning, when it shined-out.
35- Certainly, it (:Uprooter 74/26) is “one” of the biggest-ones.
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36- A warning to the human-(beings).
37- For (the ones) who want from you to send-forth, or to later-back.
38- Every soul is a pawn with what it earned.
39- Except (the) community of the Right-side (56/27-40).
40- In (the) Parks, they will be asking-each-other.
41- About the criminals:
42- What traced-you-ahead into (the) Uprooter?
43- They said: We did not become from the supporting-ones (33/56).
44- And we were not giving-meal to the poor (2/273).
45- But we were delving with the delving-ones.
46- And we were lying the Religion Day (82/17-19).
47- Until the certainty came-forth to us.
48- So (the) intercession of the intercessors will not benefit them (now) (21/28).
49- So what (is happening) to them, that they are (still) on the Commemorance (74/31)
estranging?
50- As if they are fleeing donkeys-51- that fled from a lion.
52- No, every person from them is intending that he (should) be given spread pages (17/93).
53- Not-indeed, no, they do not fear the Later-time (70/43-44).
54- Not-indeed, certainly it is a Commemorance (74/31).
55- So whoever wants, he will commemorate it.
56- But they will not commemorate, except that -if- The Authority wants (39/23 = 13/27 = 2/26).
He is (the) source of the shelter-taking, and (the) source of the forgiveness.

CHAPTER 75
*
123456789-

In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
I surely take-oath by the Standing Day.
And I surely take-oath by the blaming soul (14/22).
Is the human-being (96/4-8) calculating that we will not be able to gather his bones?
Yes-indeed, (we are) measurers upon making-straight (again, even) of his fingers.
No, the human-being (96/4-8) is intending to gush-out his future.
He is asking: When (will) the Standing Day (come) (39/67-69)?
And when the visions are lightninged-out.
And the moon will be tossed-over.
And the sun and the moon will be gathered.
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10- The human-being will be saying on that day: Where is the fleeing-place?
11- Not-indeed, (there is) not any escape.
12- To your Lord will be, on that day, the settling-place.
13- The human-being will be informed, on that day, with what he sent-forth, and
latered-back (74/36-37).
14- No, the human-being is upon his (own) soul a visioner.
15- Even if he throws his excuses (48/11 & …).
16- So do not move with it your tongue to hasten it (:Commemoration 39/23).
17- Certainly, upon us is (the) gathering-of-it (:Commemoration 39/23, with all of its similar
words), and (the) reading-of-it.
18- So when we read it (:each of its similar words), you shall follow its reading.
19- Then certainly, upon us is (the) making-clear-of-it (:the putting-places of every of its similar
words 5/41). (To get a little bit more detailed & comprehensive information on this subject, please
see the Reading, Introduction part.)
20- Not-indeed, no, you are loving the Hastened-time.
21- And you are leaving the Later-time.
22- Faces are on that day happy.
23- To their Lord watching.
24- And faces are on that day whiny.
25- (It is) guessing that certainly a poverty-maker will be done to it.
26- Not-indeed, when it reached the throat.
27- And it is said (then): Who is climbing-up (now)?
28- And he guessed that certainly it is the parting-away-time.
29- And the leg tied-around with the leg.
30- To your Lord will be, on that day, the legging-ahead-place.
31- But he did not prove-right, and he did not support.
32- But in fact, he lied (56/82) and turned-away.
33- Then he went to his family, mockingly.
34- Masterly for you (now), --for the left side-- so masterly (58/4)!
35- Then, masterly for you (now), --for the right side-- so masterly (58/5)!
36- Is the human-being calculating that he will be left free?
37- Was he not a tiny-drop from a semened-out semen?
38- Then he became a hanging-one, and He created and made-straight (32/8-9).
39- And He made from it the two-couples: the male and the female.
40- Is This-One (then) unable to be a measurer upon making-live the “dead-ones” (7/57)?
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CHAPTER 76
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Did not a time from the long-period come-forth upon the human-being, (and) he was not
a wanted-thing to be commemorated (then) (:perhaps, the appearance of first modern human
on earth, after a long --evolutionary creation process-- period, which had finally the capacity to
commemorate Him and thus being commemorated by Him (2/152 & 2/30-33) phenomenon may
have also thus been implied here.)
2- Certainly, we created the human-being from a mixed tiny-drop (53/46), we are testing him.
And we made him a hearer, and a visioner.
3- Certainly, we guided him to the Way (16/69), (then) he is either an appreciative-one, or he is
either a disbelieving-one.
4- Certainly, we set-up for the disbelievers (2/26) chains and shackles, and a roaster.
5- Certainly, the kindly-acting-ones (2/177) will be drinking from a cup that its topping is nectar.
6- A spring that (the) servants of The Authority (53/62) will be drinking from it; they will
gush-it-out with a (complete) gushing-out.
7- They are (the ones who are) giving-forth the vows (2/270), and are fearing a day that its
wickedness will be epidemic.
8- And they are mealing the meal, upon its love, to (the) poor, and (the) orphan, and (the) captive.
9- We are only mealing you for (the) face of The Authority; we are not intending from you
any reward, and not an appreciation.
10- Certainly, we are fearing our Lord from a frowny, terrible day.
11- So The Authority took-them-into-shelter against (the) wickedness of that day, and He
made-them-meet a happiness and a joy.
12- And their reward, for that they remained-steadfast, is a Park and silk.
13- As resting-ones in it upon the furnishings; they will not see in it any sun, and not a cold.
14- And its shades are neared upon them, and its edibles are humbled-down with a (complete)
humbling-down.
15- And it is went-around upon them with (the) trays of silver and cups that are translucent.
16- Translucent from silver; they measured-it-out with a (complete) measuring-out.
17- And they are being sipped in it from a cup that its topping is aroma.
18- A spring that is named in it as “tasty-one.”
19- And made-eternal birth-given-ones are going-around upon them. When you see them, you
calculate them as (if they are) scattered pearls.
20- And when you see, there you see (the) blessings and a big ruling-dominion.
21- Upon them are (the) garments of green velvet and satin. And they are ornamented with
(the) bracelets of silver, and their Lord made-them-sip a purified drink.
22- Certainly, this is a reward for you; and your running (21/94) is thus appreciated.
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23- Certainly, we sent-down upon you the Reading (36/69) with a (unique) sending-down.
24- So you shall remain-steadfast for (the) Decision-Making (13/37) of your Lord, and do not
obey from them any guilty-one (45/6-7) or a disbeliever.
25- And commemorate (the) Name of your Lord in (the) early-times and (the) late-times.
26- And from the night you shall prostrate for Him (48/29), and glorify Him many-a-tall night.
27- Certainly, these are loving the hastened-time, and they are leaving behind them a heavy
day (22/56-57).
28- We created them, and we made-severe their captivity. And when we want, we will change
(the) same-of-them with a (complete) changing (70/41-42).
29- Certainly, this is a Commemorance (74/49); so whoever wants, he will take towards his Lord
a Way (9/111).
30- But you will not want, except that -if- The Authority wants (74/54-56). Certainly,
The Authority is a knower, wise-decision-maker.
31- He enters whomever He wants into His Mercy (7/156). And the unjust-ones (39/24),
He countedly-prepared for them a painful retribution (44/10-16 & 8/50-51).

CHAPTER 77
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- And the sent-ones (dispatched) in succession:
2- And --in the first region-- the blowing-ones with a blowing.
3- And --in the second region-- the spreading-ones with a spreading.
4- And --in the third region-- the parting-ones with a parting.
5- And --in the fourth region-- the throwing-ones of a Commemoration (39/23).
6- As an excuse, or a warning (74/36).
7- Certainly, what you are being promised (21/104) will surely fall-down.
8- And when the stars are curtained-down.
9- And when the sky is cracked-up.
10- And when the mountains are wiped-out.
11- And when the Sent-Ones are timed-in (39/69).
12- For which Day was it appointed?
13- For the Separating Day.
14- And what made you know what the Separating Day!
15- Woe on that Day to the lying-ones (56/82).
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16- Did we not make-vanish the past-ones?
17- Then we will make-follow-them the later-ones (8/38).
18- Like this we do to the criminals.
19- Woe on that Day to the lying-ones (56/82).
20- Did we not create you from a lowly water (:semen)?
21- And (then) we made it into a placed settlement.
22- To a known measured-time (22/5).
23- So we measured; and (what)-a-blessy measurers (we are).
24- Woe on that Day to the lying-ones (56/82).
25- Did we not make the earth as a habitat?
26- For (the) living-ones and (the) dead-ones (80/21)?
27- And we made in it high rooting-ones, and we made-you-sip a fresh water.
28- Woe on that Day to the lying-ones (56/82).
29- Go-forward (now) into what you were with it lying.
30- Go-forward into a shade that is haver of three branches.
31- (But) it will not shade, and will not make-rich from the flame.
32- Certainly, it is throwing a spark like the mansions.
33- They are like yellow camels.
34- Woe on that Day to the lying-ones (56/82).
35- This is a Day they are not talking.
36- And it is not given-permission for them that they may apologize.
37- Woe on that Day to the lying-ones (56/82).
38- This is the Separating Day; we gathered you and the past-ones (56/48-50).
39- And if there is for you any snare, then snare me (86/15-17).
40- Woe on that Day to the lying-ones (56/82).
41- Certainly, the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33) are in shades and springs.
42- And fruitables from what they are lusting-for.
43- Eat and drink merrily (now) for what you were working-on (2/25).
44- Certainly, like this we reward the nicely-acting-ones (39/23 & 34).
45- Woe on that Day to the lying-ones (56/82).
46- Eat and enjoy-goods for a little-(time); certainly, you are criminals.
47- Woe on that Day to the lying-ones (56/82).
48- And when it is said to them: --to work on it (2/25)-- Bow-down (48/29),
they do not bow-down.
49- Woe on that Day to the lying-ones (56/82).
50- So in which utterance, after this (39/23), do they believe (2/78 & 3/78 & 6/112-113)?
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CHAPTER 78
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- About what they are asking-each-other?
2- About (that) great Information (38/67).
3- The one that they are in it contradicting (now) (2/175-176).
4- Not-indeed, they will --on the Table, for the left side-- soon know.
5- Then, not-indeed, they will --on the Table, for the right side-- soon know.
6- Did we not make the earth as a cradle?
7- And the mountains as columns?
8- And we created you as couples.
9- And we made your sleep as a resting-time.
10- And we made the night as a dress.
11- And we made the daylight as a subsistence-seeking-time.
12- And we built above you “seven” severe-ones (71/15) ~ (15/87).
13- And we made (there) a light-shedding shining-one.
14- And we sent-down from the pouring-ones an abundant water,
15- so that we may bring-out with it grains and plants,
16- and ivying parks.
17- Certainly, the Separation Day (77/38-40) is already timed.
18- A day (when) it is blown into the horn, and you will come in crowds.
19- And the sky is opened-up (now), and it became into gates.
20- And the mountains are roamed-away, and they became a mirage.
21- Certainly, (the) Hell is (now) spectated-22- for the transgressors (7/185-186), as a leaning-forward-place.
23- (They will be) pausing-ones in it for ages.
24- They will not taste in it any coolness, and not a drink.
25- Except a boiling-one and a bitterly-one.
26- A just reward (for them).
27- Certainly, they were not waiting for any “calculation” (69/25-26).
28- And they lied our Signs (6/4 & 26/5) with a (vicious) lying.
29- And every wanted-thing we numbered-it-out in a Written-Document (39/23).
30- So taste (now); we will not augment for you except a retribution.
31- Certainly, for the shelter-takers (39/23 & 33) (there is) a success.
32- Orchards and grapes.
33- And magnificent spouses.
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34- And filled cups.
35- They will not hear in it any nonsense, and not a lie.
36- A reward from your Lord; a calculated donation.
37- Lord of the skies and the earth, and whatever in them; The Most Mercy-Feeler. They cannot
rule from Him for any addressing.
38- A Day when the “Spirit” (42/52) and the “Ruling-Angels” (16/2) will be standing in a line.
None will speak-words except whomever The Most Mercy-Feeler gave-permission for it; and
(the ones who are given-permission) --on the Table, in upper regions-- said right.
39- This is the Day of the Truth (2/62 & Psalms 118/22-25); so whoever wants, he will take
towards his Lord a leaning-forward-place.
40- Certainly, we warned you with a close retribution (44/10-16). A day (when) the person
will watch to what his hands sent-forth, and the disbeliever (74/31) will say: O-my-alas,
(I wish) I were dust!

CHAPTER 79
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- And --in the first region-- the pulling-ones with a drowning.
2- And --in the second region-- the goers-ahead with a going-ahead.
3- And --in the third region-- the glorifying-ones with a glorifying.
4- And --in the fourth region-- the racers-ahead with a racing-ahead.
5- And (thus) the rearers-around of the Command (42/52).
6- A day (when) the shaker will shake.
7- The attaching-one will follow it.
8- (The) hearts are on that day terrified.
9- (The) visions are reverent (44/15-16).
10- (But) they are saying: Shall we certainly be --immediately again to the other
wandering-place-- turned-back in the graves?
11- When we become into rotten bones?
12- They said: This is, then, a losing repetition (for us)!
13- And it is only a single eviction.
14- And then they will be --immediately after their death, in Hell or in Paradise-- (awakened)
on the level-ground (36/49-54 & 16/28-29 X 32). (~ 6/36)
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15- Did (the) utterance of Moses come-forth to you?
16- When his Lord sounded to him in the exalted valley of Tuwaa.
17- Go to Pharaoh; certainly, he transgressed.
18- And say: Is it for you that you may cleanse-yourself?
19- And I shall guide you to your Lord, that you may become-frightened.
20- So he made-him-see the biggest sign (20/22-23).
21- But he lied and disobeyed.
22- Then he reared-away, and ran-against.
23- And (then) he summoned and sounded.
24- And he said: I am your Lord, the great!
25- So The Authority took him with (the) calamity of the Later-time and the Past-time.
26- Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a Lesson (:similar words, in twoers,
system 12/111 = 39/23) for (the one) who may become-frightened.
27- Are you more severe to create, or the sky (40/57)? He structed it.
28- (Then) He raised its height, and made-it-straight.
29- And He covered its night, and brought-out its forenoon.
30- And the earth, after this He rounded it.
31- He brought-out from it its water and its pasture.
32- And the mountains, He rooted-them-in.
33- As a goods for you and for your livestock.
34- And when the big disaster comes.
35- A day (when) the human-being will commemorate what he ran-for (21/94 X 34/5).
36- And the Blazing-fire will be made-appear for (the ones) who see.
37- But whoever transgressed (7/185-186),
38- and (thus) preferred the Nearest life,
39- certainly the Blazing-fire, it will be the abode.
40- But whoever feared (the) standing-(splendor) of his Lord (42/10), and stopped the soul
on the desire (42/15),
41- certainly the Park, it will be the abode.
42- They are asking you about the Hour (30/14-16): When (will) its rooting (come)?
43- What (is there) in you from its commemorative (72/25)?
44- To your Lord is its ultimate-stop.
45- You are only a warner for (the ones) who may become-frightened of it.
46- A day (when) they see it, they will certainly (feel) as if they did not stay --on earth-except an evening or its forenoon.
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CHAPTER 80
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- He frowned and turned-away.
2- Because that the blind-one came to him.
3- And what makes-you-percept, perhaps he will cleanse-himself?
4- Or he will commemorate, and the Commemorative (74/31) will benefit him.
5- But (the one) who felt-rich,
6- and you are to him paying-attention!
7- And what (is there) for you, if he does not cleanse-himself (91/9-10)?
8- But (the one) who came to you runningly,
9- and (while) he was being-frightened,
10- and you are on him ignoring-away!
11- Not-indeed, certainly it is a Commemorance (74/49).
12- Whoever wants, he shall commemorate it.
13- (It is) --with its most accurate, original master in heaven-- in (the) honored pages (81/19-20).
14- Raised (and) purified.
15- With (the) hands of the messengers (56/77-79).
16- Honorable (and) kindly-acting-ones.
17- Let-be-killed the human-being; what made-him-disbelieve (2/26)?
18- From which wanted-thing did He create him?
19- From a tiny-drop He created him, and measured him.
20- Then the Way (16/69) He made-easy for him.
21- Then He made-him-dead, and made-him-put-into-grave.
22- Then when He wanted, He --immediately again in the other wandering-place-spread-him-up (36/49-54).
23- Not-indeed, he did not make-effective --in this wandering-place-- what He
commanded him (23/63)!
24- Let the human-being watch to his meal.
25- Certainly, we poured-down the water with a pouring-down.
26- Then we split the earth with a splitting.
27- And we planted in it grains.
28- And grapes and pasture.
29- And olives and palms.
30- And a variety of orchards.
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And fruitables and vegetables.
As a goods for you and for your livestock.
But when the cry comes.
A day (when) the person will flee from his brother,
and his mother and his father,
and his female-friend and his sons.
For every person from them (there will be) on that day an effort to make-himself-rich-away.
Faces are on that day brightened.
Laughing (and) enjoying-good-news.
And faces are on that day upon them a misery.
And mandating over them a disease.
Those them are the disbelievers (74/31), the gushers.

CHAPTER 81
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- When the sun is rolled.
2- And when the stars are crashed-into-each-other.
3- And when the mountains are roamed-away.
4- And when the domestic-ones are halted.
5- And when the wild-ones are summoned.
6- And when the seas are set-aflame.
7- And when the souls are coupled (37/22 X 36/56).
8- And when the “buried-one” is asked:
9- For which wrong-doing was it killed (85/8-10)?
10- And when the pages (80/11-13) are spread-out.
11- And when the sky is removed.
12- And when the Blazing-fire is ignited.
13- And when the Park is neared.
14- (Every) soul knew (then) what it prepared (59/18 X 89/24).
15- So I surely take-oath by the --in lower region-- sneaking-ones.
16- (And) the --in upper regions-- flowingly floating-ones.
17- And (by) the night when it darkened.
18- And (by) the morning when it breathed.
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19- Certainly, it is a Saying of an honorable Sent-One (:Ruling-Angel, Gabriel 22/75 & 2/97).
20- Haver of a power (53/5), in sight of (the) Haver of the Throne a placed-one.
21- An obeyed-one, there he is secure (33/36).
22- And your friend (:human Sent-One 22/75 & 2/97) is not a jinned-one.
23- And definitely, he saw that in the clear horizon.
24- And he is not upon the (information of the) Unseen a holding-back-one (11/49 = 38/88).
25- And it is not a Saying of a rejected satan (26/210-211).
26- So where are you going?
27- It is not, except a Commemoration (:similar words, in twoers, message 39/23) for
the multitudes.
28- For (those) who want from you to go-standly.
29- But you will not want, except that -if- The Authority wants (74/55-56), Lord of the multitudes.

CHAPTER 82
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- When the sky is shattered.
2- And when the planets are scattered.
3- And when the seas are gushed-out.
4- And when the graves are dug-in.
5- (Every) soul knew (then) what it sent-forth, and latered-back (74/36-37).
6- O the human-being, what illusioned you (6/112-113) about your honorable Lord?
7- The One who created you, and made-you-straight, and made-you-equaled.
8- In whichever form He wanted, He got-you-up.
9- Not-indeed, no, you are lying the Religion (48/28).
10- And certainly, upon you (there are) protectors.
11- Honorable writing-ones (50/16-18).
12- They know what you are doing.
13- Certainly, the kindly-acting-ones (2/177) will be in (the) blessings.
14- And certainly, the gushers (80/42) will be in (the) Blazing-fire.
15- They will get into it on the Religion Day.
16- And they will never (then) be on it unseeners (32/20).
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17- And what made-you-percept what the Religion Day!
18- Then, what made-you-percept what the Religion Day!
19- A Day (when) any soul will not rule for any soul with any wanted-thing (2/254),
and the command will be, on that Day, for The Authority.

CHAPTER 83
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Woe to the deceivers.
2- The ones, when they are taking-weight from the people, they are demanding-full-amount.
3- But when they are giving-weight to them, or giving-balance to them, they are making-lose.
4- Do those-(people) not guess that certainly they will be awakened?
5- For a great Day.
6- A Day (when) the people will stand for (the) Lord of the multitudes (39/68-70).
7- Not-indeed, certainly (the) written-document of the gushers (80/42) will be in (the) dippers.
8- And what made-you-percept what (the) dippers is?
9- A numerically-structured written-document.
10- Woe on that day to the lying-ones (56/82).
11- The ones who are lying the Religion Day (82/17-19).
12- And none will lie it except every hostile-behaver, guilty-one (45/6-7).
13- When our Signs (6/4 & 26/5) are recited upon him, he said: (These are only) --traditional,
in twoers & couples, and unrelated with this subject-- scripted-statements (6/25) of the
past-ones (:past Informers 21/5)! (Please, see “the Words of Moses & Jesus & David &
Muhammad” documents.)
14- Not-indeed, no, what they are gaining (2/81) made-rusted upon their hearts.
15- Not-indeed, certainly, they will be from their Lord, on that day, barriered-out-ones.
16- Then certainly, they will get into the Blazing-fire.
17- Then it will be said: This is the one you were with it lying (16/62)!
18- Not-indeed, certainly (the) written-document of the kindly-acting-ones (2/177) will be
in (the) toppers.
19- And what made-you-percept what (the) toppers is?
20- A numerically-structured written-document.
21- Only the made-close-ones will witness it.
22- Certainly, the kindly-acting-ones (2/177) will be in blessings.
23- Upon the furnishings, watching.
24- You will recognize in their faces (the) joy of the blessings.
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25- They will be sipped from a sealed liquid.
26- Its seal is (like) musk. And for this (all) the competitors shall compete-for.
27- And its topping will be from a fountain.
28- A spring that only the made-close-ones (56/10-11) will be drinking from it.
29- Certainly, the ones who were acting-criminally (7/40) were laughing at the ones
who believed (2/26).
30- And when they passed by them, they were poking-fun.
31- And when they spun-back to their families, they were spinning-back as rejoicing-ones.
32- And when they saw them, they said: Certainly, these-(people) are surely strayers!
33- But they were not sent upon them as protectors.
34- So today, the ones who believed (2/25-26) will be laughing at the disbelievers (2/26-27).
35- Upon the furnishings, watching.
36- So are the disbelievers (thus) waged (now) for what they were doing?

CHAPTER 84
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- When the sky is split.
2- And it listened to its Lord and truthed-down.
3- And when the earth is led-ahead.
4- And it threw-out whatever in it, and emptied-itself.
5- And it listened to its Lord and truthed-down.
6- O the human-being, certainly you are heading towards your Lord with a (constant) heading,
and (finally) you will meet Him.
7- And (the one) who is given his written-document to his right-hand.
8- He will immediately be calculated with an easy calculation.
9- And he will spin-back to his family joyfully.
10- And (the one) who is given his written-document from behind his back.
11- He will immediately call for a nonexistence.
12- And he will get into a roaster.
13- Certainly, he was in his family a joyful-one.
14- Certainly, he guessed that he would never account-for (16/28 & 16/62).
15- Yes-indeed, certainly his Lord was of him a visioner.
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16- So I surely take-oath by the dusk.
17- And the night, and what it picked-up.
18- And the moon when it became-picked-up.
19- You will surely get on layer upon layer (54/1).
20- So what (is happening) to them that they do not believe (54/2)?
21- And when the Reading (:similar words, in twoers, message 36/69 = 39/23) is read upon them,
they do not prostrate.
22- No, the ones who disbelieved (2/26) are lying.
23- And The Authority knows-best what they are locking-in.
24- So give-them-good-news with a painful retribution (44/10-16 & 8/50-51).
25- Except the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25), for them (there will
come) a payment that is different than (to be) sustained.

CHAPTER 85
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- And (by) the sky, that is haver of the castles.
2- And the promised day (70/42-44).
3- And the witness and the witnessed.
4- Let-be-killed (the) community of the dent!
5- The fire, that is haver of the fuel.
6- Once, they (:fanatic aggressors 22/72) were upon it, sitting.
7- And they were upon what they were doing to the believers (74/31) witnesses.
8- And they did not take-revenge from them except that they believed in The Authority (3/84),
the high, the praiseworthy.
9- The One that for Him is (the) ruling-dominion of the skies and the earth. And The Authority
is upon every wanted-thing a witness.
10- Certainly, the ones who (thus) persecuted the male-believers and the female-believers (74/31),
then did not return, for them (there will come) a retribution of Hell, and for them (there will come)
a retribution of the Burner.
11- Certainly, the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25), for them (there
will come) Parks flowing under them the rivers. This is the big success.
12- Certainly, (the) attack of your Lord is severe.
13- Certainly-He, He initiates, and turns-it-back (10/4).
14- And He is the forgiver, the liking-one.
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15- Haver of the glorious throne.
16- Doer of whatever He intends (36/82).
17- Did (the) utterance of the armies come-forth to you?
18- Pharaoh and Thamoud (89/9-14)?
19- No, the ones who disbelieved --here-- (74/31) are in a lying.
20- But The Authority is from their behind a surrounder.
21- No, it --with its most accurate, original master in heaven (81/19-21)-- is a glorious
Reading (:similar words, in twoers, message 36/69 = 39/23).
22- In a protected tablet (56/77-79).

CHAPTER 86
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- And (by) the sky and the speeder.
2- And what made-you-percept what the speeder is?
3- (By its waves) the fast-shooting star (67/5).
4- Every soul is that upon it (there is) a protector (82/10-11).
5- So let the human-being watch from what he was created.
6- He was created from an ejected water (:semen).
7- (Then) he is coming-out from between the spine and the viscera.
8- Certainly, He is upon bringing-him-back (again) --before Himself-- a measurer (45/15).
9- A day (when) the hidden-thoughts will be tested.
10- And (there will) not (be) for him from any power, and not a helper (69/25-30).
11- And the sky, that is haver of the bringing-back.
12- And the earth, that is haver of the shattering.
13- Certainly, it is a separating Saying (81/19 & 25-27).
14- And it is not a blunder (57/12-13).
15- Certainly, they are snaring a snare.
16- And I am (also) snaring a snare.
17- So you shall respite the disbelievers (2/26); respite them shortly.
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CHAPTER 87
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Glorify (the) Name of your Lord, the Toppest.
2- The One who created, and made-straight (32/9).
3- And the One who measured, and guided (77/23).
4- And the One who brought-out the meadow.
5- And (then) He made it into a light hay.
6- We will surely read to you --every of those similar words--; so do not forget (75/17-18);
7- Except what The Authority wants. Certainly, He knows (after this) --on the Table-the evident-ones, and what will go-secret --under the Table-- (74/26-30).
(To get a little bit more detailed & comprehensive information on this subject, please see
the Reading, Introduction part.)
8- And we will easily-direct-you to the easiest-one.
9- So you shall commemorate, if (this) Commemorative (:similar words, in twoers,
message 74/26-31 = 39/23) benefits.
10- The one who becomes-frightened will commemorate.
11- But the tyrant will avoid it.
12- The one who will get into the biggest Fire.
13- Then he will not die in it, and he will not live.
14- Definitely, (the one) who cleansed-himself received-comfort.
15- And he commemorated (the) Name of his Lord, and supported (this).
16- No, you are preferring the Nearest Life.
17- But the Later-time is better and more lasting.
18- Certainly, this (:Commemoration 39/23 = 2/23-27) is also (recorded) in the pages
of the past-ones.
19- (The) pages of Abraham and Moses.
(Patriarchs 10/9 = 8/5-7) & (Moses 18/18-19 = 32/1-3)

CHAPTER 88
*
12345-

In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
Did (the) utterance of the Covering-one (44/10-11) come-forth to you?
Faces are on that day reverent.
They worked (23/63-67) but exhausted (now).
They will get into a flaming-one.
They will be sipped from a heated spring.
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6- (There will) not (be) for them any meal except from a useless-one.
7- It will not nourish, and it will not make-rich from hunger.
8- Faces are on that day blessy.
9- Happy for his running (21/94).
10- In a top Park.
11- You will not hear in it any nonsense (56/25).
12- In it (there is) a flowing spring.
13- In it (there are) raised furnishings.
14- And put-down cups.
15- And lined-up pitchers.
16- And scattered carpets.
17- So do they not watch to the camel, how it was created?
18- And to the sky, how it was raised?
19- And to the mountains, how they were altared-up?
20- And to the earth, how it was leveled?
21- So you shall make-Commemorate (74/31), you are only a commemorate-teller.
22- You are not upon them a dictator.
23- Except (the one) who turns-away and disbelieves (74/31),
24- The Authority will retribute him with the biggest retribution.
25- Certainly, to us are their leaning-forward-places.
26- Then certainly, upon us will be their calculation (84/7-12).

CHAPTER 89
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- And (by) the dawn.
2- And (the) ten evenings (19/10 & 69/7).
3- And --on the Table-- the even (39/23), and --under the Table-- the odd (3/7).
4- And the night when it crossed-away.
5- Is there in this (style of narration) an oath (56/76-77) for (the) haver of a confinement?
6- Did you not see how your Lord did to Aad?
7- Erum, haver of the pillars?
8- The one that any same-of-it was never created among the towns.
9- And Thamoud, the ones who carved the stones in the valleys.
10- And Pharaoh, haver of the columns.
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11- (These are) the ones who transgressed (7/185-186) in the towns.
12- And they made-major in them the evil-committing (2/204-205).
13- And your Lord poured upon them a rod of retribution.
14- Certainly, your Lord is at (the) spectating-place.
15- But the human-being, when his Lord tested him, and honored him, and blessed him,
he says: My Lord honored me!
16- But when He tested him, and measured upon him his provision, he says: My Lord
humiliated me!
17- Not-indeed, no, you are not honoring the orphan (2/215).
18- And you are not encouraging upon giving-meal of the poor (2/273).
19- And you are eating the inheritance with an eager eating.
20- And you are loving the property with a greedy loving.
21- Not-indeed, when the earth is crushed, with crush (after) crush.
22- And your Lord and (the) Ruling-Angels will come, in line (after) line.
23- And (the) Hell will be made-come on that day. On that day, the human-being will
commemorate; but how can the Commemorative (74/31) be for him (now)?
24- He says: O-my-alas, (I wish) I had sent-forth (74/36-37) for my life!
25- And on that day, none can retribute --for the left side-- like His retribution (58/4).
26- And none can covenant-up --for the right side-- like His covenanting-up (58/5).
27- (But) O the reassured soul (13/28)!
28- (You) turn to your Lord (now); being-satisfied, (and) making-satisfied.
29- Enter into My servants.
30- And enter into My Park (74/39-47).

CHAPTER 90
*
1234567-

In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
I surely take-oath by this town (95/1-3).
And you are lawful to this town (28/57).
And by (the) birth-causer, and by what he caused-to-be-birthed.
Definitely, we created the human-being in a keeping-busy.
Is he (now) calculating that anyone will not measure upon him (19/77-78)?
He is saying: I made-vanish so much properties (4/38)!
Is he calculating that anyone would not see (to) him (23/55-56)?
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8- Did we not make for him two-eyes?
9- And a tongue and two-lips?
10- And we guided him to the “two-heights” (74/27-31).
11- But he did not bear the consequence.
12- And what made-you-percept what the consequence is?
13- Freeing a neck-bound-one (2/177).
14- Or giving-meal in a day that is haver of a hunger.
15- An orphan, that is haver of a closeness.
16- Or a poor, that is haver of a hardship (2/215).
17- Then becoming from the ones who believed (74/31), and recommended-each-other
with the steadfastness (2/155), and recommended-each-other with the mercy (17/24).
18- Those are (the) community of the glory.
19- And the ones who disbelieved in our Signs (6/4 & 26/5); they are (the) community of
the misery.
20- Upon them is a made-stuck Fire.

CHAPTER 91
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- And the sun and its forenoon.
2- And the moon, when it follows it.
3- And the daylight, when it makes-it-appear.
4- And the night, when it makes-it-covered.
5- And the sky, and (the One) that structed it.
6- And the earth, and (the One) that leveled it.
7- And a soul, and (the One) that made-it-straight (18/37),
8- And (then) pointed-out to it its gushing-out (7/146), and its shelter-taking (47/17).
9- Definitely, (the one) who cleansed it (80/3-4) received-comfort.
10- And definitely, (the one) who neglected it (80/5-7) failed.
11- Thamoud had lied because of its transgressing.
12- When their tyrant-one awakened-up.
13- And (the) Sent-One of The Authority said to them: (The) camel of The Authority, and its
sipping-time (54/27-28).
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14- But they lied him and slaughtered it. And their Lord requited upon them for their
wrong-doings, and He made-it-straight.
15- And He never fears its consequence (21/23).

CHAPTER 92
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- And the night, when it covers.
2- And the daylight, when it appears.
3- And (the One) that created the male and the female.
4- Certainly, your runnings are various.
5- But (the one) who donated (8/41) and took-shelter.
6- And proved-right the Nicest-one (39/23).
7- We will easily-direct-him to the most-easy-one.
8- But (the one) who behaved-stingy (41/7) and went-rich.
9- And lied the Nicest-one (39/23).
10- We will easily-direct-him to the most-difficult-one.
11- And his property will not make-rich on him when he rolled-down.
12- Certainly, upon us is the Guidance (39/23).
13- And certainly, for us is the Later-time and the Past-time.
14- So I warned you about a blazing Fire.
15- None will get into it except the tyrant-one.
16- The one who lied and turned-away (75/31-32).
17- And the shelter-taker will avoid it.
18- The one who gives his property (2/261) to be-cleansed.
19- And there is not from anyone, in sight of him, with a blessing (that would be) rewarded.
20- Except requiring (the) face of his Lord, the Toppest.
21- So he will soon be-satisfied (89/28-30).
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CHAPTER 93
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- And the forenoon.
2- And the night, when it darkened.
3- Your Lord did not repudiate you (21/87-88), and He did not become-angry (48/1-3).
4- So the Later-time will be better for you than the Past-time.
5- And your Lord will soon give you; and you will be-satisfied (89/27-30).
6- Did He not find you an orphan, and aboded?
7- And He found you a strayer, and guided (39/23).
8- And He found you a poor-one, and made-rich.
9- So the orphan, you shall not forsake (2/220).
10- And the asking-one, you shall not reprimand (70/24-25).
11- And the Blessing (:similar words, in twoers, system) of your Lord, you shall
“utter” (93/11 = 39/23).

CHAPTER 94
*
12345678-

In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
Did we not relax for you your chest?
And we put-down (from) on you your load.
The one that had burdened your back.
And we raised for you your Commemoration (39/23).
So certainly, with the difficulty --on the Table, for the left side-- (there will be) an easiness.
Certainly, with the difficulty --on the Table, for the right side-- (there will be) an easiness.
So when you freed-up, you shall be-tired (again).
And to your Lord you shall seek-direction (93/5).
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CHAPTER 95
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- And the fig, and the olive,
2- And (these) beautiful mounts;
3- And this secure town.
4- Definitely, we created the human-being in (the) nicest standing-design.
5- Then we turned him into (the) bottomest of (the) bottoming-ones (28/42).
6- Except the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25); for them (there
will come) a payment that is different than (to be) sustained.
7- And what can make-you-lie, after (this), the Religion (:similar words, in twoers,
system 48/28 = 39/23)?
8- Is not The Authority (then) the Wisest-Decision-Maker of the wise-decision-makers?

CHAPTER 96
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Read (17/106), in (the) Name of your Lord; the One who created.
2- He created the human-being from a hanging-(embryo).
3- Read (17/106); and your Lord is the most honorable.
4- The One who made-know with the pen (68/1).
5- He (thus) made-know the human-being what he never knew.
6- Not-indeed, certainly the human-being transgresses (7/185-186).
7- Because-that he saw it, he went-rich-away.
8- Certainly, to your Lord will be the coming-back (31/23-24).
9- Did you see the one who stopped-10- a servant, when he supported (33/56)?
11- Did you see, if he was upon the Guidance (39/23),
12- Or he commanded with the shelter-taking (39/33)?
13- Did you see, if he lied and turned-away (75/31-32)?
14- Did he not know that certainly The Authority sees?
15- Not-indeed, if he does not stop, we will slap the forelock.
16- A forelock that is a liar, a wrongly-acting-one.
17- So let him call his sounding-ones.
18- We will call the malignant-ones (48/7 & 6/65 & …) ~ (66/6).
19- Not-indeed, you shall not obey him; you shall prostrate (48/29) and come-close.
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CHAPTER 97
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Certainly, we sent-it-down (39/23) in the night of measuring.
2- And what made-you-percept what the night of measuring!
3- The night of measuring is better than a thousand months.
4- The “Ruling-Angels” and the “Spirit” (16/2) are coming-down in it, with (the) permission
of their Lord, from --on the Table, in those four regional-- every command (44/4).
5- Peaceful it is until the rising of the dawn (73/20).

CHAPTER 98
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- The ones who disbelieved from (the) family of the Written-Document (5/68), and the
partner-makers (22/17), were not to free-away, until the Clear-Proof (6/157) came-forth to them.
2- A Sent-One from The Authority, reciting purified pages.
3- In them --their most accurate, original master in heaven-- (there are) standing
writings (80/13-16 & 56/77-79).
4- And the ones who were given the Written-Document did not part-away, except after the
Clear-Proof (6/157) came-forth to them.
5- And they were not commanded except to serve The Authority, devoting to Him the
Religion (39/2-3), as monotheists (6/161 & 12/40),
and to stand the Support (2/238 & Psalms 55/17-18) and give the Cleansing (8/41 &
Psalms 37/26-28). And this is the Standing Religion (12/40 = 5/44 & 5/47 & 5/48 & 5/68).
6- Certainly, the ones who disbelieved from (the) family of the Written-Document (5/68),
and the partner-makers (22/17), will be in Fire of Hell, as eternal-ones in it. Those them are
(the) most wicked of the initiated-ones.
7- Certainly, the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25), those them are
(the) most goodnessly of the initiated-ones.
8- Their reward, in sight of their Lord, is (the) Parks of Eden flowing under them the rivers, as
eternal-ones in them forever. The Authority (thus) became-satisfied with them, and they
became-satisfied with Him. This is for (the one) who might be-frightened of his Lord (39/23).
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CHAPTER 99
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- When the earth is trembled with its trembling.
2- And the earth will send-out its heavinesses.
3- And the human-being will say: What is (happening) to it?
4- On that day, it will be uttering its news.
5- For that your Lord (thus) pointed-out to it.
6- On that day, (those) people will (immediately) issue-ahead variously, that they may be
made-see their works (36/48-54).
7- Whoever works for a goodness (16/30) that is (as much as) a heaviness of a particle, he will
see it (36/55-58).
8- Whoever works for a wickedness (16/24) that is (as much as) a heaviness of a particle, he will
see it (36/59-64).

CHAPTER 100
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- And (by) the --on the left side-- attacking-ones in an instant.
2- And the --on the right side-- igniting-ones of a spark.
3- And the makers-ousted --into lower region-- in a morning.
4- And (thus) they --on the left side-- invaded with it violently.
5- And they --on the right side-- forayed with it gatheringly (9/111).
6- Certainly, the human-being is against his Lord a rude-one.
7- And certainly, he is upon this a witness.
8- And certainly, he is for (the) love of the goodness (:properties & sons 18/46) a severe-one.
9- So does he not know, when (the ones) that are in the graves (on the Standing Day, again on
this earth) will be dug-out?
10- And (the things) that are in the chests will be picked-up?
11- Certainly, their Lord will be of them, on that day (39/67-70), a News-Taker.
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CHAPTER 101
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- The jolter.
2- What the jolter!
3- And what made-you-percept what the jolter!
4- A day (when) the people will be like scattered butterflies.
5- And the mountains will be like fluffed wool.
6- And (the one) whose “balances” (42/17) heavied.
7- He will be in a making-satisfied subsistence.
8- But (the one) whose “balances” (42/17) lighted.
9- His motherly-place will be (the) steeper.
10- And what made-you-percept what it is?
11- A heating-up fire (51/9-14).

CHAPTER 102
*
12345678-

In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
The (lust for) being-major vanited you.
Until you journeyed to the graves (57/20).
Not-indeed, --on the Table, for the left side-- you will soon know.
Then, not-indeed, --on the Table, for the right side-- you will soon know.
Not-indeed, if you knew with the certainty of knowledge.
You would surely see the Blazing-fire.
Then you will see it with the certainty of eyes.
Then you will be asked, on that day, about the Blessings (93/11 & 43/44).

Chapter 103 & 104 & 105
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CHAPTER 103
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- And (by) the century.
2- Certainly, the human-being is in the loss (11/119).
3- Except the ones who believed and worked for the righteous-deeds (2/25 ~ 2/220 & 4/114 & …),
and recommended-each-other with the Truth (10/108), and recommended-each-other with the
steadfastness (31/17).

CHAPTER 104
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Woe to every --on the Table, regarding the left side-- slanderer, --regarding the right side-backbiter (2/171).
2- The one who gathered property, and counted it.
3- He is calculating that his property will make-him-eternal (23/55-56).
4- Not-indeed, he will be hurled into the trasher.
5- And what made-you-percept what the trasher is?
6- (The) fire of The Authority that is fueled-up.
7- The one that will rise upon the minds (14/42-43).
8- Certainly, it (will be) upon them enshrouded;
9- In (the) led-ahead pillars (32/20).

CHAPTER 105
*
12345-

In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
Did you not see how your Lord did to (those) community of the elephanty-ones?
Did He not make their snare into a strayance?
And He sent upon them swarms of birdy-ones.
They were hurling to them rocks from (the) burning-ones (48/7 & 6/65).
And (thus) He made them (4/47 & 9/98) like (the) eaten leaves.

Chapter 106 & 107 & 108
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CHAPTER 106
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- For reconciling (the) “kinly-ones.”
2- Reconciling them in (the) journey of --on the left side-- the winter, and --on the right side-the summer (9/41).
3- So let them serve (the) Lord of this House (3/96).
4- The One who mealed them from a hunger, and secured them from a fear (28/57).

CHAPTER 107
*
1234567-

In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
Did you see the one who is lying the Religion (48/28)?
And this is the one who is mistreating the orphan (93/6).
And he is not encouraging upon giving-meal of the poor (2/273).
So woe to the Supporting-ones.
The ones that they are on their Supports heedless-ones.
The ones that they are showing-off (4/38).
And they are prohibiting the “gifts” (68/12).

CHAPTER 108
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- Certainly, we gave you the “majored-one.”
2- So you shall support for your Lord (4/166), and cut-the-ties.
3- Certainly your opponents, it will be (also) --under the Table, in lower region-- the
ousted-ones (33/26-27).

Chapter 109 & 110 & 111
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CHAPTER 109
*
123456-

In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
Say: O the disbelievers (74/31).
I shall not serve what you are serving (9/31).
And you are not likely to be (the) serving-ones of what I am serving (39/11).
And I am not likely to be a serving-one of what you served.
And you are not likely to be (the) serving-ones of what I am serving.
So for you is your Religion (42/21); and for me is my Religion (6/161).

CHAPTER 110
* In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
1- When (the) help of The Authority comes, and the Opening.
2- And you see the people entering into (the) Religion (48/28) of The Authority, in crowds.
3- You shall glorify with praise of your Lord, and seek-forgiveness of Him (47/19). Certainly,
He is a best returner.

CHAPTER 111
*
12345-

In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
Withered are (the) hands of (that) father of flame, and he withered.
His property did not make-rich on him, and not what he gained (74/11-17).
He will get into a Fire that is haver of a flame.
And his female-person, as carrier of the wood.
In her neck (there will be) a rope of thorns (37/21-34).

Chapter 112 & 113 & 114
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CHAPTER 112
*
1234-

In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
Say: He is The Authority, (the) One.
The Authority, the Absolute (28/88).
He never gave-birth, and He was never given-birth.
And never became for Him any matching one (17/88).

CHAPTER 113
*
12345-

In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
Say: I take-refuge in (the) Lord of the cleaving (6/95-96).
From (the) wickedness of (those) what He created (23/97-98).
And from (the) wickedness of (the) darkening-one (17/78) when it invaded.
And from (the) wickedness of the blowing-ones into the (spousal)-knots (2/102 ~ 13/25).
And from (the) wickedness of a jealousing-one (2/109) when he jealoused.

CHAPTER 114
*
123456-

In the Name of The Authority, the Most Mercy-Feeler, the Most Merciful.
Say: I take-refuge in (the) Lord of the people.
Ruler of the people.
Authority of the people (28/70).
From (the) wickedness of the sneaky whisperers.
The ones who are whispering into (the) chests of the people (6/112 & 121).
(Be they) from the jinns (or) the people.
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